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Prefácio

O presente volume resulta do 2º Encontro Nacional de Filosofia Analítica (ENFA2). O 
ENFA2 teve lugar no Porto, na Faculdade de Letras, entre 7 e 9 de Outubro de 2004. Os 
coordenadores do volume são os membros da Comissão Organizadora do ENFA2. O ENFA1 
teve lugar em Coimbra, em 2002, na Faculdade de Letras, sob responsabilidade do Prof. 
Henrique Jales Ribeiro. Foi decidido que o segundo encontro se realizaria no Porto, e que a 
Prof. Sofia Miguens seria a responsável. Como ficou reflectido na composição da Comissão 
Científica, o ENFA2 pretendeu ter uma dimensão nacional. Foi um objectivo importante 
do encontro incentivar e fortalecer a colaboração entre universidades portuguesas onde exis-
te ensino da Filosofia e a tradição analítica tem alguma expressão. Na Comissão Científica 
encontravam-se representantes de várias universidades portuguesas (João Branquinho, Uni-
versidade de Lisboa; João Sàágua, Universidade Nova de Lisboa; Henrique Jales Ribeiro, 
Universidade de Coimbra; Sofia Miguens, Universidade do Porto e José Manuel Curado, 
Universidade do Minho). A organização deste encontro teve como modelo os encontros das 
sociedades espanhola (SEFA) e italiana (SIFA) de filosofia analítica. O ENFA2 realizou-se sob 
os auspícios da ESAP (European Society for Analytic Philosophy), cujo Presidente era então 
um português, o Prof. João Branquinho. 

O primeiro call for papers do ENFA2 foi posto a circular em Abril de 2004, em mailing lists 
europeias e sul-americanas. A Comissão Científica apreciou resumos provenientes de lugares 
tão diversos como Espanha, Brasil, Itália, Polónia, Reino Unido e Suécia. Uma vez que a 
submissão de resumos de tantos filósofos não portugueses foi bastante inesperada, o trabalho 
dos membros da Comissão Científica foi especialmente importante. Também aqui queremos 
exprimir um agradecimento muito especial ao Prof. João Branquinho que, mesmo não estan-
do fisicamente presente no Porto, esteve sempre disponível para resolver problemas logísticos 
e de organização que foram surgindo.

Dado o grande número de submissões, colocou-se o problema da língua. Tínhamos consciência 
de que o português seria importante para chamar os estudantes portugueses à filosofia analítica, 
no entanto o inglês tornou-se quase imperativo, uma vez que as pessoas de várias nacionalida-
des presentes no encontro deveriam compreender-se umas às outras e comunicar. Não havendo 
uma solução perfeita para o problema, foi deixada a opção a cada um dos participantes. O 
português e o inglês foram as línguas oficiais do encontro, o que se reflecte nestas Actas.
 
Pensamos que o presente volume é bem revelador da variedade de áreas da filosofia analítica. 
No ENFA2 tivemos apresentações que foram desde a História da Filosofia, à Estética e à 
Filosofia Moral e Política, passando pela Lógica, Filosofia da Linguagem e Filosofia da Mente. 
Mantivemos no volume a classificação temática que utilizámos no encontro; pretendemos 
aqui que a divisão por temas surja a partir dos textos, e não o contrário. Relativamente ao 
programa do encontro, alguns textos foram perdidos, outros ganhos, nomeadamente aqueles 
de pessoas cujos resumos tinham sido aceites mas que não puderam estar presentes no Porto. 
Por outro lado, o texto de Charles Travis (que estava presente no Porto enquanto membro 
fundador da Sociedade Portuguesa de Filosofia Analítica mas também apresentou uma comu-
nicação) não corresponde exactamente à que foi a sua participação. 

Durante o Encontro teve lugar a constituição formal da Sociedade Portuguesa de Filosofia 
Analítica (SPFA), cuja Direcção – constituída por João Branquinho (Universidade de Lisboa), 
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Presidente, Sofia Miguens (Universidade do Porto), Desidério Murcho (King’s College, Lon-
don), Pedro Santos (Universidade do Algarve) e Ricardo Santos (Universidade Nova de Lis-
boa) – foi eleita em Assembleia Geral. Todos os presentes no Porto, bem como os presentes 
em Coimbra, em 2002, são considerados membros fundadores da SPFA.

A organização do ENFA2 no Porto foi ainda um estímulo prático importante para o MLAG 
(Mind, Language and Action Group). O MLAG faz parte do Gabinete de Filosofia Moderna 
e Contemporânea, coordenado pela Prof. Maria José Cantista, na Unidade I&D 502 (Institu-
to de Filosofia) da Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia, sendo ainda a estrutura através da 
qual a Filosofia participa no Centro de Ciência Cognitiva da Universidade do Porto. Quere-
mos agradecer à Prof. Maria José Cantista o apoio que nos deu em todas as questões relativas 
à constituição do MLAG e à organização do ENFA2. 

Gostaríamos de agradecer aos nossos patrocinadores, a Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecno-
logia, a Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian e a Reitoria da Universidade do Porto. Agradecemos 
também ao nosso principal patrocinador, o Departamento de Filosofia da Faculdade de Letras 
da Universidade do Porto, na pessoa do seu Presidente, o Prof. José Meirinhos. Agradecemos 
a todas as pessoas que dirigiram sessões no ENFA2, bem como aos membros do Comité de 
Alunos (Fernanda Moura Pinto, Tomás Magalhães, Cátia Faria, Maria José Lopes, Manue-
la Ferreira). Agradecemos a valiosa ajuda do Gabinete de Eventos (Fátima Lisboa, Cláudia 
Abreu, Nuno Santos). Agradecemos ainda à Dra. Alexandra Abranches, da Universidade do 
Minho, por todas as suas sugestões relativas a versões inglesas de documentos relacionados 
com o ENFA2, bem como pela sua ajuda ao longo dos trabalhos do encontro.

Esperamos que a tradição de realização dos Encontros Nacionais de Filosofia Analítica se 
mantenha, e que sirva de estímulo à criatividade e ao conhecimento mútuo dos filósofos 
analíticos portugueses, bem como de espaço de intercâmbio, como foi o caso no ENFA2, 
entre a comunidade analítica portuguesa e a comunidade filosófica global. 

Porto, 11 de Janeiro de 2006

Sofia Miguens
João Alberto Pinto
Carlos E. E. Mauro
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Preface

This volume is an outcome of the Second National Meeting of Analytic Philosophy (ENFA2), 
which took place at the Faculty of Arts of the University of Porto from the 7th to the 9th 
of October 2004. The editors are the members of the Organizing Committee for the Porto 
Conference, the first ENFA having taken place at the Faculty of Arts of the University of Co-
imbra, with Prof. Henrique Jales Ribeiro in charge of the organization. It was then decided 
that Prof. Sofia Miguens, from the University of Porto, should organize ENFA2 in Porto.

The composition of the Scientific Committee for ENFA2 reflected the idea that the meeting 
should have national scope and that it should foster cooperation among analytic philosophers 
in Portuguese universities. Thus, members from almost every philosophy department working 
in the analytic tradition were included in the Scientific Committee, namely, João Branquinho, 
from the University of Lisbon, João Sáagua, from the New University of Lisbon, Henrique 
Jales Ribeiro, from the University of Coimbra, José Manuel Curado, from the University of 
Minho, and Sofia Miguens, from the University of Porto. The organization of this meeting was 
modelled on the meetings of the Spanish SEFA and the Italian SIFA. A further intention was 
that SPFA (Sociedade Portuguesa de Filosofia Analítica) should formally be made a member 
of the European Society for Analytic Philosophy. At the time ENFA2 took place, the president 
of ESAP was a portuguese philosopher, Prof. João Branquinho, and his help was invaluable in 
the organization of this meeting. ENFA2 took place under the auspices of ESAP.

The first call for papers was circulated in April 2004, using European and South American 
mailing lists. The Scientific Committee received submissions from places as diverse as Spain, 
Brazil, Italy, Poland, United Kingdom and Sweden. Since the submission of abstracts from so 
many non-Portuguese philosophers was rather unexpected, the work of the members of the 
Scientific Committee was especially important. Their cooperation was inestimable. We would 
like to express our special thanks to Prof. João Branquinho. Though not physically present 
in Porto, he was always available and helped us with all sorts of logistics and organization 
problems, which always come up in an enterprise of this kind.

Given the large number of submissions, we were faced with the problem of language: we were 
aware that Portuguese would be important in order to attract Portuguese students to analytic 
philosophy, yet the use of English turned out to be almost an imperative, since people of vari-
ous nationalities who were coming to the meeting had to be able to understand each other 
and communicate. No perfect solution being available, it was decided that each participant 
should use their own judgement in the choice of language. Portuguese and English were the 
official languages of the meeting, as is manifested in the present volume.

We think this volume has the virtue of revealing how ample and varied analytic philosophy can 
be. At ENFA2 there were presentations on the History of Philosophy, Aesthetics, Moral and 
Political Philosophy, Logic, Philosophy of Language and Philosophy of Mind. In editing this 
volume, we have kept the same thematic arrangement that was used for the meeting itself, the 
idea being that division by themes should come from the papers rather than the other way 
round. As for the programme of the meeting, as it often happens, some papers have been lost, 
others gained. Some papers are published here even though the authors could not come to 
Porto, as the abstracts had been accepted. On the other hand, the paper by Prof. Charles Tra-
vis (who was present in Porto as a founding member of the Portuguese Society for Analytic 
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Philosophy but also gave a talk), does not correspond exactly to what he actually presented. 
During the meeting, the Portuguese Society for Analytic Philosophy was formally constituted. 
The board was elected in a general assembly. The elected members of the 2004-2006 board 
were João Branquinho (University of Lisbon), President, Sofia Miguens (University of Porto), 
Desidério Murcho (King’s College, London), Pedro Santos (University of Algarve), Ricardo 
Santos (New University of Lisbon). All those who were present in Porto, as well as those who 
had been present in Coimbra in 2002, are considered founding members of the SPFA.

The organization of ENFA2 in Porto was an important incentive for work within MLAG 
(Mind, Language and Action Group). MLAG is a part of Gabinete de Filosofia Moderna e 
Contemporânea, coordinated by Prof. Maria José Cantista within FCT R&D Unit 502 (Insti-
tuto de Filosofia), and is also the group through which Philosophy participates in the Univer-
sity of Porto Centre for Cognitive Science. We want to thank Prof. Maria José Cantista for her 
support in all matters concerning the creation of MLAG and the organization of ENFA2.

We would like to thank our sponsors, the Foundation for Science and Technology, the 
Gulbenkian Foundation and the Dean of the University of Porto. We would particularly like 
to thank the Philosophy Department of the Faculty of Arts of the University of Porto, our 
main sponsor, and the head of the Philosophy Department, Prof. José Meirinhos. We also 
thank all those who chaired sessions, the Student Comittee (Fernanda Moura Pinto, Tomás 
Magalhães, Cátia Faria, Maria José Lopes, Manuela Ferreira), and the priceless assistance of 
what was then the Comission for Events (Fátima Lisboa, Cláudia Moreira, Nuno Santos). We 
thank Dr. Alexandra Abranches (University of Minho) for her many suggestions regarding 
the English versions of several documents related with ENFA2, and in general for her help 
throughout the conference.

It is our hope that the tradition of holding National Meetings of Analytic Philosophy should 
henceforth be kept, thus stimulating creativity and interaction among Portuguese analytic 
philosophers, as well as providing an occasion for a dialogue between the Portuguese analytic 
community and the wider philosophical community, as it was the case with ENFA2.

Porto, January 11th, 2006

Sofia Miguens
João Alberto Pinto
Carlos E. E. Mauro
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Conferências Plenárias / Lectures

TO CATCH ONE’S OWN SHADOW*
Fernando Ferreira

Universidade de Lisboa

If I infer ‘Q’ from ‘P’ then I am entitled to assert ‘P  Q’. If I have ‘P   Q’ then ‘Q’ is settled 
by way of settling ‘P’: “Modus Ponendo Ponens”. I have two jolly rules here, but I can’t prove 
Peirce’s law: ‘((P  Q)  P)  P’.1 It’s a pretty elementary law, though. “If the consequence 
of the conditional is true then the conditional is true. If it is false, then the antecedent of the 
antecedent is true, because its own antecedent is false. Since the consequent of the antecedent is 
false, it follows that the antecedent of the conditional is false. Therefore, the conditional is true 
in this case as well.”

For any P, P  P. Peirce’s law is not needed to justify this. Oops! Am I mixing up use and 
mention? Perhaps I should have said that for every sentence S, the sentence ‘S  S’ is true. Or: 
that the sentential schema ‘P  P’ is logically valid. No! I will follow the ways of G. Frege. He 
would have written ‘∀p(p  p)’, with lower-case ‘p’ (had he used our notation). I will not commit 
this gratuitous blunder. Instead, I say that the sentence ‘∀P(P  P)’ is a law of logic. This is a 
powerful Begriffsschrift. G. Frege was carried away by it. His insouciance was amazing. From the 
above law, G. Frege instantiates (e.g.) ‘∀P(P  P)  ∀P(P  P)’. Prima facie, instantiations of 
generalities have to be intelligible in advance of the generality itself. This is not happening here. 
B. Russell was more circumspect. He disliked circles, joining company with H. Poincaré. The 
sentence ‘∀P(P  P)’ is a law of logic, but a law for “elementary propositions” only², and the 
very law expresses a proposition which is not elementary (on account of the sneaky quantifier). B. 
Russell would be quick to add that ‘∀P(P  P)  ∀P(P  P)’ is, nevertheless, an instance of a law 
of logic, but of another law viz. ‘∀P²(P² P²)’. The superscript in ‘P²’ indicates that the universal 
quantifier ranges over non-elementary propositions of the order that we are discussing. But, of 
course, the sentence ‘∀P²(P² P²)  ∀P²(P² P²)’ is no longer an instance of the law ‘∀P²(P² 
P²)’. It is an instance of a similar law, but one of a higher-order, etc., etc. We can keep going up 

1 This law is stated in part II of Charles S. Peirce’s “ On the algebra of logic: a contribution to the philosophy of nota-
tion,” The American Journal of Mathematics, vol.7, no. 2, pp. 180-202 (1885).
2 Elementary proposition’ is a technical term in Alfred North Whiterhead and Bertrand Russell, Principia Math-
ematica, vol I, second edition (Cambridge University Press, 1925). Cf. pp. xvi.

* The present work is a “lite” version of the paper that was actually read at ENFA2. At the moment of this writing 
(December 2004), that paper is still being reworked. The interested reader will have to await for it to see a more 
thorough discussion of the issues raised here.
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the superscript numbers, ramifying, but to attempt to formulate the general law by a sentence is 
like attempting to catch one’s own shadow. It can’t be done.

Or can it? F. Ramsey thought it could.³ He relied on L. Wittgenstein’s doctrine of “atomic 
propositions” in the Tractatus4. According to F. Ramsey and L. Wittgenstein, a proposition is that 
which expresses agreement and disagreement with complementary sets of truth-possibilities of 
the atomic propositions. Conversely, any set of these truth-possibilities determines a proposition, 
one which agrees with all the truth-possibilities in the given set, and disagrees with the remain-
ing. On this view, there may be propositions which cannot be presented by sentences (for lack of 
linguistic resources). The sentence ‘∀P(P  P)’ presents a proposition. It asserts the conjunction 
of all propositions witch can be specified by conditionals whose antecedent and consequent are 
the very same proposition. All the conjuncts are the same proposition, since they all express the 
same truth-possibilities, viz. whatever (the disagreement set of truth-possibilities is void). Since 
a conjunction of whatevers is whatever, own ‘∀P(P  P)’ presents the proposition that expresses 
whatever.  It is the tautological proposition (if it were a real proposition, which according to F. Ramsey 
it isn’t). This explanation is not vicious. Leaving aside the dubious doctrine of the Tractatus and 
the minutiae of propositions galore, F. Ramsey is saying that propositions are independent of 
their being propounded. He is rejecting the view that propositions are a mere façon de parler for 
sentences in linguistic use. He is saying that propositions have clear identity conditions and that 
they can be referred to (i.e., that they are objects). In the words of R. Carnap5, Ramsey is saying 
that propositions form an absolute realm. What realm is this?

Perhaps B. Russell was right after all. Perhaps it doesn’t make sense to write ‘∀P(P  P)’ 
simpliciter. However… R. Carnap thought he could make sense of it without falling into F. 
Ramsey’s absolutism. He said that the impression of circularity arises because we are conceiving 
generality in the sense of “every single one.” We must conceive propositional generality differ-
ently, through logic. From a generality we may infer any instance of it. From a justification of a 
“general instance”, we may infer the generality. That’s all. Carnap must deny that the sense of a 
second-order generalization is intelligible only if its instantiations are intelligible in advance of the 
generalization itself.6 Impressions of circularity aside, in practice some generalities can be justified. 
How are we entitled to propositional generalities? By dint of logical proof. 7 On a more somber 
note, with his “specific” view of generalization R. Carnap is foreclosing the notion of truth con-
cerning propositional generalities. An instance of a propositional generality is not obtained by 
converting each occurrence of the quantified variable of its matrix into an expression that refers, 
but rather into an expression that propounds. The quantified variable is not apt for reference. I 
conclude that propositional generalities are not apt for truth (no reference, no truth: we don’t 
want to muddle the waters). Propositional generalities are only apt for justification. R. Carnap 
meant classical justification. But how can he uphold Peirce’s law if he has no principle of bivalence 
to rely on? The onus is on his side. To ignore the onus is hocus-pocus.

Analyses / Análises • 15

To catch one’s own shadow • Fernando Ferreira

3 Frank Ramsey, “The foundations of mathematics,” in Philosophical Papers, ed. D. H. Mellor (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1990). The essay was first published in 1926.
4 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (London: Routledge, 1961). First published in German in 
1922 under the title Logisch-Philosophische Abhandlung. ‘Atomic proposition’ is another technical term. Cf. reference 
in note 2. Confusingly, Ludwig Wittgenstein uses the term ‘elementary proposition’ (Elementarsatz) instead.
5 Rudolf Carnap, “The logicist foundations of mathematics” in Philosophy of Mathematics, eds. Paul Bernacerraf and 
Hilary Putnam (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983). First published in German in 1931 under the title 
“Die logizistische Grundlegung der Mathematik.” This is Carnap before he said that there are no morals in logic.
6 This point was brought to may attention by note 7 of Warren Goldfarb’s “Russell’s reasons for ramification” in 
Rereading Russell, ed C. Wade Savage Anthony Anderson (Minnesota University Press, 1989).
7 More explicitly, proofs in the natural deduction calculus as given by the introduction and elimination rules of the 
conditional and the propositional quantifier.
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To catch one’s own shadow • Fernando Ferreira

With conditional and generalization in place we have already all propositional logic (and 
more):8

¬A =dƒ A  ∀P.P
A∧B =dƒ ∀P((A  (B  P))  P)
A∨B =dƒ ∀P((A  P)  ((B  P)  P))
∃Q.A  =dƒ ∀P (∀Q (A  P)  P).

We get intuitionistic propositional logic, to be sure. (Gosh! This brings to mind L. Brouwer. 
Now, that’s a dangerous confusion!) Having second thoughts about negation? If there is an 
alternative way of conceiving it, let it be known. Negation is not like flipping a coin anymore 
since certain sentences are no longer truth apt. Even though we can flip the coins of elementary 
sentences (Oh boy! Did we flip the P-coin in the proof of Peirce’s law.), how can we flip the other 
coins? If only we could flip all the coins…

We did catch one’s own shadow, but it took a different logic. 9,10

8 The first three definitions appear informally in sections 18 and 19 of Bertrand Russell’s The Principles of Mathemat-
ics (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1985), first published  in 1903. The formal definitions are due to Dag Prawitz, 
Natural Deduction: A Proof-Theoretical Study (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1965).
9 John Myhill suggests a similar venue at the end of his “The undefinability of the set of natural numbers in the rami-
fied Principia,” in Bertrand Russell’s Philosophy, ed. G. Nakhnikian (New York: Barnes & Noble, 1974).
10 ‘Gratuitous blunder’ appears in chapter 6, part 7, of Michael Dummett’s Frege: Philosophy of Language (London: 
Duckword, 1973). ‘His amazing insouciance’ appears in chapter 17 of Dummett’s Frege: Philosophy of Mathematics 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1991). ‘Like attempting to catch one’s own shadow’ appears in the p. 
xxiv of Principia Mathematica, op. cit.
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Abstract
It has been claimed that in a world without minds there would be no truths. Richard Rorty 
saw this claim as an antirealistic objection. However, ‘true in a world’ has two readings. On 
one reading the claim, even if true, is no objection against realism; on the other it does count 
as such an objection, but it is plainly false. I also show that Heidegger’s slightly different claim 
that there were no truths before there were any minds runs into problems that are similar to, 
though not identical with Rorty’s.
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* An expanded version of this paper will appear in a philosophical journal. Thanks to Philip Percival and Peter Simons 
for helpful comments on the version delivered at the Porto conference.

I
‘What is ‘be true’ supposed to mean in a world in which there are no statements to be true 

nor minds to have true beliefs?’, asked Richard Rorty a few years ago (1991a: 3). The question 
was meant to be rhetorical, the intended answer being ‘nothing whatsoever’.  Rorty’s conten-
tion has been taken to be that if there were no people it would not be true that there are e.g. 
mountains or stars (though there might be mountains, or stars) (Glock 1997: 100). However, 
this cannot have been Rorty’s point, for even in a world devoid of people (i.e. of human beings) 
other creatures might have minds, and, consequently, beliefs, some of them true. In this paper 
I will try to formulate a prima facie more plausible version of Rorty’s point. I will then try to 
show that, even under the most favourable interpretation, Rorty’s thesis has very limited import: 
attempts to give it wider scope –to make truth, as such, mind-dependent - are bound to fail, for 
they are predicated on a confusion. Once the confusion is dissolved, it stands out that the mind-
dependence of truth cannot be upheld. Finally, I will examine a variant of Rorty’s thesis (endorsed 
by Martin Heidegger) which, though essentially no less objectionable than Rorty’s, fares slightly 
better in certain respects.   
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As Rorty is literally talking about the meaning of the phrase ‘be true’, his point could seem 
to be that in a world without language users the phrase would have no meaning, hence no ap-
plication: nothing, in such a world, would be called true.1 Whether or not this is conceded, this 
interpretation would make the point unconvincingly weak: from the fact that, in a world without 
language users, nothing would be called ‘true’ it certainly doesn’t follow that nothing would be 
true in such a world, no more than it would follow that nothing is a dinosaur from the fact that 
nothing is called a dinosaur.2  Moreover, Rorty’s imagined world is not just one in which ‘there 
are no statements to be true’, it is, in addition, one in which ‘there are no minds to have true 
beliefs’. His point is not that the phrase ‘be true’ would not be around in such a world: rather, it is 
that such a world would contain no truth bearers, be they statements or beliefs.  In such a world, 
it would also be the case that the expression ‘be true’ (or, for that matter, any other expression) is 
not in use, hence has no meaning; however, the point is not that (consequently) nothing would 
be called true. The point is that nothing would be true, for want of truth bearers. 

What kind of world is Rorty talking about? We already saw that he cannot be talking of a 
possible world devoid of humans, for in such a world other beings might have minds. Nor can he 
be talking about our world, i.e. about the Earth in its remote past, before any minded creatures 
inhabited it: for then, other beings in the Universe might have had minds. Hence he must be 
talking either about a non-minded possible world, or about our own Universe at some globally 
pre-minded stage. At some point we shall want to distinguish the two cases; for the moment, we 
shall assume that Rorty is putting forth the contention  that in a non-minded possible world, i.e. 
in a world where no beings have minds, the phrase ‘be true’ would have no meaning.

We saw that by this Rorty cannot simply mean that in a non-minded world there would be no 
language, thus no meaning for ‘be true’ or any other linguistic expression. What he wants to say 
is that, relative to such a world, the concept of truth has no intelligible application; or in other 
words, that in such a world there are no truths. I’ll take this to be Rorty’s thesis:

In a non-minded world there are no truths.

The prima facie grounds for (R) are explicitly mentioned by Rorty: truth bearers are mind-
dependent entities, as they are statements or beliefs; so no minds, no truth bearers; a fortiori, no 
truths, for truths are truth bearers that are true. 

Of course, truth bearers might not be mind-dependent entities: for example, they might be 
Fregean propositions or other abstract entities.3 But suppose for the moment they are mind-
dependent entities such as beliefs or statements. If so, then, obviously, in a world where there are 
no beliefs or statements there are, a fortiori, no true beliefs or statements. Is this platitude the full 
content of (R), and all that Rorty wants to push on us?

It might be argued that even such a platitude is damaging enough. For, supposedly, even in a world 
without minds there might be mountains or stars.4 Thus, take a world w  such that there are stars in it 
but no minds. Given that truth bearers are mind-dependent entities, w would not contain any truths: 
in particular, while it would be correct to say –it is, indeed, our hypothesis- that there are stars in w, it 
would not be correct to say that it is true (in w) that there are stars. Or in other words, there are stars in 
w but it is not the case that it is true in w that there are stars. Now, consider the (schematic) principle

(Den)5 p if and only if it is true that p.

1 ‘There is a strong case for holding that the phrase ‘is true’ would not mean anything in a world in which there are 
no people to use it’ (Glock 1997: ib.).
2 On the assumption that linguistic idealism is false. Rorty explicitly rejects linguistic idealism in 1998a: 90. 
3 Indeed, that there are truths that are not, and never will be believed by anyone is often used as an objection against 
identifying the truth bearers with beliefs: see e.g. Künne 2004: 380.
4 Rorty has no trouble conceding so much, as we shall see (p.XX).
5 I follow Künne (2003: 35) in  labelling this principle ‘the biconditional Denominalization Schema’.
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Suppose (Den) is a necessary truth, i.e. it holds in every possible world. By logic, this entails 
that for every w, p holds in w iff it is true in w that p. Thus, the Rortian conclusion that, if w 
is a non-minded world, there are stars in w but it is not the case that it is true in w that there 
are stars is inconsistent with (Den) being a necessary truth. But (Den) is generally regarded as 
relatively uncontroversial; and those who regard (Den) as having quasi-definitional import would 
say that, given our notion of truth, (Den) couldn’t possibly have counterexamples. So, perhaps 
the platitude is no such thing: if one accepts it and wants to retain the full force of (Den), one 
would have to insist that truth bearers are not to be identified with mind-dependent entities such 
as statements or beliefs.

II
Or rather: even the platitude could be regarded as controversial if the argument just given 

were sound.  However, it is not sound. In the argument, we derive

(1) It is not the case that it is true in w that there are stars

from

(2) w does not contain any truths

This step appears to presuppose that ‘A is true in w’ entails ‘A is a truth and w contains A’ (or, as 
I will say, ‘A is true and A exists in w’). But it is by no means obvious that such an entailment holds. 
Let us define ‘A is true of a world w’ as ‘A’s truth condition is satisfied by the way things are in w’6  

(or, equivalently, by ‘w is such that A’7). By saying that A is true in a world w  we can mean either 

A exists in w and is true of w

or

A is true of w.8 

6 I am borrowing the first formulation from Andrea Iacona (2003: 338).  According to Iacona, ‘the truth of a truth 
bearer in alternative states of affairs [= possible worlds] depends on the satisfaction of its truth condition in those 
states of affairs, no matter what its ontological status is’ (ib.); thus for him ‘A is true in w’ has only one reading, 
namely the b-reading. I am leaving this issue open, to favour Rorty’s point.   
7 With the obvious adjustments depending on what kind of truth bearer A is. E.g. if A is a sentence, ‘that A’ = ‘that’ 
followed by the disquotation of A; if A is the proposition that B, ‘that A’ = ‘that B’; etc. 
8 A somewhat parallel distinction is introduced by Hoffmann (2003: 645) for truth bearers that are propositions. 
He distinguishes between a proposition’s being true with respect to a possible world w (our b-reading) and a 
proposition’s being true in w (the a-reading). A proposition’s truth with respect to w is compatible with its non-
existence in w. However, Hoffmann wants further to distinguish between ‘say[ing] of a proposition p that it is true 
with respect to a possible world w’ and ‘predicat[ing] truth of p, with respect to w’, the latter coinciding with saying 
of p that it is true in w. I think this is one distinction too many. - Glock (1997) also uses a distinction between being 
true of a world and being true in a world, which he attributes to the Rortian: ‘Even if there were no people [the 
Rortian concedes], it would still be true that there are mountains [...] But all that means is that there are truths of 
a world without people, but not that there are truths in a world without people’ (101). While Hoffmann seems to 
think that the only legitimate reading of ‘true in a world’ is the a-reading, Glock thinks it is the b-reading: ‘We can 
say what holds true in a world without people no less than we can say what holds true of such a world. The crucial 
point is that what holds true in or of both the actual and the fictional world, e.g. that there are mountains, is not a 
kind of object’ (101-102). Indeed, if it is ruled out that truth bearers might be ‘objects’ such as beliefs or statements, 
i.e. mind-dependent entities, Rorty’s claim loses most of its initial plausibility, as we shall see. – Mates (1986: 94-95) 
opposed a sentence or a proposition “being true of a world” (the b-reading) to its being true in a world (the a-read-
ing): like Glock, he thought the interesting notion to be the former, as “we are not interested in what would have 
happened to the sentence itself if the given world had existed.We wish...that “There are no sentences” is true of any 
possible world in which there are no people and hence no languages, even though in such a world the sentence...
would not even exist, let alone be true”. According to Mates, use of “true of a world” rather than “true in a world” 
goes back to Russell (1900: 32). I am indebted to Peter Simons for the reference to Mates.
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Use in the context of possible world semantics clearly favours the b-reading (see e.g. Kripke 
1963a, 1963b; Hughes and Cresswell 1968: 177-178); however, it is conceivable that someone 
might use ‘true in a world’ in ‘sense’ (a). I don’t see that such a use would violate any semantic 
rules of English. Notice, however, that (1) follows from (2) only if the a-reading of ‘true in w’ is 
assumed. For the fact that there are no truth bearers, hence no truths in w is irrelevant to its being 
true in w (in the b-reading) that there are stars. If ‘true in w’ means ‘true of w’, then even if w 
does not contain any truths, it may still be true in w that there are stars. Thus the platitude is just 
what it seems, a platitude, unless we find reason to regard the a-reading as privileged. 

Notice that there is no special connection between the choice of mind-dependent entities as 
truth bearers and the choice of the a-reading of ‘true in a world’ over the b-reading. One who 
adopts, say, beliefs as truth bearers is not therefore obliged to give ‘true in a world’ the a-reading 
(as if beliefs could be said to be true in a world w only by regarding them as existing in w). My 
belief that there are mountains in Spain can be said to be true, in the b-reading, in any world that 
is such that there are mountains in Spain, whether or not such a world is minded. That a world w is 
non-minded is irrelevant for a truth bearer A’s being true in w  in the b-reading (unless, of course, 
A is about minds or mind-dependent entities),  whether or not A is a mind-dependent entity. 

Is there any reason for being partial to one reading rather than the other? Not as far as I can 
see. But there is every reason to keep the two readings distinct. Otherwise, one risks overstating 
the truism that no true beliefs are entertained, or true statements issued in a non-minded world as 
the far-reaching thesis that  in a non-minded world, it would not be true (e.g.) that there are stars. 
Which, in turn, could be phrased as the bombastic thesis that ‘truth is mind-dependent’.

Let us go back to Rorty to see how this works. In the text from which I quoted at the start, a 
review of works by and about John Dewey, Rorty contrasts Dewey’s and his own pragmatism with 
idealism, on the one hand, and Russellian realism on the other:

Idealists sometimes said: ‘If there were no minds, there would be no stars’. Pragmatists say 
only: “If there were no minds, there would be no one to use the term ‘star’”. Opponents like 
Russell ask: but would it not be true that there are stars? Pragmatists answer that question with 
another: what is ‘be true’ supposed to mean in a world in which there are no statements to be 
true nor minds to have true beliefs?

Thus, our initial quotation (‘What is ‘be true’ supposed to mean, etc.’) is set as a reply to the 
Russellian realist’s claim that even if there were no minds, it would still be true that there are stars. 
We identified Rorty’s reply as thesis (R): 

In a non-minded world there are no truths.

But (R) can be construed as a plausible objection to the realist’s claim only thanks to the 
ambiguity of ‘true in a world’. For suppose (R) is disambiguated. Take the reading under which 
it means that in a non-minded world w, nothing is such that it both exists in w and is true of w 
(i.e. the a-reading). As we saw, if truth bearers are mind dependent entities then on this reading 
(R) is plausible (though platitudinous).  But then, (R) counts as an antirealistic objection only if 
the realist holds that

Even in a non-minded world, there would exist mind-dependent truth bearers to the effect 
that there are stars, and they would be true of such a world.

But there is no reason to saddle the realist with such an explicitly inconsistent claim. Suppose, 
on the other hand, that (R) is given the b-reading, so that it means that, for w a non-minded 
world, nothing is true of w. Then it does count as an objection to the realist’s claim (in any read-
ing), but there is no reason to regard it as true. 

In summary: against the realist, Rorty insists on the mind-dependence of truth. Now, there is 
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a sense in which truth is mind-dependent (given that truth bearers are mind-dependent entities); 
but in that sense, the mind-dependence of truth does not count as an objection against the realist. 
For mind-dependence to count against the realist, it must be taken in a stronger sense; but in 
order to show that truth is mind-dependent in such a stronger sense, an argument is needed.

For a moment, one might think that there is indeed such an argument, though it is not one 
that Rorty would be happy to endorse. Take the idealist of Rorty’s quotation, the one who would 
say: ‘If there were no minds, there would be no stars’, or mountains, or dinosaurs. The idealist’s 
rationale could be, for example, the following: to be a star is to fall under the concept of star. But 
in a non-minded world, there would be no categorizing of anything by anybody. Hence, in a non-
minded world there would be no stars (ditto for mountains, dinosaurs, bacteria, or whatever). 
This argument is clearly based on the conflation of what are often regarded as two different uses 
of the concept  ‘concept’:9 the second premise assumes that a concept is a mental entity, whereas 
the first does not necessarily take concepts to be mental. So, even granting both premises the 
argument is dubious to say the least, for it might be guilty of equivocation.10 However, if, for 
whatever reason, one held with the idealist that in a non-minded world there are no stars (or 
mountains, or dinosaurs), it might seem that he would have a reason to consider (R) true in the 
b-reading, his reason being that nothing is true of a non-minded world; consequently, nothing is 
true in a non-minded world, even in the b-reading.

But this is an obvious mistake, at least if we stick to the definition of ‘true of a world’ we 
gave above. For according to the definition, a truth bearer A is true of w iff w is such that A, or 
equivalently iff A’s truth condition is satisfied by the way things are in w. Now, if w, a non-minded 
world, contains no stars, w is such that there are no stars: hence, a truth bearer to the effect that 
there are no stars is true of w, and therefore true in w in the b-reading.  Thus, even the idealist 
cannot rescue the b-reading of (R).11

Notice that, anyway, Rorty would not endorse the idealist’s claim:

As astrophysical theory has changed since the days of Gilgamesh, the heavens have been rede-
scribed, but they have not changed.

It is part of our story about the stars and planets that they would indeed exist whether or not 
anybody ever described them.12 

There may be an idealistic tinge to the second quotation (after all, the stars’ and planets’ in-
dependent existence is itself part of a “story”); however, the first quotation clearly asserts that the 
heavens’ existence and properties are independent of our descriptions and redescriptions of them, 
thus presumably of our conceptualization of them as well. Rorty wants to keep the distinction 
firm between a world without minds, hence without truths, and one without stars.

So did one of his sources of inspiration, Martin Heidegger. Wrote Heidegger:
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9 Georges Rey’s ‘metaphysically taxonomic function’ and ‘epistemologically taxonomic function’ respectively  (Rey 
1983: 241; cf. Rey 1994: 190, Margolis & Laurence 1999: 5-6).
10 From the argument’s conclusion it follows that a non-minded world is an empty world: in such a world, nothing 
would have any property (not even the property of being an individual or of being self-identical).  An idealist might 
be happy with this consequence, for she could read it as a reductio ad absurdum of the idea of a non-minded world, 
an idea that many idealists would regard as preposterous anyway.
11 Unless (R) is restricted to atomic and quantified truths, excluding  truth functional compounds. I.e., (R’) = ‘In a 
non-minded world there are no (non-truth-functional) truths’, in the b-reading, is entailed by the idealistic assump-
tion (I owe this qualification to Achille Varzi).    
12 Both quotations from Rorty 1991a: 3. Rorty also holds that ‘all true beliefs are true because things are as they 
are’ (1998a: 94). It is hard to see how this can be reconciled with Rorty’s approving statement that ‘pragmatists like 
Dewey...do not think there is a Way the World is’ (ib.). Rorty, however, thinks it can: see his discussion of Bernard 
Williams’ criticism to the same effect, Rorty 1998b: 56-57.
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Before Newton’s laws were discovered, they were not “true”. From this it does not follow 
that they were false [...] The fact that before Newton his laws were neither true nor false cannot 
mean that the beings which they point out in a discovering way did not previously exist. The 
laws became true through Newton, through them beings in themselves became accessible for 
Da-sein. With the discoveredness of beings, they show themselves precisely as the beings they 
previously were. (Heidegger 1927: 208).

Thus, not only did Newton’s laws not create the planets or their orbits: before Newton, 
the objects of his discoveries already had just the properties that Newton came to attribute to 
them (‘They show themselves precisely as the beings they previously were’). On the other hand, 
Newton’s descriptions of such properties –Newton’s laws- were not true (or false) before he de-
vised them. Why? Because, in Heidegger’s13 super-antirealistic view, truth is essentially connected 
with discovery: ‘To discover...is the kind of being of “truth”’ (ib.). There is truth only if there is 
discovery; but the possibility of discovery requires (potential) discoverers, i.e. the minded beings 
to whom Heidegger refers by the word ‘Da-sein’:

Before there was any Da-sein, there was no truth; nor will there be any after Da-sein is no more. 
For in such a case truth as disclosedness, discovering, and discoveredness cannot be. (ib.)14 

So, although planets moved in elliptical orbits even before Newton, it was not true that they 
did. Heidegger would have agreed that there were stars before minds came around, but it was 
not true that there were.

We will later explore the differences between talking about a non-minded world, like Rorty, and 
talking about a pre-minded (or pre-Newtonian) world like Heidegger. Whatever they may be, there 
are important similarities as well: both Rorty and Heidegger reject the idealistic claim that nothing 
would be the case in a non-minded/pre-minded world; both insist that, nonetheless, nothing would 
be true in such a world; consequently, they both have prima facie trouble with the equivalence

(Den) p if and only if it is true that p.

We said (p.X) that Rorty’s claim (R) does not necessarily involve such trouble, for it need not 
entail that (e.g.) it is not true that there are stars in w, a non-minded world: indeed, the latter claim 
can be understood as in the b-reading, so that the claim that w does not contain any true truth 
bearers is irrelevant to its being true of w that there are stars. Let us now resume the argument in a 
more systematic fashion. Suppose first that (R) itself is given the a-reading: i.e. (R) amounts to

(Ra) If w is non-minded, nothing is such that it exists in w and it is true of w.

(Ra) need not entail that it is not true in w that (e.g.) there are stars, for this may be under-
stood as in the b-reading. It may be objected, however, that if one a-reads (R) there is no reason 
why one should not a-read ‘It is true in w that there are stars’ as well: in which case even (Ra) 
would engender trouble with (Den). For (Ra) entails that it is not the case that that there are stars 
both exists in w and is true of w, i.e. it entails that it is not true in w that there are stars (where 
‘true in w’ is given the a-reading). 

Be that as it may, we saw that Rorty needs to give (R) the b-reading to mount an attack against 
realism. So suppose that (R) is given the b-reading, in which case it amounts to

(Rb) If w is non-minded, nothing is true of w.

(Rb) straightforwardly entails that it is not true in w that there are stars (under either reading). 

13 Or, more accurately, early Heidegger’s. See Harrison 1991: 124.
14 Consistently, Heidegger goes on to say that ‘The fact that there are “eternal truths” will not be adequately 
proven until it is successfully demonstrated that Da-sein has been and will be for all eternity. As long as this 
proof is lacking, the statement remains a fantastical assertion which does not gain in legitimacy by being gener-
ally “believed” by the philosophers’.
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Thus, if there are non-minded worlds and some of them are such that there are stars, we have for 
any such world that both p and ~Tp  (where p = ‘There are stars’, and ‘T’ is the sentential operator 
‘it is true that’). So it turns out that there are possible worlds that are such that (Den) does not 
hold: (Den) is not a necessary equivalence, which, as we noticed, may not be acceptable to those 
who regard it as definitional of truth. 

So, if he wants to avoid trouble with (Den) Rorty must surely renounce his antirealistic po-
lemic; but even so –i.e., even if he gives (R) the a-reading- he is not entirely safe, for it can be 
retorted that in that case (Den) itself should be given the a-reading. We shall presently see that, as 
far as (Den) is concerned, Heidegger finds himself in a position that strongly resembles Rorty’s, 
though he gets there by a different road.

III
Let us take stock. We saw that ‘A is true in world w’ does not necessarily mean ‘A exists in 

w and is true of w’. It can mean ‘w is such that A’, and it is often used in this way. If ‘A is true 
in world w’ is given the first reading and truth bearers are taken to be mind-dependent entities, 
then, obviously, nothing is true in a non-minded (or pre-minded) world. In this sense, there 
are no truths in such a world. However, this would not unqualifiedly count as an objection to 
the realist claim that if there were no minds, it would still be true that there are stars. For in the 
other reading of ‘A is true in w’ it may be true, even in a non-minded world, that there are stars. 
In the other reading, what this amounts to is that a non-minded world may be such that there 
are stars in it.  That this could be the case –that there could be stars in a non-minded world- is 
denied by the idealist. However, even the idealist cannot keep negative truth bearers (such as 
‘There are no stars’)  from being true in a non-minded world in the second reading (the one 
we called ‘the b-reading’). So, even for the idealist truth is not unqualifiedly mind-dependent.15 
In any case, Rorty is not an idealist, and neither is Heidegger: they both want to say that there 
are stars in a non-minded (in Heidegger’s case, pre-minded) world. But they also want to say 
that it is not true that there are stars in such a world, which, at least in one reading, leads to a 
conflict with the equivalence (Den).   

Now, so far we have been assuming, quite explicitly most of the time, that truth bearers 
are mind-dependent entities such as statements or beliefs. For if they are not mind-dependent 
entities, we noticed, Rorty’s claim seems to lose whatever initial plausibility it may have. For 
example, suppose that truth bearers are propositions. Frege thought that propositions were 
neither physical nor mental entities: they inhabited a Third World (though they could be 
grasped, somehow, by human minds). Could inhabitants of a Third World also be actual or 
possible denizens of our world? I would find it odd. For to regard something as inhabiting a 
Third World (or any other Platonian realm) is to ascribe it existence of a peculiar sort; how 
could it be endowed with such a peculiar form of existence while at the same time existing in 
the plain, everyday sense of existence? If Platonian entities were, or could be denizens of our 
world, while postulating a Third World to begin with? Thus I take that Fregean propositions 
are not the sort of entities that might exist in a (regular) world, minded or not; consequently, 
they cannot be true in a world in the a-reading.16 More accurately, if truth bearers are Fregean 
propositions, ‘true in a world’ does not have the a-reading. In the b-reading, there is no reason 
why Fregean propositions could not be true in a non-minded world (once again, provided they 
are not about minds or mind-dependent entities). 

15 Anyway, in the idealist’s view the mind-dependence of truth is parasitic upon the mind-dependence of properties 
and facts: there are no (positive) truths about stars in a non-minded world because there are no stars in it.
16 Mates (1986: 95) remarked that “it is hard to know what could be meant by saying that so abstract an entity as a 
proposition is in a possibile world, that is, could have existed”. 
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On the other hand, many philosophers believe that propositions exist in every possible world 
(call such propositions ‘ubiquitous’);17 thus –a fortiori-  in every non-minded possible world. 
Such propositions are therefore mind-independent. As nothing keeps them from being true of 
a world (minded or not), they can be true in a non-minded world in both readings of ‘true in a 
world’. Propositions so conceived are among the most un-Rortian of entities. 

Finally, other philosophers, such as some of the proponents of Russellian propositions, be-
lieve that propositions may or may not exist in a world (call these ‘contingent propositions’); 
not, however, depending on whether the relevant world is minded or not, but depending on 
whether (all) their constituents exist in that world. Russellian propositions are not regarded as 
mind-dependent entities (unless, once more, they are about minds). So, suppose the proposi-
tion that p exists in world w. As it may be true of w, it can be true in w under both readings, 
whether w is minded or not. Suppose on the other hand that the proposition that p does not 
exist in w (for example, take the proposition that Socrates does not exist and consider a world w 
in which Socrates does not exist). Then the proposition would not be true in w in the a-reading 
(for it does not exist in w), though it might nevertheless be (and, intuitively, would be)18 true 
in w in the b-reading. Again, that w is or is not minded is irrelevant. 

Thus, with non-mind-dependent truth bearers the Rortian claim that there are no truths in 
a non-minded world cannot be upheld.19 Some such entities may be true in non-minded worlds 
even in the a-reading, i.e. they may exist in, and be true of  a non-minded world: such is the 
case with ‘ubiquitous’ and ‘contingent’ propositions. Fregean propositions, on the other hand, 
cannot be true in non-minded worlds in the a-reading: not, however, because they do not exist 
in non-minded worlds, but rather because they are not the kind of entities that exist in worlds. 
For such entities the b-reading of ‘true in a world’ is obligatory, and on that reading they may 
be true in any world, minded or not.

IV
From something’s being true, it obviously does not follow that it is believed. This is clear 

enough from everything that was true before there were any people, and so any believers or 
beliefs, at all. (Stroud 2000: 22).

Stroud is not literally asserting, but he is certainly presupposing that lots of things were true 
before there were any people (= minds), hence any beliefs. Heidegger, we know, disagrees: ‘Before 
there was any Da-sein, there was no truth; nor will there be any after Da-sein is no more’. So 
far, we have been discussing the view (that we attributed to Rorty) that there are no truths in a 
non-minded possible world; we saw that there are reasons to accept such a view only in a rather 
platitudinous, harmless sense. Does talking about our own world in its pre-minded stage make any 
difference? We saw that, according to Heidegger, although there were dinosaurs 70M years ago it 
was not true at the time that there were dinosaurs (for Stroud, it was). Does Heidegger have better 
arguments than Rorty because of being talking about the past rather than about possibilities?

17 Bealer 1993, Schiffer 1996. In (2003), Schiffer reiterates the contention that properties exist in every possible 
world (66), though he is not equally explicit about propositions.
18 If a proposition that doesn’t exist in w were said to be true in w (unqualified), we would be dealing with a non-ex-
istent entity which has properties (if truth is a property). Some (like Hoffmann 2003: 643) would be happy to accept 
the consequence, others (Williamson 2002) would not be. In my opinion, the distinction between the two readings 
of ‘true in a world’ is of help here: a proposition that does not exist in w cannot be true in w in the a-reading, but 
it may well be true in w in the b-reading. Notice that being true in w in the b-reading does not amount to having a 
property in w: thus we would not be dealing with an entity that has properties in w though it does not exist in w. (I 
thank Philip Percival for drawing my attention to Hoffmann’s paper).
19 For  parallel discussions involving other kinds of truth bearers see the expanded version of this paper.
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Whether or not talk of truth at some time can be represented as exactly paralleling talk of truth 
in a possible world,20 ‘true at t’ appears to exhibit the same ambiguity as ‘true in w’. Define ‘A is 
true of the world at t’ as ‘A’s truth condition is satisfied by the state of the world at t’, or simply 
‘The world at t is such that A’. Then, ‘A is true at t’ can be taken to mean either

(at) A exists at t and is true of the world at t

or

(bt) A is true of the world at t.

Heidegger’s claim that it was not true (in the year 70M b.C.) that there were dinosaurs 
would then turn out to be based on giving ‘true at t’ the at-reading while taking truth bearers 
to be mind-dependent entities, exactly as Rorty’s claim depended on giving ‘true in w’ the 
a-reading while taking truth bearers to be mind-dependent. However, it is easy to see that 
Heidegger can establish the mind-dependence of truth in much a more direct way, by simply 
relying upon his notion of truth. For if ‘A is true’ means ‘It is, or it has been discovered that 
A’ (or something along these lines), then clearly nothing can be true unless some mind is there 
to discover it. It follows that nothing was true before there were minds: e.g. it was not true, in 
the year 70M b.C., that there were dinosaurs. No doubt, those who share Stroud’s intuitions 
will regard this as a reductio of Heidegger’s definition of truth; however, it must be granted 
that his conception is coherent. In Heidegger’s view, the mind-dependence of truth does not 
follow from a dubious reading of ‘true in a world’ plus the assumption that truth bearers are 
mind-dependent entities: instead, it is built into the very definition of truth.  

We saw that Rorty had trouble with (Den), the equivalence ‘p if and only if it is true that p’. Is 
Heidegger in the same boat? Perhaps not. He would be if his view were that, while

(6)  There were dinosaurs at t    [t = the year 70M b.C.]

it is not the case that

(7) It is true that there were dinosaurs at t.

(Den) would then be false at t. However, on the face of it this is not what Heidegger holds. 
He holds that, while (6), it is not the case that (8):

(8) It was true that there [were] dinosaurs at t.

Let the sentential operator ‘P’ stand for ‘it was the case that’, as usual; let ‘T’ stand for ‘it is 
true that’; and let p be the sentence ‘There are dinosaurs’. Then, Heidegger’s view is that

(9) Pp & ~PTp 

not that

(10) Pp & ~TPp

Now, this wouldn’t make much of a difference if (9) and (10) were logically equivalent; and 
they would be logically equivalent if ‘PTp’ were equivalent to ‘TPp’. Assuming (Den), one might 
think that the latter equivalence can be proved as follows:

PTp Hyp
Pp (Den), subst. of equivalents
TPp      (Den)

20 Gareth Evans (1985) thought it could not. I am not convinced by his argument, but anyway, it doesn’t seem to 
affect the ambiguity I am pointing out.
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and similarly in the other direction. However, the proof assumes that equivalents may be 
substituted for each other in the context ‘P[...]’, i.e. that ‘P’ is extensional. But ‘P’ was shown to 
be non-extensional long ago.21 On the other hand, ‘P’ was also shown to be intensional, which 
means that necessary equivalents can be substituted for each other in a P-context. If so, then (9) 
and (10) are logically equivalent if and only if p and ‘Tp’ are regarded as necessarily (and not just 
materially) equivalent. If (Den) is regarded as a necessary truth, then Heidegger’s view concern-
ing truth in the past is inconsistent with (Den) even as a material equivalence.  So Heidegger’s 
predicament is ultimately very similar to Rorty’s: he has trouble with (Den) being a necessary 
truth. In Heidegger’s case, if (Den) is a necessary truth then his view is inconsistent with (Den). 
In Rorty’s case, if (Den) is a necessary truth then his view does not carry the antirealistic implica-
tions that Rorty himself appears to derive from it: it is reduced to a harmless platitude.

In Heidegger’s case, that his view is inconsistent with (Den) being a necessary truth is no 
serious problem from Heidegger’s own viewpoint: after all, as far as I know Heidegger never 
committed himself to (Den), let alone to its necessitation. With Rorty, things are different. Rorty 
repeatedly professed his allegiance to Davidson’s programme in the theory of meaning.22 In a 
Davidsonian theory of meaning, ‘theorems’ of the form

p is true (in L) iff s

(for example: ‘La neige est blanche’ is true (in French) iff snow is white) are not simply true 
but necessarily true, as Davidson himself came to realize.23 Of course, this applies to homophonic 
biconditionals as well. For suppose there is a world such that snow is not white, yet ‘Snow is 
white’, as an English sentence, is true. That would be a world where ‘Snow is white’ does not 
mean that snow is white (for if it meant that snow is white, it would be false in a world in which 
snow is not white). In such a world, English would be a partly different language. However, there 
is no world in which English  is a different language: there are worlds in which the inhabitants of 
England do not  speak English, but no world where English does not have the semantic proper-
ties that identify English in the actual world.24 Consequently, there is no world such that it is not 
true that ‘Snow is white’ is true iff snow is white. Thus every instance of the schema

(Dis) ‘p’ is true iff p

is a necessary truth, at least within the context of a Davidsonian theory of meaning. Now, 
Rorty can accept (Dis) being a necessary truth only if its necessity is restricted to a proper subset 
of the set of possible worlds (presumably, it will be the subset of minded worlds). For if (Dis)’s 
necessity is not so restricted, then (Dis) being a necessary truth entails that (Den) is also a neces-
sary truth, i.e. that there are no worlds, minded or not, such that it is not true that p although p.25 
Presumably, the relevant proper subset will be the set of minded worlds. In other words, if Rorty 
wants to stick to Davidson’s programme while avoiding to recognize the necessity of (Den) he 
must assume that a sentence only expresses a proposition in minded worlds. Whether Davidson 
himself would be happy with such a restriction is a different story.

There is another difference between Heidegger’s stance and Rorty’s, one that we already 
noticed. Heidegger’s claim, counterintuive as it may be judged, is coherent with his conception 

21 See Thomason 1974: 36-37.
22 Rorty 1979: 259-262; 1982: xxvi; 1991b: 137-138; 1995: 286.
23 Davidson says that such theorems ‘must be viewed as laws’, and that they have to be taken ‘as capable of supporting 
counterfactual claims’ (Davidson 1984: xiv; cf. 1976: 174).
24 Soames 1984: 410;  Künne 2003: 220-221.
25 For all contingent propositions, such as the proposition that there are stars. For an argument to this effect see the 
expanded version of this paper.
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Abstract
This paper defends metaphysical mind-body monism while accounting for the apparent 
duality of mental and physical events by emphasizing the duality of modes of access to 
mental events, the subjective mode of access which is experiencing or living through, and 
the objective mode of access which is typically mediated by instruments.
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* I have long wanted to dedicate a paper to my doctoral supervisor Wolfe Mays, and this seemed to me a suitable 
choice of paper to do so. Sadly, within a few days of my completing it and writing the dedication, Wolfe died. He 
had an encyclopedic knowledge of twentieth century philosophy and his graduate seminars in Manchester served to 
introduce his students to dozens of names that one would not have encountered elsewhere. The magpies amongst 
his students, of whom I was one, learned through his example to read, learn and think for themselves and not be led 
by philosophical fads, and for his breadth, liberality, freedom from prejudice and scorn for fashion I am most grate-
ful. The choice of this paper is mildly ironical firstly in the fact that some of the ideas in this paper come from that 
chapter of my Manchester dissertation of which Wolfe emphatically did not approve, and secondly that they appear 
in the proceedings of a conference of a society for analytic philosophy, against certain extreme forms of which Wolfe 
fought a long and in many respects successful campaign. That analytic philosophy now embraces and takes seriously 
the thought of many more figures than in the 1960s and 1970s, and that there is, despite remaining differences of 
emphasis and style, no longer a sharp methodological or topical divide between “analyticals” and “continentals”, was 
I hope a source of quiet satisfaction.  I am sad that he will no longer be able to respond in his characteristic manner 
to the paper’s content and to the irony.
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Metaphysical Mind–Body Monism
There is, I believe, no mind/body dualism, either of different substances or of different prop-

erties. I shall not argue this here, because many others have given manifold reasons why dualism 
is empirically extremely unlikely. If you believe in dualism of substances or properties then by 
all means stop reading here: I do not intend to convert you. Rather I want to help convince the 
unconvinced that one can be a metaphysical monist and yet still take account of and be true to the 
apparent dualism that we all experience between our own ideas, thoughts and feelings on the one 
hand and the physical world of bodies and energy that we perceive around us. Where there are 
not two kinds of things, mental things on the one hand and material things on the other, there is 
no metaphysical problem about how the two kinds are related. Hence, as a metaphysical monist, 
I recognize no metaphysical mind–body problem. The residual problem for a monist is how there 
can appear to be a problem, and here I think we do need some explanation and some theory. 

Mentality and Intentionality
I accept, with reservations, Brentano’s characterization of mentality as entailing intentionality 

or directedness to an object. I use this to mention four distinctions. Let us call a creature endowed 
with mental characteristics a subject. The first and certainly vague distinction is between subjects 
and non-subjects. I shall not speculate about this ontological duality but simply assume it exists. 
Secondly we have the distinction between a subject and a subject’s mental or intentional act. This 
is a metaphysical distinction, between a substance and one of the processes or events happening in 
it. Thirdly we have the distinction between a mental act and what that mental act intends. This is 
an epistemic distinction and the proper subject of the theory of intentionality, about which much 
ink has been spilt but which I shall also assume is relatively uncontroversial. Finally and most 
importantly for my purposes there is a distinction between being a mental act enjoyed by a subject 
and being a mental act intended by that subject. This is a special case of the third distinction, 
where the object is a mental act. Armed with these minimal distinctions, I shall now attempt to 
show how metaphysical monism is compatible with and indeed leads to epistemic dualism. 

It is characteristic of the mental that it consists in or contributes to the phenomenal represen-
tation of things to an individual. This fact of representation is I believe an original and emergent 
feature of complex biological systems, but we are so familiar with it, being ourselves such systems, 
that it takes some agility of mind to realise its importance. The mark of the mental is intentional-
ity, or rather being either intentional or contributory towards intentionality. Brentano was right. 
The easiest way to catch such intentionality on the hoof, apart from introspection, is to check the 
language we use to describe such events and states for referential opacity. Opacity is the logico-
linguistic mark of the mental, when we describe things,1 so Chisholm was right. But opacity 
is a feature of language, and the meaningful expressions we employ in language borrow their 
intentionality from the prior and indeed basic intentionality of the mental, so Husserl was right, 
as indeed was Aristotle, from whom the mental bearer account of meaning derives. 

If there is in certain respects a duality of mind and body, as in some sense it is trivial to affirm, 
then while it will be reflected in language, it will not be due to language. A metaphysical monist 
will claim it is due to the metaphysical gap between physical and mental items. But I think the 
materialists are right that there is no such gap. I would also disagree with functionalists and oth-
ers that the mental is distinct from but supervenes on or is realized in the physical. They are not 
different, they are the same: every mental act and event is a physical act or event and one cannot 
slip a knife between them. So Place, Smart and Armstrong are right. By Leibniz’s Law, whatever 
properties the one has, the other has, so physical acts can represent phenomenally and mental 

1 Simons 1995.
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acts have spatial location and time of occurrence in the brain. There is no absurdity in any of this. 
Whether the phenomenal types of mental occurrence will be found to line up neatly with the 
physical types of brain occurrence is a different and more difficult matter. There is at least token 
identity. Maybe the types will line up too: time and experiment will tell. It is not a priori evident 
that the types will line up and correlate. 

Duality of Modes of Access
We know for certain that stones and rivers don’t think,2 we are pretty sure that worms and trees 

don’t think, about octopi and lizards and birds and mammals we are more unsure. We are in general 
fairly sure that many or most higher mammals think. A few outrageous anthropocentrists aside,3 few 
philosophers will deny Hume’s commonsense belief that “beasts” think and indeed may reason.4 
Indeed, the more animal psychologists delve into the mental powers of non-humans, the more they 
are inclined to “upgrade” animal intelligence and the more fluid the border comes between humans 
and non-humans. From an evolutionary point of view this is absolutely to be expected, and does not 
contradict the also reasonable view that there are striking and marked differences between humans 
and non-humans which turn almost wholly on the use of complex language. This does not mean we 
need to sink into a Chomskyan Cartesianism. It is all a matter of balance.

Our evidence for animal thought comes directly from our observation of the complexity of 
their behaviour (so Wittgenstein is partly right), and latterly from more sophisticated ethnological 
observation and experiment. It is natural for us to empathize with animals and imagine they have 
experiences rather like ours, but this is dangerously anthropomorphic and not really necessary. 

When we investigate what goes on in human and animal nervous systems when the subject is 
thinking, we do so by means of more or less sophisticated observation and measurement of their 
brain activity in conjunction with knowledge about the anatomy of the brain. All our direct evi-
dence which is non-behavioural comes from readings, measurements and representations of brain 
activity. The plain and simple fact about this is that there is a difference between being the subject 
having the brain activity and being the subject observing the brain activity, and a difference be-
tween the brain activity in the subject and the brain activity in the observer. These distinctions are 
so obvious that it is embarrassing to state them. However, we philosophers have the dubious duty 
sometimes to recur to the, if only to remind those who might stray off into fantasies that some 
facts are too basic to be ignored. This is one. No one would ever confuse a stone with the observa-
tion of a stone, nor (idealists aside – you see, some philosophers do deny the obvious) would they 
confuse the event of a tree falling in a forest with the perception of that event by some passer-by. 
So no one should confuse my mental acts as observer with yours as subject, even when the objects 
of my acts, which I do not experience, are the acts which you do experience. I experience (in the 
sense of erleben, not erfahren) not your acts but mine, but the objects of my acts, to which I have 
access via intentionality mediated by instruments, are the very same acts you do experience. 

But it will be objected that in no sense do I have your mental acts as my objects; what I have 
as objects are meter readings or computer images, not experiences as had by you. This is to sup-
pose that mediated intentionality cannot access the target or ultimate objects of cognition. But 
that is absurd. When I look through a telescope at the moon, I see her craters, albeit with optical 
assistance to my innate capacities. When I see a photograph of the Queen, it is Her Majesty 

2 I am using the word ‘think’ just as Descartes did, for all forms of conscious experience. This is merely to keep mat-
ters snappy, and no form of cognitivism is implied thereby.
3 Including, I am afraid, some analytic philosophers, such as Wittgenstein and Davidson, at least according to stan-
dard interpretations.
4 On the impressive representation and reasoning power of at least one African grey parrot, see Pepperberg 2000. So 
Locke was right (about parrots).
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whom I think about, not her picture. When I see the computer images of a gamma ray burst in a 
distant galaxy, the burst itself is my ultimate object, not the pictures. And when I hear you tell me 
there has been a railway accident somewhere, it is the accident itself I now think about, not your 
representation of it. So when with the help of sophisticated instruments I have cognitive access to 
events in your brain, it is these events themselves that are my ultimate intentional object, and not 
the intermediary perceptions of the instruments, crucial though these are epistemically. We do not 
just perceive: we also think through the perceptions to their object.

It may now be objected that even if we accept that the brain events themselves are what I am 
thinking about, that these brain events, precisely because they show up in instrument read-
ings, electrical charge fluctuations and the like, cannot be the mental events you are having, 
with their warm phenomenal immediacy, since none of this phenomenal side shows up on the 
computer or meter readings.

This is to beg the question. My answer is that they can very well be the same, precisely because 
experiencing the acts (living through them) is what gives them the phenomenal immediacy the 
subject has, and precisely not living through them means the observer does not have the same 
kind of access to them. The two modes of access are inexorably different, so it is not surprising 
that the properties and characters the acts manifest to the experiencer are different from those 
they manifest to the observer. It is as if one were to require the view from inside a house looking 
out to be just like the view of the house from the outside looking in. Looking out of the house 
one sees the trees, streets, sky and so on outside, and just a small bit of the walls and window 
frame: looking in one sees the outer and inner walls, rooms, furniture, contents and occupants 
within. Of course they are different kinds of view. But it is still one house.

Now let us extend the metaphor a little further. I am in my house, looking out of the window. 
I can see other houses, and looking through their windows maybe a little of their contents and 
occupants. I have a room with a view. I assume other occupants can look into my room about as 
much as I can into theirs, which is always partially and incompletely. But there is another view they 
do not have from my room, which is the view of my room from the inside. They may see some of 
the same things I do, such as the desk and lamp by the window, the picture on the wall. But it is 
always a different perspective from mine. To see things my way, they would have to be inside the 
room as I am. So my room has two views, the view within, and the view without. Even a prison 
cell has the first kind of view, though it is not what we standardly call a room’s having a view. 

The analogy is this. My view of my room from inside is like my own experience of my brain 
events, from the inside, as subject. My view outside is what my perceptions reveal to me of the 
world outside me, and that may include some knowledge of other people’s thoughts. Someone 
else who looks inside my room from outside is an observer of my mental acts, but because they are 
not me, they cannot experience my acts, and their external perspective means they pick up aspects 
of the same events that I do not, such as their location in the brain and so on. 

Where the analogy limps is that one can go inside any house and see what it is like from the 
inside, but you cannot become me and have my mental experience from the inside. However, let us 
not be too pessimistic. Technology and brain science may eventually put us in the position of being 
able to know as if from the inside what it is like to actually have the experience of someone else. 
All (!) that would be required would be a way to somehow reproduce or copy the occurrent men-
tal/brain events of the one subject into that of the other, the way one now copies the data from a 
CD to a hard disk on a computer. Then – assuming our mental hardwares were sufficiently alike, of 
which it is not known whether it is a surmountable hindrance or not — I could know what it feels 
like to be you, and vice versa. We might not be able to know what it is like to be a bat, because bats 
may be so different in hardware and physiology from us that the reproduction would not work, 
but even that is perhaps not wholly beyond the bounds of possibility. As a moderate technological 
optimist I would not rule out surprises here, although they may lie far in the future.
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Coda
If I am right that the apparent differences between mental events and brain events are the 

result not of a metaphysical duality but of two different modes of access, then metaphysical mo-
nism is compatible with epistemic dualism, and indeed makes it natural to expect there to be a 
radical dualism of properties accessible by the different routes, especially at this stage of lack of 
brain mapping and thought reproduction. Mental life and representation is uniquely distinct and 
different from anything else we encounter in nature, so any comparisons we use, such as that with 
a room with two views, are bound to be gauche in detail and implicitly to presuppose the distinc-
tion we are trying to illustrate. We are already mental, and it’s no use trying to pretend we can 
get round this, because everything we think about, no matter what, we do so thanks to our own 
mentality. Without a mind we really are windowless, so let’s just get on with using what capacities 
nature has graciously given us to think about ourselves and our role in the world, to employ our 
ability to introspect and give a phenomenological description from the inside of mental events 
as they unfold, both for its own interest and for the light it may shed on the correlation between 
phenomenal and neural characters.

The theory I have outlined is a metaphysical monism with an epistemological dualism, but 
a dualism of modes of access, not of objects accessed. The apparent properties of the objects 
accessed will vary between the two modes in much the way that the visual properties of a leaf 
differ from its tactile properties. It seems to me that there are precedents for this view in earlier 
philosophy, though they are not exact. The theory seems at first blush not so different from that 
dual aspect theory upheld by Spinoza, according to which mind and matter are two different 
aspects or attributes of the one substance. Nevertheless, Spinoza is a metaphysical dualist because 
the attributes are genuinely different and not simply the result of different modes of access.  In 
the end I am not so concerned whether the theory is more Leibnizian, or Whiteheadian, or Witt-
gensteinian, or whoeverian. In analytic philosophy, history helps us locate a position among the 
space of alternatives, and it can help us avoid previous mistakes, but whether it is correct (true) or 
not is another matter altogether.
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1. Frege’s Assimilation of Sentences to Names
In On Sense and Meaning Frege writes:

“Every assertoric sentence […] is to be regarded as a proper name, and its meaning [Be-
deutung], if it has one, is either the True or the False.”1

And in the Introduction to Logic in his Posthumous Writings, he claims in a similar vein that

“[a] sentence proper is a proper name, and its meaning [Bedeutung], if it has one, is a truth 
value: the True or the False.”2 

The views implicit in these quotations have puzzled almost every interpreter of Frege’s works.  
According to Michael Dummett, for instance, Frege’s view that sentences are proper names of 
truth-values “is prompted by no necessity, but is a gratuitous blunder”3 and Burge (1986) even 
reports that concerning these views of Frege’s “a standardized form of philosophical humour has 
grown up around talk of ‘naming the True’.”4 The goal of this paper is to yield a better under-
standing of what Frege had in mind with these prima facie puzzling claims.  To begin with, let us 
take a look at Frege’s motives for his controversial view.

1 SB 34.
2 NL 211/195.  The first numeral in my references to Frege’s Posthumous Writings always denotes the page number 
in the German edition, the second the page number in the English translation. 
3 Dummett (1981), 184.
4 Burge (1986), 97.

Abstract
This essay is an examination of Frege’s claim that sentences are a special type of proper 
names.  After discussing Frege’s motives for his apparent assimilation of sentences to names 
and the downsides of this thesis, an interpretation of Frege will be taken into consideration 
according to which the assimilation takes place at the semantic level only, while involving 
neither a syntactic, nor a pragmatic assimilation of sentences to names.

Keywords
Frege, Reference, Truth, Proper Names.
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In Concept Script Frege for the first time presents his groundbreaking analysis of the logical 
structure of sentences in terms of function and argument.  According to this analysis, sentences dis-
integrate into complete or saturated and incomplete or unsaturated parts.  The incomplete parts are 
expressions containing gaps into which other expressions may be placed, while complete expressions 
do not contain any such gaps.  According to this theory, the sentence ‘Kepler died in misery’, for 
instance, disintegrates into the incomplete expression ‘ξ died in misery’, the Greek letter indicating 
the gap into which singular terms are to be inserted for completion, and the singular term ‘Kepler’.5 
This metaphorical talk of incomplete or unsaturated expressions circumscribes Frege’s functional 
analysis of the logical structure of sentences: predicates are sentential patterns, to be conceived of 
as functions taking singular terms as arguments and yielding sentences as values. Moreover, Frege 
has it that complex singular terms disintegrate in a similar way as sentences.  The definite descrip-
tion ‘the capital of Columbia’, for instance, disintegrates into the function ‘the capital of ξ’ and 
the proper name ‘Columbia’. The linguistic pattern ‘the capital of ξ’ is thus to be conceived of as a 
function mapping singular terms onto other singular terms, namely definite descriptions.

After having introduced the notions of function and argument at the linguistic level in Concept 
Script, Frege extends his usage of this terminology in Function and Concept to the realm of Be-
deutung. In this paper, the complex singular term ‘the capital of Columbia’, for instance, is taken 
to denote Bogotá, while the linguistic pattern it instantiates, i.e. ‘the capital of ξ’, is understood 
as denoting a function taking objects (countries) and mapping them onto other objects (cities).  
Thus, Frege doesn’t only explain the structure of complex linguistic expressions by means of the 
concept of a function, he rather also uses it to explain how the Bedeutung of a complex singular 
term depends on the Bedeutungen of its parts:  the singular term ‘the capital of Columbia’ denotes 
Bogotá just because the pattern it instantiates, i.e. ‘the capital of ξ’, designates a function map-
ping Columbia, i.e. the referent of the proper name ‘Columbia’, onto Bogotá. Frege thus draws 
a neat picture of the relations between the syntax and the semantics of his formal language: the 
syntactic distinction between predicates and singular terms is mirrored in the realm of Bedeutung 
by the metaphysical distinction between functions and objects: incomplete entities are denoted by 
incomplete expressions, while complete entities are denoted by complete expressions. Predicates 
and other incomplete expressions denote functions and singular terms denote objects.

Now, the crucial step in Function and Concept with regard to Frege’s assimilation of sentences 
to names is the assimilation of concepts, the referents of predicates, to functions: Frege does not 
only take linguistic functions having singular terms as values to denote functions, but also regards 
so linguistic functions having sentences as values.  In illustrating this point Frege uses examples 
from arithmetic. Not only patterns such as ‘ξ + 3’ and ‘ξ - 5’, but also sentential patterns such 
as ‘ξ + 3 = 5’ and ‘ξ < 7’ have functions as their Bedeutung. Obviously, the functions denoted by 
patterns of this latter kind also take objects (numbers, in this case) as arguments, but what can plau-
sibly be regarded as their values? Frege succinctly notes that predicates denote functions having 
one of the truth-values as values, i.e. either the True or the False. Sentential patterns such as ‘ξ + 3 
= 5’ thus denote special kinds of functions, namely functions from objects to truth-values.  But why 
does Frege regard the truth-values as the Bedeutung of sentences? Frege cryptically employs the 
Compositionality Principle of Bedeutung (C) to support this view. The argument runs as follows:6  

(C) The Bedeutung of a complex expression is a function of the Bedeutungen of its parts. 
[premise]

(1) The Bedeutung of a sentence does not change, if one substitutes one of its parts by 
an expression with the same Bedeutung. [from (C)]

5 I restrict my considerations to one-place predicates of first level in the following.
6 I will leave aside Frege’s treatment of intensional contexts in this essay.
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(2) The only feature of a sentence that does not change, if one substitutes one of its parts 
by an expression having the same Bedeutung is its truth-value. [premise]

(3) The Bedeutung of a sentence is its truth-value. [from (1), (2)]7 

But what are Frege’s motives for adopting all these view?  As is obvious from Begriffsschrift, 
the overall motivation for his philosophical logic is to serve his logicist project.  To carry out 
this project Frege aims to ground the validity of the inferential rules explicated in Concept Script 
semantically.  Obviously, the Compositionality Principle together with the thesis that a sentence has 
its truth-value as its Bedeutung provides a great step towards achieving this goal, for these theses 
jointly allow Frege to give a systematic account of how a sentence’s truth-value depends on the 
semantic features of its parts.  However, as a consequence of these views, Frege seems to be forced 
to accept that the truth-values are objects: after all, they are the Bedeutung of sentences, which are 
fairly obviously to be classified as complete expressions. Moreover, it also seems that Frege must 
accept the prima facie unattractive view that sentences are complex singular terms:  the linguistic 
patterns ‘the capital of ξ and ‘ξ is a beautiful city’ differ only in a minor respect: the latter denotes 
a function that has either the True or the False as a value, while this is not the case with the former.  
However, since both functions have objects as their values, one might suspect that if the comple-
tion of the former yields a singular term, by analogy the completion of the latter should yield a 
singular term, too: sentences are proper names of truth-values.  And this exactly seems to be what 
Frege has in mind, when he introduces his semantic terminology in Basic Laws I: 

“I say: the names ‘2² = 4’ and ‘3 > 2’ mean [bedeuten] the same truth-value, which I 
call for short the True. Likewise, for me ‘3² = 4’ and ‘1 > 2’ mean [bedeuten] the same 
truth-value, which I call for short the False, precisely as the name ‘2²’ means [bedeutet] the 
number four. Accordingly I call the number four the meaning [Bedeutung] of ‘4’ and of 
‘2²’, and I call the True the meaning [Bedeutung] of ‘3 > 2’.”8

2. Sentences and Names in Syntax and Pragmatics
What do most interpreters find fault with Frege’s assimilation of sentences to singular terms?  

There are two reasons to mistrust it.9 Firstly, from a syntactical point of view, sentences and singu-
lar terms are generally taken to belong to different categories: the intersubstitution of sentences 
and proper names does not preserve grammaticality. A proper name, for instance, cannot join a 
logical connective so as to yield a grammatical expression, and the result of inserting a sentence 
into the argument place of a one-place predicate such as ‘ξ is red’ fails to be a syntactically well-
formed expression, too.

Secondly, sentences and singular terms seem to belong to different pragmatic categories: in 
customary contexts, an isolated proper name cannot be used to make a genuine move in a lan-
guage game. Quite to the contrary, proper names are merely used to refer to their bearers, but 
in isolation cannot serve to convey information, i.e. to assert something, to ask a question or to 
issue a command, for instance. As a consequence, if sentences really were a species of singular 
terms denoting exclusively truth-values, then an utterance of a true sentence would amount to 
a conversationally entirely useless speech-act of Naming the True, and couldn’t be regarded as a 
felicitous act of communication. In customary contexts, speakers cannot convey any interesting 
information to their audience by merely referring to a truth-value.10 

7 Cf. Church (1956) and Davidson (1967) for this argument.
8 GGI 7.
9 Cf. Greimann (2003), 156.
10 Cf. Dummett (1981), 7.
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The view that sentences are proper names of truth-values is thus certainly a view that we 
should aim to avoid, for it entails the implausible view that sentences are of the same syntactic and 
pragmatic type as singular terms.  To get clearer about Frege’s intentions, however, let us split the 
initial thesis that sentences are proper names of truth-values into the following six theses:

(a ) Sentences have Bedeutung.
(b ) The Bedeutung of a sentence is its truth-value.
(c ) The Bedeutung of a sentence is an object.
(d ) Sentences are of the same semantic type as proper names.
(e ) Sentences are of the same pragmatic type as proper names.
(f ) Sentences are of the same syntactic type as proper names.11

In the remainder of this paper I shall argue that Frege affirmed theses (a) – (d), but simultane-
ously intended to reject (e) and (f). According to this view, Frege only partially assimilated sentences 
to singular terms. To yield support for this view let us firstly take a closer look at Frege’s notion of 
Bedeutung in the next paragraph. In §5 I will then argue that the syntaxes of Concept Script and 
Basic Laws do neither involve a syntactic nor a pragmatic assimilation of sentences to names. Thus, 
Frege did not hold (e) and (f). In the last paragraph of this essay I will then address the question 
whether this position, i.e. a position rejecting (e) and (f) while accepting (d) can be coherent.

3. Bedeutung as Semantic Value
To find out what Frege means by his theses (a) – (c) let’s take a closer look at his notion of 

Bedeutung. As is familiar, Frege uses the expression ‘Bedeutung’ in an ambiguous way: as Dum-
mett points out,12 Bedeutung is on the one hand often characterised by means of the name-bearer 
relation as a prototype, on the other hand, however, the notion seems to be of an entirely differ-
ent, programmatic, nature, like the notions of semantic role and semantic value. However, Frege 
mainly characterises Bedeutung in terms of the Compositionality Principle (C) and the following 
Substitution Principle, which can be derived from (C):

(SUB) Two linguistic expressions e and e’ have the same Bedeutung iff they are intersub-
stitutable within certain contexts salva veritate. 

Obviously, (C) and (SUB) play a central role with regard to Frege’s notion of Bedeutung.13

Now, for a first approximation to what Frege had in mind let us call that feature of an expres-
sion that figures in the determination of the truth-value of the sentences in which it occurs the 
expression’s semantic role. As is obvious from On Sense and Reference, Frege takes the semantic 
role of a singular term to consist in its designating an object. Thus, the view suggests itself that 
Frege’s notion of Bedeutung is to be identified with the notion of semantic value: Expressions 
are associated with entities in the world, and these entities are what Frege has in mind when 
employing his notion of Bedeutung.

However, what are the consequences of these views for the theses (a) – (f)?  Prima facie the view 
suggests itself that the theses (a) – (d) are no longer problematic once we interpret Bedeutung as 
semantic value: concerning (a) it is to be noted that in Frege’s formal systems sentences must be as-
signed semantic values, for these values are needed to determine the truth-values of more complex 
sentences containing them.  Moreover, on the background of the argument briefly alluded to in §1 
it seems quite natural that the Bedeutung of a sentence is its truth-value.  Now, if we furthermore 

11 Burge (1986), 98-9 and Noonan (2001), 141 both distinguish between (a), (b) and (c), but combine theses (d) 
– (f) to the statement that sentences are of the same logical type as proper names.
12 Dummett (1981), 181ff.
13 Cf. FB 13-4; SB 32, also 35-6; NL 250-1/232-3.
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combine these views, i.e. (a) and (b), with (c),14 i.e. with the thesis that the Bedeutungen of sen-
tences are objects, we naturally seem to be committed to (d), the view that sentences and proper 
names are of the same semantic type, if the phrase ‘are of the same semantic type’ means that the 
expressions in question have semantic values which are of the same ontological category.

The crucial question in our interpretation of Frege’s assimilation of sentences to proper names, 
however, must relate to the interrelations between the prima facie uncontroversial theses (a) – (d) 
and the apparently fairly bizarre theses (e) and (f). Is Frege committed to accepting (e) and (f) be-
cause he previously accepted (a) – (d)?  At first glance it does not seem so. Quite to the contrary, 
it seems rather promising to interpret Frege’s philosophical logic as merely involving a semantic 
assimilation of sentences to proper names, which leaves room for syntactic and pragmatic distinc-
tions between these types of expression, which are necessary so as to avoid the paradoxical results 
mentioned in §2. Thus, it seems no longer bizarre when Frege writes in Function and Concept: 

“I now say: ‘the value of our function is a truth-value’, and distinguish between the truth-
values of what is true and what is false.  I call the first, for short, the True; and the second, 
the False.  Consequently, e.g., what ‘2² = 4’ means is the True just as, say, ‘2²’ means 4.”15

4. The Syntax and Semantics of Concept Script and Basic Laws
However, this prima facie charitable interpretation has two serious downsides: Firstly, it has as a 

consequence that Frege’s notion of a proper name does not coincide with that of a singular term, 
i.e. it has as a consequence that Fregean proper names are not essentially devices allowing speakers 
to refer to objects. According to this interpretation, Fregean proper names are only expressions 
having objects as their Bedeutung, so that genuine singular terms are to be conceived of as a sub-
species of Frege’s proper names.16 This entailment of the above interpretation, however, is fairly 
controversial. In §2 of Basic Laws, for instance, after having introduced his distinction between 
Sinn and Bedeutung and the view that ‘2² = 4’ and ‘3 > 2’ are names of truth-values, Frege writes:

“I further say a name expresses its sense and means [bedeutet] its meaning [Bedeutung].  I 
designate [bezeichne] with the name that which it means [bedeutet].”17

In this passage Frege clearly makes a claim about the pragmatic role of names: names are 
expressions that are used to designate their Bedeutung.18 On the basis of this quotation the 
above interpretation therefore seems incorrect, and Frege’s remarks to the effect that sen-
tences are names of truth-values bring us back into the absurd business of naming the True: 
if sentences are proper names and if proper names are referential devices, then by uttering a 

14 In Function and Concept Frege argues for (c) as follows: “An assertoric sentence contains no empty place, and 
therefore we must take its meaning [Bedeutung] to be an object.  This meaning [Bedeutung], however, is a truth-
value.  Thus, the two truth-values are objects.” See FB 18.  Certainly, (c), once combined with (b), still appears 
dubious from an ontological point of view, but these problems shall not interest us in this essay.
15 FB 13.
16 Cf. Greimann (2003), 175.
17 GGI 7.
18 Cf. also Frege’s Introduction to Logic (NL 208/191):  “Proper names are meant to designate [bezeichnen] objects, 
and we call the object designated [bezeichnet] by a proper name its meaning [Bedeutung].”  However, note also that 
there are passages prima facie supporting the above reading:  When Frege introduces the terms ‘name’ and ‘proper 
name’ in GGI 43 he contrasts names with variables, i.e. he seems to use the expression ‘name’ in essentially the same 
way in which logicians nowadays use the term ‘constant’.  In this passage a name is thus simply characterised as a sign 
having Bedeutung.  Moreover, the passage at issue also suggests that by the term ‘proper name’ Frege merely aims 
to designate expressions having objects as their semantic values, but not expressions that are used in a particular way, 
namely to designate objects.  Nevertheless, on the basis of the above quoted passage of the Introduction to Logic and 
corresponding passages of On Sense and Meaning it seems more plausible that Frege actually regards proper names 
as singular terms.
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sentence speakers name the True.
The second serious downside of the interpretation just sketched is its incoherence. As can 

easily be demonstrated, the acceptance of (a) – (d) commits Frege to the view that sentences and 
names are of the same syntactical type, i.e. it commits Frege to (f). To bring this out more clearly, 
it helps to recall from §3 that Frege’s notion of Bedeutung is crucially governed by the Principle 
of Substitutivity: Since the singular term ‘the True’ and the expression ‘2 + 3 = 5’ have the same 
Bedeutung, they must be intersubstitutable salva veritate. However, this is obviously not the case, 
for the intersubstitution of singular terms and sentences does not preserve grammaticality, and, 
as a consequence, does not preserve meaningfulness and Bedeutung.19 We cannot separate an 
expression’s syntactic type and its semantic type as is required by the above interpretation.

How can we make sense out of Frege’s remarks? When calling sentences proper names of truth-
values did Frege really accept that by uttering a sentence of his formal languages speakers name 
the True? Let us take a closer look at the syntax of the language of Basic Laws. This will eventually 
bring us nearer to what Frege actually had in mind when assimilating sentences to proper names.  

According to the interpretation I have in mind the key to the solution of the problem is that 
in the language of Basic Laws, Frege does not actually regard expressions such as ‘3 + 5 = 8’, as 
sentences.20 Quite to the contrary, in Basic Laws such expressions are explicitly regarded as singu-
lar terms designating truth-values. This view may seem to beg the question at first glance, but let 
us take a closer look at the different syntactic categories of the language of Basic Laws.

When introducing the judgement stroke ‘|’ in §5 of Basic Laws Frege explicitly notes that 
expressions such as ‘2 + 3 = 5’, i.e. expressions counting as sentences in natural language, are 
not actually sentences in his formal system, but rather count as proper names of truth-values.  
However, when such expressions are conjoined with both Frege’s horizontal stroke ‘—’ and 
the judgement stroke ‘|’, then—according to Frege—we yield an expression that counts as an 
assertoric sentence in the formal language of Basic Laws.  Thus, as Frege points out in a similar 
vein in Concept Script, his formal languages are languages that strictly speaking contain only one 
predicate:  the predicate “is a fact”:

“We can imagine a language in which the [sentence], ‘Archimedes perished at the conquest 
of Syracuse.’, would be expressed in the following way: ‘The violent death of Archimedes 
at the conquest of Syracuse is a fact.’ Even here, if one wishes, he can distinguish subject 
and predicate; but the subject contains the whole content, and the predicate serves only 
to present this as a judgement. Such a language would have only a single predicate for all 
judgements; namely ‘is a fact’. We see that here we cannot speak of subject and predicate 
in the usual sense. Our ‘[concept script]’ is such a language, and the symbol ⊢ is its common 
predicate for all judgements.”21

Thus, sentences of the formal languages of Concept Script and Basic Laws are to be preceded 
by the sign ‘⊢’, and expressions counting as sentences in English (German) are not really sen-
tences in the language of Basic Laws but rather clausal-terms, i.e. devices to refer to truth-values.22 
Thus when Frege claims that ‘2² = 4’ and ‘3 > 2’ are proper names of the True,23 then this does 
not involve an assimilation of sentences to proper names, it rather merely means that expressions 
that are sentences in English are proper names in the formal language of Basic Laws.  Moreover, 

19 Cf. Rumfitt (1996) for this point. 
20 See also Greimann (2003), ch. 5 for this view.
21 BS §3, Frege’s emphasis.  Note that Frege’s interpretation of ‘—’ has changed from Concept Script to Basic Laws, 
but this difference is irrelevant for the point at issue here. 
22 Cf. also GGI 7-9, NL 262, 252 and the famous footnote of Function and Concept, FB 22, fn.
23 GGI 7.
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since Frege has it that the symbol ‘⊢’ does not have Bedeutung, he can claim that the Bedeutung 
of the sentence ‘⊢2² = 4’ is still the same as the Bedeutung of the proper name ‘2² = 4’.

5. Conclusion
On the basis of the above considerations it is plausible that Frege did not intend to construe 

sentences as a species of singular terms, i.e. as expressions designating truth-values. We have thus 
achieved a more charitable but not entirely unproblematic interpretation of Frege’s philosophical 
logic: Frege rejected (e) and (f) while nevertheless holding (d). The incoherence arising from this 
position if combined with (SUB) Frege apparently intended to avoid by the special status of the 
symbol ‘⊢’, which, even though having no semantic value, still has a syntactic impact, its function 
being, among others, to turn proper names of truth-values into sentences. Thus, when Frege 
explicitly states in On Sense and Meaning that sentences are proper names, he is most charitably 
read as meaning that sentences have objects as semantic values. 

Frege on sentences and proper names • Michael Blome-Tillmann
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REFERENTIAL DESCRIPTIONS REVISITED
     Adriana Silva Graça

University of Lisbon

Abstract
My aim is to discuss recent arguments for referential descriptions theses and to show why 
they are not good arguments. Showing this is a way of pointing out that the russellian philo-
sophical insight behind his Theory of Definite Descriptions is basically correct. In the end, 
there are no referential descriptions but only referential uses of definite descriptions. So, 
russellian analysis of definite descriptions still stands.

Keywords
Semantics, Pragmatics, Content, Character, Reference.

Introduction
In this paper I want to provide an argument to the effect that Keith Donnellans’s distinction 

between ‘attributive’ and ‘referential’, in his seminal paper “Reference and Definite Descriptions” 
(Donnellan: 1966), is a distinction between two different uses of definite descriptions. It is not to 
be seen as a distinction between two different meanings those phrases may have. I think that Saul 
Kripke shows in “Speaker’s Reference and Semantic Reference” (Kripke: 1979) that Paul Grice’s 
distinction between the proposition semantically expressed by a certain utterance of a certain 
sentence and the proposition that the speaker wants to convey by that very same utterance, which 
is pragmatically implied by him (Grice: 1989), is enough to account for Donnellan’s cases. Actu-
ally, on my view, there is no need to postulate more then one meaning a definite description may 
have in order to account for those cases; we can apply here Occam’s razor, and accordingly not 
multiply meanings beyond necessity1. Therefore, Donnellan’s primary distinction is between two 
uses and not between two meanings involving phrases of the form ‘the F’ in sentences of the form 
“The F is G”. If this result is correct, it follows that what is traditionally seen as being the main 
argument against the basic idea of Russell’s Theory of Definite Descriptions collapses. 

This philosophical problem – we may call it the referential descriptions problem – has already 
a long history, which begins with Peter Strawson’s paper “On Referring” (Strawson: 1950). It 
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is fair to say that Strawson has been the first philosopher to sustain that definite descriptions 
may function in certain contexts as genuinely referential terms.  For sake of brevity, my argu-
ment in this paper is only directed against recent attempts to support that general thesis and 
in particular against attempts to support the thesis according to which, besides two different 
uses, there are two different meanings involved in Donnellan’s cases. In his paper “The Case for 
Referential Descriptions” (Devitt: 2003), Michael Devitt provides a powerful set of arguments 
for that thesis. If I am right, then something must be wrong with Devitt’s views. I will try to 
state precisely what is wrong with them.

Devitt’s Argument
The core of the remarks made by Devitt on referential meanings is the following. There exists 

a convention according to which ‘the F’ is used in a sentence of the form ‘the F is G’ to express a 
singular thought, namely to express a thought about a particular object the speaker has in mind, 
even though ‘the F’ might actually misdescribe the object in question. Since it is the result of a 
convention, and since it determines the truth-value of what the speaker wants to communicate, 
the relation between the speaker and the object he has in mind when he uses ‘the F’ in uttering a 
sentence of the form ‘the F is G’ is to be seen as a semantic relation. Therefore, definite descrip-
tions have two meanings: the referential ones, involved in such cases, and the attributive ones, 
long ago characterised by Bertrand Russell (Russell: 1905). Then Devitt provides an account of 
the semantic nature of the convention under consideration, an account relying on an analogy be-
tween referential tokens of ‘the F’ and tokens of complex demonstratives like ‘that F’. It is alleged 
that if, for the demonstrative case, the convention to express a singular thought by a particular 
use of ‘that F is G’ is a semantic one, so the convention to express a singular thought must also 
be a semantic one for the definite description case; this is so given the fact that ‘the F’ and ‘that 
F’ may be substituted for one other without any cost with respect to the goal of communicating a 
singular thought. Finally, Devitt clarifies in virtue of what a singular thought is expressed in both 
cases, and why it is a thought about a particular object the speaker has in mind. According to 
him, there is a perceptual causal process underlying the link between the object and the singular 
thought about it, which is in turn essential to explain why a particular token of ‘the F’ designates 
the object it in fact designates. 

Against Devitt I will then try to establish my main point: Donnellan’s distinction is relative to 
two uses, not two meanings, of definite descriptions. 

Against Devitt’s Argument
Part 1
What is the main problem with the very idea of a genuinely ‘referential description’? If this idea 

were correct and in particular if Devitt’s argument were sound, then all Grice teaches us about 
the difference between what is literally said in an utterance and what the speaker wants to com-
municate by it would be wrong. This distinction is usually taken as a distinction between two kinds 
of propositions; the proposition semantically expressed and the proposition pragmatically implied 
by a particular token of a sentence. According to Devitt, “it is a semantic not pragmatic fact that a 
certain description token refers to the person the speaker has in mind” (footnote 5). But if we try 
to apply this criterion for ‘semanticity’ to the cases discussed by Grice, we end up concluding that 
not only him but also a venerable tradition in the Philosophy of Language is wrong in classifying 
those phenomena as pragmatic ones. Now it does not seem to me Grice is wrong in that respect.

To see this, consider Devitt’s argument to the effect that the relation between the speaker and 
the object he has in mind when he uses ‘the F’ in ‘the F is G’ is a semantic relation. As far as I can 
understand his point, this is so in virtue of two related phenomena. On the one hand, because 
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not only a few times, but very often and systematically, linguistic agents use definite descriptions 
to say something about specific objects they have in mind even when the descriptions misdescribe 
the objects. On the other hand, and more importantly, because what the speaker communicates 
using such descriptions determines the truth-value of his remarks. In addition, it is correctly 
noted by Devitt that the truth-value of the proposition communicated or conveyed by the speaker 
is normally not the same as the truth-value of the proposition literally expressed by the very same 
utterance. Therefore, he concludes, the relation between the speaker and the object he has in 
mind when he uses ‘the F’ in ‘the F is G’ can not be of any kind other then a semantic relation. 
According to him, this shows that definite descriptions, in general, can have two meanings.

Why in my view isn’t this argument sound? It seems actually to be an inference to the best 
explanation. Taking as basic data two somehow odd phenomena, which often appear in given 
linguistic communities, Devitt tries to offer an account of them along the lines sketched above. 
I agree that Devitt’s account is a possible one but I don’t think it is the best one. For one thing, 
if his argument were sound, then we would have to postulate two different meaning each time 
someone uses a sentence (containing or not definite descriptions) to communicate or convey a 
proposition that does not coincide with the proposition literally expressed by the sentence. The 
whole distinction between semantics and pragmatics would collapse, or, if you want, all pragmat-
ics would be just a proper part of semantics. The notion of ambiguity, of semantic ambiguity, 
would be dangerously trivialised. And I think this is too high a price to pay, given that there is 
another equally reasonable way of accounting for the phenomena noticed by Devitt. 

If I say, for instance, “I brought nothing with me”, while arriving at my office and realizing 
that I didn’t bring with me my USB drive and the book I had to bring in order to work, the 
quantifier ‘nothing’, in this context, ranges over two objects. Does it follow from this fact that 
‘nothing’ has its normal meaning and, in addition, this new meaning derived from what I wanted 
to communicate using the sentence in the specific context just mentioned? I don’t think so. Nor 
do I need to postulate two different meanings for the sentence in order to explain that the truth-
value of my remark depends on whether or not I brought with me the USB drive and the book. 
To account for this fact it is enough to notice that the relevant proposition, the one by means of 
which it is possible to determine the truth-value of my remark, is not the one literally expressed 
but the one I wanted to convey.2

We had better go along these lines to account for the phenomena considered by Devitt. Such 
an account would avoid the undesirable consequences mentioned above. Therefore, I am inclined 
to conclude the Donnellan cases explored by Devitt point to two different uses, not to two differ-
ent meanings, of definite descriptions. Therefore, there are no referential descriptions.

Against Devitt’s Argument
Part 2
It is possible to develop Devitt’s own argument, the argument based on an analogy between 

complex demonstratives and definite descriptions used referentially, to identify the main difficulty 
of his account. Having in mind Kaplan’s well known distinction between the character and the 
content of a demonstrative (Kaplan: 1989), and applying this distinction to the case of definite 
descriptions, it gets clear what is wrong with Devitt’s view: it ignores the distinction between 
the content of what is said by a particular token of a sentence containing a definite description 
token and what sort of mechanism enables us to fix the reference of that token. This is enough 
to show that Devitt’s argument is unsound, since it has a false premise. This is the claim that the 
convention for using ‘the F’ to express a singular thought is as semantic as the one governing the 

2 S. Neale makes a similar point (1990, pp 87, 88).
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complex demonstrative ‘that F’. Hence, Devitt’s argument does not succeed in establishing the 
truth of its conclusion, namely, that there can be two meanings for definite descriptions. I think 
this point illuminates the discussion that has been going on about the topic since 1966.

Let me elaborate on this a bit. For the complex demonstrative case, the content or meaning 
of a sentence containing “That F” is whatever turns it possible assigning a truth-value to what 
is said by a particular token of it with respect to possible circumstances of evaluation (actual or 
not). Given compositionality, the content of the whole is determined by the content of each part. 
Thus, given that ‘that’ is a directly referential term it contributes to the content of the sentence 
token in which it occurs only the object picked out in the context of utterance. But what, in turn, 
determines the content of the complex demonstrative token ´that F’ with respect to each context 
of utterance? Well, what enables us to fix its reference with respect to a given context, is (in ad-
dition to an appropriate ostension) its character or linguistic meaning. It is the character of the 
demonstrative that is (at least in part) relevant to identify which object one is talking about each 
time we use it. Extending these remarks by analogy to the referential uses of definite descriptions, 
we can say that the content or meaning of a sentence containing “The F” is, as above, whatever 
turns it possible to assign a truth-value to what is said by a particular token of it with respect to a 
possible circumstance of evaluation. If the description is being used referentially, it will contribute 
to the content of the sentence token in which it occurs only the object picked out in the context 
of utterance, as in the previous case. So far so good. But what, in turn, enables us to determine the 
content of the definite description token (used referentially) is just something like the speaker’s 
intentions while using it. The crucial difference between this case and case of complex demonstra-
tives is that there is no need for linguistic meanings at all to identify which object one is talking 
about, because there is no semantic analogue for them in definite descriptions case.

Now, coming back to Devitt argument, we have seen that it is alleged there that if, for 
complex demonstratives case, the convention to express a singular thought by a particular use 
of ‘that F is G’ is a semantic one, so the convention to express a singular thought must also be 
a semantic one for definite descriptions case. Remember that this is so given the fact that ‘the 
F’ and ‘that F’ may be replaced by one other without any cost with respect to the goal of com-
municating a singular thought. But even if one acknowledges that tokens of the phrases ‘the F’ 
and ‘that F’ are inter-changeable in appropriate contexts and that the proposition that is going 
to be truth-evaluated in possible circumstances of evaluation is therefore the same in both cases, 
there is a huge difference between them. The difference can be put as follows. What enables us 
to determine what is said in both cases is essentially different. For the demonstrative case, it is 
– at least in part - its linguistic meaning; for the definite description case it is only the speaker’s 
intentions. If one asks ‘in virtue of what a singular thought is conveyed in both cases?’, the an-
swers would identify totally different phenomena. In the demonstrative case, a singular thought 
is expressed in virtue of the linguistic meaning of the demonstrative; whereas, in referential uses 
of the definite descriptions, a singular thought is conveyed only in virtue of the speaker’s inten-
tions. That is enough to show that the idea according to which the convention for using ’the F’ 
to express a singular thought is as semantic as the one governing ‘that F’ is simply false. As we 
have seen, it is not in virtue of (say) a semantic fact that a singular thought is communicated by 
a certain utterance of a sentence containing a definite description used referentially. Therefore, 
Devitt’s argument does not succeed in establishing the truth of its conclusion, namely, that there 
are two different meanings for definite descriptions.

A classical example will help a bit. Consider the sentences S1 and S2 below containing, respec-
tively, the definite description ‘the F’ and the complex demonstrative ‘that F’. 

S1: “The man drinking champagne is happy tonight”
S2: “That man drinking champagne is happy tonight”
It is alleged by those who claim there are two meanings for definite descriptions that a token 
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of S1 is ambiguous and may express at least two different propositions: a proposition P, that is 
forthcoming when one uses the definite description ‘The man drinking champagne’ attributively, 
and a proposition Q, that is forthcoming when one uses the definite description ‘The man drink-
ing champagne’ referentially. P is a general proposition, which says about the person, whoever 
he/she is, that is drinking champagne that he/she is happy at a certain moment. Q is a singular 
proposition, which says about a specific person – whom the speaker thinks is drinking champagne 
– that he/she is happy at a certain moment. Q is true even if the person about whom the speaker 
wants to say something is actually not drinking champagne; Q is true if and only if the relevant 
person is happy at the relevant moment. On the contrary, a necessary condition for P being true 
is the existence of some person, whoever he/she is, that is actually drinking champagne at the 
relevant moment. P is true if and only if, in addition, no more than one person satisfies the condi-
tion of drinking champagne at the moment and that person is happy then.

It is worth noting that it is not necessary to postulate an ambiguity to accommodate these 
cases, as we have already seen. The reason is that when the description is being used attributively 
it is P that is semantically expressed by a token of S1; but when the very same description is being 
used referentially, P continues to be semantically expressed by that other token of S1. The dif-
ference between the referential and the attributive cases consists in the fact that in the referential 
case the sentence token additionally conveys the proposition Q (besides expressing P), whereas 
that is not obviously so in the attributive case. P is semantically expressed in both cases; Q is prag-
matically implied only when a referential use of the definite description is taking place (as Kripke 
claims). P and Q may, obviously, have different truth-values. In the classical example, it turns out 
that P is false, because the man that fits the descriptions is miserable that night, and Q is true, 
because the person about whom the speaker wants to say something is happy that night. 

Let us turn now to S2, the sentence containing the complex demonstrative ‘That man drink-
ing champagne’. A token of S2 may express a singular proposition inter changeable with Q, the 
proposition pragmatically implied by a token of S1 where the definite description is used referen-
tially. But the crucial difference to the referential description case is the following: the proposition 
Q is semantically expressed by a token of S2, not merely pragmatically implied by it (as in the 
case of a token of S1 where the definite description is used referentially). It is (at least in part) 
the character or the linguistic meaning of the demonstrative ‘that’ that enables us to identify the 
person about whom the speaker wants to talk and say that he is happy at a certain moment, not 
merely the speaker’s intentions.

At this point someone might reply as follows. Look, you are dealing with the complex de-
monstrative ‘that F’ and not with the simple demonstrative ‘that’. That makes all the difference 
because Q is identifiable by a token of S2 even when the predicate F doesn’t apply to the person 
about whom the speaker wants to say something. But this objection is not a good one because, 
even conceding that Q is identifiable by a token of S2 even when the predicate F is not true of 
the relevant person, the linguistic meaning or character of ‘that’ is doing a job in identifying the 
object about which one is talking. Hence, the reference is being fixed not only in virtue of the 
speaker’s intentions, and that is enough for our purposes. 

To sum up, Devitt claims that if the convention for using S2 (the sentence containing the 
complex demonstrative) to express a singular thought is obviously a semantic one, and if we can 
substitute S1 for S2, without any cost for the purpose of communicating a singular thought, then, 
the convention for using S1 (the sentence containing the definite description used referentially) 
to express a singular thought must be also a semantic one. Therefore, definite descriptions have 
two meanings. It is now clear why this conclusion is not true: although the reasoning is valid, the 
idea that the convention for using S1 to express a singular thought is a semantic convention is 
simply false. Hence, it does not follow that definite descriptions do not just have one meaning.  
Russell’s Theory of Definite Descriptions is still, on my view, basically correct.
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COMO NÃO NEGAR A BIVALÊNCIA
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Abstract
De acordo com um argumento famoso de Williamson (1994), a suposição de genuínos contra-
exemplos ao princípio de bivalência é absurda. O argumento depende de esquemas intuitivos 
sobre a verdade e falsidade. Algumas propostas recentes de Beall (2002) e Richard (2000) pre-
tendem manter os esquemas como válidos, mas rever o sentido da negação usada na negação 
da bivalência. Argumento que estas propostas são ad hoc, pois não têm qualquer motivação 
além de tentar evitar a derivação de contradições.

Keywords
Verdade, falsidade, bivalência, falhas de valores de verdade, negação.

1. Introdução
Será coerente supor que existem contra-exemplos ao princípio de bivalência? De acordo com 

Timothy Williamson, não é. Williamson (1994) apresenta-nos um argumento simples e poderoso 
que demonstra que a suposição de contra-exemplos à bivalência gera contradições. O argumento 
não apela a qualquer regra de inferência controversa, e os seus pressupostos fundamentais são 
esquemas descitacionais (ou de equivalência) para a verdade e a falsidade. 

Algumas propostas recentes pretendem evitar a conclusão do argumento alterando o sentido 
da negação. Assim, JC Beall (2002) introduz uma distinção entre dois sentidos de negação: forte 
e fraca, enquanto que Mark Richard (2000) sugere que reconheçamos a distinção entre negar 
uma frase e a afirmar uma frase negada. Argumentarei que estas propostas estão equivocadas. 
A introdução das distinções propostas é ad hoc, oferecendo soluções localizadas sem qualquer 
motivação independente para além de evitar a derivação de contradições. Finalmente, sugiro 
que existe um sentido plausível de negação a que podemos apelar, nomeadamente à negação 
meta-linguística. Mas a negação meta-linguística só pode ser útil se bloquear qualquer descitação, 
incluindo a enunciação de condições de verdade. Argumentavelmente, o que não tem condições 
de verdade não é um portador de valores de verdade, e portanto não é um contra-exemplo ao 
princípio de bivalência. Assim, o argumento de Williamson (ainda) está de pé – a suposição de 
contra-exemplos ao princípio de bivalência é incoerente. 
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2. O argumento de Williamson
O argumento de Williamson (1994: 1988-9) depende fundamentalmente de esquemas desci-

tacionais (ou de equivalência) para a verdade e falsidade, mostrando que a suposição de contra-
exemplos ao princípio de bivalência gera contradições. Se o argumento estiver certo, então não 
podem existir contra-exemplos à bivalência. Esta uma dificuldade séria, em particular para os 
deflacionistas que não estão inclinados a aceitar o princípio de bivalência: como pode o significado 
do predicado de verdade ser dado inteiramente pelos casos particulares de um esquema descita-
cional, se alguns dos casos aparentemente legítimos levam a contradições? O argumento também 
é problemático para qualquer pessoa que acredite que os esquemas descitacionais avançados por 
Williamson são basicamente correctos: 

(T) Se e diz que P, então e é verdadeira se, e só se, P

(F) Se e diz que P, então e é falsa se, e só se, não P

(nestes esquemas ‘e’ deve ser substituído pelo nome de uma elocução; no lugar de ‘P’ deve-
mos inserir uma frase que expresse o que é dito na elocução e). Pode ser o caso que haja mais a 
dizer sobre as noções de verdade e falsidade, mas é assumido que os esquemas capturam algo de 
essencial a ambas as noções. Os deflacionistas defenderão que os esquemas (estes ou outros seme-
lhantes) capturam tudo o que há a dizer sobre a verdade e falsidade. A condição de que algo deve 
ser dito para que a verdade ou falsidade sejam aplicáveis é relevante; a bivalência não diz que tudo 
é verdadeiro ou falso. Williamson formula o princípio de bivalência também como um esquema: 

(B) se e diz que P, então ou e é verdadeira ou e é falsa. 

Como (B) é um condicional, um contra-exemplo deve satisfazer o antecedente de (B) e falsi-
ficar o consequente: 

e diz que P e não (e é verdadeira ou e é falsa)

Se supormos que uma elocução e diz que P, mas que não é verdadeira nem falsa, inferimos 
que não P nem não não P, o que é uma contradição. Os esquemas (T) e (F) são os pressupostos 
fundamentais, pois permitem equacionar a negação de que uma elocução em particular é bivalente 
com a negação de um caso particular do terceiro excluído. A negação do terceiro excluído leva a 
uma contradição, por uma aplicação incontroversa de De Morgan. Assim, é incoerente supor que 
há contra-exemplos à bivalência. 

3. Negação
Muitas pessoas pensarão que um argumento tão simples como o de Williamson prova dema-

siado. Mas, supondo que os esquemas (T) e (F) são princípios fundamentais sobre a verdade e a 
falsidade, o que se pode fazer para tornar os esquemas compatíveis com a suposição de contra-
exemplos à bivalência? Os esquemas (T) e (F) parecem capturar apenas princípios intuitivamente 
correctos relativos à verdade e falsidade, mas ao aceitarmos os esquemas como correctos ficamos 
obrigados a aceitar a equação entre uma negação na meta-linguagem (i.e., a negação que uma 
elocução é verdadeira ou falsa) e uma negação na linguagem objecto (negação de P e de não P). 
É essa equação que nos permite derivar contradições. 

Se o uso da negação fosse revisto, talvez se pudesse bloquear a equação entre a negação na 
meta-linguagem e na linguagem-objecto. Talvez, quando dizemos que uma elocução não é verda-
deira nem falsa, não queiramos dizer que a elocução não é verdadeira, num sentido forte em que 
podemos inferir que P não é o caso, nem queiramos dizer que a elocução não é falsa, no sentido 
forte em que podemos inferir que não P não é o caso, porque se fosse isso que queremos dizer 
então estaríamos comprometidos com a afirmação de uma contradição, o que é absurdo. Pode ser 
sugerido que nós temos uma atitude neutra em relação a casos problemáticos, e, talvez, possamos 
expressar essa atitude usando um sentido diferente de negação. 
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Suponhamos que apelamos à negação fraca, “ne” em vez de “não”. Um contra-exemplo par-
ticular à bivalência seria assim descrito desta forma: uma elocução e diz que P mas ne (e é verda-
deira ou e é falsa). Daqui apenas podemos inferir que ne P e ne não P, o que não é contradição 
alguma. Mas como entender este novo tipo de negação fraca? Ou bem que é primitiva, ou bem 
que é definida em termos de negação forte. Se for definida em termos de negação forte, então a 
estratégia falha, porque as condições de verdade de “ne P” serão idênticas às de “não P”, e assim 
a introdução de uma nova negação é inútil. 

JC Beall (2002) propõe uma solução para como distinguir a negação fraca da negação forte1.  
O propósito de Beall é preservar os esquemas descitacionais para a verdade e falsidade e torná-los 
compatíveis com a suposição de falhas de valores de verdade. Ele mantém que o deflacionismo é 
compatível com a existência de falhas de valores de verdade desde que reconheçamos, precisamen-
te, a distinção entre a negação forte e a negação fraca. O problema, como Beall reconhece, é for-
necer uma definição da negação fraca que não seja circular. Imagine-se que definíamos a negação 
fraca desta forma: a negação fraca de ‘P’, ‘ne P’, é verdadeira se ‘P’ é falsa ou falhar em valor de 
verdade. A negação forte de ‘P’ é verdadeira se ‘P’ for falsa, mas falha em valor de verdade se ‘P’ 
também falhar em valor de verdade. A falsidade é definida como a verdade da negação forte. Agora, 
‘P’ falha em valor de verdade se ne P e ne não P. ‘Ne P’ é verdadeira se ou não P, ou P falhar em 
valor de verdade (i.e., ne P e ne não P). Mas isto é circular. O que se pretendia era, em parte, que 
a introdução da negação fraca ‘ne’ ajudasse a iluminar de que forma certas elocuções podem falhar 
em valor de verdade, sendo contra-exemplos à bivalência, sem contradição. Assim, em vez de se 
dizer que ‘P’ falha em valor de verdade quando não P e não não P, o que é absurdo, dir-se-ia que 
‘P’ falha em valor de verdade quando ne P e ne não P. Mas se assim é, então não devíamos usar a 
própria noção de uma falha de valor para definir a negação fraca, porque isso é circular.

Beall defende que a negação fraca deve ser encarada como uma noção primitiva, para evitar a cir-
cularidade, e que o uso dos dois tipos de negação, forte e fraca, é apreendido por meio de regras de 
inferência que regem o uso dos tipos de negação na prática dedutiva. As regras avançadas dividem-se 
em regras simples e regras compostas (as que envolvem apenas o uso de um tipo de negação, e as 
que envolvem o uso dos dois tipos de negação). Os dois conjuntos de regras simples são idênticos: 
são a eliminação da negação dupla e as leis de De Morgan. As regras compostas são restritas.2 

Todavia, o problema com o conjunto de regras oferecido é que, por um lado, o conjunto de 
regras simples não nos ensina nada sobre dois usos da negação, dado que as inferências permitidas 
são idênticas. Por outro lado, aceitar que existem regras compostas pressupõe que temos dois tipos 
de negação à nossa disposição. Também pressupõe que podemos saber quais as inferências válidas, 
e quais as inválidas, misturando os dois sentidos de negação. Mas do facto de podermos postular 
regras de inferência para uma nova conectiva, não se seque que exista uma prática linguística que 
use essa conectiva; em particular, postular regras de inferência compostas para dois tipos de ne-
gação não demonstra que existam dois tipos de negação à nossa disposição. A restrição nas regras 
compostas requer uma razão para restringirmos a eliminação da negação dupla e de De Morgan. 
Mas não nos é explicado porque são as regras restritas daquela forma. A única razão plausível para 
restringir as regras parece ser a explicação anterior para as condições de verdade de ‘ne P’ e ‘não 
P’. Contudo, essa explicação é circular. Portanto, postular regras de inferência para a negação 
fraca e forte não nos dá o significado de ‘ne’, nem motivação independente para distinguir os dois 
tipos de negação. Pelo menos, não nos dá qualquer motivação para além de evitar a derivação de 
contradições. Sem essa motivação, a proposta de Beall é simplesmente ad hoc.

1 Beall chama “forte” à negação a que Williamson chama “fraca” e vice-versa; uso as designações de Williamson para 
as duas negações. 
2 Eliminação da negação dupla composta: não ne P implica P; P implica ne não  P; e De Morgan composta: ne (P ou 
não Q) sse ne P e ne não Q; não (P e ne Q) sse não P e não ne Q.  (Cf. Beall (2002): 303).
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Outra hipótese é a proposta por Mark Richard (2000). Em vez de propor um novo tipo de 
negação, a sua  proposta consiste em sugerir que reconheçamos a diferença entre negar uma 
frase e afirmar uma frase negada. Como Richard mantém, afirmar algo compromete-nos com as 
consequências da nossa afirmação. Mas não parece ser necessário, acrescenta Richard, supor que 
devemos estar comprometidos com as consequências de uma frase que negamos. Isto aplicar-se-ia 
ao caso do argumento de Williamson desta forma: podemos negar que uma elocução e seja verda-
deira ou falsa, depois negar que P ou não P, e portanto negar que P e negar que não P. Mas nada 
disto chegaria a ser o mesmo do que estar comprometido com a afirmação de uma contradição. 

Richard não explica melhor, contudo, em que consiste a diferença entre estar comprometido 
com afirmar ‘não P’  e simplesmente negar ‘P’. De que modo é que não precisamos de estar 
comprometidos com aquilo que se segue do que negamos? Existem muitas maneiras de não nos 
comprometermos com as consequências de uma negação (podemos ser teimosos, por exemplo), 
mas devíamos ter mais a dizer sobre como podemos ser desculpados disso. A noção de “estar 
comprometido a afirmar”, em si mesma, é muito vaga para ser elucidativa. Se uma pessoa de facto 
acredita que existem elocuções que não são verdadeiras nem falsas, então essa pessoa devia estar 
comprometida com a afirmação de que existem tais elocuções. Portanto, devia estar comprome-
tida em afirmar que certas elocuções não são verdadeiras nem falsas, e igualmente comprometida 
com quaisquer consequências que se sigam. Se negamos, como no argumento, que e é verdadeiro 
e que e é falso, então segue-se que não P e que não não P. E se uma contradição se segue, insistir 
que não precisamos de estar comprometidos em afirmá-la é ad hoc. Assim, a distinção introduzida 
por Richard não lhe permite desarmar o argumento de Williamson.3  

4. Negação meta-linguística
Recordemo-nos de que o objectivo de rever o uso da negação é prevenir a equação entre a 

negação de que uma elocução em particular é bivalente com a negação de um caso do terceiro 
excluído. Impedir uma inferência directa para a linguagem objecto é uma maneira de alcançar esse 
fim. Uma forma de entender a negação, que dará conta da sugestão de Richard de que existe uma 
diferença entre simplesmente negar ‘P’ e afirmar ‘não P’, é a negação meta-linguística. 

A negação meta-linguística pretende capturar o insight de que nem toda a negação é a negação 
daquilo que é literalmente dito numa elocução. É usada normalmente para rejeitar a correcção de 
uma elocução prévia. Como Horn (1989) diz, foca “não a verdade ou a falsidade de uma proposi-
ção, mas a asseribilidade de uma elocução”. (Horn, 1989: 363) Pode focar um aspecto particular, 
que afecte a correcção de toda a elocução, por exemplo uma pressuposição, uma implicatura, 
ou que a elocução é (socialmente) inadequada (por causa da escolha de palavras, ou mesmo da 
entoação, por exemplo). A negação meta-linguística não precisa de negar o que foi dito, nem 
de objectar à verdade ou falsidade da elocução. Eis dois exemplos de Horn que ilustram usos 
diferentes da negação meta-linguística: 

Ganhar não é tudo, é a única coisa

Não é coelhinho guisado, é civet de lapin.

Contudo, nenhum destes tipos de caso é de grande ajuda contra o argumento de Williamson. 
O que se quer é um uso de negação linguística que foque precisamente o valor de verdade de 

3 Richard também propõe alterar a leitura do bicondicional no esquema (T), assumindo que o bicondicional no es-
quema é o bicondicional material. Mas no argumento de Williamson, e nos esquemas propostos, nenhuma interpre-
tação em particular das conectivas é assumida, e portanto, não é necessário que o bicondicional seja o material. Tudo 
o que se requer é que os lados esquerdo e direito do bicondicional tenham o mesmo valor semântico. Contudo, sem 
uma melhor justificação para a distinção entre negar algo e afirmar a sua negação, o novo sentido do bicondicional 
proposto por Richard é inútil. Se de facto é um bicondicional, então uma negação seguir-se-á na mesma. 
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uma elocução, ou melhor, o facto de que essa elocução não tem qualquer valor de verdade. Há 
casos que ilustram esse uso: 

O que ela disse não é verdadeiro nem falso. Ela disse “Despacha-te!”

O professor de inglês não disse nada de verdadeiro ou falso na aula quando disse: “ele 
gosta da mãe”.

Estes exemplos também não ilustram o uso da negação de que precisamos para bloquear o 
argumento de Williamson, porque não é suposto que as elocuções em (3) e (4) tenham dito algo 
que alguma vez pudesse ter sido avaliado como verdadeiro ou falso, uma vez que estas elocuções 
não pretendem sequer ser afirmações (o caso (3) é uma ordem, o caso (4) um exemplo numa aula, 
sem referência a quaisquer pessoas em particular). O que se devia encontrar é um uso de negação 
meta-linguística que rejeite a correcção de predicar uma elocução e como verdadeira e como falsa, 
mas que se aplique a casos de elocuções que se espera serem feitas para fazer afirmações. 

A negação meta-linguística pode focar, por exemplo, uma pressuposição de uma elocução fei-
ta. Suponha-se, por exemplo, que existe alguma pressuposição de que os termos singulares,  como 
demonstrativos, indexicais ou nomes próprios, (na maioria dos seus usos) não são vazios. Se assim 
for, então podemos dizer que uma elocução contendo um termo singular vazio não é verdadeira 
nem falsa, e, nestes casos, a falha de referência pode ser encarada legitimamente como uma causa 
de falhas de valores de verdade. Se a pressuposição de que um termo singular refere falha, então 
podemos negar meta-linguisticamente a elocução contendo o termo e bloquear a descitação. Num 
caso como este, os consequentes de (T) e (F) relativos a essa elocução são inaceitáveis. Rejeitamos 
que uma elocução seja verdadeira ou falsa porque não podemos usar o termo singular vácuo para 
enunciar as condições de verdade e de falsidade da elocução. Por exemplo, se Macbeth alucina 
um punhal, e diz “este punhal é afiado”, não podemos dizer que a sua elocução é verdadeira 
(ou falsa) justamente no caso de aquele punhal particular ser afiado (ou não), porque não existe 
qualquer punhal identificável demonstrado que permitisse formular as condições em que uma tal 
elocução seria verdadeira ou falsa. Mas o facto de não podermos enunciar condições de verdade 
e falsidade significa que não podemos enunciar o conteúdo de uma tal elocução. No contexto de 
uso imaginado, “este punhal é afiado” nada diz (i.e., não tem conteúdo vero-condicional). 

Não é claro, todavia, que qualquer caso putativo de falhas de valores de verdade seja o re-
sultado de algo como falhas pressuposicionais. Mas mesmo que fosse esse o caso, este uso da 
negação meta-linguística seria inútil para desarmar o argumento de Williamson, uma vez que o 
uso da negação meta-linguística só poderia ser útil a bloquear a descitação se também bloquear 
a enunciação de condições de verdade e falsidade, e a enunciação do conteúdo vero-condicional, 
das elocuções problemáticas. Para generalizar, a negação meta-linguística só poderia ser útil para 
bloquear a derivação de contradições resultantes da suposição de contra-exemplos ao princípio de 
bivalência se também bloquear a identificação daquilo que é dito numa elocução. Argumentavel-
mente, uma elocução sem conteúdo vero-condicional não conta como um portador de valores de 
verdade, e portanto não é um contra-exemplo à bivalência. 

5. Conclusão
Podemos duvidar que sempre que dizemos que uma elocução não é verdadeira nem falsa este-

jamos a dizer que não é verdadeira e que não é falsa num sentido forte. Mas o sentido alternativo 
no qual devemos entender a negação não é claro. As propostas de Beall ou de Richard poderiam 
desarmar o argumento de Williamson e tornar a suposição de falhas de valores de verdade coeren-
te se um sentido distinto de negação estivesse disponível. Mas as suas propostas são ad hoc, uma 
vez que a introdução de maneiras diferentes de entender a negação, em qualquer das propostas, 
não revela qualquer motivação para além de tentar evitar derivar  contradições. 
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A melhor alternativa parece ser a negação meta-linguística, pois captura o insight de que nem 
toda a negação é uma negação daquilo que é literalmente dito. Mas o preço a pagar pelo uso da 
negação meta-linguística para bloquear o argumento do Williamson é o de tratar os casos putativos 
de falhas de valores de verdade como casos que não dizem nada e que não têm condições de ver-
dade ou de falsidade. Por outras palavras, o preço é tratar tais casos como se não fossem genuínos 
contra-exemplos à bivalência. Mas sem uma alternativa, a suposição de genuínos contra-exemplos 
à bivalência continua a ser absurda, e portanto, o argumento de Williamson (ainda) está de pé.
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Abstract
In this paper I argue that the several kinds of readings identified by J. Bennett’s 2003 typol-
ogy (presented in his A Philosophical Guide to Conditionals) have a truth-conditional import. 
In particular, I claim that conditionals can, regardless of counterfactuality, be used to literally 
express more than one proposition, according to the pragmatic idiosyncrasies of the utter-
ance situation. I also use this idea to account for the puzzling behaviour of conditionals in 
Hypohetical Syllogism arguments.
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1. Bennett’s typology and its truth-conditional import
In his recent “guide” to conditionals1, J. Bennett presents a typology of explanatory relations 

that can be expressed by if conditionals.
Bennett identifies three basic elements whose contribution is essential to securing the (hy-

pothetical) acceptance of a conditional’s consequent C: (i) the hypothetical acceptance of the 
antecedent A (ii) evidence E available to speakers as they semantically compute the conditional, 
“minimally adjusted to assimilate A” (in accordance to the Ramsey Test)  (iii) a set of general 
principles P “containing whatever basic doctrine you use in inferring C from A&E”. P is said to 
contain logical and other a priori and causal principles, besides (possibly) moral ones (a point 
Bennett illustrates by saying that the combination of the second and third kind lends credence to 
a deontic conditional like “If you give him the injection, you will be behaving wrongly”).

Different readings of conditionals arise from the fact that all of A, C and E can, most of 
the time (if not always) be thought of as explananda, i.e. as the element a conditional aims at 
explaining. (The assumption here is, of course, that every genuine conditional falls under one of 
these explanatory schemata. I will take this to be a true assumption). The most natural reading is 

 1 Bennett (2003), pp. 336 ff
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perhaps the one Bennett describes as grounded on an explaining-C basis (or C reading, for short). 
This is illustrated by the following if conditionals:

(1) If it rained, the streets are wet.
(2) If Johnny’s father slapped him, Johnny wept.
(3) If Johnny wept, his father slapped him.
In each case, the hypothetical acceptance of the antecedent can be taken to provide an expla-

nation for the consequent’s truth: the rain explains the wetness, the slapping explains the weeping 
(in the sense that the former was the cause of the latter), the weeping explains the slapping (again, 
by acting as a cause).

Explaining-A basis readings of conditionals (or A readings, for short) are also widespread. In 
these cases, the explanatory relation is reversed: it is the consequent which appears as the expla-
nation for the antecedent. 

(4) If Ann is at home at this hour, she and John had a row.
(5) If the streets are wet, then it rained. 
To these we could add (2) and (3), of course, since both can have an A as well as a C reading: 

in (2) the weeping can be taken to explain a subsequent slapping and in (3) the slapping can be 
taken to be the explanation for a subsequent weeping2. By the same token, in asserting (4), the 
speaker may be taken to be saying that all hypothetical circumstances where Ann is now at home 
are also ones where a row between her and John took place, in the sense that, according to the 
available evidence, there is no other reasonable motive why she could be at home; similarly, in 
(5), the rain can be taken to explain the wetness.  Under these readings, the necessary condition 
is therefore also that which is acting as the explanans. The fact that (2) and (3) are also liable to 
the readings they were given above (that is, the ones according to which it is the antecedent that 
acts as the explanans for the event described by the consequent) only goes to show that these 
conditionals are, at least on the face of it, ambiguous. 

Bennett calls his third type of reading “explaining-E basis” (I will call them E readings for 
short). In this case neither the antecedent nor the consequent can be assigned the role of ex-
planandum. Rather, it is the body of evidence (E) supporting the conditional which is being 
explained. The following three examples (the first is Bennett’s and the third is also mentioned by 
him in this connection) illustrate this third variety:

(6) If those are desert verbena, then this fire is many days old.
(7) If it rained all day, John has set up an internet connection at home.
(8) If the butler didn’t do it, then the gardener did.
Suppose I am standing before the cold ashes of what has been a huge fire and spot a few 

plants nearby. I also know that whenever heavy rain falls on desert verbena plants, they flower 
immediately. Since these particular plants have not flowered, I also know that if they are desert 
verbena, then there has been no rain recently, and therefore the coldness of the ashes can only be 
explained by the circumstance that it is an old fire. Clearly, neither the possibility that the plants 
are desert verbena nor the possibility that the fire is many days old are being explained. Instead, it 
is the evidence that the ashes are cold and the plants have not flowered that is ultimately explained 

2 A number of authors point out that these readings are easily identified by the “must” test: on these readings and 
only on them conditionals can the modal “must” occur at the beginning of the consequent (e.g. “if Johnny wept, 
his father must have slapped him”). I do not think this is an effective way of identifying A readings, since both C 
and E readings also take such paraphrases (e.g. “If it rained, the streets must be wet” may very well be understood 
under a C reading). 
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by the circumstance that either the plants are not desert verbena (in which case it may have rained 
recently, which would in turn explain the coldness of the ashes) or they are desert verbena and the 
fire is many days old (and so this, rather than the rain, would explain the coldness of the ashes). 
In other words, the antecedent of (6) “knocks down” (Bennett’s wording) one of the two rea-
sonable candidates for explaining the coldness of the ashes (i.e. the rain), leaving the other (their 
belonging to an old fire) as the best explanation available.

Similarly, rather than the rain explaining John’s setting up the internet or vice-versa, (7) may 
well be read as putting across the latter circumstance as the best explanation for one’s body of 
evidence in favour of the conditional. For instance, suppose that John is under surveillance by the 
police and knows about it. Suppose further that the speaker also knows about it, and that she is 
also aware that John’s accomplice Mole could only have known about the plan for robbing the 
bank from John, which in turn could only have happened if they had met at the usual outdoor 
cafe by the sea (all of their phones being tapped). Other than that, John could have emailed Mole 
(using a secret account, unknown to the police); unfortunately for him, he has, at least until 
recently, no internet connection at home. There are, furthermore, no internet facilities within 
miles. Now, rain would have made the meeting impossible (it is an outdoor cafe). Nevertheless, it 
is certain that Mole knows about the plan. So, under the hypothesis that it rained all day, the only 
way Mole could have been informed would be for John to have had the internet set up at home.

 (8) is a famous example of Stalnaker’s (presented to illustrate quite another point). There is 
evidence that only the butler and the gardener could have done it (suppose nobody else had the 
key to the room where the victim was assassinated); hence if not the butler, then the gardener. 
Under this assumption, the hypothesis that the butler did not do it does not exactly explain (or so 
Bennett claims) the gardener’s having done it; neither does the latter explain the former. Rather, 
under the hypothesis that it was not the butler, the gardener having done it explains the evidence 
that nobody else besides him and the butler could have done it. 

The best example of a conditional bearing the three Bennett categories3 is probably the infamous

(9) If Oswald didn’t kill Kennedy, somebody else did.

The Kennedy conditional has a straightforward E reading: it means that somebody other than 
Oswald must have killed Kennedy in the event that Oswald did not - since, under that assumption, 
only the fact that somebody else did it would explain the hard evidence that Kennedy was in fact 
killed. But it also has a C reading (sometimes described as the “conspiracy” reading), according 
to which the circumstance that Oswald failed to do it prompted one of the other contract killers 
to step in and get the job done. Finally, it has an A reading: that according to which Oswald did 
not do it because somebody else already had4. 

The  construal I have made of the Bennett typology is committed to a certain picture of what 
a conditional is from a semantic point of view. Firstly, it is supposed to be the kind of construction 
which purports to establish a connection (for lack of a better term, I will call this a “conditional” 
connection) between antecedent-circumstances and consequent-circumstances, to the effect that, 
according to the available evidence, all those circumstances of the former type are also of the latter 

3 This is not to say, of course, that others (e.g. most of the above) are not, for the most part, liable to the same variety 
of readings
4 Bennett’s’s typology constrains our initial (fairly loose) notion of what counts as explanans/explanandum pair  and 
accordingly of the way different explanatory roles may be assigned to the antecedent and consequent of a given con-
ditional. In particular, it tightens up the relationship between the particular setting in which a conditional can be said 
to be assigned a particular reading and what counts as an explanans and explanadum in such a setting. For instance, 
in the butler example a loose notion of what a explanatory role is would condone an analysis according to which the 
circumstance that the butler didn´t do it can be said to explain the circumstance that the gardener did it, given the 
evidence that one of them must have done it (thus justifying the assignment to (8) of a C reading). But on Bennett’s 
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type. Secondly, alongside this conditional connection, there is an explanatory one, whose terms 
may or may not coincide with those of the first (i.e. whose explanans may or may not coincide 
with the antecedent, or whose explanandum may or may not coincide with the consequent). In 
other words, a conditional is supposed to always (or at least typically5) provide an explanation for 
some state of affairs. In this connection, I suggest that Bennett’s typology provides an illumina-
ting overview of the relevant possibilities: the explanandum may correspond to the consequent 
(in which case the antecedent acts as explanans), or to the antecedent (in which case it is the con-
sequent which acts as explanans), or to a piece of relevant evidence supporting the conditional’s 
assertion (in which case the antecedent’s truth plays the role of ensuring that the consequent’s 
hypothetical truth best explains that evidence).

The reference to conditionals in general is deliberate. Indeed, it should be pointed out that the 
multi-reading phenomenon is generally available in counterfactuals as well as in indicatives6. Take 
the (also famous) counterfactual version of (9):

(10) If Oswald hadn’t killed Kennedy, someone else would have.
(10) could easily be paraphrased in the following way:
(10’) If Oswald hadn’t killed Kennedy, then a fellow conspirator would have stepped in and 
killed him.
On this typical7 reading, someone uttering (10) would be saying that in the closest coun-

terfactual circumstance(s) where Oswald didn’t do it, it could not have been the case (in some 
appropriate sense of the modal) that no one did it; she would therefore be committing herself 
to the belief that things are such that, in the event of a blunder by Oswald, there would have 
been enough other guys available to make sure the job was done. But there it is also possible to 
interpret (10) as asserting the same as

(10’’) If Oswald hadn’t been the one who killed Kennedy, then someone else would have 
been that person.

By uttering (10) under this reading, a speaker would be making exactly the same point as in 
the corresponding reading of (9), with the sole difference that she would now also be committing 
herself to the belief that Oswald was in fact the one who did it: what is effectively being put across 
by (10) on such a reading is that, since someone killed Kennedy, every relevant counterfactual 
circumstance where Oswald did not do it is also one where someone else did it.

 And, of course, besides these E and C readings, (10) can also receive the same A reading 
as its indicative counterpart: it can be paraphrased as 

(10’’’) If Oswald hadn’t kill Kennedy, that would have been because somebody else (pos-
sibly a fellow conspirator) already had.8

account of what a relevant explanation is the only thing that makes sense is to say that the available evidence is the 
explanandum, the hypothetical acceptance of the antecedent merely paving the way for the assignment of the status 
of  “best explanans” to the consequent. The same comment applies, of course, to (6) and (7) and their respective 
settings, as well as to other settings where conditionals can reasonbly be said to have E readings (including, of course, 
the E reading of the Kennedy example just mentioned).
5 Tautologous conditionals, for instance, seem to be exceptions to this characterization.
6 Here I follow a remark by Fogelin (cf. (Fogelin (98).
7 At least to the extent that this is the reading assigned to it when one, following Adams and Lewis, semantically 
contrasts (10) with its indicative counterpart.
8 Not all of these readings is equally identifiable at first glance. But however “typical” these readings happen to be, 
the fact remains that the other two equally legitimate and recognizable as such by competent speakers. From this it 
follows that using the distinction to argue for  a semantic distinction between indicatives and counterfactuals, like Er-
nest Adams and David Lewis did, is a questionable move.64  Here I follow a remark by Fogelin (cf. (Fogelin (98).
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Thus, some evidence exists for the view that, regardless of counterfactuality, the truth-con-
ditions of a token conditional cannot be determined until the communicative intentions of the 
speaker who is asserting it have been identified. This view entails, in turn, that the semantics of “if” 
conjoined with that of the antecedent and consequent fall short of determining the literal propo-
sitional content of a given conditional in a given context of assertion. The semantic contribution 
of the conditional connective to the proposition expressed by a given conditional seems instead 
to parallel the one made by the genitive construction to the propositional content of any sentence 
it occurs in (the construction is often discussed, notably by Recanati, in connection with the role 
of pragmatic mechanisms in truth-condition determination9): it constrains the sort of proposition 
being expressed, but does not go as far as identifying it. When I say “if Oswald didn’t/hadn’t 
kill(ed) Kennedy”, I may be referring to a host of different circumstances where Oswald did 
not kill Kennedy or (e.g. circumstances where, besides, Kennedy was killed, or where, besides, a 
conspiracy was set up). In each case, I will be saying different things (i.e. making different asser-
tions) by adding a consequent. To be sure, “if” establishes a connection between antecedent- and 
consequent-circumstances to the effect that all the relevant antecedent ones are also consequent 
ones; but until we know which antecedent-circumstances are being taken as relevant, we are in 
the dark as to exactly which connection is being said to obtain. And this need not be a feature of 
problematic conditionals like the Kennedy one. Take a seemingly innocuous example such as “If 
Ann is in the kitchen, then George isn’t”. Which point is the speaker making when she asserts that 
Ann’s presence in the kitchen is a sufficient condition for George’s absence? Is she making the 
point that things are such that exactly one person is in the kitchen? Or is she making the point that 
things are such that Ann would not be alone with George anywhere?  This reading shift mimics the 
one in the Kennedy example. Which point is the speaker making when she asserts that Oswald’s 
having failed to kill Kennedy is a sufficient condition for somebody else to have done it? Is she 
making the point that Kennedy was undeniably killed or is she making the rather different point 
that a conspiracy was set up to kill him? One seems to endorse (as true) and reject (as false) the 
respective conditionals depending on whether one takes the person asserting those conditionals 
to be making either of these (or possibly other) points. This strongly suggests that each of the 
points being made corresponds to different statements about the way things are. In other words, 
the context-dependent way in which, on the face of it, conditionals are assigned truth-condi-
tions argues rather forcefully for the view that each contextual reading may determine different 
truth-conditions for a given conditional and therefore that the particular proposition each token 
conditional expresses depends on what the speaker’s intentions are — specifically, on which kind 
of antecedent-circumstances she intends to characterize as consequent-circumstances.

This, nevertheless, need not entail that conditionals like (9) or (10) are ambiguous, i.e. that the 
three kinds of reading are generated by their semantics alone.  Rather, what seems to be happening 
is that the communicative intentions of utterers of, say, (9) determine, on the basis of one and the 
same semantic input, which kinds of states of affairs such that the antecedent holds in them are 
being characterized (in differents contexts of utterance) as states of affairs in which the consequent 
also holds – thereby determining which statement is being made. In other words, the communicati-
ve intentions of speakers determine what is literally being said in each context in which a conditional 
is uttered. Thus, in the case of (9)/(10), if the speaker intends to assume the conspiracy theory on 
Kennedy’s assassination, she is referring to those (hypothetical) circumstances where the antecedent 
holds and a conspiracy to kill Kennedy was on; she is therefore actually saying (rather than implying) 
is that all hypothetical circumstances where Oswald did not kill Kennedy were ones where, as a 
consequence of that, a co-conspirator did it (C reading). In other words, under this reading the 

9 See for instance Recanati (2001) and (2004).
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actual  fact of the murder is deemed irrelevant for the evaluation of the conditional as for correctness 
or truth. On the other hand, if she is asserting (9)/(10) on the basis of the fact that Kennedy was 
murdered, she is referring to circumstances where the antecedent holds and Kennedy was murdered; 
she is therefore literally saying that, under the hypothesis that the murderer was not Oswald, some-
one other than him must have been the one (E reading). Under this reading, it is the possibility of 
a conspiracy that is deemed irrelevant for the evaluating the conditional as true. 

2. Hypothetical Syllogism
The pragmatic picture sketched above of the truth conditions of conditionals is borne out by 

a few striking features of their inferential behaviour, namely concerning the pattern of reasoning 
known as Hypothetical Syllogism (form now onwards HS for short)10. This has traditionally been 
classified as invalid, as illustrated by 

(11) If Gore had been elected, Bush would (subsequently) have retired from politics.

If Bush had died before the election, Gore would have been elected.
Therefore, if Bush had died before the election, he would (subsequently) have retired from politics.  
The two premises in (1) could be true in comparatively normal circumstances of evaluation, 

whereas the conclusion would only be true in possible worlds (if any) where dead people could 
make decisions. A similar verdict applies to the also famous

(12) If Hoover had been a communist, he would have been a traitor.

If Hoover had been born in the USSR, he would have been a communist.
Therefore, if Hoover had been born in the USSR, he would have been a traitor.
Clearly, even if we are not diehard anti-communists we should be able to acknowledge that the 

first premise is probably true — Hoover having been head of the CIA for a number of years. It is 
also possible that Hoover’s putatively conformist personality makes the second premise true. But 
the truth of these two premises does not the truth of the conclusion; we first considered Hoover 
to be a traitor because we considered the possibility that he might have been a communist (with 
pro-soviet tendencies) and an American high official — not a communist and a soviet citizen.

Contrary to what some authors claim, the remark can also be made to apply to the indicative 
versions of  ( 11) and  (12), as 

(11’) If Gore was elected, Bush retired from politics.
If Bush died before the election, Gore would was elected.
Therefore, if Bush died before the election, he retired from politics.  
(12’) If Hoover was a communist, he was a traitor.
If Hoover was born in the USSR, he was a communist.
Therefore, if Hoover was bornin the USSR, he was a traitor.11

10 Given the logical similarities between Hypothetical Syllogism and Strengthening of the Antecedent, virtually all of 
the discussion on HS can be made to apply to SA, provided one makes the necessary adaptations.
11 This and similar “translations” of counterfactual counter-examples to HS or SA typically result in what is some-
times claimed to be “odd” and unconvincing arguments, in particular because it is thought that the premises can 
hardly be taken as true in any admissible circumstances (the idea being that they are devoid of truth-value at best, due 
to something akin to a presupposition failure). Cases like (11’) and (12’) are therefore often dismissed as failing to be 
genuine counter-examples to HS. But this is, of course, a rather feeble reason for refusing them that status, because 
we could, with not too great an effort, conceive of someone who (for some reason, however exotic) did not know 
anything about the relevant facts to be legitimised in not assuming the falsity of the antecedents of the conditionals 
in  question. Accordingly, virtually all of the discussion below deliberately ignores the distinction counterfactuals/
indicatives; it assumes that all instances of a counterfactual HS argument which strikes us as invalid or valid have an 
indicative version to which the same verdict applies (or would apply in the adequate belief setting).
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On the other hand, and somewhat problematically, a slightly modified version of (11) 
strikes us as valid:

(13) If Gore had been elected, Gore’s wife would have become First Lady.
If Bush had died before the election, Gore would have been elected.
Therefore, if Bush had died before the election, Gore’s wife would have become First Lady.
The same verdict can reasonbly be given to cases like (14):
(14) If Miss Mauritius had not won the contest, John would be happy.
If Miss Venezuela had won the contest, then Miss Mauritius would not have won it.
Therefore, if Miss Venezuela had won the contest, John would be happy.
On the face of it, at least, we have no reason to deny credibility to the latter kind of verdict; 

(13) and (14) do strike us as arguments whose conclusion is well supported by their premises, 
and therefore as good candidates for the status of arguments whose conclusion follows from the 
premises — i.e. for the status of valid arguments. 

We are therefore faced with a dilemma. On the one hand, if we claim that HS fails for condi-
tionals (I will call this the invalidity route), then some explaining away of the (equally strong) pro-
validity intuitions is called for. For if we accept the standard conception of what it is for an argument 
form to be valid, we have to say that, if an argument pattern has at least some invalid instances, then 
it is an invalid form and none of its instances can, in virtue of instantiating it, be valid (for, under 
that conception, if an argument instantiates an invalid form and no valid forms, then it is an invalid 
argument ). So the invalidity theorist will have to explain why some apparently valid HS arguments 
turn out to be invalid after all (assuming, of course, that they do not instantiate other valid forms, 
which seems to be the case of (13) and (14)). By the same token, on the other hand, if the pro-vali-
dity intuitions are seen as evidence of the validity of HS for (13) and (14), they will have to be seen 
as establishing its validity for all instances of HS, since in that case one would have to say that these 
arguments are valid in virtue of instantiating a valid form — one, that is, with no invalid instances. 
And, of course, if we choose this route (I will call it the validity route), some explaining away of the 
pro-invalidity intuitions is called for. For the validity theorist cannot, on the face of it, endorse the 
idea that logically unsound arguments such as (11) and (12) are genuinely invalid HS arguments, 
as they are instances of the same form that seems to ensure validity for (13) and (14). 

The two options discussed above have to deal, it must not be forgotten, with a phenomenon 
which can in as neutral a fashion as possible be described as follows: an HS argument is cogent 
if and only if the way the middle term is interpreted in the major premise is consistent with the 
way it is interpreted in the minor premise. In schematic terms, and assuming that the examples 
discussed above follow the schema  [if A then C; if B then A; ergo, if B then C], they illustrate 
the principle that an HS argument is cogent if and only if the A-circumstances being taken into 
consideration when assessing the major premise include at least some B-circumstances12. 

Interestingly, the traditional way of accounting for this phenomenon stems from the possi-
ble-world approach to counterfactuals and is committed to the view (also widely held) that (at 
least counterfactual and, for people like Stalnaker, all) HS arguments are invalid. Given an HS 
argument, the approach predicts that it can be the case that all closest A-worlds are C-worlds and 
all closest B-worlds are A-worlds without it being the case that all closest B-worlds are C-worlds 
(Stalnaker has qualms about more than one world being the closest, but I will assume throughout 

12 Given that the phenomenon occurs both in the counterfactual and in the non-counterfactual cases, I deliberately 
construe these descriptions so as to cover both cases. I also avoid any theoretical bias as far as the choice between 
the validity and the invalidity routes is concerned; the description above does not exclude either: they are phrased in 
terms of “cogency” instead of validity, from which it follows that some of those arguments deemed acceptable may 
subsequently, on further reflection, turn out to be invalid, and vice-versa.
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that world-selection functions yield possibly non-singular sets of closest worlds). For, as the story 
goes, we can have totally different sets of A-worlds in both premises — in particular the ones whi-
ch are said to be C-worlds may not be the same ones which are B-worlds, from which it follows 
that the conclusion does not go through.

This traditional account (most typically, but not necessarily, applied to counterfactuals) illus-
trates the basic feature of the doctrine I have called the invalidity route: the one according to 
which the HS (and SA, although I will not discuss it here) argument forms are invalid (since they 
have invalid instances) and are therefore unable to logically substantiate any of their instances. 
Even if a HS argument strikes us as valid, there are reasons to say that the conclusion does not 
follow from them by virtue of instantiating the respective form. Acceptable instances of SA and SH 
which, like the examples discussed so far, do not instantiate other valid forms cannot therefore be 
seen as genuine cases of validity. If this is right, any evidence of acceptable HS arguments must 
therefore be tackled not in terms of validity — of truth-preservation — but rather in terms of 
assertibility-preservation or reasonableness, or some such pragmatic notion.  

The conception of an assertibility-preserving argument is on a par with the idea that some 
reasonable arguments are invalid ones: it may well be the case that an argument (i) is contextually 
constrained in such a way that speakers with certain epistemic idiosyncrasies are committed to 
accepting the conclusion whenever they accept the premises (ii) is not truth-preserving, i.e. there 
are possible worlds where its conclusion is false although its premise(s) are (is) true. As Stalnaker 
points out, the two notions differ in extension because constraints on assertibility are distinct 
from truth-conditions; correspondingly, constraints on assertibility-preservation must differ from 
constraints on truth-preservation: the former concern “general rules governing the interaction 
between contexts of utterance and the contents of utterances”, while the latter concern the rela-
tion between propositions “independently of their being “asserted, supposed, or accepted”13. 

An interesting implementation of this general  idea is due to Sanford (cf. Sanford 1989). Sanford 
construes the obvious influence of epistemic context upon the acceptability of HS arguments as 
warranting a new kind of validity — the kind he calls “circumstantial validity”. He assumes that the 
acceptable HS arguments cannot be valid proper — i.e. he assumes that they cannot be instances of 
necessary truth-preservation — because they instantiate invalid forms. But he also claims that they 
deserve to be called valid “in context” or “under the circumstances”, so to speak, because contextu-
al grounds for the truth of the premise ensure the truth of the conclusion, given compliance to the 
HS form. In other words, certain kinds of justification for accepting the premises as true warrant the 
acceptance of the conclusion as true, given the formal relation between premises and conclusion. 

Sanford is careful to note that different grounds for the truth of premises and conclusions do not 
impinge on their propositional content; grounds for truth cannot be mistaken for truth-conditions. 
This is why the kind of contextual warranty he has in mind does not impinge on truth preservation 
- on validity properly so called. Ground-preserving arguments can fail to be truth-preserving ones. 
But it is clear that he construes compliance to the HS schemata as a necessary condition for instances 
of those schemata to be contextually acceptable, even if this contextual acceptability falls short of 
validity proper. Hence Sanford’s use of the “v” word: since form plays a role in making those instan-
ces acceptable, that seems a justifiable terminological move. From Sanford’s viewpoint, then, logical 
cogency of those instances is therefore explained away as a degenerate kind of validity.

But Sanford’s account still counts as a version of the invalidity route. He clearly holds accep-
table instances of HS to be less than valid proper (even if they are classified as “circumstancially” 
valid) because for them to be valid the forms they instantiate they¬ would themselves have to 
be valid, i.e.would themselves have to lack invalid instances. As far as the question of choosing 

13 Cf. Stalnaker (1975), pp. 139-140.
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between the validity and the invalidity routes is concerned, Sanford’s “quasi-validity” approach 
clearly amounts to classifying cogent cases of HS as invalid (although reasonable inferences given 
some contextual assumptions about what is the case, in line with Stalnaker’s suggestion). In other 
words, in cases like (13) and (14), Sanford sets genuine validity apart from persuasiveness. 

This is a drawback of his overall view, I think. On the face of it, there is no good reason why those 
instances of the schemata should be invalid entailments although contextually acceptable ones. Logic 
intuition tells us that those are valid instances of HS to the same extent that (11) and (12) are invalid 
instances of those forms. It must be acknowledged, of course, that logic intuitions may mislead us 
(for instance, both the truth-functional and anti-truth-functional view on non-counterfactuals are ba-
sed on strong logical intuitions, from which it follows that at least one of the kinds of intuition must 
be misleading). It is also true that the overall theoretical elegance of whatever explanatory strategy is 
being used for dealing with the semantics and the pragmatics of conditionals may give us grounds to 
construe those intuitions as misleading — namely if taking them at face value undermines otherwise 
satisfactory accounts of contradictory intuitions. But that would, in any event, be intrinsically worse 
than taking them at face value; it would always be a price to pay for keeping a useful analysis in place. 
Furthermore, in this case, explaining away intuitions of validity about (13)/(14) would hardly be a 
justifiable move, given that the cases of intuitive invalidity were taken at face value, without discussion 
— HS was described as having counter-examples solely on the sole basis of the intuitive invalidity of 
those examples. If, therefore, an alternative overall strategy is available which allows us to take the 
pro-validity evidence at face value (while also taking the pro-invalidity evidence at face value), that 
would certainly yield a better account of the whole of (11)-(14).

The fact that the invalidity route does not really account for validity intuitions paves the way 
for putting the validity route to the test. Choosing to account for (13)/(14) in terms of validity 
commits us to the claim that cogent or acceptable instances of HS are genuine rather than illusory 
cases of validity, and so is tantamount to avoiding having to explain them away. However, as I have 
mentioned above, this is a less than problematic move. Anyone pursuing it must provide some 
account of the fact that there are instances of HS which strike us as unquestionably invalid. This is, 
as we have seen, the validity theorist’s dilemma. The (seemingly genuine) cases of invalidity strongly 
argue for the invalidity of the respective forms. But if the forms are invalid, they are in principle 
unable to warrant the validity of any of their instances. It is worth pointing out that if we go along 
with our logical intuitions concerning (13) and (14), we must buy the complete package: once we 
take their validity seriously, we must accept that the fact that they are instances of HS is instrumental 
in making them valid. But how can then such arguments be genuinely valid, assuming they would 
owe their validity to the fact that they are instances of an invalid form? Some explanation must then 
be provided for this apparent contradiction: on the one hand the schema is invalid; on the other 
hand, it seems to enjoy sufficient logical cogency to ensure the validity of some of its instances. 

It seems that if we are to classify the logically cogent instances of HS as cases of validity, we 
have to reject the idea that the validity of arguments (qua instances of that form) depends solely 
on their form. In other words, we must, on the one hand, take care of the fact that form is a factor 
in lending argumentative credence to particular instances of it, and, on  the other hand, we must 
take care of the fact that the HS form does not, by itself, ensure full-fledged validity for any of its 
instances (as there are instances which are logically unwarranted arguments). 

If we accept this (rather heterodox) idea, it becomes clear why Sanford’s account cannot be 
endorsed. His analysis, according to which (13) and (14) are to be accounted for in terms of cir-
cumstantial validity rather than validity proper, is committed to the claim that whenever such ar-
gumentative sequences are uttered (and the reference of the proper names and indexical items has 
been consistently assigned, etc), we are before one and the same argument — an invalid one (given 
the possibility that the premise is true and the conclusion is false) although, in some contexts, a 
circumstantially valid one. If, on the contrary, we claim that form is but one factor in determining 
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the validity of an argumentative sequence, we predict that one and the same sequence can receive 
two different validity verdicts and therefore be used to put forward two different  arguments. 

Note that this hypothesis is independently motivated: it is a direct consequence of the pragmatic 
view on the truth conditions of conditionals I sketched in section 1. If we adopt that view, a HS 
sequence like (13) and (14) may naturally amount to different arguments when uttered under 
different assumptions as to what makes the premises true, and will accordingly give rise to different 
validity verdicts. For instance, whenever (13) is communicatively made use of in a setting where the 
premise means that Tipper (Gore’s wife) will become First Lady regardless of staying married to Gore  
(one can imagine that the utterer of that premise intends to make the (exotic) point that Tipper will 
become First Lady even if, say, Gore dies before the presidential inauguration, because she is the 
kind of woman who would find a way of getting married to whoever takes over as president)  that 
premise concerns a set of Gore-winning circumstances — and describes them as Tipper-First-Lady 
ones — which is totally different from the set of Gore-winning circumstances being envisaged when 
the premise is taken to mean that Tipper became First Lady because she stayed married to Gore. In the 
former case, some of the relevant Gore-winning circumstances are circumstances where Gore dies 
before becoming president; in the latter case, none of them are. Accordingly, under the first inter-
pretation, but not under the second, the following version of on (13) counts as a valid argument:

(13’) If Gore had been elected, Gore’s wife would have become First Lady.
If Gore had died just before his presidential inauguration, he would have been elected.
Therefore, if Gore had died before the election, Gore’s wife would have become First Lady.
Similarly, whenever (14) is made use of in a setting where the major premise means that Hoover 

is a traitor regardless of his place of birth (one could imagine that the argument is being put forward 
by a die-hard anticommunist who thinks that all communists are treacherous people), that premise 
concerns a set of Hoover-communist circumstances — and describes them as Hoover-traitor ones 
— which is totally different from the set of Hoover-communist circumstances being envisaged 
when the premise is taken to mean that Hoover was a traitor because he was an American high 
official communist. In the former case, some of the relevant Hoover-communist circumstances are 
circumstances where he was born in the USSR; in the latter case, none of them are. Again, this 
shift in the way the major premise is interpreted determines which particular argument is being 
put forward: the two interpretations give rise to the assignment of verdicts of, respectively, validity 
and invalidity to one and the same argumentative sequence, and therefore arguably give rise to two 
different arguments. Under the former interpretation, (14) counts as a valid argument, since it is 
impossible for the premises to be true and the conclusion false. In other words, if (14) concerns 
treachery as a defining feature of communists in general, the hypothesis that Hoover might have 
been born in the USSR leaves enables the conclusion that if he had been a communist, he would 
have been a traitor to go through – i.e. the conclusion goes through under that interpretation of the 
major premise. Only if (14) concerns the connection between being a communist American high 
official and being a traitor, is Hoover’s place of birth central in assessing the way the conclusion is 
being supported by the premises. Under the latter interpretation, not all hypothetical circumstan-
ces where he was born in the USSR are also circumstances where he still is a traitor; the conclusion 
does not, therefore, go through under that interpretation of the major premise.

To sum up, then, and according to the general idea expanded in section 1, I take the different 
criteria used for selecting antecedent-circumstances in both premises to impinge on the truth-con-
ditions and the propositional content of conditionals (again, I assume the point made about the 
counterfactual examples carries over to indicatives). It is not just that the epistemic weight of the 
conditionals varies according to the different grounds on which they are being asserted, as Sanford 
proposes. Arguably, it is their very truth-conditional content that shifts. In determining the way the 
antecedent selects sets of circumstances, the constraints associated to a given context of assertion 
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determine the conditional proposition being expressed, in that context, by the conditional. In 
general, given a conditional If A then C, choosing one of the possible ways of selecting A-circums-
tances is tantamount to choosing a criterion for giving a verdict on whether all A-circumstances are 
also C-circumstances and therefore on whether If A then C is true. And, of course, since argument 
identity supervenes on the propositional content of premises and conclusion, these different ways 
of selecting the relevant A-circumstances yield different arguments when the relevant conditionals 
occur in an argumentative sequence for those different contexts of utterance.

3. Concluding  remarks
As mentioned above, the traditional view on the relationship between validity and form has 

it that a given instance of a (natural language) argument form F is valid only if F is itself valid. In 
other words, if an argument is invalid, no other argument instantiating the same form can be valid 
in virtue of instantiating F. The demise of the invalidity route, even in its Sanfordian mitigated 
version, clearly entails that this conception of validity must be wrong. If arguments such as (13) 
and (14) are valid, and there are genuine counter-examples to HS, then a validity test exclusively 
based of form must be unreliable in its role of telling valid arguments apart form invalid ones.

If form does not, on its own, determine validity of at least some arguments involving con-
ditionals, validity must (at least in those cases) hinge on something more than the semantics of 
arguments plus contextual determination of referents of proper names and indexicals. It does not 
merely depend on the fact that (a) premises and conclusion share some semantic features  — typi-
cally, some of each other’s component clauses) (b) those component clauses are syntactically in a 
particular way (c) the relevant operators (e.g. sentential connectives) have a certain conventional 
meaning and hence a specific logical force. It seems that the propositions expressed by conditio-
nal statements and the arguments involving them are individuated by factors beyond a)-c). The 
combination of the semantic content of antecedent, consequent and “if” underdetermines the 
propositional content of conditionals, hence of any conditional premises and conclusions of a gi-
ven argument, hence of the very argument. Clearly, then, explaining the behaviour of conditionals 
in inferential environments such as the ones discussed constitutes further motivation for adopting 
the “pragmatic” view on the truth-conditions of conditionals.
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Abstract
In this paper, I will focus on the basic form of intentionality, reference intentionality, the prop-
erty an intentional state has of being ‘directed upon’ a certain object, its intentional object. I 
will try to prove that reference intentionality is not only a state - intentional object relation, 
but it also is an internal, i.e., a necessary, relation between that state and that object, at least 
in the sense that the state could not exist if it not were so related to the object.

Keywords
Cognitive content, Externalism, Intentional object, Internalism, Internal relation, Monadic 
internalism, Reference intentionality, Relational internalism.

In this paper, I will focus on the basic form of intentionality, reference intentionality (from now 
on, RI), the property an intentional state has of being ‘directed upon’ a certain object, its inten-
tional object. I will try to prove that (as Husserl, Wittgenstein and others originally envisaged) RI 
is not only a state - intentional object relation, but it also is an internal, i.e., a necessary, relation 
between that state and that object, at least in the sense that the state could not exist if it not were 
so related to the object.

The strategy of the paper will be the following. First, I will claim that RI has to be conceived in 
internal-relational terms, no matter which position one takes on its putative right-hand members, 
intentional objects. Second, I will claim that this conception fits both ways in which intentional 
states are nowadays ordinarily conceived, i.e., the externalist and the internalist way. For on the 
one hand, the best form of externalism, metaphysical externalism, entails a conception of RI as an 
internal relation. On the other hand, if one is an internalist, she either has to directly stick again 
to that conception or, insofar as she ontologically is an eliminativist about RI, this ontological 
position leaves untouched the conception of RI as an internal relation. 

I stress that this conception yields an understanding of RI. My analysis is indeed meant to be 
a metaphysical scrutiny of RI, that is, an investigation on the nature of such a property, provided 
that that there is any. As such, therefore, this scrutiny is independent of the further, ontological, 
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question of whether there is such a property as RI.1 If it turned out that there is no such a thing as 
RI, this scrutiny will turn out to be a mere investigation in the mere concept of RI. As a result, my 
analysis is compatible with an eliminativist stance on RI, holding that there is no such property. 
For such a stance precisely is an ontological, not a metaphysical, position on RI. 

1. The main claims
As I hinted at before, RI is the property an intentional state has of being ‘directed upon’ an 

object, which is typically called the intentional object of the state: the state is about that object. 
This property has to be distinguished by another similar property an intentional state may possess, 
namely, content intentionality (CI). This is the property an intentional state has of having a con-
tent. This content is what makes the state semantically valuable, that is, it makes the state true or 
false – if the state is a belief or a thought – or fulfilled or unfulfilled – if the state is an expectation, 
a hope, a desire, an intention ...: the mental state is a state that something is the case.2 Clearly, 
many intentional states having CI also have RI: for instance, Othello’s thinking that Desdemona 
is unfaithful is a thinking about Desdemona. Yet intentional states may have RI without also 
having CI: Jago’s hating Othello is not a state that something is the case.3 This may prompt one 
to think that RI is more basic than CI. Whether or not this thought is legitimate,4 from now on I 
will focus on the first property only.

So described, this property clearly seems to have a relational nature; it indeed appears as a re-
lation between the intentional state and the intentional object. I here want not only to take that 
appearance at face value, but I also want to hold that that relation is an internal, i.e., is a relation 
holding necessarily between its members. Personally, I am interested in holding only that RI is a 
one-sided internal relation, that is, a relation which holds necessarily of its left-hand side member 
only, the intentional state: a certain intentional state would not exist if it were not so related to 
its intentional object, if it were not ‘directed upon’, about, a certain intentional object. Yet of 
course if one defended the necessary character of that relation for its right-hand side member 
also, the intentional object, the internality of the relation would be simply strengthened: RI 
would be a mutual internal relation.5

2. RI as an internal relation (I)
To be sure, the first of the above claims, i.e., that RI is a relation, appears immediately con-

troversial. For one may say either that it has a limited scope or that, if it has a general scope, it 
commits one to problematic entities, nonexistent intentional objects. Moreover, if the relational 
conception of RI were really problematic, the second claim I have just presented, namely the 
thesis that RI is an internal relation, would of course be endangered as well. Yet appearances 
notwithstanding things are not so bad for both theses.

1 For this distinction between metaphysics and ontology, see e.g. Thomasson (1999), Varzi (2002:226).
2 For this distinction, cf. also Kim (1996:21).
3 Granted, this is a controversial thesis; many philosophers militate against it. Cf. e.g. Searle (1983). Yet there is a 
growing widespread consensus about it: cf. e.g. Bonomi (1983:96), Simons (1983:81), Crane (2001:31), Priest-
Read (2004:430-1).
4 In order for this to be the case, it should be shown that there are no cases of CI without RI. Yet when one thinks 
that men are mortal, or that there is a noise outside, only CI appears to be instantiated. 
5 Followers of the early Brentano (1924) would precisely say that the intentional object is also affected for it 
existence by its being related via RI to its state: it is an immanent object. I dislike this position for it entails an 
implausible, and unnecessary, conception of intentional objects according to which two intentional states cannot 
share their object.
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First of all, one may well admit that RI is relational in cases of veridical states, such as per-
ception or knowledge: in seeing Venus, my state of seeing is about Venus, the existent planet 
revolving around the Sun.6 But what about my thought of Vulcan, the nonexistent entity which 
was erroneously supposed to lie between Mercury and the Sun? Saying that RI does not concern 
this state sounds tremendously ad hoc, for it clearly seems that this thought instantiates RI as 
well as the previous perception. Yet how can in this latter case RI be relational, since there is 
no such thing as Vulcan?7 Theoretically speaking, one would have to admit that RI is a relation 
both to existent and to nonexistent intentional objects, as Venus and Vulcan respectively are. But 
even swallowing the idea that there can be relations to nonexistent items, how can one allow for 
nonexistent intentional objects?

As far as I am concerned, I have no problems with nonexistent intentional objects. For I accept 
the thesis, traditionally traced back to Brentano, that intentionalia may exist as well as not exist.8 

Thus, I acknowledge that RI is a relation between intentional states on the one hand and inten-
tionalia on the other (regardless of their existence). To be sure, one may still think that the idea 
of a relation to nonexistent items is problematic. Yet this problem may well be circumvented once 
one acknowledges (alongside with the phenomenological tradition) that in order for something 
to be a relation, its members must obviously be genuine entities, yet it is not necessary to exist in 
order for something to be a genuine entity. 

Yet even if one had problems with allowing for nonexistent intentionalia, this would not imply 
that RI is (apart from limited cases) nonrelational. For it should be anyhow explained what it 
really goes on when one has a state which is apparently ‘directed upon’ a nonexistent intentionale, 
such as my thought of Vulcan. The natural explanation would be that of saying that I have a state 
endowed with a Vulcanian content, a content which would allow me to pick out in the outer 
reality an individual with Vulcanian features if there only were any.9 Given this epistemological 
function, this content may be seen as a cognitive content: in this way, its existence has been theori-
zed infinitely many times in the literature from Twardowski onwards.10 As a result, we would have 
that, instead of being a relation to a nonexistent intentional object, RI would be a relation of the 
intentional state to a cognitive content: the state has that content.11 

6 Traditional representationalists would of course disagree with the idea that veridical states are about transcendent 
existing entities. But first, they could hardly dismiss other similar cases with emotional states, say states of jealously 
and love, and second, in claiming à la Brentano that veridical states are really about immanent entities (cf. previous 
footnote), they would not deny RI its relational character.
7 For this doubt, cf. e.g. Crane (forthcoming).
8 Cf. Brentano (1924:88). Here “to exist” means some first-order property of existence that some objects possess 
while others lack. To be sure, it is quite likely that, given his immanentism, Brentano did not actually agree with the 
thesis; cf. on this Crane (1998).
9 Cf. e.g. Crane (2001:chap.1,§8).
10 Cf. Twardowski ([1894]1982); with some modification, this idea passes to Husserl ([19223]1984) and goes 
down at least to Searle (1983). It is natural to see cognitive content as the mental counterpart – if not as identical 
with – Frege’s (1892) Sinn of a singular term (which is precisely characterized in cognitive terms, i.e., as a mode of 
presentation of its referent, if any). Yet cognitive content may also be conceived non-Fregeanly, as a content that 
does not uniquely determine an object. Prima facie, this notion of cognitive content does not seem to coincide with 
the notion of content featuring content intentionality, truth-conditional content. For by itself it does not make a state 
semantically evaluable. The fact that my hallucination of Nessie is endowed with a Nessian content does not make it 
possibly true or false, fulfilled or unfulfilled (as Bush’s belief that Saddam had nuclear weapons is).
11 McDowell (1998:482-3) takes what I have here called cognitive content as a generic content, made up exclusively 
of concepts. Yet Johnston (2004) precisely maintains that concept-like entities are what hallucinations are directed 
upon, thereby showing how the allegedly nonrelational conception of RI is actually a relational one.
   Crane (2001:32) himself has ended up with holding a similar position. Typically, for Crane the left-hand side 
relatum of the intentionality relation is a subject, not a state; that is, RI relates a subject with a content. Yet elsewhere 
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To be sure, in such a case we would come out with a theory that is less economical than a theory 
appealing to nonexistent intentionalia. For cognitive content would be the relatum of RI when 
nonexistent intentionalia are (apparently) at stake. Yet suppose that an intentional state involves an 
intentional object that exists, as for instance when I see Venus. In order to account for such cases, 
one is forced to duplicate the RI relation: when the intentional object exists, a state is about1 that 
object, yet when it does not exist, the state is about2 a cognitive content.12 But economical issues 
aside, the relational character of RI would not be affected by this way of putting things. 

Moreover, the second thesis here defended, that RI is an internal relation, could be preserved 
as well even if one dispensed with nonexistent intentionalia. For a defender of cognitive content 
will tend to say that a state would not be state it is if it did not have, that is, if it were not about2, 
that cognitive content.13 Things being that way, I conclude that the problem of nonexistent 
intentionalia does not really endanger the thesis – to put the above claims together – that RI is 
an internal relation.

3. RI is an internal relation (II)
But even if it were shown that the thesis that RI is an internal relation is not endangered by the 

problem of nonexistent intentionalia, is this conception really unavoidable? In what follows, I will 
try to sketch an argument according to which we are forced to conceive of RI in that way.

In the contemporary philosophy of mind, it has become customary to conceive of intentional 
states in two alternative manners: either in an externalist or in an internalist way. All the other 
positions on such states can be ultimately traced back to either alternative (for instance, if one 
takes folk-psychology at face value, she would be ranked as an externalist, whereas if one is a 
functionalist, she will be an internalist as well; joint positions are also possible.) So, I will assume 
that that intentional states are to be conceived either in an externalist or in an internalist way. 

Reference intentionality is an internal relation • Alberto Voltolini

he precisely says that his account makes intentionality a relation to an intentional content (cf. Crane (2003)). I would 
like to note that there is no real tension here; for one may well say that a subject is related to a content-like entity iff 
her intentional state is so related. 
   To be sure, it must be noted that Crane’s position is more complex. For to say that a certain state has a cognitive 
content is for him not incompatible with saying that the state is about a (nonexistent) intentional object, provided 
that ascribing a state that object is not seeing that state as being in relation with that object, but it is just a way of 
individuating that state. Cf. Crane (2001:25-30). In point of fact, I think that, once one speaks of a state as individu-
ated via (nonexistent) intentional objects, one must take those objects more seriously. As Martin-Pfeifer put it, if one 
denies that there are nonexistent intentional objects and yet holds that cognitive contents are differentiated in terms of 
what they are about, “the problem of the ontological status of intentional objects has been rephrased and not solved” 
(1986:545). For such an individuation entails that the state precisely is in an internal relation with those objects. As 
Crane himself (forthcoming) stresses, his sense of “individuation” here is however weaker; it amounts to something like 
giving an identifying description of a certain intentional state (something that allows to pick out precisely that state).
12 Cf. Haldane (1989:18). Economy does not end here. If by rejecting nonexistent intentionalia one claims that an 
intentional state has an intentional object only when this object exists, this claim prompts the need for an explanation 
– how is it that the state is about that existent object rather than another one? – as if the intentional object were 
something that the state has to reach somewhere in the outer world. In order to give that explanation, one is typically 
prompted to say that an intentional state has an intentional object – is about1 it – in virtue of its having a certain 
cognitive content – of its being about2 such a content. (Cf. e.g. Evans (1982).) For – as we saw in the text – that 
content enables the state to pick out the object, provided there is any (that is, provided that in the outer reality there 
is an object matching the features inscribed in the content). In a nutshell, in order for the first notion of reference 
intentionality to be instantiated, it would have to be grounded in the other notion. On the contrary, no such explana-
tion is required if one assumes that an intentional state has always an intentional object, regardless of its existence. 
For in such a case, there is no problem for the state of reaching an object lying in an outer reality. One may rather 
simply say that the state is directly open to objecthood; the state eo ipso has an intentional object, and it is a further 
question whether this object exists or not.
13 Crane (forthcoming) precisely says that an intentional state of mind has its content essentially
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What I now want to show is that, whichever is the correct way of conceive of such states, it does 
not affect the conception of RI as an internal relation.

Let me start with externalism. Externalism in the philosophy of mind may be taken in at least 
three possible ways, from the strongest to the weakest: as a metaphysical theory, as a modal theory, 
and as an existential theory. Qua metaphysical theory, it says that intentional states are to be indi-
viduated in terms of some external entities, the entities they are about. Qua modal theory, it says 
that intentional states depend for their own existence on the existence of those external entities; 
put alternatively, the existence of an intentional state necessarily suffices for the existence of the 
external entities it is about.14 Qua existential theory, it says that the existence of an intentional 
state factually, and not necessarily, suffices for the existence of a (relevant portion of an) outer 
reality.15 More precisely, these positions are the basic ways of conceiving externalism; nomological 
externalism, which appears to be another position, is simply intermediate between modal and 
existential externalism, for it claims that the existence of an intentional state nomologically suffi-
ces for the existence of a (relevant portion of an) outer reality.16 

Now as far as RI is concerned, defending one or the other externalist position is of the utmost 
importance. All positions indeed presuppose not only that there is such a thing as RI, but also, 
and more importantly for my present purposes, that RI is relation between the intentional state 
and the entity in terms of which it is individuated, or it depends on, or for whose existence it is 
sufficient. To stay to the above terminology, call this entity the intentional object of the state.17 Yet 
if one is either a metaphysical or a modal externalist, RI must be conceived as an internal relation 
– leave out the object the state is related to via RI, and you are forced to leave out the intentional 
state as well – whereas, if one is an existential (or even a nomological) externalist, RI turns out 
to be an external relation, i.e., a contingent relation: the existence of neither of its members is 
affected by the subsistence of the relation.18

 Thus, externalism allows two conceptions of RI: either as an internal or as an external 
relation. Yet I will now want to argue that metaphysical externalism is the best form of externa-
lism. As a result we have that, if one wants to be an externalist, it is better for her to conceive of 
RI as an internal relation. Let’s see then this argument, which is the first part of the more general 
argument for RI as an internal relation.

Up to now, we have only discussed of natural externalism, i.e., of the thesis - however further 
developed - that takes extramental worldly items as relevant for a thought. Yet, as everyone knows, 
natural externalism is flanked by social externalism, i.e., by the thesis - however further developed 

14 This is the thesis of the object-dependence of intentional states originally defended in Evans (1982). It is weaker 
than the metaphysical theory for it allows an intentional state not to be constituted by its objects.
15 I guess that Crane (forthcoming) would think that, so described, this position is already an internalist position. For 
he takes the externalist claim that an intentional state entails the existence of something outside in the world as to be 
already mapped onto what I have called modal externalism. On behalf of Crane’s, one might thus say that existential 
externalism and modal internalism (see later) coincide. If this were intended to deny that existential externalism is a 
genuine form of externalism, however, my general argument would be simply strengthened; for both metaphysical 
and modal internalism share the idea that RI is an internal relation. Yet since nomological externalism (see immedi-
ately below) is not so strong as modal externalism, it must be anyway recognized that there is a form of externalism 
– call it existential or otherwise – for which RI is an external relation.
16 This position can be ascribed e.g. to Fodor (1994).
17 Typically, this object is taken as an existent entity. Yet it is not impossible both to appeal to externalism and to 
defend the afore-mentioned idea that intentionalia may well exist as well as not exist. One may indeed maintain 
that a state can both be externistically conceived and ‘directed upon’ a nonexistent intentionale, provided that that 
intentionale is a transcendent entity; for instance, a merely possible entity. I take this position to be sketched in Har-
man (1990); I have defended it in Voltolini (forthcoming).
18 Typically, if one agrees on that RI is a relation and moreover she wants to naturalize it, she will espouse the thesis 
that RI is an external relation. 
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- that takes social meanings as relevant for a thought.19 Now, it seems to me that both natural and 
social externalism can be legitimately taken as species of externalism only if one endorses the thesis 
that externalism is a metaphysical doctrine on the individuation conditions of a thought. Whereas 
natural externalism states that the items the thought is about contribute to its individuation, so-
cio-externalism states that the meanings of the language of the community a subject is embedded 
in contribute to the individuation of a thought. 

Clearly, socio-externalism cannot be a mere thesis either on the necessary existence conditions 
of a thought or on the contingent existence-entailments of a thought. Definitely, it states more 
than the latter thesis. If one thinks that there are unicorns, according to socio-externalism this 
is the thought that there are unicorns if one is immersed in our linguistic community, but which 
turns out to be the thought that there are shunicorns if one is immersed in a linguistic community 
where “unicorn” means shunicorn, an animal that is either a unicorn or a hippogryph. To be 
sure, when socio-externalistically conceived, both the thought that there are unicorns and the 
thought that there are shunicorns respectively presuppose that there is an (actually different) 
public language.20 Yet this does not mean to presuppose that there are certain things – unicorns 
and shunicorns respectively – outside that thinker. (As maintained by Burge onwards, socio-
externalism is a doctrine that attempts at giving the content of de dicto, not de re, thoughts.) So, 
existential externalism does not appear to capture socio-externalism. Moreover, socio-externalism 
also states more than modal externalism, the thesis on the necessary existence conditions of a 
thought. Clearly, as we have just seen, socio-externalism entails that if there were no such a thing 
as a certain public meaning, there would not be the thought either. Yet it says more. According 
to socio-externalism, a subject S’s thinking here and now that he’s got arthritis in his thigh does 
not merely yield a thought that would not exist if “arthritis” did not mean arthritis. For claiming 
this is compatible with holding that one such state is a thought whose constituents differ from 
the meanings that constitute the linguistic attribution of it, “S thinks that he’s got arthritis in his 
thigh”. Yet the thesis of socio-externalism is stronger than this. For, according to socio-externa-
lism, the thought in question is precisely a thought that is constituted (among other things) by 
our meaning of “arthritis”.

For our present purposes, anyway, it is enough to show that socio-externalism is not an existen-
tial doctrine. For this already shows that, insofar as it does not capture socio-externalism, existential 
externalism is worse than both modal and metaphysical externalism.21 Since both modal and me-
taphysical externalism are forced to conceive RI as an internal relation, we are allowed to conclude 
that if one wants to be an externalist it is better for her to conceive RI as an internal relation.

So far, I have done only the first half of my job; it indeed remains to be proved that even if one 
is an internalist, it is better for her to conceive RI as an internal relation. So, what if one defends 
an internalist, not an externalist, conception of intentional states? To begin with, note that also 
internalism can be presented in at least three possible ways: as a metaphysical theory, as a modal 
theory, and as an existential theory. Qua metaphysical theory, it says that intentional states are to 
be individuated not in terms of entities external to the body (or the mind) of the thinker. Qua 
modal theory, it says that intentional states do not depend for their own existence on the existence 
of the above entities. Qua existential theory, it says that the existence of an intentional states does 
not simply suffice for the existence of a (relevant portion of an) outer reality. Now, do not these 

19 Cf. notoriously Burge (1979).
20 Cf. Kim (1996:199).
21 Granted, one might reject socio-externalism and pursue towards an internalist account of the ‘Burge’- cases. 
She should however justify why she would not thoroughly embrace internalism, that is, also for the ‘Putnam’- 
cases. In other terms, why concept-involving thoughts are to be conceived internistically but object-involving 
thoughts are not?
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three different positions at least agree in rejecting a relational conception of RI, hence a fortiori 
in rejecting a conception of it as an internal relation?

This is not to be taken for granted. For all those forms of internalism are still compatible with 
a relational conception of internalism. That is, a thought internalistically conceived may be either 
(metaphysically) individuated in terms of, or (modally) depend on, or finally, (existentially) suffice 
for the existence of, entities which are not external to the body (or the mind) of the thinker but 
inner to it. Typically (but not exclusively), inner objects are for the internalist mere representa-
tional elements (words of Mentalese, as some would say) ultimately located in the brain.22 Now, 
if one holds relational internalism in any of these three forms, a relational conception of RI is not 
ruled out at all: RI will be taken to be a relation of the intentional state to an intentional object, 
this time however conceived as an inner entity.23 Again, unlike relational existential internalism, 
both relational metaphysical internalism and relational modal internalism will take RI as an inter-
nal relation to inner entities. Moreover, by analogy with what we have seen above with respect to 
the externalist positions, we have to admit that relational metaphysical internalism is better than 
both relational modal and especially relational existential internalism. For the best opposition 
to socio-externalism from a relational internalist position would be to say that intentional states 
are individuated in terms not of social meanings, but in terms of idiolectical meanings, that is, in 
terms of inner items. As a result, if one is a relational internalist it will be better for her to again 
conceive of RI as an internal, rather than as an external, relation.

If what I have just said is correct, it turns out that the only chance for successfully defending 
a non-relational conception of RI, a fortiori for dismissing the idea of RI as an internal relation, 
should be to appeal to monadic internalism, in again either of its three possible basic forms: 
metaphysical, modal, or existential. For, one might reason, according to monadic internalism an 
intentional state is either not individuated in terms, or it does not depend on, or finally it does 
not suffice for the existence of, any other entity, let alone inner ones. As a result, one might well 
think that if one is a monadic internalist, she would have to develop a monadic conception of RI 
as well. In what follows, I will try to show that this idea is incorrect. Either one such internalist 
actually is a pseudo-monadic internalist, that is, a crypto-relational internalist, hence she must 
have that RI is again an (internal) relation. Or she is a genuine monadic internalist, but then she 
will not develop an alternative conception of RI as a monadic property rather than as a relation; 
she would simply have to be eliminativist about it.

To begin with, one may claim that defending a monadic internalist conception of an intentio-
nal state makes one see RI as the property for that state of having a non-relational content, or, 
as is nowadays often called, a narrow content (however further conceived: e.g., as a Kaplanian 
character, or as a Russellian descriptive content, or as the correlate of that state’s conceptual role). 
Yet as we have seen in the previous Section while speaking of cognitive content (a notion which 
may now be reversed in that of narrow content), this does not make RI a monadic property of 
that state, but again a relational property: namely, the relation for that state of having, of being 
about2, that content.24 As a result, an internalist so appealing to narrow content is a pseudo-mo-
nadic internalist, and rather a crypto-relational internalist. Since as we have seen before relational 
metaphysical internalism is the best form of relational internalism, and relational metaphysical 
internalism again conceives of RI as an internal relation between the intentional state and a non-

22 Cf., e.g., Fodor (1982). But see also Chomsky, e.g. (1992).
23 This is a way to vindicate Brentano’s idea that intentional objects are immanent to the states which intend them 
(cf. fn. 5).
24 In this perspective, narrow content plays the role nonexistent intentionalia were supposed to play; “intentional 
object” is the label for such a content Fodor himself once uses (cf. (1986:14fn.8)).
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outer entity (as narrow content may well be), this appeal to narrow content does not alter the idea 
that RI is best conceived of as an internal relation.

But wait! will an internalist say. By saying that an intentional state has RI insofar as it has a nar-
row content, one does not want to appeal to narrow content as a genuine entity; she simply wants 
to find out a relational way of describing the fact that that state has a certain monadic property. 
No less than when one says that a liquid has 35° C, she does not want to say that the liquid is in a 
certain relation with a number taken as a genuine entity, but she simply wants to merely describe 
in relational terms the fact that the liquid has a certain monadic property, namely, a certain tem-
perature. Hence, saying that an intentional state has a certain narrow content is a mere relational 
description of the fact that that state instantiates RI, taken this time as a monadic property.25

This internalist reply however prompts the further question of which description ascribing the 
monadic property in question to an intentional state truly applies to that state. Two suggestions 
naturally come to one’s mind: an adverbialist description or a description assigning that state a 
certain functional role.26 Yet, as we will now see, neither proposal fares any better.

To begin with, suppose one describes the fact that I am thinking of Vulcan in adverbialist 
terms, as the fact that I am thinking Vulcanly. As is well known, this proposal originally traces 
back to the late Brentano’s idea that RI is not a relation but, as he said, a quasi-relation, hence, 
a monadic property.27 Now, as Tye has shown, there are at least two ways in order to understand 
this adverbialist suggestion. Either one takes a phrase like “to think Vulcanly” as an unstructured 
predicate applying directly to the subject for which “S” stands for in a sentence like “S thinks 
Vulcanly”, so that the correct reading of that sentence is “S thinks-Vulcanly”. Or one takes the 
adverb “Vulcanly” as standing for a function which takes the property expressed by the well-for-
med formula “x thinks” it modifies onto a new property, the property expressed by “Vulcanly (x 
thinks)”, so that the correct reading of the above sentence is “Vulcanly (S thinks)”.28 Yet, as we 
will now see, neither way really reinforces the idea that RI is a monadic property.

That this is so as far the first way is concerned is straightforward. For according to that way, 
insofar as “to think of Vulcan” and, say, “to think of Venus” are utterly distinct predicates – “to-
think-Vulcanly” “to-think-Venusly” – standing for utterly different properties. As a result, S’s 
thinking of Vulcan and S’s thinking of Venus, two intentional states in which those properties 
are respectively instantiated, have nothing in common; a fortiori, they share no property like 
RI qua monadic property.

This may well prompt the monadic internalist to defend the second reading of the adverbialist 
suggestion. In such a case, saying that the relevant adverb stands for a function which takes the 
property expressed by the relevant well-formed formula it modifies onto a new property is tanta-
mount to saying that the relevant intentional state instantiates precisely a monadic property: S’s 
thinking of Vulcan is an intentional state of thought which is modified in a Vulcanian way, i.e., 
which has a certain monadic property, whereas S’s thinking of Venus is another intentional state 

25  I thank Diego Marconi for having reminded me this point.
26  One might that there is a further suggestion, namely that the internalist appeals to a ‘syntactic’ characterization of 
intentional states. Yet either this appeal leads back to relational internalism (to see a state as related to a synctatically 
individuated representation playing the role of an inner object: cf. fn. 22) or it reduces to the functionalist sugges-
tion, by assigning the state a synctactic role; hence, it undergoes the destiny of that suggestion.
27  Cf. Brentano (1925:272). The adverbialist reading of the late Brentano’s position has been suggested  many times 
since Chisholm (1967).
28  Cf. Tye (1984). The first reading seems what the late Brentano had in mind: cf. Smith-McIntyre (1982:59-60). 
Tye maintains that sentences like “S thinks Vulcanly” have also another reading, in which one quantifies over events: 
“(∃x) (x = the event of S’s thinking Vulcanly)”. But if one takes events as property instantiations, there ontologically 
is no much difference between this reading and the first one.
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of thought which is modified in a Venusian way, i.e., which has another monadic property. Well, 
why cannot these two monadic properties be considered as the species whose genus precisely is 
RI, taken as a further monadic property? (Notice that we would say something structurally similar 
if we took properties like being ‘directed upon’ Vulcan and being ‘directed upon’ Venus as two 
relational properties; we would indeed say that these properties are species whose genus is RI, 
taken this time as a relation.)

There is however a problem here for the monadic internalist. True enough, the above in-
tentional states respectively instantiate two monadic properties. Yet what proves that those 
monadic properties have something in common, or better, that they have precisely RI (taken 
as a monadic property) in common? Intentional states may be modified in further ways: for 
instance, S may think intensely, or confusedly. Adverbs here precisely mobilize further monadic 
properties instantiated by the intentional states in question: intensely (S thinks), that is, S 
thinks in an intense way, or confusedly (S thinks), that is, S thinks in a confuse way. Now, it 
seems to me that there is no chance to single out the two monadic properties being modified in 
a Vulcanian way and being modified in a Venusian way as sharing something that they do not 
share with being modified in an intense way or being modified in a confused way. Yet if this is 
the case, then there is no monadic property of RI which is the common genus of the first two 
properties. Perhaps one may say that the four above monadic properties share something; yet 
whatever they share, definitely is not something like RI.

At this point, the monadic internalist may think that this unwelcome result derives from 
her choosing the adverbialist frame. So, she may be tempted by replacing the adverbialist 
frame with the other candidate that may naturally be invoked at this point, a functionalist 
frame. Accordingly, she will say that intentional states like S’s thinking of Vulcan and S’s 
thinking of Venus share a similarity in their having a functional role (a causal way of linking 
their inputs with their outputs), and that this similarity amounts to their sharing RI taken 
as a monadic property. Yet this move fares no better. For of course also intentional states 
respectively described as S’s thinking intensely or S’s thinking confusedly have a functional 
role; and there is no more similarity in functional role between S’s thinking of Vulcan and 
S’s thinking of Venus that may be abstracted as a common genus of the functional roles of 
these two states than there is between these states and the former two ones. Hence again, 
there is no monadic property to which RI may be assimilated.29

To be sure, the monadic internalist has still something else to say. Normally, internalism on 
intentional states is advocated for naturalist purposes. Thus, if one wants to defend from this 
point of view the idea that there is such a thing as RI, she will be disposed to think either that it 
supervenes on a physical property or that it is identical with it. Yet neither alternative helps the 
monadic internalist to justify the idea that RI is a monadic property.

First of all, suppose that the two (however described) relevant monadic properties of the 
two intentional states of S’s thinking of Vulcan and S’s thinking of Venus, say M and M’ 
for simplicity, supervene on distinct physical monadic properties P and P’: the difference 
between the former properties is matched by the difference between the latter properties. 
Now, it might be the case that the two latter physical properties were discovered to share a 
common physical monadic genus π. Yet in such a case not only this genus π would obviously 

29 In this reasoning, I have conceded that a functionalist account of RI as a monadic property would avoid  the draw-
back the adverbialist account has in its first reading. For Field, however, this is not the case. A functionalist account 
which claimed that RI is not relational would precisely fall into a theory that is forced to conceive any intentional state 
like S’s thinking of Venus as a primitive, like S’s having pain (hence as having nothing in common even with another 
intentional state like S’s thinking of Vulcan). Cf. Field (1981:91-96).
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not be RI, which would rather be the common genus of M and M’ if there were any; but also 
M and M’ might still share no such monadic genus. Given such a situation, in what sense 
would the fact that P and P’ share a common monadic genus π speak in favour of the fact 
that RI is a monadic property?

True enough, if the monadic internalist said that RI is, rather than supervenes on, the 
common physical monadic genus π of P and P’, it would trivially follow that RI is a mo-
nadic property. Yet what would ground that identity claim? Given the above situation, the 
monadic internalist would be forced to say that there is no description in mental terms of 
that monadic property which is true of it. Not only, as we have seen before, the relational 
descriptions in a mental vocabulary of RI as a monadic property would be obviously false of 
it, but so is the case with the monadic descriptions of it given in the same vocabulary. For, 
as we have just seen, if the mental descriptions which one would give of the relevant specific 
monadic properties M and M’ of intentional states, i.e., the adverbialist or the functionalist 
descriptions, were true of those properties, one would be forced to conclude that there is 
no monadic property of RI, taken as the common genus of such properties. As a result, the 
internalist should conclude that those descriptions of M and M’ are false of those properties, 
hence that the more abstract description built out of those descriptions and intended to pick 
out their common genus is false of it as well. But if this were the case, what would be the 
point in saying that the hypothetically discovered physical common genus π is RI, rather 
than saying that, although intentional states admittedly share π, there is no such a thing as 
RI? In order for the former alternative to work, there must be facts involving such states, 
RI, and features of RI turning out of its mental description, that are explained in terms of 
those states’ having π.30 For, if there were no such fact, the latter, eliminativist, alternative 
would definitely be more natural. Now, since all mental descriptions of RI are ex hypothesi 
false, it turns out that there is no such fact. Hence, eliminativism rather than reductionism 
with respect to RI naturally suggests itself.

To see that this is so, consider water first. In order for water to be nothing but H20, the 
‘water’- facts, such as that if some thing is water then it is transparent, it boils at 100° C, etc., 
have to be explained by that thing’s having a H20-structure. Since this is the case, then a 
necessary condition is fulfilled for water to be H20.31 But now take witchcraft. Even if it turned 
out that whenever humans attributed witchcraft to some individuals, those humans’ brains were 
(physically) obsessed in a way W, what would be the point of saying that witchcraft really is the 
property of those individuals’ to trigger the (physical) property of those brains’ being obsessed 
in a way W32 rather than saying that, over and above those brains’ being so obsessed, there is no 
such a property as witchcraft? That triggering those brains’ obsession would not explain e.g. the 
‘witchcraft’-fact that if someone is a witch then she casts a spell on someone else. For simply, 
given that it is false that an individual casts a spell on someone else, there is no such fact. Bea-
ring this in mind, consider RI. If RI were nothing but π, an intentional state’s having π should 
explain, say, the ‘intentionality’-fact that if something has RI then the object it is ‘directed 
upon’ is an object that may not exist. Yet no such explanation may obtain. For, given that for a 

30 Crane (2001:54-5) correctly distinguishes between an ontological reduction and an explanatory reduction: the 
former holds between entities, the latter between theories, and each may subsist without that the other does. This 
is why I limit myself to saying that the fact that a thing’s being G explains facts about its being F is a mere necessary 
condition for these properties to be identical.
31 Horwich holds something similar when he says (1998:25) that a necessary condition for a property to constitute 
another is that their coextensiveness explain facts about this latter property.
32 As is sometimes put by saying that being a witch is nothing but being a projection of certain human mental 
deviances.
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monadic internalist it is false that an intentional state ‘directs upon’ an object that may not exist 
(in that framework, featuring RI as the relational property of being ‘directed upon’ an object 
that may not exist provides ex hypothesi a false description of it), for such an internalist there is 
no such fact. The same would be as far as any other similar facts about RI are concerned, for, as 
we have seen, in the monadic internalist framework there is no mental description of RI which 
is true of it. Hence, what is for the monadic internalist the point of saying that RI is π rather 
than saying that there is no such a thing?33

The morale of these reflections is that, if one wants to be a genuine monadic internalist, it is 
better for him/her to be eliminativist with respect to RI rather than to try to defend an alterna-
tive conception of it as a monadic property. But if this is the case, the upshot we previously got 
by scrutinizing externalism turns out now to be confirmed: the only really viable conception of 
RI makes it an internal relation.34 An alternative way of putting this is that both believers and 
disbelievers in RI should agree on its metaphysics, i.e., on the fact that, if there were such a thing 
as intentionality, its nature would be that of an internal relation. Where believers and disbelievers 
in RI divide themselves is precisely on the ontological side: the former believe, while the latter 
disbelieve, that there is such a thing having that very nature. To settle this dispute is however a 
problem for another paper.35

Reference intentionality is an internal relation • Alberto Voltolini

33 I take Davidson as having suggested precisely this conclusion. According to Davidson, we describe intentional 
states as having RI, yet since they are token-identical with physical states, that description is not literally true of them. 
Cf. Davidson (1980a:4,13-5), (1980b). As a result, we can say that there is no such a property as RI. 
34 Perhaps Davidson would also agree on this. Although he may taken as saying that there is no such a thing as RI (cf. 
previous footnote), he acknowledges RI (or better, intentionality in general, for he does not distinguish between RI 
and CI) as a basic feature of an intentional state - notably, as the distinguishing feature of the mental (cf. 1980b:211), 
and moreover as something we cannot avoid in the description of an intentional state qua mental event (see again 
Davidson (1980a:4,13-5)).
35 I thank Elisabetta Sacchi for many penetrating comments to a previous version of this paper.
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Abstract
Paul Churchland has been arguing for more than a decade that both ethical knowledge 
and  ethical behavior are practical not normative matters. Ethics has to do with a prototypi-
cal know-how that children acquire during the process of socialization, a know-how that is 
structured in the brain in the form of neural networks. Thus moral philosophy seems to be 
useless, at least in its normative dimension. I contrast Churchland’s views with those of Andy 
Clark, and argue that  Churchland’s refusal of normative moral philosophy   has to do with his 
individualistic view of  human beings, whereas Clark accepts both practical and normative 
ethics because he stresses the importance of the collaborative and interactive aspects of 
human existence in social contexts. 

Keywords
Neurobehaviorism, ethical know-how, moral prototype, normative ethics

The extraordinary development of the neurosciences especially over the last two decades has 
been interpreted by Paul Churchland as a confirmation of his theses about the practical and neural 
vs. theoretical and rational character of ethics. Churchland’s views exclude any kind of normative 
argument in moral philosophy. Thus, moral behavior is not learned by children through the 
learning of moral rules to be followed, but rather through the acquisition of a set of prototypes 
whose structure is neither normative nor propositional but rather neural, a neural network. These 
prototypes correspond to a know-how to be automatically activated, and to a corresponding moral 
behavior to be automatically displayed in specific social situations. We could summarize this view 
in the following way: “Don’t ask why you ought to do something. Just do it”. The adult, like 
the child, needs an ethical know-how, not an ethical know why. Prototypes as rooted in neural 
networks in the brain need to be learned through imitation by everybody in the early years, 
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otherwise, it will be difficult to display an acceptable moral behavior later in adulthood. Neurally 
implemented  prototypes command moral behavior. According to Paul Churchland, “Social and 
moral cognition, social and moral behavior are no less activities of the brain, than is any other 
kind of cognition and behavior” (1996, 92).  In classical behaviorism, a specific social stimulus 
produces a specific response or behavior, but now that stimulus alone is not enough to produce 
the corresponding behavior, ir has to be associated with a neural prototype. This is why I call 
Churchland’s position ‘neurobehaviorism’.

I will argue that this position is an oversimplification of reality: firstly, because it overempha-
sizes the role of neural-based prototypes and of practical examples in the moral formation of 
children, and in the normative dialogue on ethics among adults, considering that it is useless to 
teach anybody any rules to be followed; secondly, because it excludes any rational argumentation 
both in the discussion of moral behavior and in one’s change of moral prototypes that guide one’s 
moral behavior. I find Paul Churchland’s views on paradigm shift particularly unacceptable as it 
will be apparent later on.

 
1. SOME MAIN POINTS IN CHURCHLAND’S VIEWS

Paul Churchland  has been putting forward his views especially since A Neurocomputational 
Perspective. The Nature of the Mind and the Structure of Science (1989). In 1995 he developed  
these views in The Engine of Reason, the Seat of the Soul: A Philosophical Journey into the Brain. 
In 1996 he included a slightly modified chapter of The Engine (‘The neural representation of 
the social world’) in the proceedings of a conference on mind and morals. In 1998 he published 
“Toward a cognitive neurobiology of the moral virtues”, a rather puzzling text since he seems to 
hold in it some contradictory views. More recently, in 2000 he has discussed these matters with 
Andy Clark in Moral Epistemology Naturalized. In what follows I will mention these main texts. 

1.1-Neither moral cognition nor moral behavior are acquired by learning moral rules
Churchland believes that  since the brain does not process information according to any sys-

tem of propositions rules, moral knowledge acquisition is not at its very roots propositional in 
nature and does not consist in learning how to follow moral rules. As he puts it:”It may be that 
a normal’s human capacity  for moral perception, cognition, deliberation, and action, has rather 
less to do with rules, whether internal or external, than is commonly supposed.” His views on a 
non neural and non normative ethics are better understood if we make an analogy with the  non 
normative way of learning a language: “our knowledge of a language may well be embodied in a 
hierarchy of prototypes for verbal sequences that admit of varied instances and indefinitely many 
combinations, rather than  in a set of specific rules-to-be-followed” (1995, 143) 

Now, one can argue that the fact that children learn a language having no knowledge of 
rules-to-be-followed does not mean that there are no such rules. There are indeed such rules, 
both linguistic and moral,  and at least some of them may and indeed need to be learned or just 
refined when children go to school. Paul Churchland agrees that although children do not learn 
a language through grammatical rules, they may learn them later in life, but then they will not 
be learning anything radically new. “It may be that the main function of such rules resides in the 
social business of describing and refining our linguistic skills.” (1995, 143-144). This being the 
case for the learning of linguistic skills in general, what about the learning of moral skills? On this 
issue, Churchland criticizes western normative ethical tradition: 

“Let us address our ability to recognize cruelty and kindness, avarice and generosity, treachery 
and honor, mendacity and honesty, the cowardly way out and the right thing to do. Here, once 
again, the intellectual tradition of Western moral philosophy is focused on rules, on specific laws 
or principles. These are supposed to govern one’s behavior, to the extent that one’s behavior is 
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moral at all. And the discussion has always centered  on which rules are the truly valid, correct or 
binding rules.” (1995, 144). 

Churchland’s views on ethics do not have to do only with the non normative character of  the 
acquisition of moral knowledge and skills. It has also to do with the very possibility of moral lan-
guage to conceptually express all ethical knowledge and influence moral behavior, since in ethical 
issues we seem to be able to know much more than we can conceptually express:

 “One’s ability to recognize instances of cruelty, patience, meanness, and courage, for instance, 
far outstrips one’s capacity for verbal definition of those notions. One’s diffuse expectations of 
their likely consequences similarly exceeds any verbal formulas that one could offer or construct, 
and those expectations are much the more penetrating because of it. All told, moral cognition 
would seem to display the same profile or signature that in other domains indicates the activity of 
a well-tuned neural network underlying the whole process.” (1995, 146). 

Thus Churchland’s argument assumes that our practical knowledge far outruns our theoretical 
capacity of expressing, let alone of justifying, it. This may well be true in some cases, but it does 
not imply that in no other cases  moral rules guide moral understanding. To argue the opposite 
way would amount to fall into the fallacy of taking the part for the whole. 

Churchland bases his views on another assumption, mentioned already earlier, that in every 
possible domain not only human moral  knowledge but also human moral behavior is merely the 
result of brain activity. And he continues: “We need to confront this fact, squarely and forthrightly, 
if we are ever to understand our own moral natures.” And he concludes in a rather dramatic tune:  
“We need to confront it if we are ever to deal both effectively and humanely with our too-frequent 
social pathologies. (1996, 92)” Churchland is well aware that his proposal is very different from 
the traditional one: “This portrait of the moral person as one who has acquired a certain family of 
perceptual and behavioural skills contrasts sharply with the more traditional accounts that pictured 
a moral person as one who has agreed to follow a certain set of rules.” (1996, 106) 

Having criticized the Western ethical tradition, Churchland puts forward his own alter-
native views: 

“What is the alternative to a rule-based account of our moral capacity? The alternative is a hie-
rarchy of learned prototypes for both moral perception and moral behavior, prototypes embodied 
in the well-tuned configuration of a neural network’s synaptic weights. We may find here a more 
fruitful path to understanding the nature of moral learning, moral insight, moral disagreements, 
moral failings, moral pathologies, and moral growth at the level of entire societies” (1995, 144). 

He thus believes that ethics is learned perceptually rather than conceptually or normatively.  
But do we really need to oppose the two learning processes? For Churchland the two modalities 
of learning seem to correspond to two incommensurable traditions. But, as a matter of fact, they 
don’t. I ‘ll come back to this point later on.

1.2-On the (im)possibility of a dialogue on moral issues
Churchland believes that a dialogue on moral issues is possible and desirable, and he says he 

does not intend “to minimize the importance of that ongoing moral conversation” (1995, 144), 
although he does not explain what is the real significance of such a conversation. Saying, as he 
does, that such a conversation “is an essential part of mankind’s collective cognitive adventure” 
(1995, 144) is not very illuminating!  It is true that Churchland does not ignore that real people 
live in social environments and interact with each other. But what is the nature of this interaction 
as to moral argumentation on ethical issues, especially on moral rules? Churchland seems to argue 
that such an interactive dialogue is not relevant either for the ethical formation  of people or 
even for the changes that occur in people’s moral cognition and behavior. Such changes do not 
occur as a consequence of moral normative argumentation. Dialogue is not enough. But what 
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kind of dialogue is it possible to maintain? How can people supporting contradictory moral 
prototypes dialogue? 

Churchland acknowledged in The Neurocomputational Perspective that “situations will occa-
sionally be ambiguous. One and the same situation can activate distinct prototypes in distinct 
observers. What seems a case of unprovoked cruelty to one child can seem a case of just retribu-
tion to another.” In this case, moral argumentation is needed. “Moral argument then consists in 
trying to reduce the exaggerated salience of certain features of the situation, and to enhance the 
salience of certain others, in order to change which prototype get activated.” (1989, 300). But 
how does one recognize an ‘exaggerated salience’? Once again, Churchland does not say a word 
on criteria of prototype evaluation.

In The Engine of Reason Churchland repeats basically he same view. As he puts it: 
“moral disagreement will be less a matter of interpersonal conflict over what “moral rules” 

to follow, and more a matter of interpersonal divergence as to what moral prototype best cha-
racterizes the situation at issue; more a matter, that is, of divergences over what kind of case we 
are confronting in the first place. Moral argument and moral persuasion, on this view, will most 
typically be a matter of trying to make salient this, that, or the other feature of the problematic 
situation, in hopes of winning one’s opponent’s assent to the local appropriateness of one general 
moral prototype over another” (1995, 147) 

I must say I find Churchland’s proposal rather vague. He sometimes talks of “moral argu-
ment” and “moral persuasion”, but apparently he is not talking of rational argumentation. The 
main difficulty I find in his position is this: on the basis of which criteria will one succeed to 
convince an adversary of the appropriateness of one’s prototype? What is the role of rational 
and normative argumentation in situations such as the dispute over abortion, an example which 
Churchland himself mentions? As he puts it:

 “A genuinely moral example about the nature of moral disagreement can be found in the 
current issue over a woman’s right to abort a first trimester pregnancy without legal impediment. 
One side of the debate considers the status of the early foetus and invokes the moral prototype 
of a Person, albeit a very tiny and incomplete person, a person who is defenceless for that very 
reason. The other side of the debate addresses the same situation and invokes the prototype of 
a tiny and possibly unwelcome Growth, as yet no more a person than a cyst or a cluster of one’s 
own skin cells.” (1995,147)

In kuhnian terms, we are confronted with two incommensurable paradigms. Churchland hi-
mself believes that prototypes are very similar to paradigms, and he quotes Thomas Kuhn to 
support some of his own views. The problem of choosing between incommensurable paradigms 
will be dealt with shortly. We are now considering the related problem of dialogue among sup-
porters of both paradigms. Can they dialogue? Kuhn’s answer is not always clear but he tends to 
deny that possibility. Churchland, however, seems to find no special problem in such a dialogue. 
Continuing to develop his thoughts on the dialogue on abortion he argues: 

 The first prototype bids us bring to bear all the presumptive rights of protection due to any 
person, especially one that is young and defenceless. The second prototype bids us leave the 
woman to deal with the tiny growth as she sees fit, depending on the value it may or may not 
currently have for her own long-term plans as an independently rightful human. Moral argument, 
in this case as elsewhere, typically consists in urging accuracy or the poverty of the prototypes at 
issue as portrayals of the situation at hand.”(1995, 147). 

I must say I continue to have some difficulty to understand the meaning of Chuchland’s last 
sentence. On the basis of which criteria are supporters of the two prototypes supposed to dialo-
gue? What does ‘urging accuracy’ means?  Of what kind of accuracy is he talking about?
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1.3-On paradigm shift
A further problem with Churchland’s views has to do with paradigm shift. People often change 

their views on death penalty, abortion, euthanasia, etc. How is this change possible? How does it 
happen? What is the process of prototype change? Thomas Kuhn considered incommensurability 
between scientific paradigms as the central problem in philosophy of science. He tried harder 
to overcome it, but it seems that each time he tried, the situation got worse, that is, less clear, 
especially as to the role of rational argumentation and deliberation that leads to paradigm shift. 
Churchland follows Thomas Kuhn’s gestaltic views, and says that  prototype change happens in 
the same way of paradigm change. Kuhn seems to imply that objective and logical reasoning plays 
no role whatsoever in the change of paradigms by scientists. Usually, paradigm change occurs in 
a scientist’s mind so quickly that he does not even know how it happened. One cannot rationally 
justify such a change. Kuhn has even used the concept of “religious conversion” to characterize 
the process of a scientist’s paradigm change. For this reason he has been accused of both irra-
tionalism and relativism. Although he has always claimed he was neither an irrationalist nor a 
relativist, he has never been able to explain his views clearly and convincingly. Dilemmas  in the 
moral domain are for Churchland similar not only to dilemmas in science but also to perception 
in general, as in the well know old/young woman gestalt perceptual dilemma. Thus, Churchland 
argues, “moral perception will occasionally be capable of the same cognitive reversals” (1995, 
146). I find it hard to believe that people’s change of moral perception is just an experience that 
corresponds to an automatic  and non deliberate act. Usually people explain the reasons that 
justify their own change of mind, and ask others to justify their changes too. 

Churchland explains further how such cognitive reversal can be triggered. Some additional 
information seem to help changing an ambiguous perceptual image or moral situation into so-
mething that can be reduced to what is already known. As he puts it: “one’s first moral reaction 
to a novel social situation is simply moral confusion, but where a little background knowledge 
or collateral information suddenly resolves that confusion into an example of something familiar, 
into an unexpected instance of some familiar moral prototype” (1995, 146). A complete reduc-
tion by analogy of a new situation to a previous familiar would not allow any sort of progress, 
or, in Kuhn’s terms, of revolutions, not only in science but also in the moral domain. I find 
Churchland’s perspective unacceptably conservative. 

Sometimes Churchland believes that prototype change is a matter of insight, and that people 
with such an sight will be able to guide those who do not have it in the process of solving a moral 
dilemma or in a paradigm change.  In this case, prototype change presupposes that the solution 
of a prototypical dilemma and the eventual option for one of the competing prototypes is easily 
done by anyone who has an “unusually penetrating moral insight” (1995, 146). I must say I find 
Churchland’s words rather obscure. What does ‘penetrating’ and ‘moral insight’ mean? He tries 
to explain it in the following terms:

 “People with unusually penetrating moral insight will be those who can see a problematic moral 
situation in more than one way, and who can evaluate the relative accuracy and relevance of those 
competing interpretations. Such people will be those with an unusual moral imagination, and a cri-
tical capacity to match. The former virtue will require a rich library of moral prototypes from which 
to draw, and especial skills in the recurrent manipulation of one’s moral perception. The latter virtue 
will require a keen eye for local divergences from any presumptive prototype, and a willingness to 
take them seriously as grounds for finding some alternative understanding.” (1995, 146). 

I find Churchland’s explanation extremely vague. Once again, as noted earlier, he appears to 
presuppose that we know the criteria that allows us to decide which one of the competing proto-
types has more ‘accuracy and relevance’. But what do these concepts mean? Accuracy and relevant 
in relation to what? What does the expression ‘especial skills in the recurrent manipulation of 
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one’s moral perception’ mean? What kind of skills is he mentioning? How does one manipulate 
his moral perception? What does all this mean?  Where is the place of rational argumentation in 
this process? Is it all a matter of imagination and intuition? It is hard to believe that even “people 
with an unusually moral insight” will be able to choose among competing prototypes without 
some rational and normative argumentation. Strangely enough, Churchland believes that people 
with such an unusually penetrating moral insight “will by definition be rare, although all of us 
have some moral imagination, and all of us some capacity for criticism” (1995, 147). Again, I find 
Churchland’s words rather obscure. Why are such people rare “by definition”? What can we, who 
do not belong to that restricted group of rare people, do with our “some” moral imagination and 
capacity for criticism? What kind of criticism is Churchland talking about? 

Finally, can a moral prototype enter into a process of corruption? Churchland believes that this 
is possible, but he also thinks that, once again,  such a corruption can be avoided by those who 
have a “reliable moral perception”: 

“People with reliable moral perception will be those who can protect their moral perception 
from the predation of self-deception and the corruptions of self-service. And, let us add, from 
the predations of group thinking and the corruptions of fanaticism, which involves a rapacious 
disrespect for the moral cognition of others” (1995, 146). 

I find this explanation, once again,  rather vague. What exactly does Churchland mean by “the 
predation of self-corruption”, “the corruptions of self-service”, etc? This is far from clear and 
indeed open to disagreement. Why can’t we rationally solve the problems raised by disagreements 
over moral prototypes? Note that so far Churchland has argued that prototype criticism and 
change involves collateral information, imagination, intuition and perception. But criticism has to 
do with rational argumentation and not only with these elements.

1.4- Some critical remarks
Paul Churchland’s views on this matter have provoked contrasting reactions. Andy Clark dis-

agrees with him in very clear terms, as when Churchland opposes the practical and the proposi-
tional ways of learning ethics. As he puts it: 

“I shall argue that such bald opposition is a mistake: a distortion of the complex nature of 
moral reason and one that obscures the real source of much human moral expertise. For human 
moral expertise is made possible only by the potent complementarity between two distinct types 
of cognitive resource (or ‘mind-tool’, Dennett 1996, ch. 5). One is, indeed, the broadly pattern-
based, skill learning capacity that we share with other animal and artificial neural networks. But 
the other is, precisely, the very special modes of learning, collaboration and reason made available 
by the tools, of words, rules, and linguistic exchange.” (2000a, 269). 

I will deal later on with the debate Churchland-Clark.
The main problem I find in Churchland’s neurobehaviorist assumption is not that all knowl-

edge involves brain activity, but that all knowledge and behavior is a simple result of brain 
activity. In my view ethics is not only about facts but also, and mainly, about values and moral 
decisions, which although having a corresponding brain activity, are not fully determined by it 
alone but also by normative arguments that are a part of the interpersonal dialogue and which 
have themselves an influence upon brain activity. Brain activity makes moral evaluations and 
decisions possible, but ultimately do not fully explain them. Clearly, Paul Churchland is making 
here a serious confusion between correlation and causation. The fact that there is a correlation 
between brain activity and moral reasoning and behavior does not necessarily mean that it is 
brain activity that causes all moral behavior. 

I believe Antonio Damasio has a more balanced view on this matter as he argued during a 
recent conference on neuroethics: 
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“I am not reducing ethics to a simple matter of evolution, or of gene transmission or expres-
sion, or of brain structures alone. As conscious, intelligent, and creative creatures inhabiting a  
cultural environment, we humans have been able to shape the rules of ethics, shape their codifi-
cation into law, and shape the application of the law into what we call justice. And we continue to 
do so. In fact,  one purpose of conferences like this is to discuss ways in which we may shape the 
rules of ethics in keeping with the new problems posed by advances in science and technology. So 
ethics is not just about evolution, even if I am suggesting that it starts with evolution. And it is not 
just about the brain. Culture does the rest, and the rest may be most of it.” (2002, 16) 

On the other hand, Damasio’s views on brain activity appears rather incompatible with 
Churchland’s views. As he puts it: 

“Elucidating the biological mechanisms underlying ethics does not mean that those mechanis-
ms, or their disfunction, ensure certain behaviors. There certainly are determinants of behavior that 
come from our evolutionary biology – from the way our brains get set, and from the ways they get 
set both by genes and by the culture in which we develop – but there is still a degree of freedom that 
allows an individual to intervene. As far as I can see, there is free will – though not for all behaviors, 
and not for all conditions, and sometimes not to the full extent in any condition.” (2002, 16).  

At first sight, Damasio’s views seem to be in line with Churchland’s views as when the latter 
mentioned the importance of recent developments in the neurosciences and the consequences of 
such developments for our understanding of ethics. He argued in fact that: 

“What we are contemplating here is no imperialistic takeover of the moral by the neural. 
Rather, we should anticipate a mutual flowering of both our high-level conceptions in the domain 
of moral knowledge and our lower-level conceptions in the domain of normal and pathological 
neurology. For each level has much to teach the other…” (2001, 77). 

But then he seems to quickly change his mind and argue in the opposite direction:  
“we are about to contemplate a systematic and unified account sketched in neural-network 

terms, of the following phenomena: moral knowledge, moral learning, moral perception, moral 
ambiguity, moral conflict, moral argument, moral virtues, moral character, moral pathology, mo-
ral correction, moral diversity, moral progress, moral realism and moral unification” (2001, 78). 

I find Churchland’s text rather intriguing and difficult to understand. There seems to be some 
ambiguity in it as to the central issue of the relation between brain activity and moral behavior.

As a matter of fact, prototypes, independently of their neural basis, do not contradict the 
existence of moral argumentation in general or of moral rules in particular. Prototypes are 
often propositionally expressed as moral rules, such as ‘do not kill’, ‘do not lie’. As James 
Sterba argues: “Why should we have to choose between thinking about moral  problems  in 
terms of either recognizing the appropriate prototypes or applying the appropriate rules? 
Why couldn’t it be both?”(1996, 252).

On the other hand, some moral rules may indeed lead to changes in moral prototypes. Thus 
for example, the end of slavery has not been brought about when everybody acquired the anti-
slavery moral prototype. The prototype of a community free from slavery was, and still is, imposed 
by society, although Churchland wrongly argues that “the common picture of the Moral Agent as 
one who has acquiesced in a set of explicit rules imposed from the outside – from God, perhaps, 
or from Society – is dubious in the extreme” (1995, 149). The moral rule that forbids anyone 
to enslave a person is the basis of many juridical laws that is reinforced by Society. It helps both 
communities  and individuals to understand that slavery is bad and to avoid it. And what is said 
about slavery can be applied to many other moral practices.

That slavery is bad is not a matter of much dispute. But there are other cases where the situa-
tion may not be so clear. As Virginia Held puts it: 

“One common explanation for the one Churchland considers has to do with the replacement 
of feudalism by capitalism. But such explanations do not tell us whether the replacement of one 
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moral paradigm by another or one socio-economic system by another was or would be morally justi-
fied. Only an ethics that is not a branch of cognitive science can even aspire to do so.” (1996, 77).

I have already mentioned that Churchland’s critics have been arguing  that prototypes, whatever 
their neural basis may be, do not contradict the existence of moral argumentation in general and of 
moral rules in particular. This is also the essence of a recent  debate between Churchland and Clark. 
I want to show that Paul Churchland’s views are a sort of neurobehaviorism that has little or no su-
pport whatsoever in real life, and that moral argumentation is at the very core of moral philosophy.

2. THE CHURCHLAND-CLARK DEBATE
Andy Clark has been disagreeing for years on Churchland’s stand on the role of propositio-

nal language in moral philosophy. Clark developed his points in “Connectionism, moral cogni-
tion and collaborative problem solving” (1996a) and in “Dealing in? futures: Folk Psychology 
and the role of representations in cognitive science”. (1996b) In these two texts Clark argues 
that although he is basically in agreement with Churchland in many points, he considers 
however that propositional  language plays a much more important role in moral philosophy 
than Churchland is ready to accept. 

“The realization that individual moral know-how may resist expression in the form of any set 
of summary moral rules and principles is important. But it has mistakenly (or so I shall argue) led 
some writers to marginalize the role of such summary linguistic expressions in our moral life. It is 
this correlative marginalization that I now set out to resist.” (Clark 1996a, 115)

Clark focuses his argumentation on a point that I consider to be the main weak point in 
Churchland’s theses, that is on the importance of the community within which one interacts 
with the  others. Of course, Churchland does not ignore that there is such an interaction. It is 
the kind of interaction that separates the two authors. Clark argues in fact that “missing so far 
from the discussion is any proper appreciation of the special role of language and summary moral 
maxims within a cooperative moral community.” (1996, 120-121) He stresses the communitarian 
dimension of life, whereas Churchland stresses the individual dimension. This fact may help us 
to understand why moral argumentation, a communitarian practice, is not a central issue for 
Churchland. But it is precisely the role of language as a cooperative tool that, according to Clark, 
cannot be overlooked: 

“The successful use of language as a medium of moral cooperation thus requires, it seems, 
an additional and special kind of knowing how – one not previously recognized in connectionist 
theorizing. It concerns knowing how to use language so as to convey to others what they need 
to know to facilitate mutual perspective taking and collaborative problem solving. The true moral 
expert is often highly proficient at enabling cooperative moral debate”. (1996, 123). 

Thus Clark argues in favour of a complementarity between the typically individual connectio-
nist perspective and the typically communitarian  perspective 

More recently, the two authors have exchanged some thoughts on the same matter in a shar-
per way. Although Clark is basically in agreement with Churchland’s views, there are still a couple 
of points of disagreement between the two. One of Clark’s recent papers has a significant title: 
“Word and action: reconciling rules and know-how in moral cognition” (2000a, 267). Thinking 
clearly on people such as Churchland, Clark summarizes his views in the following terms: 

“Recent work in cognitive science highlights the importance of exemplar-based know-how 
in supporting human expertise. Influenced by this model, certain accounts of moral knowledge 
now stress exemplar-based, non-sentential know-how at the expense of rule-and-principle based 
accounts. I shall argue, however, that moral thought and reason cannot be understood by refe-
rence to either of these roles alone. Moral cognition – like other forms of ‘advanced ‘ cognition 
– depends crucially on the subtle interplay and interaction of multiple factors and forces and 
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especially (or so I argue) on the use of linguistic tools and formulations and more biologically 
basic forms of thought and reason.” (2000a, 267). 

He thus argues for a clear cognitive complementarity between moral rules and moral know-how. 
In his reply to Clark, Churchland agrees on the relevance of language as he believes Clark 

understands the issue. As he puts it: 
“Our de facto moral cognition involves a complex and evolving interplay between, on the 

one hand, the nondiscursive cognitive mechanisms of the biological brain, and, on the other, 
the often highly discursive extra-personal ‘scaffolding’ that structures the social world in which 
our brains are normally situated, a world that has been, to a larger extent, created by our own 
moral and political activity. That interplay extends the reach and elevates the quality of the ori-
ginal nondiscursive cognition, and thus any adequate account of moral cognition must address 
both of these contributing dimensions. An account that focuses only on brain mechanisms will 
be missing something vital.” (2000, 291). 

It seems to me that Churchland is conceding here much more than before, arguing that language 
“lies in the extra-personal public space of drawn diagrams, written arithmetic calculations, spoken and 
printed arguments…” (2000, 293). The point Churchland finds important to stress in this externalist 
view, as he calls it, is that it has nothing to do with any form of internalist introspection of traditional 
moral philosophy. Moreover, Churchland sees in this linguistic extra-cortical and social representa-
tion a sort of scaffolding that allows the possibility of accumulating human experience and of leading 
both to scientific and to moral progress. Churchland’s words could make us believe that his debate 
with Clark had come to a complete agreement and thus to an end. But that did not happen!

Clark answered Churchland’s paper stressing not only the points of agreement but mainly 
those of disagreement, which are basically two.

“First, we disagree on the precise role of all the external scaffolding and moral infrastructure. 
As Professor Churchland has it, the role of the scaffolding is largely to offload, preserve, stockpile 
and share our collective moral wisdom and experience. And moral wisdom itself is conceived as a 
kind of know-how concerning the successful navigation of social space, a type of know-how we 
thus share with many other social animals…” (2000b, 308). 

Against Churchland, Clark believes, as Antonio Damasio does,  that human ethical know-
how is specific to humankind, it is not shared with any other animals. The human ways of 
moral action, so Clark argues, 

“are marked, for example, by the requirement to provide reasons for our actions, and to be 
able to address the important question of the acceptability, or otherwise, of our own underlying 
needs, desires and goals. They are marked also, I argued, by an essential commitment  to colla-
borative moral endeavour: to finding routes through moral space that accommodate multiple 
perspectives and points of view.” (2000b, 309). 

The second point of Clark’s disagreement is about the notion of moral progress. 
“For Professor Churchland progress consists in greater collective success at the negotiation of 

increasingly complex social spaces. I claim, by contrast…. that moral progress consists primarily 
in increased collective sensitivity to the needs, reasons and desires of others… For we make moral 
progress, I want to claim, only by swimming better in a see of other’s needs and reasons, not by 
simply swimming better in a social sea.” (2000b, 310). 

Clark’ contrast between his own and Churchland’s views on what it means to ‘swim’ or 
‘navigate’ in the social sea, can be more clearly seen if we take into account what Churchland 
wrote in A Neurocomputational Perspective on the child’s process of learning ethical know-how: 
“What the child is learning in this process is the structure of social space and how best to navigate 
one’s way through it” (1989, 300).

I fully agree with Clark. The quality of human relationships makes human ethics specific to 
humans, and such  relationships are centered on the other more than on oneself. We are talking 
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about more than a mere biological empathy, we talk about love, and moral progress has to be 
progress in love, in truly human love, otherwise, no progress in moral know-how will be of 
real and distinctive advantage for mankind. Churchland’s analysis of the moral formation of 
the person is essentially individualistic and self-centered whereas Clark’s perspective stresses 
much more the cooperative dialogue that happens in social interactions and that plays also an 
important role in moral formation. 

3. CONCLUSION
There is in Churchland’s views on what ‘causes’ moral knowledge and behavior some ambiguity. 

Most of the times he stresses the non propositional basis of ethical cognition and behavior, and I 
believe this is based on his concern to attack traditional moral philosophy where rational and nor-
mative argumentation plays a decisive role. He relies heavily on the neurocomputational model of 
the human mind, a  point where he and Clark seem to be in clear disagreement. On the other hand, 
he sometimes appear to be very close to Clark as he acknowledges that there is indeed an interplay 
between the individual (prototypical and  nondiscursive) level of ethical knowledge and behavior, 
and the social, discursive level. But taking his views as a whole, Churchland stresses much less the 
importance of the social dimension of one’s life.  We find here a basic point of disagreement between 
Churchland and Clark on what is a moral human being. Churchland stresses the individual model 
of a person whereas Clark stresses the dialogical or relational model. The fact that ethics is for Paul 
Churchland an individual’s issue allows him to establish a correlation between ethical knowledge 
and behavior from the one side, and brain activation, from the other side. However, if we consider 
the relational nature of ethics, then it becomes much more difficult to establish such a correlation 
since as Kuhn himself puts it “groups don’t have minds”! (2000, 103) Thus Churchland’s views 
rely on a previous choice about the brainy nature of ethics. Such views make sense only if ethics is 
basically seen as an individual matter. Otherwise, they make little sense, if any at all. The fact that 
there is disagreement on this matter shows that Chrchland’s views are far from convincing.
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Abstract
This paper aims at clarifying, from the perspective of Davidson’s philosophy, the claim that 
there couldn’t be a science of rationality and to assess its impact upon cognitive science, 
especially cognitive science research on rationality. First, I will identify a methodological as-
sumption commonly made within that research. Then I will briefly describe the purpose of 
Davidson’s Unified Theory of Thought, Meaning and Action and the role he attributes to 
rationality in it. Finally I will try to assess whether Davidson’s view stands in the way of a sci-
ence of rationality, or in any way questions the legitimacy of cognitive science research on 
rationality. I defend that although Davidson’s view doesn’t question such legitimacy it should 
keep us from assuming empirical research on rationality has the means to solve prior prob-
lems regarding the nature of thought,  which bear on the way we conceive of rationality.

Keywords
Davidson, rationality, Unified Theory of Meaning and Action, cognitive science.

Introduction
Not every line of research within philosophy is of any interest to cognitive scientists. In fact, 

people working in cognitive science often have mixed feelings toward philosophy – they suspect 
something of importance might be going on, but the methods are obscure and the terminology 
strange. Common ground seems to be the nature of mind, but there’s not much agreement on 
how one goes about building a theory of mind. Here I will take the work of a philosopher, D. 

* This work results from an introductory seminar on D. Davidson and Cognitive Science which took place in 
the context of the ongoing Research Project Rationality, Belief, Desire II – from cognitive science to philosophy  
(POCTI/FIL/55555/2004, R&D Unit 502 – FCT) (Gabinete de Filosofia Moderna e Contemporânea, Insti-
tuto de Filosofia, FLUP).
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Davidson - a philosopher whose work is not so close to cognitive science as for instance that of 
J. Fodor or D. Dennett -, and try to understand if it somehow bears on a particular domain of 
cognitive science research, namely research on rationality1. I will specifically consider Donald 
Davidson’s claim that there couldn’t be a natural science of rationality , which may seem simply 
incomprehensible for those working in cognitive science. After all, empirical research on ratio-
nality (be it on reasoning, decision, the emotions, the evolutionary origins of modules of mind 
that account for biases in human reasoning and decision) is carried on as a matter of course in 
cognitive psychology2, neuroscience3 and evolutionary psychology4. Research aims both at the 
personal level (reasoning and decision research is usually done using subjects’ verbal performances 
and reports) and the subpersonal level, and so at what underlies subjects’ reasoning and decision 
performance (as is the case with neuroscience’s research on the emotions’ modulating effect on 
means/ends management or evolutionary psychology’s search for evolutionary reasons of those 
modules of mind which supposedly account for biases in reasoning and decision). In the literature 
one frequently come across such statements as that the subjects should make ‘sound inferences’ 
when they reason, consider only ‘relevant evidence’ for the fixation of beliefs, ‘maximize expected 
utility’ when they act, etc. That is, in fact, the reason why I am taking such research as empirical 
research on rationality. What I would like to know is whether Davidson thought such research 
– or the way conclusions are formulated - was in any way philosophically illegitimate.

Surely, a certain superiority and aloofness in regard to natural science’s attempts at explaining 
human behaviour (especially those of psychologists) is not particularly rare among philosophers. 
One way to understand Davidson’s claim would be to see it as a sign that he belongs to that 
lineage of philosophers, which includes for instance G. Ryle and L. Wittgenstein, who saw their 
own attempts at characterizing the mind as situated somehow above or beyond natural science 
attempts of explaining human behaviour. But is this really the case? In order to clarify, from the 
perspective of Davidson’s philosophy, the claim that there couldn’t be a science of rationality, I 
will do the following. First, I will identify a methodological assumption commonly made within 
empirical research on rationality. Then I will briefly describe the general purpose of Davidson’s 
Unified Theory of Thought, Meaning and Action5 and the role he attributes to rationality in it. 
Finally I will try to assess whether Davidson’s view stands in the way of a science of rationality, or 
in any way questions the legitimacy of cognitive science research on rationality.

1 DAVIDSON, Donald, 2004, Could There Be a Science of Rationality? in Davidson 2004.
2 Cf. for instance KAHNEMAN, D., SLOVIC, P. & TVERSKY, A. (eds.), 1982, Judgment Under Uncertainty: 
Heuristics and Biases, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press. For overviews, see BARON, J, 1988, Thinking and 
Deciding, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press; EVANS, J. St. B. T, NEWSTEAD, S. & BYRNE, R. M. J. 1993, 
Human reasoning: The psychology of deduction. Hove, UK: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
3 Cf. for instance DAMÁSIO, António, 1994, Descartes’ Error – Emotion, Reason and the Human Brain, New York, 
Putnam; DAMÁSIO, António, 1999, The Feeling of What Happens – Body and Emotion in the making of consciousness, 
New York, Harcourt Brace; DAMÁSIO, António, 2003, Looking for Spinoza – Joy, Sorrow and the Feeling brain, New 
York, Harcourt.   
4 Cf. for instance COSMIDES, L. 1989, The logic of social exchange: has natural selection shaped how humans 
reason? – studies with Wason selection task, Cognition, 31, 187-276; COSMIDES, L. & TOOBY, J., 1992, Cogni-
tive adaptations for social exchange in Barkow, J., Cosmides, L. & Tooby, J. 1992, The Adapted Mind: Evolutionary 
Psychology and the generation of culture, Oxford, Oxford University Press,  163-228; COSMIDES, L. & TOOBY, J., 
1996, Are Humans good intuitive statistitians after all? Rethinking some conclusions from the literature on judgment 
under uncertainty, Cognition, 58, 1-73; GIGERENZER, G., 1991, How to make cognitive illusions disappear: be-
yond ‘heuristics and biases’, European Review of Social Psychology, 2, 83-115; GIGERENZER, G. & HUG, K, 1992, 
Domain-specific reasoning: social contracts, cheating and perspective change, Cognition 43, 127-171.
5 DAVIDSON, Donald, 1980, A Unified Theory of Thought, Meaning and Action, in Davidson 2004.
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1. Cognitive Science and rationality
What do cognitive scientists do when they investigate rationality? Generally speaking, they 

take standards of correctness, which they get from logic, probability theory and decision theory, 
as use them as models for empirical research. Once rightness criteria for thinking and acting are 
identified, data gathering follows, a great deal of it consisting in observing and describing subjects’ 
performances in reasoning and decision tasks, and verbal reports on their own performance. It is 
assumed throughout that legitimate standards are available. Yet, taking abstract standards, whose 
formulations often involve mentalistic concepts such as ‘belief’, ‘desire’ and ‘action’, to somehow 
constitute models of agents’ behaviour is assuming a lot. When for instance we take for granted that 
‘rational agents act, based on beliefs and desires, so as to maximize expected utility’ we are assu-
ming that (i) mentalistic concepts are somehow explanatory of behaviour and that (ii) the subjects 
understand language (since beliefs and desires are normally identified through linguistic utteran-
ces), and simply leaving it for philosophers to figure out what each of theses assumption may imply. 
Surely, there are ways to argue for some of these assumptions – we may for instance consider that 
correct principles of reasoning and decision are in our minds, even if we don’t always use them, 
minds being the level of cognitive systems described by beliefs and desires, and the reasoning and 
decision principles are an internally represented, chomskyan-style, system of rules, which would 
account for the subjects’ competence. We would then have an analogous hypothesis, for rationality, 
to the one Chomsky introduced in cognitive science for grammar. From this point of view, any 
empirically described shift from standards of correctness could be ignored as irrelevant, a mere 
performance error, without the subjects being dismissed as ‘irrational’ (as from the point of view 
of Chomsky’s linguistics one distinguishes a subject’s grammatical competence and the subject’s 
performance, and subjects’ performances need not live up to their linguistic competence). 

2. Davidson and a prior question
My point is that when we get involved in the type of research mentioned above, taking abstract 

standards of rationality as models for empirical research, questions are assumed to be settled whi-
ch are in fact open. Among other things we are taking the status of mentalistic idioms - what we 
do when we think about ourselves and others by using ‘beliefs’, ‘desires’ and ‘intentions’ to think 
about ‘actions’, our own and others’ – in the explanation of behavior to be a settled question. In 
fact, it should be noticed that not only do we use mentalistic idioms to think about ourselves and 
others but we cling to that form of explanation and are quite unwilling to drop the conviction 
that it is in those terms that we (our actions, our reasonings) should be taken and understood by 
ourselves and others. Davidson, who thinks there is something to such unwillingness, quotes6, in 
that spirit, a passage of G. Ryle’s The Concept of Mind which is worth careful consideration, given 
the kind of cognitive science and philosophy of mind literature we read nowadays: «When we 
hear the promise of a new scientific explanation of what we say and do, we expect to hear of some 
counterparts to those impacts (like those of which physics treats), some forces or agencies of whi-
ch we should never have dreamed and which we shall certainly never witness at their subterranean 
work. But when we are in a less impressionable frame of mind, we find something implausible in 
the promise of discoveries yet to be made of the hidden causes of our own actions and reactions»7.  
I think many of us, reading the Churchlands, or Damásio, in their more futuristic tone, about 
neuroscientific ‘explanation’ of action, do share this feeling, and believe, like Davidson, that there 
is something to the resistance to replacing mentalistic ways of explaining behaviour with hidden 
neurological causes of our actions and reactions. Where am I getting at? Empirical investigations 

6 DAVIDSON 2004: 117.
7 RYLE, Gilbert, 1949, The Concept of Mind, 324-325.
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about rationality often assume without further discussion that we already posses the rightness 
criteria for thinking and acting, i.e. that we have legitimate conceptions of rationality to start 
from. Now, if we may indeed avail ourselves to some definitions of what is rational, we cannot 
overlook the fact that we will only be able to apply such definitions to real cognitive agents, 
such as ourselves, via formulations involving mentalistic idioms. Thus, there’s a question prior 
to evoking standards of correctness as models for real agents’ cognitive perfomances, a question 
which concerns the status of mentalistic idioms, and, so, their explanatory role, their relevance in 
explaining behavior. This is a fundamental question for the philosophy of cognitive science and 
this is where I propose to bring Davidson in.

We should look on Davidson’s positions about the nature of mind, action and meaning from 
a specific perspective: the situation Quine left philosophers of mind in, with his two ideas of 
naturalized epistemology and radical translation. Accepting both makes for a difficult situation: 
how can a naturalized approach to the mind be interpretive? Davidson’s Unified Theory is an 
answer to this difficulty, which we inherited from Quine8. Like Quine, Davidson wants to start 
from overt behavior of humans, uninterpreted utterances, physical happenings, and reach the 
mental. Like Quine’s radical translation, the Unified Theory attributes a role to rationality in 
such a project. It is in the light of this project that Davidson’s claim that there couldn’t be a 
science of rationality must be understood.

3. Davidson and Quine
As I said, I am assuming Davidson’s Unified Theory faces the same problem Quine wanted 

to face with radical translation (to get to the mind – to belief and meaningfulness of utterances 
– starting from overt behaviour). We must bear in mind, though, that unlike Davidson and like 
behaviorist psychologists, Quine seems to have thought, at some time at least, that if there ever 
could be a serious science of human behaviour, it would be a non-mentalistic science, without 
any appeal to beliefs, desires and intentions. For Quine, mentalistic ways of explaining our own 
behaviour and that of others should be overcome by more effective explanations.

Because he believed that, Quine eventually found himself in the complicated position of having 
to account for linguistic behaviour in terms of dispositions. Quine’s idea, a reduction project, was 
the following: we will reach the mental through language, taken as overt behavior. We must look 
upon language as a system of dispositions to verbal behavior, and we should look upon disposi-
tions as physical states of systems. This is the way to reduction that the ‘naturalized’ approach to 
language and mind seems to force upon us. The problem is finding out whether what we end up 
with (language, conceived of as dispositions to behaviour) is reducible to the physical. Sometimes 
Quine expresses himself as if that were the case: dispositions are explainable in terms of physical 
characteristics of objects, in this case human organisms. Yet, in more recent writings, and given 
the extreme heterogeneity, compared with the ‘disarmingly uniform mentalistic idioms’, of both 
empirical content of ascriptions of belief and physiological mechanisms involved, Quine ends up 
recommending that we «take the best of what Davidson called anomalous monism», apparently 
dropping the reductionist intention9. 

Now, unlike Quine, Davidson never thought there could be a ‘serious’, non-mentalistic scien-
ce of human behaviour, going as far as producing a reductionist account of linguistic behaviour 
of humans. That’s why their differences are so important when we’re considering the need for 
mentalistic idioms in cognitive science. As is well known, Davidson’s anti-reductionism about 

8 FOGELIN, Robert, 2004, Aspects of Quine’s Naturalized Epistemology, in Gibson, R. (ed.) The Cambridge Com-
panion to Quine, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press;  GIBSON, Roger F., 2004, Quine’s Behaviorism cum 
Empiricism, in Gibson, R. (ed.) The Cambridge Companion to Quine, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press.
9 QUINE, W.O, 1985, States of Mind, Journal of Philosophy LXXXII: 7.
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the mental is due to (i) normativity (of interpretation) (ii) causal character of mental concepts 
such as ‘actions for which the agents have reasons’ and (iii) externalism (the fact that mental 
properties supervene not only on the agent’s physical properties but also on the world outside the 
agent). All those conditions of the mental make it impossible that there be laws and that human 
behavior be explainable on the basis if intrinsic traits of agents only (for instance the dispositions 
Quine speaks of). But if we cannot have a theory of bodies and their dispositions, does this mean 
the explanation of human behaviour is a lost cause? Not according to Davidson. Yet because he 
didn’t share Quine’s anti-mentalistic prejudices, Davidson conceived the project of going from 
the evidence we have, overt behaviour, namely linguistic utterances of humans, to the nature of 
thought, meaning and action in a totally different way. 

4. Davidson, the Unified Theory and a science of rationality
Davidson called the most recent formulation of his programme the Unified Theory of Thou-

ght, Meaning and Action. He called it ‘unified’ because it brought together issues formerly dealt 
with separately in the theory of action and in the theory of meaning. Basically, the Unified Theory 
is a development of radical interpretation, itself a successor of quinean radical translation, and still 
has as its aim to get from overt behaviour to mind and meaning. The Unified Theory’s purpose is 
as ambitious as possible: understanding what makes humans intelligible to one another, taking only 
behavioural evidence, and so to understand what is it for words to mean something and for humans 
to think and to act. So, Davidson believes there is a way from the observable behaviour of humans 
to the nature of action, thought and meaning. Only his idea is, one goes along that way not 
reducing but relating («analysing from an equidistant point»10) the three basics concepts of belief, 
desire and meaning, taking them as coordinate elements for the understanding of behaviour.

In Davidson’s own formulation, the theory seeks to determine three unknowns (belief, desi-
re, meaning) from behavioural evidence, and not only two, like decision theory (which extracts 
beliefs and desires from overt preference behaviour of agents), and interpretation theory (which 
extracts meaning and belief from overt utterances of agents – statements manifest assent, as choice 
manifests preference). What brings Davidson to the Unified Theory? Essentially the fact that deci-
sion theory says nothing about meaning (even if agents preferences are identifiable only through 
linguistic utterances) and interpretation theory says nothing about preferences (and that becomes 
essential namely when the interpreter considers not only observation sentences but also theoreti-
cal sentences and the way the former are taken to support the latter). So Davidson thinks decision 
theory and interpretation theory are made for each other and sets out, with the Unified Theory, 
to bring decision theory into interpretation theory. Basically, he thinks that to get to meaning and 
belief from utterances, holding true is not enough as evidence: degrees of confidence in the truth 
of sentences and relative desirabilities attributed to the truth of sentences must also be taken into 
account. So if in radical interpretation the starting point was holding true, in the Unified Theory 
the starting point is preferring-true (one sentence to others), and it is to account for that that 
Davidson brings decision theory to bear upon interpretation theory.

What we need in order to understand the question we started from (could there be a science 
of rationality?) is to understand the role rationality plays here, i.e. the way rationality comes into 
the Unified Theory. We will have the answer we are looking for if we ask the following question: 
where does the Unified Theory get what it needs to solve for the three unknowns (belief, desire, 
meaning) taking only overt behaviour as evidence? And the answer is: from logic, a truth theory, 

10 «It is too much to ask that these basic intensional notions be reduced to something else – something more 
behavioristic, neurological or physiological, for example. Nor can we analyse any of these basic three, belief, desire 
and meaning, in terms of one or two of the others (….) A basic account of any of these concepts must start beyond 
or beneath them, or at some point equidistant from them all». (DAVIDSON: 152).
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and decision theory. In fact, that’s why the Unified theory has many of the characteristics of a 
science (such as describing an abstract structure, with properties which may be proved and making 
prediction – of intentional action - possible). But it also means that the very possibility of the 
Unified Theory rests, in Davidson’s words, on ‘structures dictated by our concept of rationality’. 
The components of this attempt at getting to belief, desire and meaning from behavioural evidence 
are all, admittedly, normative, and without them there’s no theory. We are finally getting to what 
interests me here: the whole theory (of thought, meaning and action) rests on the norms of ratio-
nality, they suggested the theory, and give it the structure it has11. For Davidson, this is the kind of 
theory of mind, meaning and action that we can have. And that is what we must understand about 
the Unified Theory to understand the question ‘could there be a science of rationality?’.

Now, is this way of dealing with the questions of meaning, mind and thought, the Unified 
Theory, a theory which rests on structures dictated by our concept of rationality, scientific? What 
does Davidson think? To start with, he thinks that the Unified Theory, although it is intended 
as a theory of what it is it to think, communicate, meaningfully use language, in beings such as 
ourselves, and also as a psychological theory, it is not meant to be natural science or in any way 
compete with natural science. More specifically, it does not intend (although Davidson some-
times refers to it as being a ‘theory of knowledge we already possess’) to be cognitive science, 
and that’s one of the reasons why it irritates people such as Chomsky (who has commented 
that what Davidson says about language says nothing about how a child acquires a language, or 
about what is innate in the syntax of natural languages). The truth is that the whole davidsonian 
programme has even been accused, by people interested in the science of mind such as Fodor 
and Chomsky, of being simply unscientific. 

But if Davidson is elaborating a theory of a ‘knowledge we already possess’, and he is not 
doing cognitive science, then what is he doing? I think one thing we may take him to be doing 
is clarifying what we do when we investigate the mental and put forward, namely in cognitive 
science, explanations of behaviour which involve mentalistic idioms. And he is saying that we 
do not start out empty handed, and so we cannot think it will be investigations such as the ones 
I referred in the beginning that will ever, by themselves, give us something like ‘the nature of 
rationality’. So, is a view such as Davidson’s in the way of a serious science of psychology? What 
are its implications? Is it the case that, if we are davidsonians, we cannot be seriously involved in 
cognitive science research? More specifically, what should we think about lines of research such 
as the ones I mentioned at the beginning? At least, as I said already, we won’t think that they will 
give us the key to the nature of rationality. This is simply because before, or beyond, those inves-
tigations we cannot give up asking questions such as Davidson’s (how are thought, language and 
action, possible for humans?) and the answers to that sort of questions will not result from empi-
rical investigations. For Davidson, only a theory such as the Unified Theory can do the job. And 
this means that although there is nothing illegitimate in cognitive science research on rationality, 
those investigations do have a problem: while they cannot account for their own assumptions, 
they are often looked upon as giving us more than what they in fact can. 

11 «The entire theory is built on the norms of rationality; it is these norms that suggested the theory and give it the 
structure it has. But this much is built into the formal, axiomatizable parts of decision theory and truth theory, and 
they are as precise and clear as any formal theory of physics. However, norms or considerations of rationality also 
enter with the application of the theory to actual agents, at the stage where an interpreter assigns his own sentences to 
capture the contents of another’s thoughts and utterances. The process necessarily involves deciding which pattern of 
assignments makes the other intelligible (not intelligent, of course!) and this is a matter of using one’s own standards 
of rationality to calibrate the thoughts of the other. In some ways this is like fitting a curve to a set of points, which is 
done in the best of sciences. But there is an additional element in the psychological case: in physics there is a mind at 
work making as much sense as possible of a subject matter that is being treated as brainless: in the psychological case, 
there is a brain at each end. Norms are being employed as the standard of norms.» (DAVIDSON 2004: 130).
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Conclusion
I started out with the intention of understanding, from the point of view of Davidson’s phi-

losophy, the claim that there could not be a science of rationality, and then assess its impact upon 
cognitive science. I have, thus, been assuming all along that Davidson gives a negative answer 
to the question ‘Could there be a science of rationality’’. But in fact, things are not that simple. 
Davidson does not propose a single, negative, answer but a double one: he thinks there can be a 
theory of rationality – the Unified Theory is in fact such a theory, and it has certain characteristics 
of a science. On the other hand, it has no claims to being natural science. Does this translate 
into a verdict of illegitimacy hanging over cognitive science research on rationality? I don’t think 
this is the case: what we have is simply a remark about the status of such research. If what we’re 
aiming at is understanding the nature of thought, language and action, if that is what we mean by 
a theory of rationality, and only that will satisfy our desire for a ‘theory of rationality’,  then what 
Davidson is saying is that it will be only by developing a theory such as the Unified Theory and 
not by means of cognitive science research of the kind referred to in the beginning of my talk, that 
we will get it. Research on reasoning, decision, emotions, etc, assumes we already have answers to 
the questions Davidson is trying to answer. But Davidson can help us formulate questions which 
are vital for our understanding of rationality but are not being raised in empirical research, nor 
should they be. We may find it problematic that Davidson ends up defending that the only theory 
of thought, meaning and action we can have will itself be based on the norms of rationality. This 
certainly makes it complicated to look upon those norms as being themselves part of natural 
science, subject of hypothesis to be tested, confirmed or infirmed. But this does not have to be 
seen as problematic – for Davidson it is just how it is: as he says, with a brain at each end (and that 
is the case both in our understanding of one another as mental and in cognitive science) norms 
will be employed as the standard of norms12. We will get ourselves into a difficulty only if, as it 
frequently happens, we do not take into account the difference between empirical research about 
the mind and the kind of problems Davidson addresses. Then we will find ourselves in the situ-
ation Wittgenstein diagnosed some decades ago: «the existence of experimental methods makes 
us think we have the means to solve the problems which worry us; but the truth is problems and 
methods pass each other by»13. My intention here was simply to make us realize why this obser-
vation should be generalized to cognitive science research on rationality.

12 DAVIDSON 2004:130.
13 WITTGENSTEIN, Ludwig, 1953, Philosophical Investigations, Oxford, Blackwell (II, XIV).
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KINDS OF PRACTICAL REASONS:
ATTITUDE-RELATED REASONS AND 

EXCLUSIONARY REASONS
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Abstract
I start by explaining what attitude-related reasons are and why it is plausible to assume that, 
at least in the domain of practical reason, there are such reasons. Then I turn to Raz’s idea that 
the practice of practical reasoning commits us to what he calls exclusionary reasons. Being 
excluded would be a third way, additional to being outweighed and being undermined, in 
which a reason can be defeated. I try to show that attitude-related reasons can explain the 
phenomena Raz appeals to equally well. Attitude-related reasons, however, are weighted 
against other reasons and, thus, don’t determine a third relation of defeat. On this basis, I 
voice some doubts about Raz’s conception of exclusionary reasons. 

Keywords
Practical reason, exclusionary reason, attitude-related reason, defeating reasons.

1. Attitude-Related Reasons
Although the conceptual distinction between attitude-related and content-related reasons 

holds for all attitudes, I will focus exclusively on practical reasons, i.e. on reasons for wanting 
something, intending to do something, and doing something (insofar as reasons for actions can 
be explained in terms of reasons for intentions or other attitudes). Take the attitude of wanting 
to do something, where what one wants to do I call the content of this attitude. A reason for 
wanting to do something might either be grounded in some feature of what one wants to do or 
it might be grounded in some feature of one’s wanting to do it. I might want to eat an apple 
because doing so is healthy. Then my reason for wanting to eat an apple is a content-related 
reason. It mentions a feature of my eating an apple, namely its being healthy, which gives me a 
reason to eat an apple. If I want to eat an apple because, for some reason, I want to want to eat 
an apple, then my reason for wanting to eat an apple is an attitude-related reason. This reason 
mentions a feature of my wanting to eat an apple, namely that it is itself something that I want. 
More precisely, something is a content-related reason for an attitude if I can specify this feature 
without having to mention the attitude it is a reason for.  I can refer to the health benefit of eating 
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an apple without mentioning my wanting to eat an apple, whereas I cannot refer to the fact that 
I want to want to eat an apple without mentioning the very attitude, wanting to eat an apple, for 
which the feature of being wanted by me is a reason. 

Amartya Sen gives the following example, which illustrates the explanatory role of attitude-
related reasons. It is a story about two boys who find two apples, one large, one small. ‘Boy A 
[whom we also might call Nice] tells boy B [whom we also might call Nasty], ‘You choose’. B 
immediately picks the larger apple. A is upset and permits himself to remark that this was grossly 
unfair. ‘Why?’ asks B. ‘Which one would you have chosen, if you were to choose rather than me?’ 
‘The smaller one, of course,’ A replies. B is now triumphant: ‘Then what are you complaining 
about? That’s the one you’ve got!’ (Sen, 1977, 328). 

How can the nice boy A complain about getting what he himself would have chosen? His pref-
erence regarding the apples is not only informed by their size, he also cares about features of this 
very preference. If he preferred the bigger apple, he would prefer what is better, but to prefer the 
bigger apple would also mean to be impolite. Being nice, the impoliteness of a preference for 
the big apple is more important to him than the difference in size. Politeness is not a feature of 
what is preferred, i.e. it is not a content-related reason; it rather is a feature of the preference 
itself and, thus, an attitude-related reason to prefer the small apple. In the circumstances of 
our example, this reason only comes into play, if it is up to the nice boy to make the choice. 
Receiving the small apple, as opposed to taking it, is, arguably, neither polite nor impolite. 
The attitude-related reason, thus understood, explains why the nice boy would choose the 
small apple, despite being unhappy about receiving it. The nice boy would choose the small 
apple, because, in a context of choice, he prefers the small apple, as such a preference has the 
desirable feature of marking him as polite. He is, however, unhappy about receiving the small 
apple, because, politeness playing no role, he would prefer the bigger apple. There is a general 
lesson to be drawn: Not always ought one to prefer what is best; one ought to prefer what is 
such that preferring it is best.1

Attitude-related reasons, like other reasons, are reasons for having certain attitudes. They 
differ from other reasons in their ground: we ought to have certain attitudes because of their 
features. What are plausible candidates of an attitude’s features which provide an agent with a 
reason to have this attitude? The attitudes we have determine to a good extent what sort of person 
we are. We could not describe our character without mentioning what we care about or what we 
aim for. Features of attitudes that essentially relate to who we are will be prime candidates for 
providing us with reasons. For example: One reason for wanting one’s friends to be well is that 
one wants to be the sort of person who cares for one’s friends. This reason, though self-centred, 
doesn’t undermine the non-instrumental character of one’s concerns for one’s friends. According 
to David Lewis (1989), to value something is to desire to desire it. If this is correct, we have, 
whenever we value something, an attitude-related reason for wanting what we want, namely that 
so wanting is itself wanted. Amartya Sen expresses a similar view, when he argues that one’s moral 
commitments are best expressed as second-order preferences (Sen 1974, 62). 

Attitude-related reasons are by no means restricted to second-order desires. Wanting to do 
something might simply be kind or thoughtful, and properties like these will ground attitude-re-
lated reasons. If wanting to help her is itself kind and kindness is reason giving, one’s appreciation 
of this reason might well be reflected in one’s wanting to want to help her. Thus, even when 
second-order desires are not themselves a source of reason, they will occur as an agent’s response 
to the attitude-related reasons there are. 

Kinds of Practical Reasons: Attitude-Related Reasons and Exclusionary Reasons • Christian Piller

1 Different theories of practical reason will differ in their criterion of choice, i.e. in their account of what makes 
something best. The acceptance of attitude-related reasons is independent of any particular account of the nature of 
practical reasons. 
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Any theory of practical reason will identify certain properties as reason providing. Suppose be-
ing useful or being kind is such a property. It would be a surprise if these properties only provide 
reasons when they are properties of the content of an attitude but not when they are properties 
of the attitude itself. Suppose my reason for wanting it to rain is the rain’s usefulness for my 
purposes. If, in some situation, my wanting it to rain would also be useful for me – it makes me 
being seen as a normal member of my community – it would similarly be a reason to want it to 
rain. As the normative force of a property shouldn’t vary with whatever has it, it is plausible to 
assume that there are attitude-related reasons.2

2. Exclusionary reasons
The category of attitude-related reasons does not have many friends. Attacks on the very idea 

of an attitude-related reason are more common than sympathetic treatments3. In his book ‘Practical 
Reason and Norms’ Joseph Raz also wants to extend the common conceptual repertoire of theories 
of practical reasons. He introduces the category of exclusionary reasons. Whereas attitude-related 
reasons are distinguished by their ground, exclusionary reasons are distinguished by their normative 
role: they exclude other reasons from playing their normal role in determining what ought to be 
done. Excluding a reason is a way of defeating it. In order to explain Raz’s concept of an excluded 
reason, I will first contrast it with two more common cases in which one reason defeats another. 

First, one reason can be stronger than another. In such a case, one reason outweighs the 
other. For example: My own safety might be a stronger reason for me than a promise. Thus, I 
don’t engage in some dangerous activity even though my promise to join them in whatever they 
do is a reason, a weaker reason, for doing so. Secondly, a reason can be defeated by some con-
sideration, which itself need not be a reason for or against doing anything, by being cancelled or 
undermined. For example: Although I have promised the robber not to call the police, the special 
circumstances in which I have made the promise render it void. Once the cancelling condition 
obtains, what in other circumstances is a reason is drained of its normative force. It plays no role in 
practical deliberation anymore, because the conjunctive state, reason and cancelling condition, is 
no reason at all. The difference between outweighing and cancelling is that an outweighed reason, 
but not a cancelled one, retains its normative force. 

Exclusion differs both from outweighing and from undermining. What it shares with outweigh-
ing is that an excluded reason remains its normative force; what it shares with undermining is that 
an excluded reason doesn’t play any role in determining what one ought to do. This looks like an 
odd combination of features, as we have to find a normative role for excluded reasons, which does 
not consist in the reason’s contribution to the determination of what one ought to do. 

Exclusionary reasons are reasons of a higher level. Raz calls them second-order reasons: ‘A 
second-order reason is any reason to act or to refrain from acting for a reason. An exclusionary 
reason is a second-order reason to refrain from acting for some reason.’ (Raz, 1990, 39) 

Raz argues for exclusionary reasons by analysing three examples of practical deliberation. In 
the first example an agent refuses to accept a complex financial offer, not because the offer doesn’t 
merit acceptance – the agent has no view on the matter – but because the agent is too tired to 
think it through. The agent’s refusal to accept the offer is not based on facts that would show the 
offer not to be advantageous. It is based on a reason not to consider the merits of the offer. Being 
too tired the agent could not trust her judgment and, thus, refuses to seriously think about the 
matter. In this situation tiredness, Raz claims, is a reason not to act on what he calls first-order 

2 For a more detailed argument why, at least in the practical realm, we should accept attitude-related reasons see 
Piller (forthcoming).
3 See for example Gibbard (1991, 39) and Parfit(2001).
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reasons, which in our example are those which are relevant to the merit of the offer. Take for 
example the fact that the same option has been accepted by a person the agent knows to be in 
very similar financial circumstances and also being alike in her degree of caution when it comes to 
investment. This fact is a reason to accept the offer. The agent’s tiredness neither outweighs nor 
undermines it: it retains its normative force. Nevertheless the agent’s tiredness is, according to 
Raz, a reason not to act on this reason.  

 The agent’s reasoning, however, can also be explained in terms of attitude-related reasons. 
The agent doesn’t want to decide such matters on the basis of attitudes which are affected by 
her tiredness. The precise nature of the attitude in question won’t matter too much. If the agent 
decided to accept, she would, presumably, be in a state of wanting to accept it. Similarly, if she 
decided to reject it, she would be in a state of wanting to reject it. The agent wants, for good 
reason, to make important financial decision in a way such that these attitudes, wanting to accept 
it or wanting to reject it, are the result of proper and careful consideration of all the relevant 
matters. This is an attitude related reason as she wants her wanting to accept or to reject the offer 
to have the feature of being the result of careful deliberation. Being tired, the agent realizes that 
she won’t be able to acquire an attitude that satisfies this demand. The tie between accepting and 
rejecting the offer is broken because, in the circumstances of the example, the attitude of neither 
wanting to accept it nor wanting to reject it, which is indicated by the agent’s attitude-related 
reasons, simply amounts to a rejection of the offer. 

Raz’s second example goes as follows: ‘While serving in the army Jeremy is ordered by his com-
manding officer to appropriate and use a van belonging to a certain tradesman. Therefore he has 
reason to appropriate the van. His friend urges him to disobey the order pointing to weighty reasons 
for doing so. Jeremy does not deny that his friend may have a case. But, he claims, it does not matter 
whether he is right or not. Orders are orders and should be obeyed even if wrong, even if no harm 
will come from disobeying them. That is what it means to be a subordinate’ (Raz 1990, 38).

The order is an exclusionary reason; it excludes the reasons, which would make it wrong to 
appropriate the van. The fact that Jeremy has been ordered to appropriate the van doesn’t simply 
add another consideration that goes into the balance of reasons and tips it one way. Having been 
ordered to do something doesn’t simply outweigh other reasons: If Raz is right, it excludes them 
from playing a role in determining what Jeremy ought to do. 

Again, it seems as if attitude-related reason can capture Jeremy’s reasoning equally well. Jeremy 
wants to be a good soldier, i.e. he wants to make the aims set by orders his own. Thus understood, 
the desire to be a good soldier is a desire to have (or to be moved by) certain desires.4 For Jeremy 
wanting to appropriate the van has a desirable feature: it is to want in the way he wants to want. 
This feature is an attitude-related reason for wanting to appropriate the van.5

In general it should not come as a surprise that attitude-related reasons can explain the phe-
nomena Raz appeals to in his examples. Remember that an exclusionary reason is a reason not to 
act for a specific reason. Following an exclusionary reason is a matter of being motivated in one’s 
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4 The same view of the good soldier can be found in Jeffrey (1966, 381): ‘… the good soldier acts freely, in accor-
dance with first-order preferences he has freely adopted in accordance with a second-order preference for adopting 
certain first-order preferences on command’. 
5 The third example goes as follows: ‘… consider the case of Colin who promised his wife that in all decisions affect-
ing the education of his son he will act only for his son’s interest and disregard all other reasons’ (Raz 1990, 39). In 
this example the exclusion of other reasons is itself the object of a promise. Thus, as long as promising is a sufficiently 
strong reason, other reasons will be excluded. Such an exclusion need not be explained by the claim that promising 
is itself an exclusionary reason. As long as the reason giving force of promising prevails, i.e. as long as it outweighs 
reasons to the contrary, other reasons will be excluded simply because this is what has been promised. Although Raz 
does think that promises are exclusionary reasons, I will for the reason mentioned put this example aside.
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action in a certain way (namely to do it in any way but for the excluded reason). This must be 
reflected in one’s attitudes. But the features of Raz’s examples, the agents being tired or having 
been ordered to do something, are features which do not engage with the merits of what the 
relevant attitude is about. Thus, they must be understandable as attitude-related reasons.

3. A Comparison
The distinctive feature of attitude-related reasons is that they are grounded in features of at-

titudes. Exclusionary reasons, in contrast, are distinguished by their normative role. This leaves 
open the possibility that attitude-related reasons could play the role of exclusionary reasons. 
Above I have argued that the examples by which Raz illustrates how exclusionary reasons work 
can also be captured by employing the concept of an attitude-related reason. Nevertheless, as I 
will explain in this section, the normative role of attitude-related reasons is rather different from 
that of exclusionary reasons. 

The agent’s tiredness excluded to act on the (vaguely) perceived merit of the offer. It was not 
weighed against it. This makes exclusion different from outweighing. In order to give substance 
to the claim that exclusion is different from undermining, we have to look at the role of excluded 
reasons. Undermined reasons, as we know, are drained of all normative force, but excluded rea-
sons, though somehow bracketed, are still normatively relevant. Raz says, ‘The presence of an 
exclusionary reason may imply that one ought not to act on the balance of reasons’ (Raz 1990, 
41). The excluded reason, in contrast to an undermined reason, is still a reason. It does not, 
however, determine what one ought to do. What, then, is its normative role?

‘When the application of an exclusionary reason leads to the result that one should not act on 
the balance of reasons […] we are faced with two incompatible assessments of what ought to be 
done’ (Raz 1990, 41). The first way of assessing the situation excludes the excluded reason, which 
otherwise would have tipped the balance. The second way looks at the situation as if the excluded 
reason counted, thus failing to conform to the exclusionary reason. These two assessments are not 
on a par: when an excluded reason tips the balance we ought not to act on the balance of reasons. 
Raz is unambiguous about this point: ‘The peculiarity of the situations we are concerned with is 
that we are aware that the action can be assessed in two ways that lead to contradictory results. It 
is not that we are uncertain which assessment should prevail. It is rather that since the two assess-
ments are on different levels we are not always quite happy to say merely that the subordinate one 
has been outweighed and that this is the end of the matter’ (Raz, 1990, 43). 

Let me compare this characterisation of the role of excluded reasons with an account of the 
phenomena in terms of attitude-related reasons. Taking the small apple is polite, but it is also 
taking what is worse. The difference between content-related and attitude-related reasons allows 
us to take two different perspectives on the agent’s choice: one is determined by the value of the 
object chosen, the other by the value of choosing it. The fact that one choice is polite doesn’t un-
dermine the reasons that speak in favour of the opposite choice. But there is a crucial difference to 
exclusionary reasons: attitude-related reasons need to be weighed against content-related reasons. 
If, for example, the small apple has been treated with some chemical agent I, but not my host, is 
allergic against, then considerations of politeness will be overruled by considerations regarding the 
value, or rather disvalue, of the object chosen. Talk about attitude-related reasons can catch some 
elements of the two-perspective account Raz gives for exclusionary reasons, but attitude-related 
reasons don’t introduce exclusion as a third way in which one reason can defeat another. 

4. Are there Exclusionary Reasons?
Raz appealed to the practice of practical reasoning when he introduced exclusionary reasons. 

Attitude-related reasons, I tried to show, explain what is going in in these examples equally well. 
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The difference between these two explanations is that attitude-related reasons, if strong enough, 
outweigh content-related reasons, whereas exclusionary reasons exclude them. In order to argue 
for exclusionary reasons, Raz has to find some normative role for them – otherwise excluding 
would be the same as undermining – and this normative role has to be different from the role 
played by reasons which have been outweighed. So far, Raz has pointed to the determination of 
a somewhat shadowy ought when he explains, in his two-perspective account, the normative role 
of excluded reasons. It is a shadowy ought because it does not tell us what one really ought to do; 
it only gives rise to a secondary evaluation of the situation.

Raz might complain that if attitude-related reasons outweigh others, then they simply cannot 
capture what is going on in his examples. Jeremy, the soldier, would misunderstand the nature 
of authority, Raz would claim, if he took the fact that he has been ordered to do something as 
just one reason among others.   

It certainly would be implausible to portray the good soldier as someone who took orders as 
sufficient reasons to do whatever it is he has been ordered to do. Raz agrees: ‘[Jeremy] admits 
that if he were ordered to commit an atrocity he should refuse. But this is an ordinary case, 
he thinks, and the order should prevail’ (Raz 1990, 38). In ordinary cases, Raz tells us, orders 
prevail. But how should one find out whether a case is ordinary or not? In ordinary cases having 
been ordered is an exclusionary reason, in others not. If Jeremy is ordered to commit an atrocity, 
he has very strong reasons not to obey the order. But if it is a matter of the strength of reasons 
whether having been ordered to do something is an exclusionary reason or not, weighing reasons 
is again in the picture and the difference between outweighing and excluding seems minimal6.  
Raz rightly points out that it is compatible with the idea of exclusionary reasons ‘… that they 
exclude only reasons of certain importance’ (Raz 1990, 215). In order to find out, whether the 
order is important enough to override the negative effects of carrying it out, one has to weigh it 
against these effects. This is true on both accounts. The remaining difference is that, if it is seen as 
important enough, the reasons to the contrary are excluded or bracketed on Raz’s account, but 
outweighed on the account that uses attitude-related reasons.7

Let us have a closer look at this remaining difference. For Raz, outweighing doesn’t leave a 
reminder – the stronger reason wins unequivocally – whereas we react differently if the balance 
of reasons points one way, but we ought to act differently because a decisive reason has been 
excluded: ‘This leads normally to a peculiar feeling of unease, which will show itself when we wish 
to censure a person who acted on the balance of reasons for disregarding the exclusionary reason 
and when we have to justify someone’s acting on an exclusionary reason against claims that the 
person should have acted on the balance of reasons’ (Raz 1990, 41). 

I think we can find this feeling of unease in any difficult situation that can be judged from 
two evaluative perspectives. If loyalty demands one thing but justice another, we might wish to 
censure the loyal person for disregarding justice and the just person for being disloyal. Conflicting 
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6 A similar point is raised by Gans (1986, 385): ‘How do we know whether these reasons are excluded by the rule 
and therefore that the rule ought to be followed, or whether they are not excluded by it and therefore the rule 
ought not to be followed? Do we have for every rule, a list of reasons which may be violated by it (i.e. excluded 
by it) and a list of reasons which may not be violated by it? How do we prepare these lists? Raz does not answer 
these crucial questions.’ 
7 For Raz it is a matter of the structure of reasons that exclusionary reasons always win; it is their being about some 
other reasons that gives them authority. Attitude-related reasons don’t always win. Above I pointed out that Raz 
can only defend his claim by including restriction on the scope of exclusionary reasons that, intuitively, are a matter 
of strength and, thus, a matter of weighing reasons. In the framework of attitude-related reasons we find a similar 
authority once the agent has adopted a second-order desire. (But whether he is correct in adopting such an attitude 
is a matter of weighing reasons.) Second-order desires have the same, purely structural, authority over first-order 
desires which Raz claims for exclusionary reasons. 
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reasons, when they both stem from important commitments, can give rise to unease in judging a 
person without them being on different levels.8 On the other hand some of the examples in which 
excluded reasons play a role are solved easily and without a reminder: a person who accepts the 
rules of etiquette will easily forgo the big apple and take the small one. In general, reasons which 
have been outweighed remain reasons and so, if their normative force is strong enough, one can 
feel uneasy about doing what is indicated by one’s strongest reasons, because of the strength of 
the reasons that point to a contrary action.

In ‘Rethinking Exclusionary Reason’, the Postscript to Raz (1990), Raz determines the nor-
mative role of excluded reasons as follows: ‘They are reasons for performing certain actions, 
and, other things being equal, the fact that they are excluded by an exclusionary reason merely 
means that they should not be complied with, not that they should not be conformed to. The 
best course is if they are indirectly obeyed, i.e. if the action they indicate is performed for some 
other, independent, reason’ (Raz 1990, 185). Conflicts between attitude-related and content-
related reasons exhibit a similar feature. As a polite person, you have to forgo the higher quality 
indicated by the size of the big apple. But suppose, the smaller apple, unbeknownst to both 
agents, is of higher quality. Then you have been lucky and can have it both ways: you have been 
polite and you have got the better apple. In fact, what is true for the conflict between attitude-
related and content-related reasons is true for all conflicts of reasons. You think that justice 
outweighs loyalty and do what is just, but if it turns out that the just act was not disloyal after 
all, you simply had a wrong belief about the matter, it is all for the better. Again, it is doubtful 
whether the normative role Raz assigns to excluded reasons really separates them from reasons 
that have been outweighed. 

I think there are attitude-related reasons. Raz’s examples would support this claim if the 
two perspectives that attitude-related and content-related reasons bring with them are suf-
ficient to explain the agent’s reasoning in these examples. The matter turns on whether we can 
nevertheless understand such reasoning as a process of weighing two different kinds of reasons. 
I have argued that such a view is plausible. If this is correct, we have found no normative role 
for excluded reasons that would distinguish them form outweighed reasons. Consequently, we 
would have to doubt whether there are exclusionary reasons. 
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Abstract
After briefly reviewing Sellars’ and Davidson’s arguments against the myth of the given (or 
the dualism of conceptual scheme and empirical content, as the latter calls it), I discuss 
Davidson’s coherentist alternative and his well know argument in favour of the identity of 
mental events and physical events. I highligh some compatibility problems between his 
arguments against the third dogma and his defence of anomalous monism. I make two 
recommendations: to accept the dual (rational and causal) character of experience, and to 
reject any identities between the physical and the mental which are not fully holistic. 

Keywords
Anomalous monism, Donald Davidson, experience, myth of the given, causal relations

  1. Introduction
In this paper I am going to review McDowell’s criticism of the myth of the given and his 

contention that coherentist positions such as Davidson’s motivate the acceptance of the myth 
rather than the avoidance of it (McDowell 1994, pp. 14-18). In epistemology, both fundational-
ism and coherentism share the axiom that experience is less than rational, i.e. that our perceptions 
are somehow separated from our conceptual, doxastic states. Both positions can be avoided by 
an understanding of experience which rejects the possibility of separating the world’s and the 
person’s contributions. I will finish by recommending this approach to experience as a natural 
complement to Davidson’s anomalous monism. Anomalous monism cannot be a thesis about the 
mind, without also being a thesis about experience and the world. This extension has dramatic 
consequences for Davidson’s philosophy of mind and causation, but allows to retain with renewed 
strength his epistemological theses.

Acção e Racionalidade / Actions and Rationality
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2. Reasons and Causes
I am late for an appointment and the person waiting for me asks me why I am late. I tell 

her that the bus broke down, and it took me half an hour to find another one. To her ‘why’ 
question I give a causal answer. I am not justifying myself, merely explaining what happened. I 
am not justifying my delay, but merely letting her know the events that caused it. As McDowell 
would say, I am only offering an exculpation. Exculpations allow us to shake off responsibility 
on the results of our actions. On the other hand, I could also have answered her question with a 
justification: I could have said that I am half an hour late because I know that she is always half 
an hour late and I didn’t want to wait that long. Both responses are adequate to why questions, 
because why questions are ambiguous between “What is the reason why” and “What is the cause 
of”. This is why “Because ...” is the standard beginning of the answer. Nevertheless, if I accept 
responsibility for my delay, and justify it, I am, at the same time, offering a reason (my knowledge 
of her unpunctuality and my desire not to wait) and a cause of that delay: “The cause of my delay 
is that I know you are always late”. Reasons can play the role of causes in our explanations, and 
they do so by appealing to propositional attitudes, to beliefs and desires. But only reasons serve 
as justifications. This is why understanding all doesn’t amount to forgiving all. For instance, giv-
ing an account of the German situation after the Versailles Treaty could perhaps be enough to 
explain the emergence of Nazism, but it isn’t enough to justify it. A justification must appeal to 
reasons. Mere causal stories won’t do. When we offer a causal explanation for a certain event, we 
are placing the event on the “realm of law”. When we offer a rational interpretation of an action, 
we place it in the “space of reasons”. 

3. The Dualism of Scheme and Content
Parallel considerations can be given for knowledge. McDowell thinks, with Davidson, that 

to justify a doxastic state (a state of believing or knowing) we can only appeal to another dox-
astic state. The idea that we can establish a separation between our conceptual scheme and the 
empirical content which fits into it and gives it its ultimate foundation has been challenged by 
Davidson (see Davidson 1974). A reason for holding a belief cannot be anything which is not 
rational itself. If empirical content is separable from conceptual scheme, then it cannot play the 
rational role which is needed. Hence, for Davidson, the space of reasons does not extend beyond 
the space of concepts. The claim that some of the content of our mental states is non-conceptual, 
like the older claim that, at bottom, all our worldview relies on non-theory laden sensations, on 
sense-data, could only be of interest for a scientific, causal explanation of knowledge, but it has 
no epistemological value. 

4. The Myth of the Given
A similar criticism has been labelled by Sellars. The claim I just spoke of, the dualism of scheme 

and content, he calls the myth of the given. It is the idea that the whole edifice of our knowledge 
rests on something externally given, something which itself isn’t part of our knowledge. Wilfrid 
Sellars starts his opposition to the myth by questioning attempts to found the edifice of knowl-
edge in any sort of pre-epistemic awareness. He distinguishes between two kinds of awareness: 
awareness in the mere sense of being awake, and awareness in the sense of self-consciousness. The 
second one is a sufficient condition for knowledge, while the first one is just necessary. 

To put it in a Hegelian fashion which doesn’t violate Sellars’s intentions: full-blown knowledge 
is only obtained when awareness of the self and awareness of the world are integrated; we know 
the world by means of knowing ourselves, and know ourselves by knowing the world. Naked, 
pre-conceptual, interaction with the world (for instance, quickly retiring our hand when burned) 
cannot count as knowledge because knowledge is subject to rational revisability, which involves 
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the use of concepts. Learning a public language is our way of becoming rational. In acquiring a 
public language we also acquire a conception of the self, a world of public physical objects and, 
ultimately, a mind. 

Sellars’s criticism of the idea of the given is explicitly directed towards sense-data theories of 
knowledge. The classical concept of sense datum arises from the mixing of two kinds of ideas: 
first the idea that there are certain inner episodes, such as sensations of red, which can occur to 
animals without any prior process of learning and concept formation; and second the idea that 
there are some inner processes which are the non-inferential knowings that certain things are, 
say, red, and that these processes are necessary for all empirical knowledge.

The first idea comes from the attempt to explain sense perception scientifically. Sensations 
are normally brought about by the presence in the neighbourhood of the perceiver of the 
adequate physical object. But, while babies and other non-linguistic animals can have them 
without ‘seeing that’ (that is, without seeing the objects as objects), adults do so when they 
are caused to have such a sensation. There is no reason to suppose that having the sensation 
of a red triangle such as a baby would have it is a cognitive or epistemic fact. Nevertheless, 
there is a temptation to assimilate sensations with thinkings, and attribute to the former the 
intentionality of the latter. One way of avoiding this assimilation is taking sensations to belong 
to a special kind, neither epistemic nor physical. But this has lead to the following unfortunate 
line of thought: given that experiences (seeing something as something, what I called before 
‘seeing that’), such as ostensibly seeing a red physical surface, are sometimes non-veridical, the 
foundation of empirical knowledge cannot rest on them; therefore this foundation must lie 
on something else, namely sensations, which are assimilated in their intentionality to thoughts 
(and hence, made epistemic), and which are ex hypothesi far more intimately related to mental 
processes than to external physical objects. Sellars criticises both the assimilation of sensation 
and thought, and the overlooking of the possibility that sensations be unveridical (a possibility 
which must exist if we want to talk of them as being veridical).

Sellars’s criticism points out that we cannot hold that the results of an innate capacity (our 
passively receiving inputs from the world) entail something (knowledge) which is itself the 
output of an acquired capacity (rationality, through language learning). What brings empiri-
cism to this cul de sac is running together a causal story (which concerns the necessary enabling 
conditions of knowledge, such as having a brain and receiving stimuli in our nerve endings, 
i.e. being a sentient creature) with a rational one (which concerns the conceptual and justifica-
tory relationships between mental states, i.e. it concerns sapience). And as being awake isn’t 
sufficient to be conscious, having neural episodes isn’t enough to have knowledge. Knowledge 
partially depends on the world and on public standards of justification. There is nothing wrong 
in studying the causal mechanisms behind reason, and we can characterise them in pre-epis-
temic ways, and relate them, causally, to epistemic episodes. But we are not going to obtain a 
justification for our beliefs from the neural activity which makes them possible. At most we’ll 
obtain an ‘exculpation’. Sense impressions, or sense data, or non-conceptual content are the 
given only if we want them to play an epistemological work. But they are perfectly respectable 
concepts within the scope of the philosophy of psychology. 

 A different way of phrasing Sellars’s point is saying that concepts capturing properties of pub-
lic objects are prior to concepts which apply to appearances: “I have, in fact, being claiming that 
being red is logically prior, is a logically simpler notion, than looking red.” (Sellars 1963, p.142). 
We cannot ground our knowledge of the world on our knowledge of inner states, because the 
latter presupposes the former. This idea didn’t lead Sellars to refuse a role to inner episodes, as 
Gilbert Ryle did (see Ryle 1949). In fact, Sellars even accepts an epistemic role for such episodes. 
But, our reports about them, even though they can be observational, non-inferential, reports, 
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they are such in the same sense that reports about molecules can be non-inferential. Sense impres-
sions are theoretical entities, according to Sellars, and we learn how to use the theoretical models 
on which they belong only after we have already acquired the “manifest image” of public physical 
objects in space and time.

One of the forms taken by the myth is the idea that there is a structure of facts such that 
not only each fact can be non-inferentially known to be the case but presupposes no other 
knowledge, and that such non-inferential knowledge is the ultimate court of appeal for our 
claims about the world. Sellars point out that it is part of the myth to identify non-inferential 
with independent of all other knowledge.

Sellars accepts the non-inferential character of some knowledge, and its being the ultimate 
source of appeal of empirical belief, but not the idea that there is knowledge which doesn’t 
presuppose other knowledge. A report of a belief can be non-inferential in the sense that the 
reporter’s commitment to the belief is motivated as a response to non-linguistic events on 
her environment, rather than as a response to another belief or set of beliefs. But this doesn’t 
mean that such non-inferential beliefs constitute an independent and autonomous sphere. 
Concepts that can be used to make non-inferential reports must be also available to be ap-
plied inferentially, as the conclusions of inferences whose premises are the non-inferential 
uses of other concepts.

Sellars thinks that foundationalism forces us to choose between empiricism (all knowledge rests 
on experience, which doesn’t rest on anything) and coherentism: “Neither will do. For empirical 
knowledge, like its sophisticated extension, science, is rational, not because it has a foundation 
but because it is a self-correcting enterprise which can put any claim in jeopardy, though not all 
at once” (Sellars 1963, p.170).

5. Coherentism
A coherentist theory of knowledge is precisely Davidson’s alternative to the myth of the given 

(see Davidson 1983). It is a response to Quine’s pretence to have it both ways: experience cannot 
be outside the sphere of justification and simultaneously work as a tribunal for our beliefs. For 
Davidson, the duality of factors that persists in Quine is itself a dogma. This dogma separates 
between conceptual scheme, what Quine calls language, and empirical content, what Quine calls 
empirical significance. Davidson’s attack on this dogma comes from both sides; from the side 
of the conceptual scheme by pointing out that mutually unintelligible world-views don’t make 
sense and from the side of empirical content by highlighting that experience cannot be a basis for 
knowledge from outside the scope of our beliefs. 

Given that we cannot appeal to anything outside the space of reasons to justify a belief, 
and that experience for him is outside this space, we cannot appeal to it to offer reasons for 
holding a belief. But, if experience, which provides our only contact with the world, cannot 
play any justificatory role for our knowledge of that world, what can? Or, to phrase it in a 
different manner, if experience only provides brutely causal connections between the empiri-
cal world and our knowledge of it, what guarantees that our knowledge is knowledge of the 
world? The options which this view of experience leaves us are very unattractive. The most 
obvious one is to say that the world that we know is no more than a projection of our cogni-
tive make-up. We know the world as we do because we cannot do otherwise, considering 
the way we are made. Either there is no such thing as the world as it really is, or the world 
as it really is cannot be known by us. But, of course, to oppose these options, this separation 
between what there is and what we know, was precisely one of the motivations of Davidson’s 
coherentism in the first place. 

Davidson retained his commitment to a purely causal role for experience until the end of his 
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life.1 Allow me to quote at length from the introduction to the recently edited third volume of 
his collected papers (2000, p. xvi): 

What I would most like to correct is the impression that I think experience and perception 
play no role in our beliefs about the world (...). I was so eager to get across the idea (for which 
I should have given credit to Wilfrid Sellars) that epistemic intermediaries between the world 
and our beliefs are a mistake that I made it sound to many readers as though I were repudiating 
all serious commerce between world and mind. In truth my thesis then as now is that the con-
nection is causal and, in the case of perception, direct. To perceive that it is snowing is, under 
appropriate circumstances, to be caused (in the right way) by one’s senses to belief that it is 
snowing by the actually falling snow.

The idea that, in order to explain empirical belief or empirical knowledge one needs to appeal 
to relations other than conceptual ones (such as the merely causal relations between the actual 
snowing, the believer’s sensory input and her belief that it is snowing) invites the criticism of 
making a mystery of the connection between thought and the world.

6. The role of Experience
It is easy to see know why McDowell says that Davidson’s coherentism, rather than being an 

alternative which avoids the myth of the given, is precisely what motivates coming back to that 
myth. We want our beliefs, our worldview, to revert to the empirical world, because it is their main 
function to make sense of that world. And the defender of the myth will claim, against Davidson, 
that ultimately they receive their justification from the world’s impact on our senses.

We have to find a way to restore our confidence on the openness of our knowledge to the 
world, without falling on the idea that the world blindly imposes itself on us. McDowell does this 
by recommending a different conception of experience, one which isn’t merely causal, as it is for 
Davidson, but which doesn’t sneak in justifications from outside the space of reasons. And this 
conception is Kant’s in the sense that it demands no separations between the subject’s contribu-
tion and the world’s contribution. 

Both mind and the world can be approached from the perspective of the natural science and 
from the perspective of radical interpretation, that is, from a reason giving perspective. The for-
mer offers us laws which explain the causal connections between the posits of physical science and 
those of neuroscience. The latter perspective gives us rationalizations of the relations between the 
usual objects that we “naturally” find in the world and which nicely fall under the terms of our 
natural languages and our beliefs, desires and other propositional attitudes. 

Davidon’s criticism of Quine is on the mark. Quine wants experience to be only a question 
of brute disturbation of our nerve endings, and at the same time he expects it to play the role 
of a tribunal to which our whole worldview should respond. But giving up on the second 
function reserved for experience by Quine leads us to a new problem: if experience is brute 
sensation, how can we hook our system of beliefs onto the world? Davidson doesn’t seem to 
have an answer to this objection. If the only ground on which our worldview is substained is 
its own coherence, and all conceivable worldviews must be compatible and translatable to ours 
in order to make sense, what role is left to play by the world, the “real” world with which our 
worldview deals? It is easy to see that insatisfaction with coherentism could tempt some thinkers 

1 I have argued somewhere else that Davidson’s acceptance of the nomological character of causality may itself be a 
dogma and, furthermore, may condemn the identities he establishes in his argument for anomalous monism between 
mental and physical events to the status of noumenal (see Pinedo, forthcoming). Of course, as an answer to the ques-
tions posed in the previous paragraph Davidson would answer: “it is not experience that plays any justificatory role, 
it is the world”. However, it is difficult to see how the relevant, conceptual, features of the world could pass through 
the merely causal cum nomological bottleneck of experience (see Pinedo 2004).
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to an appeal to the given, i.e. to something which simultaneously is outside the boundaries of 
our thought and plays a grounding role for this thought.

McDowell tries to offer an alternative to two opposed theories of evidence by offering a 
metaphysical theory, a theory of content. This makes sense if we interpret McDowell as extending 
and modifying the Davidsonian program. He shares with Davidson the theory of evidence: only 
that which is within the space of concepts is within the space of reasons, i.e. can play a justificatory 
role. But McDowel extends the space of concepts, and with it the space of reasons, further than 
Davidson does. This is his manner of bringing back the “friction”, the constraint on our thought, 
without falling back into the myth of the given. Perceptual states count as evidence for our beliefs 
because their (conceptual) content is rationally linked to the content of the beliefs.

What McDowell criticises in both Davidson and Sellars is the idea that we can separate impres-
sions (impacts of external reality on our nerve endings) from appearings (perceiving that things 
are thus and so). McDowell builds on two ideas: (1) The rejection of the dualism of scheme and 
content (which he takes from Davidson) and (2) That the sphere of laws cannot cut its links from 
that of reasons. He criticises Davidson for not accepting (2). I think that the strategy is opened to 
Davidson. It is difficult to see why he wants to maintain Quine’s residual empiricism once that he 
gives up on the distinction between the empirical contribution of the world and the conceptual 
contribution of the subject. As a follower of Quine, he cannot avoid taking seriously the claims 
of what McDowell calls bald naturalism. Bald naturalism is the idea that the causal story is more 
real (more about reality or about the world) that the rational one. McDowell, on the other hand, 
places the physicist language-game in the context of the wider and more primordial commonsense 
(rational, normative) language-game.

Davidson has defended an ontological thesis about the relationship between mind and world 
which he calls ‘anomalous monism’. Anomalous monism starts with the idea that the concepts 
used by our commonsensical interpretation of people’s mental states cannot be reduced to the 
concepts used by a scientific, causal description of them. This is so the former are normative and, 
hence, not nomological, anomalous. On the other hand, psychological states can cause physical 
states, but all causation is nomological. Therefore each token of a mental event (if not each type) 
is also a physical event. 

However, if we take Davidsonian interpretationism seriously, and if we allow for the physical 
base on which mental events supervene to include the person’s environment, we should extend 
anomalous monism to experience and the world. I call this position, which I believe is very close 
to McDowell’s, ‘holistic anomalous monism’. Two kinds of stories can be told about the world; 
in one of them, the interpretative one, we find people and public objects, it is normative and 
anomalous; the other, the causal one, comes after, and talks about organisms, atoms, and sensory 
irritations. The second is de facto, and the first is de jure. The world both causes and justifies our 
beliefs because the world can be described both in the vocabulary of natural science and of natural 
language. But by tying together the everyday world and the mind with experience, a token-
identity theory looses its attraction, and leads us to ask whether the principle of the nomological 
character of causation can be argumentatively sustained or it is just another assumption inherited 
from the modern awe at science’s wonders.
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ACÇÃO E EXPLICAÇÃO CAUSAL
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Abstract
In the first part of the paper, I introduce Davidson’s critique of the wittgensteinian notion that 
reasons are not causes, and explain how his alternative view, anomalous monism, gives rise 
to the charge of epiphenomenalism. In the second part, I take a fresh look at the problem of 
epiphenomenalism and defend the causal efficacy of the mental. Central to my argument 
is a disambiguation of a certain question that Davidson’s critics wanted him to accept as 
making good sense. This is the question that Kim has described as having the form “What is 
it about events c and e that makes it the case that c is a cause of e ?”.

Keywords
action, explanation, mental causation, anomalous monism, epiphenomenalism, causal efficacy 
of the mental, psychological and basic laws.

Os actuais filósofos da acção costumam apresentar a sua disciplina dizendo que ela trata de 
duas questões centrais. A primeira dessas questões é a de saber o que é uma acção. Trata-se de 
uma indagação de tipo ontológico ou metafísico, na qual se procura determinar se as acções são 
entidades de algum modo redutíveis a outras já previamente reconhecidas ou se, pelo contrário, 
constituem elas próprias uma categoria ontológica independente. Além disso, é também no âm-
bito desta questão que se procura esclarecer a distinção fundamental entre aquilo que nós fazemos 
e aquilo que simplesmente nos acontece. A segunda questão central tratada pela filosofia da acção 
é a de saber como devem as acções ser explicadas. É sobre esta que iremos aqui debruçar-nos.

Embora o reconhecimento da filosofia da acção como uma disciplina autónoma (que não se 
confunde com a ética) seja um fenómeno relativamente recente, a interrogação sobre o tipo de 
explicação que as acções devem receber é muito antiga, como podemos testemunhar pela leitura 
da seguinte passagem do Fédon de Platão:

“Sócrates – [...] ouvi um dia ler excertos de um livro que era, segundo se disse, de Anaxágo-
ras. Aí se afirmava que era o espírito o ordenador e a causa de todas as coisas. Rejubilei com tal 
explicação [...].

Agarrei-me com todo o afinco aos seus livros e devorei-os com quanta pressa era capaz [...]. 
À medida que avançava na leitura, descubro um homem que não fazia o mínimo caso do espírito, 
que nenhuma responsabilidade lhe atribuía na ordenação das coisas, remetendo-a sim para o ar, 
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o éter, a água e tantas outras causas despropositadas. Enfim, a minha impressão era exactamente 
como se alguém asseverasse que tudo o que Sócrates faz, o faz graças ao espírito, e tentasse segui-
damente expor nestes termos as causas de cada uma das coisas que faço: primeiro, que estou aqui 
sentado pela razão de que o meu corpo é constituído por músculos e ossos; que esses ossos são 
sólidos e separados entre si por articulações, enquanto os músculos, feitos de molde a contrair-se 
e a distender-se, rodeiam por completo os ossos com a carne e a pele, que os contém juntamente; 
que sendo, pois, os ossos dotados de mobilidade dentro das respectivas articulações, os músculos, 
à medida que se distendem e contraem, possibilitam que eu dobre os membros... E eis a causa 
de me encontrar agora sentado, com o corpo dobrado nesta posição! E idênticas causas serviriam 
para explicar o facto de me encontrar aqui a falar convosco – a voz, o ar, o ouvido e mil outras cau-
sas do género, esquecendo, em fim de contas, o essencial, ou seja, que, uma vez que os atenienses 
acharam por bem condenar-me, também eu, pelas mesmas razões, achei por bem e mais justo ficar 
aqui sentado, aguardando a vez de me sujeitar à pena que me infligiram. Porque – pelo cão! – ou 
muito me engano ou há muito que estes mesmos ossos e músculos estariam lá para as bandas de 
Mégara ou da Beócia, levados por uma certa noção do “melhor”, se eu não estivesse convicto de 
que era mais justo e mais belo submeter-me às leis da cidade, qualquer que fosse a pena que me é 
imposta, de preferência a evadir-me e fugir.

Chamar, portanto, “causas” a coisas destas não faz qualquer sentido. Poderá, claro, alegar 
alguém que, sem possuir ossos, músculos e assim por diante, não seria também capaz de pôr em 
prática as minhas decisões – e não estaria fora da verdade. Agora asseverar que é graças a eles 
que faço aquilo que faço, e que é em função do espírito que assim me comporto, mas não em 
função de uma escolha que fiz do “melhor”, eis o que trai porventura excessiva inconsequência 
de linguagem... Trai, em suma, a incapacidade de distinguir que uma coisa é a causa em si, outra, 
aquilo em cuja ausência jamais a causa seria causa.” 1

Redigido há quase 2.400 anos, este texto oferece-nos uma descrição magistral do conflito 
entre dois tipos de explicação da acção humana: de um lado, uma explicação naturalista (ou 
materialista) dada em termos dos ossos, dos músculos e das suas contracções e distensões e, do 
outro, uma explicação de tipo psicológico ou intencional (ou “espiritualista”) na qual os factores 
determinantes são as convicções, as preferências e as escolhas ou decisões dos agentes envolvidos, 
enquanto reflexos da sua noção do “melhor”. Embora muita coisa tenha mudado desde então, 
julgo que podemos dizer que enfrentamos ainda basicamente o mesmo conflito. Hoje já não seria 
aceitável que alguém apelidasse as causas físicas daquilo que fazemos de “causas despropositadas”, 
mas isso só mostra como o conflito se agravou, na medida em que os dois lados estão mais equili-
brados. A crítica socrático-platónica ao naturalismo procura apoiar-se aqui numa distinção entre, 
por um lado, a causa intencional de uma acção e, por outro, as condições físicas sem as quais ela 
não poderia causar o que causa. Mas esse argumento perde a sua plausibilidade assim que transfer-
imos a nossa atenção dos objectos para os acontecimentos, quer dizer, das coisas físicas que são os 
ossos, os músculos, etc., para aquilo que elas fazem, para os seus movimentos, as suas contracções 
e distensões, as quais são por sua vez respostas aos impulsos eléctricos que emanam do sistema 
nervoso central. Parece-nos evidente que os movimentos do nosso corpo (onde se incluem tam-
bém actividades como sentar-se, andar, falar, etc.), na medida em que são acontecimento físicos, 
deverão ter uma explicação neurobiológica completa, que um dia é provável que conheçamos 
com algum pormenor. E, no entanto, tal como Sócrates, também achamos que não precisamos 
de esperar pelos desenvolvimentos da neurociência, e que já sabemos a causa daquilo que fazemos 
(intencionalmente): nós temos razões para o fazer e fazêmo-lo por causa dessas razões.

Mas, na verdade, só existirá aqui um verdadeiro problema se houver justificação para consid-

1 Platão, Fédon, 97b-99b; tradução de M. T. Schiappa de Azevedo, Coimbra, 1983, pp
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erarmos que as duas explicações da acção humana são incompatíveis. O princípio da exclusão for-
mulado por Jaegwon Kim fornece-nos precisamente uma tal justificação. Ele afirma que nenhum 
acontecimento pode ter mais do que uma explicação causal completa e independente.2  Pelo menos 
aparentemente, os casos sob discussão são casos em que disporíamos de duas explicações causais 
diferentes para o mesmo acontecimento. Essas explicações podem ainda não ser hoje explicações 
completas. Mas é concebível que o sejam no futuro, com o avanço dos nossos conhecimentos. E 
quando os proponentes da explicação intencional dizem que não precisamos de esperar pela neu-
rociência para conhecermos as causas das nossas acções, isso parece testemunhar a independên-
cia das duas explicações. Nestas circunstâncias, aquilo que teríamos é exactamente aquilo que o 
princípio da exclusão diz ser impossível.

Sob influência de Wittgenstein, houve um tempo em que se tornou muito conhecida e am-
plamente aceite uma solução para este problema, a qual consiste em negar o carácter causal das 
explicações psicológicas. A ideia é a de que existem diversas maneiras de explicar um fenómeno, 
sendo a determinação da sua causa apenas uma delas. Quando dizemos a razão que alguém teve 
para agir de um certo modo, não estamos a indicar a causa da acção, embora estejamos a contri-
buir para a tornar compreensível. Dito de modo sintético: as razões não são causas. E, assim sendo, 
o princípio da exclusão não seria realmente violado.

Wittgenstein explicou a diferença entre uma causa e uma razão do seguinte modo: “A 
proposição de que a tua acção tem tal ou tal causa é uma hipótese. A hipótese é bem fundada caso 
tenhamos tido um certo número de experiências que, grosso modo, concordam em mostrar que 
a tua acção é o que normalmente ocorre no seguimento de certas condições, às quais passamos 
então a chamar causas da acção. Para sabermos a razão que tiveste para fazer uma certa afirmação, 
para agir de uma certa maneira, etc., não é necessário um certo número de experiências concor-
dantes, e a afirmação da tua razão não é uma hipótese.”3  Ao desenvolver deste modo o contraste 
entre razões e causas, Wittgenstein está claramente a apoiar-se nas ideias de David Hume, para 
quem uma causa se definiria como “um objecto, seguido por um outro, e onde todos os objectos 
semelhantes ao primeiro são seguidos por objectos semelhantes ao segundo”4 . Uma afirmação 
causal singular só estaria justificada, nesta concepção, depois de termos confirmação suficiente 
para a regularidade geral que ela exemplifica. Até lá, a afirmação é apenas “uma hipótese”.

A análise humeana atribui à causalidade um carácter nomológico, segundo o qual a relação 
entre dois acontecimentos só é causal se for uma instância de uma lei. Embora também haja quem 
o discuta, este princípio é geralmente aceite. Muitos seguidores de Wittgenstein usam-no, em 
conjunto com um segundo princípio, o qual afirma a inexistência de leis psicológicas estritas, para 
argumentar que a relação entre razões e acções não é nunca uma relação causal. Eles apontam o 
facto de afirmarmos que Sócrates fez isto porque queria aquilo, sem que com isso impliquemos 
que sempre que alguém quer aquilo faz invariavelmente isto. Sabemos que, noutras circunstâncias, 
a mesma razão poderia conduzir a uma acção diferente.

Sugere-se por vezes que este fenómeno não se verificaria se fôssemos mais completos ao for-
mularmos as nossas explicações psicológicas, isto é, se na descrição do que Sócrates fez e da razão 
que ele tinha para tal incluirmos a especificação pormenorizada das circunstâncias, ou dos aspectos 
(objectivos e subjectivos) relevantes essenciais da situação, em que tal ocorreu. Procedendo deste 
modo, é provável que obtenhamos uma conexão entre razão e acção que é generalizável. Pois é 
um facto que já conhecemos diversas generalizações psicológicas deste tipo e, além disso, tudo 
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2 Kim, Supervenience and Mind, Cambridge, 1993, p. 239.
3 Wittgenstein, The Blue and Brown Books, Oxford, 1958, p. 15. Sobre isto, ver o capítulo IV, “Reasons and Causes”, 
pp. 69-82, de Jacques Bouveresse, Wittgenstein Reads Freud: The Myth of the Unconscious, trad. de C. Cosman, 
Princeton, 1995.
4 Hume, Investigação sobre o Entendimento Humano, VII, §60, trad. A. Morão, Lisboa, 1985, p. 76.
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indica que as podemos melhorar ainda muito. A resposta dos anti-causalistas para isto é a de que, 
por muito que aperfeiçoemos as nossas generalizações psicológicas, elas nunca serão leis estritas, 
quer dizer, nunca constituirão o tipo de lei que não admite excepções e que permite fazer pre-
visões exactas e fiáveis.

   Nos anos cinquenta e sessenta do século vinte, o anti-causalismo, isto é, a ideia de que as 
explicações psicológicas do comportamento não são explicações causais, era a visão dominante. 
No entanto, tal visão contrariava uma longa tradição causalista iniciada por Platão e Aristóteles 
e continuada por grandes pensadores como Descartes, Hume e Kant, além de estar em forte 
conflito com o senso comum. Não admira por isso que ela acabasse por ser disputada. Quem o fez 
de modo mais decisivo foi Donald Davidson, num célebre artigo intitulado “Actions, Reasons, 
and Causes”5, que constituiu a sua primeira publicação como filósofo, em 1963. A argumentação 
de Davidson foi de tal modo persuasiva que, no final da década, a posição tinha-se invertido e o 
causalismo era já outra vez amplamente aceite.

O que é mais peculiar na crítica de Davidson é o facto de ele concordar com as principais 
ideias dos wittgensteinianos. Ele aceita que uma relação só é causal se for suportada por uma lei 
estrita; e, espantosamente para alguém cujo trabalho anterior foi como psicólogo experimental 
na área da teoria da decisão (mas também com a autoridade que essa competência lhe confere), 
concede igualmente que as generalizações ou leis psicológicas nunca serão leis estritas. Simples-
mente, daqui não se segue o anti-causalismo. A ilusão de que se seguiria tem origem numa con-
fusão conceptual, detectável por exemplo na afirmação de Wittgenstein de que uma explicação 
causal de uma acção particular requer um certo número de experiências concordantes, as quais 
mostrem que “a tua acção é o que normalmente ocorre no seguimento de certas condições” 
(“your action is the regular sequel of certain conditions”). O que se deve aqui entender por “a tua 
acção”? Tomemos como exemplo a acção de Sócrates de tomar a cicuta. Não faz literalmente 
sentido afirmar que esta acção é o que normalmente se segue a isto ou àquilo. Pois não há aqui 
nenhuma segunda vez! Como não há segunda vez para nenhuma acção, se a tomarmos no sen-
tido de acção particular, realizada por aquela pessoa naquele lugar e naquele momento, naquela 
situação ou contexto específico. Regressando às duas questões centrais da filosofia da acção que 
mencionei no início, este é um ponto onde elas claramente se cruzam. Davidson apresentou 
(noutros trabalhos) razões muito convincentes em favor da visão das acções como particulares 
concretos, espácio-temporalmente localizados e por isso irrepetíveis. Não pode então ser “a tua 
acção” o que normalmente se segue a tais ou tais condições. O que Wittgenstein quereria dizer é 
antes “uma acção como a tua”. Aliás, a este respeito, pode verificar-se como Hume foi bem mais 
cuidadoso ao formular a sua definição de causa: “um objecto, seguido por um outro, e onde 
todos os objectos semelhantes ao primeiro são seguidos por objectos semelhantes ao segundo”. 
A regularidade requerida não é a de um objecto particular que se segue invariavelmente a um 
outro, mas de objectos semelhantes que se seguem a objectos semelhantes.

Ora, uma vez feita esta correcção, torna-se possível ver que o carácter nomológico da causali-
dade e a ausência de leis psicológicas estritas não são incompatíveis com a aceitação da chamada 
causalidade mental (mental causation). Pois quando se diz que seria preciso que, em geral, acções 
semelhantes se seguissem a razões semelhantes, a questão “Semelhantes a que respeito?” é deixada 
em aberto. O que permite que Davidson defenda o seguinte como resposta: semelhantes do ponto 
de vista da ciência física. A solução avançada por Davidson, para a qual foi posteriormente pro-
posta a designação de “monismo anómalo”, é por isso claramente materialista, pressupondo o que 
costuma chamar-se uma teoria identitativa da mente: o que ele mostra é que a causalidade mental 
é compatível com aqueles dois princípios desde que razões e acções sejam elas próprias acontecimen-

5 Reimpresso em Davidson, Essays on Actions and Events, Oxford, 1980, pp. 3-19.
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tos físicos particulares. Pois, nesse caso, a lei que a relação causal tem de instanciar poderá ser uma 
lei física, ou neurobiológica, por ora desconhecida. O princípio subjacente seria o seguinte: se x 
causou y, então existem propriedades físicas F e G tais que x tem F e y tem G e todos os acon-
tecimentos que têm F são seguidos por um acontecimento que tem G. Mas essas propriedades 
físicas F e G não têm de ser as propriedades em termos das quais descrevemos os acontecimentos 
x e y quando afirmamos que um causou o outro. Pois, nas explicações psicológicas da acção, 
descrevemos os acontecimentos causalmente relacionados como uma razão e como uma acção, 
quer dizer, descrevêmo-los em termos das suas propriedades mentais mais salientes.

É o monismo anómalo uma solução satisfatória? Muitos têm defendido que não, dizendo que 
ele só aparentemente restabelece o papel causal das razões, enquanto na verdade se trata de um 
materialismo que torna as propriedades mentais causalmente irrelevantes e ineficazes, de acordo 
com o qual a vida mental não é mais do que um epifenómeno. Jaegwon Kim, por exemplo, 
escreveu: “de acordo com o monismo anómalo, os acontecimentos são causas ou efeitos somente 
enquanto instanciam leis físicas e isto significa que as propriedades mentais de um acontecimento 
não fazem qualquer diferença causal”6. No mesmo sentido, também Ernest Sosa afirmou que, 
para Davidson, “os acontecimentos mentais entram em relações causais não enquanto mentais 
mas somente enquanto físicos”7.

Em resposta, Davidson defendeu-se destas acusações de epifenomenalismo argumentando 
que, uma vez que os acontecimentos são particulares concretos e que a causalidade é uma relação 
binária extensional entre acontecimentos8, “não faz sentido falar de um acontecimento ser uma 
causa “enquanto” o que quer que seja”9. Portanto, para Davidson, a crítica que lhe dirigem é 
simplesmente ininteligível, pelo menos à luz do seu modo de entender a causalidade. Se um 
acontecimento mental é também um certo acontecimento físico e esse acontecimento produz um 
certo efeito, não faz sentido perguntar se o efeito foi produzido pelo acontecimento enquanto 
mental ou enquanto físico. A causalidade expressa-se em frases como “x causou y”, e não em frases 
como “x enquanto F causou y”. Davidson insiste neste ponto: a extensionalidade da relação causal 
tem como consequência que “redescrever um acontecimento não pode alterar o que ele causa, ou 
alterar a eficácia causal do acontecimento”.10

Mas repare-se como nesta última citação Davidson fala da “eficácia causal do acontecimento”, 
quando, para os seus críticos, o que está em causa é antes a eficácia causal das propriedades men-
tais. E o que eles defendem é que não basta afirmar que os acontecimentos mentais causam 
acontecimentos físicos para garanti-la. Kim é bastante explícito a este respeito quando escreve: 
“O que os críticos têm defendido é perfeitamente consistente com o facto de a causalidade ser 
ela própria uma relação extensional binária entre acontecimentos concretos; o que eles dizem é 
que uma tal relação não basta: também precisamos de uma maneira de falar sobre o papel causal 
das propriedades, o papel que as propriedades dos acontecimentos desempenham na geração, ou 
fundamentação, dessas relações causais binárias entre acontecimentos concretos.” 11

Chegados a este ponto, a discussão corre um sério risco de se transformar num diálogo de sur-
dos. Pois, seguindo Quine, Davidson classificaria certamente as propriedades como “criaturas da 
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6 Kim, Supervenience and Mind, Cambridge, 1993, pp. 269-270. 
7 Sosa, “Mind-Body Interaction and Supervenient Causation”, Midwest Studies in Philosophy 9, 1984, p. 277.
8 O que significa que, de “x causou y” e “x = z”, podemos sempre inferir “z causou y”. Imagine-se que no lugar de 
“x” e de “z” estão, respectivamente, uma descrição mental e uma descrição física (ou neurobiológica) do mesmo 
acontecimento. A extensionalidade não reconhece o privilégio de nenhuma descrição sobre outra.
9 Davidson, “Thinking Causes”, in J. Heil e A. Mele (eds.), Mental Causation, Oxford, 1993, p. 6.
10 Davidson, “Thinking Causes”, pp. 6-7.
11 Kim, “Can Supervenience and ‘Non-Strict Laws’ Save Anomalous Monism?”, in J. Heil e A. Mele (eds.), Mental 
Causation, Oxford, 1993, p. 21.
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escuridão”, quer dizer, como supostas entidades que não devemos admitir na nossa ontologia. 
Quando falamos das propriedades que as coisas têm, isso é para Davidson apenas uma maneira 
fácil, mas a rigor incorrecta, de nos referirmos aos predicados da nossa linguagem que são ver-
dadeiros das coisas. Ora, os predicados e outras expressões linguísticas não são o tipo de coisas 
às quais se possam atribuir poderes causais12. Além disso, a eficácia causal de uma propriedade 
recebe habitualmente uma caracterização modal: consideram-se os mundos possíveis nos quais 
o mesmo acontecimento não tem essa propriedade, preservando no entanto todas as outras, e 
coloca-se a questão de saber se ele continua a causar aí o que causa no mundo actual. Mas é 
sabido que Davidson pertence àquele grupo de filósofos que opõem reservas a este modo de 
entender as modalidades. Nestas circunstâncias, a crítica de epifenomenalismo parece estar des-
tinada a ser recusada por Davidson como colocando um problema cuja própria inteligibilidade 
assenta em pressupostos que não devemos aceitar.

Obviamente, podemos sempre dizer que esses pressupostos são perfeitamente legítimos e que, 
por isso, se Davidson não é capaz de reconhecer o próprio problema colocado, tanto pior para 
ele. O que defendo é que uma via conciliatória é possível, quer dizer, considero que podemos 
encontrar uma maneira de formular o problema que possibilite o seu reconhecimento por ambos 
os lados da discussão. Procurarei mostrar como essa formulação se extrai das afirmações dos 
próprios críticos.

Vejamos o que Kim diz: “Para falarmos do papel das propriedades na causalidade, não precisa-
mos de introduzir a locução “qua” [...]; tudo o que é necessário é o reconhecimento de que faz 
sentido fazer perguntas com a forma “O que é que há nos acontecimentos c e e que faz com que 
seja o caso que c é uma causa de e?” [...]. Isto não é mais do que reconhecer que a relação causal 
obtém entre um par de acontecimentos porque eles são acontecimentos de certos tipos, ou porque 
têm certas propriedades. Como poderia alguém recusar-se a reconhecer isto – a menos que acre-
ditasse que as relações causais são factos brutos a respeito dos acontecimentos, nada tendo a ver 
com os tipos de acontecimentos que eles são?”13 Independentemente de saber se deveria ou não 
concordar, acho que esta formulação já não assenta em quaisquer pressupostos que Davidson não 
pudesse aceitar. E o mesmo se aplica às seguintes declarações de Brian McLaughlin: “[...] que dois 
acontecimentos contem como causalmente relacionados, isso parece ser um candidato implausível 
à categoria de facto bruto que não admite qualquer explicação. Em todo o caso, Davidson não nos 
deu nenhuma razão para pensarmos de outro modo. Pois dizer que os acontecimentos contam 
como causalmente relacionados devido a alguma coisa a respeito de cada um deles é compatível 
com a noção de que as relações causais são extensionais.”14

Afinal, parece que o problema da chamada “eficácia causal das propriedades mentais” se resume 
ao seguinte. Quando uma certa razão r causa uma acção a, esta relação causal, afirmam os críticos 
do monismo anómalo, não é um facto bruto. Existe uma explicação para ele. E o que se pergunta 
é se, nessa explicação, os predicados mentais verdadeiros de r ocorrem ou não ocorrem de modo 
essencial (ou não eliminável). Considera-se que o monismo anómalo conduz ao epifenomenalismo 
na exacta medida em que não consegue responder afirmativamente a esta pergunta, sugerindo antes 
fortemente que a única explicação existente para aquele nexo causal é uma explicação física.

12 Vão exactamente nesse sentido as seguintes afirmações de Davidson em “Thinking Causes”, p. 12: “It is events 
that have the power to change things, not our various ways of describing them. Since the fact that an event is a mental 
event, i.e. that it can be described in a psychological vocabulary, can make no difference to the causes and effects of 
that event, it makes no sense to suppose that describing it in the psychological vocabulary might deprive the event 
of its potency.”
13 Kim, “Can Supervenience and ‘Non-Strict Laws’ Save Anomalous Monism?”, pp. 21-22.
14 McLaughlin, “On Davidson’s Response to the Charge of Epiphenomenalism”, in J. Heil e A. Mele (eds.), Mental 
Causation, Oxford, 1993, pp. 32-33.
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Pelo menos tal como a reconstruímos, a crítica de epifenomenalismo envolve dois passos dis-
tintos: primeiro, o reconhecimento de que um certo tipo de pergunta faz sentido; e, depois, a 
afirmação de que o monismo anómalo só considera possível responder satisfatoriamente a essa 
pergunta com os instrumentos das ciências físicas. Concentremo-nos no primeiro passo. Têm 
Kim e McLaughlin razão quando afirmam que faz sempre sentido perguntar, a respeito de dois 
acontecimentos causalmente relacionados, o que é que eles têm de especial que faz com que um 
cause o outro (e que, portanto, isso também faz sentido quando os dois acontecimentos são, 
respectivamente, uma razão e uma acção)? A inclinação mais imediata é para responder que sim. 
Mas suspeito que há duas interpretações diferentes para esta pergunta e que desfazer tal ambigu-
idade pode ser crucial para ver mais claro nesta questão do papel causal do mental.

Quando indicamos a razão pela qual alguém fez algo, estamos já a dar uma explicação – e uma 
explicação que se pretende que seja causal – para a acção. Por isso, uma maneira de interpretar a 
pergunta colocada por Kim e McLaughlin é como um pedido de completamento: eles querem 
dizer que aquela explicação não basta ou que ela não pode ser a última palavra sobre o assunto. 
E, de facto, todos conhecemos explicações intencionais de comportamentos que consideramos 
serem muito incompletas ou insatisfatórias.

Uma explicação de um acontecimento é incompleta quando indica como sua causa algo que, 
obviamente, não constitui condição suficiente para a ocorrência de um acontecimento daquele 
tipo. É importante observar aqui que uma afirmação causal, ao dizer que um acontecimento x 
causou um outro acontecimento y, envolve normalmente alguma maneira de descrever os acon-
tecimentos x e y, caracterizando-os através de certos predicados (ou em termos de certas proprie-
dades salientes), como “o acontecimento que é F”, ou “... que é G”, etc. Estamos então perante 
uma explicação incompleta quando nos indicam, como causa de um acontecimento-que-é-G, um 
outro acontecimento anterior que-é-F, sendo evidente que não é verdade que, em geral, os Fs 
causem Gs. Nestes casos, a explicação não nos satisfaz e leva-nos a perguntar: Se em geral os Fs 
não causam Gs, porque é que este F em particular o fez? Tem de haver mais alguma coisa que ele 
tem (para além de ser F) que fez com que causasse um G (ou, pelo menos, este G).

Numa interpretação, é esta a pergunta que Kim e McLaughlin afirmam que faz sentido. E, 
quanto a isso, só posso concordar, acrescentando porém que se trata de uma pergunta cuja per-
tinência admite graus diferentes: ela é tanto mais pertinente quanto mais longe a causa indicada 
estiver de ser uma condição suficiente. O máximo da pertinência é atingido quando é uma pura 
coincidência que tenha sido um F a causar um G. Um exemplo disso é este apresentado por Da-
vidson: “o acontecimento noticiado na página 5 do Times de terça-feira causou o acontecimento 
noticiado na página 13 do Tribune de quarta-feira”15. Davidson imagina que as notícias dão con-
ta, respectivamente, de um ciclone e de uma catástrofe, e defende, de modo algo provocatório, 
que também seria insuficiente ou insatisfatório como explicação afirmar que o ciclone causou a 
catástrofe. Pois também aqui se pode perguntar: uma vez que os ciclones nem sempre causam 
catástrofes (ou catástrofes daquele tipo), porque é que este causou?

Mas as duas afirmações são, enquanto explicações, muito diferentes. É verdade que nem sempre 
os ciclones causam catástrofes, mas fazem-no muito frequentemente e é compreensível e natural 
que o façam. É por isso, aliás, que os ciclones são temíveis – de um modo que os acontecimentos 
noticiados na página 5 do Times não são!

O que certamente não é verdade é que em geral os acontecimentos noticiados nesta página do 
Times causem acontecimentos noticiados naquela página do Tribune. O ter sido noticiado em tal 
página de tal jornal é, neste caso do ciclone, completamente irrelevante para o nexo causal, pois 
não foi em virtude de ter sido aí noticiado que o ciclone causou o que causou. Passa-se algo de 
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15 Davidson, Essays on Actions and Events, p. 17.
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semelhante se nos disserem que o número favorito de Carolina é divisível por sete. Acontece que, 
de todos os números que conhece, Carolina tem uma preferência incompreensível pelo 56 e, por 
isso, o que nos disseram é verdade. Mas ser o número favorito de Carolina é uma propriedade que 
o número 56 tem que em nada contribui para a sua divisibilidade por 7.

Com estes exemplos, tocamos no cerne da questão do epifenomenalismo. Pois uma teoria da 
acção remeteria o mental para uma condição de epifenómeno na exacta medida em que consider-
asse que o facto de uma razão ter o conteúdo que tem (o facto de ser, por exemplo, um desejo de 
vingança) é tão relevante para a causação do comportamento como o facto de o ciclone ter sido 
noticiado naquela página foi relevante para a produção da catástrofe. Uma teoria epifenomenalista 
seria aquela que afirmasse que somente a constituição física da razão, a sua constituição enquanto 
acontecimento cerebral, é responsável pela produção do comportamento.

É no contexto desta questão que se torna altamente relevante a diferença que apontámos acima 
entre descrever a causa da catástrofe como um acontecimento noticiado na página 5 do Times ou 
como um ciclone. Todos concordamos que o ter sido ali noticiado foi irrelevante para a causação 
da catástrofe. Mas que diremos a respeito da circunstância de o acontecimento em causa ter sido 
um ciclone? Também foi ela causalmente irrelevante? Certamente que não (ou, pelo menos, não 
na mesma medida). Ora, é a este segundo caso, e não à propriedade de ter sido noticiado, que o 
conteúdo mental de uma razão mais se assemelha quanto ao seu papel causal.

Embora o ter-se tratado de um ciclone não tenha sido irrelevante para a causação da catástrofe, 
ele também não constitui uma condição suficiente. Pois nem todos os ciclones causam catástrofes 
e deve, por isso, haver alguma explicação adicional para aqueles que o fazem. Mas esta insu-
ficiência, em vez de ser usada como convite para desvalorizar a diferença entre falar de ciclones e 
falar de acontecimentos noticiados no Times, deve antes servir para chamar a nossa atenção para 
que as afirmações causais não são todas igualmente explicativas, havendo pelo contrário graus 
muito diferentes de explicação. Davidson reconhece este facto quando escreve: “A explicação mais 
primitiva de um acontecimento indica a sua causa; explicações mais elaboradas podem contar mais 
elementos da história, ou defender a afirmação causal singular apresentando uma lei relevante ou 
dando razões para acreditarmos que uma tal lei existe.”16 No domínio das explicações intencionais 
da acção, estes diferentes graus de explicação são conhecidos. Uma explicação primitiva de uma 
acção origina frequentemente um pedido de completamento, o qual é respondido através de uma 
explicação mais elaborada. E, quando o pedido é realmente importante, a resposta é dada através 
de uma explicação o mais elaborada possível. A resposta ideal será aquela que apresenta uma lei 
geral bem estabelecida a suportar o nexo causal inicialmente afirmado.

Mas as leis psicológicas não são nunca leis estritas, quer dizer, não são o tipo de lei causal 
que não admite excepções e que permite fazer previsões com grande exactidão. Elas incluem 
sempre cláusulas cæteris paribus, quer dizer, cláusulas que condicionam a validade do nexo geral 
afirmado – e.g. que os Fs causam Gs – à verificação de certas circunstâncias consideradas normais, 
ou semelhantes às verificadas em certos casos paradigmáticos, mas sem que se consiga precisar 
explicitamente quando é que as circunstâncias são normais ou o que é que as torna semelhantes 
às que ali se verificaram. Estas cláusulas funcionam também como possíveis escapatórias para 
eventuais contra-exemplos: um caso de um F que não causou nenhum G pode ser um caso que 
mostra que uma putativa lei é afinal falsa, mas também pode ser simplesmente um caso em que 
as circunstâncias não foram as “normais”. Ora, há uma via que por vezes tem sido seguida e que 
conduz demasiado rapidamente da observação de que as leis psicológicas nunca são leis estritas à 
conclusão da irrelevância ou ineficácia causal do mental.

Efectivamente, como afirmam Kim e McLaughlin, a relação causal entre uma razão r, de tipo 
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mental M, e uma acção a, de tipo comportamental C, não é um facto bruto, inexplicável. Nos 
melhores casos, ela é explicável, psicologicamente, colocando-a sob uma lei que diz que, cæteris 
paribus, os Ms causam Cs. Em circunstâncias semelhantes, sempre que ocorre um M, segue-se-lhe 
um comportamente de tipo C. Ora, poder afirmar isto é muito diferente de dizer que o facto 
de r ser M foi irrelevante para a causação de a. Pois M é uma propriedade que, naquele tipo de 
circunstâncias, é responsável pela produção de efeitos de tipo C.

Em suma, no domínio da acção, a pergunta fundamental é: Porque é que o agente s empreen-
deu a acção a, que é de tipo comportamental C? Ou, mais simplesmente: Porque é que s C-izou? 
Esta pergunta pede uma resposta intencional, ou em termos de razões. E a melhor resposta 
intencional possível atribui a s uma razão r de tipo mental M e invoca uma lei segundo a qual os 
Ms causam Cs, cæteris paribus. É esta resposta de algum insatisfatória? Sim, na medida em que 
inclui uma condição cæteris paribus. Mas se o que queremos é uma explicação intencional, isso é 
o melhor que se pode ter. Temos de aprender a viver com isto.

Mas se, ainda assim, insistirmos em procurar uma explicação absolutamente isenta de excep-
ções, Davidson e muitos outros dizem-nos que temos de mudar de vocabulário, de conceitos e 
de disciplina científica: leis estritas (deterministas ou não) só na física (ou nas chamadas “ciências 
básicas”)! Porém, é fundamental que reconheçamos que, se o fizermos, não estaremos a mudar 
apenas isso, mudaremos também de pergunta. Pois com uma tal lei física, causal e estrita, não 
conseguiremos nunca responder à pergunta original “Porque é que s C-izou?”. A pergunta que 
pode agora ser respondida diz respeito ao mecanismo através do qual ter uma razão de tipo M faz 
com que se aja de modo C: Como é que aquele tipo de razão causa este tipo de comportamento? Jerry 
Fodor tem razão quando escreve:

“[...] uma diferença interessante entre leis básicas e não-básicas é a de que, no caso das últimas 
mas não no das primeiras, tem sempre de haver um mecanismo em virtude do qual a satisfação do 
seu antecedente conduz à satisfação do seu consequente. Se “Os Fs causam Gs” for uma lei básica, 
então não existe resposta para a pergunta sobre como é que os Fs causam Gs. Eles fazem-no e 
ponto final; quer dizer, o facto de que o façam pertence àquela classe de factos que-não-admitem-
explicações-adicionais a respeito do modo como o mundo está constituído. Enquanto, se “Os Fs 
causam Gs” for uma lei não-básica, então existe sempre uma história acerca daquilo que acontece 
quando – e daquilo em virtude do qual – os Fs causam Gs.”17

É vital que não se confundam as duas perguntas: a pergunta original “Porque é que s C-izou?” 
e a pergunta pelo mecanismo subjacente “Como é que tais razões fazem com que se C-ize?”. Foi 
precisamente o perigo desta confusão que detectei na questão que Kim e McLaughlin dirigem a 
Davidson como uma questão cujo sentido este deveria reconhecer. A questão faz sentido, mas é 
ambígua. Na primeira interpretação, o que se quer é explicar psicologicamente o comportamento 
intencional do agente. Esta explicação pode ser muito incompleta ou insatisfatória e, então, o 
que se pede é que ela seja completada por uma explicação mais elaborada. A melhor explicação 
possível é aquela que atribui ao agente uma razão de um certo tipo e invoca uma lei geral segundo 
a qual razões desse tipo causam comportamentos daquele tipo. Mas esta lei, porque não é uma 
lei estrita, deixa muitos espíritos ainda insatisfeitos. Por outro lado, porque se trata de uma lei 
psicológica, e não de uma lei básica, ela está sempre, como afirma Fodor, aberta à pergunta 
que corresponde à segunda interpretação possível da questão de Kim e McLaughlin. Para esta 
pergunta, o explanandum já não é o comportamento intencional do agente, mas sim a própria 
relação causal entre razão e acção, o próprio causar desta por aquela. Como é que ele acontece? 
Por que mecanismo? O erro estaria em, não distinguindo claramente as perguntas, entender a se-
gunda como um simples prolongamento da primeira, que se justificaria pelo carácter insatisfatório 
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(em termos de leis cæteris paribus) da melhor resposta que para ela temos disponível. Como se a 
descrição do mecanismo pudesse vir completar a explicação em termos de leis psicológicas cæteris 
paribus do mesmo modo que esta completa a simples indicação inicial da causa.

O que é que, então, se exige das propriedades mentais para poder considerar que elas são causal-
mente eficazes? Também aqui a distinção entre aquelas duas perguntas revela a sua importância. 
Pois, por vezes, aqueles que se preocupam com o epifenomenalismo parecem exigir demasiado. 
Eles parecem considerar que as propriedades mentais só seriam eficazes se a resposta à segunda 
pergunta fosse formulável em termos delas. Ora, exigir que o mecanismo causal subjacente pudesse 
ser descrito psicologicamente equivaleria a pretender que os ossos, os músculos e os próprios 
neurónios fossem vistos como agentes, dotados de crenças, intenções, etc. Ou seja, equivaleria a 
admitir aquilo que Sócrates parodiava quando dizia “há muito que estes mesmos ossos e músculos 
estariam lá para as bandas de Mégara ou da Beócia, levados por uma certa noção do “melhor””.

Parece só restar, então, uma saída: é o modo como está a ser concebido o critério de eficácia causal 
que não está bem. O facto de as propriedades mentais ou intencionais serem invocadas na melhor 
resposta à primeira pergunta – a qual é uma resposta em termos de leis causais, ainda que cæteris 
paribus – é suficiente para mostrar que elas são causalmente responsáveis pelo comportamento.18

     

18 Este trabalho foi apoiado pela Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia através de uma bolsa de pós-doutoramento 
(SFRH/BPD/5703/2001) e inscreve-se no âmbito do projecto «A Semântica Extensional Avaliada» (POCTI/
FIL/46690/2002), actualmente em curso no Instituto de Filosofia da Linguagem.
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UMA ABORDAGEM ANTI-REALISTA
CONTRA A REFORMULAÇÃO

DO PROBLEMA MENTE-CORPO
SEGUNDO UMA PERSPECTIVA          
REDUCIONISTA-INTERTEÓRICA 

João Fonseca
Universidade Nova de Lisboa

Abstract
Recently some authors like John Bickle, Marko Barendregt and Hans van Rappard have ques-
tioned the legitimacy of the link between psychoneural reduction and the mind-body problem. 
This paper makes the case for this negative perspective by moving a direct argument against 
what Bickle has dubbed as the Intertheoretic Reduction Reformulation of the Mind Body Prob-
lem. Central to this argument is the recognition that the supposed reductionist mind-body 
problem link is supported on a realist assumption concerning the nature of the theories to 
be reduced and the reducing relation itself. Taking a scientific stance regarding psychoneural 
reduction it is shown that the realist assumption is not vindicated and, therefore,  the intertheo-
retic reduction reformulation of the mind body problem itself is called into question.

Keywords
Mind-body problem, psychoneural reduction, realism/anti-realism

Introdução
Recentemente, alguns autores (eg. Bickle, 2003, Barendregt & Rappard, 2004) têm ques-

tionado um pressuposto que quase assume o estatuto de dogma fundador na filosofia  da mente 
contemporânea: a ideia de que o clássico problema mente-corpo pode ser reformulado como a 
questão a respeito da possibilidade (ou não) da redução da psicologia à neurociência. O presente 
artigo pretende defender a independência da questão reducionista face ao problema mente-corpo 
mediante a mobilização directa de um argumento; algo que parece falhar nas abordagens citadas 
(tanto Bickle como Barendregt e Rappard se limitam a sugerir essa separação). Esse argumento 
passa fundamentalmente pela identificação de um pressuposto realista que marca de forma in-
delével (mesmo que implicitamente) a discussão clássica acerca do reducionismo psico-neuronal 
e que justifica a sua relação íntima com o problema mente-corpo. O presente artigo pretende 
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colocar em questão a sustentabilidade desse  pressuposto questionando, dessa forma, a própria 
base justificativa da relação entre reducionismo e o problema mente-corpo. 

1-Realismo e reformulação redução-interteórica do problema mente-corpo
O clássico problema mente-corpo consiste fundamentalmente numa questão metafísica acerca 

dos constituintes últimos da realidade. Eis algumas questões típicas que definem esse problema: 
Quantos tipos de substâncias existem? Duas? Como propõe o dualismo? Ou uma apenas? Como 
é defendido pelo monismo? Mais especificamente a questão reside em saber se a mente possui 
um domínio próprio, uma substância própria, ou se, pelo contrário, se se reduz à substância física 
espacio-temporal. Um modo adequado de parafrasear esta questão será interrogando-nos se os 
estados mentais se reduzem a estados físicos/cerebrais. Mas esta reformulação é ainda passível de 
um maior refinamento. Como Patrícia Churchland faz notar enfaticamente em Neurophilosophy 
«quando colocamos a questão de saber se os estados mentais são redutíveis a estados cerebrais, 
esta questão deve ser primeiro colocada em termos de se alguma teoria acerca da natureza dos 
estados mentais é redutível a uma teoria que descreva como conjuntos de neurónios funcionam» 
(1986, 279). Ou seja, a questão ontológica/metafísica mente-corpo deve ser reformulada como 
uma relação de redução entre uma teoria psicológica (i.e., uma teoria acerca dos estados mentais) 
e uma teoria neurobiológica (i.e., uma teoria acerca do estados cerebrais). John Bickle classifica 
esta abordagem como: “reformulação redução-interteórica do problema mente-corpo”. É neste 
cenário reducionista que boa parte das discussões filosóficas acerca das relações entre o mental e 
o físico têm tido lugar (pelo menos a partir da década de 60 do século XX).

Gostaria agora de introduzir uma consideração que julgo de crucial importância mas que ra-
ramente (ou mesmo nunca) é debatida ou explicitada. Assumindo então a reformulação redução-
interteórica do problema mente-corpo, esta parece repousar sobre uma base realista enunciada em 
dois pressupostos: 1) Existem duas teorias verdadeiras: uma acerca da mente (uma teoria psicológica 
verdadeira) e outra acerca do cérebro (uma teoria neurológica verdadeira), e 2) Existe uma relação 
de redução (positiva ou negativa) entre essas duas teorias. A justificação para este requisito realista 
é bastante óbvia: para que o problema mente-corpo possa ser reformulado como uma relação de 
redução entre duas teorias então, essas teorias têm de espelhar fielmente a realidade que suposta-
mente descrevem. Por outras palavras, a teoria psicológica a figurar na redução tem de representar 
a ‘essência’ da realidade mental, mutatis mutandis para a teoria neurológica. Por outro lado, tem 
de existir em absoluto uma relação de redução que obtenha ou não entre essas duas teorias de forma 
a fornecer uma resposta cabal e decisiva quanto à questão metafísica fundamental da existência de 
uma ou duas substâncias (uma substância se a relação for positiva, duas se não o for).

Tendo em consideração este requisito realista, não surpreende que muitos autores assumam 
explicitamente que as teorias em questão na relação de redução psico-neuronal ainda não nos es-
tejam disponíveis. Assim, Bickle afirma que «é incontroverso que a candidata Tb [a teoria ‘básica’ 
que reduz] é uma teoria futura das ciências do cérebro e da cognição» (Bickle, 1998, 41) e 
Patricia Churchland acrescenta, a propósito da teoria a ser reduzida que ela consiste 

[Num] corpo integrado de generalizações que descrevem os estados e processos de nível 
superior (high level) e suas interconexões causais que sustêm o comportamento. Generica-
mente falando, este é o domínio da psicologia científica (…) mas existe ainda muito que 
simplesmente não compreendemos ao nível psicológico (…) é evidente que a candidata à 
redução a uma teoria neurobiológica é um teoria futura» (1986, 295).

 Será importante salientar que, e como de resto transparece claramente das passagens citadas 
supra, tanto as teorias como o modo de relação redutivo estabelecido entre elas são acessíveis às nos-
sas capacidades cognitivas não obstante representarem uma realidade independente dessas mesmas 
capacidades. Trata-se pois, de um tipo de realismo científico e não de um realismo metafísico.
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2- Modelos de redução
Se a redução interteórica consiste na ‘cruz’ deste problema devemos questionar por um mod-

elo proposto pela filosofia da ciência que nos forneça as directrizes de como tal procedimento 
é levado a cabo. O modelo prevalecente na segunda metade do século XX foi o proposto por 
Ernest Nagel em 1961 na senda da influência exercida pelo positivismo lógico. De um modo 
muito resumido, e necessariamente lacunar, podemos descrever o essencial do Modus Operandi 
desse modelo da seguinte forma: tomem-se duas teorias que estabelecem entre si uma relação de 
redução. TR , a teoria original, reduz-se a TB (a nova ou mais básica teoria) se, e somente se, TR 
se deduz de TB. No entanto, o mais frequente é que esse processo de dedução seja dificultado 
pelo facto de TR e TB não terem vocabulário não lógico em comum (ou, pelo menos, uma parte 
significativa desse vocabulário). O procedimento adoptado para se contornar essa dificuldade 
consiste na elaboração de ‘princípios de conexão’ entre os vocabulários das duas teorias. Esses 
‘princípios de conexão’ (ou ‘leis-ponte’) relacionam, por coextensividade ou sinonímia, termos 
de TR  não presentes em TB, por exemplo, sob a forma de identidades como “Água = H2O” 
(ou, mais formalmente, ∀χ(Águaχ ↔ H2Oχ)). Assim, suponha-se que TR é uma teoria química 
em que o termo “água” ocorre e TB é uma teoria da física atómica; acrescentando a identidade  
“Água = H2O” à teoria física podemos deduzir, sem dificuldade, a teoria química a partir desta. 
Assim, e reformulando o princípio original, TR reduz-se a TB se, e somente se TR se deduz de 
TB & “Princípios de conexão”. Foi (e em boa medida ainda é) este modelo que serviu/serve de 
esteio à reformulação interteórica do problema mente-corpo. Tal adopção faz-se negando ou 
afirmando a possibilidade de se estabelecerem princípios de conexão entre predicados psicológicos 
e predicados físicos de uma teoria neurológica. Como exemplo de uma perspectiva positiva acerca 
da possibilidade de estabelecer tal redução temos os materialistas australianos como Armstrong ou 
Smart (que propõem a construção de princípios de conexão como: “Dôr = Activação das fibras 
C”). Negando estas veleidades reducionistas com base no modelo de Nagel podemos referenciar o 
monismo anómalo proposto por Davidson (que nega a possibilidade de se estabelecerem princípios 
de conexão entre predicados físicos e predicados mentais). Assumindo o requisito realista atrás 
enunciado são então extrapoladas as conclusões ontológicas concernantes à questão mente-corpo 
a partir das considerações acerca da redução psico-neural.

Apesar da elegância formal deste modelo reducionista, surgem importantes dificuldades. A 
principal dessas dificuldades reside naquilo a que poderíamos designar como o ‘problema Modus 
Tollens’. Muito simplesmente o problema é o seguinte: muitas vezes, na história das ciências, a 
teoria a ser reduzida é falsa à luz dos novos conhecimentos e, em particular, à luz da própria 
teoria redutora (por exemplo: muitas das leis da teoria termodinâmica dos gases são falsas sob a 
perspectiva da reformulação da teoria cinética). Assim, se TR se deduz de TB (mais “princípios de 
conexão”) e TR for falsa, por Modus Tollens TB terá também de ser considerada falsa, contradi-
zendo, deste modo, a suposição da sua verdade (pelo menos à altura em que se motiva a redução). 
A este respeito convém abrir um breve parêntesis para esclarecer que existem dois tipos de redução 
científica a que um modelo tem de fazer justiça: as micro-reduções, como é o caso da redução 
da psicologia à neurociência ou da química à física e as reduções históricas, em que uma nova 
teoria vem substituir outra ao mesmo nível explicativo (por exemplo, a teoria da relatividade face 
à mecânica clássica de Newton ou a teoria cinética face à teoria termodinâmica). Como é óbvio, o 
problema Modus Tollens concerne somente a este último tipo de reduções.

Em função desta e de outras dificuldades com que se confrontava o modelo de Nagel alguns 
autores como Clifford Hooker ou Paul Churchland começaram, nos anos oitnta, a desenvolver 
um novo modelo de redução interteórica recentemente baptizado como “reducionismo New-
Wave”. A mais importante e notável inovação deste modelo de redução relativamente à concepção 
clássica, consiste em propor que não é TR que é deduzida de TB, mas antes uma teoria análoga 
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a TR (T*R) construída no interior (i.e., com o vocabulário) de TB. Clifford Hooker resume o 
fundamental desta operação do seguinte modo:

Construa-se no interior de TB uma análoga, T*R, de TR sob certas condições CR tal que TB e 
CR implicam T*R e sustente-se que a relação análoga, RA, entre TR e T*R justifica (algum tipo 
de)  relação de redução, R, entre TR e TB. Assim, (TB & CR → T*R) & (T*R RA TR) justifica 
(TB R TR). (Hooker, 1981, 49)

Como Hooker deixa bem explícito, para se derivar T*R a partir do vocabulário e aparato 
conceptual de TB temos de assumir uma série de condições e restrições CR em TB. A título de 
exemplo considere-se o caso da redução da mecânica clássica (MC) à teoria da relatividade (TR). 
Seguindo o modelo apresentado, devemos construir uma teoria análoga a MC no vocabulário da 
TR (a teoria MC*). Mas, para se derivar MC* da TR é necessário acrescentar certos ajustes a esta 
última, uma vez que muitos dos princípios da MC não encontram eco na TR. Tome-se o caso do 
termo “massa” em ambas as teorias. Simplificando, na MC a massa é concebida como uma pro-
priedade intrínseca aos corpos, enquanto que na TR ela é uma relação num quadro de referência 
dependente de factores como a velocidade. As condições que temos de impor à TR de modo 
a dela podermos deduzir MC* implicam, por exemplo, que se assuma a variável “velocidade” 
como negligenciável. Este procedimento é comum em muitos casos de redução no modelo agora 
apresentado; muitas vezes temos de assumir condições contrafactuais como “ausência de atrito”, 
“ausência de atracção inter-molecular”, etc.. Deste modo, TR & ‘assunções limite ou contrafac-
tuais’ implicam um conjunto de teoremas MC* que é significativamente isomórfico à MC, i.e., 
MC* assume uma relação análoga (RA) com a MC. Note-se que esta relação não tem nada a ver 
com os ‘princípios de conexão’ exigidos pelo modelo clássico. RA é uma função que define um 
conjunto de pares ordenados em que o primeiro elemento de cada par corresponde a um termo 
de T*R (neste caso MC*) e o segundo ao termo de TR (neste caso MC) que é substituído ou 
‘mimado’ nas suas funções teóricas pelo primeiro. Nenhum tipo de relação semântica de sinon-
ímia ou de coextensividade é exigido neste caso; os pares ordenados são meramente indicativos 
de que expressões/termos da teoria análoga reproduzem o papel teórico das expressões/termos 
da teoria a ser reduzida. Este ponto é importante por duas razões: em primeiro lugar porque 
se enfatiza que a teoria deduzida T*R não é TR mas apenas uma imagem análoga que mima 
teoricamente esta, ou seja, que tem o mesmo alcance explicativo (eg., em MC* “massa”, apesar 
de assumir como negligenciavel a variável “velocidade”, continua a ser uma relação e não uma 
propriedade, uma vez que o vocabulário utilizado é o da teoria da relatividade). Por outro lado, 
e consequentemente, a eventual falsidade de TR é irrelevante neste caso, dado que não é ela 
que é deduzida de TB mas sim a sua imagem análoga construída nessa teoria. Assim se contorna 
definitivamente o ‘problema Modus Tollens’.

Mas o reducionismo New-Wave apresenta ainda uma outra vantagem face ao modelo clás-
sico. Assumindo a versão reducionista de Nagel, apenas poderíamos dar conta de reduções 
‘suaves’ e ‘directas’ em que TR é pacificamente absorvida pelo aparato conceptual de TB. No 
entanto, como se testemunhou com o caso da redução da MC pela TR, as coisas nem sempre 
são assim. O modelo New-Wave permite acomodar a existência de um ‘contínuo redutivo’ 
que apresenta num extremo a redução perfeita e suave e, no outro extremo, o caso radical 
de uma redução entre teorias que não apresentam qualquer tipo de afinidades ontológicas ou 
conceptuais. Dada a natureza da relação análoga RA, o reducionismo New-Wave está apto a 
lidar com todos os casos de redução interteórica, independentemente da localização que estas 
adoptem no espectro.

Note-se que este modelo, se bem que diferente em diversos aspectos da formulação clássica 
não deixa de corresponder positivamente ao requisito realista para a reformulação interteórica do 
problema mente-corpo: continuam a ser duas teorias e continua a existir uma relação de redução 
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entre elas.

3- A reformulação estruturalista do reducionismo New-Wave
No entanto, também o modelo New-wave apresenta alguns problemas internos. Já em 1981 

Clfford Hooker estava ciente de que o seu modelo deixava inexplicado o modo como, dada uma 
certa redução arbitrária esta se localizaria no contínuo redutivo proporcionado por esse mesmo 
modelo. Patricia Churchland, que acolhe o modelo de Hooker, está também ciente desta ‘falha’, 
mas acolhe-a como uma consequência necessária e, em certa medida, inócua: 

Determinar quando é que [a relação de redução] é suficientemente próxima para reivin-
dicar identidades entre propriedades e entidades da velha [teoria] e as da nova, não é uma 
matéria para critérios formais...Não julgo que interesse muito que se estabeleçam critérios 
para determinar quando é que a teoria reduzida e a teoria redutível se assemelham o suficiente 
para estabelecer identidade de propriedades. (P.S. Churchland, 1986, 283-284)

Esta filósofa considera mesmo que a ‘classificação’ de uma dada relação de redução não é 
matéria a ser decidida por um modelo formal/filosófico mas antes pela própria prática científica. 
Já John Bickle (1998), pelo contrário, considera crucial que se contorne esta imperfeição, e 
é essa a motivação que o leva a reconstruir o modelo reducionista New-Wave num quadro 
conceptual estruturalista.

A concepção estruturalista da ciência surgiu, a partir dos anos setenta, por reacção crítica ao 
modelo empirista-lógico, estando associada a nomes como Suppes, Stegmüler ou Sneed. Bickle 
assinala duas assunções fundamentais que marcam a distância da concepção estruturalista da ciên-
cia por relação à perspectiva tradicional:

- As teorias científicas são concebidas não como entidades linguísticas (i.e., como conjun-
tos de frases), mas antes em termos dos seus modelos.

- O instrumento apropriado para a explicação formal da estrutura das teorias científicas 
não é a lógica de primeira ordem e a metamatemática, mas antes a matemática. (Bickle, 
1998, 59, ênfases no original)

Na perspectiva estruturalista, uma dada teoria T será identificada prioritariamente com o con-
junto dos seus modelos previamente especificados como uma determinada estrutura; todos os siste-
mas (quer empíricos quer matemáticos) que satisfaçam essa estrutura são modelos de T. Convém, 
a título de esclarecimento, salientar que o conjunto que define uma dada teoria consiste, não pro-
priamente no conjunto dos modelos dessa teoria mas no conjunto de modelos potenciais da mesma. 
Os ‘verdadeiros’ modelos da teoria, ditos ‘modelos actuais’ (simplificadamente: M(T)) constituem 
um subconjunto próprio do conjunto dos modelos potenciais (MP(T)). Sucintamente, a diferença 
entre modelos potenciais e actuais de uma teoria reside no facto de os primeiros se limitarem a 
especificar formalmente uma estrutura, enquanto que os segundos acrescentam uma cláusula que 
relaciona os elementos dessa estrutura sob a forma de uma lei (num dado caso, por exemplo, a 
segunda lei de Newton). Um outro subconjunto dos modelos potenciais de uma teoria é o das suas 
aplicações empíricas intencionadas (I(T)). Por outro lado, algumas dessas aplicações empíricas terão 
já sido confirmadas a qualquer altura (Ic(T)), sendo que esse conjunto resulta da intersecção entre o 
conjunto dos modelos actuais com o conjunto das aplicações empíricas intencionadas.

Como reformular o reducionismo New-Wave neste aparato estruturalista? Temos, então, dois con-
juntos: TB e TR, e também T*R com um subconjunto de TB. Construímos uma relação de redução ρ 
entre TB e TR definida com um conjunto de pares ordenados em que o primeiro membro de cada par 
pertence á intersecção entre T*R, M(TB ) e I(TB) e o segundo a Ic(TR) (ou seja, à intersecção entre 
M(TR) e I(TR)). Assim, Dom(ρ) = T*R ∩ M(TB ) ∩ I(TB)  e Rng(ρ) = M(TR) ∩ I(TR).
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Mas surge aqui um problema; se nos recordarmos que T*R é construída em TB assumindo 
certas condições e restrições (algumas delas contrafactuais) então, pelo menos nos casos em que 
se impõem restrições mais drásticas, o conjunto T*R não se intersecta com os subconjuntos dos 
modelos actuais, das aplicações empíricas intencionadas e das aplicações empíricas confirmadas de 
TB. Bickle sugere a mobilização do expediente formal de ‘ajuste’ (blur no original) de modo a su-
perar esta dificuldade. Os ‘ajustes’ são operações formais que tomam como fundamental a noção 
de modelos potenciais de uma teoria. Eles são membros de uma uniformidade (uniformity) sobre 
os modelos potenciais de uma teoria impondo “uma topologia num conjunto que, caso contrário, 
seria não estruturado” (Bickle, 1998, 84). Mais precisamente, as uniformidades são conjuntos 
de conjuntos de pares ordenados de modelos potenciais. Um determinado ajuste, sendo um 
elemento de uma uniformidade, é um conjunto de pares ordenados de modelos potenciais de uma 
teoria. Bickle utiliza os ajustes de modo a lidar com o problema da intersecção. Resumidamente, a 
ideia de Bickle é a de ‘ajustar’ (via modelos potenciais) M(TR)  (em símbolos: ~M(TR)) em I(TR) 
de tal modo que obtemos uma intersecção ‘significativa’ entre os dois conjuntos e, de um modo 
similar, com M(TB) e I(TB) (~M(TB) e ~I(TB)) em relação a T*R. Note-se que (e esta observação 
é de crucial importância) os ajustes podem ser maiores ou menores conforme os casos e que cada 
ajuste é mensurável na medida em que assume uma certa cardinalidade.

Tendo sido apresentada de uma forma muito sucinta e simplista a reformulação estruturalista 
do reducionismo New-Wave, será agora legítimo questionar como é que Bickle responde ao desafio 
que motivou o próprio a promover esta reconstrução. Como se avalia formalmente a amplitude de 
uma dada redução de modo a localiza-la no espectro de contínuo redutivo? Segundo Bickle, a res-
posta reside na avaliação quantitativa dos ajustes necessários em cada caso de redução. Como já se 
tinha anteriormente sublinhado, os ajustes são quantificáveis, uma vez que assumem uma determi-
nada cardinalidade. Assim, Bickle conclui que «A localização no espectro de redução interteórica...
parece, afinal, ser potencialmente enquadrada numa análise quantitativa» (Bickle, 1998, 98).

4- O falhanço de Bickle
Embora não coloque as coisas nestes termos, para que Bickle seja bem sucedido na sua de-

manda ele tem de ser capaz de fornecer um método efectivo que nos diga, para cada redução 
arbitrária R, qual a sua localização precisa no espectro de redução inter-teórica. De modo a obter 
este procedimento efectivo é necessário satisfazer as seguintes condições:

Condição 1: Os ajustes são finitos e denumeráveis (são conjuntos de pares ordenados).

Condição 2: A cardinalidade de uma dada redução R corresponde à soma da cardinalidade dos 
três ajustes a ela associados. Ou seja, de um modo mais formal: R=Σ~M(TR);~I(TB);~M(TB). 
Onde A representa a cardinalidade de A.

Condição 3: Os valores das cardinalidades atribuídas às reducões varia de 0 a k (nos números 
naturais), onde 0 corresponde ao caso em que a redução consiste numa retenção perfeita e k ao 
caso extremo de substituição total. Isto define o conjunto finito de números naturais C.

 Condição 4: O espectro redutivo não corresponde a um continuo na acepção matemática mas 
a um conjunto finito de números naturais.

 Condição 5: Os valores no espectro variam de 0 a n (nos números naturais) em que 0 corre-
sponde à retenção perfeita e n à substituição total. Isto define o conjunto de números naturais S. 

Condição 6: Existe uma função recursiva (ƒR) que estabelece um mapeamento um-a-um entre 
os valores das cardinalidades das reduções (o conjunto C) e o domínio dos valores que identificam 
uma localização no espectro redutivo (o conjunto S). A função deve ser tal que dado o argumento 
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0 ela obtém o valor 0 para o argumento k obtém o valor n (obviamente que o valor de n depende 
do valor que atribuímos a k). 

O problema reside no facto de não existir modo de determinar qual o valor atribuível a k. 
Podemos, claro está, atribuir a cardinalidade 0 à situação de retenção perfeita. Mas quanto ao outro 
extremo? Qual é o valor que corresponde ao máximo de ajustes admissíveis? Bickle não nos fornece 
nenhuma pista. De facto, parece pouco provável que se encontre um procedimento matemático 
que decida isto. Tome-se, desde logo, a ideia fundamental de ‘modelos potenciais’ (necessários 
para a construção de ‘ajustes’). Teríamos de assumir que todas as teorias têm o mesmo número de 
modelos potenciais. Mas tal assunção está longe de ser óbvia. Devemos ter em consideração que, 
nesta abordagem estruturalista «os modelos não são representações de coisas assumidas por uma 
teoria. Em vez disso eles são as coisas assumidas» (Bickle, 1998, 62). Assim sendo, dependendo 
da natureza da teoria (o seu alcance, o seu domínio empírico) teríamos diferentes números de 
modelos potenciais para diferentes teorias, o que afectaria a cardinalidade dos ajustes admissíveis 
em cada caso (pense-se numa teoria macro-física por comparação com uma micro-física). 

No essencial, e em última instância, o que se demonstra é que não é possível fornecer um pro-
cedimento efectivo que localize no espectro de uma forma absoluta uma certa redução arbitrária. 
Essa localização só pode ser estabelecida de um modo paroquial e interno e não de um modo 
absoluto e externo como Bickle ambiciona. Parece, pois, que o conselho de Patrícia Churchland no 
sentido de seguirmos, sem ‘paternalismos filosóficos’, a própria prática científica é o mais sensato.

5- Reducionismo, prática científica e anti-realismo
Se seguirmos o concelho de Patricia Churchland, a questão que agora legitimamente se coloca 

é a de saber se, no caso particular da redução psico-neuronal, existem programas e propostas 
disponíveis no seio da própria prática científica contemporânea, de modo a podermos deslocar a 
questão do reducionismo para esse plano da praxis científica. A resposta a esta ‘ansiedade’ é posi-
tiva; procede-se hoje, em vários níveis da neurociência cognitiva, ao estabelecimento de pontes, 
mais ou menos explícitas, entre o domínio psicológico e o neuronal. No seu último livro, John 
Bickle (2003) menciona mesmo um suposto ‘reducionismo duro’ (ruthless reductionism) que 
move a neurociência mais recente. A este propósito, e como que atestando esta sua convicção, 
cita uma parte da introdução da quarta edição (do ano 2000) de Principles of Neural Science (o 
livro de referência da neurociência contemporânea) onde Eric Kandel, James Schwartz e Thomas 
Jessell afirmam o seguinte: 

Este livro…descreve como a ciência neuronal tenta relacionar as moléculas à mente – como 
é que proteínas responsáveis pelas actividades das células nervosas individuais se relacionam 
com a complexidade dos processos neuronais. Hoje, é possível relacionar a dinâmica molecu-
lar de células individuais com representações de actos perceptivos e motores e relacionar estes 
mecanismos internos com o comportamento observável. (2000, 3-4)

O próprio Bickle desenvolve um exemplo, mostrando como o fenómeno psicológico da ‘con-
solidação mnésica’ – o período de maturação e mediação entre memória de curto prazo e de longo 
prazo – se reduz ao processo intracelular de potenciação de longo termo no hipocampo: um 
processo em que enzimas activadas ionicamente produzem modificações a longo termo ao nível 
dos neuroreceptores tornando a célula mais activa em termos pós-sinápticos. 

Outro testemunho sugestivo é o de Bechtel e McCauley, segundo os quais a neurociência se 
norteia e desenvolve pela adopção heurística de identidades entre certas capacidades psicológicas 
e determinadas funções cerebrais, tal como a simples correlação entre a função mental da visão e a 
actividade do córtex occipital. Bechtel e McCauley designam este modus operandi científico como 
Teoria Heurística da Identidade e detectam nela uma importante característica imputada à própria 
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actividade científica. Eles afirmam que «estas identidades hipotéticas não são conclusões da pes-
quisa científica mas premissas. Elas servem como heurísticas que guiam a descoberta científica» 
(1999, 70). Para além disso, estas identidades permitem que os níveis psicológico e neurológico 
se influenciem mutuamente ao ser estabelecido um contacto teórico entre eles. Mais especifi-
camente, os níveis são revistos em função um do outro com vista a uma adaptação mútua num 
processo dinâmico comummente designado como co-evolução. Bechtel e McCauley retomam o 
exemplo da visão para ilustrar isto mesmo: «os investigadores reviram a sua identificação inicial do 
processamento visual cortical com o processamento na área V1, estas revisões no lado neurológico 
inspiram agora revisões na abordagem psicológica acerca de visão» (1999, 70).

Mas coloca-se agora a questão: qual o critério que preside à revisão das teorias? Isto é, 
porquê rever determinados princípios e assunções em vez de outros? Uma vez que se recusa 
um procedimento filosófico/formal e supra-científico (que consistiria na solução proposta por 
Bickle) a solução poderá ser a proposta de Patricia Churchland para quem uma vez adoptada 
a actividade científica os critérios são sujeitos a preceitos pragmáticos e sociais como «o grau 
de confusão que resultará da retenção de terminologia, o desejo de preservar ou de romper 
com hábitos intelectuais estabelecidos, as oportunidades de publicar a teoria, a obtenção de 
bolsas» (1986, 283-284). Mas algo de muito significativo sucede se adoptarmos esta postura 
pragmatista face à relação de redução tal como Patrícia Churchland sugere; é que, sendo assim, 
coloca-se em causa o pressuposto 2) do requisito realista sobre o qual assenta a reformulação 
redução-interteorética do problema mente-corpo. Recorde-se que este pressuposto assumia 
a existência absoluta de uma relação de redução (positiva ou negativa) entre uma teoria psi-
cológica e outra neurológica que determinaria o estatuto ontológico do mental (se distinto, ou 
não, do físico). O que temos no cenário pragmatista advogado por Pat C. é a admissão de um 
alto grau de arbitrariedade na escolha do tipo de relação de redução. Para que se cumpram os 
requisitos metafísicos exige-se, em conformidade com o pressuposto 2), uma precisão absoluta, 
e é isso o que nós não temos no actual cenário. É por esta razão que Bickle repudia a solução 
pragmatista, por esta «ignorar as limitações desastrosas…se desejarmos extrair conclusões on-
tológicas baseadas na natureza da relação de redução interteórica» (Bickle, 1998, 54, ênfases 
meus). A última parte desta citação é reveladora das implicações da adopção do pragmatismo 
para o pressuposto realista acerca da relação de redução. 

Facilmente se depreende que esta postura pragmática/anti-realista é extensível ao pressu-
posto 1) do requisito realista em questão. Recorde-se que esse pressuposto enuncia que as duas 
teorias estabelecendo entre si uma relação de redução deveriam corresponder a duas teorias 
verdadeiras (uma teoria psicológica acerca do mental e uma teoria neurobiológica a respeito 
do cérebro). No entanto, e como constatámos já, a relação de redução não é estabelecida no 
final do inquérito como comparação redutiva mas assume, pelo contrário, o papel de motivação 
para que as duas teorias em causa estabeleçam uma dinâmica co-evolutiva em que estas se de-
senvolvem e progridem em função uma da outra. Esta moral é completamente contrária à per-
spectiva reducionista clássica que considera, como Bickle enfatiza assertivamente, que a redução 
interteórica «é uma relação que se estabelece entre teorias desenvolvidas» (Bickle, 1998, 140). 
A adopção da dinâmica co-evolutiva vem colocar em cheque a própria base que sustenta o pres-
suposto realista acerca da verdade das teorias em relação redutiva: não são seguramente teorias 
que espelham a essência do mental e do cerebral aquelas que emergem no processo dinâmico 
da co-evolução. A ‘verdade’ destas teorias é assumidamente transitória mas não é suposto que a 
‘Verdade’ seja uma propriedade transitória. Como Bechtel e McCauley afirmam a propósito da 
Teoria Heurística da Identidade, esta perspectiva não responde ao requisito ‘perverso e impos-
sível’ (termos dos autores) de que «se estabeleça a asumpção da verdade de cada identidade para 
além de qualquer dúvida» (1999, 70).
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Assim, o requisito realista sobre o qual assenta a legitimidade da reformulação redução-in-
terteórica do problema mente-corpo não se suporta em nenhum dos seus pressupostos e, como 
tal, deve ser abandonado.
6- Conclusão: a separação entre o reducionismo psico-neuronal e
o problema mente-corpo

Ao colocar em cheque o requisito realista a conclusão óbvia a ser extraída é a de que o tradicio-
nal problema metafísico mente-corpo deve ser completamente dissociado da questão da redução 
da psicologia à neurociência. Recorde-se a justificação para o requisito realista como sustentação 
da reformulação inter-teorética do problema mente corpo: para que o problema mente-corpo 
possa ser reformulado como uma relação de redução entre duas teorias então, essas teorias têm 
de espelhar fielmente a realidade que supostamente descrevem. A teoria psicológica a figurar na 
redução tem de representar a ‘essência’ da realidade mental e o mesmo para a teoria neurológica. 
Por outro lado, tem de existir em absoluto uma relação de redução que obtenha ou não entre 
essas duas teorias de forma a fornecer uma resposta cabal e decisiva quanto à questão metafísica 
fundamental da existência de uma ou duas substâncias. Ora, nós testemunhámos o falhanço deste 
requisito realista nas duas frentes identificadas uma vez confrontados com a verdadeira prática 
científica. Sugere-se, assim, e em conformidade com as conclusões a que chegámos, que se negue 
a reformulação redução-interteórica do problema mente-corpo tal como tem vindo a ser adoptado 
pela filosofia da mente contemporânea de uma forma acrítica  e não problemática. 

 O que se projecta então para o futuro uma vez adoptada esta separação? Teremos duas questões 
separadas às quais deveremos responder separadamente? A este respeito valerá a pena fazer uma 
remissão para o mais recente livro de John Bickle (2003). Aí, Bickle recupera uma clássica distinção 
proposta por Carnap entre questões internas e externas. Mais precisamente, é adoptada uma versão 
particular desta distinção: aquela que apela à divisão entre questões pragmaticamente relevantes e 
irrelevantes (ou infrutíferas). Muito sucintamente, as questões relevantes são aquelas que podem 
ser respondidas mediante o apelo a critérios de verificação empírica, pelo contrário, as questões 
classificadas como irrelevantes carecem de qualquer meio de resolução empírica. Bickle classifica 
a questão metafísica mente-corpo como uma questão pragmaticamente irrelevante na medida em 
que (uma vez não aceite a reformulação em termos de redução psico-neuronal) não existe matéria 
de facto para arbitrar opiniões que se baseiam apenas em intuições vagas (Cf. Bickle, 2003, 35). 
Partilho totalmente do diagnóstico crítico sugerido por Bickle quanto ao clássico problema mente-
corpo. Pelo contrário, considero a questão do reducionismo psico-neuronal absolutamente central 
enquanto questão filosófica acerca da metodologia em ciência cognitiva. Na verdade, a questão 
acerca das relações entre os vários níveis de análise psicológica e sua relação com os vários níveis 
de estrutura cerebral está mais viva do que nunca bem como as questões relativas à localização de 
funções, o modo como estas localizações facilitam a decomposição funcional em termos de uma 
decomposição mecanicista, etc.. Em boa verdade, existe um ganho nesta separação, pois como 
Barendregt e Rappard (2004) sublinham e demonstram, a questão acerca do reducionismo psico-
neuronal ganha em clareza e objectividade se desvinculada da questão mente-corpo.
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O CONCEITO DE CONSCIÊNCIA

Jorge de Almeida Gonçalves
Universidade Nova de Lisboa

Abstract
A explicação da conexão psicofísica exige um refinamento do conceito de consciência. Dis-
tingo a consciência como sentir subjectivo do mundo da consciência como pensamento 
adaptado e da consciência como pensar reflexivo, seguindo N. Block, D. Chalmers, J. Levine, 
T. Nagel e S. Pinker.  Apresento as principais características da consciência fenomenal: subjec-
tividade, inefabilidade, transparência, presença temporal, intrincidade. Aponto, na linha de 
Chalmers e J. Searle para a possibilidade de construir uma ciência da consciência que inclua 
dados subjectivos.

Keywords
Tipos de consciência, características da consciência, ciência da consciência

Nos últimos anos a consciência tem sido alvo de grande atenção sobretudo na filosofia 
anglo-americana. O problema mais focado tem sido a sua conexão com o cérebro e o compor-
tamento do organismo. O mesmo é dizer que se tem procurado inserir a consciência dentro de 
uma visão naturalista e científica do mundo. Dado que o fisicalismo tem vindo a ser a hipótese 
mais produtiva dentro do naturalismo, tem-se feito grandes esforços para inserir a consciência 
dentro da explicação fisicalista.

Este problema tem conduzido, entretanto, a um refinamento daquilo que se entende por 
consciência. Na sua tentativa de inserir a consciência dentro de uma compreensão neurológica ou 
funcionalista alguns autores forçam, por vezes, os dados empíricos e afirmam que o seu sistema 
explica completamente a consciência. Dado que a ciência procura o máximo de economia expli-
cativa, os objectivos dos que assim procedem serão válidos. Contudo, não será legítimo deturpar 
ou negar fenómenos importantes só para os assimilar à sua teoria ou visão do mundo. O respeito 
pelos factos é uma condição necessária da ciência.  A clareza é uma exigência desde que mantenha 
essa condição. Que diríamos de um astrónomo que se recusasse a estudar os buracos negros só 
porque os acha obscuros à luz dos nossos conhecimentos actuais?     

Apesar de o conceito de consciência ser sobretudo investigado a propósito do nexo psicofísico, 
este tema constitui um fim em si, que deve estar relativamente liberto de teorias prévias, embora 
saibamos que isto nunca é completamente realizável. De qualquer modo, uma reflexão sobre o 
assunto será sempre útil para a investigação neurofisiológica, pois a observação do cérebro não 
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está desligada de uma concepção psicológica. O cientista necessita de usar conceitos mentais 
(consciência, memória, si mesmo etc.) para descobrir os correlatos neuronais desses conceitos. 
Estes conceitos são em parte fornecidos pela psicologia do senso comum, mas como esta psicolo-
gia não se destina a um aprofundamento do estudo, é necessário proceder a desenvolvimentos e 
modificações para fazer ciência.

Quando dizemos que um organismo é consciente? A inteligência artificial ao reproduzir diver-
sos comportamentos, demonstrou que esses comportamentos não são específicos dos homens e 
dos animais pois podem ser igualmente executados por máquinas. Podemos imaginar autómatos 
que se comportam de um modo muito semelhante aos seres humanos, tal como é por demais 
conhecido na ficção científica. Diremos então que esses autómatos são seres conscientes? Se não 
o que lhes falta, uma vez que conseguem responder a múltiplas situações como um humano? 
Intuitivamente, pensamos que eles não têm consciência, mas porquê? A dimensão que lhes falta 
parece-me ser a capacidade de sentir dos seres animais. Diversos autores têm designado esta ca-
pacidade de sentir como “consciência fenomenal” e estudado as suas características. Há alguma 
polémica na enumeração dos tipos de estados mentais incluídos na consciência fenomenal, mas 
penso que poderemos, sem dúvida, incluir os seguintes: experiências perceptivas como olhar o 
azul do céu, ouvir o ruído dos automóveis ou um mau cheiro subitamente sentido; experiências 
corporais como uma dor de dentes ou um orgasmo; emoções como o sentir-se irritado com 
o trânsito, ou o sentir-se eufórico; pensamentos por imagens ou por palavras. Os dois últimos 
não são puramente fenomenais, pois contêm elementos de pensamento, que pertencem, como 
veremos, a outro tipo de consciência. Também poderá haver outros não referidos, mas não irei 
aqui preocupar-me com a delimitação dos estados fenomenais. Habitualmente os autores referem 
como exemplos privilegiados a percepção da cor e a dor.

É este sentido de consciência que tem constituído problema para os filósofos. A sua explicação 
constitui o “problema difícil” da consciência ou a “lacuna explicativa”. Irei, pois nesta comunicação 
preocupar-me especialmente com a sua caracterização, não só contrastando-a com outros sentidos 
de consciência como também, descrevendo as suas características de modo positivo. O objectivo 
é o de tornar claro o que se quer explicar, referindo ao mesmo tempo porque é que isso é difícil 
de explicar. A linha de pensamento que vou seguir será a de autores como Ned Block, o inventor 
do termo “consciência fenomenal”, David Chalmers, Thomas Nagel, Joseph Levine, entre outros. 
Ned Block1 propôs a classificação que na literatura que conheço tem servido de referência. Note-se, 
entretanto, que quando falamos de diversos sentidos de consciência, não estamos a falar de divisões 
na mente humana, mas sim em perspectivas conceptuais que permitem analisar diferentes estados. 
Claro que o ser humano pensa e age espontaneamente como um todo integrado. 

Quando na Natureza distinguimos os organismos mentais dos organismos não mentais, ten-
demos a concentrarmo-nos naquilo que eles fazem. Os organismos mentais, o homem e alguns 
animais, são capazes de recolher informação do seu meio ambiente e de dar respostas adequadas, 
no sentido de preservarem a sua vida. São capazes de dar respostas mais elaboradas do que a 
simples reacção, própria de organismos menos evoluídos. No caso humano existe a capacidade de 
estabelecer objectivos e de planificar meios para os atingir. Diversas teorias da mente baseiam-se 
neste facto fundamental, ou seja, a adaptação do comportamento ao meio. O cérebro, o local da 
mente, representa aspectos do meio no seu interior e manipula essas representações, com vista a dar 
respostas às situações. Alguns autores defendem que se devem estudar sobretudo as computações 
em si, sendo um tanto indiferente o material onde elas estão implementadas. Neste sentido, um 

1 Block, N. (1995) On a confusion about a function of consciousness. Behavioral and Brain Sciences 18 (2): 227-
287. (2002) Some concepts of Consciousness.  In Philosophy of Mind: Classical and Contemporary Readings, David 
Chalmers (ed.) Oxford University Press.
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ser artificial pode ser dotado de capacidades mentais como descriminarão e memória se efectuar 
as computações necessárias e as tiver implementado num sistema físico que as espelhe no seu 
comportamento. Outros autores pensam que as características físicas do cérebro são essenciais 
para o conhecimento da mente e, deste modo, investigam sobretudo os cérebros naturais. Isto 
não significa que não aceitem também a ideia de que o cérebro é uma máquina biológica que 
processa informação. No caso da percepção visual, por exemplo, sabemos que através dos olhos 
a informação do meio ambiente é transformada em estímulos eléctricos que activam os grupos 
de neurónios responsáveis pela captação de determinada característica. Repare-se que, obvia-
mente, os estímulos visuais não aparecem como tal figurados no cérebro, apenas estimulam 
neurónios que os representam2.

Como se define a consciência a partir destes modelos? A consciência deverá desempenhar um 
papel na adaptação do comportamento. Ela foi então definida, por David Chalmers3, como a aces-
sibilidade à informação com vista ao controle global do comportamento. Ned Block, centrando-
se no caso humano, definiu esta consciência de acesso, como a disponibilidade das representações 
estarem livremente preparadas para o controle directo do pensamento, da acção e do relato verbal. 
Há diferenças nestas definições, mas aqui interessa-me sobretudo as características comuns que 
distinguem a consciência de acesso da consciência fenomenal. As diversas teorias da consciência de 
acesso têm por conseguinte, como questão central a de saber qual a função dos estados sentidos 
subjectivamente como conscientes. Basicamente, a ideia é a seguinte: existem diversos circuitos 
neuronais como, por exemplo, os perceptivos, os motores, os de memória de longo prazo, que 
efectuam computações inconscientes e de forma modular, ou seja, cada um funciona indepen-
dentemente dos outros. O organismo necessita de colocar estes módulos em comunicação e dis-
põe de um espaço de trabalho onde as diversas informações são livremente postas em interacção. 
São assim permitidas operações que inconscientemente não seriam possíveis: manutenção activa 
de informações, combinações novas e não automáticas de operações e comportamento intencio-
nal. Tudo isto tem sido empiricamente investigado sendo um dos métodos mais frequentemente 
usados a correlação dos relatos verbais dos sujeitos sobre os seus estados mentais com a observa-
ção dos estados neuronais através de diversas técnicas. A consciência neste modelo opõe-se assim 
ao inconsciente, realizando funções adaptativas. A metodologia será a de comparar um processo 
consciente com esse mesmo processo inconsciente e perceber porque é que o facto de ser consci-
ente traz vantagens evolutivas. De salientar também que um estado consciente neste sentido não 
é nada se intrínseco, pois é um processo de relação entre diversos circuitos funcionais.

Os proponentes das teorias da consciência como acesso à informação, entre outros Bernard 
Baars4, Francis Crick5, Daniel Dennett6, consideram que a sua teoria explica a totalidade da con-
sciência, sendo a consciência fenomenal diferente apenas quantitativamente e não qualitativamente, 
como pretendem Block e Chalmers. Segundo Dennett7 a diferença tem apenas que ver com o 
grau de riqueza de conteúdo, sendo a consciência fenomenal um estado em que o conteúdo é rico 
e complexo. Aqui partiremos do pressuposto que a diferença entre os dois tipos não está apenas 
no grau da informação acedida. Veja-se o seguinte exemplo: por vezes, alguém que não é da nossa 
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2 Crick, F. (1998) A Hipótese Espantosa  - A Busca Científica da Alma Lisboa, Instituto  Piaget. ed. original: The 
Astonishing Hypothesis (1990).
3 Chalmers, D. (1996) The Conscious Mind.  New York: Oxford University Press.  (1997) Availability: The Cognitive 
Basis of Experience?. In Behavioral and Brain Sciences  20:148-9.
4 Baars, B.(1997) In The Theater of Consciousness - The Workspace of Mind. New York: Oxford University Press.
5 op. cit.
6 Dennett, D. (1991) Consciousness explained. New York : Litlle, Brown. 
7 Dennett, D. (1992) Time and the observer: The where and when of consciousness in the brain. Brain and Behav-
ioral Sciences; 15, 183-247.
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cidade chama-nos a atenção para um determinado pormenor, suponhamos a cor dos azulejos de 
uma casa. Nós dizemos “Tem graça passo aqui há tantos anos e nunca tinha reparado nisso!” O 
que queremos dizer é que embora tenhamos visto esses azulejos muitas vezes, nunca utilizámos 
essa informação na prática. Há pois, uma diferença entre um estado puramente fenomenal e esse 
mesmo estado quando transformado em informação pronta  a ser usada na vida prática e social.

Um outro sentido de consciência está no que Ned Block chama “reflexividade” e tem uma 
certa implementação na psicologia do senso comum. Segundo este modelo8 a consciência de 
um estado mental ocorre quando ele é o objecto de outro estado mental, não sendo este úl-
timo normalmente consciente. Este processo pode ser concebido, globalmente, de dois modos: 
ou como um sentido, do género da percepção, que perscutra os estados mentais, ou como um 
pensamento de ordem mais elevada sobre os estados mentais. Esta ideia está normalmente ligada 
à introspecção, mas alguns autores afirmam que não há qualquer tipo de consciência que seja 
diferente deste. Deste modo, eles fazem uma separação entre uma experiência e uma experiência 
consciente. Eis um exemplo. Suponhamos que eu tenho uma dor de dentes não muito forte e 
que mesmo assim realizo uma tarefa. Haverá momentos em que eu não estou consciente da dor, 
mas ela continua a existir de modo, por conseguinte, inconsciente. Faz pois sentido falar aqui de 
sensações inconscientes. O carácter de imediatez da dor seria explicado pelo facto do estado de 
ordem elevada, percepção ou pensamento, ser inconsciente. Não se trata de eu pensar consciente-
mente para mim mesmo “estou a ter uma dor”. O próprio facto de eu sentir conscientemente a 
dor implica que se processou em mim um pensamento sobre a dor. Se eu pensar sobre esse pensa-
mento não-consciente, então estarei a fazer introspecção. Repare-se que a explicação em termos 
do modelo de consciência fenomenal que tenho vindo a defender, seria a de que a dor de dentes 
existiria como consciência fenomenal mas não estaria acessível enquanto informação disponível. 

A vantagem desta explicação(consciência=reflexividade) é a de que ao decompor a consciência 
em dois estados retira à consciência fenomenal o seu carácter específico, que a torna tão difícil de 
explicar. Tratar-se-ia de uma forma semelhante à consciência de acesso, que em lugar de se voltar 
sobre o mundo exterior incidiria sobre a própria mente. Se se considera que o pensamento não é 
misterioso, então a consciência fenomenal, entendida como pensar sobre o pensar, não será mais 
misteriosa. Ao definirmos a consciência fenomenal como um estado relativo a outros estados, 
estes já suficientemente explicados, estaríamos a conseguir uma explicação satisfatória.   

 Este modo de pensar a consciência não me parece que explique a consciência fenomenal. 
Uma objecção, de entre as várias que tem sido alvo, é a de que pressupõe mecanismos intelectuais 
complexos que não se encontram, com toda a probabilidade, em animais e crianças pequenas. Se 
lhes atribuímos capacidade de sentir, devemos pensar que têm algum tipo de consciência pois o 
sentir pressupõe uma consciência senciente. Parece-nos intuitivamente que um gerbo tem con-
sciência, mas não nos parece que tenha a possibilidade de ter qualquer mecanismo reflexivo. No 
entanto, este sentido de consciência como autoconsciência é um campo perfeitamente legítimo de 
investigação. O que não me parece é que dê conta do facto da consciência fenomenal.

Chegou assim a altura de analisarmos a consciência fenomenal em si mesmo e não apenas por 
comparação. Thomas Nagel num célebre artigo9 definiu-a como “o que é ser para um organ-
ismo”. O exemplo de que ele se serviu foi o do morcego, pressupondo pois que os morcegos 
têm algum tipo de mundo interior que nos é inacessível e que este não é apenas uma projecção 
da nossa psicologia no morcego. Obviamente que isto não pode ser provado, mas é a intuição 
de que partiremos. A consciência fenomenal tem então como dimensão essencial este carácter 

8 Blook, N., Flanagan, O. & Guzeldere, G. (1997). Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press. Ver Capítulo X, com artigos  
dos defensores do modelo referido.
9 Nagel, T. (1974) What is it to be like a bat?  Philosophical Review , 83, 435-450.
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subjectivo, este ser para-mim. Uma forma heurística de a investigar seria a de perguntarmos a nós 
mesmo “o que é ser eu agora?”10. Deste modo, encontramos um ponto de vista sobre o mundo, 
centrado em mim, por oposição ao mundo objectivo. Eu sou como o centro do feixe de sensações 
cuja integração é realizada em mim. Nagel considera que o ponto de vista não deve ser definido 
apenas em termos do indivíduo, mas também da espécie e mesmo de uma forma inter-específica. 
Existe um ser para o morcego, tal como existe uma ser-para-o-homem. Deste modo, Nagel não 
cede ao argumento da linguagem privada de Wittgenstein, pois dentro da nossa espécie é relati-
vamente fácil entendermos o ponto de vista dos outros. Mesmo assim há dificuldades. É difícil a 
um invisual saber o que é ter vista ou para uma pessoa normal saber o que é ser um esquizofré-
nico mergulhado em alucinações e delírios. Pessoas que experimentam drogas alucinógenas têm 
dificuldades em comunicar as suas experiências. Isto mostra que´nalguns aspectos, também temos 
dificuldade de “ser como um outros”.

Continuando a perguntar “o que é ser eu agora?” encontramos não só este carácter subjec-
tivo da experiência (Levine11, Nagel12) mas também, e de forma indissociável, aquilo de que a 
experiência é experiência. Há o ser-para-mim das sensações e as próprias sensações , referidas 
normalmente na literatura como os qualia. Pertence à natureza dos qualia o serem para um 
sujeito e  por isso não se pode dividir a consciência fenomenal em subjectividade por um lado e 
qualia por outro. Repito no entanto, que este sujeito não tem necessariamente de ser demasiado 
estruturado, se queremos incluir dentro dos seres que têm consciência fenomenal criaturas 
como o morcego ou o gerbo. 

Os qualia são difíceis de captar na linguagem, que como vimos pertence à consciência de 
acesso. A linguagem pertence ao espaço público da comunicação e traz para esse espaço nu-
merosas sensações. Há no entanto, sempre uma distância entre aquilo que pode ser expresso 
verbalmente e o que é sentido. Suponhamos que queremos comunicar a diferença de sabor en-
tre dois tipos de vinho muito parecidos. Como podemos assegurar-nos que o nosso interlocutor 
percebe essa diferença? Outro exemplo é o do odor. Existem cerca de dez mil dores no entanto, 
nós só conhecemos não temos palavras, nem mesmo memória para os arquivar todos. Isto não 
impede que possamos sentir os múltiplos odores que nos rodeiam. O mesmo acontece com 
as cores. Nicholas Humphrey refere13 um estudo de Rosch sobre uma tribo africana, os Dani, 
cujos elementos só têm nome para duas cores, mas que não têm dificuldade em descriminar 
todas as cores que os experimentadores lhes apresentem. 

Outro aspecto é o de que nós não apreendemos directamente os qualia como sendo experiên-
cias nossas, mas sim como propriedades das coisas. O verde das árvores é algo que eu imediata-
mente atribuo às árvores. O mundo  é nos dado transparentemente. Quando eu introspectivo 
o conteúdo da minha mente não encontro nada verde, apenas o verde das árvores, o que é 
designado como conteúdo representacional. Este facto tem sido ultimamente fonte de grande 
polémica na Filosofia da Mente14. O carácter dos qualia será totalmente representacional? Em 
experiências como a dor ou o orgasmo vemos sem dificuldade que elas não são representacionais 
e que têm sempre um carácter subjectivo, um para-mim. Só por isto podemos concluir que ex-
istem propriedades fenomenais não representacionais. No caso da cor, não é tão visível que ela 

10 Blackmore, S. (2004) Consciousness: An Introduction. New York: Oxford University Press.
11 Levine, J. (2001) Purple Haze - The Puzzle of Consciousness . New York: Oxford University Press.
12 op.cit.
13 Humphrey, N.(1993) The History of  the Mind. London: Vintage. (ed. original: 1992, Chatto & Windus.) 
14 Block, N. (2003) Mental Paint. In Hahn, M. & Ramberg,B. (ed.) Reflections and Replies: Essays on the Philosophy of 
Tyler Burge: MIT Press. (1999) Sexism, Racism, Ageism, and the Nature of Consciousness. In  Moran, R. Whiting, 
J and Alan Sidelle (ed.) The Philosophy of Sydney Shoemaker, Philosophical Topics, 26, 1e 2. (1998) Is experience just 
representing?  In Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, September.
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implica um carácter subjectivo, pois poderemos pensar que existe independentemente de ser para 
um organismo. Ned Block entretanto, refere dados que mostram claramente que o que há na 
consciência não é apenas pura representação. Em diversas experiências ficou demonstrado que a 
percepção da cor difere subtilmente quando se tomam como variáveis o sexo, a raça e a idade. Por 
exemplo, face ao mesmo estímulo os homens dizem ver azul marinho e as mulheres não, tendo 
ambos a mesma noção do que é ser azul marinho. Isto mostra que não são apenas as características 
do estímulo que causam a percepção da cor. Há propriedades fenomenais não representacionais.  

Para além da transparência uma outra forma de apreensão imediata do mundo é a presença 
temporal, característica evidenciada por Metzinger15 e cujo estudo fenomenológico remonta a 
Husserl. O mundo é percebido por mim sempre num agora, num presente temporal mesmo 
quando há referência ao passado ou antecipação do futuro. Também aqui diversas situações nos 
mostram que o que é sentido como presente de um ponto de vista do sujeito pode revelar-se 
uma construção, quando confrontado com dados exteriores. Por exemplo, a estimulação com 
eléctrodos do cérebro pode criar conteúdos que são apercebidos pelos sujeitos como presentes. 
O sonho é uma situação comum desse tipo. O que parece ser transparentemente presente é na 
realidade uma construção mental. 

Uma característica essencial dos qualia é sua intrincidade, sobretudo quando está em jogo o 
problema mente-corpo (ver Levine16). Intrínseco opõe-se aqui a relacional no sentido de ser uma 
propriedade da experiência que existe por si e em si própria independentemente de outras pro-
priedades. Isto não quer dizer que não possa ser causada por outras propriedades, mas que na sua 
natureza não depende delas. Tomemos o peso de um corpo. Inicialmente parece-nos intrínseco 
ao próprio corpo, mas depois percebemos que o peso depende da posição do corpo em relação a 
outros corpos. O peso de um homem na Terra é diferente do peso do mesmo homem na Lua. O 
que é intrínseco é a massa do homem considerado. Podemos de igual modo definir a azulidade 
como uma propriedade relacional? Nesse caso teríamos que dizer que o azul é o que leva as pes-
soas a dizerem que estão a ver uma coisa azul e que entra em relação com outros estados mentais 
sobre cores. No entanto, isso não nos diz o que é o azul em si, mas apenas que efeitos é que o azul 
tem no comportamento dos sujeitos. Suponhamos que queremos mostrar a um invisual o que é 
o azul. Não iríamos consegui-lo descrevendo o efeito que a percepção do azul tem nas pessoas. É 
evidente que o invisual poderia ficar a saber que o azul é aquilo que as pessoas dizem quando vêem 
o céu, quando falam dos olhos da Elizabeth Taylor Tc, mas nem por isso ficaria a experienciar o 
azul. Esta característica de intrincidade dos qualia torna-os muito difícil de enquadrar dentro de 
uma visão fisicalista do mundo. Não sendo possível convertê-los em propriedades relacionais será 
que os qualia são idênticos a propriedades físicas, como a estimulação de grupos de neurónios? 
Porém, aqui também surgem muitas dificuldades como intuitivamente percebemos quando não 
vemos qualquer relação entre o ser azul e o estimular uma região do cérebro. Mais uma vez o que 
encontramos são as condições causais do azul, mas não a azulidade, a essência daquilo que é azul. 
Quando determinados tipos de neurónios são estimulados o sujeito diz ver azul, mas o azul não é 
visto nos neurónios. Ser azul não pode ser identificado com algo que não possua a azulidade.

Finalmente uma característica, muito discutida na tradição, dos qualia é a sua privacidade, 
que está intimamente relacionada com o já referido carácter subjectivo. Apesar de conhecermos a 
fisiologia e o comportamento de um morcego não temos acesso às suas experiências particulares. 
As experiências do morcego são privadas e o mesmo acontece com as nossas experiências. Eu só 
tenho acesso directo às minhas próprias experiências, não posso sentir as experiências dos outros. 

15Metzinger, T. (1995) The Problem of Consciousness. In  Metzinger, T. (ed) Conscious Experience (1995) Exeter, 
UK: Imprint Academic/Paderborn: Schoning
16 Levine; J.(1995) Qualia: Intrinsical, Relational or What? In  Metzinger, T. (ed) Conscious Experience (1995) 
Exeter, UK: Imprint Academic/Paderborn: Schoning.  
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A acessibilidade às experiências dos outros baseia-se na assumpção que elas são idênticas às nossas, 
o que é plausível, mas não absolutamente certo. Um sujeito pode afirmar que uma cor é vermelha 
e a região do seu cérebro estimulada pode ser a que estatisticamente corresponde ao vermelho. 
No entanto, não podemos afirmar que sentimos exactamente a experiência que ele está a ter. Essa 
experiência é algo que só ele experiencia, embora como disse seja razoável fazer inferências e ter 
empatia com essa experiência. Note-se que a questão não está no facto de conhecer as experiências 
dos outros, está no sentir essas experiências como eles. Isto torna os qualia diferentes dos objectos 
físicos, que são publicamente observáveis e trocáveis. Posso dar um dente meu a outra pessoa, mas 
não posso dar-lhe a minha dor de dentes.   

Isto conduz-nos à questão da possibilidade de iniciar uma ciência da consciência fenomenal17 

, independentemente de ela ser ou não identificada com a neurofisiologia. Como é obvio, esta 
ciência não pode apenas basear-se em dados recolhidos por procedimentos objectivos, que deixem 
de fora a experiência subjectiva. A recolha de dados subjectivos é feita normalmente por relatos 
verbais, embora possa haver outros como os testes projectivos. Contudo, como vimos estes relatos 
verbais pertencem à consciência de acesso e não são idênticos à consciência fenomenal. Dado que 
entretanto, estamos no interior da mesma espécie podemos partir da assumpção que os relatos 
verbais, e outros dados da terceira pessoa, são expressões fidedignas de experiências internas que 
são comunicadas deste modo a investigadores capazes de entender essas experiências, pois são 
eles mesmo seres humanos. Estes dados podem ser correlacionados com dados da neurofisiologia 
de modo a produzir modelos integrativos. Todo este trabalho está já em curso. Repare-se que 
ele pode ser efectuado independentemente da posição filosófica que se tenha sobre a consciência 
fenomenal. Trata-se de estabelecer correlações e não de explicar a conexão psicofísica.

Por vezes invoca-se a objectividade científica para por de parte a consciência fenomenal. Este 
movimento só seria válido se a consciência fenomenal fosse um construto teórico que pudesse ser 
eliminado, o que não me parece ser o caso. Claro que podemos substituir os termos “consciência 
fenomenal” ou “qualia” por outros. Porém, os factos por eles descritos não poderão ser elimina-
dos de uma investigação completa sobre a mente humana. Na minha opinião, a ciência é sobre-
tudo uma metodologia de abordagem da Realidade e não deve ser empecilhada por considerações 
metafísicas, fisicalistas ou outras18.

17Ver Chalmers, D. (2004) How can we construct a science of consciousness?  <http://jamaica.u.arizona.edu/
~chalmers/papers/scicon.html>. Lormand, E. (1998) Steps toward a science of consciousness? <http://www-per-
sonal.umich.edu/~lormand/phil/cons/steps.htm>. Searle, J. (2002) Como estudar cientificamente a consciência. 
In Cadernos deFilosofia 11: 7-33. (ed. original: in Integrative Brain Function, Nobel Symposium, Vol 102, Kluber 
Verlag, 1998.
18 Este trabalho foi apoiado pela Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia – BD/6181/2001.
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COGNITIVISM AND INTERNALISM

Pedro Madeira
King’s College, London

Abstract
One of the arguments put forward against cognitivism goes along these lines. Cognitivism, mo-
tivational internalism and the belief-desire model are jointly inconsistent. A strong case can be 
made for motivational internalism and for the belief-desire model. So cognitivism has to go. 
Firstly, I will argue that these three theses aren’t inconsistent. The inconsistency is generated 
only if we add the further claim that beliefs can’t cause desires. Second, I will argue that that’s 
false – I will argue that beliefs can cause desires. I will do so by analysing two quite different 
examples of religious conversion, St. Augustine’s and St. Paul’s, and arguing that, if we believed 
that beliefs couldn’t cause desires, we might be able to explain the former conversion, but 
certainly not the latter.
So, despite appearances, cognitivism, motivational internalism and the belief-desire model 
aren’t jointly inconsistent.

Keywords
cognitivism, motivational internalism, belief-desire model, conversion

1. The argument for inconsistency
The three theses may be summed up in the following way.
COGNITIVISM
– Moral judgments are beliefs.
MOTIVATIONAL INTERNALISM
– Moral judgments are always followed up by a desire (or an intention) to act accordingly.
BELIEF-DESIRE MODEL
– We always need to ascribe to an agent a belief-desire pair in order to explain his actions.
– Beliefs have mind-to-world direction of fit; desires have world-to-mind direction of fit.
– There are no mental states with both directions of fit (“besires”).
People who think cognitivism, motivational internalism and the BD model are jointly incon-

sistent usually argue along these lines:
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“According to the BD model, the practical role of beliefs is to tell us how best to fulfil our 
desires, not to motivate us. Therefore, if moral judgments were beliefs, then motivational inter-
nalism would be false because there would be no connection between believing that X-ing was 
right and feeling motivated to do X. Desires, on the other hand, have a much closer relation to 
motivation. To feel that X-ing is right is, among other things, to be motivated to do X. Therefore, 
if moral judgments were desires, then internalism would be true because it would be impossible 
to feel that X-ing was right and yet feel no motivation to do X.”

So the general structure of the argument is the following. Motivational internalism can’t be 
true unless either moral judgments express desires (in which case cognitivism is false) or beliefs 
can motivate (in which case the BD model is false). Beliefs can’t motivate. Therefore, moral judg-
ments express desires and, consequently, cognitivism is false.

2. A reply
What’s wrong with the argument is that it is a false dilemma to say that either moral judgments 

must express desires, or beliefs must be able to motivate, if internalism is to come out true. The 
third option is to agree that it is not the role of beliefs to motivate, whilst supporting the claim that 
entertaining a moral judgment causes an agent to have a desire or an intention to comply with it.

So my claim is that the inconsistency is generated only if we add
CAUSAL INERTIA OF BELIEFS
– Beliefs can’t cause desires.
Now the key question is: is it inconsistent for a supporter of the BD model to accept this 

picture of how people get motivated to act morally? Not if the BD model is defined as I defined 
it. Nobody said that sometimes we didn’t need to ascribe to the agent a belief-desire pair in order 
to explain his action. Nor that beliefs and desires weren’t distinct existences, or that beliefs didn’t 
have mind-to-world direction of fit. Consider an everyday example. My moral judgment to the 
effect that X-ing is right caused a desire to X, and this desire, coupled with some instrumental 
beliefs, lead me to act. My moral judgment didn’t “jump the queue”, so to speak: my being 
motivated to act morally consisted in my having a desire to act morally, not in my assenting to a 
moral judgment to the effect that X-ing was right.

A question that often pops up in ethics textbooks is, “Do we need to ascribe to the agent an 
independently intelligible desire in order to explain his moral actions?” The question is mislead-
ing. The moral desire isn’t independently intelligible from the moral belief in the sense that we 
have the desire because we have the belief. But it is independently intelligible in the sense that the 
belief and the desire aren’t being conflated: they’re distinct existences.

Before I move on, there is an important clarification to be made: what is the relation (if any) 
between accepting expressivism (i. e. the view that moral judgments are desires) and accepting 
the view that beliefs are causally inert? I’m not sure whether there’s a conceptual connection here, 
but, as a matter of fact, they usually go hand in hand. There is good reason for that. If you’re an 
expressivist to start with, then you’d better come up with some story as to why beliefs wouldn’t 
fit the job just as well, and accepting the view that beliefs are causally inert does the trick. If you 
hold the view that beliefs are causally inert to start with, then you need to come up with a story 
to explain how we get motivated to act morally, and expressivism does the trick.

So by rejecting the view that beliefs are causally inert we are undercutting the motivation for 
expressivism – and thereby enhancing the prospects for cognitivism.

3. Two cases of conversion
Apparently, it’s tacitly assumed that the burden of proof falls upon those who believe, like I do, 

that beliefs can cause desires, not upon those who think the opposite. I will try to shift the burden 
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of proof onto my opponents by arguing that there are (at least) two reasons for us to think they 
can’t make much sense of radical changes in personality.

Let’s adopt the following terminology: to say of a desire that it is primitive is to say that it is 
identical to some innate disposition of ours. A non-primitive desire is simply a desire that isn’t 
primitive. The big question is: are there non-primitive desires that didn’t originate from primi-
tive desires? I say there are. My opponents say there aren’t. The case of St Augustine’s conver-
sion seems to show them right. Even while he was a sinner, he had the disposition not to be a 
sinner. He felt guilty about his sinful life. His conversion is therefore easily explained without 
appealing to non-primitive desires that didn’t originate from primitive desires. But now take a 
very different sort of conversion: St Paul’s. He used to persecute Christians without feeling any 
remorse. But he eventually “saw the light” and became a Christian himself. The most natural 
way to describe his conversion would be to say that a radical change in his belief-system caused 
a radical change in his whole set of motivations. My opponents are barred from saying such a 
thing. For them, everyone who ever underwent a process of conversion – however radical – had 
in them from the start the seed of their change.

So there are two reasons why people who hold that beliefs are causally inert are unable to 
make much sense of radial changes in personality. First, according to their view, those changes 
aren’t that radical after all. When St. Paul became a Christian, what happened was merely that 
his primitive desires (through more or less intricate ways) caused him to refrain from persecuting 
Christians. Such a transition doesn’t even seem to merit being termed “conversion”. Second, still 
according to their view, the beliefs he acquired as a result of his conversion may have provided a 
convenient way for him to rationalise his actions, but had no causal influence towards his decision 
to refrain from persecuting Christians. His newly found religious beliefs were epiphenomenal.

Summing up: if we accepted the view that beliefs are causally inert, we would be unable to 
explain at least some cases of radical changes in personality. That’s not so good. Therefore, the 
burden of proof falls upon whoever says that beliefs are causally inert, not upon those who (like 
me) say they aren’t.
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PATTERN OF EMOTION AND 
EMOTIONAL GROWTH* 

Dina Mendonça
Universidade Nova de Lisboa

Abstract
This paper constructs a pattern of emotion by thinking of emotions in terms of activity, and 
explores the notion of emotional maturity in light of such a pattern.
Being guided by Dewey’s philosophical work, the first part of the paper presents the pattern 
of emotional activity. Among other things this pattern aims at devising a vocabulary to cap-
ture the dynamic nature of emotional life in order to focus our attention in the lively activities 
of mind instead of its results. 
The second part explores how thinking of emotions in terms of activity may provide a fruitful 
way to understand the process of emotional maturity. Building upon the pattern of emo-
tional activity, the paper argues that the reasons why stories help us to grow emotionally lies 
in the fact that they embody a deliberate search of paradigm scenarios (De Sousa 1987). This 
part ends by showing that thinking in terms of a pattern of emotion helps us to understand 
more clearly why language is a crucial element in emotional development. 
I conclude by pointing out some of the things that have been left open and unanswered 
about the pattern of emotional activity.

Keywords
Emotion, education, growth, paradigm scenario

I. PATTERN OF INQUIRY AND PATTERN OF EMOTION

1. Constructing the Pattern of Emotion
When one puts together the comments Dewey made about emotions one realizes that the way 

he describes them is very similar to the way he describes ideas, that is, emotions seem to behave 
similarly to ideas (Mendonça, 2003). According to Dewey, first emotions are connected to situa-
tions, like ideas are connected to problematic situations. Second, both emotions and ideas change 
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and develop according to the change and development of the situation they belong too. Third, 
though they both come to us involuntarily (for Dewey suggestions that appear in the face of prob-
lematic situations are involuntary, just as emotions assault us), they nevertheless have the power 
to direct and guide the further development of the situation at hand. The ability to use emotions 
and ideas to guide future situational developments is not a given and complete characteristic¾it 
is formed and created with experiences. This means that their guiding power is simultaneously an 
exploratory ability. The success of this exploratory ability is testified by the way we refer to both 
ideas and emotions with simple and compact words: infinity, gravity, joy, sorrow, etc. However, 
this simplicity is the result of previous undergone experience. 

Since Dewey designed a pattern of inquiry where one could see the dynamic nature of ideas, 
it may be possible to build an equivalent insightful pattern for emotions. 

The two patterns here presented should not be taken as something of a cognitive-emotional 
split, which divides the world into emotional experience and experience of inquiry. The identi-
fication of a certain type of pattern of an experience happens after its occurrence and should be 
understood as a mode of clarifying the salient parts of that specific experience. Consequently, the 
experience of solving a specific problem can be analysed, depending upon what is of interest, in 
terms of the pattern of inquiry as well as analysed in terms of the pattern of emotion. 

In addition, it must be pointed out that the pattern of emotion does not aim to describe all 
emotional activity, just like the pattern of inquiry does not describe all problem-solving activity. The 
pattern of inquiry describes the format of deliberate inquiry; nevertheless, it serves to read what hap-
pens in problem solving activity, for deliberate inquiry is a refinement of such activity. The pattern 
of emotion describes the format of an integrated emotional experience; nevertheless, it serves to 
understand the impact of emotions even when we do not take them in its integration process.

Here is the general structure of the pattern:  
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1.1. Settled adjustment
The first moment of the pattern aims to point to how things stand before the situation occurs, 

but this moment is somewhat false. That is, when one thinks of a situation one separates and 
distinguishes it from the flow of occurrences and, consequently, one assume some type of settled 
flow of events where nothing is disturbed. However, this is somewhat false, as every moment of 
life is full of uncertainties, tensions etc, such that we can say that there are always several situations 
at stake. Yet, when we think of a situation, for example the death of a close friend, this appears 
separated from the rest of experience. It is in this sense that we conceive a settled adjustment. 

1.2  Indeterminate situation
In the pattern of inquiry the situation is indeterminate with respect to its issue (LW 12:110), 

consequently the situation is not doubtful in a subjective sense (LW 12:110). In the pattern of 
emotion the disturbance is described in a similar manner: the situation is disturbed, confused, 
obscure (LW 12:109). 

1.3 The determination of the problem and Identification of the Tension
In the pattern of inquiry this step begins with the institution of a problem, that is the indeter-

minacy is formatted is terms of a problematic situation (LW 12:111). In the pattern of emotion 
it begins by the recognition of a tension, that is, the indeterminacy is formatted in terms of a 
situation of tension. It is never too much to insist that these two patterns should not be taken as 
descriptions of different realities but, instead, of different emphases of analysis. Clearly a problem-
atic situation is a type of tense situation and consequently the resolution of problematic situations 
may be examined in light of the pattern of emotion, as well as integrated tense situations may be 
examined through the pattern of inquiry.

The determination of a problem as well as the identification of a tension is not a quick process 
and, as the picture of the patterns illustrates, it involves a process with many stages. The items 
“a-e” should not be seen as a rigid sequence. Instead, they should be taken as a dynamic occur-
rence where one may return to the first step given (a: feel/observe) after having gone through the 
process of inference (i-ii-iii). Let me illustrate this sequence with an example. Imagine someone 
sitting in their living room reading a book. Then the phone rings, it is this person’s mother tell-
ing her that her cousin died in a motorbike accident. From the moment she hears the words to 
feeling the tension there is a space, that is, the tension is not immediate. But once tension settles, 
she feels distress, she is taken by the news. By letting herself feel taken by the news she begins to 
form a family of emotions: sadness, bewilderment, anger, pity, curiosity, etc. She compares and 
contrasts the news of his death with other situations of loss, and with memories of him (situations 
of no loss). She works out possible consequences of tension (future family events, future possible 
loses, what will she do next time she sees her aunt and uncle, etc.). By doing this she constructs a 
narrative; his death slowly becomes a story that points to future action: calling her aunt and uncle, 
remembering him more than she has done over the past year, etc.

1.4 Assert judgment
For Dewey the pattern of inquiry reached an end when “The final judgment arrived at is a 

settlement. … The sentence or proposition is not an end in itself but a decisive directive of future 
activities.” (LW 12:124) That is, when the indeterminate situation becomes settled because a 
solution has been found for the problem at stake. 

In the pattern of enjoyment, the indeterminate situation finds an end when the initial ten-
sion becomes integrated. This requires some explanation. The best way to begin explaining this 
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integration is by pointing to my previous illustration: Though her cousin died yesterday it may 
take her months or even years to feel that grief is integrated. One acknowledges this sense 
of integration of grief by realizing that it takes some time for people to be able to talk about 
someone they have lost. 

This means that the transformation that is taken into consideration when we examine experi-
ence in terms of patterns of inquiry differs from the transformation captured by the pattern of 
emotion in a crucial sense. Namely, in the pattern of emotion the self is highly implicated because 
the final integration means integration in an identity (either a person, country, school, etc); while 
in the pattern of inquiry it is not relevant for the analysis of inquiry how the inquirer has inte-
grated the conclusion reached. 

2. Advantages of the Pattern of Emotion
The pattern of emotion was made upon the startling conclusion that under Dewey’s descrip-

tion emotions behave like ideas. But why would thinking through situations be helpful for a 
theory of emotions? 

First, it is one way to grasp the intentionality of emotions and avoid attaching them solely to 
the sentient subject. Ronald de Sousa in his book The Rationality of Emotions, makes a similar 
move to examine emotional life. Indeed, his notion of paradigm scenarios fits remarkably well 
with the constructed pattern of emotion.

Second, the pattern allows for the emotional character of a situation to change with reflec-
tion upon it. For the construction of a narrative may transform the initial family of emotions 
of a certain situation such that a situation that is initially labelled as anger can be later labelled 
as sad. For example, I may feel angry about a harsh reply from a friend but it is possible that 
I end up labelling the situation as sad by attaching it to a lack of communication between us 
months after the event occurred. 

Third, we can start to clarify some of the ambiguities attached to emotion words. So, for in-
stance, sadness may make part of the family of emotions of a certain pattern (grief situation) even 
though the final emotion recognized is not sadness. But sadness may also be the final judgment 
of the situation. Among other things, this allows us to explain why some see that emotion as an 
occurrence similar to perception (part of the family of the situation) while others view sadness 
as an evaluation (labelling the situation). It also shows that when experimental psychologists are 
studying emotions by means of showing subjects pictures and recording their physical/mental 
activity, they may be measuring solely how sadness appears in a family of emotions of a situation 
and fail to account for sadness as an integrated emotion. 

Fourth, because every situation carries with it a family of emotions, it forces us to think of 
emotions as they appear: in bunches. It is easily recognizable that one may not be able to learn 
to feel sad without having also felt happy, frustrated, etc. In this respect emotions function like 
colours: though one can see red and isolate the colour red, it nevertheless always appears in 
a background of colours, which may change the perception of the colour red (making it look 
more orange-like, for example). 

Fifth, designing emotional situations in this manner opens the way for an explanation of emo-
tional maturity, for experiencing sad situations will hopefully change the impact of sadness when 
sadness is part of the family of an emotional situation of grief. 

Sixth, it provides a more complex way to explain how emotions resonate. For feeling like 
crying because I see someone else crying varies in intensity to the extent which the situation 
resonates with me. 

The most interesting aspect of designing the pattern of emotion is that it may provide a unifying 
tool of research for theories of emotion by showing that different philosophies of emotion achieve 
different conclusions because they emphasize different moments of the pattern of emotion. 
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When one studies the philosophy of emotion, one is invaded by this weird feeling that different 
philosophers and different fields of research are saying different things about emotions, yet, they 
all seem somehow to be right. One solution for this is to conclude, like Paul Griffiths, that the 
overall category of emotions is too inclusive and that “the state of the field strongly suggests that 
the emotions are a collection of very different psychological phenomena, and that they cannot all 
be brought under a single theory” (Griffiths 1998, 202). The problem of adopting this solution 
is that it seems that the different aspects of emotional life interact in relevant ways (moods affect 
the way we feel emotions; emotional events affect moods, character, personality; emotions change 
the impact of other emotions, etc), and therefore, ignoring this dynamic nature of emotional life 
leaves us with the uncomfortable feeling that we are missing something. Therefore, even if we 
accept Griffiths’ claim that different emotional phenomena require different theoretical explana-
tions, we may still want to account for the connections between these various phenomena. 

That the pattern of emotion opens the possibility for a Unified Theory of Emotion is a prom-
ise that can only be fulfilled by exploring in more details the implications and its explanation 
provided by the pattern of emotion. To completely verify the validity of such a consequence of 
the design of the pattern of emotion one would have to make a complete map of all theories of 
emotion and verify 1) if different theories focus on different aspects of emotion and 2) if no one 
theory has some perspective that falls out of this pattern and reveals a trait of emotional life that 
cannot be included or analysed by the structure of the pattern of emotion. 

II. EMOTIONAL GROWTH

What I want to do in this second half of the paper is to explore how thinking of emotions in 
terms of activity can provide a fruitful way to understand the process of emotional maturity.

1. Emotional maturity
What is emotional maturity? Certainly it includes some sense of self-control, for example, the 

ability to avoid having a tantrum when some specific wish fails to be satisfied or the ability to not 
kiss the stranger who helps us after a long day full of misfortunate events. It surely also includes the 
ability to feel taking more things into consideration, this means not only having a wider experience 
of emotions but also knowing which things to take into consideration. More riskily, we could say 
it also includes the ability for a selection of emotions. For example, I may feel irritated at the police 
officer who fines me on something I see other people do all the time without getting a fine, yet it is 
inadequate to let the irritation become anger and be mad at the police officer even though one may 
be quite right in feeling angry. Nevertheless, this maturity is not an all or nothing item. Clearly, 
one can be emotional mature about certain types of situations and be quite infantile about others. 
In summary, it is quite difficult to have a clear-cut image of emotional maturity. Nevertheless, we 
clearly acquire some maturity as we grow up (even the most infantile of people do). 

One way to clarify the meaning of emotional maturity is to think of how children learn about 
emotions. In a book for parents entitled How to Talk so Kids will Listen & Listen so Kids will Talk, 
Adele Faber and Elaine Mazlish make some interesting comments about children and emotions. 
The goal of the book is to help parents to communicate better with their children by creating skills 
that enhance and skills that avoid hindrances to communication. A big part of the book focuses on 
showing how parents can educate children about their feelings by pointing out that a lot of educa-
tional practices (in fact, very well intended parenting) confuses and denies children their feelings, 
and by offering certain general attitudes to help parents avoid such common mistakes. I do not 
want to critically explore this book but only to point out that the advices they give embody a very 
interesting attitude towards emotions. Faber and Mazlish advice parents to be very descriptive 
about the emotional situation at hand, and they encourage parents to show they are listening by 
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showing signs of their acknowledgement of their children’s feelings by showing that those emotions 
resonate with the parents (for example, by saying “oh!”, “how terrible”, “how exciting”, etc. when 
children talk). Finally, Faber and Mazlish insist that parents should give a name to the child’s feeling, 
a word that describes what he or she might be feeling. For example, if the child says, “The bus driver 
yelled at me and everybody laughed,” the parent may respond, “That must have been embarrassing” 
or “sounds as if that was embarrassing.” The book points out that a lot of parenting mistakenly as-
sumes that emotions are clear and provides advices to show parents how emotions can be clarified by 
pointing out things, showing empathy, provide means for emotion release, etc. Interestingly, a lot of 
the advices given in the book become clearer if we take emotional experiences to have a pattern such 
as the one described earlier. For example, the advices that call attention to the situation provide a way 
to build a wider family of emotions as well as create a narrative of the given situation.

2. Stories: An experimental laboratory of emotions
Of course the question is: how do children become acquainted with emotions and their mean-

ings when these practices proposed by the book are not in place. I think by story telling. I imagine 
no one thinks of challenging the importance of reading children’s stories or challenge that they 
serve a variety of purposes, but what I want to propose here today is that children’s stories teach 
something that cannot be substituted by a better means of communication between children and 
their parents. I want to argue that stories provide an experimental laboratory of emotions and 
embody a deliberate search of paradigm scenarios (De Sousa 1987). 

As I stated earlier, the proposed pattern of emotion fits remarkably well with Ronald de Sousa 
notion of paradigm scenario presented in his book The Rationality of Emotions (1987). He writes, 

My hypothesis is this: We are made familiar with the vocabulary of emotion by    associa-
tion with paradigm scenarios. These are drawn first from our daily life as small children and 
later reinforced by the stories, art, and culture to which we are exposed. Later still, in literate 
cultures, they are supplemented and refined by literature. Paradigm scenarios involve two 
aspects: first, a situation type providing the characteristic objects of the specific emotion-type 
(where objects can be of the various sorts identified in chapter 5), and second, a set of charac-
teristic or “normal” responses to the situation, where normality is first a biological matter and 
then very quickly becomes a cultural one  (De Sousa 1987, 182).

I think it is accurate to state that we become acquainted with the vocabulary of emotion through 
paradigm scenarios but I think the story of how these paradigms are drawn is more complex than De 
Sousa describes them. It is not simply that stories reinforce paradigm scenarios, though I’m sure that 
experience before story telling is crucial for emotional relevance of stories. However, I think, they 
also introduce new paradigms that are reinforced by daily life (or not), that is stories point out possi-
bilities of paradigms as well as complexity of paradigms. There is probably a creative process of what 
these paradigm scenarios consist of between stories and daily events. And only this explains that, as 
De Sousa writes, “A paradigm can always be challenged in the light of a wider range of consider-
ations than are available when the case is viewed in isolation.” (De Sousa 1987, 187) Consequently, 
part of understanding well the notion of paradigm scenarios is to understand their malleability and 
how they function as models of emotional life, just as we have models of molecules to understand 
certain chemical reactions. However, to understand models properly requires understanding how 
they are used in laboratory practices, and how these practices are connected to life occurrences.

If stories make up an emotional laboratory it is crucial to understand how we incorporate the 
so-called fiction into the so-called reality. A quick look into the paradox of fiction may help us to 
clarify the dynamic creation of paradigm scenarios. The paradox can be stated in form of a ques-
tion: How can we intelligibly have emotions for fictional persons or situations, given that we do 
not believe in their existence? (Levinson 1998, 273) 
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The pattern of emotion provides a new answer for this paradox, which I shall call the Experi-
mental Answer. The Experimental Answer argues that we have emotions for fictional persons and 
situations because they make part of the way we learn and refine having feelings for persons and 
situations that are not fictional. Let us simplistically try to exemplify this learning process: an infant 
may begin to feel fear after a startling loud sound, after she is told a story where a character (bunny) 
hears a loud noise and reacts similarly to the infant’s memory of her reaction. The story names 
such feeling as fear. Later, when she hears a startling noise, she will be able to answer “yes” to the 
question “Were you scared?” De Sousa’s claims that stories later reinforce paradigm scenarios but, 
I think, it is more correct to say that stories with daily events help to construct these paradigm 
scenarios by calling attention to certain aspects of daily life, by allowing us to construe them with 
a certain amount of malleability. Needless to say, the process of learning and developing emotional 
paradigm scenarios is not as simplistic as the example given. Also, the process indicated will get 
more and more complex as the infant/child/adolescent/adult acquires more experience. 

This Experimental Answer to the paradox of fiction also explains the paradox of tragedy1. 
If fictional stories are a type of emotional laboratory then it is reasonable that we would give a 
privileged place to negative emotions. For though we do not want to live them, they represent 
a crucial part of emotional growth, just as it is crucial to study controlled explosions in the 
laboratory when one studies chemistry.    

There is another aspect of emotional growth that is given by stories: the acquisition of emo-
tional language. If De Sousa is correct in claiming that we become acquainted with the vocabu-
lary of emotion by association with paradigm scenarios, and if I am correct in adding that the 
construction of these paradigms is made through fiction, then it is not surprising to find that 
literature about children’s emotional growth points out again and again how language acquisition 
is crucial for emotional growth (Oatley & Jenkins 1996, 181, 187, 191, 202-203, 227). 

I want to propose that being able to talk about emotions (saying one is scared, describing 
situations of fear, telling a scary story, etc) allows us to better grasp, explore, and experiment 
paradigm scenarios. That is, language is a tool of emotional life that helps to modify and solidify 
emotional activity because it allows us to describe emotional situations and such descriptions are 
simultaneously explanations and revelations about the situation at stake. The creative participa-
tion of language in emotional life lies in the ability of language to 1) direct attention in a specific 
situation, 2) naming the salient comparisons and contrasts with other emotional situation, 3) be 
part of the group of consequences (for example, making it possible to say “I’m sorry”) and allow 
enumeration of different consequences, and finally 4) allow the construction of a narrative in 
different ways, which means that somehow language is able to mimic the evaluative processes that 
underlies emotional activity. This last contribution of language partly explains why one can over-
come emotional difficulties by talking about emotionally problematic events. At the same time, 
talking about such events is not sufficient2, for after one uses language to re-created the paradigm 

1 “The paradox is the following: Art that is negatively emotional, that is, art that represents, expresses or otherwise 
deals with emotions such as shame, grief, horror, sorrow, anger, remorse, despair and the like, seems to have a pro-
pensity to elicit parallel responses in appreciators. But if that is so, one would expect appreciators to avoid, or at any 
rate, judge as inferior, art of this nature. Yet not only they do not so, but often they hold such art to be the highest 
or most rewarding of all.” (Levinson 1998, 278)
2 As Newirth argues in his book  Between Emotion and Cognition. The Generative Unconscious. He writes, “I have 
argued against the analytic injunction to make the unconscious conscious and have rather presented a neo-Kleinian 
argument for making consciousness unconscious. My paradoxical playing with Freud’s famous statement is an at-
tempt to rethink the linked concepts of consciousness and unconsciousness, subjectivity and objectivity, reality and 
fantasy, and the paranoid-schizoid and depressive modes of experience. …. It is the development of this active capac-
ity for the creation of meaning … that I have thought of as the subject of the unconscious, as each participant in the 
psychoanalytic dialogue attempts to speak from his unconscious symbolic perspective, the generative unconscious.” 
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scenario of a certain emotional situation one still has to return to the daily life and experiment 
living with the reassessed paradigm scenario. 

In summary, not only language is a tool for exploring the emotional world but language is a 
tool that can emulate the evaluative process that underlies emotional activity, and consequently 
allow not only a better experimentation of the complex identity of paradigm scenarios but also a 
creative tool for handling emotional difficulties. 

III. CONCLUSIONS
When De Sousa introduces the notion of paradigm scenarios he claims that what follows from 

then on can be viewed as the first steps in search of a semantics of emotions (De Sousa 1987, 
181). I want to suggest that the pattern of emotion is a better way to device such semantic ap-
proach, namely because it allows us to include a notion of subject within the situation and perhaps 
give another solution to the status of “normality” identified by De Sousa (De Sousa 1987, 177, 
182, 202). However, in order to clearly argue for this the various steps identified in the pattern of 
emotion must be further developed. Among other things, the process of forming families of emo-
tions must be elaborated (and this might open the possibility for a more satisfying taxonomy of 
emotions), one needs to work out what does it mean to compare and contrast the situation with 
other situations as well as clarify how one works out possible consequences of tension. Once these 
steps are further developed there will be an organized background that may allows us to explain 
in more detail how emotions carry a narrative format, which is something many philosophers of 
emotion claim but most of them do not fully explain3. 

I conclude by pointing out that the pattern of emotion is an interesting hypothesis for the 
philosophy of emotions because it enables us to think of emotion as activity and overcome a 
misconception, pointed out by Dewey, of considering emotions as being as simple as compact as 
the names we have for them (LW10:49)

3 Different philosophers claim the narrative character of emotion. For instance, Nussbaum when she writes “Emo-
tions, we now can see, have a narrative structure” (Nussbaum 2001, 236), or when De Sousa points out that, “we 
acquire the capacity to talk about emotions in terms of the stories that give rise to them” (De Sousa 1987, 183), or 
when Baier writes, …………………………….
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PROPERTY DUALISM ABOUT
CONSCIOUSNESS AND 

EPITEMIC NECESSITY
Chris J. Onof

Birkbeck College, University of London

Abstract
The ontology of Chalmers’s property dualism is examined for its ability to account for the 
justified belief that one is phenomenally conscious. Although this belief underpins the argu-
ment for property dualism, I claim that it can only be properly represented in this dualistic 
ontology if certain logically possible scenarios are excluded. Epistemic normativity thus 
constrains this ontology by introducing a partial dependence of cognition on temporally 
invariant phenomenal properties.

Keywords
Phenomenal consciousness, Property dualism

Introduction
This paper examines the (quasi-)epiphenomenalism that is implied by Chalmers’s (1996) prop-

erty dualistic view of phenomenal consciousness. A thought experiment is constructed to show 
that the purported explanatory independence that characterises the relation between two types of 
property a mental state may possess, that of being an object of my awareness (i.e. a psychologi-
cal property), and that of being a phenomenally conscious state, is not compatible with certain 
normative epistemic requirements. The paper thus questions the conclusions of Chalmers’s argu-
ments for property dualism, by claiming that conceptual considerations are not sufficient to draw 
ontological conclusions. But unlike objections against property dualism based upon the notion 
of metaphysical necessity (Loar, 1997; Levine, 2000), it is epistemic normativity that provides the 
additional constraints. And rather than leading to a rejection of property dualism, this points to 
a link between psychological awareness and phenomenal consciousness that builds a dependence 
structure upon Chalmers’s dualism of properties.

I shall present an argument based upon the consideration of logically possible phenomenal 
properties, to show how the epistemology of phenomenal consciousness cannot be properly rep-
resented in Chalmers’s dualistic ontological framework. Different responses to this argument 
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are examined. The ontological conclusions are then discussed and contrasted with those derived 
from standard criticisms of Chalmers’s position based upon metaphysical necessity. Finally, some 
speculative considerations as to the meaning of these conclusions are presented.

Chalmers’s argument
In ‘The conscious mind’, David Chalmers (1996) develops a multifaceted argument to show 

that the phenomenal nature of conscious experience is not reducible to functional properties of 
a physical substance. For Chalmers, this conclusion is inevitable if one is to ‘take seriously’ the 
justified belief that we are phenomenally conscious (what he calls ‘phenomenal realism’). The ar-
gument turns, in particular, on the logical possibility of creatures identical to us but for their lack 
of phenomenal experience. Since phenomenal properties are intrinsic, it is possible to conceive 
of creatures that are functionally/physically identical to us but who do not have these phenom-
enal properties.1 This amounts to an explanatory gap between a full description of a subject in 
terms of functional/physical properties, and her phenomenal properties. Phenomenal properties 
are therefore not reductively explainable in terms of functional/physical properties.2 This entails 
that phenomenal properties do not supervene logically upon the domain of functional/physical 
properties. From the explanatory gap, Chalmers thus concludes to an ontological gap, namely that 
between a complete description of the world in terms of functional/physical properties on the 
one hand, and phenomenal properties on the other.

Further, since these zombies who experience no qualia (i.e. instantiations of phenomenal 
properties), behave in ways identical to us, this leaves phenomenal properties with the status of 
features that are irrelevant to the explanation of our behaviour, on the assumption of the closure 
of the physical (i.e. the assumption that for every physical event, there is a sufficient physical 
cause). Hence the quasi-epiphenomenalism of Chalmers’s position.3

Finally, an account of Chalmers’s position must also mention his views about the conscious states 
involved in cognition and behaviour control. Chalmers distinguishes (phenomenal) consciousness 
from awareness, where the latter is understood as ‘a state wherein we have access to some informa-
tion, and can use that information in the control of behaviour’ (Chalmers, 1996, p. 28). Awareness 
therefore describes psychological states of mind. With the claim that properties of psychological 
awareness are assumed to logically supervene upon functional/physical properties, we have a char-
acterisation of the main tenets of Chalmers’s Property Dualism (hereafter C-P-Dualism).

In the following, I shall refer to a state of phenomenal consciousness as a state of Φ-con-
sciousness, and a subject experiencing this state as having a Φ property. A state of psychological 
awareness will be described as a state of Ψ-awareness and a subject having such a state as having 
a Ψ property. Note that the assumption upon which C-P-Dualism rests, namely that we have 
a (justified) belief we are phenomenally conscious therefore requires that we are Ψ-aware of 
being Φ-conscious.

Chalmers’s argument is therefore an inference from the premise that we are justified in believ-
ing we are phenomenally conscious to the existence of an explanatory gap, and further, to the 
identification of an ontological gap between functional/physical properties on the one hand, and 
phenomenal properties on the other. This ontological gap defines a dualism of properties. It is not 
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1 For the sake of simplicity, I shall assume that phenomenal properties are possessed by the conscious subject.
2 The possibility of a reductive explanation in principle need not entail the possibility of reduction (and the argu-
ment does not require any further discussion of this issue; for more on this, see Rowlands, 1995). Rather, the 
possibility of reductive explanation in principle is just the possibility that one can remove the mystery about what 
is thus explained.
3 It is only epiphenomenalism as such if explanatory irrelevance entails there is no causal rôle. Only a position such as 
pan-protopsychism would however allow such a causal rôle to exist without an explanatory rôle.
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my task in this paper to defend this position. Rather, I shall accept the arguments that lead to it, 
but show that tensions emerge when we consider the nature of the justified belief which features 
in the premise of the argument, in relation to logically possible scenarios of temporally altered 
phenomenal properties, understood within the ontological framework of C-P-Dualism. I shall 
explore these by constructing a thought-experiment.

 
Thought-experiment

Consider Mary, Jenny and Jerry who are identified as follows. Similarly to Jackson’s (1982, 
1986) classic papers, Mary is brought up in a secluded black and white part of the real world and at 
time T, she leaves her colourless isolation for the first time, and immediately has her first encounter 
with a red rose. Her sister Jenny, who also looks at the rose at T, has not suffered such isolation 
and had a normal upbringing in the real world. But Jenny has a twin sister Jerry living in a possible 
world W1 defined as follows: it is identical to ours, apart from the fact that before T, visual Φ prop-
erties are all black and white. C-P-Dualism tells us that Jerry does not report anything new when 
looking at the rose. This is because Jenny’s behaviour is identical to Jerry’s since these two sisters 
have identical physical properties. However, intuitively, Jerry’s situation is more akin to Mary’s.

The counter-intuitiveness of this result is, as such, no objection to C-P-Dualism. But consider 
Jerry’s mental states. As noted above, we have an (immediate) Ψ-awareness of our phenomenal 
experience. That means that the mental state in which one is Φ-conscious of a red rose is available 
for the formation of a phenomenal belief and the expression of a phenomenal judgement. Jerry’s 
phenomenal experience during the interval [T-∆T,T+∆T] is apparently that of a change in her 
Φ-consciousness featuring the novelty of the experience of ‘red’. No phenomenal judgement can 
however express this: since Jerry’s phenomenal judgements are tied to her behaviour (i.e. if she 
makes a judgement, she can express it), they are identical to Jenny’s. 

As a result, Jerry’s Ψ-awareness appears to be operating differently from Jenny’s. For although 
Jenny is able to formulate a correct judgement about her phenomenal experience during the interval 
[T-∆T,T+∆T], Jerry would appear unable to do so. So there is a mental state such that one sister is 
correctly aware of it in W, but the other is not in W1. Although a state of Ψ-awareness denotes an 
access to information which may be prone to errors for various reasons, a mental state cannot be 
described as providing access to some information if the information is never available. Since Jerry is 
in the situation of not being able to have access to the information that there has been an alteration 
of Φ properties, she cannot be said to be Ψ-aware of her phenomenal experience of the alteration.

This result is however incompatible with Chalmers’s claim that we are Ψ-aware of being Φ-
conscious. This claim must apply to any logically possible situation in which there is Φ-conscious-
ness, and therefore to Jerry’s case.4 Such an incompatibility therefore threatens the fundamental 
assumption upon which C-P-Dualism rests, and can therefore not be allowed to stand.5

First response
A first possible objection we must deal with is the claim that I have not correctly analysed Jerry’s 

Ψ-awareness. On this view, Jerry is in fact aware of the phenomenal change. This means that Jerry 

Property dualism about consciousness and epistemic necessity • Chris J. Onof

4 Altering C-P-Dualism so as to weaken the claim that we are Γ-aware of being Φ-conscious to a claim that only 
applies to certain worlds, i.e. those with invariant Φ-properties, will amount to the kind of restriction I shall 
introduce to deal with the problem. Namely, these other worlds are to be viewed as inaccessible to us on episte-
mological grounds. 
5 Additionally, we note that Jenny cannot know she is not Jerry, since she would have no awareness of a phenomenal 
change were there one. This leads to a problem, for Jenny’s justified belief that she is Φ-conscious certainly should 
include the claim that she knows when Φ properties change. We shall use such an argument to tackle the second 
response below.
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holds the belief that there is a change in Φ properties. This is however excluded from the logical su-
pervenience of Ψ-properties upon physical properties: Jerry and Jenny’s Ψ-awareness are the same.

Note that if the C-P-Dualist were to drop this claim of logical supervenience, a problem would 
remain. For, since Jerry however formulates (or is disposed to formulate) the judgement that 
there is no change in Φ properties, she also holds the belief that there is no such change. This 
epistemological situation is however untenable.6 This can be seen either by pointing out the stark 
incoherence in Jerry’s beliefs, or the impossibility Jerry has of formulating a judgement expressing 
there is a change in Φ properties. That is, Jerry’s rationality breaks down. 

Chalmers (1996) considers the related problem of the rationality of the zombie making phe-
nomenal judgements. The zombie claims that he is Φ-conscious. Chalmers observes that, al-
though there is a sense in which he is wrong, he is ‘negatively rational’ insofar as he does not make 
any ‘invalid inferences [or] other such errors of reasoning’ (Chalmers, 1999). In the thought 
experiment I am proposing, even such negative rationality can no longer be said to characterise 
Jerry’s Ψ-awareness. For she forms a phenomenal judgement corresponding to a belief that flatly 
contradicts her phenomenal belief.7

Second response
A stronger objection would involve a move in the opposite direction from the previous re-

sponse. Since the problem is an apparent incompatibility between the phenomenal and the psy-
chological, it could be dealt with in at least two ways. The first response shifted the problem to 
one located within the psychological domain. The second response will, on the contrary, dispute 
the claims made about the phenomenal in the argument. One may thus query the assumption I 
have made that there is a phenomenal experience of the change in Φ properties. If there were no 
such experience, then there would be no requirement to have Ψ-awareness of it, and the identity 
of Jerry and Jenny’s Ψ-awareness properties would prima facie no longer be problematic.

To specify the claim that is at the core of this objection, we must look into what is involved in 
the epistemology of phenomenal experiences. Chalmers (2003) distinguishes between different 
types of phenomenal concepts and associated phenomenal beliefs. Suppose I am looking at a red 
apple. Four concepts of phenomenal redness can be distinguished. The ‘community relational 
concept’ red-C is ‘the phenomenal quality typically caused in normal subjects within my com-
munity by paradigmatic red things’. The ‘individual relational concept’ red-I is the ‘phenomenal 
quality typically caused in me by paradigmatic red things’. The demonstrative phenomenal con-
cept E refers to the phenomenal property of that which is the object of the subject’s ostension 
(here, phenomenal redness). Finally, there is the pure phenomenal concept R that refers directly to 
the phenomenal property, i.e. ‘in terms of its intrinsic phenomenal nature’ (ibid.). This concept is 
direct insofar as it is not mediated. Corresponding to this concept R, is a pure phenomenal belief 
which is direct, i.e. the belief that one’s experience is R. Thus, when Mary comes out of her black 
and white isolation, the knowledge she acquires is that the experience she is now having has ‘such-
and-such quality’, where “such-and-such” refers to the content of concept R. The content of this 
knowledge can therefore be encapsulated in the propositions E=R. Other knowledge that she also 
acquires is that of the truth of the following propositions: red-C = R and red-I = R.

The proposed objection is motivated by Chalmers’s claim that ‘the lifetime of a direct phe-

6 It is precisely this impossible epistemological situation that will lead to the proposed restriction upon possible 
worlds that are accessible.
7 Note that this result is to be distinguished from the issues connected with the paradox of phenomenal judgement 
which Chalmers analyses in detail. Here, we are concerned with our direct access to our conscious experience, i.e. 
that which leads to first-order phenomenal judgements such as ‘That’s red!’.
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nomenal concept is limited to the lifetime of the experience (or the instantiated quality) that 
constitutes it’ (2003). On a strict reading of this claim, there is arguably no direct phenomenal 
concept of a temporal variation of an instantiated quality. 

That there should be no direct phenomenal concept of the change that takes place in Jerry’s 
world during [T-∆T,T+∆T] would follow if the content of the direct phenomenal concept R were to 
refer to that which is purely instantaneous. One could dispute whether such an instantaneity with-
out duration is actually a reality, for instance on the grounds of one’s theory of time (see Dummett, 
2000), but I shall not pursue this issue in this paper. The issue of whether the present experience is 
instantaneous or has a certain duration, is one that is not addressed by Chalmers, but I propose that 
we assume that concept R refers to the intrinsic property of the instantaneous experience. 

With these assumptions, the proposed objection can now be seen as providing a clear challenge 
to the assumption I have made so far, namely that Jenny should have a phenomenal experience of 
the change in Φ properties. For if there is no direct pure phenomenal concept of such a change, 
there is no pure phenomenal concept of it, and therefore there cannot be any intrinsic property 
that constitutes the phenomenal experience. If the change in phenomenal properties is not itself 
the object of a phenomenal experience, this would seem to imply, prima facie, that there is no 
requirement of Ψ-awareness of such a change.

But, one must ask, how is it that Mary is aware of changes in the qualia she is experiencing as 
a result of her move out of her black and white isolation? Since the direct phenomenal concepts 
that contain her black and white experiences are no longer accessible, there must be another story 
as to how it is possible for her to remember her past experiences and compare them to her current 
coloured Φ properties. And indeed, this is the question that has to be addressed for any subject 
experiencing an alteration of Φ properties in our actual world.

If the proposed objection is to be successful, the answer to this question must be such that the 
explanatory work is done by cognitive (non phenomenal) concepts. For these concepts, whose 
possession is a property of Ψ-awareness, are identical for Jenny and Jerry. So that Jerry would 
have no Ψ-awareness of a Φ change, and there would be no inconsistency among her beliefs. The 
problem is that, because of the instantaneous lifetime of direct pure phenomenal concepts, some 
longer lasting phenomenal concepts would seem to be needed to enable Mary to compare the 
new coloured experiences with the older ones.

Chalmers introduces another type of pure phenomenal concepts that are not direct. These 
are standing phenomenal concepts, which make up the content of standing phenomenal beliefs. 
These concepts are formed on the basis of past experiences, e.g. what it is like to see a red tomato. 
And Chalmers (ibid.) shows that ‘beliefs involving standing phenomenal concepts will inherit 
justification by a priori inference from direct phenomenal beliefs’. Therefore, the belief that my 
current phenomenal experience is different from the one I had a moment ago involves a direct 
phenomenal concept of my current experience and a standing phenomenal concept of my former 
experience. It is justified because of the constitution of the first belief by experience and of the 
second by constitution of a belief through experience together with a priori inference.8 But if we 
look at Jerry, we find that if she holds a standing belief about her experience before T, BT-, and 
another about that after T, BT+, she should be able to hold the belief that the contents of these 
beliefs BT- and BT+ are different. That is, we do find after all that Jerry ought to be Ψ-aware of 
the change in Φ properties.

And, as previously, we find that on the C-P-Dualist picture, such Ψ-awareness is not possible 
on the assumption of the reducibility of Ψ-awareness properties to functional/physical properties. 
Hence a difference between Jerry’s phenomenal epistemology and Mary’s: Jerry cannot correctly 

8 Note that there is no claim of infallibility of such a priori procedures.
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differentiate between the standing beliefs BT- and BT+. This means that what constitutes the 
nature of Jerry’s phenomenal experience is weaker than what we take to be our phenomenal ex-
perience, since standing beliefs are completely unreliable. When Jerry says she is certain of being 
Φ-conscious, this is therefore a weaker claim that the one we take ourselves to make. It pertains 
only to knowledge of instantaneous concepts which has no duration.

To increase the strangeness of the situation, one can consider another functional/physical du-
plicate of Jenny. Zerry lives in a world W2 where phenomenal properties cease to be instantiated 
at all between T and T’. In line with the account given for Jerry, Zerry will have no Φ-conscious-
ness (and therefore, of course, no Ψ-awareness either) of the disappearance at T or the re-appear-
ance at T’ of Φ properties. Zerry’s claim to be certain of being Φ-conscious is also a weak one. 
Of course, when she is indeed experiencing Φ properties, there is an experiential component to 
her pure phenomenal concepts. This is what provides the justification for the phenomenal judge-
ments (Chalmers, 1996, p.199). But she makes the same judgements whether or not there is such 
a component. Any certainty she has of being Φ-conscious is therefore restricted to the instant, 
since when she recalls the time between T and T’, although she can remember making the same 
judgements, she does not know that they were erroneous.

The failure of the second response
The problem with these weaker versions of the claim to certainty that we have found with 

Jerry and Zerry, is that, Jenny, who is living in our world, has no way of knowing that she 
is not in Jerry or Zerry’s world, i.e. that she is not Jerry or Zerry. That is, for all she knows, 
she could be experiencing varying or disappearing Φ-properties, without knowing it. And of 
course, if this is true of Jenny, it is true of any one of us. This means that, within the framework 
of C-P-Dualism, the certainty I have of being Φ-conscious is not properly represented. Let us 
specify this claim.

What is problematic about Jenny’s epistemic situation can be summarised as follows. It is 
that she cannot be sure of any phenomenal knowledge. That is, she cannot be sure about any 
claims she might make about her phenomenal experience. For any such claims involve second-
order phenomenal properties (properties of the properties of the phenomenal experience), and 
these are necessarily relational properties. To know that such properties are instantiated how-
ever would require my ability to refer to the first-order properties of which they are predicated, 
after the occurrence of the phenomenal experience itself. But the truth-value of claims based 
upon such references is doubtful. For there are changes Jenny may not be aware of, or changes 
she wrongly takes to have experienced. That is, Jenny’s Ψ-awareness is too disconnected from 
her Φ-consciousness for her to be able to have any kind of knowledge of her phenomenal 
experience, and thus to hold the kind of justified beliefs that I have about my phenomenal 
experience. As a result, Jenny’s claim to have a justified belief she is Φ-conscious is whittled 
down to a very minimal one indeed, one that is a far cry from the justified belief I have of my 
own experience. To have a justified belief in the existence of something, while having doubts 
about anything that could be said about this something, is however to expose oneself to the full 
force of the kind of criticisms made by eliminativists. Moreover, since this justified belief is at 
the core of the argument for C-P-Dualism, its proper representation is essential to the cogency 
of this metaphysics of C-P-Dualism. This means that the inability to distinguish between stand-
ing beliefs arising from different Φ properties entails that the second response fails. Together 
with the problem encountered earlier, i.e. the inability to know whether or not the instantiated 
Φ properties have changed (original problem, and problem with the first response), and the 
inability to know they were absent in the Zerry case, we find states of affairs that are not accept-
able for property dualism.
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Implications for property dualism
Assuming the argument above to be correct, what is the dialectical situation? The situation we 

arrive at is that, however we interpret the phenomenal beliefs Jerry has, a proper representation of 
the certainty of being phenomenally conscious which constitutes the premise of his argument, is 
not possible within the framework of C-P-Dualism. We also found that, although the assumption 
of the logical supervenience of Ψ-awareness is central to the arguments above, dropping this as-
sumption would not alone solve the problem. At best, (in the case of the first response) it would 
lead to identifying a failure of (Jerry’s) rationality.

C-P-Dualism is therefore a metaphysical doctrine that is unable to correctly account for the 
epistemological facts upon which it is grounded. Although this does not amount to an internal 
contradiction, it nullifies the force of C-P-Dualism which is precisely to provide an account of 
Φ-consciousness that takes seriously the claim that we are justified in believing we are Φ-conscious 
(Chalmers, 1996, p.167). Without this, there remains little motivation for espousing such a du-
alistic metaphysical position. The question therefore is, where does the problem lie? We should 
start by revisiting the identification of the epistemic gap. The issue is clearly not one of denying 
the existence of such a gap, which is the strategy used by the materialist type A as Chalmers calls 
him (Chalmers, 1996). Rather, it must involve a closer characterisation of this gap, one which 
alters the ontological conclusions that can be derived from it.

Recall that the existence of epistemic gap translates the fact that it is not possible to explain 
properties of Φ-consciousness in terms of functional/physical properties. This means that Φ prop-
erties are disconnected from the functional/physical realm. This would seem to entail that it is 
arbitrary what specific Φ properties actually obtain. In describing the epistemic gap as that which 
lies beyond the purported supervenience base of functional/physical properties, one is thus led to 
overlook that Φ properties are properties the subject claims to be certain about. This involvement 
of the phenomenal in a claim about cognition is what lies at the root of the conclusions derived 
from the above thought-experiment. Namely, which Φ properties obtain cannot be viewed as 
a completely indeterminate matter, but one constrained by the epistemology of the conscious 
subject.

The argument shows that this constraint translates in terms of the epistemological impos-
sibility of variable (or at some time inexistent) Φ properties. That is, Φ properties are required 
to be temporally invariant: within a given world, if at times t1 and t2, all functional/physical 
properties are identical, so are all Φ properties. Indeed, since the situations represented by Jerry 
and Zerry’s cases created insurmountable problems for the claim one is justified in the belief one 
is Φ-conscious, a proper representation of the epistemological claim underpinning the argument 
for property dualism requires restricting the range of possible worlds which are accessible to a 
conscious subject. This means that the vanishing of qualia (fading qualia), their springing into 
being (appearing qualia)9 or their variability over time (dancing qualia) are to be excluded as 
epistemically impossible. We therefore obtain a restriction upon worlds which further constrains 
that which is first defined in terms of mere logical possibility. Epistemically possible worlds are 
here defined as worlds a conscious subject could be in, given he makes the justified claim that all 
conscious subjects make, namely that of being certain of being Φ-conscious.

The redefinition of the epistemic gap which leads to the introduction of this notion of epis-
temic possibility, also has ontological consequences. For certain properties of Ψ-awareness, name-
ly those of the Ψ-awareness of Φ experience, require the temporal invariability of Φ properties. 
This means that, across the ontological gap which separates functional/physical properties from 
Φ properties, lie Φ properties. These are clearly dependent upon functional/physical properties 

9 Of course, since we are, in fact, phenomenally conscious, this is not a case relevant to our situation.
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because of the constraints imposed upon them by neuro-physiological facts. But they are now also 
seen to exhibit some dependence upon Φ properties. This will be specified below.

The conclusions to be drawn can therefore be summarised as follows. First, the fact that 
zombie worlds are logically possible remains the key to Chalmers’s (1996) identification of the 
epistemic and also the ontological gaps. This means that there is a dualism of properties, so that 
subjects who are functionally/physically identical, may experience different Φ properties.

Second, worlds featuring fading or dancing qualia are logically but not epistemically possible10. 
The epistemic constraints are the requirement of enabling the correct representation of the justi-
fication of the belief of being Φ-conscious within a property dualistic framework. 

Third, this entails that Ψ-awareness is not independent of Φ properties. More specifically, 
properties of Ψ-awareness are dependent upon the temporal invariance of Φ properties. It there-
fore follows that properties of Ψ-awareness do not logically supervene upon physical/functional 
properties. At most, they may thus supervene modulo given (time-invariant) Φ properties.

Fourth, we can draw a further consequence from the fact that, given constant functional/
physical-properties, a Φ property cannot alter over time. This is that epistemic normativity 
requires the existence of  Φ properties. For, if the temporal invariability of these properties is 
required, this means that their very existence is relevant to the constraints of epistemic nor-
mativity. As a result, zombie worlds are also not accessible from the real world. That is, zombie 
worlds are not epistemically possible.

Fifth, the dependence of Ψ-awareness upon Φ properties is not causal since it is the mere exis-
tence of temporally invariant Φ properties that is required by the epistemology of the Ψ-awareness 
of Φ-consciousness. Consequently, this does not, as such, conflict with the closure of the physical 
domain. For it does not entail that judgements about one’s phenomenal experience are causally 
dependent upon Φ properties.

The dualism which separates phenomenal from functional/physical properties, and which is 
grounded in the logical possibility of beings with no or different Φ properties, does therefore 
not account for the relation between the phenomenal and the psychological. This emerges as a 
relation of dependence of the latter on the exis tence of temporally invariant Φ properties, on the 
grounds of an epistemic normativity which is covert in the premise of Chalmers’s argument.11 

The existence of temporally invariant Φ properties thus acquires the status of a transcendental 
condition for our cognition (or at least part of it), in the sense that it is an a priori condition for 
the possibility of such knowledge or justified beliefs about our Φ experience.

Epistemic necessity versus metaphysical necessity
This argument differs from the appeals to metaphisical necessity found in the literature. There 

is obviously a difference in the outcomes, since my argument upholds a dualistic ontology. But it 
is interesting to compare the argumentative strategies.

The usual strategy of the materialist type B, as Chalmers (1996) describes her, is to seek to 
show that a conceptual difference identified by the epistemic gap does not entail a difference 

10 Chalmers notes in his discussion of the physical possibility of dancing qualia, that ‘it is entirely implausible to 
suppose that my experiences could change in such a significant way (…) without my being able to notice the change’ 
(Chalmers, 1996, p. 269). But the possibility evoked here is a physical one. He adds that it is ‘only just logically pos-
sible’ (ibid.). Although the logical possibility cannot be at stake here, his restriction fits in nicely with an intermediate 
form of possibility, one driven by epistemic considerations.
11 An awareness of our phenomenally conscious mental states and their content is key to Chalmers’s claim of direct 
access to his phenomenal experience (Chalmers, 1996, p.196). Although it is logically possible to imagine beings 
who are not thus related to their phenomenal experience (proto-zombies) this is not considered by Chalmers. This 
means that epistemic constraints are already built into the understanding of our phenomenal consciousness.
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of properties. Many approaches have drawn upon Kripke’s notion of a posteriori necessity. This 
amounts to claiming that a phenomenal concept can be identified with a functional/physical 
one a posteriori in the same way as water can be identified with H2O a posteriori. That is, the 
apparent difference in properties is just an illusion that can be dispelled by a correct re-description 
of the property of phenomenal consciousness. Chalmers (1996) shows that this appeal to weak 
metaphysical necessity will not work, because the property of being phenomenally conscious (un-
like that of being water) defines a perfectly good property in possible worlds. In other words, the 
problem with a posteriori necessity is that ‘water=H2O’ is true in all possible worlds considered as 
counterfactual (with the actual world fixing the reference of ‘water’), but what is at stake here is 
the consideration of possible worlds as actual. And if one could show that there are things that are 
H2O in such worlds, but are not water, then one would have shown the property of being water is 
not that of being H2O. In the case of Φ-consciousness, if zombies are logically conceivable, then 
Φ properties are not functional/physical properties.

Only appeals to a ‘brute’ notion of ‘strong metaphysical necessity’ (Chalmers, 1996) hold any 
promise for the materialist B’s approach. That is, considerations of a posteriori necessity aside, 
she must argue that there are metaphysical grounds for differentiating between what is logically 
conceivable and what is metaphysically possible: these must be a priori. 

My strategy in this paper agrees with this approach only insofar as it views the ontology as not 
determined by mere considerations of logical possibility. The materialist B wants to introduce 
metaphysical necessity as a further restriction on possible worlds for the purpose of drawing 
ontological conclusions. In this paper, considerations of epistemic possibility are drawn upon to 
alter the conclusions obtained from mere logical possibility. But the restrictions introduced by 
metaphysical necessity in the first case, and epistemic possibility in the second, work in differ-
ent ways. For the appeal to strong metaphysical necessity consists in claiming that phenomenal 
concepts have special features but actually refer to functional/physical properties. These special 
features may be expressed in terms of indexicality (Perry, 2001), of quotations (Papineau, 2002), 
etc. But whatever these features are, their common characteristic is that they purport to block 
the move from merely conceptual considerations to ontological ones by introducing a restriction 
upon possibility. My approach, on the contrary, is to accept the move from the conceptual to the 
ontological level, but to introduce a restriction upon possibility on the grounds of further require-
ments that are epistemological. The consequence is that rather than undercut the argument for 
dualism, the notion of epistemic necessity provides further constraints upon the structure of the 
dualist ontology. This ontology is therefore no longer C-P-Dualism, but an epistemically con-
strained dualism of properties that I shall refer to as Epistemic Property Dualism (E-P-Dualism).

Some speculations about the meaning of E-P-Dualism
This dependence of aspects of our cognition (expressed in terms of properties of Ψ-awareness) 

upon Φ-consciousness may appear surprising, but it is worth noting that we have not shown that 
coherent beliefs and therefore knowledge per se are impossible without qualia. Rather, given that 
we are beings with phenomenal experience, incompatible beliefs (e.g. the belief one is Φ-con-
scious over a period of time, and the belief one does not know whether one was conscious in the 
past) would result from the absence or alteration of our Φ properties. This does not exclude the 
possibility of forms of knowledge which might not require qualia: one might want to talk of the 
knowledge possessed by a machine with no phenomenal experience for instance. Such a machine 
is a logical possibility. 

The knowledge possessed by such a machine would however be distinct from ours, since 
the phenomenal cannot be extricated from our cognition. And the question would therefore be 
whether this machine could be said to have knowledge at all. 
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To say that this would not be knowledge might seem to amount to an anthropocentric view of 
knowledge. However, such a view could also be based upon the claim that the rôle played by the 
phenomenal cognition is deeper than so far suggested. Let us examine this possibility. 

What we know is that the existence of temporally invariant Φ properties is required for a satis-
factory account of that part of our Ψ-awareness whose content is directly related to phenomenal 
experience. It may be that Φ properties are only relevant to that part of our cognition. In this 
case, the having of phenomenal experience would serve no cognitively relevant purpose. That 
is, Φ properties would supervene upon functional/physical properties modulo the existence of 
temporally invariant Φ properties.

But Φ properties, which are intrinsic, have themselves relational properties. It is these which, 
arguably, proponents of functional reductionist views consider as ultimately the only properties to 
be accounted for (e.g. Dennett, 1988). Whether or not these second-order properties are obvi-
ously reducible to functional rôles is a matter we cannot discuss here. But that they have a rôle 
in cognition is beyond doubt. For instance, the associations that arise through the knowledge of 
phenomenal qualities have an important problem-solving rôle to play. I would argue, moreover, 
that it is precisely such associative properties that lie at the core of much of our worldliness, i.e. of 
our pre-cognitive understanding of the world of our practical involvements (e.g. as discussed in 
Clarke, 1997, Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1990).

These issues cannot be discussed in the context of this paper, but such a rôle for Φ properties 
would amount to making them into transcendental conditions not only of our cognition, but 
more broadly of the intelligibility of that which are familiar with, i.e. of ‘our’ world.

Before leaving these speculations aside, I would however point to an important issue that 
would need to be addressed. This is whether the deeper involvement of Φ properties in our cogni-
tion would conflict with the claim of the causal closure of the functional/physical domain. If it 
were to do so, it would conflict with some deep seated intuitions, and a strong case would have 
to be made if the latter are to be abandoned.

Conclusions
In this paper, I have addressed the problems arising within the framework of C-P-Dualism 

from the consideration of possible worlds with temporally varying, fading (or appearing) Φ prop-
erties. I have argued that the consideration of such scenarios threatens the justified belief that we 
share about our having phenomenal experience. The only way of dealing with these problems 
is to make worlds defined by such Φ properties (or indeed no Φ properties) inaccessible to us. 
The resulting ontology of E-P-Dualism preserves the duality between functional/physical and 
Φ properties, while properties of Ψ-awareness occupy a bridging status, grounded as they are in 
both these types of properties. 

I shall indicate two important virtues of the proposed property dualism. First, it avoids the 
(quasi-)epiphenomenalistic position characteristic of C-P-Dualism whereby Φ-properties have no 
explanatory rôle to play. For such a position is rather unsatisfactory, as many commentators have 
pointed out (e.g., Seager, 1991). This is because it leaves Φ properties with no explanatory rôle in 
our behaviour. Second, and more importantly, in terms of the explanatory value of the theory, the 
‘remarkable coherence between conscious experience and cognitive structure’ which Chalmers 
(1996, p.218) examines, is no longer an explanandum. The coherence in question is that which 
ensures that the structure of my phenomenal experience is reflected in my awareness. Typical 
structural features are aspects of the geometry of my visual field, implicit relations within this field 
(e.g. between complementary or similar colours), relations of intensity between Φ properties, 
… Such features are mirrored in the representations which feature more or less explicitly in our 
cognitive processes, and which characterise our Ψ-awareness.
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The fact that C-P-Dualism has to appeal to a principle of mutual coherence (ibid., p.225) to 
account for the coherence between the structure of Φ consciousness and that of Ψ awareness, 
would seem to be a major disadvantage of this theory. For an appeal to a harmony between two 
domains - a harmony that is not accounted for within the framework of the theory - must be 
viewed as an explanatorily weak aspect of a theory. 

In the case of E-P-Dualism however, the coherence between experience and cognition results 
directly from the linkage between Φ-properties and properties of Ψ-awareness. This constitutes 
an important theoretical advantage over other forms of property dualism.

Property dualism about consciousness and epistemic necessity • Chris J. Onof
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LOCALIZACIONISMO CEREBRAL 
E MÚLTIPLA INSTANCIAÇÃO

João de Fernandes Teixeira
Universidade Federal de São Carlos, Brasil

Abstract
The paper focuses on the relationship between brain models (especially those derived from 
new techniques of imaging) and computational models of the mind. The first part discusses 
the functionalist claim that the physical form of the brain does not directly influences mental 
function. Such a claim is contradicted by recent research on functional localization of brain 
function. In the second part we argue that there is a way out to uncouple form and function 
by reviewing our current conception of functionalism inherited from the symbolic paradigm 
of artificial intelligence.

Keywords
form, functionalism, multiple realizability, brain imaging.

Resumo
O artigo discute a relação entre modelos do cérebro (especialmente aqueles derivados das 
novas técnicas de imagem cerebral) e modelos computacionais da mente. Na primeira parte 
são discutidas teses funcionalistas, de acordo com as quais a forma física do cérebro pouco 
influencia suas funções e como estas teses entram em conflito com o localizacionismo cere-
bral contemporâneo. Na segunda parte argumentamos que existe uma maneira de contor-
nar estas dificuldades através de uma revisão de nosso conceito habitual de funcionalismo 
herdado do paradigma simbólico da inteligência artificial.

Palavras chave 
forma, funcionalismo, múltipla instanciação, imagem cerebral.

Ao falar do problema mente-cérebro, freqüentemente colocamos toda nossa ênfase na dis-
cussão acerca da natureza dos estados mentais, esquecendo-nos de outro aspecto deste binômio, 
qual, seja, o cérebro. Queremos referir fenômenos mentais a fenômenos cerebrais, estabelecendo 
os correlatos neurais dos primeiros, mas, o que é o cérebro? Ao fazermos esta pergunta é preciso 
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superar uma ingenuidade metodológica e epistemológica segundo a qual o cérebro seria um 
objeto como outros que nos cercam. Ou seja, precisamos superar o fisicalismo ingênuo que ainda 
parece constituir o pressuposto do senso comum e quiçá de muitos neurocientistas.  

A ciência do cérebro deve ser concebida como uma ciência de como nós representamos nosso 
próprio cérebro, ou seja, de como falamos de uma entidade construída através do conhecimento 
neurocientífico – uma entidade teórica. Como então construir essa entidade que chamamos de 
cérebro? Ou melhor, como começar a construir nosso conhecimento acerca de nosso cérebro? 
Estas questões parecem constituir o pano de fundo de toda epistemologia da neurociência que 
queiramos construir – questões que têm ficado fora da agenda até mesmo das propostas de neu-
rofilosofia como é o caso, por exemplo, do casal Churchland.1 A história da neurociência, ou de 
como se concebe o cérebro ao longo do século XX parece ser a história secreta da filosofia da 
mente e de suas ramificações na ciência cognitiva.

Existem três formas básicas de representar o cérebro: a) o localizacionismo, b) o holismo, c) e 
o equipotencialismo. O holismo nega que funções mentais possam ser entendidas em termos de 
áreas isoladas, mas não se choca com o localizacionismo, pois ele não precisa negar a especializa-
ção das áreas. O localizacionismo tornou-se, contemporaneamente o localizacionismo funcional, 
ou seja, a localização de áreas obedece a um critério essencialmente funcional. Este tipo de local-
izacionismo, cada vez mais praticado hoje em dia, através da observação da atividade cerebral in 
vivo (neuroimagem através de ressonância magnética funcional), reveste-se de uma importância 
especial: a partir dele iniciou-se a pesquisa que visa relacionar atividades cognitivas com regiões 
cerebrais específicas.2

Esta atividade detalhada de cartografia cerebral exige, por sua vez, uma definição do tipo de 
mapa do cérebro que iremos produzir, ou seja, do critério cartográfico utilizado para dividir o cére-
bro em várias regiões. Há vários critérios neste sentido, desde o especificamente neuro-anatômico, 
os baseados em padrões de conectividade, tipologias evolucionárias, tipologias baseadas no de-
senvolvimento ou outras. Com efeito, há várias maneiras de fazer o mapeamento do cérebro, 
além de muitos instrumentos e tecnologias para individuar áreas cerebrais. Existem, por exemplo, 
preparados a base de tinturas para discriminar diferentes padrões celulares (o método conhecido 
como cito-arquitetura) e o PET scan também é usado para discriminar tipos diferentes, de acordo 
com diferentes padrões funcionais de ativação. Diferentes métodos produzem diferentes tipolo-
gias – tipologias que podem até mesmo, em alguns casos, entrar em conflito. Assim sendo, seria 
ingênuo supor que a neurociência venha algum dia a produzir um único sistema classificatório de 
tipos neurológicos ou um único mapeamento cerebral. Estes dependem de contextos e interesses. 
Por exemplo, uma tipologia clínica será diferente de uma tipologia com finalidade fisiológica. 
Podemos então falar de uma variedade de mapas do cérebro, da mesma maneira que falamos de 
uma variedade de mapas de um país: mapa geográfico, mapa político, mapa populacional, etc.3

A produção de diferentes tipologias neurológicas e de diferentes mapeamentos cerebrais, por 
mais diversos que sejam, torna-se particularmente importante para nossa discussão na medida em 
que eles parecem pressupor a idéia intuitiva de que a função depende da forma, ou seja, formas 
específicas ou arquiteturas específicas do cérebro parecem ser responsáveis pelo desempenho de 
funções também específicas. A formas específicas corresponderiam regiões especializadas do cére-
bro, mesmo que estas regiões especializadas se definam como grupos de células geograficamente 
afastadas no cérebro. O progresso no localizacionismo funcional que tem contemporaneamente 
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1 Veja-se porém o livro Philosophical Foundations of Neuroscience (Bennett et alia.,2003) que parece contrariar a 
assertiva acima.
2 Para alguns, como Uttal isto nada mais é do que frenologia eletrônica.Veja-se Uttal (2003).
3 Veja-se a este respeito os trabalhos de Mundale (1997) e (1998).
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dominado as neurociências tem possibilitado descobrir um conjunto cada vez maior de funções 
efetivamente localizáveis e seu grau de localização. Sabemos, por exemplo, que funções somato-
sensórias são localizáveis e que outras como atenção, memória e consciência poderão no futuro 
receber um mapeamento preciso. Para se ter uma idéia mais nítida dos progressos neste campo 
basta saber que até o mapeamento de estados subjetivos específicos como é o caso do famoso 
TOT (tip-of-the-tongue) já está se tornando possível.4

1- Podemos agora voltar nossa atenção para a primeira questão que queremos discutir neste 
artigo: Até que ponto as idéias funcionalistas e, em especial, sua tese da múltipla instanciação 
(multiple realizability), são compatíveis com o localizacionismo funcional e sua premissa intuitiva 
de que forma determina função? O funcionalismo impôs-se como filosofia da mente predomi-
nante nas décadas de 60 e 70 pelo intercâmbio desta com a inteligência artificial e a proposição da 
metáfora do cérebro como computador. A mente seria o software do cérebro; o cérebro, por sua 
vez, instancia uma mente, mas esta não é o cérebro nem se reduz a ele.

Os funcionalistas advogaram que sua tese seria um monismo neutro, que poderia abrigar 
visões opostas, desde que nenhuma delas fosse reducionista. Não há dúvida de que, neste sentido, 
o funcionalismo foi, ao lado do emergentismo, uma das grandes novidades da filosofia da mente 
do século XX. Contudo, a idéia de que a mente seria o sofware do cérebro levou à concepção 
equivocada de que estes se assemelhariam a idealidades matemáticas desencarnadas e portáteis 
e não à descrição das transformações de um hardware ao longo do tempo – e foi a partir deste 
momento que o funcionalismo passou a poder ser visto como um sucedâneo do dualismo carte-
siano5. Por outro lado o materialismo não-reducionista dos funcionalistas baseia-se na token-token 
identity. A token-token identity sustenta que alguma instância de um tipo mental é idêntica a 
alguma instância de um tipo físico, sendo que este pode ser o sistema nervoso de um ser humano, 
de um marciano ou o hardware de um computador. Neste sentido, o funcionalismo é uma espécie 
de materialismo/fisicalismo minimalista. 

O triunfo do funcionalismo nas décadas de 60 e 70 e sua conseqüente tese da múltipla instan-
ciação levou à predominância de uma representação equipotente do cérebro – uma representação 
onde não haveria especificidade funcional nem dependência de funções relativamente a formas e 
arquiteturas específicas, pressupondo-se que só assim tais funções seriam reprodutíveis em disposi-
tivos diferentes do cérebro humano. Em outras palavras, o equipotencialismo parece ter se imposto 
como uma pressuposição implícita do funcionalismo e da inteligência artificial, que apostou (e 
ainda aposta) na utilização de hardwares genéricos para reproduzir funções cognitivas humanas.

A múltipla instanciação irrestrita baseia-se na idéia de que haveria uma classe ilimitada de 
hardwares que poderiam reproduzir o software da mente - a classe das máquinas digitais com 
arquitetura von Neumann, que teriam apenas uma característica comum, qual seja, a capacidade 
de efetuar computações ao modo de uma máquina de Turing. Em termos neurofisiológicos isto 
equivaleria a dizer que as funções seriam praticamente independentes das formas – e não é à 
toa que no início dos anos 90 assistimos a uma patética discussão na ciência cognitiva em torno 
de definir o que seria um computador e se este poderia ser feito com tampas de garrafas de 
refrigerantes. Esse pressuposto da independência da função em relação à forma levou a uma falsa 
equiparação entre a proposta funcionalista e o modelo computacional da mente. 

Nos anos 90 este cenário muda para outro extremo, por conta da década do cérebro e dos 
avanços na neurociência. Tenta-se derivar desta a idéia de que somente seres dotados de um cére-
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espíritos desencarnados virem a ter propriedades mentais. “Token physicalism does not rule out the logical possibility 
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bro semelhante ao nosso (um wetware específico) poderiam pensar e ter experiências conscientes, 
como se somente os pássaros pudessem voar e não os aviões, por serem estes últimos feitos de 
metal e não terem asas com penas.

Este último ponto de vista foi fortemente defendido no final dos anos 90 por filósofos como 
William Bechtel (Bechtel & Mundale, 1997)), Jennifer Mundale (Mundale, 1997, 1998) e 
John Bickle (1998, 2003). Mundale e Bechtel, nos seus ataques a tese da múltipla instanciação 
chegaram a defender que a questão das relações entre forma e função é, no caso do cérebro, 
uma questão essencialmente empírica e não matéria de discussão filosófica. Como parte de seu 
projeto anti-funcionalista eles reabilitam teorias da identidade como as já defendidas nos anos 50 
por Smart, Place e Armstrong e também o materialismo eliminativo. Seus argumentos, contudo 
parecem resumir-se à proposição de que se funções cognitivas dependem de formas específicas 
dadas por regiões especializadas do cérebro, a filosofia da mente terá de inclinar-se em direção a 
algum tipo de teoria da identidade entre mente e cérebro.

2- Qual é então o futuro do funcionalismo? Haverá alternativas para este conflito entre a 
pesquisa em ciência cognitiva e a neurociência? Ou deverá esta última assumir papel prepon-
derante que relegaria a interdisciplinaridade de uma ciência da mente a apenas uma ilusão 
temporária que já teria se dissipado?

Contrariamente a Bechtel, Mundale e Bickle, penso que a questão que enfrentamos é de ordem 
essencialmente conceitual e não empírica. A inspiração do funcionalismo nos anos 70 foi não apenas 
que o cérebro poderia ser comparado a um computador, mas, mais especificamente, a um com-
putador digital, uma máquina com arquitetura von Neumann. Associou-se o funcionalismo com o 
modelo computacional da mente (o paradigma simbólico) e a tese da múltipla instanciação com a 
idéia de que diferentes hardwares podem executar um mesmo software e vice-versa. Neste sentido, 
o funcionalismo pressuporia hardwares ou bases físicas excessivamente genéricas e sua contrapartida 
neurológica teria de ser o equipotencialismo cerebral. Múltipla instanciação não significa, entretanto, 
instanciação irrestrita.6 Caberia perguntar, então, até que ponto seria sustentável a tese da múltipla 
instanciação, ou seja, qual seria o limite para o conjunto de formas que podem realizar uma mesma 
função. A neurociência não nos ensina que o cérebro é necessariamente irreplicável; tampouco que 
não podemos reproduzir suas características funcionais usando outros materiais e arquiteturas para 
simular a mente – da mesma maneira que uma máquina de diálise simula um rim. Neste sentido, o 
funcionalismo digital tem seus dias contados, mas não o funcionalismo como tese geral.

O funcionalismo como tese geral parece vir fundamentar a terceira onda da inteligência artificial, 
qual seja, a nova robótica de Brooks. Com ela estaríamos retornando ao verdadeiro sentido da in-
teligência artificial que teria se perdido ao longo da história, qual seja, a inteligência artificial no sen-
tido forte (strong A I). A vocação original da inteligência artificial é ser uma ciência experimental; um 
ramo da engenharia e não da matemática. A ciência do artificial é uma ciência da implementação.

A inteligência artificial precisa retomar suas origens, ou seja, a cibernética, esta disciplina de 
vida efêmera e injustamente esquecida pela história da ciência. A cibernética começa pela obser-
vação do comportamento e é esta a estratégia seguida por Brooks no seu laboratório no MIT. 
Insetos podem apresentar comportamento complexo, sem que para isso seus cérebros tenham que 
representar regras lógicas. O mesmo podemos afirmar acerca de gaivotas que fazem vôos rasantes 
para apanhar peixes no mar – certamente seus cérebros não representam regras e equações da 
balística para evitar que um desses vôos resulte em algum tipo de colisão fatal ou afogamento. No 
cérebro destes organismos, forma e função estão muito próximos, sobretudo se se concebe função 
como comportamento. Seus cérebros operaram a transformação de comportamentos ou proces-
sos em hardwares (ou wetwares) específicos ao longo do processo evolucionário. Se há representa-
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ções nestes cérebros, elas são representações implícitas ou encarnações físicas de processos, como 
é, por exemplo, o caso de uma calculadora de bolso que encarna funções matemáticas – embora 
suas regras de funcionamento sejam estáticas e invariáveis. Certamente outros hardwares mais 
flexíveis podem ser formados a partir das interações comportamentais dos organismos/robôs com 
a complexidade do meio ambiente. Neste caso, estamos diante de hardwares plásticos que podem 
se modificar a si mesmos nestes processos interativos e este é o verdadeiro sentido da afirmação de 
que processos/comportamentos podem se transformar em hardwares ou no limite em wetwares. 
 3- A reflexão sobre nosso modo de representar o cérebro – as diferentes cartografias  cerebrais 
– impõe-se assim como tarefa epistemológica urgente com conseqüências inevitáveis para a filoso-
fia da mente. Mas se falta-nos uma epistemologia da neurociência pode-se dizer, igualmente, que 
falta-nos uma filosofia da ciência da computação. É a ausência desta que pode envolver-nos em 
confusões teóricas e até mesmo em pseudo-questões como a interpretação não-materialista do 
funcionalismo e suas conseqüências.

A crítica a um funcionalismo des-cerebralizado pode ter outras conseqüências que não ex-
ploramos aqui, como por exemplo, a necessidade de redefinir nossas concepções de computabi-
lidade. Nossa crítica sugere que um computador é um dispositivo regido por leis físicas que podem 
instanciar leis lógicas e não apenas um dispositivo puramente abstrato que se torna definível por 
uma excessiva generalidade, o que permitiria, por exemplo, incluir na classe dos computadores 
uma máquina de Turing construída com tampinhas de refrigerante e desenhos no chão. Mas esta 
discussão – que não poderemos adentrar aqui – requer uma reflexão sobre o estatuto ontológico 
do que chamamos software e nossa tendência a concebê-lo como entidade matemática com uma 
existência independente de sua realização física; uma questão que nos leva, por sua vez, para o 
campo de uma nova disciplina, a saber, a filosofia da ciência da computação. 

Esta disciplina, que ainda não adquiriu nenhum tipo de cidadania filosófica ou acadêmica deve 
começar com uma indagação primordial, qual seja, se a informação deve ser considerada uma 
entidade física ou matemática – ou, alternativamente, como uma entidade física descritível pela 
matemática.  Mas, neste último caso é preciso atentar para não confundir descrição com objeto de 
descrição ou descritor com objeto de descrição, uma confusão que faz com que se ignore a espe-
cificidade do que está sendo descrito, como se computadores e seres vivos pudessem ser igualados 
simplesmente pelo fato de poderem ser descritos como máquinas de Turing.

Localizacionismo Cerebral e Múltipla Instanciação • João de Fernandes Teixeira
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A NATUREZA DA NECESSIDADE NAS 
VERDADES NECESSÁRIAS 

A POSTERIORI *

André Barata
Universidade da Berira Interior

Abstract
Take the following Modus Ponens:

(1) If P, Then Nec. P
(2)P
(3) Nec. P

Kripke alleges that this is a valid argument and that the two premisses (1) and (2) may be 
true. In fact, the truth value of the first one is knowable a priori, as a conceptual truth, and 
the truth value of the secont one is knowable a posteriori, resultant form a scientific discov-
ery like any other. From these assumptions, it should follow the truth of the conclusion (3), 
witch is a necessary proposition knowable a posteriori that results from MP of the preceding 
ones.
This paper intends to discuss the nature of the necessity involved in these necessary a poste-
riori truths. In particular, instead of trying to sustain that there are not necessary a posteriori 
truths, I will try to present a set of arguments against the position whith defends that the 
nature of the involved necessity is metaphysical.
In order to do so, I will restrain my discussion to an example - water being H2O. And I shall 
start by pointing out two different classes of necessary a posteriori truths, the identities and 
the predications, both of whith will be dealt with separately. Identities first followed by the 
predications.
With respect to identities whose truth is established a posteriori, I will sustains thar they are 
necessary truths, but also that they are not metaphysical necessary truths. My argument here 
is based on two steps. Firstly, I’ll sustain that, in spite of the fact of physical structure of water 

Epistemologia / Epistemology

 * Pelas muitas observações e réplicas que me endereçou, ao longo da preparação deste texto,  presto o meu agradeci-
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A Natureza da necessidade nas verdades necessárias a posteriori • André Barata

O Problema
Seja o seguinte Modus Ponens (MP):
(1) Se P, então nec. P
(2) P
(3) Nec. P
Saul Kripke alega que este argumento é válido e que as duas premissas (1) e (2) podem ser 

verdadeiras, sendo o valor de verdade da primeira conhecível a priori e o da segunda conhecível 
a posteriori, resultante de uma descoberta científica como qualquer outra; pelo que se deveria 
seguir, da verdade daquelas premissas, a verdade da conclusão, (3), que é uma proposição ne-
cessária conhecida a posteriori que resulta por MP das anteriores.1 

O que causará perplexidade nas verdades necessárias a posteriori e levará a duvidar da consistência 
do argumento acima exposto? Aparentemente, é um certo passo de magia pelo qual e repentinamente 
o mesmo conhecimento empírico que permitiria afirmar uma verdade contingente se revela, afinal, 
suficiente para que se afirme uma verdade necessária acerca do mundo. Por exemplo, se sabemos que 
a água é H2O que passo nos permite a partir daí vir dizer que a água é necessariamente H2O?

Ora, o que proponho com esta comunicação trazer à discussão será a natureza da necessidade 
nestas verdades necessárias a posteriori; mais em particular, procurarei apresentar um conjunto de 
argumentos contra a posição que defende que a natureza da necessidade envolvida é metafísica.

Para esse efeito começo por distinguir duas classes de verdades necessárias a posteriori, as 

1 «(…) One knows by a priori philosophical analysis, some conditional of the form “if P, then necessarily P.” (…) On 
the other hand, then, we know by empirical investigation that P, the antecedent of the conditional, is true (…) We 
can conclude by modus ponens: 
If P then nec P 
P
Therefore, nec P
(…) this conclusion is known a posteriori, since one of the premises on which it is based is a posteriori.» (Kripke, 
1971: 88)

172 • Analyses / Análises

being H2O in all  possible worlds if it is H2O in the actual world, it is a metaphysical contin-
gent fact that water possesses that psisical structure. In fact, in a possible world with different 
physical laws water may have a different physical structure. Against the obvious objection 
that it would not be the same substance, I’ll argue, in second place, that the apropriate 
criterion for recognize transworld identity is not physical structure but, instead, metaphysi-
cal structure. At last, I’ll sustain that if it makes sense talk about metaphysical strucutre it is 
absurd to identify physical strucutre and metaphysical structure.
In what concerns to necessary predications, I’ll sustain that ther are either physically neces-
sary predications or “analisations” of physically necessaty predications. Anyway, the nature of 
its necessity is not metaphysical.

Keywords
Necessary a posteriori truths; metaphysical necessity; rigid designation
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identidades e as predicações, classes que tratarei separadamente, primeiramente as identidades e, 
depois, as predicações.

1. O caso das identidades necessárias a posteriori
1-1. (O MP modal) Para o caso das identidades empregarei como exemplo a proposição que 

afirma que a água é necessariamente H2O.2 Geralmente, esta proposição é inferida do seguinte 
MP modal:

Se água=H2O, então Nec. água=H2O 
Água=H2O 
Nec. água=H2O 
1-1-1. (Avaliação do MP modal) Não tenho nada a apontar à primeira premissa. A condicio-

nal ‘Se água=H2O, então Nec. água=H2O’ é incontestavelmente verdadeira e conhecida a priori. 
Com efeito, de um ponto de vista lógico, se a=b, então necessariamente a=b, ou, empregando o 
idioma dos mundos possíveis (Pww), se a=b no mundo actual (Aw), então a=b em todos os Pww. 
Assim, pode-se afirmar que ‘Se água=H2O, então Nec. água=H2O’ é uma verdade conceptual, 
assente na verdade lógica de que as identidades são necessárias. O meu criticismo também não 
se dirige, pelo menos numa primeira fase, à segunda premissa. Admitirei, pois, que o valor de 
verdade de água=H2O seja conhecível a posteriori. Por fim, o argumento também me parece 
indiscutivelmente válido. Assim, não estamos perante um argumento apenas válido, mas também 
sólido. Obviamente, com estas admissões, admito também a verdade da conclusão, a saber, que 
Nec. água=H2O. Admito, por fim, tratando-se ‘água’ e ‘H2O’ de designadores rígidos, que a 
necessidade concluída é não só de re, mas também de dicto.

1-1-2. (A interpretação metafísica do MP modal) Onde incidirá, então, o meu criticismo se 
não no MP modal? Simplesmente, no significado que é habitualmente atribuído à sua conclusão 
– a meu ver, não é o caso que a conclusão do MP modal possa ser interpretada como significando que 
a água, entendida metafisicamente, seja idêntica a H2O em todos os Pww. 

Sob a condição de o termo ‘água’ designar em todos os Pww o que designa no Aw e do termo 
‘H2O’ designar em todos os Pww o que designa no Aw3, então, o que se obtém, ao se concluir, 
pelo MP modal, que Nec. Água=H2O, pode resumir-se a isto – que o designado pelo termo ‘água’ é, 
em todos os Pww, o designado pelo termo ‘H2O’, ou seja, que os designata dos dois termos são a mesma 
substância em todos os Pww. 

Ora, é aqui que começa realmente o problema. Qual é a natureza da necessidade das verdades 
necessárias a posteriori? Os defensores da posição kripkeana quando se referem à necessidade 
metafísica da conclusão do MP modal não se referem à verdade de a substância designada pe-
los dois termos, ‘água’ e ‘H2O’, ser a mesma em todos os Pww4. Antes se referem à verdade 

A Natureza da necessidade nas verdades necessárias a posteriori • André Barata

2 Ao escolher este exemplo, focarei a atenção no caso das identidades transescalares – que me parece ser o mais im-
portante. No entanto, outros casos de identidades não envolvem realidades observadas a diferentes escalas, como, por 
exemplo, o da identidade entre Véspero e Fósforo, o qual classifico como uma identidade semântica (Cf. nota 7).
3 Esta condição restritiva visa inibir a possibilidade de num Pw os termos possuírem uma significação diferente da que 
possuem no Aw. A sua imposição apenas traz consequências inibidoras quanto a decisões, sempre convencionadas, 
sobre quais as palavras que empregamos para nos referirmos à realidade. Não tem, obviamente, nenhum efeito sobre 
a realidade propriamente dita, sequer sobre o modo como a discriminamos e a conhecemos. Por isso,  assumir esta 
condição nada influi nos termos do problema, constitui, isso sim, a única forma de isolar o problema de eventuais 
confusões com aspectos meramente linguísticos.
4 Note-se que não estou apenas a dizer que os termos designam o mesmo em todos os mundos possiveis (como 
se pudesse variar o que ambos designam de mundo possível para mundo possível); estou a dizer que a substância 
designada é realmente a mesma em todos os mundos possíveis.
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metafísica, supostamente concluída, de essa substância ser idêntica a H2O em todos os Pww. Ora, 
o que procurarei mostrar é que, sem pôr em causa a validade do MP modal, nem a verdade das 
premissas e, portanto, da conclusão, esta última não pode ser lida como dizendo que aquilo a que 
chamamos ‘água’ (ou mesmo ‘H2O’) é realmente H2O em todos os Pww. 

1-1-2-1. (Interpretação não metafísica do MP modal) Poder-se-á contestar o facto de eu 
introduzir na discussão os termos designadores e não me limitar ao designado. Mais em particular, 
poder-se-á afirmar que, em vez de concluir que a substância designada pelos dois termos, ‘água’ e 
‘H2O’, é a mesma em todos os Pww, o que o MP modal conclui é que a estrutura física da água 
é H2O em todos os Pww. Esta conclusão é válida, desde que sob a condição de se interpretar o 
MP modal da seguinte forma: os termos ‘água’ e ‘H2O’ não designarem o mesmo e se afirmar, 
em virtude da segunda premissa, a identidade entre os dois designados. Nesse caso, teremos que 
essa será uma identidade verdadeira em todos os Pww. Contudo, como veremos adiante (Cf. 
1-2-3.), dessa identidade não se segue que a substância a que chamamos ‘água’ seja em todos os 
Pww H2O; apenas se segue que a estrutura física que detém no Aw (mas que poderá não possuir 
num Pw) é H2O em todos os Pww. Assim, embora a estrutura física da água seja necessariamente 
H2O, a natureza dessa necessidade não será metafísica (e isto, pese embora o facto de ser uma 
necessidade para todos os Pww).

1-1-2-2. (Alvo da crítica: a pressuposição metafísica) Logo, para que tenhamos uma neces-
sidade metafísica é preciso retornar à primeira interpretação do MP modal, a saber, a que nos diz 
que os termos ‘água’ e ‘H2O’ designam a mesma substância, para, assim, se poder sustentar que 
essa substância é H2O em todos os Pww.

Ora, o meu criticismo incide exactamente na implicação – chamar-lhe-ei implicação metafísi-
ca –, de que da conclusão do MP modal se siga que a água (ou seja, a substância que designamos 
quer como ‘água’ quer como ‘H2O’ ) seja H2O em todos os Pww. Com efeito, para que esta 
implicação fosse verdadeira, necessário seria que se pressupusesse a impossibilidade metafísica de 
a mesma substância (designada pelos termos ‘água’/‘H2O’) ter diferentes composições quími-
cas. Qualificarei este pressuposto como metafísico.

1-2. (Tese) Ora, para mostrar que a implicação metafísica é inválida, e que, consequentemente, 
o MP modal é irrelevante para o problema, tratarei, em tese, de afirmar a contrária do pressuposto 
metafísico. Ou seja, procurarei expor e fundamentar a seguinte tese:

- À substância designada pelos termos ‘água’/ ‘H2O’ não é fisicamente (i.e., com as mesmas 
leis físicas) possível sobrevir, à escala química, uma composição química diferente de H2O; não 
obstante, uma tal sobreveniência é metafisicamente possível.

 Da verdade desta tese seguir-se-á, obviamente, a falsidade da implicação metafísica, designa-
damente, a falsidade do consequente da implicação, a saber, que a mesma substância (designada 
pelos termos ‘água’/ ‘H2O’) seja H2O em todos os Pww. Com efeito, se a tese proposta for 
verdadeira, então essa substância poderá não ser H2O em Pww com leis físicas diferentes das que 
regulam o Aw. E isto, mesmo tendo por verdadeira a conclusão do MP modal (sob a sua única 
interpretação metafísica possível).

Posto isto, um primeiro ponto importante está já adquirido: reconhecer que não há propria-
mente nenhum contributo da parte do MP modal para a discussão sobre se a água é, ou não, 
H2O em todos os Pww, pois a sua conclusão é consistente com qualquer uma das alternativas em 
discussão. O que realmente importa é saber o que se segue da conclusão do MP modal e saber isso 
é algo que nos remete, não para o MP modal, mas para o que chamei ‘pressuposto metafísico’. 
O debate centra-se, pois, em saber se é, ou não, metafisicamente possível uma substância possuir 
diferentes composições químicas em função de diferentes leis físicas. Ou ainda, em termos mais 
abstractos mas também mais impressivos, se as leis físicas contam para a sobreveniência.

1-2-1. (Defesa da Tese) É fisicamente concebível um Pw organizar a matéria de um modo tão 
diferente do que o que se verifica no Aw – suponha-se um Pw em que a matéria nem sequer esteja 
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organizada em átomos e moléculas – que, desse modo, resulte que o designado pelos termos 
‘água’ e ‘H2O’, que é o mesmo, não tenha a composição química  H2O. Para isso, bastaria que a 
constante de Planck tivesse um valor significativamente superior ao que actualmente tem, a saber, 
6.2618 x 10-34 Joule-segundo. Em cursos de Física, é bastante frequente perguntar-se aos alunos 
como seria o mundo se a constante de Planck mudasse. Com efeito, se esta aumentasse muito, 
por exemplo para uma ordem de grandeza superior a 10-20 só se poderia ter átomos do tamanho 
de sistemas solares ou mesmo de galáxias e, ainda assim, não sobreviveriam tempo nenhum pois a 
energia necessária para libertar os electrões seria muito baixa. 

É claro que não é isto que pretendemos, pois queremos ter a mesma substância por base, 
em particular, a mesma substância dentro do mesmo copo de água, uma substância apontável e 
com uma composição química razoável – a única “extravagância” é que, tratando-se de H2O no 
mundo actual, não o seja num mundo possível com leis físicas diferentes. Mas isso não é, a meu 
ver, difícil de se obter, designadamente através das seguintes duas vias:

- 1.ª via: ou operando a pequenas mudanças nas leis físicas do mundo actual,  por exemplo, 
aumentando apenas um pouco a constante de Planck, o suficiente para que haja ainda uma orga-
nização atómica, ainda que diferente. Provavelmente, seria preciso alterar o spin dos electrões, o 
valor das cargas dos electrões e dos protões (por exemplo, se os protões tivessem uma fracção da  
carga que possuem no mundo actual). Com maior ou menor dificuldade, qualquer físico razoavel-
mente competente consegue determinar um conjunto de modificações nas leis físicas do Aw pelas 
quais a substância de que sobrevém o composto H2O no Aw fizesse sobrevir outra composição 
química num Pw, por exemplos os gases O e H2.

- 2ª via: ou formulando um novo conjunto de leis físicas. Por exemplo, concebendo um certo 
conjunto de leis L1-Ln, para um Pw, de que se siga que das mesmas subpartículas sobrevenha não 
H2O, como no Aw, mas, suponhamos, He4H2.

Aliás, de modo análogo, é fisicamente concebível um Pw com as mesmas propriedades químicas 
obter, à nossa escala quotidiana, propriedades sobrevenientes tão diferentes das que se verificam 
no Aw, que, desse modo, resulte que o designado  por ‘água’ e ‘H2O’, que é o mesmo, não exiba 
nenhumas das propriedades que atribuímos, à nossa escala quotidiana, à água. Efectivamente, 
se as leis físicas relevantes para a cristalização do gelo e para as pontes de Hidrogénio fossem 
diferentes, e se estivesse claramente determinada essa diferença, então poder-se-ia determinar que 
ao H2O sobreviria, à escala quotidiana, uma substância que: i) gelando, ocuparia menos espaço 
que o que ocupa em estado líquido; ii) sendo submetida a luz branca, reflectiria apenas um certo 
comprimento de onda de luz;  iii) sendo introduzida, em estado líquido, num copo,5 não aderiria 
aos rebordos do copo.  Este é, aliás, um bom exemplo de como as leis físicas importam realmente 
para a sobreveniência – Mudando suficientemente as leis físicas relevantes, é determinável que ao 
H2O sobrevenha uma substância de todo irreconhecível, à nossa escala quotidiana, qua água.

Significa isto, pois, que é concebível um Pw em que os termos ‘água’ e ‘H2O’ não designem 
nem água, tal como a reconhecemos à nossa escala quotidiana, nem H2O, tal como a reconhecemos 
à escala química, sem, porém, deixarem por isso de designar  a mesma substância simpliciter.

1-2-2. (Objecção genérica à Tese) A objecção mais geral a este meu argumento deixa-se 
enunciar assim: a substância ser a mesma em todos os mundos possíveis implica possuir a mesma 
estrutura em todos os mundos possíveis; no entanto, em nenhum dos casos apresentados de Pww 

5 Note-se que estas propriedades da água à escala quotidiana não são propriedades fenomenológicas.  São propriedades 
aspectuais – Por exemplo, a água-à-escala-quotidiana pode ser líquida e essa propriedade, ‘Ser líquida’, é aspectual, 
mas não é fenomenológica. Uma propriedade fenomenológica é uma propriedade relacional, que está dependente 
do sujeito ou agente de conhecimento, designadamente das características da sua capacidade de percepção. Ora, não 
houvesse sujeitos de conhecimento no mundo, e a água continuaria a ter um certo aspecto à escala química, outro 
aspecto à escala quotidiana, outro aspecto à escala quântica, etc.
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com variações de leis físicas a substância tem realmente a mesma estrutura física que no Aw; pelo 
que não se trata da mesma substância mas de outras substâncias. E, alegadamente, não poderia 
deixar de ser assim pois se é uma verdade conceptual as identidades serem necessárias, então, não 
se verificando a identidade, é porque a substância não é a mesma.

1-2-2-1. (Resposta) É certo que a afirmação da identidade transmundial requer a distinção 
entre propriedades estruturais e propriedades não estruturais, mas, mais exactamente, entre pro-
priedades metafisicamente estruturais e propriedades metafisicamente não estruturais. Com efeito, 
só posso admitir que algumas das propriedades da substância num Pw não são suas propriedades 
no Aw se tais propriedades não forem metafisicamente estruturais. De outro modo não se teria 
uma identidade transmundial, ter-se-ia, pura e simplesmente, outra substância. Dizer isto não 
é mais do que reconhecer que a identidade transmundial não implica uma identidade quanto a 
todas as propriedades da substância, mas tão-só quanto a certas propriedades da mesma. Quais? 
As propriedades metafisicamente estruturais. 

Neste momento, chamo a atenção para o seguinte: Só é possível distinguir entre uma pro-
priedade estrutural e uma propriedade não estrutural (ou, se se preferir, entre o essencial e o 
acidental) à espécie natural através de uma regularidade dotada de valor explicativo, ou seja, de 
uma lei. Ora, se o ponto está em determinar o que é estrutural e o que não o é numa espécie 
natural independentemente das leis físicas, então, conclui-se, obviamente, que tal não é possível 
a não ser que se considere existirem “leis metafísicas” e que essas leis sejam conhecíveis. Um tal 
conhecimento de leis metafísicas está, porém, manifestamente para lá do alcance do nosso conhe-
cimento da realidade física e das suas leis, pelo que não vejo como seja possível discriminar numa 
substância quais são as suas propriedades metafisicamente estruturais. Por exemplo, quando me 
reporto à substância designada pelo termo ‘água’ sei indicar de que substância simpliciter se trata 
– isto que está, por exemplo, neste copo de água. Mas não sei dizer quais são as propriedades que 
lhe são metafisicamente estruturais. Só sei dizer quais são as propriedades que lhe são fisicamente 
estruturais (pois não poderiam deixar de se seguir do conjunto das leis físicas que regulam os 
eventos naturais no mundo actual).

Ignorando quais são as propriedades metafisicamente estruturais da água, então não é o caso 
que o facto de termos no Aw H2O e num Pw os gases O e H2 implique que a substância sub-
veniente não seja metafisicamente a mesma. E sendo assim, não está demonstrado que não haja 
identidade transmundial,  que era, justamente, o que a objecção afirmava.

1-2-3. (Objecção mais particular) Uma objecção mais particular envolve uma discussão 
faseada. A objecção formula-se assim: Sabendo que as identidades são necessárias e admitindo a 
identidade física água=H2O, ter-se-ia que esta identidade seria verdadeira em todos os Pww. E isto 
independentemente do facto de haver Pww com leis físicas diferentes e apesar de não dispormos 
do conhecimento de quais são as propriedades metafisicamente estruturais à água.

1-2-3-1. (Duas concepções de estrutura metafísica) O simples facto de a determinação das 
propriedades fisicamente estruturais à água depender das leis físicas, faz com que, num Pw em que 
as leis físicas relevantes para a estrutura física da água sejam diferentes das do Aw, se tenha que as 
propriedades fisicamente estruturais à água sejam também diferentes das do Aw. Significa isto que 
nesse Pw a substância visada não será água? Do meu ponto de vista não; significa antes que nesse 
Pw as propriedades fisicamente estruturais da água são outras. Mas como podemos falar ainda de 
água se ela é estruturalmente outra? Aqui, há que tomar uma decisão: ou consideramos que a água 
é a sua estrutura metafísica e que, dessa forma, não havendo nenhuma razão para afirmar que 
diferenças fisicamente estruturais impliquem diferenças metafisicamente estruturais, podemos ter 
um Pw em que a água tenha uma estrutura física diferente; ou consideramos que a água é a sua 
estrutura física no Aw, o que torna sem sentido qualquer pergunta sobre leis físicas que pudessem 
afectar a sua estrutura física, porque sabemos a priori que, então, já não se trataria de água. 

Esta segunda opção da alternativa dirá ainda que a estrutura física é a estrutura metafísica, 
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pois, se a estrutura física da água é H2O no Aw, então é também essa em todos os Pww. Contudo, 
esta opção é, a meu ver, insustentável por várias razões.

1-2-3-1-1. (Avaliação da identificação da estrutura metafísica com a estrutura física) 
Se considerarmos, não a espécie natural água, mas uma dada porção concreta de uma substância, 
que está num copo defronte de mim, ela não deixa de ser a mesma pelo facto de algumas das 
suas propriedades estruturais no Aw deixarem de ser estruturais num Pw ou por algumas das suas 
propriedades não estruturais no Aw passarem a ser estruturais num Pw. Deixaria de ser a mesma 
se as propriedades fossem outras, mas não se apenas as propriedades estruturais fossem outras. Ou 
seja: admitindo a simples identificação da água com a sua estrutura física, teríamos o resultado 
absurdo de a mesma porção concreta de matéria, com as mesmíssimas propriedades, ser água 
no Aw e não ser água num Pw com leis físicas diferentes. A conversa também se verifica: uma 
substância 1 que detém, no Aw, certas propriedades estruturais pode ser muito diferente de uma 
substância 2 que detém, porém, num Pw com leis físicas diferentes, as mesmas propriedades 
estruturais – basta supor que por mera coincidência as leis físicas desse Pw determinam como 
estrutural à substância 2 o mesmo conjunto de propriedades que as leis físicas do Aw determinam 
como estrutural à substância 1. 

Destas razões concluem-se três resultados:
i) em primeiro lugar, a identidade entre água e sua estrutura física no Aw não garante que num 

Pw a mesma porção concreta de água, que tenho defronte de mim no Aw, seja H2O, já que a sua 
estrutura física pode ser outra;

ii) em segundo lugar, tem-se que, de facto, estruturalmente a água será H2O em todos os 
Pww, mas com isso não estaremos a dizer nada de fisicamente, menos ainda metafisicamente, 
relevante, já que nada nos garante que estejamos a falar realmente das mesmas substâncias físicas. 
Tratar-se-á, digamos assim, de uma verdade necessária em todos os Pww é certo, mas não de uma 
verdade acerca das coisas concretas com que nos deparamos no mundo, sejam estas entendidas 
num sentido físico ou num sentido metafísico.

iii) em terceiro lugar, uma porção concreta da substância água será em todos os Pww idêntica 
àquilo a que é idêntica no Aw, ainda que, algo ironicamente, essa mesma porção não seja em todos os 
Pww estruturalmente água, sequer H2O. É que, relativamente a este terceiro ponto, temos que uma 
possível variação das leis físicas não tem efeito sobre as propriedades de uma dada porção concreta 
de água, mas tão-só sobre o carácter estrutural, ou não estrutural, dessas mesmas propriedades.

1-2-3-1-2. (O estatuto não natural da metafísica) Poder-se-á, ao menos, considerar que 
o facto de esta porção concreta de água que tenho defronte de mim ser, em todos os Pww (até 
naqueles em que as leis físicas são diferentes), idêntica àquilo a que é idêntica no Aw será um 
facto metafisicamente necessário? A resposta é negativa pela simples razão de que num Pw com 
leis físicas diferentes não só as propriedades estruturais poderão ser outras como vimos, mas as 
próprias propriedades base poderão ser outras. Desta forma, o facto de se ter uma porção concreta 
de água diferente num Pw não implica que se tenha uma estrutura metafísica diferente. Por esta 
razão, a água que consideramos metafisicamente, i.e. transmundialmente, não pode ser identifi-
cada nem com a sua estrutura física no Aw nem com uma substância concreta. Quer uma quer 
outra poderão ser idênticas a algo (da mesma natureza) em todos os Pww, mas isso não faz delas 
identidades metafisicamente necessárias. 

Já vimos que uma porção concreta de água pode ter uma estrutura física diferente em virtude de 
uma variação das leis que determinam quais são as suas propriedades fisicamente estruturais. Mas, não 
dispondo de nenhum conhecimento de “leis metafísicas” que determinem o que é metafisicamente 
estrutural a essa porção concreta de água, como podemos determinar se a estrutura metafísica é 
respeitada quando fazemos variar as suas propriedades? Como sabemos que não estamos a prescindir 
de uma propriedade metafisicamente estrutural? A única resposta possível é esta: não sabemos. Daí 
que tendamos a rebater a estrutura metafísica na estrutura física.  Só que tal rebatimento é ilusório 
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porque, como julgo ter mostrado, sabemos pelo mesmo determinar, através da variação das leis da 
física, que há propriedades fisicamente estruturais que não são metafisicamente estruturais.

Uma derradeira alternativa estaria em se eliminar a metafísica – ao fim e ao cabo, se não é pos-
sível indicar uma propriedade que seja metafisicamente estrutural, se não há nenhuma razão física 
que induza o reconhecimento de estruturas metafísicas, se o facto de haver verdades necessárias a 
posteriori não implica que a natureza da necessidade dessas verdades seja metafísica, se, em suma, 
da natureza não se retira nenhum compromisso metafísico, então por que razão não eliminar, 
pura e simplesmente, as ideias de propriedade metafisicamente estrutural, de estrutura metafísica 
e de necessidade metafísica?

Uma razão, talvez não a única, para que não se dispensem tais ideias não é natural, mas 
transcendental – não dispensamos a ideia de uma estrutura metafísica por ser condição para que 
nos possamos pôr questões tão simples como ‘Poderia a água ter outra estrutura física do que 
a que tem?’ ou ‘Que estrutura física tem a água?’. Só sob o assentimento de que a água tenha 
uma estrutura metafísica, embora epistemicamente vazia (porque, por princípio, desconhecida),  
encontramos um mesmo idêntico acerca do qual esta ou aquela estrutura física é verdadeira no 
Aw, esta ou aquela estrutura física poderia ser verdadeira num Pw. E é justamente por esta razão 
que não é possível dar uma resposta à pergunta ‘Que estrutura metafísica tem a água?’.6

Esta presunção é racional, pois não é inteligível como é que se pudesse entender o que é 
as coisas poderem ser isto ou aquilo sem, de algum modo, preservar o que as coisas são. Esse 
modo é metafísico. 

1-3. (Designação metafísica) Sobre estas conclusões, resultam algumas consequências de 
relevo para a natureza da designação de termos para espécies naturais como ‘água’. Por exemplo, 
quando dizemos que ‘água’ e ‘H2O’ designam o mesmo, aqui o mesmo é a substância na sua 
estrutura metafísica, a qual podemos apontar – ei-la, esta porção de água defronte de mim – mas 
não podemos conhecer. Este ponto mostra, aliás, que a mais subtil ambição metafísica – dizer o 
que as coisas são na sua natureza última – reside numa confusão entre a designação metafísica dos 
termos ‘água’/‘H2O’, com o seu alcance derradeiro, por assim dizer, mas desprovido de valor 
epistémico,  e um compromisso com um dado aspecto epistémico (no caso, a composição química 
H2O) , mas sempre superficial.

1-3-1. (Designação epistémica)  Mas, quando digo que α=β posso não estar a dizer que o 
referente de ‘α’ é o referente de ‘β’, mas algo mais em particular, a saber, que o α real é idêntico 
ao β real. Como é possível discernir um α real de um β real se o real é o mesmo? Não vou entrar 
na discussão metafísica da identidade, designadamente a discussão sobre se existem real ou metaf-
isicamente identidades. Vou antes dar conta do modo como ‘α’ e ‘β’ podem designar um α e um 

6 Em jeito de recapitulação, o meu ponto está em não reconhecer pertinência a uma metafísica naturalizada, pois 
nada na natureza (seja esta propriamente física, biológica, etc.) necessita o que quer que seja metafisicamente. Mas 
não reconhecer uma metafísica naturalizada, não significa que não seja racionalmente exigível – como uma condição 
transcendental – reconhecer uma metafísica ou, ao menos postular uma metafísica. Que razões contam para a ad-
missão deste postulado? Sejam a situação I – a mesma porção concreta de água poder ter num Pw outra estrutura 
física (fazendo-se variar num mesmo conjunto de propriedades quais são as estruturais) – e a Situação II – a mesma 
estrutura física desta porção concreta de água no Aw poder corresponder, num Pw, a outra porção concreta de água  
(fazendo-se variar o próprio conjunto das propriedades da porção concreta de água). Então, tratando-se de encontrar 
um critério suficiente para a identidade transmundial, nem a estrutura física da água servirá esse propósito (pois, na 
Situação I, há identidade transmundial da água sem que a estrutura física seja a mesma) nem o servirá o conjunto 
das propriedades de uma porção concreta de água (pois, na Situação II, há identidade transmundial da água sem 
que esse conjunto de propriedades seja o mesmo). Assim, para que seja possível falar de identidades transmundiais 
e nos colocarmos, com sentido, perguntas como ‘Poderia a água ter outra estrutura física?’ ou ‘Que estrutura física 
tem a água’?, é necessário identificar a água com uma sua estrutura metafísica, mesmo que dela não saibamos, nem 
possamos saber, indicar uma propriedade que seja metafisicamente estrutural. 
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β que não sejam a instância derradeira do real, ou seja, a substância simpliciter feita equivaler à 
sua estrutura metafísica. É que, além das designações rígidas metafísicas, julgo haver designações 
rígidas epistemicamente comprometidas, isto é, designações que envolvem um compromisso epis-
témico com o que é o designado. Chamar-lhes-ei, por isso, designações epistémicas. Por exemplo, 
quando tentamos dar resposta à pergunta «O que é a água?» a designação aparece-nos compro-
metida com certas propriedades de que não estamos dispostos a abdicar. Com efeito, é justamente 
a água tal como ela é à escala quotidiana –  bebível, correndo nos rios, inodora, incolor, etc. – o 
objecto da nossa pergunta, e não a substância simpliciter. Identicamente, o mesmo termo ‘água’ 
pode designar epistemicamente H2O. Em ambos os casos, o termo ‘água’ não estará a designar a 
substância simpliciter mas a substância tal qual ela é a esta ou aquela escala de observação. 

Note-se que não estou apenas a afirmar que o termo ‘água’ pode designar epistemicamente a 
água tal como ela é à escala quotidiana ou o composto H2O à escala química; estou a afirmar que 
o termo ‘água’ só pode designar esses designata epistemicamente. Portanto, não é o caso que os 
designe metafisicamente; nenhum destes designata é uma estrutura metafísica.

1-3-1-1. (Definição) Sugiro, assim, a seguinte definição de designação epistémica:
Um termo designa epistemicamente o seu referente sse:
i) esse termo é um designador rígido e
ii)  designa  um certo aspecto epistémico do seu referente.
1-4. (Discussão do Argumento da Terra Gémea) O célebre argumento da Terra Gémea 

de Hilary Putnam é a meu ver, tão irrelevante quanto o argumento modal de Kripke no que 
respeita a se concluir que a água ser H2O é uma necessidade metafísica. Porquê? Sinteticamente, 
o argumento corre assim: Óscar1, uma pessoa da Terra, e Óscar2, uma sua réplica na Terra Gémea, 
são exactamente idênticos, o estado mental em que ambos se encontram quando dizem ‘água’ é 
também exactamente o mesmo; mas como na Terra e na Terra Gémea, a expressão ‘água’ obtém 
como referente objectos reais distintos, a saber H2O e XYZ respectivamente, então não bastam 
os estados mentais (nem, por conseguinte, as intenções) para determinar a referência. Assim, en-
quanto o argumento for estritamente semântico, tem-se que milita a favor da posição que defende 
o externalismo semântico, ou, empregando uma bem conhecida afirmação de Putnam, “meanings 
ain’t just in the head”. Simplesmente, não há nada na assunção do externalismo semântico que 
implique o pressuposto metafísico de que seja metafisicamente impossível a água não ser H2O. 
Quer isto dizer que, rejeitando-se tal pressuposto – rejeição que se faz independentemente de 
quaisquer considerações sobre o externalismo semântico –, então podemos ter H2O e XYZ na 
Terra e na Terra Gémea respectivamente e, não obstante, os dois compostos serem sobrevenientes 
à mesma substância, a saber, água. Daqui, segue-se obviamente, a irrelevância do argumento da 
Terra Gémea para o ponto em discussão.

Por outro lado, a admissão da distinção entre designação metafísica e designação epistémica 
traz consequências cruciais quanto à bondade do argumento da Terra Gémea mesmo tratando-se 
de discutir apenas a tese do externalismo semântico (que é o contexto original da sua formulação 
e discussão). É que, se se admite a pressuposição da parte de Putnam de que ‘água’ designe o 
composto H2O, então, pelo facto de se tratar de uma designação epistémica, necessário seria pres-
supor também que Óscar1 soubesse qual era a composição química da água. Ora, esta não é uma 
pressuposição que Putnam admita, pois se o fizesse então não haveria razão nenhuma para que 
Óscar2, estando no mesmo estado mental que Óscar1, chamasse a XYZ ‘água’. E se assumíssemos 
que Óscar2 não soubesse qual era a composição química daquilo a que chama ‘água’, então não 
haveria razão nenhuma para que ambos estivessem no mesmo estado mental.  Por seu turno, a 
alternativa a se considerar que o termo ‘água’ designa H2O resume-se a aceitar que a designação 
é não epistémica, ou seja, que esse termo designa metafisicamente a substância simpliciter. Mas, 
se é esse o caso, então Óscar1 e Óscar2 podem estar a designar a mesma substância, pese embora 
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o facto de essa substância ter diferentes composições químicas consoante estejamos na Terra ou 
na Terra Gémea. Quer isto dizer que a extensão do termo ‘água’ seria a mesma, pelo que não é 
verdade que Putnam tenha, com a sua experiência de pensamento, exposto uma situação em que 
às mesmas intensões correspondessem diferentes extensões. Logo, e concluindo, o argumento 
da Terra Gémea não é um bom argumento a favor do externalismo semântico, ao contrário, por 
exemplo, do argumento modal de Kripke. É que este não está na dependência do que chamei 
pressuposto metafísico (i.e., o pressuposto de que é metafisicamente impossível a mesma substân-
cia ter por sobrevenientes estados de coisas diferentes, em particular, composições químicas dife-
rentes), ao passo que o argumento da Terra Gémea só se segue quanto ao externalismo semântico 
sob a admissão desse pressuposto metafísico.   

1-5. (A identidade água=H2O é uma identidade estipulada) Até agora, tenho argumen-
tado no sentido de mostrar que é falso o pressuposto de uma impossibilidade de a substância 
metafisicamente designada pelos termos ‘água’/‘H2O’ ter diferentes composições químicas. Com 
isto, pude concluir ser inválida a implicação metafísica de que certa porção de água (ou ainda, 
que a estrutura metafísica da água) seja H2O em todos os Pww a partir da verdade de que ‘água’ 
e ‘H2O’ designem o mesmo em todos os Pww.

Note-se que, para cumprir este objectivo, não precisei de problematizar a segunda premissa 
do MP modal, a saber, a que afirma a identidade física entre água e H2O. Aliás, assumindo esta, 
pude afirmar que se trata de uma identidade verdadeira em todos os Pww, ou ainda, de uma 
verdade fisicamente estrutural. De facto, se no Aw águaQ=H2O (i.e., a identidade física entre a 
água-à-nossa-escala-quotidiana e o composto H2O), ou ainda,  águaΣ=H2O (i.e., a identidade 
física entre a água-a-uma-escala-última e o composto H2O), então, e em virtude do carácter 
necessário das identidades, temos forçosamente que essas identidades entre estruturas físicas são 
verdadeiras em todos os Pww. O ponto, até aqui, esteve em mostrar que isso não faz com que 
sejam necessidades metafísicas.

Contudo, afirmar no mundo físico identidades transescalares, como a de que a águaΣ (ou a 
águaQ) é fisicamente idêntica a H2O, é, a meu ver, afirmar demasiado se tivermos em atenção o 
alcance do nosso conhecimento. Como procurarei mostrar, em seguida, apenas posso garantir que 
a águaΣ=H2O  no Aw se, justamente, o estipular. 

1-5-1. Para esse efeito, há que notar em primeiro lugar que, se a escala química não 
é a derradeira escala de observação do real, e se entendermos a composição química da 
água como essencial à água, então tratar-se-á de uma essência superficial. Níveis escalares 
inferiores, subatómicos, quânticos, e os que mais houver, se houver, podem fazer regredir in-
definidamente a ideia de uma realidade primeira, relativamente à qual a composição química 
será mero aspecto superficial. 

1-5-2. Se é assim, então é concebível a possibilidade de substâncias muito diferentes, ob-
serváveis a uma igualmente concebível escala subquântica, apresentarem, à escala química, a 
mesma composição química H2O. Ou seja: H2O pode ser realmente, no Aw, não uma substância 
mas uma classe de substâncias muito diferentes; pode mesmo suceder que a posse comum da com-
posição química H2O seja uma propriedade acidental do ponto de vista de uma teoria física mais 
estrutural. Nestas circunstâncias, há que perguntar se a águaΣ é fisicamente idêntica a H2O, ou se 
tem, simplesmente, a propriedade ‘ser H2O’? Ora, a esta pergunta não é possível dar uma resposta 
a não ser “essencializando”, por estipulação, a composição química – nesse caso, poderemos, 
efectivamente, garantir que se trata de uma identidade, mas apenas porque assim o decidimos. 
Não o decidindo, não saberemos como excluir a possibilidade de ser uma predicação, mesmo uma 
predicação que, além de superficial, seja acidental; que, ao fim e ao cabo, pouco informe acerca 
do que é realmente a águaΣ, ou seja, acerca do que é realmente a água tal como ela é na escala 
fisicamente mais estrutural.

1-5-3. Quer isto dizer que a essencialização por estipulação que garante a identidade física 
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entre águaΣ e H2O não garante, todavia, uma boa resposta à pergunta ‘O que é a águaΣ?’. Ou 
seja: dizer que a águaΣ é essencialmente H2O pode ser dizer muito pouco sobre o que é realmente 
a águaΣ, pode mesmo ser dizer nada de realmente essencial a águaΣ. É um pouco como aceitarmos 
que Melville, por considerar essenciais aos peixes propriedades tão superficiais que até a Moby 
Dick satisfazia, sabia, cientificamente, o que é um peixe. Não estou, obviamente, a dizer que seja 
assim com a água; estou apenas a dizer que esta é uma possibilidade ineliminável enquanto não 
nos depararmos com uma escala última de observação da realidade, o que não vejo como seja 
possível. Isto que se diz da água pode ser generalizado a todos os casos de identidades trans-
escalares – e.g., que a luz é a radiação electromagnética dentro de certo intervalo de valores de 
comprimentos de onda, etc.

1-5-4. Posto que as identidades transescalares, como águaΣ=H2O, são estipuladas (pese embora 
todas as boas razões científicas que nos levem a afirmá-las) porque não dispomos de conhecimento 
suficiente para as garantir realmente, então não é o caso que no MP modal possamos dar por garan-
tida a verdade da segunda premissa ou, por outras palavras, de uma verdade fisicamente estrutural. 

1-5-5. Se podemos dar por garantida alguma coisa no Aw é a composição química H2O ser 
uma propriedade da água, não o facto, sempre problemático, de ser, ou não, uma propriedade 
fisicamente estrutural.7  

2. O caso das predicações necessárias a posteriori 
2-1. Resta, por fim, passar ao estudo da classe das predicações necessárias a posteriori. Para 

estas, o MP modal deixa-se formular do seguinte modo:
Se S é P, então S é necessariamente P
S é P
S é necessariamente P

em que ‘S’ designa um sujeito de predicados e ‘P’ designa um predicado. 

2-1-1. Empregando a forma predicativa da proposição ‘A água é H2O’, i.e., fazendo-a 
equivaler à proposição ‘A água possui necessariamente a composição química H2O’, ter-se-á 
então:

Se a água possui a composição química H2O, então possui-a necessariamente

A água possui a composição química H2O
A água possui necessariamente a composição química H2O

7 Note-se que isto que digo de identidades transescalares, como a de que água=H2O, não é extensível a todas as iden-
tidades. Com efeito, identidades como a de que Véspero=Fósforo são identidades garantidas e válidas para todos os 
Pww. A diferença reside no facto de as primeiras serem identidades presumivelmente físicas (e independentes da nossa 
linguagem e das nossas mentes), ainda que estipuladas, ao passo que estas últimas não são identidades físicas, mas 
meramente semânticas (e, portanto, dependentes da nossa linguagem e das nossas mentes). De facto, não existem 
um Véspero e um Fósforo no mundo físico; a afirmação, semântica, da sua identidade equivale justamente à negação 
de que existam realmente duas entidades idênticas no mundo físico. Logo, se a identidade é meramente semântica, 
então a necessidade da identidade assim afirmada não poderá, obviamente, ser uma necessidade realmente atribuível 
ao mundo empírico, muito menos valer como uma necessidade metafísica. Por outras palavras, é irrelevante para a 
Física se um dado astro – ou qualquer outra realidade – é designada por um, dois, muitos ou nenhum designadores. 
Mas, note-se ainda, o facto de os designadores referirem o mesmo não importar à Física não significa, obviamente, 
que a Física não importe para a descoberta de que os designadores referem o mesmo. É uma descoberta física o que 
nos leva a afirmar a identidade Véspero=Fósforo. Contudo, é igualmente claro que não há nenhum efeito retroactivo 
da identidade semântica sobre a realidade. Assim, se a identidade Véspero=Fósforo é “insensível” à variação das leis 
físicas, é-o pelo simples facto de não se tratar de uma identidade física, mas tão-só de uma identidade semântica.
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2-1-2. Perante este argumento, o primeiro ponto a fazer notar reside em o MP modal, por si 
só, não nos informar sobre a natureza da necessidade da conclusão, pois tal depende da natureza 
da necessidade do consequente da premissa condicional, a qual, por seu turno, não está determi-
nada. Considerarei três interpretações da natureza da necessidade: uma física outra analítica e, 
por fim, uma pretensamente metafísica.

2-2. (Primeiro caso). Se pensarmos na necessidade da premissa condicional como uma ne-
cessidade física, então ter-se-á que o S do Aw é P em todos os Pww com as mesmas leis físicas. 
Ter-se-á, por outro lado, que a condicional, sendo necessitada por um conjunto de enunciados 
teóricos de leis físicas, terá um valor de verdade problemático. Isto porque os enunciados teóricos 
universais, uma vez dependerem de condições empíricas, não têm nunca inteiramente garantidas 
as condições da sua verdade. Tal dependeria de uma resolução do problema da indução que, a 
meu ver, não está dada. Neste sentido, admitindo uma argumentação popperiana, não estamos 
em condições de afirmar a verdade de um enunciado de lei científica, mas tão-só que se encontra 
mais ou menos corroborado, que é mais ou menos verosímil que outro. Assim, em rigor, não 
se pode falar, a propósito de predicações, de verdades fisicamente necessárias, ainda que haja 
evidentemente predicações fisicamente necessárias que são cientificamente relevantes. A questão 
reside em saber se existirão outras, mais fortes, pretensamente metafísicas.

2-3. (Segundo caso) Se estamos a pensar na necessidade da premissa condicional como uma 
necessidade válida para todos os Pww, coloca-se o problema de saber se não consiste apenas numa 
necessidade analítica – Por exemplo, um objecto vermelho é um objecto colorido em todos os 
Pww, um solteiro não é casado em todos os Pww.

2-3-1 Mas estas são predicações conhecidas a priori, cujo valor de verdade é, aliás, facilmente 
determinável através de análise conceptual, i.e., sem recurso à experiência. Daí serem verdades 
analíticas. Por isso, embora valham para todos os Pww, mesmo com leis físicas diferentes, não são 
propriamente acerca do mundo. Aparentemente, falta-lhes o serem conhecíveis a posteriori. 

2-3-2 No entanto, sustento que existem predicações verdadeiras em todos os Pww e con-
hecidas a posteriori que, não obstante, são apenas necessitadas analiticamente. Por exemplo, a 
proposição ‘A matéria possui necessariamente massa’ é, a meu ver, verdadeira em todos os Pww, 
mas apenas porque a sua necessidade, começando por ser física, se tornou analítica. A razão de 
ser desta analiticidade reside no facto de a proposição deixar de ser, senão em condições extremas, 
refutável. Com efeito, caso se verificasse na matéria uma propriedade incompatível com a posse 
de massa, tal não conduziria, em princípio, a uma refutação da proposição, mas tão-só a uma re-
definição do que se entende pelos termos envolvidos. Quer isto dizer que, empregando o idioma dos 
Pww, mesmo num Pw com leis físicas diferentes das do Aw, a matéria continuaria a possuir massa, 
ainda que matéria e massa fossem aí bastante diferentes do que são no Aw. Não seria, a meu ver, 
desinteressante considerar sob esta perspectiva o facto de a frase declarativa ‘A matéria possui 
necessariamente massa’ ser subscrita tanto pela física newtoniana como pela física einsteiniana, 
apesar de para Newton massa ser a quantidade, constante, de matéria de um corpo, enquanto que 
para Einstein a massa de um corpo é uma medida que varia com as variações de energia do corpo. 
Quer isto dizer que à mesma frase declarativa correspondem duas proposições distintas, ambas fisica-
mente necessárias para a teoria física correspondente; mas, além disso, que há também uma terceira 
proposição cuja necessidade está analitizada, no sentido em que o atributo massa é explicitável por 
mera análise conceptual do que é a matéria.8 Ora, o facto de estes dois tipos de proposições, as fisica-
mente necessárias e as analiticamente necessárias, poderem ser confundidas, se não é mesmo o caso 

8 Ernest Nagel, em The Structure of Science, dá, a meu ver, conta do mesmo fenómeno de analitização de necessidades 
físicas, ainda que não sejam estes os termos da sua explicação. Pode-se ler: «There was a time (...) when copper was 
identified on the basis of properties that included none of the electrical properties of the substance. After electricity 
was discovered, the sentence ‘Copper is a good electrical conductor’ was asserted on experimental grounds as a law of 
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de que sejam indiscerníveis (admitindo, pelo menos para casos fronteira, a argumentação quineana 
contra a distinção sintético/analítico), é muito provavelmente o bastante para explicar – no sentido 
de uma explicação psicológica – a origem da ideia de que a necessidade em causa seja metafísica.

2-3-2-1. Note-se que estas predicações não deixam de ser conhecidas a posteriori por a sua ne-
cessidade ser analítica. Dizer que a matéria possui necessariamente massa compromete conteúdo 
empírico. Sucede, simplesmente, que as necessidades físicas podem analitizar-se em função de 
razões tão importantes como:

i) a ciência poder formular proposições verdadeiras e não meramente corroboradas ou 
verosímeis;

ii) a ciência poder organizar os seus conteúdos de saber, discriminando os mais facilmente 
revisíveis daqueles que só o serão em condições extremas (o que está de acordo, por exemplo, 
com as teses epistemológicas de Imre Lakatos no que concerne à distinção de um “núcleo firme” 
dentro dos programas de investigação científica).

2-3-2-2  Note-se, por outro lado, que a analitização de uma predicação fisicamente necessária 
tende a não ser completa se ainda está em causa ter algum valor científico. Sob condições em 
que já nenhuma reformulação teórica seja possível, uma predicação analitizada pode ainda ser 
refutada. A questão está em reconhecer que a teoria dispõe de meios estritamente conceptuais 
para dificultar a refutação dos seus enunciados mais importantes.  

2-4. (Terceiro caso) Agora, isto não significa que, de um ponto de vista conceptual, a alternativa 
a uma natureza estritamente física da necessidade de uma predicação ‘S é necessariamente P’ apenas 
possa ser uma necessidade analitizada. Qual é então a condição que falta ser preenchida para que 
uma predicação, que seja estabelecida a posteriori e verdadeira em todos os Pww em que ocorra, não 
seja apenas analítica? Do ponto de vista conceptual, a condição a preencher será que não haja varia-
ção no conteúdo empírico de S e P de Pw para Pw, ou seja, que S e P sejam realmente o mesmo em 
todos os Pww. Então, teríamos uma necessidade realmente mais forte do que a necessidade física.

2-4-1. Simplesmente, se do ponto de vista conceptual, é possível identificar as condições para 
que haja tais necessidades, a verdade é que não encontro nenhuma boa razão para supor que haja 
alguma proposição que as satisfaça na sua totalidade. Ao fim e ao cabo, por que razão haveria 
de supor que algo para lá das leis físicas que regulam o mundo natural pudesse necessitar o que 
quer que fosse relativamente à natureza das coisas? Por outro lado, mesmo se tivéssemos as três 
condições apontadas satisfeitas, não vejo como poderíamos verificar a terceira. Com efeito, para 
isso, precisaríamos de saber qual é a realidade última das coisas. Por exemplo, mesmo se a matéria 
possuísse massa em todos os Pww, não teríamos como verificar que a matéria possui realmente a 
mesma massa em todos os Pww e que a matéria é realmente a mesma matéria em todos os Pww. 
Em conclusão: mesmo que houvesse necessidades metafísicas, o que não me parece razoável – a 
não ser como condição transcendental, portanto, não natural,  requerida como base para a iden-
tidade transmundial – , não teríamos como o verificar. 
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nature. Eventually, however, high conductivity was absorbed into the defining properties of copper, so that the sen-
tence ‘Copper is a good electrical conductor’ acquire a new use and meaning. In its new use, the sentence no longer 
expressed merely a logically contingent truth, as it did before, but served to convey a logically necessary truth.»
E acrescenta num tom muito semelhante ao do W. Quine (quando este nos coloca a dificuldade de distinguir entre o 
sintético e o analítico em casos fronteira): «There is undoubtedly no sharp line separating those contexts in which cop-
per is identified without reference to properties of conductivity from those contexts in which high conductivity is taken 
to belong to the “nature” of copper. In consequence, the status of what is being asserted by the sentence ‘Copper is 
a good electrical conductor’ is not always clear, so that the logical character of the assertion it is used to make in one 
context can be easily confounded with the character of the assertion made by it in some other context. Such varying 
usage for the same sentence helps to explain why the view that laws of nature are logically necessary seems so plausible 
to many thinkers.»  (NAGEL, E. 1979. The Structure of Science. Indianapolis: Hackett Publishers. Pp. 54-55)
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‘THERE ARE NECESSARY A POS-
TERIORI TRUTHS’ IMPLIES ‘THERE 

ARE CONCEPTUAL TRUTHS’
M.J. García-Encinas
Granada University

Abstract
My purpose here is to argue that, true, if we want to accept necessary a posteriori truths á la 
Kripke, we must accept some conceptual truths. A posteriori necessary truths need of conceptual 
analysis. Moreover, they need of conceptual truths that concern highly abstract philosophical 
categories, such as: identity, causation, species, material object, substance, and so on.

Keywords
Necessity, a posteriori, a priori, categories.

1. Frivolity in analytic philosophy
Last month (October), in the London Review of Books, Fodor wondered about the task and 

problems that analytic philosophers are lately concerned with. Consider the following reasoning:
‘Water is the stuff that is the Thames and comes out of the taps. The stuff that is the 

Thames and comes out of the taps undeniably contains impurities (bits that are neither hydro-
gen nor oxygen nor constituents thereof). So how can water be H2O?’ (Fodor, 2004: 17)

As Fodor goes on saying, “But how could it be not? Is it that, chemistry having discovered the 
nature of water, philosophy proposes to undiscover it? In any case, could this be the sort of thing 
that philosophy is about? Is that a way for grown-ups to spend their time?”

I agree that there is something rather comic, and even absurd, in the kind of problems that 
analytic philosophers are enthusiastically analysing (Is water H2O? Can Mr and Mrs Truman be 
Queen Elisabeth´s parents?) since it was believed that Kripke had announced a third realm of 
metaphysical necessities, full of water, tigers and gold to which philosophers would access by 
modal intuition - thus, without stumbling on Quine´s attack against analytic truths that had, untill 
Quine, headed the defence of analysis as the privileged and, in fact, unique mode of Philosophy. 
Moreover, Fodor seems to argue that modal intuitions are, after all, conceptual intuitions. So not 
much has been gained, and analytic philosophy is, at best, as it was before Kripke.

My purpose here is to argue that, true, if we want to accept necessary a posteriori truths á la 
Kripke, we must accept some conceptual truths. A posteriori necessary truths need of conceptual 
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analysis. This may seem, and probably is, a poor defence of conceptual analysis. After all, why 
should we be willing to accept a posteriori necessity? Not, I hope, that it should be of philosophi-
cal interest that marmalade has, of necessity, such and such, culinary composition. Or water. Or 
soya milk. I will try to argue, then, not only that necessary a posteriori truths need of conceptual 
truths, but that the latter concern highly abstract philosophical categories, such as: identity, causa-
tion, species, material object, substance, and so on.

2. The structure
First, I will use some of the too well-known Kripkean cases of a posteriori necessity to show 

that the necessity of any necessary a posteriori truth is inherited from some necessary a priori 
truth. Actually, Kripke wrote something very similar to this, even if in actual discussions on his 
theses this idea, as well as its consequences, has usually been ignored.

Second, I will consider an argument by Kitcher against the idea that necessity can only be justi-
fied a priori. In the course of the discussion of his argument, it will emerge a minimal conception 
of apriority that will help to argue that:

Third, the necessity of a priori truths that can guarantee the necessity of their a posteriori 
tokens rests, in turn, on conceptual truths concerning philosophical categories. I will try to show 
this with the help of some fantastic cases.

Forth, and finally, I will make some general considerations on some precise problems.

3. Two too well-known Kripkean cases
It is a fact, expressly accepted by Kripke, that every case of necessity a posteriori should be 

sanctioned a priori. At the end of Naming and Necessity he wrote:
All the cases of necessary a posteriori advocated in the text have the special character 

attributed to mathematical statements: Philosophical analysis tells us that they cannot be con-
tingently true, so any empirical knowledge of their truth is automatically empirical knowledge 
that they are necessary. This characterization applies, in particular, to the cases of identity 
statements and of essence. It may give a clue to a general characterization of a posteriori 
knowledge of necessary truths. (My italics) (Kripke 1980: 159)

If this is not enough, here it goes some “empirical evidence”:
First, consider identity. Kripke (1971: 67) thought he had proven identity necessary, given the 

principle of indiscernibility of identicals:

(1) (x) (y) ((x = y) → ((P(x) → P(y)))
(2) (x) L (x = x)
(3) (x) (y) ((x = y) → (L (x = x) → L (x = y)))
(4) (x) (y) (x = y) → L (x = y)

Now, one can deny (2), or Kripke´s reading of (2), blocking the inference from (1) to (3). 
Against other interpretations of identity as a metalinguistic relation, between names, or as relation 
between senses, or a relation between nothing, identity, says Kripke, is relation between any object 
and itself. If we accept this, then jumping to the conclusion that identity is necessary is not that 
jump. For, given that an object is itself, if it is at all, it is quite obvious that it could not be not-
itself. The, wrong, belief that it could have been not-itself, argues Kripke, is somehow based on 
the identification of the object itself with our epistemological access, through its properties or true 
descriptions, to it. It could be true that every description we have of an object could have been false 
of it. But this cannot mean that the object would not have existed or would have been other object. 
Moreover, we do have direct access to the object. We do have rigid designators that directly, and 
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not through descriptions, or properties, or senses, signify an object. So any sentences in which the 
symbol for identity is flanked by two rigid designators of the same object will be necessarily true.

And then, given the principle of indiscernibility of identicals plus identity as a relation between 
objects, Kripke thought he could easily demonstrate that identity is a necessary relation between any 
object and itself. And it is only because we can justify a priori that identity is necessary, that we can say 
that it is necessary that, say, Hesperus is Phosphorus when we discover empirically that Hesperus is 
Phosphorus. We know a posteriori that Hesperus is Phosphorus. That it is necessarily so is, on the 
other hand, the consequence of a more general premise stating a priori that identity is necessary. 

Philosophical analysis gives us that: (i) Identity statements, if true, are necessarily true (a 
priori). So, once determined that (ii) ‘Hesperus is Phosphorus’ is an identity statement (a priori), 
we get that: (iii) If it is true that ‘Hesperus is Phosphorus’ then it is necessarily true that ‘Hes-
perus is Phosphorus’ (a posteriori). And then, if we learn that: (iv) ‘Hesperus is Phosphorus’ is 
true (a posteriori), we can conclude that: (v) ‘Hesperus is Phosphorus’ is necessarily true. So the 
necessity in (v) is inherited from the necessity in (iii) which, in turn, is the consequence of the 
analysis of identity in (i). In any case, necessity is justified a priori. Here it is another example, 
the necessity of the material origin:

[I]f P is the statement that the lectern is not made of ice, one knows by a priori philo-
sophical analysis, some conditional of the form ‘if P, then necessarily P’. If the table is not 
made of ice, it is necessarily not made of ice. On the other hand, then, we know by empirical 
investigation that P, the antecedent of the conditional, is true — that this table is not made of 
ice. We can conclude by modus ponens:

P → LP   [a priori]
P        [a posteriori]

LP        [a posteriori]

The conclusion — LP — is that it is necessary that the table is not made of ice, and this 
conclusion is known a posteriori, since one of the premises on which it is based is a posteriori. 
(Kripke 1971: 88)

Kripke thought to have proven a priori, given the necessity of diversity, that: “If a material 
object has its origin from a certain hunk of matter, it could not have had its origin in any other 
matter” (1980: 114, n 56). His argument would be something like this. ‘A’ is a rigid designator 
of a piece of wood; ‘B’ is a rigid designator of a table; ‘C’ is a rigid designator of another piece of 
wood; and ‘D’ is a rigid designator of another table; B is made of A at t; D is made of C at t. Now, 
let P be the property ‘being made of A at t’ we have:

(x) (y) (x ≠ y) → L (x ≠ y)
(x) (y) ((x = y) → (Px → Py))
(x) (y) ((Px ∧ ¬Py) → (x ≠ y))
(Pb ∧ ¬Pd) → L (b ≠ d)
So we know a priori that the constitutive material is essential to the constructed entity. So we 

can learn a posteriori that necessarily a table is not made of ice, when we discover empirically that 
it is made of wood - and not of ice.

En general, I think one can affirm that all Naming and Necessity is the attempt to argue 
for a thesis on identity, on it’s a priori “proven” necessity, and on the consequences of this: 
that there are essences, that material composition is essential or, very specially, that Cartesian 
mind-body dualism is true.
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I am not saying that Kripkean theses are correct. I am saying that Kripke always believed and 
sheltered under the idea that we can know necessary a posteriori truths because we know necessary 
a priori ones whose necessity is a necessary condition for knowledge of the correspondent empiri-
cal truths as necessary. In a word, each time we claim to have discovered a necessary a posteriori 
truth, we have an instance of the following general scheme:

(i) Propositions of kind K, if true, are necessarily true  a priori

(ii) Proposition p (which is of kind K) is true   a posteriori

(iii) p is necessarily true      a posteriori
This schema, if correct, implies that knowledge that a proposition is necessary must be a priori 

knowledge. Knowledge of a necessary proposition can be a posteriori. But that it is necessary can 
only be known a priori.

4. Necessity can only be guaranteed a priori
Empiricists and rationalists become allied when it comes to the point of recognizing that 

experience, source and warrant of a posteriori knowledge, cannot justify necessity. Experience 
tells us what the case is, but it can never tell what the case must be. Necessity, if there is any, 
must be granted a priori.

Besides the general acceptation of these ideas, it is usually believed that Kripke questioned 
them. I hope I have shown that this is not the case, but the opposite. The only explicit argument 
I know - although there must others - against the thesis that necessity can only be guaranteed a 
priori is the following of Kitcher:

Let us suppose that primary modal knowledge is obtained by some clearly non-perceptual 
process such as abstract reflection or experimentation in imagination. It does not follow that 
primary modal knowledge is a priori. (Kitcher 1980a: 101)

Apparently, then, Kitcher believes that there is no reason why mental experiments and abstract 
reflection should only be a priori warrants of belief. Modal knowledge, he claims, could also be 
a posteriori because:

[T]he fact that a process is non-perceptual does not rule out the possibility that the 
ability of that process to warrant belief might be undermined by radically disruptive 
experiences. I can imagine experiences which would convince me that my own efforts 
at experimentation in imagination (for example) were an extremely unreliable guide to 
anything at all. (Kitcher 1980a: 101)

Or again:
[C]ertain kinds of thought-experiments may generate items of knowledge given a par-

ticular type of experience, but may not be able to sustain that knowledge against misleading 
experiences. (Kitcher 1980b: 20)

At least part of Kitcher´s reasoning against the idea that necessity must be guaranteed a priori 
could be summarized as follows:

(1) Mental experiments and abstract reflection are sources of modal or necessary knowledge.
(2) Possible experience could question thought experiments and abstract reflection.
(3) So modal knowledge can be a posteriori (i.e., be dependent of empirical sources).

Kitcher wants to conclude that knowledge that a proposition is necessary can be a posteriori 
knowledge. And his reason for this conclusion is that thought experiments and abstract reflection 
(which we usually take as reliable guides to modality) could fail a possible empirical test. However, 
this reasoning is not conclusive. (3) does not follow from (1) and (2).
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Let´s accept that possible experience can prove false a modal hypothesis. We can still maintain 
that it is impossible that it proves true a modal one. We can imagine that possible experience falsi-
fies a necessity statement, so we could know a posteriori that a given proposition is not necessarily 
true. But it does not follow from here that experience can ever verify a necessary proposition. 
It does follow from (1) and (2) that a priori methods are fallible: they could lead to contingent 
conclusions, or to false conclusions. And we would have a priori but contingent knowledge, or 
a priori but false belief. But it does not follow from here that knowledge that a proposition is 
necessary can be a posteriori.

But surely, Kitcher wants to say more than (2). He does not only want to maintain that possible 
experience could falsify our modal hypothesis. He wants to maintain that our modal intuitions can 
be experience dependent. This, however, has not been demonstrated. Because, for this purpose, 
it is not enough to argue that the content of our modal propositions could have been different. 
It is clear form the beginning that we can imagine worlds in which water is not H2O. But this 
does not suffice for possibility of these worlds. What Kitcher has to argue is that knowledge of the 
possibility that, say, water is not H2O (when it is the actual case that water is H2O) can be empiri-
cally justified. It does not help that we conceive situations in which water is not H2O. Experience 
provides the content of the statement, but it can never provide knowledge of its necessity.

This is what Kripke saw and told us. Imagination, what we can conceive, does not prove pos-
sibility, nor does it limit necessity. We can conceive that Goldbach conjecture is false, and we can 
conceive that it is true. We can conceive empirical situations that would prove that Doña Letizia´s 
parents are my parents. We can conceive empirical situations that would prove that Nixon is not a 
human being, but a robot. In any case, what we must accept is that if any of these situations is the 
case, it is necessarily the case. Because we have demonstrated a priori (or, at least, we can accept 
that Kripke did) that mathematical propositions, or propositions denying humanity of non-hu-
man beings, or propositions about the origin of people, are necessary, if true. What, maybe, we 
do not know a priori are the propositions themselves.1 

5. Some general considerations on the a priori
At the very beginning of his Critique of Pure Reason Kant wrote that a priori knowledge is 

“knowledge absolutely independent of all experience” (B3). I take it to be a compatible even a 
good interpretation of Kant´s intention, the claim that a priori propositions are those proposi-
tions that could be justified without experience. The modality and the idea of justification that 
appear in this conception of the a priori are important:

(i) The modality points to the idea that: to determine that a proposition is a priori, the particular 
processes or methods of a particular cognoscent are not as relevant as his cognitive capacities. A priori 
is not what is actually known a priori, but what is knowable a priori. This means that, for instance, 
mathematical truths are a priori, even if they are not known or even if they have not been proven, 
insofar as they could be proven a priori by any agent with human standard cognitive capacities.

(ii) Also, to speak of cognitive capacities implies that apriority is indexed. As Kitcher says:

When we consider the status of a particular type of process as an a priori warrant, the exis-
tence of worlds in which extra faculties come into play is entirely irrelevant. Our investigation 
focuses on the question of whether a particular type of process would be available to a person 
[or cognitive device] with the kinds of faculties that people actually have, not on whether 

1 Of course, we do know that Doña Letizia´s parents are not my parents but hers, and that Nixon is not a robot but 
a human being. So we know that it is imposible that Doña Letizia´s parents are my parents, and we know that it is 
impossible that Nixon is a robot.
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such processes would be available to creatures whose capacities for acquiring knowledge are 
augmented or diminished. (Kitcher 1980b: 13)

For us - although, as we saw before, not for Kitcher - this makes a priori any proposition that any 
cognitive device with actual human capacities might know as true “without the aid of experience”.

(iii) What does it mean “without the aid of experience”? It seems clear that a priori acolytes 
are not necessarily innatists. So the idea is that, for knowledge of a proposition to be a priori, 
what counts is that its justification method is a priori. For instance, one might come to know 
a posteriori the concept triangle. But, once (s)he understands what a triangle is, (s)he knows 
a priori that every triangle has three angles - even if there are no triangles in the world. Or 
maybe one could come to know a posteriori the rules of propositional logic. But, once (s)he 
understands, or once he knows how to use, them, (s)he knows a priori that if p is true, then p ∨ 
q is also true. It is at this second step, at the step of understanding and/or knowing how to use 
rules or concepts, that we see why a priori knowledge is that which is independent of any experi-
ence. For once we know the meaning of triangle, or the rules that govern the deduction of p ∨ 
q from p, the justification of the truth of the proposition that every triangle has three angles or 
the justification of the truth of the proposition that “if p then p ∨ q”, is wholly independent of 
what we could come to know empirically about our world.

One could add that this comprehension or understanding can only be conceptual. One 
would then meet Tyler Burge´s (1993) view that all a priori knowledge, including logic and 
mathematical knowledge, is founded on conceptual understanding.2 It is not clear to me that 
all a priori knowledge can be conceptually justified. In particular, it is not easy to see that 
knowing how to use rules, which is what seems to sustain logic or mathematical knowledge, is 
conceptual knowledge. What seems to be true is that “the issue over apriority begins with (…) 
understanding and asks whether perceptual experience is needed to supplement the under-
standing for one to be justified or entitled to one´s belief” (Burge 1993: 479). A proposition is 
a priori if, once it has been understood, empirical knowledge of the world becomes indifferent 
for its justification.

6. The main thesis
There are three kinds of propositions that are usually taken to be a priori: (i) mathematical 

truths, (ii) logical truths, and (iii) so-called conceptual truths. Among the later, we could mention 
the following controversial examples:

(1) If a is bigger than b, then b is smaller than a
(2) All philosophers are human beings
(3) If something is red, then it is extended
(4) If something is one meter long, then it has some length
… and so on.
In case we accepted these propositions as a priori, we would do it for conceptual reasons. Con-

sider (3), for instance. If we wanted to argue that (3) is justified a priori, most surely, we would 
say something like: the correct predication of red needs as its subject a material object, and to 
understand the concept of material object is to know that every material object occupies an space. 
That is, there is conceptual or meaning relation between having a colour and  being extended 
Again, I must say that I do not pretend that (1)-(4) are true - least that they are necessary. I do 
want to argue, however, that:

2 An intereseting defence that analyticity  can help explain how we can have a priori knowledge, including logic and 
mathematical knowldege, can be found in Boghossian (1996).
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Thesis: For the case of necessary a posteriori propositions, a priori propositions from which 
they can inherit their knowledge or justification as necessary, must be a priori propositions 
that are necessary because they express, as a result of conceptual analysis, the supposed neces-
sity that some philosophical categories hide.

The reasoning that the leads to this thesis is as follows. The known-as-necessary proposition 
is a posteriori. So this proposition has to be informative about the world, that is, its discovery or 
justification as a true proposition can only be empirical. But, what could justify its necessity? If 
what I have written until now is correct, its necessity can only be justified a priori. But, then, 
given the empirical character or the proposition, the necessary a priori proposition from which it 
inherits its necessity cannot be of a logical or mathematical type: it must contain general concepts 
or categories, with empirical instances, whose analysis reveals some metaphysical necessity.

Again. If a posteriori propositions can be known as necessary, there must be some conceptual 
truth that guarantees the Kripkean reasoning:

(i) Propositions of kind K, if true, are necessarily true  a priori
(ii) Proposition p (which is of kind K) is true   a posteriori

(iii) p is necessarily true      a posteriori
Our problem, then, is to get (i) so that we can apply this scheme to obtain tokens of (iii). 

So, what could guarantee that certain kinds of propositions with empirical instances, if true, are 
necessarily true? It seems that a good answer is:

First, propositions of kind K that, if true, are necessarily true can be identified (as being of 
kind K) taking into account some philosophical category. Philosophical categories are, obviously, 
the categories that philosophers study and analyse since the very beginning of Philosophy: 
identity, existence, causality, truth, property, relation, substance, species, number, proposition, time, 
concept and so on and on.

Second, p is obviously an empirical proposition. So the category that helps to identify p as 
belonging to kind K must have empirical instances.

And, third, given that our aim is to obtain necessary a posteriori truths, the analysis of the 
category that helps in the identification of p as a kind of proposition, must reveal some sort of 
metaphysical necessity.

7. Some fictional examples
How could it be the case that categorial analysis justify a priori the necessity of necessary a 

posteriori truths? Consider any a posteriori proposition, for instance:
(1) If you touch the hot wire, you will be burn
(2) My cat mews
(3) Water is H2O
(4) Schwarzenegger does not travel backwards in time and destroy the embryo of a future    

           rebel leader
(5) The Queen of England is not the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Truman
... etc.
Suppose that these propositions are (metaphysically) necessary a posteriori truths. To know 

that they are true we must obviously attend to the way things are in our world. But, what could 
justify that they are necessary? That they are instances of kinds of propositions such that we can 
know a priori that, if they are true, they are necessarily true. That is, they are propositions regard-
ing some philosophical category whose analysis reveals some sort of metaphysical modality.

For instance, (1) states- let´s say - that there is a causal relation holding between your action 
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of touching the wire and the consequent burning. For (1) to be known as necessary, there should 
be some a priori philosophical reasoning that leads to the conclusion that causal statements are 
necessarily true: say, the old rationalist thesis that the concept of causation is such that if the cause 
occurs, its effect cannot but happen too. Given this analysis of causation, we would have that:

(i) Propositions that assert the occurrence of the effect given its cause, if true, are necessarily   
          true (a priori)

(ii) ‘If you touch a hot wire, you burn yourself ’ is a proposition of this kind.
(iii) ‘If you touch a hot wire, you burn yourself ’ if true, it is necessarily true (a priori)
(iv) ‘If you touch a hot wire, you burn yourself ’ is true (a posteriori)
(v) ‘If you touch a hot wire, you burn yourself ’ is necessarily true (a posteriori)
(2) is an a posteriori proposition such that a language (the language of cats) is said of a cat. To 

know that (2) is necessarily true we should know a priori that propositions that predicate their 
language of a animal species are necessary, say, that the concept of (animal) species is such that 
appropriate language is essential for a given animal to belong to the species that it actually does.

(3) seems to be an identity proposition. So, to know that (3) is necessary we should know a 
priori that identity propositions are true, say, that the concept of identity is such that every entity 
is necessarily identical to itself. 

(4) is an a posteriori proposition concerning the direction of time and time travel. To know 
that (4) is a necessary proposition, we should know a priori that certain characteristics of time are 
essential, say, that the concept of time is such that its direction cannot be reversed by any time 
traveller and that, consequently, time travel is impossible. (4), let´s suppose, is empirically true. So 
(4) is necessarily and a posteriori true.

(5) is a proposition that concerns the genetic structure of human beings. To be able to deter-
mine that (5) is necessary, we should know a priori, say, that genetic structure is essential to all 
sorts of animals. If this is so, it is impossible that a given human being has other biological parents 
than his. So (5), when it is known a posteriori, is automatically known as necessary.

Let´s be serious. Can we accept any of these propositions as necessary? Probably not. Maybe no-
body has demonstrated, or can ever demonstrate, any of the fantastic analysis I have just proposed. 
But what seems to be undeniable is that nobody is ever going to demonstrate that necessarily water 
is H2O attending to the ordinary meaning of water. And we cannot forget that Twin Earth thought 
experiment produces contrary results - so XYZ is/could be water, after all. If we want to argue that 
necessarily water is H2O, we will have to argue for this necessity in some serious philosophical way: 
for instance, as Kripke did, arguing that an entity and its chemical composition is the same thing and 
that, consequently, ‘water’ and ‘H2O’ are two rigid designators of the same entity. 

Only through the analysis of philosophical categories, not the concepts of water or wire, can 
it be, if it can be, maintained that any of the previous propositions are metaphysically necessary. 
Only if in the analysis of any of the categories involved it is found some modal implications for the 
correct employment of the category, can our determination be accomplished.

8. Some final considerations
On conventionalism. Against what Sidelle (1989) has claimed, that the necessity that a concept 

involves can be found or argued a priori does not mean that metaphysical necessity is a by-product 
of linguistic conventions. In the first place, it is difficult to see how mere conventions could give 
rise to facts - least necessary facts. But also, there is nothing in the idea of a concept involving 
some sort of necessity that leads to the idea that it does so by convention. 

On analyticity. Is it analytically true, if true at all, that the concept of causation hides a necessary 
connection between the alleged cause and its effect, that the concept of (animal) species is such that 
appropriate language is essential for species membership, that the concept of identity is such that 
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necessarily every entity is identical to itself, that the concept of time is such that its direction cannot 
be reversed, or that the concept of existence is such that every entity could have not existed? Probably 
not. Probably Quine was right, and there is no such thing as analytic truths. But I do not think I have 
been considering truths that are necessary because they are analytically true. A priori investigation in 
terms of philosophical analysis of meaning could lead to recognising that the use of some categories 
need of metaphysical modality: no idea of synonymy or definition seem to be involved here.

On the change of meaning. Bealer (2002) has claimed that certain philosophical categories: 
predication, number, identity, property, relation, quantity, and so on are semantically stable. This 
means that they do not vary across communities whose epistemic situations are qualitatively indis-
cernible. I find this idea of stable semantics specially useful for philosophical issues. Philosophers 
are those beings that study semantically stable categories. This is why Plato and Aristotle are still 
old friends, why we still discuss their categories, their metaphysical classification of what there is, 
and why philosophical analysis is continuous with our empirical knowledge of the world. 

9. An ending note
Fodor finishes his paper claiming that, contrary to water, our modal intuitions on Coke and 

smog tell us that their actual composition is not essential: Coke people could change its formula 
and it would still be Coke, and we could invent new ways of polluting the Earth without employ-
ing CO2. It would be ironic that analytic philosophers started another thirty-year discussion on 
the chemical composition of Coke.
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HÁ UM CONJUNTO RÍGIDO DE 
CONDIÇÕES NECESSÁRIAS PARA O 
CONHECIMENTO PROPOSICIONAL?

Luís Rodrigues
Lisbon University

Abstract
O objectivo do ensaio será sugerir que pode ser mais económico e eficaz aceitar que há 
múltiplos conjuntos de condições necessárias para “validar” o conhecimento proposicional 
do que aceitar que há apenas um. Pretendo com isto disputar a ideia de um critério universal 
de validação do conhecimento proposicional, substituindo esta ideia pela ideia de um crité-
rio adaptável em função das alterações dos vários factores que enquadram a possibilidade 
de conhecimento proposicional. A ideia será defendida com base em alguns exemplos.

Keywords
conhecimento, condições necessárias.

Problema
Vou defender neste ensaio que o conhecimento proposicional (CP) é possível por via da satisfação 

de múltiplos conjuntos de condições ou de um conjunto flexível de condições. Passo a explicar.
Tome-se como referência a definição tripartida (DT) do CP. Segundo a DT, S sabe que P se, 

e só se, 
i) S tem uma crença consciente e racional em P, 
ii) P é verdadeira, 
iii) S tem a sua crença em P justificada. 
Assim, a DT implica que tenha que haver a satisfação de um conjunto rígido de três condições 

necessárias para que haja CP. Se é o caso das condições necessárias serem satisfeitas, então isso é 
suficiente para haver CP; se não é o caso de serem satisfeitas, então não há CP1.

Contudo, como os exemplos de Gettier parecem mostrar (Gettier, 1963), mesmo que ocorra 
a satisfação das três condições necessárias isso pode não ser suficiente para haver CP. Consequent-

Epistemologia / Epistemology

1 A ideia de um conjunto rígido de condições parece ter a sua origem em Platão, que, no Teeteto, sugere os seguintes 
elementos para esse conjunto (embora não os encontre suficientes): i) Opinião, ii) Verdadeira, iii) Justificada.
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emente, tem-se procurado complementar o conjunto inicial de três condições com uma quarta 
condição, de forma a tornar o conjunto de condições suficiente para validar universalmente o CP.

Não tem sido fácil alcançar um consenso quanto ao que possa ser essa quarta condição (J. 
Dancy, 1985 pp. 23-46). Os argumentos e os exemplos que apoiam esta ou aquela proposta sobre 
o que ela possa ser têm sido recorrentemente contra argumentados e contra exemplificados, o que 
deixa o problema numa espécie de impasse. Parece, pois, que o conjunto de todas as condições 
necessárias para o CP teima em escapar-nos, principalmente devido às exigências específicas de 
cada caso particular (L. Bonjour, 2004 pp. 262-274).

Três hipóteses
Este cenário pede alternativas. Sugiro então que se avalie as seguintes hipóteses:
Hip. 1) Há um, e não mais que um, conjunto rígido de condições que permite confirmar o 

CP sempre que as condições que o constituem são satisfeitas.
Hip. 2) Há múltiplos conjuntos de condições, ou um conjunto qualitativamente ou quantita-

tivamente flexível de condições, cuja satisfação, em função das exigências específicas de cada caso 
particular, permite validar o CP para cada caso ou para cada grupo de casos.

Hip. 3) Não há qualquer conjunto de condições cuja satisfação permita validar o CP.

Método
Descartarei automaticamente a hipótese (3) por esta recusar qualquer critério que a possa 

confirmar ou infirmar. Tentarei de seguida defender a hipótese (2) enquanto alternativa plausível 
à hipótese (1). A hipótese (2) só será plausível se for possível mostrar que as condições necessárias 
e suficientes para haver CP variam em função das exigências específicas de cada caso analisado.

Preliminares
Antes de verificar a plausibilidade da hipótese (2), há que esclarecer o seguinte:
* Diferentes tipos de proposições implicam diferentes graus de necessidade e suficiência quan-

do se trata confirmar crenças racionais nos seus conteúdos.
** A verdade é a concordância de proposições (e frases declarativas que as expressam)2 com 

o que é o caso (isto evita problemas relacionados com as Teorias Coerentistas e Deflacionistas da 
verdade).

*** Se é o caso de ocorrer a satisfação de um conjunto de condições necessárias para um 
determinado efeito, então essa satisfação é suficiente para que esse efeito ocorra. Por exemplo, se 
as condições necessárias para eu não ter fome e sede são que eu coma um bife e beba um sumo, 
então o facto de eu comer um bife e beber um sumo é suficiente para eu não ter fome nem sede.

**** Modos de justificação e condições necessárias extra justificação são coisas distintas. Os 
primeiros estão dentro dos limites da condição necessária “justificação”, as segundas excedem es-
ses limites. Por exemplo, podemos tentar justificar uma crença de vários modos: a priori, inferen-
cialmente, empiricamente, etc; mas a validade da justificação não é um desses modos de justificar 
uma crença: a validade da justificação é um garante que esses modos são os indicados e que a 
justificação é inabalável. Consequentemente, a validade da justificação é uma condição necessária 
suplementar para confirmar 1) a própria justificação e 2) o CP.

***** Quando se trata de validar o CP, tem que ocorrer invariavelmente a satisfação de número 
mínimo de condições necessárias. A constituição desse conjunto de base de condições necessárias, 

2 Ignoro propositadamente os casos de frases não declarativas que expressam outros tipos de proposições. O objec-
tivo é evitar complicações desnecessárias para o objectivo deste ensaio.
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que forma o núcleo de todos os outros conjuntos, ou de um conjunto flexível, é-nos dada pela 
DT. Apesar de ter que ser invariavelmente satisfeito um conjunto base de condições necessárias, 
nem sempre essa satisfação é suficiente para que ocorra CP.

Passemos de seguida à análise de alguns casos indicativos da plausibilidade da hipótese (2).

Exemplo 1 
Há casos em que a satisfação de três condições é suficiente para haver CP.
Tome-se a seguinte proposição (A): “Um objecto não pode ser completamente verde e comple-

tamente vermelho no mesmo momento T”. Proponho que (A) tem as seguintes características:
- (A) é analítica (é uma verdade lógica, em sentido lato – uma verdade conceptual);
- a verdade de (A) – ou a falsidade da sua contraditória - pode ser determinada a priori;
- (A) é metafisicamente necessária;
- (A) é informativa; ou seja, é uma proposição que acrescenta conhecimento substancial sobre 

o mundo. (A) acrescenta esse conhecimento substancial porque fornece informação sobre a forma 
como objectos particulares concretos podem exemplificar determinadas propriedades, e quais 
as relações de possibilidade ou impossibilidade que podemos encontrar na forma como esses 
objectos exemplificam as referidas propriedades. Essa informação não é trivial; é, pelo contrário, 
uma informação relevante sobre estados de coisas no mundo (B. Russell, 1912). - (isto evita que 
se considere que a crença de S em A não seja conhecimento com o argumento de que proposições 
triviais não acrescentam informação substancial sobre o mundo).

Quais são as condições necessárias que devem ser satisfeitas para que se possa validar que S sabe 
que (A)? As três de base parecem ser suficientes, vejamos:

Primeiro, S não pode deixar de ter uma crença racional em (A) - porque isso seria contraditório 
para S, sendo S um agente racional e competente.

Segundo, A é verdadeira a priori, pois não pode deixar de ser o caso que (A) em virtude de (A) 
ser uma necessidade lógica lata e, consequentemente, uma necessidade metafísica3.

Terceiro, S está também justificado a priori que a sua crença em A é verdadeira – pois não 
parece ser possível que, sendo (A) uma necessidade metafísica, possa sê-lo e ser “falsa” (não o ser) 
ao mesmo tempo. A justificação de S para a sua crença em A decorre então apenas do processo 
inferencial que S estabelece a priori.

Se isto estiver correcto, então é possível validar que S sabe que (A) na medida em que a satis-
fação das três condições necessárias da DT se revela suficiente para o efeito.

Exemplo 2 
Sobre a insuficiência das três condições necessárias para validar o CP, e a exigência da satisfação 

de uma quarta condição necessária suplementar para o efeito.
Suponhamos que a Sra. Jones tem bons indícios que o seu marido, o Sr. Jones, é infiel, e 

contrata o detective S(mith) para confirmar a sua suspeita. S reúne uma série de indícios a favor 
dessa crença da Sra. jones4, entre os quais o de ter visto o Sr. Jones a beijar uma mulher muito bo-

3 (A) não é contudo uma necessidade lógica estrita. Mas isso não impeditivo que (A) seja uma necessidade metafísica. 
Intuitivamente, percebemos que não pode deixar de ser o caso que (A) em todos os mundos possíveis, i.e., não 
é possível que haja alguma situação em que um objecto possa ser simultaneamente todo verde e todo vermelho. 
Há, contudo, proposições analíticas que não são metafisicamente necessárias, como parece ser o caso de “Eu estou 
aqui”. (A) não parece ser contudo um desses casos. (Agradeço à Profª  Adriana  S. Graça e a Desidério Murcho o 
esclarecimento deste ponto, e o evitar de algumas confusões).
4 Suponhamos que o Sr. Jones tem ficado ultimamente a trabalhar até tarde no escritório, passa inúmeros fins-de-semana 
fora, tem a roupa impregnada de perfume de mulher, compra jóias para senhora que não oferece à Sra. Jones etc.
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nita num restaurant onde jantavam os dois à luz das velas. S constata que (B): “O Sr. Jones beijou 
aquela mulher”, e infere a partir de (B) a proposição (C), “O Sr. Jones é um marido infiel”.

A crença de S em (C) está justificada (por boas razões): a crença está justificada pelo facto de 
(B), além de que a crença de S em (C) é uma crença coerente com um conjunto de outras crenças 
de S (por exemplo, os bons indícios da Sra. Jones e outros acumulados pelo detective).

Mas suponhamos agora que o Sr. Jones afinal não trai a Sra. Jones com a mulher que beijou 
no restaurante. Suponhamos que a mulher que beijou é de facto uma meia-irmã que a família 
desconhecia e que o Sr. Jones já não via há muito tempo. Se fosse esse o caso, o detective teria 
a sua crença em (C) justificada em função dos indícios que angariou, mas a sua crença em (C) 
seria falsa, pois (C) não seria o caso. Vejamos agora: que condição necessária precisaria de ser 
satisfeita para o detective saber que (C)? Obviamente, seria necessário que (C) fosse o caso, i.e., 
seria necessário que a proposição (C) fosse verdadeira.

Mas mesmo que (C) fosse o caso, poderíamos validar que o detective sabe que (C) em função 
da justificação que tem para (C)? Suponhamos então que o Sr. Jones tem de facto uma namorada 
extra-conjugal, mas que não é a mulher que beijou no restaurante. O Sr. Jones tem de facto uma 
situação amorosa com essa outra mulher, e consegue encobrir quaisquer indícios que possam levar 
à descoberta dessa situação por parte de terceiros. 

Recapitulemos: S tem uma crença racional em (C), (C) é verdadeira (é o caso que (C)), e a 
crença de S em (C) está justificada. Mas S sabe realmente que (C)? Não, porque a justificação que 
S tem para a sua crença em (C) não é válida.

Pode objectar-se que a crença de S em (C) não está realmente justificada, porque a justificação 
que S tem para (C) falha o alvo, i.e., que a justificação que S tem para (C) falha precisamente o 
objectivo de justificar a crença de S em (C) -- (o que faria desta justificação que S tem para (C) 
uma pseudo-justificação). Mas a objecção é inconsequente, porque a crença de S em (C) está 
realmente justificada (por boas razões), só que a justificação que S tem para a sua crença não é a 
justificação adequada, porque não cumpre o objectivo de confirmar a sua crença, na medida em 
que não apresenta provas inquestionáveis para esse efeito.

Qual seria então a condição necessária suplementar que deveria ser satisfeita de forma a poder-
mos validar que a crença verdadeira de S em (C) constitui CP? Uma hipótese a ter em considera-
ção é a condição necessária suplementar da (iv) Validade da Justificação5. Uma justificação válida 
é uma justificação que confirma a crença de forma adequada e irrefutável6. Se a justificação é uma 
justificação válida, então não existe qualquer possibilidade da crença que é por ela justificada ser 
falsa ou de não poder ser confirmada.

Se isto estiver correcto, o número de condições necessárias para confirmar o CP aumenta de 
três para quatro: i) crença, ii) verdade, iii) justificação iv) validade da justificação.

Exemplo 3 
Sobre as condições necessárias suplementares para confirmar o CP em cenários metafísicos.
Retendo os dados do exemplo anterior, admitamos condicionalmente que S tem uma crença 

verdadeira validamente justificada em (C). Consequentemente, somos levados a validar que S 
sabe que (C), pois as quatro condições necessárias para S saber que (C) são satisfeitas. Mas será que 
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5 Devo esta ideia ao meu amigo e camarada académico da Universidade de Lisboa, Diogo Santos. 
6 A questão não é meramente semântica: a “Validade” da justificação não é um conceito que esteja incluído no 
conceito de “Justificação”. O conceito de “validade da justificação” excede os parâmetros dos modos práticos de 
justificação de uma crença, e, como tal, a validade é uma condição necessária suplementar. De notar também que esta 
“validade” a posteriori da justificação da crença referente ao Exemplo 2 não pode ser confundida com a “validade” 
a priori que suporta a justificação no Exemplo 1. Ainda assim, as duas validades são condições necessárias para o CP 
distintas entre si.
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a satisfação dessas quatro condições é suficiente para todos os cenários que possamos imaginar?
Então suponhamos que a realidade (R1) na qual ocorrem os factos descritos é uma simulação 

computacional em tudo igual à realidade do nosso dia-a-dia, o que é uma hipótese metafísica plausível 
(Chalmers 2002 – Bostrom 2001). Suponhamos também que as mentes dos actores se encontram 
inseridas nessa R1. Suponhamos ainda que essas mentes estão agregadas a corpos simulados na R1. 
Suponhamos, por último, que numa outra realidade (R2) “acima” da R1 estão situados os corpos 
não simulados - cérebros incluídos - onde têm “origem” as mentes que “navegam” em R1. Esses 
corpos, e respectivos cérebros, não têm qualquer interacção em R2, pois estão individualmente 
enclausurados em câmaras de suporte de vida estanques. Neste caso, torna-se física e mentalmente 
impossível o Sr. Jones ser infiel à sua esposa em R2, embora, curiosamente, o seja em R1.

Pode defender-se que, neste cenário céptico, o detective sabe realmente que (C)? Bem, a 
sua crença em (C) é verdadeira e está, suponhamos, validamente justificada relativamente a R1. 
Parece, pois, que ele sabe que (C) relativamente a R1. Contudo, a sua crença é falsa relativamente 
a R2 (pois não é o caso que (C) em R2), e assim a validade da justificação para a sua crença em 
(C) relativamente a R1 não funciona de todo relativamente a R2. Parece, pois, que para podermos 
considerar que S sabe que (C) relativamente a R1 e R2, as condições necessárias de (C) ser uma 
crença verdadeira validamente justificada têm que ser satisfeitas tanto para R1 como para R2. Mas 
isto exigiria que pelo menos mais duas condições necessárias tivessem que ser satisfeitas: v) A 
condição de (C) não ser contingentemente verdadeira e vi) a condição da justificação válida para 
(C) não ser contingentemente válida.

Se isto estiver correcto, fica a ideia que as condições necessárias e suficientes para o CP 
variam em função da exigência de cada caso apresentado, o que é um indício em favor da 
plausibilidade da hipótese (2)

Voltemos agora à questão central: há um conjunto rígido de condições necessárias para o CP? 
Bem, se há, qual é esse conjunto e por que condições é ele constituído? Mais, como podemos 
garanti-lo se é ele que fiscaliza o próprio conhecimento que o valida enquanto critério? E como 
podemos saber quando o encontrámos? etc. Os exemplos que dei podem ser talvez indícios plau-
síveis para adoptarmos condicionalmente a hipótese (2) enquanto alternativa eficaz à hipótese 
(1). Afinal, apesar de ser algo aparentemente contraditório, parece ser possível validar o CP caso 
a caso, recorrendo para tal à satisfação de múltiplos conjuntos - ou de um conjunto flexível - de 
condições necessárias e suficientes em função das exigências de cada caso7.

Nota de agradecimento: agradeço a Adriana Silva Graça, Desidério Murcho, Teresa Marques 
e Diogo C. Santos, o auxílio que me deram quer na forma de incentivo para a realização deste 
ensaio quer na forma de contributos efectivos para essa realização.

7 Não foi possível apresentar, por questões de espaço, uma defesa da hipótese 2 enquanto hipótese não céptica. Mas 
deixo a ideia que qualquer hipótese que permita assegurar-nos que há de facto CP, quaisquer que sejam os métodos 
que encontremos para o validar, não pode ser de facto uma hipótese céptica. Ora, defendeu-se neste ensaio que a 
satisfação pontual de certas condições permite de facto o CP, pelo que não se apresentou uma hipótese céptica. 
De salientar também que a ideia que defendi neste trabalho teve a sua origem no particularismo defendido por R. 
Chisholm e G. Moore (cf. Bonjour – 2004 p. 263), e parte do princípio que o critério para o CP é fornecido em 
função do que é suficiente para haver CP em cada caso particular, e não o contrário, i.,e., que cada caso possível de 
CP seja avaliado em função de um critério geral válido para todos os casos.
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SOME WEAKNESSES OF A 
PRIORI WARRANTS

Daniele Sgaravati
University of Piemonte Orientale

Abstract
The paper discusses the understanding of the concept of apriority in the contemporary 
debate. Specifically, it argues the concept has been weakened, in different ways and by dif-
ferent authors, with the aim of escaping the Quinian attack on this notion. These weakening 
however often seem to lack independent motivations, and moreover the resulting concept 
sometimes threatens to be internally incoherent; or so I argue.

Keywords
A priori, epistemic warrant, Bonjour, Casullo. 

Introduction
The concept of apriority has enjoyed, in later years, a renewed attention in the philosophical 

debate, and a sort of re-evaluation, as to the relevance of its role in epistemology and philosophy 
generally. At the same time a strong debate developed about how exactly the concept has to be 
defined, and it lead to a substantial change in the understanding of the concept, or, in a more 
extreme interpretation, to the substitution of the concept traditionally indicated by the expression 
“a priori” with an altogether different one. The first aim of this paper is to clarify some aspects 
of this change, while casting some doubts on the motivations that have been given for it, and on 
its theoretical utility. I will also argue that there is a feature of a priori warrants, a priori rational 
unrevisability, which cannot be given up, if we need to work with a coherent concept.

Some preliminary clarification of terms is in order. The concept of a priori, as it has been 
discussed in recent literature, applies primarily to epistemic warrants, or justifications; for short we 
will avoid the adjective epistemic hereafter, as we are not going to talk about any other kind of 
warrants or justifications. We might use sometimes the expression “the a priori”, referring, if it is 
not otherwise indicated, to a priori warrants. In other words we can say that apriority is a property 
of warrants, if it is possessed by something at all. A belief can be said a priori if it is justified by such 
a kind of warrant. A piece of knowledge can be said to be a priori if it consists of one or more such 
beliefs. Some complication might arise in defining what is an a priori proposition; we might want 
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to call a proposition a priori if it is believed, or known, a priori by at least some subject. Or we 
might call a priori a proposition that can be believed, or known, in such a way. For our purposes 
anyway I do not think there is a relevant difference, and we can decide to use the former sense of 
the expression, considering that a pure terminological choice. We have not yet defined the term 
epistemic “warrant”, or “justification” (I take them here as synonymous). This is a really difficult 
task, since there is great disagreement among theorists about what constitutes a warrant. My best 
effort to give a neutral definition would be something like this: DEF if something is a warrant for 
a proposition P and a subject S, then, ceteris paribus, it is correct for S to believe that P. 

If you accept a different definition of warrant you can take the content of DEF as a principle 
that, arguably, any definition is required to satisfy. This requirement is built into the minimal stan-
dard understanding of the expression, or so it seems to me. There is a further clarification that is 
going to be very relevant in the discussion to follow. We can distinguish between two readings of 
the concept of warrant, a normative reading and a descriptive reading. The definition is intended 
to capture the normative reading of the concept. In this sense, something is not a warrant if it is 
a (very) bad warrant, just like something is not a demonstration if it is a bad demonstration, and 
something is not a reason for believing or acting some way if it is a (very) bad reason. Nevertheless 
we understand the expressions “bad demonstration”, “bad warrant” and so on, because we make 
use of the descriptive reading. In the latter sense, something is a warrant for a belief and for a 
subject if and only if the subject takes it to be a warrant for that belief.1

What then distinguishes a priori warrants from other kinds of warrant? The minimum, 
and central, requirement is that it must be a warrant independent of experience. Of course 
this leaves enormous space for different positions, depending on what you intend by “expe-
rience” and “independent of”.

Other properties we will discuss are:
1) Infallibility. If a belief is a priori it is true 2) Rational unrevisability. A priori beliefs are 

rationally unrevisable.  
Denying that infallibility and unrevisability are properties of a priori warrants is the central 

move toward a weak concept of apriority. Although it is reasonable prima facie to expect that 
either they are both properties of apriority or none of the two is, it must be noted that they are 
logically independent. It might be true that we can have a priori warrants for some false beliefs, 
but we can never revise those belief, maybe because they are built into our cognitive structure, 
and it is not contradictory to think that only true beliefs can be a priori warranted, but in epis-
temically unfavourable situations those beliefs can be rationally revised. 

1. Examples of fallibility and fallible examples
Fallibility is the first kind of weakness advocated for a priori warrants we will consider, and 

probably the most important, both historically and conceptually. Laurence Bonjour, one of the 
most influential proponents of the fallibility of a priori, admits that there was “an almost excep-
tionless historical consensus”2 on the opposite thesis. He then goes on admitting that he has no 
completely satisfying explanation of the force and wideness of this consensus, while he advances 
the hypothesis that it was related to the necessity attributed to the contents of a priori beliefs. On 

1 The same distinction, or at least a very similar distinction, can apply to concepts of artefacts. Something is not 
an airplane if it is a very bad airplane, e.g. if it never succeeded to fly. At the same time we might talk about the 
“airplane” that Leonardo Da Vinci built (descriptive sense), although we want to say that the first airplane was built 
in the nineteenth century (normative sense). 
2 L. Bonjour, In defence of pure reason, Cambridge University Press, 1998, p.110. Others do not agree about the 
presence of this historical consensus. See e.g. George Rey (1993) and (1998) or Tyler Burge (1993) p.461. Anyway 
I think the disagreement is due to a misunderstanding on the notion of infallibility.
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the latter point I do not agree, because it seems obvious to me that the main interest of a priori 
beliefs was just that of being certain, and certainty easily descended from infallibility. It is an 
epistemological common-place, but nonetheless true, that the quest for certainty has been the 
main concern of epistemology, at least since Descartes to the last century; and many philosophers 
hoped a priori beliefs could supply the needed foundation for this kind of epistemology. It is 
this role for a priori beliefs that goes lost in the passage to the weak conception. Philip Kitcher 
advanced similar considerations with regard to unrevisability3. 

In a nut-shell, Quine’s well-known attack has shown there are no unrevisable beliefs, and 
therefore philosophers who were willing to claim we have a priori beliefs had to isolate another 
notion of apriority, one that did not imply unrevisability. This notion is that of “warranted in-
dependently of experience”. The move of thus weakening the concept of apriority is successful 
if: 1) the new concept is coherent with fallibility and revisability; 2) the new concept has some 
philosophical role. 

  To establish the point of the coherence of the weak concept, with regard to fallibility, it would 
suffice giving a clear example of a belief that is, or has been, a priori warranted, and yet is false. 
Bonjour claims to have many examples of this kind. Those examples, he says, fall under three cat-
egories. Firstly there are very general principles of logics and mathematics, of which paradigmatic 
examples are provided by Euclidean geometry or Frege’s naïve set theory. It seems unfair, it is 
claimed, to deny Euclid or Frege any kind of warrant for their theories, or the particular axioms 
that we know to be false. But if they had any warrant it was for sure an a priori warrant. The 
second kind of examples is provided by history of philosophy. The most distinguished thinkers 
of our tradition have often made incompatible metaphysical claims, claims that cannot be true at 
the same time, and could not be justified empirically. So we are in the dilemma; either we deny 
to some great thinker any warrant whatsoever for his theses, or we grant an a priori warrant for 
something false. The third and last class of examples is nearer to everyday experience. It consists of 
errors in calculation, proof and reasoning, errors inevitable, at times, even for the most competent 
people. It must be noted that those errors can occur even if the calculation, or the like, has been 
checked carefully, at least under any common standard we use for these procedures. In that case, 
again, if we exclude, almost ex hypothesi, the option of considering the belief completely unwar-
ranted, we are forced to say there can be an a priori warranted false belief. My effort will be that of 
arguing that in every case it is open to us either denying that the considered belief has any warrant 
whatsoever (in most cases) or denying it is clearly false. 

  There is a little thought experiment that might work in pulling the intuitive force away from 
all the different kinds of situation. In every situation, admittedly, there is someone who has a 
false belief, sustained by reasons independent of experience. Let us suppose the believer comes to 
know that he is wrong. It is quite hard to imagine this in the case of metaphysical belief, because 
metaphysicians quite rarely change their mind; but it is very common in the case of everyday 
calculation errors, and in the remaining case we can think, dramatically, of Frege discovering 
the contradictions in his system. Now how will those subjects describe their situation? I think it 
would be natural for the subjects in question to say something like this: “I thought I had an a 
priori warrant for my belief, but I was wrong, as I now see”. According to the fallibilist, however, 
they should say something like this: “I had an a priori warrant for my false belief, and so it was 
a reasonable belief to have, until the moment I discovered it is false, and I ceased to have a war-
rant”. This last description, I think, is highly unnatural, and could only be a sign of a lack of 
intellectual honesty. Note that, given the nature of the examples, they will come to appreciate the 

3 Philip Kitcher, “A Priori Knowledge Revisited” in P.Boghossian and C. Peacocke, eds., New Essays on the A Priori, 
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 2000, p.77.
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wrongness of their former belief through a priori arguments, although it might be someone else 
to point out those arguments to them, and therefore the arguments were available to them since 
the start; since nothing in their father experience was necessary, they could have worked out the 
right conclusion through further and better reasoning. 

These considerations of course are not conclusive, but I hope they gave an idea of the way we can 
treat Bonjour’s examples. I would like to concentrate on the one Bonjour finds most compelling, 
and Goldman4, commenting on it, agrees; it’s the last kind of examples I cited, the errors in calcula-
tion. It seems to me, on the contrary, it is the easiest case to respond to. Suppose, at some point in 
a quite long and complex calculation, I compute 237 - 145 = 97.  Am I to be considered a priori 
warranted in believing this result, or some subsequent result depending on this? It seems clear to me 
that the result, being based on a trivial error, cannot be warranted at all, if not in a descriptive sense. 
Surely though the descriptive sense is not the one we are interested in. I might think, independently 
of experience, that the belief “tomorrow I will meet the president” is warranted by the other belief  
“two plus two equals four”. In the descriptive sense, therefore, the latter belief is my a priori warrant 
for the former. In this sense it is trivially true that a priori warrants are fallible.

Now, it might be objected that I’m overlooking an aspect of Bonjour’s example: the subject is 
supposed to be competent, and to have checked his calculation with sufficient care. These speci-
fications however are completely irrelevant to the point we are discussing. If a very competent 
person makes a very trivial error, his error will not be warranted; and if someone makes a trivial 
error after a very careful reflection, this might influence our moral judgement on the person, but 
it does not warrant his error. The facts regarding the competence and the past performances of 
the subject surely are not devoid of epistemological weight, e.g. if someone else has to decide 
whether the opinion expressed is worth considering. In this case the warrant will be derived by the 
observation of past successes, and not on the effective a priori reasoning, and therefore it will not 
be a priori in any sense. If we consider the warrant itself, anyway, the only competence relevant is 
the competence shown in the particular case, and that is lacking, ex hypothesi.  

A different defence of Bonjour’s case could be based on the possibility of degrees of warrant. 
Committing one error, such as 237 - 145 = 97, in a very long calculation is better than committing 
three different errors, or just one which is more evident and bigger. The result of the calculation 
will be, although not the right one, one not far from the truth. Saying that it is completely unwar-
ranted would put the result on a par with completely wrong result, even with results obtained 
randomly. This last consequence would be undesirable, I must admit, but it follows only with 
the additional premise that warrant is the only epistemic value. If it is not so, different reasonings 
might have different epistemic evaluation although they are on a par in giving no warrant at all. 
At any rate, even you think that warrant is the only epistemic dimension of evaluation, it is not 
unproblematic accepting the idea of degrees of warrant. It seems to me that the idea is particularly 
counterintuitive with regard to mathematics and logic. I will try to explain why this is so exploring 
an analogy with perceptual warrant, a paradigm case of a fallible kind of warrant. 

 If I see a cat on my table, and my visual system is working fine, I have a perceptual warrant 
for my belief “there is a cat on the table”; the warrant however is not conclusive, it does not rule 
out such possibilities as my seeing an hologram, or a cat-like robot, and so on (although I’ve 
ruled out the possibilities of being a brain in a vat, and similar radical sceptical scenarios, since ex 
hypothesi my perceptual system is working properly). This case, I claim, is not analogous to the 
mathematical error, because I am able to explain why the subject has avoided any epistemic fault, 
although he has a false belief. A case analogous to the mathematical error must imply some kind 
of malfunction in our visual system, or an error on the subject’s part in judging what he is seeing. 
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4 See e.g. Goldman, (2002).
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In mathematics or logic, it seems that if a reasoning gives genuine support to a belief, it gives 
conclusive support. A mathematical calculation cannot be correct but not conclusive, it cannot 
give you a probable result (which is different of course from giving a probability as a result; a 
sure result). This is the kind of difference that has been envisaged, probably since Plato, between 
natural sciences and “exact sciences”. The latter do not intuitively admit of degrees; if they give 
you an a priori warrant, you have a complete, hundred per cent warrant. This does not mean 
that whenever you make a mathematical calculation you can be sure to be right. It means that, 
whenever you make a mathematical calculation, you can be sure that, if your calculation did not 
imply any error, the result is right. The difference with an empirical warrant is evident; if you have 
a visual warrant, or an inductive warrant, you have a double risk, so to speak. It might be that 
there is some defect in your warrant, because your visual system is not working fine, or you are 
failing to consider some relevant information, but it might also be the case that there is no defect 
whatsoever in your warrant, and the conclusion is still false (if you are not convinced of that about 
the perceptual case, think of inductive warrants). We shall try to work on this intuition in next 
section, since it has to do with the unrevisability thesis as well. 

Something specific must be said on the other examples presented. History of philosophy, 
in my opinion, does not provide clear cases of a priori warranted belief, and just for the reason 
that philosophers often make incompatible claims. Given that those claims are meaningful, some 
philosophers make false claims, supported by their a priori reasoning. Now, what reasons do we 
have for considering this reasoning as an effective warrant? We shouldn’t take for granted the 
“authority” of philosophers just because they are considered among the greatest thinkers of their 
times, or because of a tradition; traditions sometimes are unwarranted as well, and it might be that 
on some metaphysical questions it is impossible to have warranted beliefs.   

The case that presents more complications is surely the one regarding major examples of revi-
sions in mathematics and logic. A complete discussion of these cases, even relatively to the point 
in question, is far beyond the aims of this paper, and the following remarks will only try to give 
an idea of how such a discussion could be developed. 

It must be noted that the propositions I want to indicate as not warranted are axioms, and 
axioms are propositions that play a peculiar role in our belief systems. There are good reasons, it 
seems, to think that the warrant one can have for a belief in a proposition of this kind is of a pecu-
liar kind itself. Their supposed warrant consists in their being self-evident, or in their theoretical 
utility, but never in a proof. Their truth, or falsity, too is sometimes considered to be of a peculiar 
kind. If the case for fallibility is to be based upon these examples only, it is not clearly successful, 
and I would be satisfied if I had shown that much. Coming to the two cases in question, in short, 
I would not say that Frege lacked any warrant for his set theory, but I think it is not very unrea-
sonable to say that about axiom five of his naïve set theory; as I said before I think Frege could not 
disagree on this point. If we compare his situation with Euclid’s case we find him in an unfavour-
able position. The defect in his theory was found while he was still alive, with pure theoretical 
tools, and most importantly it lead to a contradiction, while in Euclid’s case that happened only 
after a great amount of time, and his system is anyhow coherent. Therefore the most problematic 
case is the latter. One strategy could be to deny that Euclid’s warrant was really a priori, since it 
was defeated with a contribution of experience; anyway, it is not at all clear that this follows, as we 
shall see later (section 2.2). A more promising strategy, I think, could consist in inquiring if the 
fifth axiom (there must be something unlucky about fifth axioms) of Euclidean geometry is really 
false, in a complete sense of the word, as Bonjour does5, although for quite different purposes. 
It might be thought that it is, partly at least, a conventional choice, what kind of geometry we 

5 See Bonjour, cit. pp. 217-224.
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should adopt. Euclidean geometry does not bring to any contradiction, like Frege’s axiom does, 
and it is still used at some levels, both scientifically and practically. However, we must leave here 
the discussion of those specific cases, maintaining to have shown that the main examples given by 
Bonjour are all more or less problematic. 

There is a last sort of examples we should consider, although Bonjour did not, which is not 
easy to discard, and it is the provided by the application of inductive methods to mathematical 
or logical problems.6 The general form of this sort of examples is the following: you have some 
premises each of one is a priori warranted. Since those premises all give the same result in the 
same sort of situation, you then conclude that there is a regular connection between situation and 
result. A concrete example is given by Goldbach’s conjecture. In that case we seem to have a very 
good inductive warrant; since every even number we know of is the sum of two prime numbers, it 
is reasonable to conclude that every even number is. It is conceivable however that the conclusion 
is false, and therefore it is conceivable that we have an a priori warrant for a false belief. Examples 
of this sort are not common but there a few other. 

I have two answers to give to these counter-examples. The first answer is that induction ap-
plied to mathematical or logical problems does not give a complete warrant. The second answer is 
to claim that induction  itself is not an a priori warranted method, or even that it is an a posteriori 
warranted method. The first answer might be argued through a comparison with empirical sci-
ence. An hypothesis that have got the same amount of inductive confirmation as Goldbach’s 
conjecture, in empirical science is considered something more than an hypothesis, it is a result. In 
mathematics Goldbach’s conjecture will not be a result until someone finds a proof for it; until 
then, it is a conjecture. Where does this difference comes from? The difference is surely due to the 
fact that in the empirical case we van not expect a proof, and therefore it would make no sense to 
ask for someone to have a proof in order to believe something. In mathematics you can expect a 
proof, and therefore you should hold your belief until you find one. This is not to say that believ-
ing Goldbach’s conjecture to be true is unreasonable; surely many mathematicians reasonably 
believe it; at the same time they probably feel their belief is not completely warranted. This clearly 
has to do with the deontological requirement of the attribution of a warrant for a belief. Inductive 
warrants, no matter how good in quantity, are felt to be qualitatively insufficient when applied to 
matters that admit deductive treatment, because they appear unjustifiably weak. 

The second answer is based on much more disputable claims. The examples based on induc-
tion must assume that induction itself is either an a priori justified method or a somehow primitive 
inferential principle, that is not in need of justification. I believe both clams are wrong, and spe-
cifically I believe induction is itself an empirically justified method7. Quite clearly I can not defend 
this claim here. I would like however to make the general point that if an inferential method is 
empirically justified than its products will not be a priori justified even when the premises of the 
inference are. I will try to show this through an example. Suppose a student working on certain 
mathematical exercises observes the correct results of the exercises in his book always have some 
special feature, like being natural numbers, and when it seems they do not it is always because 
of an error on his part. Therefore he forms this heuristic rule: “when the result is not a natural 
number I made an error”. The application of this rule does not seem to give a priori warrants, 
even if the only premise needed (x is a natural number) is easily a priori warranted. 

I think we have to say of induction applied to mathematics of logic something similar to what 
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6 The relevance of this sort of cases was shown to me by Philip Percival; subsequently I found it briefly stated in 
Burge (1993).
7 For similar positions see Hilary Kornblith Induction and Its Natural Ground MIT press 1993, or David Papineau, 
Philosophical Naturalism Blackwell Publishers 1993. 
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I already said about axioms; it seems a quite peculiar case, and it surely does not provide a clear 
example of a priori warranted false belief. I will leave the issue aside in the following section.      

2. Rational unrevisability
2.1 Good warrants disbelieved

The discussion we have just presented and the one to follow, on the topic of unrevisability, 
might have a very similar structure. Some author presented putative examples of a priori beliefs 
lacking the relevant properties, and I will try to argue that those are not good examples. The 
most influent author, in this case, is Albert Casullo. However, I think here I have an advantage, 
which is given by the fact that Casullo works with a concept not as clear as infallibility, and I 
am in a position to argue that he uses a rather disputable version of the concept of “rational 
[un]revisability”. At any rate defining that concept might not be as easy as one would expect. 
The difficult part of the definition would surely be clarifying the distinction between “rational” 
and “irrational” revision8. It would take more than an essay to clarify this distinction. There 
are cases, however, that clearly fall on one side of the distinction, as we have seen. We can also 
stipulate that, in a certain case, the reasoning that leads to the revision is not correct, and luckily 
enough, the best example proposed by Casullo is just of this kind, and therefore clearly falls on 
the side of irrational revision. 

Casullo actually gives two examples; the first one, however, involves a starting situation of a 
false belief which is supposingly a priori warranted, and Casullo concedes that someone might not 
admit this possibility, as I would not. It is not unworthy describing it, because I think it reinforces 
my case about the lack of clear examples of fallible a priori warrants. Casullo considers a very 
inexperienced logic student, which, on a priori reasoning, comes to belief that “P → Q” implies 
“¬P → ¬Q”; lately, on a more accurate reflection, she revises this belief. My point of course is that 
this is a genuine case of rational revision of an apriori unwarranted belief. If we concede there can 
be a priori warrants for even very clear logical errors, and we can always do it by stipulation, we 
completely avoid the distinction between a normative and a descriptive sense of “warrant”. In that 
case, the infallibility thesis would imply the absurd consequence that no one ever makes errors in 
mathematics, logic, and the like. No one of course, much the less Kant, has ever defended that 
thesis, and I don’t need to do it here. My thesis is just that if you don’t make errors in mathematics 
and logic then you get true conclusions. 

In order to avoid this possible objection, Casullo proposes an example regarding a true a priori 
warranted belief. A difference with the previous cases is the fact here there is not an actual revision 
of the belief; but the example shows anyway that such a revision is possible, and that of course 
suffice to establish the belief is revisable. Here is how Casullo describes the case:

“Suppose Charlie believes that p entails q on the basis of a valid proof P. Since the proof is the 
result of a process of reflexive thought, Charlie’s belief is justified nonexperientially. But now let 
us suppose that (a) there exists a pseudo-proof P’, from p to ¬q; and (b) if this pseudo-proof were 
brought to Charlie’s attention, he would not be able to detect any flaws in it or to discount it in 
any other manner.”9 The thesis this situation, if it is a possible situation, and we do not want to 
contend that, is purported to falsify is the following:

SUT “If S is justified in believing that p a priori then the statement that p is rationally unrevis-

8 The qualification of course can not be dropped. Suppose that a logician claims to have refuted some law of logic 
while he has assumed LSD. That would hardly count as a revision.
9 A. Casullo, “Revisability, Reliabilism, and A Priori Knowledge”, Philosophy and phenomenological research, 1988, 
vol. 49, n.2 p. 192.
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able in light of any future evidence”10; let’s call this thesis “Strong Unrevisability Thesis”. 
I’ve quoted Casullo at length, because I feared if I just stated the error I think he is com-

mitting I might have been accused of misinterpretation. It seems very clear that this example is 
completely oblivious of the rationality requirement. However liberally you think of rationality, it 
is not rational to abandon a belief in a valid proof because you are convinced by a pseudo-proof. 
Therefore this is a very good example or irrational revision of an a priori warranted belief. What 
has been shown is that an individual can stop believing a proposition for which he had an a priori 
warrant. What we want is a case where the subject has good reasons to do so; but here Charlie’s 
reasons, ex hypothesi, are bad.

The two examples we have seen aim to the denial of SUT, but they leave open the possibility 
of a weaker thesis:

WUT “If S is justified in believing that p a priori then the statement that p is rationally unrevis-
able in light of any future experiential evidence”11.

The two examples involved revisions of a priori beliefs based on a priori reasoning. There 
might be different reasons to think that if a belief is revisable on experiential, empirical grounds, 
it is not a priori warranted. Anyway we have refuted the examples so far, and, leaving open the 
problem of empirical revision, we are in the position to consider a different weak thesis:

WUT2 “If S is justified in believing that p a priori then the statement that p is rationally 
unrevisable in light of any future a priori evidence”. 

This thesis, although this may seem almost paradoxical, is more plausible than WUT. The rea-
sons that support WUT2 are mainly linked to the intuitive difference we discussed, in the previous 
section, between empirical and a priori warrants. Since we have already cleared this ground we can 
try to state an argument for WUT2.  

1) Suppose a subject S has a warranted belief P at time t, on the ground of the a priori warrant 
W, and at tx S comes to rationally revise his belief on a priori grounds. 

2) At tx S therefore forms the belief that “not P”, or “P is not warranted”, on the ground of 
the a priori warrant Wx. If the revision is rational then Wx rationally prevails over W.

3) If Wx is a priori, then it was available for S at t.   
4) If there was available for S at t a chain or reasoning rationally prevailing over W, then the 

belief P was not warranted for S at t. But this contradicts premise 1. 
Let’s briefly see what can be said on the premises. 1) is actually an assumption for reductio. 2) 

seems quite uncontroversial; it could be objected that we can revise a belief for reasons that are 
independent of the previous warrant, and therefore do not “refute” it. Anyway, those new reasons 
must be rationally judged to prevail over the older ones (if the old reasons, e.g., are just forgot-
ten, I would not say there is a rational revision) and that is all that is needed for the argument. 
Premise 3) needs a deeper discussion, and we will come back to it in moment. About 4) I would 
like to notice that it does not need to rely on any special feature of a priori warrants to be justified; 
it would work even if W was a perceptual warrant; e.g., if I am in a situation in which a rational 
argument, involving only evidence I already possess, could bring me to the correct conclusion 
that there are holograms all around me, my visual warrants are disqualified. Similarly, my a priori 
warrant is disqualified if there is available a rational argument for the opposite conclusion, an 
argument that I would judge to prevail over my warrant, if I came to think about it.  Premise 3) 
is the most disputable; its motivation lies in the fact that, if the reasoning is a priori, there can 
not be anything in the experience of S between t and the moment of the revision that made that 
reasoning possible. There is another possibility, however, that might defeat 3). S might have ac-
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10 Ib. p. 190.
11 Ib. p. 190.
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quired some concepts that at t S did not possess, and are relevant for the a priori reasoning. I think 
this is a real possibility, although it is not very common, in adult age, to enlarge your conceptual 
repertoire in such a significant way. My rejoinder is the following: either those relevant concepts 
have been acquired through experience, or in other ways. If they have been acquired through 
experience, the revision is not a priori,12 since experience played a decisive role. If they were not 
acquired through experience, since we can obviously discard the possibility that those concepts 
were innate, because the subject did not possess them at time t, they must be reducible to the 
concepts the subject already possessed at t. If they are reducible to concepts S already possessed, 
however, they were available to S at t, through some a priori reasoning. 

The discussion on this point, I admit, might continue at length. Anyway if the reader is not 
wholly convinced, I think it is interesting a to consider even a weaker, but surer, premise:

3C) If Wx is a priori, and the concepts involved in it were available to S at t, then it was 
available for S at t. 

 and a corresponding weaker thesis:
WUTC “If S is a priori justified in believing that p then the statement that p is rationally 

unrevisable in light of any future a priori evidence, unless the rational revision depends on some 
concepts that are not now available to S”. 

Furthermore, even if my argument could establish only WUTC, we would be still lacking a 
decisive and clear counterexample to WUT2. 

2.2 Empirical revisions of a priori beliefs
We have not yet considered WUT, the thesis that empirical rational revision of a priori beliefs 

is impossible, and the counter-example that has been offered by Casullo against it. I will adapt 
the example a little bit to avoid inessential disagreements. As usual, we consider a logician, in 
this case named Phil. Phil is an expert logician and has done much interesting research work, 
but, like all of us, he also makes some errors. Phil becomes the object of a neurological study; 
a machine is connected to his brain, and the machine is supposed to be able to discriminate 
certain patterns of brain activity that are linked to temporary cognitive deficiencies. Let us 
suppose, for the sake of the example, that there is a very solid scientific theory corroborating 
this hypothesis. Even on Phil the machine seems to work correctly. It does signal an error only 
when there is one, and it even helps Phil to discover some flaws in his past works that he had not 
noticed before. Now suppose that in one single occasion the machine detect an error pattern 
although there is no error in the proof Phil is considering. The machine is checked carefully, 
but it seems to work properly (we may suppose that this case constitutes an exception to the 
neurological theory underlying the machine functioning, an exception that no scientist would 
be able to explain). Therefore even if he cannot see what the error is, Phil abandons his belief 
in the proof. He has revised his valid a priori belief for empirical reasons. 

  However, there might be a way of accommodating this case without giving up the empirical 
unrevisability of a priori; it consists in treating it together with a class of counterexamples that  
seems easier to handle. 

   A possible kind of empirical source of revision is the opinion of experts. When confronted 
with an unfavourable opinion of one or more expert of a specific field, it might be rational to 
revise a belief, even an a priori belief, at least in the weak sense of revision we considered. Together 
with that we can consider the results obtained by computers and calculators. In both cases there 

12 This is not to say that if the concepts in the belief are acquired empirically the belief cannot be a priori. The 
concepts we are talking about here are relevant in the warrant for the supposed a priori belief.
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is a widespread feeling13 that we are somehow missing the point, and that revisions based on this 
kind of evidence should somehow discarded as inessential. I share this feeling, although I must 
say that it is very hard to specify exactly how and why these cases are not relevant. One way of 
dealing with the cases of revision based on testimony and the like is the following: we might say 
that those revision, although they are practically rational, are not epistemically rational. Consider 
George Rey’s example of someone believing 

(A) 16+17+18+23+100 = 174
The person is told at the bank that this is wrong, and the result is 184. Therefore she revises 

her belief. The revision is supposed to be rational because what the bank says is usually a much 
more reliable source of arithmetic truths then the subject’s own calculations. My answer, in this 
case is that it is surely rational in a practical sense to stop checking the calculation at some point, 
and trust what you are told. Your need for a correct result can be not so strong to justify the 
amount of time and intellectual effort you should spend to check again (although in this example 
it does not seem so, we can easily complicate it). But it cannot be rational in an epistemic sense to 
believe a falsehood when it is within your possibility to arrive to the correct conclusion! 

It might seem here I am making a sort of ad hoc stipulation. That it is not so is shown by the 
fact that it does not work in Casullo’s example, since it is not within the subject’s possibility to 
discard the neurological evidence.  

Another possible strategy is suggested, although not completely developed, by Hartry Field14, 
and it rests on a distinction between two kinds of evidence we can get against an a priori belief. 
We can have evidence undermining “the non-empirical basis we had for making the claim”; or 
evidence “showing that we did not after all have the non-empirical basis we thought we had for 
the claim”. The former evidence we may call primary, and the latter secondary. The thesis of em-
pirical unrevisability would be that a priori beliefs cannot have empirical evidence against them. It 
is interesting that this distinction, if it works, undermines Casullo’s example as well. Neurological 
evidence seems to be clearly secondary; it relates merely to my cognitive state, not to the specific 
content of the belief.  

It might again be objected that this is a sort of ad hoc solution, as far as we don’t specify 
what the relation between the belief-content and the evidence should be for primary evidence. 
This is surely very hard. An indirect answer could be the following; direct evidence for a priori 
beliefs is the evidence for an idealized subject. An idealized subject is a subject with unlimited 
computational capacities, and immune from error. For an idealized subject, mathematical and 
logical truths are supposed to be unproblematic and, strictly speaking, what logicians think, and 
how their brains work, is no evidence at all for or against a certain logical theorem or argument, 
just as the operations of a calculator are no evidence for or against a mathematical result. 

There is a deeper objection, however, that this solution has to face, and it is related to confir-
mation holism. One way to state the content of the latter doctrine is that what counts as a warrant 
for what is not itself an priori decidable matter. If this is so, it is not a priori that empirical evidence 
about my brain is not direct evidence for or against truths of logic. I don’t think we have to dis-
cuss this doctrine here. As far as we can distinguish, roughly at least, between empirical evidence 
and a priori evidence, we could identify a class of statement that until now have been immune 
from empirical revision. Precisely, we could say that no statement that had a warrant dependent 
on a priori evidence has ever been directly affected by empirical evidence, and we cannot think 
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13 Not a universal feeling anyway. Kitcher (1983) and Rey (1993) consider the opinion of others and the result of a 
calculator, respectively, as relevant sources of empirical revision. 
14 See Hartry Field “The Aprioricity of Logic”, Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society, 1996, v. 96. See also his 
“Apriority as an evaluative notion”, in Boghossian and Peacocke, cit., p. 118. 
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of any hypothetical way in which this might happen. If we can affirm that much, we can set aside 
the theoretical possibility of empirical evidence one day becoming relevant, and still say we have 
an interesting claim. 

There are anyway different sorts of possible examples of rational revision of a priori belief. 
History of science is a field one might look to. An historical example of this kind is not easy for 
me to find, because I maintain that if a belief is now known to be false, it was not genuinely 
a priori warranted. Under the weak version of rational revisability, however, we may say that 
Euclid’s fifth axiom has been revised, although it is not straightforwardly false. Just because of 
that we may say that it had a genuine a priori warrant. Just like in the discussion of infallibility, 
having excluded the trivial examples, the weakening of a priori seems to rely on examples of re-
visions of extremely theoretical claims. Anyway, since Euclid’s case seems particularly unclear in 
this context, I can construct a hypothetical example that makes use of history of philosophy and 
science. Consider the belief that empty space cannot exist. This belief has been prevalent in the 
history of western thought since Parmenide to Descartes. It is probably a very good example of 
bad use of a priori reasoning, since it was defended on purely a priori grounds while its content 
is something that, to us, clearly falls in the field of investigation of empirical science. Neverthe-
less, we can suppose that Descartes had a warrant for it15. His warrant derived from the fact 
that he defined the concept of material substance as “extended” (in space), so that something is 
extended if and only if it is a material substance, and empty space would be something extended 
in space that is not a material substance. Given Descartes use of the concepts, it is analytical that 
empty space cannot exist. The belief could surely be rationally revised, with a decisive contribu-
tion of empirical research. Now we can easily imagine that Descartes comes to appreciate the 
importance of experiments by Torricelli, Pascal, and so forth, and rationally revises his beliefs 
on the subject matter, on these empirical grounds. For sure, the revision had to pass through a 
change in his understanding of some of the concepts employed in his reasoning. But it is not at 
all implausible to think that someone might abandon the definition of some scientific concept 
because of empirical evidence. 

Now, let us just concede we have a few plausible candidate examples of rational revision of 
a priori beliefs on empirical grounds. A possible general reaction is the following: If a belief is 
empirically revisable then its warrant is not independent of experience. It depends on the fact 
that in the believer past experience were not present those features of his subsequent experience 
that lead to rationally revise the belief. Therefore it was not an a priori belief. This would rule 
out the possibility of empirical revision by definition. It would also support the Quinian claim 
that, if those we took to be paradigmatic examples of a priori beliefs are empirically revisable, 
then there are no a priori warranted beliefs. 

Of course we are not forced to this conclusion, if we refute the assumption that an a priori 
belief cannot be empirically revised. This assumption was the core the traditional concept of apri-
ority, but this is not itself a good reason to maintain it. Philip Kitcher has tried to defend it, aiming 
at a conclusion not so far from the one we supposed could be drawn from the Quinian complete 
refutation of the existence of a priori warranted beliefs. But Kitcher recently came to accept that 
his arguments were not conclusive, and that there is a reasonably clear sense in which our logical 
or mathematical belief are independent of experience, although testimony, neurological evidence, 
or other kinds of experiences could bring us to revise those beliefs. That would be contradictory 

15 Most of the people I discuss in the paper should have no problem with the claim that Descartes actually had such 
a warrant. I can just suppose that in the future it will be discovered that after all empty space does not exist, and just 
for the reasons Descartes thought so. This does not seem impossible.
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only if we admit the general principle that Casullo stated as follows:
“If evidence of kind A can defeat the justification conferred on S’s belief that p by evidence of 

kind B, then S’s belief that p is justified by evidence of kind A.”
This principle however is not very plausible. As Casullo points out, if you are justified in 

holding some belief on the basis of introspective evidence, there will be the possibility, quite 
often, if not always, that medical or neurological evidence defeat our justification. Anyway this 
does not show that our belief is based on something else than introspection. The situation of 
a priori beliefs might be described in the same way: you can be justified in holding a belief 
on evidence that is independent of past and present experience, without excluding the logical 
possibility of future experience that defeats your justification. One might object that, although 
such a justification does not depend on any specific experience you had, it depends on the total-
ity of our experiences, in that the latter do not include unfavourable neurological evidence, and 
so on; but that is not completely true, because my experiences could be completely different, 
and presumably in many, perhaps in infinite ways, although not in every way. Counterfactual 
considerations however, are not taken to be always relevant for warrant; e.g. the counterfactual 
possibility of radically sceptical scenarios might threaten the status of our warranted beliefs as 
knowledge, not their being warranted16. 

Now, if we summarize the discussion on empirical revisability of a priori beliefs, we must say 
that this weakening of a priori beliefs is better off than the former ones, fallibility and a priori 
revisability. About fallibility, although we do not have general arguments to show that a priori 
fallible beliefs are not possible, we have not found any convincing example of such a possibil-
ity. About a priori revisability we do not have convincing examples and we also have a general 
argument to the effect that there cannot be such examples. In the present case, the prospects 
are not so doomed. We were not able to find a convincing argument that shows a priori belief 
cannot be empirically revised. We have considered two sorts of examples of such a possibility, 
that we may call the “trivial” and the “theoretical” examples. The trivial examples can be ruled 
out, but this is not itself a trivial task; it is harder and more controversial than in the case of 
counterexamples to infallibility based on trivial errors. The theoretical examples are even harder 
to rule out; I cannot think of any way to do that.     

We should now draw some conclusion from this discussion, and evaluate the overall prospects 
for a weak concept of a priori. 

3. Conclusions. The weakness of which apriority?
We have addressed two possible features of a priori warrants, infallibility and unrevisability. 

The latter is probably better understood as the combination of two kinds of unrevisability, the a 
priori and the empirical. A traditional conception of a priori warrants included all of the former 
features, while nowadays it seems to prevail the idea that none of them is essential to a correct 
understanding of apriority; the core of this concept is simply independence from experience. 
Although I have argued against the motivations that have been advanced in favour of this change, 
I admit, at least about infallibility and empirical unrevisability, that the concept of a priori war-
rants, devoid of these properties, is still coherent (although counterintuitive). Conceding that, 
one might ask what is the role of this concept for epistemology and philosophy. Such a warrant 
does not meet the central requirement of the traditional concept of a priori, which, I submit, is 
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16 We are here considering the mere possibility of sceptical scenarios being compatible with our evidence, while in 
2.1 we said that a belief is not warranted if a sound argument that makes use of our evidence positively suggests or 
forces the conclusion that such a scenario obtains.
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empirical unrevisability. It was analytically true (indeed, it was a priori) that a priori beliefs are 
not empirically revisable. As Kant put it, “when you are outside the sphere of experience, you are 
sure not to be refuted by experience”.17 The discussion we have followed seems to concentrate on 
mathematical and logical reasoning as paradigmatic examples of areas of possible a priori knowl-
edge. We have not considered examples of knowledge of “meaning relationships”, which seem 
therefore to be perceived as less paradigmatic. Needless to say, it is an area of great philosophical 
interest, and proponents of weak apriority might want to concentrate on it. It is not implausible 
that the warrants we have for our beliefs on the meaning of our concepts and the warrants we 
have for our mathematical beliefs, although both in some sense independent of experience, might 
belong to epistemologically different kinds. 

As Philip Kitcher notices, “we could - and we do - distinguish knowledge obtained through 
testimony from knowledge we acquire for ourselves, knowledge based on current perception 
from knowledge through memory, knowledge deriving from the use of our eyes from knowl-
edge obtained by using our ears. Dividing items of knowledge (…) might be useful for a 
number of philosophical and psychological purposes, but none of the divisions I’ve mentioned 
attributes any special role to a kind of knowledge, a unique function that it can fulfil in our 
activity as knowers.”18 Of course, most theorists nowadays could accept that a priori warrants 
have no unique function; e.g. that there is not a category of truths, or propositions, that can 
be warranted only a priori. Just because the traditional role of a priori warrants is abandoned, 
anyway, it can not be given for granted that a new role is there to be occupied, or that there is 
some work to do for the concept of weak a priori.

17 Critique of Pure Reason, Introduction, B 31.
18 Philip Kitcher, “A Priori Knowledge Revisited”, cit., pp. 76-77.
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EMPIRISMO ELIMINATIVISTA*

CéliaTeixeira
King’s College London

Abstract
O empirismo eliminativista é a teoria segundo a qual não existe conhecimento a priori, ou 
seja, que todo o conhecimento é conhecimento empírico. Esta teoria foi defendida por Quine 
(1953, 1966) e é ainda hoje bastante influente entre muitos filósofos naturalistas. O objectivo 
único deste ensaio é refutar esta teoria. Irei tentar mostrar que os empiristas eliminativistas 
não possuem nenhum bom argumento contra a existência do conhecimento a priori.

Keywords
 A priori, revisibilidade, empirismo, holismo.

Holismo e revisibilidade
Alguns filósofos assumem que o holismo epistemológico de Quine é suficiente para provar a 

não existência de conhecimento a priori. Michael Devitt (1996, 1998, 2005) é um dos mais ac-
tivos defensores actuais de tal posição. Eis as duas razões dadas por Devitt para rejeitar o a priori, 
as quais se encontram em Quine:1

(I) Nada é imune à revisão empírica.
(II) O conhecimento a priori é tão misterioso quanto a capacidade de intuição racional.
O meu objectivo é mostrar que ambas estas razões são más razões para rejeitar o a priori. 

Comecemos então por (I), a qual se baseia no holismo epistemológico de Quine.
O holismo de Quine foi especialmente bem aceite por surgir como resposta ao problema que 

os positivistas lógicos pareciam não conseguir responder, nomeadamente, o problema de saber 
como dar conta da aparente diferença modal entre as verdades da ciência, de um lado, e as da 
lógica e de matemática, do outro. Se todo o conhecimento surge da experiência, como os positiv-
istas lógicos defendiam, então parecemos ser levados a defender que as asserções da lógica são tão 

Epistemologia / Epistemology

 * Agradeço a João Branquinho, David Galloway, Desidério Murcho e Mark Sainsbury os comentários feitos a algumas 
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1 Veja-se, Devitt (1996), pp .2. 
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contingentes, e como tal tão susceptíveis de refutação empírica, como quaisquer outras. Esta é a 
posição defendida por John Stuart Mill e que os positivistas lógicos, como por exemplo Carnap, 
rejeitam. A solução por eles dada não foi contudo muito melhor2. 

A solução de Quine consiste em dizer que o aparente estatuto modal das verdades lógicas, o 
grau de certeza que lhe atribuímos, advém não apenas do facto de estas terem sido mais vezes con-
firmadas pela experiência, mas do facto de terem um estatuto privilegiado na nossa teia de crenças: 
encontram-se no centro desta. Segundo Quine, as leis lógicas (e matemáticas) são confirmadas 
e infirmadas do mesmo modo que as afirmações da ciência, uma vez que todas fazem parte do 
sistema de crenças, e como tal estão sujeitas às mesmas regras de funcionamento da teia. Dado que 
a tendência é perturbar o menos possível a nossa teia de crenças, tendemos a fazer os ajustes com 
a experiência optando por rejeitar as crenças que se encontram mais nas margens da teia. Isto sig-
nifica que as crenças mais centrais são as mais seguras ou menos susceptíveis de revisão. Contudo, 
ser menos susceptível de revisão não significa ser irrevisível. E um dos princípios constitutivos da 
teia é a ideia de tudo é revisível. 

Eis a caracterização que o próprio Quine apresenta da sua epistemologia holista:

[...] [A] ciência como um todo é como um campo de forças cujas condições-limite são a 
experiência. Um conflito com a experiência na periferia ocasiona reajustamentos no interior 
do campo. Os valores de verdade têm de ser redistribuídos sobre algumas das nossas frases. A 
reavaliação de algumas das nossas frases implica a reavaliação de outras, por causa das suas in-
terconexões lógicas ¾  - e as leis lógicas são por sua vez outras certas frases do sistema, outros 
certos elementos do campo. [...] Nenhuma experiência particular está ligada com nenhuma 
frase particular no interior do campo, mas apenas indirectamente através de considerações de 
equilíbrio que afectam o campo como um todo.3

O holismo epistémico de Quine tem sido amplamente discutido e criticado. Um dos prob-
lemas mais óbvios e que tem sido por diversas vezes apontado é o facto de ser incoerente. 
São três os princípios que regulam a nossa teia de crenças: o princípio da não-contradição, o 
princípio da simplicidade e o princípio da revisibilidade geral. O princípio da não-contradição 
diz-nos quando devemos reajustar e reavaliar a nossa teia, nomeadamente, quando esta entra 
em conflito, em contradição, com a experiência. O princípio da simplicidade diz-nos quais as 
frases que devemos rever, tendo em conta que não queremos fazer reajustamentos drásticos na 
nossa teia de crenças. O princípio da revisibilidade geral diz-nos que nada na teia é «imune à 
revisão», que tudo é revisível — mesmo as crenças no centro da teia. Numa passagem famosa4, 
Quine sugere que podemos decidir mudar as crenças do centro da teia, como as crenças na 
lógica, em vez de uma crença que se encontra na periferia e que entra mais imediatamente em 
contradição com uma experiência recalcitrante, se essa revisão for mais conveniente. O exemplo 
dado é o da proposta de revisão da lei do terceiro excluído de modo a acomodar os resultados 
das experiências feitas em mecânica quântica. 

O problema com este modelo epistémico é o facto de o princípio da revisibilidade geral 
colidir com o princípio da não-contradição e consigo próprio. Colide com o princípio da não-
contradição porque tendo em conta que a lei da não-contradição é um princípio constitutivo da 
teia, não é o caso que possa ser revisto. Se fosse revisto, deixaríamos de ter um princípio racional 

2 A solução dada foi a de que as verdades da lógica são verdades por convenção, algo que Quine rejeitou.
3 Quine (1951), pp. 42-43.
4 Ibidem, pp. 43
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de revisão que nos dissesse quando devemos rever as nossas crenças. Sem um tal princípio a teia 
não seria mais do que uma colecção caótica de crenças em que tudo vale. Tanto poderíamos 
acreditar que a Lua é feita de queijo como não, uma vez que não haveria restrições sobre o que 
deveríamoss acreditar. Mas vejamos mais em concreto o que está aqui em causa. 

Suponha-se que revemos a lei da não-contradição para simplificar a nossa teia de crenças, no 
sentido de a abandonarmos como falsa. Suponha-se agora que víamos um corvo branco e que 
uma das crenças da nossa teia era a de que todos os corvos são pretos. Sem a lei da não-con-
tradição não há razão alguma que nos leve a rever a crença de que todos os corvos são pretos, ou 
qualquer outra crença conectada com esta, face à descoberta de um corvo branco. Neste caso, 
poderia passar a acreditar que todos os corvos são pretos e alguns corvos não são pretos, o que é 
incoerente. E, logo, o confronto com a experiência deixaria de ser um verdadeiro confronto. Nes-
tas circunstâncias nada nos obrigaria a rever as nossas crenças. Sem os constrangimentos impostos 
pela lei da não contradição, a nossa teia deixaria de responder ao confronto requerido e desejável 
com a experiência. A nossa teia passaria a ser um mero agregado, possivelmente incoerente, de 
crenças. E um agregado possivelmente incoerente de crenças não satisfaz, certamente, os requi-
sitos necessários para o conhecimento. Não posso estar epistemicamente justificada a acreditar 
que todos os corvos são pretos e, simultaneamente, que alguns corvos não são pretos. Sem os 
constrangimentos impostos pela lei da não-contradição, a nossa teia não funciona como o modelo 
epistémico pretendido por Quine. 

O próprio princípio da revisibilidade universal não pode também ele ser revisto, ao contrário 
do que afirma. E assim somos levados para mais uma infelicidade da teia. Dizer que tudo é 
revisível é dizer que a ideia de que tudo é revisível é ela mesma revisível. Mas se o princípio da 
revisibilidade for revisto neste sentido, então nem tudo é revisível5. 

Poderíamos defender que há excepções, que foi um lapso de Quine ao formular o princípio da 
revisibilidade universal, que o princípio da revisibilidade não é universal, nomeadamente, que não 
se pode aplicar aos três princípios constitutivos da teia. Contudo, esta estratégia também não fun-
ciona, pois é incoerente com o próprio projecto empirista de Quine. Se permitir excepções, estes 
princípios deixam de estar ao nível das verdades empíricas, passando a ter o estatuto diferente que 
Quine pretendia recusar, entre outras coisas, às verdades lógicas. A adopção de uma tal solução 
resultaria na rejeição da motivação basilar por detrás do projecto de Quine, a ideia de que todo o 
conhecimento deriva da experiência, e como tal está a ela sujeito. 

Mas muito mais interessante do que analisar as incoerências da epistemologia eliminativista de 
Quine, é observar o plano geral. Se repararmos exactamente em que consiste a proposta de Quine, 
percebemos que afinal nada tem a ver com o conhecimento a priori, ao contrário do que foi e 
continua a ser defendido por tantos filósofos. A epistemologia de Quine é acerca do modo como 
organizamos e avaliamos as nossas crenças, e nada tem a ver com a justificação de crenças. É claro 
que aquilo que caracteriza o holismo epistemológico de Quine é a tese de que nenhuma crença é 
justificada por si só mas apenas em relação a uma colecção de crenças. Aquilo que defendo é que 
entender a justificação desse modo é mudar o sentido da palavra «justificação», tal como é normal-
mente usada. Uma condição necessária para rejeitarmos uma crença é esta já ter sido previamente 
adquirida. E se foi adquirida, foi-o de algum modo: através da experiência ou através do mero 
pensamento. Ou seja, quando uma crença é adquirida ela é-o a priori ou a posteriori. E dizer que 
uma crença é adquirida a priori, por exemplo, é equivalente a dizer que ela é justificada a priori6. 

5 Katz acusa a epistemologia de Quine de ser paradoxal precisamente porque se segue que há coisas que podem e não 
podem ser revistas. Veja-se Katz (1998), Cap. 3.  
6 Como se pode ver em muitos dos escritos dos espistemólogos actuais, como por exemplo, Boghossian, Peacocke e 
Albert Casullo, entre outros. Veja-se Boghossian, P. e Peacocke, C. ed. (2000).
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Mas se isto é o caso, então não faz sentido dizer que uma crença não é a priori porque ela é rejeitada 
através da experiência. Se ela foi de facto adquirida a priori, o facto de ela vir a ser posteriormente 
rejeitada com base na experiência é irrelevante para o caso. 

Mesmo que adoptemos uma posição fiabilista acerca do conhecimento, isto é, que o que dife-
rencia o conhecimento a priori do conhecimento a posteriori não é o tipo de justificação envolvido 
em ambos, mas o processo que levou à sua aquisição, processo esse fidedigno, o resultado é exact-
amente o mesmo. Deste modo, defendo que o holismo de Quine não é sobre modos de aquisição 
de crenças, mas sobre modos de rejeição de crenças. E dado que uma condição necessária para a 
rejeição de uma crença é esta já ter sido adquirida, concluo que a tese quineana está longe de ser 
um obstáculo evidente à ideia de que algumas proposições — como as da lógica — são conhecíveis 
a priori. Como tal, devemos continuar a encarar a tese de que existe conhecimento a priori como 
merecedora de mais atenção e discussão. 

   
A obscuridade da noção de conhecimento a priori

Quanto à segunda razão quineana para rejeitar o a priori - (II) - o que tenho a dizer é 
basicamente o seguinte: é falacioso rejeitar um fenómeno por sermos incapazes de o explicar.  
Afinal, para quantos fenómenos temos explicações satisfatórias? Do facto de nunca ninguém 
ter explicado satisfatoriamente o que é a consciência, daí não se segue que a consciência não 
exista. Do mesmo modo, do facto de nunca ninguém ter conseguido explicar satisfatoria-
mente em que consiste a intuição racional ou o conhecimento a priori daí não se segue que 
eles não existam. Poderíamos objectar a esta analogia com a intuição racional defendendo 
que contrariamente ao que se passa com o fenómeno da consciência, existem disputas quanto 
à existência de intuições racionais. Mas o mesmo não se passa com o conhecimento a priori, 
que é, igualmente, um fenómeno muito comum. E mesmo no caso da analogia com a intu-
ição racional não é claro que esta não funcione. É verdade que a consciência é um fenómeno 
aparentemente bem mais comum. Mas se virmos bem, também casos de intuições racionais 
são relativamente comuns. Por exemplo, abundam exemplos de conhecidos matemáticos 
que sabem que uma dada proposição é um teorema sem necessitarem de recorrerem a uma 
demonstração. Veja-se, por exemplo, o caso do famoso matemático Srinivasa Ramanujan, ou 
o caso do matemático americano John Nash tão bem retratado na biografia de Sylvia Nasar, 
A Beautiful Mind.7

Os exemplos dos génios matemáticos são contudo os mais dramáticos e mais facilmente 
tomados como casos inegáveis de manifestações de intuições racionais. Mas há muitos outros 
casos menos dramáticos e bem mais comuns. Por exemplo, quantos de nós não descobriu 
por puro pensamento apenas e de modo imediato, i.e., não inferencial, que chove ou não 
chove? Quantos de nós não conseguia identificar um argumento que exemplificasse a forma 
lógica de um modus ponens como um bom argumento, muito antes de possuir qualquer 
justificação técnica? São inúmeros os exemplos de coisas que conhecemos de modo não 
inferencial e por puro pensamento apenas, isto é, através de intuições racionais. Se queremos 
negar que tais fenómenos de intuições racionais existem, então teremos de explicar por que 
razão estes casos não são casos de manifestações de intuições racionais e o mesmo para o 
caso do conhecimento a priori. A prova de que tais fenómenos não são verdadeiros casos de 
intuições racionais está do lado dos empiristas. Se alguma coisa é evidente é a existência de 
tais fenómenos, e não a sua não existência. 

Em qualquer dos casos, julgo que esta não é uma questão passível de ser respondida a priori. 
Se queremos descobrir se existe ou não um fenómeno como a intuição racional, teremos de 
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7 Tradução portuguesa publicada na Relógio d’Água, 2002
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perguntar àqueles que estudam este tipo de fenómenos, como os psicólogos cognitivos. Também 
não me parece correcto dizer que a história mostra a obscuridade do conhecimento a priori. Se a 
história mostra alguma coisa é a nossa incapacidade de o explicar, não a sua obscuridade. 
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WHY DISJUNCTIVISM?
Charles Travis
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Abstract
Disjunctivism about perception is the rejection of a view on which awareness of something 
else can, if conditions are right, constitute seeing, say, a lemon on the sideboard. To appreci-
ate what is rejected is to appreciate why disjunctivism is mandatory. Frege shows why that is 
so (in what is usually counted as his refutation of idealism). The perceptual model does not fit 
inner experience. That has broad consequences for our special forms of access to ourselves.

Keywords
Disjunctivism, awareness, perception, experience, inner.

Why be a disjunctivist about perception? Distinguished philosophers, of varying persuasions, 
have puzzled over that. The first step towards answering this question is to see just what disjunc-
tivism about perception is; or, better, to press a bit on just what it would be like for it to be wrong. 
For the rest of the answer we need only follow Frege, specifically, Frege’s private language argu-
ment, as set out in “Der Gedanke”1.  What follows begins to carry out that plan. There will be an 
important moral for the ways we may conceive the forms of our special access to ourselves—such 
things as the special access I have to the fact of my perspiring (not by looking, but by feeling the 
sweat drip off my nose), or to my feeling sad (in, and by, feeling sad), to my seeing how a series 
is to be expanded, and to many other aspects of myself. (I leave it to the reader to expand this 
series.) I will draw this moral in a general way, but say very little here about its applications.

1. What Disjunctivism Is: Not that there is a uniform understanding, even among its cham-
pions, as to precisely what disjunctivism about perception comes to. I suggest, though, that it 
is most fruitfully viewed as a sort of negative thesis; as a rejection of something. Specifically, it is 

Epistemologia / Epistemology

The concept of the ‘inner picture’ is misleading, for this concept uses the ‘outer picture’ as a 
model; and yet the uses of the words for these concepts are no more like one another than those 

of ‘numeral’ and ‘number’. (Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, IIxi (p. 196))
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a rejection of what I will call the highest common factor view of perception (henceforth HCF). 
So the first task is to explain HCF. I note at the start that in philosophy there are, generally, 
two things rejection may come to: denial (assertion of the negation of HCF); or denial that the 
rejected view (and thus, too, its negation) so much as makes sense. In matters such as our present 
ones, the second sort of rejection is often the most advisable.

HCF is a view about experiences of perceiving something (seeing, hearing, or feeling such-
and-such (where feeling is perceiving), or seeing, hearing, feeling, what one does on some occa-
sion). I would say that it is about perceptual experiences, but that term is commonly appropriated 
for a different use (to be discussed below). So I will say, somewhat clumsily, that it is about 
perceivings. It will do for the present to consider what it says about cases of seeing one thing or 
another. Suppose, for example, that I see a lemon on the sideboard (just next to the gin). Then 
one thing I experience (one thing my experience is of) is that lemon. HCF tells us that I also 
experience something else—call it ‘L’—with two crucial features. The first is that L is something 
I might experience (in principle) even if there were no lemon. So L is not a lemon. The mere fact 
that I experienced L leaves it open whether I did see a lemon. The second is that experiencing 
L in the right surrounding circumstances just is seeing the lemon. (Different versions of HCF 
might spell out in different ways what it would be for surroundings to be right.) It is not, HCF 
tells us, as if things would look (or perhaps seem, or appear) any different (to me) where I actually 
did see that lemon than where I saw no lemon, but still experienced L. Rather, for me to have L 
would be for things to look just the way they did when I saw that lemon. In fact, cases of having 
an experience of L and seeing the lemon and having an experience of L but not seeing that (or 
any) lemon would be indistinguishable, at least in the way things looked in having those experi-
ences, and at least to me. What matters to whether I saw the lemon is merely the satisfaction of 
conditions whose satisfaction I am not (visually) aware of in any way other than in, and by, being 
aware of what I am in having L. So I may experience L and see that lemon, or I may experience 
L and not. We might call a case of the second sort a ‘perfect illusion’ of seeing a lemon (though 
that is, so far, only to name them).

Seeing a lemon thus consists in visual awareness of something (L), and then the obtaining of 
something else of which one is not visually aware (except insofar as being aware of L just is being 
aware of this further thing). L is an object of awareness both where one sees the lemon and in 
some other range of cases where one does not. It is, of course, incumbent on the HCF theorist, 
and not on the disjunctivist, to spell out just what range of cases this is meant to be. That will 
do for an account of what HCF theory is, and, thereby, for an account of what its rejection, 
disjunctivism, is.

There is one more point, though, that is perhaps worth mentioning at this stage. HCF posits a 
certain sort of object of experience, exemplified by L—something there is to be experienced visu-
ally. Any two experiences of L, the idea is, would be indistinguishable. Otherwise experiencing L 
could not be as indifferent as it is meant to be to what else is going on when you are doing it—for 
example, to whether you are seeing anything. Or rather, more precisely, any two experiences of 
L would (thereby) be experiences of what was indistinguishable by so experiencing it. (L is not 
the sort of thing that could fade, or sag, or etc., from one experience of it to the next.) That is 
more precise because, of course, different experiences of L might occur with different awareness, 
or sources of it, of what else was going on. If, for example, one is in the neurophysiology lab, all 
wired up, one might thereby be tipped off to the fact that what one is doing is not seeing a lemon 
on the sideboard next to the gin.

An HCF theorist is going to want a certain conception of what indistinguishability is to consist 
in here. The idea is that there is something it is like to see the lemon; or, again more precisely, 
there is something what one thus sees is (looks, perhaps appears) like (viewed as one then views 
it). Such is called, in the trade, the ‘phenomenal character’ of the experience, or, again more 
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precisely, the phenomenal character of what is experienced. L, the HCF one then experienced in 
seeing that lemon, is meant to share that phenomenal character. Otherwise, the idea is, it could 
not do its job. For then seeing merely L and not the lemon would be distinguishable from see-
ing the lemon, and thus not something that mere surrounding conditions could conjure into a 
seeing of that lemon.

It is at least tempting, once one permits oneself the notion of phenomenal character at 
all, to view the phenomenal character of the lemon, as viewed by me now, say, as something 
determinate. We can describe the looks of the lemon: it is yellow, waxy, ovoid, etc. It has visible 
characteristics; or, as viewed by me now, at least visual characteristics. (That distinction will 
be explained below.) Its phenomenal character, one might plausibly suppose, is the sum of its 
visible characteristics; or, as viewed by me now, perhaps, its visual characteristics (the particular 
ways it looks, to me, so viewed). Whatever that (last) phenomenal character is, that will also 
be the phenomenal character of L (so the idea goes). And that will be what makes any two 
experiences of L experiences of (visually) indistinguishable things: what makes what is thus 
experienced the one time indistinguishable form what is thus experienced the other time is that 
what was experienced the first time had such-and-such a phenomenal character, and what was 
experienced the second also had just that character.

There is a further reason for an HCF theorist to think in this way. I see the lemon. I also, ac-
cording to the HCF theorist, experience something else, L—the most there is (phenomenally) 
in common between that seeing of a lemon and other things I could not tell (by sight) from 
what I thereby did. Just when would one have L? L cannot be identified as ‘that experience one 
has in seeing a lemon’, since I might, in fact, see a lemon, though it was disguised as a small 
orange, or a lime, and did not look much like a lemon at all; and since there is, anyway, no 
one way what one sees looks even when one sees a lemon that looks like a lemon. (Consider a 
lemon turning brown, for example.) Nor can the experience be identified by my reactions to it. 
For I may have L (in the lab, say) while hallucinating, and well aware that I am hallucinating. 
Whether I am taken in or not is not the mark of having L. (This is a very important point, 
to which we will return.) By the first point here we need that an experience of L must be an 
experience of what looks just like that lemon, as it then looked viewed by me. By the second, 
we need that its looking that way cannot be a matter of my reactions to it. We thus need the 
above notion of phenomenal character, so that L can be identified by its phenomenal character: 
to experience L is going to have to be to experience something with such-and-such phenomenal 
character; that is what looking the right way will have to come to.

There is a way the lemon looks. We are invited to construe that as the sum total of some 
definite array of looks which are those particular ways it looks (yellow, say). That is already suspi-
cious in the case of lemons; all the more so when the looks in question are the looks as presented 
to my eye; as viewed by me (on some occasion). It would be worth pursuing those suspicions. 
In fact, though, I want to highlight here another feature of the position we have arrived in. 
Insofar as HCF theory needs to construe indistinguishability as suggested above, it is borrowing 
a notion from the domain of perception, and transferring it to a sort of object of experience, the 
experiencing of which is not perception. That is an instance of what Wittgenstein warned against: 
borrowing the picture of the outer for use as a picture of the inner. And, as I will argue later, it 
really does need that idea of indistinguishability, applied as above to the case at hand. It is thus 
that, by our present route, HCF theory will come to grief.

What does this borrowing come to? Take the lemon on the sideboard. I could undertake to 
create a soap, say, that was indistinguishable from it by sight. I might succeed or fail. I would 
fail if it turned out that it is possible for (some) people to tell the two apart. If that were so, we 
would reasonably suppose that there was some visible characteristic present in the one, absent in 
the other, which thus allowed people to be sensitive to which thing they confronted. Conversely, 
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if we identified some such characteristic, we could train people to be sensitive to its presence or 
absence. If there simply were no such characteristic, I would have succeeded. Success here might 
be ascertainable too. That is what it is like, in the case of lemons and soaps, to share a phenomenal 
character. It is, in such a case, what distinguishability, and indistinguishability, might come to. 
Lemons and soaps are distinguishable, or not, given the features of them which are available to be 
visually sensitive to. There is thus a clear distinction here between, on the one hand, the soap and 
the lemon being indistinguishable, and, on the other, my merely failing, or even being unable, to 
distinguish them. That distinction already begins to fade somewhat when it comes to the looks of 
the lemon as seen by me on some occasion. The point will be: the materials for drawing it drop 
out of sight altogether for the sort of thing an HCF object of experience would need to be.

That, in one form, is the point that draws on Frege. Disjunctivism, then, is rejection of the idea 
that seeing something is a hybrid achievement, consisting in experiential awareness of an HCF 
object of experience and the (not otherwise experienced) satisfaction of some further conditions. 
As I have suggested, the idea of an HCF experience—the most in common to a case of seeing 
something (a lemon, say) and ringer cases (that is, ones such that, in them, the experienced could 
not tell by looking that he was not seeing the thing in question (the lemon, say)—requires an 
HCF object of experience. (I will explain that further below.) One way of rejecting HCF theory, 
so the hybrids which, on it, seeings are meant to be, would be to reject the idea that there could 
be such objects of experience. I have so far only hinted at a way that might be done; a way to be 
found in Frege. To develop it further we will need a few preliminaries, to which I turn next.

2. Judgement: I will mean by judgement what I take Frege to mean by it: in brief, a truth-
evaluable stance towards things being as they are. In judgement, the stance is that things are thus 
and so. Such a stance must be liable to be right or not in such a way that only things being as they 
are can decide its rightness: for it to be right in that sense just is for things being as the stance 
thus has them to be part of things being as they are. The stance sees itself as hostage to the way 
things are; the way things are has sole sway over how it thus fares. Such is a central intuition, to 
be elaborated. When would it be that things being as they are held sole sway over correctness? 
Things being as they are as opposed to what? Well, intuitively, as opposed to mere responses on 
the parts of given thinkers to things being as they are. So far, that is just another intuition.

We can, I think, find the elaboration we want by exploiting the systematic ambiguity in such 
nouns as ‘stance’ and ‘judgement’. There are stances to be taken—that Jones is admitted to the 
program over one’s dead body, say—and there are stances which belong to particular takers, 
and takings, of them—Jones’ unshakeable conviction that she has been hard done by, say. And 
I think we can say that a stance there is to take makes itself hostage to the world in the wanted 
way just in case, first, the stance offers a sufficiently clear conception of what, if anything, it 
would be for it to be correct—just how it purports to be beholden to things being as they 
are—and, second, given the way it thus purports to be beholden it is correct (in that sense) on 
any taking of it just in case it is thus correct on every such. This second clause, for one thing, 
distinguishes truth from justification: you may be justified in judging that sheep bleat, I unjusti-
fied, though we both judge truly if either does.

Here, then, is a plan for making proper sense of the kind of implication with the world that 
makes a stance towards it a judgement, that is, something truth-evaluable. It is a plan for spelling 
out such metaphors as a stance’s being answerable, or making itself hostage, exclusively to the way 
things are. But the plan will do its work only where the second condition is not just fulfilled vacu-
ously. It does its work, that is, only where there is a stance-there-is-to-take which is identifiable 
as the stance it is—a fortiori which is the stance it is—independent of any particular taking of it, 
so that there is, on the one hand, the stance there is anyway to take, and on the other (perhaps) 
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someone’s taking of it on some occasion, or in some episode of stance-holding. There is, anyway, 
the stance for me to take that I am (now) hot, even though (now, in Chicago  in February) I am 
very far from feeling the slightest inclination to take that stance.

If Frege is right, in one sense at least, the stance-there-is-to-take must be thus identifiable, 
and thus what it is, independent of any particular thinker’s taking of it. Much has been made, in 
recent discussions of such matters, of the (usually simply presumed) existence of stances towards 
the world which are constituted in part by the particular way the world is presented to the taker 
of it (or the taker’s particular means of access to it). Plausibly I have special forms of access to a 
wide variety of facts about myself—that I am now seated with a computer on my lap, say. (E.g., 
I feel the heat.) It is often maintained that there are stances towards things being as they are that 
could not be taken without having that particular mode of access—for example, it is alleged, the 
stance I take in thinking I am seated with a computer on my lap. This idea raises complicated 
issues which I mean to bracket here. I think we can bracket them like this: in thinking I am seated 
with a computer on my lap, I ipso facto have a stance towards the way things are (perhaps the 
same one, perhaps not) which you might have too (in thinking, of me, that I am seated with a 
computer on my lap), such that my stance in thinking I am seated with a computer on my lap is 
correct just in case this (perhaps different one) is. If that is the model, then this general condition 
of the subject-independence of judgement (as one might say) is: some stance someone takes is a 
judgement only if in taking it he ipso facto takes a (perhaps distinct) stance which one need not 
be him to take, and which is correct just in case the first-mentioned stance is. If Frege is right, that 
general condition holds. But that he is right in this still awaits argument.

Where there is a judgement, there is an aspect of the way things are for it to answer, or be 
hostage to. The judgement is that things are thus and so. There must be such a thing as things 
being (or not) that way; so that their so being, or not so being, if that is how things are, may have 
exclusive say over whether (in the relevant sense of ‘correct’) that judgement is correct. Part of 
the idea of judgement was that that aspect of the way things are is meant to decide correctness 
independent of any merely local, or parochial, responses to it—to things being thus, or to their 
not. It would be cheating, for this purpose, to suppose that how things were in the relevant 
respect—whether things were thus or not—depended on someone’s responses to things being as 
they are in that respect. In brief, there are answerable stances only where there is some aspect of 
the way things are to which they may be hostage. To the first idea about the independence of a 
stance from any taking of it thus corresponds the idea that anything there is to be hostage to is 
there to be hostage to independent of any particular response to it. Whether I am hot is some-
thing there to which to make myself hostage, even if I do not (and whether I do so by thinking 
I am hot, or by thinking I am not). Frege’s idea (or the part of it hinted at so far) is that (in the 
sense spelled out above) there is something to be hostage to only where you need not be so-and-
so in order to make yourself hostage to it. You may think that I am hot, or that I am not.

There is now an obvious parallel between judgement and perception. Judgement, on the 
present account of it, takes as (grammatical) object things to be met with in thought. To say that 
these things are to be met with in thought is to say that their existence is independent of any 
particular meeting with them (and, if Frege is right, of any particular potential meeter with them). 
(Recall that what ‘judgement’ means here is just truth-evaluable stance.) Perception is a sort of 
contact with things to be met with in one’s environment. To say that these things are to be met 
with is to say that their existence does not depend on any particular meeting of them. Nor, if the 
parallel point to Frege’s holds here, on any particular (potential) meeter of them. Someone might 
postulate objects of judgement which, in one or both of the above senses, are not to be met with. 
If the present account is right, such things would not be judgements at all. For, in their case, we 
could make no proper sense of the needed notion of correctness. That could be put by saying: we 
could not properly distinguish between the correctness of such a would-be stance and its mere 
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taking. Someone might—surely enough actual philosophers have—posit objects of perception 
(or at least of ‘perceptual awareness’, a term still to be explained) things that were not to be met 
with in the environment. The parallel point would be that these cannot be genuine objects of per-
ceptual awareness at all. The parallel account of the evil with them would be: we cannot properly 
distinguish between their presence and their being responded to as they thus are. So we cannot 
make sense of them as objects (in the logician’s sense–what may genuinely satisfy, or fail to satisfy, 
concepts). That sketches, again, the strategy to be pursued here at one finer grade of detail.

3. Perception: Perception is a form (or family of forms) of awareness of one’s surround-
ings—of (some of) what is there, or, again, of (some of) how things are in (part) of them. (The 
linguistic side of that idea is just that perceptual verbs, such as ‘see’ (where it is such a verb), are 
success verbs (factives): if I see the armadillo on the sideboard, then there is an armadillo on the 
sideboard.) To say this is not yet to say that perception ever occurs. Plenty of philosophers have 
excised it from their picture of the world: Descartes (of the first 4 Meditations, at least), Berkeley2,  
Quine, and I think Davidson.

An object to be met with in the environment is an object a thinker would meet if properly 
positioned in the environment. It is somewhere on a spatio-temporal map of the environment, 
on which any thinker, or at least any embodied thinker such as us, is also located. You need 
not be me to meet with it. You need only (at most) be embodied. And, of course, you must 
work yourself into the right position on the map. If the object is perceivable (not too small 
or too large, say), then one can perceive it, if one’s perceptual equipment is acute enough, if 
perceptual conditions are right (it is not too dark, say) by getting oneself into the right position. 
What I just said applies to anyone. To say this is to say that objects of perception are objects 
of observation, investigation, discovery and dialogue. We can all get them into thought by 
perceptual encounters with them (bracketing boring peripheral problems such as their being 
too far away, or being annihilated too soon). We can thus discourse with each other about them 
(again bracketing boring problems such as short attention spans). We can also rely on each 
other for information relevant to confirming or disproving whatever we happen to think about 
these objects. Thinking about them is a joint project. Our human form of thinking is, inter alia, 
a conception of how the cooperative enterprise would correctly go (of when, say, my belief that 
I have seen a penguin in my neighbour’s apartment should count as refuted).

An environmental object, so, in particular, an object of perception, shares its environment with 
other such objects. It is implicated in a tangled web of causal relations with them. Perhaps more 
generally, it is implicated in a network of factive meaning. If, coming home having after all left the 
burner on, you see that the pan is red, that means that it is overheated (and you are lucky that the 
house is not yet on fire). Pia’s red face may mean that she is overheated, or again (depending on 
the sort of red face it is, depending on the circumstances) that she is embarrassed. Where an item’s 
being such-and-such way fits into a network of factive meaning, how it does so is, to say the least, 
not independent of what it is to be that way. The two things—what a pan’s being red is, and how 
its being so fits into the network—each affects the other. Or so I will argue presently.
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Perception, if the success I have portrayed it as, is a sort of awareness of (some of) what is there 
to be encountered in one’s surroundings; a sort of awareness of their being as they are. It is thus 
a sort of awareness of the items and features of those surroundings. Those are the things which 
are experienced in perceiving what we do. The items and features of one’s surroundings, as items 
and features to be met, are surely topics for judgements. Where I see something that is there to 
be met with—a pig under the oak, say—I certainly encounter something you need not be me to 
get in mind. Nor, if its (present) grunting is a feature of the environment need one be me to get 
grunting into one’s thought as a thing for a pig to do. I think we exploit these features of objects 
of perception in thinking about the sort of awareness that perception is. To wit, perception is an 
occasion for attitudes towards what it is awareness of. One may think of what one is thus aware of, 
or of some part of it, as what one is thus aware of, and, so thinking of it, think it to be thus and 
so. (This may be to engage in judgement—that that pig is grunting, say—or to engage in other 
sorts of stances—e.g., that that pig is gorgeous.) Perception is an awareness of things as things 
towards which one might have attitudes.

I claim neither that the attitudes one has towards what one perceives are ones one arrives at, 
e.g., by some sort of reflection on one’s perceptual awareness, nor that one could be perceiving 
at all without any attitudes towards what one perceives. On the other hand, seeing what one does 
does not require any particular attitudes. Those sheep grazing on the knoll, at the edge of the 
copse, are what one in fact sees even if one mistakes them for pigs, or for rocks, even if they are 
cleverly disguised as pigs, and even if one does not quite make them out as discrete objects at all. 
In any event, in the case of perception one can distinguish, on the one hand, what is perceived, 
(some part of) the environment, from the perceiver’s responses to that. One may, if one likes, 
think of an experience of perceiving what one does on some occasion as the sum of those two 
components. (At least one may for all I will have to say about that here.) But the important point 
is that what is on the one side—the responses—does not change what is on the other —what is, in 
fact, perceived. And insofar as those responses consist of judgement, such judgement is made true 
or false by what is on the other side: by what was perceived, or, perhaps, by some wider swathe of 
environment of which that was a part.

One may see the pig. One may see it under the oak, steaming from its nostrils. Those things 
are part of the environment. The received view is that experiences of perceiving things are, in gen-
eral, richer than that. For one thing, things have looks. Pia looks wan. That pig looks young, or 
butch. That soap looks exactly like a lemon. That lemon looks grey (in this dim light). Of course 
one may see such things. One sees Pia’s wan look, the pig’s butch look, or, more generally, one 
sees how things look (or at least their looking as they do). Such objects of perception do not take 
perception outside of the environment. They are, rather, features of the environment. For Pia to 
look wan, or the pig young, or the soap yellow is not just for these things to impress me in some 
way. Such looks are there to be met with. Nor is the lemon’s looking grey in this light its impress-
ing me in some way. That, too, is there to be met with, at least as long as that light holds.

One might be inspired by such features of perception, though, to picture experiences of per-
ceiving things as yet richer in the objects of awareness they provide. Having just awakened, I find 
that the books on the bookshelf look blurry to me. That is, they look blurry as viewed by me. And 
now that looks like an object of my perceptual awareness, in seeing the books on the shelf, which 
is not part of my surroundings, or at least not something to be met with in them, in the present 
meaning of the act. Well, the blurriness is certainly not to be met with in the surroundings. That 
is why I go for coffee rather than trying to find out what is wrong with the books.

At the moment I will say only this. If we view the blurriness as an object of my awareness, just 
like the colours of the spines of the books on the shelf, then we face a prima facie problem. Pre-
cisely because it is not to be met with in the surroundings, it cannot come by its right to be a topic 
of judgement in the same way an environmental object of perception can. What I see, whether I 
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realize it or not, is the books on the shelf. There is no problem about placing them on one side of 
a line on the other side of which is my responses to them. My responses (at least so long as they 
remain mere attitudes) will not change the books; the books being as they are anyway, perceived 
by me or not, will make those responses right or wrong, insofar as they are judgements. As for the 
blurriness, it is by no means clear that that can stand over against my responses to it as the books 
do. To think that it can is to do precisely what Wittgenstein warned against in the passage with 
which I began: the form perception takes, as set out here, is his ‘concept of the ‘outer picture’’; 
to impose that form on what is not part of the environment is to press that concept into work as 
‘the concept of the ‘inner picture’’. Whether one can do that is an issue that matters crucially to 
the fate of the idea of HCF, and to much else as well. It is the main issue to be pursued here.

I am now positioned to explain some terminology. It would be nice to be able to take ‘per-
ceptual experience’ to mean experience of perceiving something. But it has been taken already for 
another purpose. I see the books on the shelf, and they look blurry to me. But if what one sees 
is (part of) one’s environment, then I do not see blurriness. (I just see blurrily.) Still, there is a 
difference between such an experience and an experience of, say, hearing a ringing in one’s ears. 
One might try to mark that difference by saying that my experience of blurriness is (ipso facto) 
an experience with a visual character. Assuming that one has thus fixed a determinate category 
of experiences, one may then say that a visual experience is an experience with such a character. 
That is why, to avoid confusion, I have used the awkward term ‘perceiving’ for an experience of 
perceiving something. Similarly, something is visible if it is an item or feature of the environment 
which one can make out, or take in, by looking (if one’s vision is good enough). Something is 
visual if it is a possible feature of a visual experience. I apologize for splitting hairs here, but the 
history of the subject calls for it.

4. Moving Inward: When I see the lemon on the sideboard, I have, according to the HCF 
account, a certain HCF—call it L.  Having L under the right conditions is seeing the lemon; 
though under other conditions it need not be that. Seeing the lemon is being visually aware of 
the lemon (which does not involve anything like, for example, seeing that it is a lemon). Nothing 
could count as visual awareness of a lemon except visual awareness of something (for example, if 
one is attracted to HCF theory, of things seeming, or looking, a certain way to one—say, blurry). 
So the idea is that visual awareness of what one is visually aware of in having L may count as visual 
awareness of the lemon, if circumstances make it do so: one would not need to be visually aware 
of anything one was not visually aware of in L in order to be visually aware of what might count 
as being visually aware of the lemon. Of course, one would have to be aware of something more if 
one were visually aware of nothing in having L. For, in my visual awareness of the lemon, I am vi-
sually aware of something that looks yellow, that is ovoid, etc. That is something that would have 
to be grafted on to my non-visual awareness in having L, if that is all there were to L—if L did not 
involve such things as visual awareness of a yellow look, or at least a yellow look-as-viewed-by-me. 
The point I want here is just that L is an experience of something; more specifically, it is a form 
of visual awareness of something.

The next point is to be that L is identifiable by what it is an experience of; more specifically, by 
what it is visual awareness of. Consider that perfect ringer for the lemon, the indistinguishable bar 
of soap. Suppose that the soap is substituted for the lemon on the sideboard. Then, given HCF, 
I have an HCF experience, L*, in which I am visually aware of something. Since the soap is a 
perfect ringer, I am visually aware, in L*, of all I am in L, and vice-versa. Otherwise the two would 
be distinguishable. But then I am visually aware, in L*, of all I need to be for that visual awareness 
to count as visual awareness of the lemon, if conditions were (only) right; and, conversely, I am 
visually aware in L of all I would need to be visually aware of for that awareness to count as seeing 
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the soap, if conditions were only right. So L* is all it should be to be L, and vice-versa. One can 
ask no more of either. So L* is L.

This argument is slightly simplified, so calls for a slight amendment. In having L I am 
visually aware of all I need be to be visually aware of the lemon on the sideboard. It needs to 
be noted that, if looking, I would still be visually aware of the lemon on the sideboard if you 
smashed it with a hammer. I would just be aware of a smashed lemon. But I would not be 
having L. For things would not look, or seem, the same. And it is constitutive of L that to have 
it is for things to look a certain way. What awareness of all I am visually aware of in having L 
should do, then, is (under the right circumstances) count as visual awareness of all I am visually 
aware of in seeing the lemon as I do on some occasion. That is what I should also be visually 
aware of in having L*.

The idea, then, is that there is something determinate one is visually aware of in having L, some 
determinate way things look (to one) in having that experience; and that one has L whenever what 
one experiences is (inter alia, perhaps) determinately that way. To think of L in this way as of some-
thing determinate, and in fact, I think, to think of it as a form of visual awareness at all, is to place 
what it is an experience of on one side of a line, on the other side of which is the responses one may 
or may not have to what is thus experienced. In having L, for example, I may or may not take myself 
to be seeing a lemon on the sideboard. To think in this way is thus to apply to L the model of outer 
experience—that is, to say, the model provided by perceiving in its being perceiving of (some of) 
what is to be perceived in the environment. There, soon enough, will be the rub.

If the argument is right so far, then L is the HCF experience I had, on a certain occasion, in 
seeing the lemon on the sideboard (given that the lemon was as it then was, and looked as it then 
looked). It is also the experience I would have had if the ringer soap had been substituted for the 
lemon. What, then, is it an experience of? No bit of a lemon, since no such bit would be present 
when the soap was on the sideboard. And no bit of the soap either, for the same reason. Might 
it nonetheless be something that is to be met with in the environment—a look, say? But suppose 
the soap looks to me just as the lemon would because I am misperceiving it (perhaps because of 
my defective vision): the dullness of the soap’s surface makes it look, in fact, quite different from 
the lemon. To me, though, the surface of the soap looks just as a surface of a lemon would: some 
quirk in my brain makes it look to me waxy in the precise way a lemon looks waxy. Things look, as 
viewed by me, exactly as they would look if I were seeing the lemon. But there is, in fact, no such 
look to be met with in the environment. L is thus an experience I might be having even if what 
one would be visually aware of in having it is not something there is in the environment to be 
visually aware of. So, just as what L, as such, is of cannot be any bit of a lemon, so, too, it cannot 
be anything to be met with in the environment at all.

For me to have L, things must look a certain way as experienced by me; but for them to do 
that it is not required that anything in the environment should actually look that way. My having 
L is in that way independent of how things are in the environment. Correlatively, it is dependent 
on how things are with me. What I experience in having L would not be there to be experienced 
by me (on that occasion) unless things did look the right way to me; and could not fail to be 
there if they did. In that way, in having L I experience something mind-dependent. Still, for it to 
fill the bill, it must be something about which I can judge. It must thus be a part of things being 
as they are to whose presence (or absence) one may make oneself hostage in the way judgement 
demands. It must thus stand on one side of a line, separated, or separable, from my responses on 
the other side. Thus distinguished from my responses, it must be what it is independent of what 
those responses are. It must, that is, stand towards my responses in just the same way that objects 
of perception do. L is an experience of something inner; but it must fit the model of experience 
of something outer. The question is whether we can make sense of that idea.
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5. Private Judgement: Suppose you know what it would be for a balloon, or a dress, or a 
teacup to be coloured red. That does not mean that you know what it would be for the number 2, 
or the incidence of recidivism in Ohio, or a tram’s momentum to be coloured red. It does not even 
mean that there is anything it would be for a tram’s momentum to be coloured red. So if someone 
spoke, say, of incidences of recidivism, or trams’ momenta, as being (or not) coloured red, we would 
need to know what he meant by that, or, more properly, just what ‘red’, used as he was using it, 
said about these things. If, so used, it said anything about them, that could not be just by virtue of 
the fact that it was being used ‘in its usual sense’, or in the same sense as it has in those uses of it 
we grasp to speak of, say, dresses as coloured red or not. Indeed, if it did say anything about these 
things, that could only be because it had acquired some new sense—a sense it did not already have 
in those already familiar uses. The problem would then be to make out just what this new sense was. 
Only with such a new sense could it be contributing to words making themselves hostage to the 
world (as an expression of a judgement would) in some sufficiently determinate way—determinate 
enough to raise the question of their truth or falsity. Only if we grasped this new sense would we be 
in a position to see how such words made themselves hostage; only then would we be in a position 
to evaluate their truth or falsity. Frege expresses a variant on this idea:

The word ‘red’, if it does not indicate a property of things, but is meant to indicate marks 
of sense-impressions which are part of my consciousness, is applicable only in the domain of 
my consciousness.3 

Suppose we conceive of a sense-impression, as Frege does here, as a mind-dependent object of 
awareness; the sort of thing certain particular sorts of experiences are of. (The usual term of art for 
these things is ‘idea’; Frege’s term is ‘Vorstellung’.) Then if someone says anything (truth-evaluable) 
at all about these things in saying them to be (or not) ‘coloured red’, he cannot simply be speaking 
of being coloured red in the usual sense of the term—the sense in which we make sense in saying 
such things as dresses to be coloured red. In just the same way that one would have to attach an 
other, or further sense to the term in order to say something truth-evaluable about a tram’s momen-
tum in saying it to be coloured red, so one would have to attach a novel sense to the term in order 
to say something truth-evaluable about an idea in saying it to be coloured red. The problem then is 
to see what such a sense might be (and, perhaps, how it might be attached). That is Frege’s point.

Why is this so? Here is sufficient reason. A balloon, say, or a dress, has a place within a network 
of factive meaning (the sort for which things being thus may mean that B, and, if it does, then 
B)—a causal network, for a start. Its being coloured red is not independent of the sort of place 
it occupies. Occupying a suitable place is part of what it is for it so to count. Of course, what is 
required for a dress to count as red depends on the occasion for so counting it. There is indefinite 
variety in what it might be for something to count as red. (Some sunsets count, for some pur-
poses, as red even though their looks are much more observer-relative than, for many purposes, 
one would allow in a dress that was to count as red.) But, for example, for many purposes a dress 
would not count as coloured red if it only ever looked that way to one observer (unless there 
were a very good explanation of what was wrong with all the others). Nor would it—again, for 
many purposes—count as coloured red if its so looking were all too ephemeral. Again, for many 
purposes, if it is to count as actually coloured red, there are certain sorts of ways it should have 
come to be so coloured, and certain sorts of ways (and only those) in which it may cease to be 
so (which ways depending on the occasion of the counting). As it  may be—again depending on 
the occasion for the counting—one may bleach it or re-dye it, but not simply change the lighting. 
An idea simply cannot have a place in such networks. By hypothesis, it is not part of our shared 
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environment. So these are not the sorts of things it might be for an idea to count as coloured red. 
Whatever else it might be, if anything, for this to count as something’s being red would be for 
the notion of being red to acquire a new sort of understanding—for the term ‘red’, applied to an 
idea, to be used in a new sense.

It may seem unproblematic to assign the term the wanted sense. The thought would be: in 
the new sense, causal networks do not matter; what does matter is just how an idea looks. What 
it must do to be coloured red is to look just the same way (or just the same colour) as an envi-
ronmental object looks when it is coloured red (in the already familiar sense). Of course, since a 
particular idea coexists with a particular thinker’s awareness of it, that would have to be how it 
looked to that thinker then. There could be no difference between how the idea looked, and how 
it looked as then viewed by that observer. That calls attention to a certain sleight-of-hand we must 
not allow. The lemon on the sideboard had a certain look before I smashed it with the hammer, 
and it has a certain look now, afterwards. Before, it was yellow, ovoid, waxy, etc. That is part of 
how it looked. But the lemon had a certain look, and it looked the way it did, on an understand-
ing of (having) a look on which that notion makes sense as applied to environmental objects, and, 
so far, only to them. We can say, not just that the lemon was yellow, ovoid, and so on, but also 
that it looked yellow, waxy, and so on. But on that notion of a look, looking those ways is just as 
intimately related to having a suitable place in a causal network, or network of factive meaning, 
as being coloured red was in the first place. To explain our novel sense of being coloured red, we 
cannot just help ourselves to this notion of a look. For if an idea is to count as looking yellow or 
ovoid, that will just as much be thanks to a novel sense attaching to ‘look’ as its counting as being 
coloured red (or yellow) will be thanks to a novel sense of being coloured red (or yellow). We 
have, thus, so far made no progress in introducing any needed novel sense.

I may say that the lemon looks yellow, or I may say that it looks yellow viewed by me now—two 
independent matters. I may try to say that the idea I am now having looks yellow, or, again, that 
it looks yellow as viewed by me now. In this case, though, there is no way for the idea to look 
any way at all except as viewed by me now. There is nothing further its actually looking yellow 
might come to. That is a way of pointing out the present problem. An idea, as an object of visual 
awareness (experience), should have a phenomenal character. That is just to say that there should 
be such a thing as the way it looks. But the contrast points to a need for a special understanding 
here of the notion of having a look. To supply that understanding (restricted to colours) we seem 
to need to say things like this: the idea looks just the same in regard to colour as an object, such 
as the lemon, which is yellow in the familiar sense. But once again we cannot be dealing here with 
the familiar sense of ‘same’, or ‘same colour’ (even if there were a sense of those notions as such 
which on its own fixed something truth-evaluable to be judged). We understand well enough 
what it might be for the lemon and the soap to be just the same (or, again, indistinguishable) in 
colour. But that cannot be what is meant here. For the sameness of the lemon and the soap (in 
relevant respect) is again constituted in part by their places in causal networks, or networks of 
factive meaning. When the comparison is between a lemon and an idea, or between one idea and 
another, that is not what sameness (in point of colour) might be.

What, then, might it be? If I wanted to introduce the relevant notion to myself, at least, I 
might concentrate on the idea I am presently visually aware of, recall the lemon, with which I am 
familiar, and say to myself, ‘Here we have an instance of being the same colour, on the relevant 
understanding of that notion.’ Suppose that in this, or some other, way I succeed in fixing for 
myself a suitable understanding of being (coloured) the same colour. I am then in a position to 
judge that my present idea is the same in colour as that lemon, on that understanding of being 
same-coloured. But if there really is such an understanding, then it is one on which, say, future 
ideas of mine, or, again, environmental objects as encountered in the future are also the same 
colour as my present idea, or, again, differ in colour from it. That the things in question here 
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are, or are not, the same in colour (on that understanding) should be a feature of things being 
as they are; something for a judgement to be hostage to. I may certainly respond to future visual 
experiences by saying of their objects that they are, on this understanding, the same in colour as 
this idea I now have; or by doing what would be saying that if a suitable understanding of same 
colour had in fact been introduced. That would be a fact (of whatever sort) as to how these 
future visual experiences impressed me. But there is nothing further that a comparison between 
the objects of these other experiences (whether environmental objects or ideas) and the object 
of my present one might consist in. There is thus nothing it could be for my impressions in such 
matters to be right (or, again, wrong). That is a way of seeing that no suitable understanding of 
same colour actually has been introduced. Or, to put the same point a different way, it is a way 
of seeing that, in the general case, objects of (my) visual experiences looking the same colour or 
not, on whatever understanding of same colour has been introduced, is simply not part of things 
being as they are; not part of the resources available for making oneself hostage to whether things 
are thus and so or not.

That point can be put this way. When I have a future visual experience, that its object is, or 
looks, the same colour as the object of my present one (that particular idea) is not a judgement 
there is to be made; not, in that way at least, a stance there is to be taken. Reading that point back 
into my present visual experience, whose supposed object of awareness is the idea I now have, 
it becomes this: I say, or try to say, that the idea I now have is, or looks, yellow, on some special 
understanding of its doing that, or that it is, or looks, the same in colour as certain other things. 
But, whatever I thus say, I do not express a judgement that is suitable separable from my taking 
of it—something there is to be judged anyway, independent of my standing towards things as I 
then do. Which is to say that, whatever it is that I thus say, I do not express a judgement. With 
that outcome, the idea of an object of visual awareness, with a determinate visual (phenomenal) 
character, which I can respond to by judging it to be, in this or that respect, what it is (or what it 
is not) collapses. With its collapse the idea of HCF experiences collapses too.

This is a sketch of an argument which bears, and perhaps needs, more elaboration. The key 
move with which it ends is one Frege puts, shortly after the above citation, as follows:

I said that the word ‘red’ would only have application in the domain of my conscious-
ness, if they didn’t indicate a property of things, but only marks of my sense-impressions. 
So, too, the words ‘true’ and ‘false’, on the understanding I gave them, could only apply in 
the domain of my consciousness if [so understood] they didn’t concern something whose 
owner I am not, but were destined only to characterize, somehow or other, the content of 
my consciousness.4 

The words ‘true’ and ‘false’, applied to mind-dependent thoughts, could not bear the same 
understanding as those words do, applied to stances towards the world of which I am not the 
owner. A mind-dependent thought is something there would not be to be thought—a stance 
there would not be to be taken—independent of some particular thinking of it by some particular 
thinker. Such is mind-dependence (at least for Frege). A mind-independent thought (one that 
does not have an owner) would be one for which there is a distinction to be made between what 
is thus thought (judged) and any particular thinking of it. Such a thought might be a judge-
ment. On the other hand, ‘true’ and ‘false’, applied where no such distinction is to be drawn, on 
whatever understanding they might then bear, could not mark out, as they in fact do, any form 
of being hostage to things being as they are on which it is things being as they are, and nothing 
else, which ransoms one, or condemns one to (eternal) error. What they thus marked out would 
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not be judgement. Our conclusion so far is that would-be judgements about the phenomenal 
character of mind-dependent objects of awareness (and thus of HCF experiences) are what ‘true’ 
and ‘false’ could apply to only on such an understanding; for the reasons Frege points to, they 
would not be judgements.

6. Indistinguishability Again: On the HCF story, when I see a lemon on the sideboard I 
am visually aware of something I might be aware of were there no lemon, but such that, if further 
conditions are satisfied, for me to be aware of that will be for me to be visually aware of that lemon 
on the sideboard, and thus to see it. My experience of being visually aware of that other thing (or 
those other things) is one I might have had without the lemon. It is one I would have in a certain 
range of further cases. On the story, a case is in that range where one could not distinguish what one 
was visually aware of from what I was visually aware of in seeing the lemon; or at least where I could 
not. Or, perhaps, where I could not distinguish my being visually aware of what I was aware of in 
that case from my being visually aware of what I was in seeing the lemon. ‘Could not distinguish’ 
cannot be understood here in terms of a comparison. The idea cannot be that my inability to distin-
guish a potential occurrence of the HCF experience from my visual experience in seeing the lemon 
consists in my holding the two cases up next to each other and seeing whether I can detect anything 
in the one that I do not detect in the other. There are no such comparisons to be made. (Certain 
peculiar science fiction cases present apparent exceptions to this rule. These cases ask for detailed 
examination. But they do not cancel the point here about what an HCF experience is to be.)

For purposes of the story, indistinguishability cannot be cashed in terms of what I would be 
able to detect if faced with some actual task of distinguishing two cases. That is one reason why 
it requires a positive conception of an HCF experience. Such an experience needs to be taken as 
having a determinate phenomenal character: what one is visually aware of in having it is something 
with such-and-such visual features; to be aware of that is to be aware of those features, or of what has 
them. There are the visual features that belong to the object of visual awareness here just as there are 
the visual features belonging to the lemon, and those belonging to the soap. If the lemon and soap 
are indistinguishable, that is because there is no visual feature that the one has and the other lacks. 
So it is to be, too, with the HCF experience I have in seeing the lemon, and anything else that would 
be a case of having it. What we have now seen, though, is that that notion of indistinguishability 
cannot be made to fit an HCF experience. For an HCF experience needs to be something inner, and 
that notion of indistinguishability is part of the picture of the outer that does not fit there. This is to 
say that the HCF story cannot have the notion of indistinguishability that it needs.

7. Conclusion: The main point is that an experience of an inner object of awareness does 
not factor into, on the one side, what one is thus in contact with, with the features that it de-
terminately has, independent of the experiencer’s responses to it, and, on the other side, the 
experiencer’s responses, consisting notably, so far as judgement is concerned, in making out what 
he is presented with for what it is. In that point, experiencing the inner does not follow the 
pattern of perception. We cannot conceive our special forms of access to ourselves, not even our 
access to our inner selves, like that.

This leaves various possibilities open. One might think of an inner experience as an unfactor-
able fusion of presentation and response: there is something it is like to be hot, or to be sad; but 
its being like what it is in a particular instance is not independent of one’s responding to it as 
one does; nor one’s responses independent of what it is like.  (That, perhaps, is the sort of thing 
a Pyrrhonian seeming is meant to be.) Or one might exploit the fact that when I am aware of 
being sad, it is my sadness I am aware of. I am the one who has the feature of being sad. That is 
unlike the case where it is some inner surrogate for a lemon (at least qua bearer of the feature of 
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being (or looking) yellow) that I am to recognize, or at least take, as yellow or not. My feeling sad 
gives me special access to a state of affairs that consists in my being sad; one that you, too, will, 
undoubtedly, observe if you get too close. We need to attach no special sense to ‘sad’ to grasp 
what state of affairs that is. Frege’s point has no application here.

Either way, one might exploit the idea that what I express in saying ‘I am hot’ need not be 
a judgement. In any case, it cannot be one about some inner object with which I am presented 
in experience. One must deal with special access case by case. The preceding makes only the last 
negative point about this. If I feel myself falling over backwards, that may consist in my perceiving 
a condition of myself, which I make out for what it is. If I have a sensation of falling over, that, 
not requiring me to be falling over, does not similarly consist in my awareness of some object of 
experience, which I may then respond to by making it out for what it is.

The HCF story has it that when I see a lemon I am visually aware of something such that there 
need be no lemon for there to be that to be visually aware of, but also such that my awareness of 
that may be, if conditions are right, my current visual awareness of the lemon. In my awareness 
of this further thing (the object of the HCF experience), I am aware of all I am aware of in seeing 
the lemon, other than the lemon and its bits. For otherwise this object of awareness would not 
do its appointed work. This object of awareness must be inner, because of the range of cases in 
which it is meant to be present. In my awareness of it I am, e.g., aware of something looking yel-
low, or at least of a yellow look—since I am aware of that much when I see the lemon. So it must 
be something with definite visual features to be recognized in it by me in my encounter with it. 
The main point of the above exercise is that, for reasons Frege gives us, there is no such object of 
experience. The HCF story thus collapses.

That point may be put another way. In a case of perception—a case, say, of my seeing a 
lemon—the phenomenal character of my experience is grounded in the phenomenal character of 
what it is that I experience—some parts of my environment which are there to be experienced. 
Those parts of the environment each have their own phenomenal character, which is what it is 
independent of me; a phenomenal character grounded in their place in networks of causation, or 
of factive meaning. The phenomenal character of my experience is, with a bit of embroidery, their 
phenomenal character. Frege’s point does not apply. Perception may thus be what it must be: 
confronting something to which one may respond, rightly or wrongly, in judgement. That is one 
kind of case. There are then cases which are not cases of perception, but which are cases of visual 
experience. I suffer an illusion of a lemon on the sideboard (the light, my fatigue) when there is 
no lemon there. In these cases the phenomenal character of the experience cannot be grounded 
in the phenomenal character of the objects of one’s experience as it can for objects of perceivings. 
For that would require special understandings of having the features which make up a phenomenal 
character. And no such understanding is to be had. That is Frege’s point. So we cannot model this 
kind of case on the first kind. We cannot factor it into presentation and response in the way that 
perception factors. It is just another kind of case. That is the point of disjunctivism.5 
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1. Introduction
Traditionally, the pre-theoretic notion of epistemic justification is thought to possess two prop-

erties: accessibility and truth-conduciveness. Epistemic justification is thought to be accessible in the 
sense that an agent S who is justified to believe a proposition p is in a position, even if only in prin-
ciple, to access the item (assertion or cognition) that justifies p – whether that item be a linguistic 
item, precept, memory or other belief. First-person accessibility is thought necessary for S to dem-
onstrate or evaluate his reason for holding p, which is one type of role that the notion of justification 
is thought to play. Saying one is justified in believing p seems to imply that one has a good reason to 
believe p, which suggests a capacity to view those items so to judge their bearing on p.

Truth-conduciveness concerns the contribution that justification seems to male to the posses-
sion of true beliefs. We aren’t interested in epistemic justification simply to have a just-so story 
for out belief that p. Rather, we’re interested in epistemic justification because we think that, all 
other things being equal, a set of justified beliefs does. The idea here is that justification appears 
to include a property or procedure that tends to yield true beliefs. That truth-conduciveness and 
accessibility are difficult properties to fully maintain in a single concept of justification is a key 
back-story to philosophical theories of epistemic justification. As a consequence, fundamentally 
different conceptions of justification arise from viewing one of these properties as primary.¹

Even how to evaluate these two conceptions of justification is a topic of debate, it is common 
to frame the debate between first-person conceptions of justification and primarily truth-condu-
cive conceptions of justification in terms of internalist versus externalist theories of justification, 
respectively.² But this may not be the clearest way to view the issue, since there are a variety of 
ways to construe both internalism and externalism.

For instance, epistemic internalism may be construed broadly by stipulating that the items that 
justify a belief should be accessible to the subject possessing the belief. This view of internalism, 
called access internalism, is the version of internalism advanced by Roderick Chisholm (Chisholm 
1966). The view holds that

Epistemologia / Epistemology

1 An overview of recent work in epistemology with excellent bibliography is (Prior 2001).
2 See  (Kornblith 2001) and (Bonjour and Sosa 2003).
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(i) items that justify a belief should be accessible to an agent, and

(ii) an agent may establish on reflection whether a particular belief is justified.
Internalism may also denote a view that is more restricted than access internalism. Mentalist 

internalism, advanced by Rich Feldman an Earl Conee (Conee and Feldman 2004), is a version 
of internalism to only mental states. Hence, mentalist internalism would replace condition (i) of 
access internalism with

(i’) mental states are the only items that can justify a belief and those that do justify an 
agent S’s belied should be accessible to S.

Externalism, by contrast, is simply the denial of access internalism. It follows at once that this 
is not equivalent to the class of truth-conducive theories, for theories of justification that feature 
the property of truth-conduciveness are but one type of externalism theory.3

Aside from the imprecision of the terms ‘internalism’ and ‘externalism’, there is another prob-
lem: the purported bearing of epistemic naturalism on the relative merits of internalist and exter-
nalist theories of justification. Epistemic naturalism holds that the results or methodology of the 
cognitive sciences are relevant to epistemology. While there are several varieties of epistemic natu-
ralism, what we’d like to focus on here are appeals to epistemic naturalism as a reason for favoring 
externalist theories of justification over internalist theories. It is common to regard externalism 
theories of justification as having an exclusive claim to some version of epistemic naturalism, 
for reasons we’ll discuss shortly. The point is, these arguments have traditionally left internalists 
saddled, sometimes willingly, with defending a view that appears immune or altogether opposed 
to scientific inquiry. However, naturalism in epistemology and the discussion of the conceptual 
makeup of epistemic justification are entirely independent issues – or so we shall argue here.

The basis for the case that epistemic naturalism and theories of epistemic justification are inde-
pendent rests on two claims, (a) that the content of an internalist theory of justification is compat-
ible with naturalism and (b) at least some distinctively internalist notions and relations are open to 
scientific study. A consequence of these two claims, if true, is the detachment of epistemic naturalism 
simpliciter as relevant grounds for preferring one type of theory of justification over another.

In this essay, we wish to defend a stronger version of (b), namely
(b’) With respect to internalist epistemic relations, internalism should reject the traditional 

method of common-sense introspection in favor of methodological naturalism.
Our project is to study the mathematical structure of epistemic support relations using both 

theoretical and experimental methods developed in the logical artificial intelligence community. 
A consequence of our proposal is a case for fully naturalizing evidentialism.

2. Substantial Naturalism and Internalism
Let us first consider the first claim for our project, namely

(a) The content of an internalist theory of justification is compatible with naturalism
Claim (a) concerns the relationship between internalism and substantive naturalism.4

Substantive naturalism in epistemology is the view that, to be meaningful, epistemic terms must 
denote natural facts - either directely, or by reducing suspect terms to natural terms. The motiva-
tion behind substantive naturalism is the sensible advice that one should be wary of analyses that 

3 In making this distinction, we are following the standard, traditional conception of truth as a realist, non-mentalist, 
substantial semantic property of propositions, which is in contrast to epistemic, pragmatic or otherwise constructivist 
conceptions of truth. See ( Soames 1999).
4 For an overview, see (Kornblith 1999) and the edited collection (Carruthers, Stich and Siegal 2002).
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appeal to properties or relations that are not as well understood as the analysandum. The specific 
restriction of substantive naturalism is to bar non-natural terms from appearing in theoretical ac-
counts of justification since there is no way, in principle, for these terms to be made less obscure by 
scientific methods of inquiry.

A reason to think that internalist theories of justification are incompatible with naturalism is 
that internalist theories of justification tend to rely upon terms that appear to be purely epistemic, 
which might me thought suspect. Alvin Goldman has raised a version of this objection (1979, 
1986), claiming that an analysis of epistemic justification should not rely upon other epistemic 
terms, such as ‘“justified’, ‘warranted’, has (good) grounds’, ‘has reason (to believe)’, ‘knows 
that’, ‘sees that’, ‘apprehends that’, ‘ is probable’ (in an epistemic or inductive sense), ‘establishes 
that’, and ‘ascertains that’” (Goldman 1979), since the account would fail to give us purely factive  
conditions for the justificatory status of a belief. On Goldman’s account, terms such as ‘“believes 
that’, ‘is true’, ‘causes’, ‘it is necessary that’, ‘implies’, ‘is deducible form’, and ‘is probable (either 
in the frequency sense or the propensity sense)” are not evaluative and so may serve this purpose 
(Goldman 1979). It should be noted that Goldman’s aim was to avoid having epistemic terms 
appear in the analysis of justification on the grounds that doing so would yield an incomplete or 
circular analysis, not on the grounds that purely epistemic terms are non-natural. However, sub-
stantive naturalism may be construed as saying that the epistemic terms that appear in traditiuonal 
accounts of  justification fail in virtue of failing to denote (or be reduced to terms that denote) 
natural facts. So, for instance, the evidentialist analysis of justification.

S is justified to believe p iff S has evidence supporting the believe that p.
and deontological theories of justification

S is justified to believe p if S has the right (duty) to believe p5

would fail because each appeals to epistemic terms that are, necessarily, non natural.
One can find internalists that appear to endorse this non-naturalistic view. For instance, Roderick 

Chisholm held that epistemic properties and epistemic relations are irreducible, meaning that they 
are of a kind that simply cannot be defined by a complex of psychological or familiar logical opera-
tions (Crisholm 1966). Crisholm though that the aim of epistemology was to study these relations, 
which, given his internalism, were first-person accessible. He thought that we could devise epistemic 
principles that appear to capture their structure, and then test those principles by considering pur-
ported counter-examples. Such are the defining features of “armchair” philosophy.

The question before us is whether internalists must be anti-naturalists. Rich Feldman has 
recently addressed half of this questions by considering whether there is any reason to think epis-
temic terms – as those used in evidentialism – must denote non-natural facts (Feldman 2001a). 
Feldman notes that there isn’t anything about the epistemic terms used in evidentialism – evidence 
and the evidential support relation – to suggest that each is ontologically mysterious. One may 
well conjecture that there is a relation called ‘evidential support’ that holds between a belief and 
either a percept, memory or other belief. Assuming that the relate – beliefs, memories, percepts 
– are naturalistically acceptable, there doesn’t appear to be prima facie grounds than the relations 
of causation or entailment. (We might still wonder about Goldman’s original worry over vacuity, 
but set that issue aside for the moment.) Feldman’s point is that, while traditional accounts of 
epistemic properties typically use epistemic terms and do not provide definitions in purely natu-
ralistic terms, this does not entail “that epistemic relations are not themselves natural relations or 
that naturalistic definitions of them are ruled out in principle” (Feldman 2001a).
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5 It is worth remarking that these two conceptions of epistemic justification are distinct, even though one will find 
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However, note that Feldman’s argument only addresses the ontological status of evidential 
facts and evidential support relations: they are terms purported to peck out natural facts or natural 
relations. It remains to be seen whether there are such facts and relations, but one shouldn’t 
doubt the kind of items these terms are thought to denote. Evidentialism, so constructed, is the 
claim that the world includes evidential support relations and evidential facts; it is not the claim 
that evidential facts or evidential support relations exist as mysterious entities or relations.

Feldman’s endorsement of naturalism stops short of embracing methodological naturalism, the 
view that holds that methods and results from the cognitive sciences are relevant to epistemology. 
We consider the grounds for this position next.

3. Methodological naturalism and internalism
Consider the claim,

(b) Some distinctively internalist notions and relations are open to scientific study.
However, there is considerable resistance to this view among epistemologists.6 Even thought 

there are notable exceptions, most current philosophical theories of knowledge are advanced as 
though logic offered little analytical insight into the structure of the relations mentioned in each 
theory, including epistemic relations.

Formal logic tells us that if a given set of statements is true then such and such other 
statements are true as well; but it does not tell us that statements to believe or to act on. 
Indeed, the notions of accepting certain statements, like the notion of total evidence, is 
pragmatic in character and cannot be defined in terms of the concepts of formal deduc-
tive or inductive logic (Hempel 1965, p 66).

Goldman, remarking on the claim that a system of rules derivable from logic and probability 
theory may determine an acceptable set of rules for epistemic justification (J-rules), remarks that 

This [claim] accords with a widespread assumptions that logic provides us with proper 
methods. Since ‘proper method’ is easily construed as ‘justification conferring method’, it is 
natural to assume that J-rules – at least those governing reasoning – can be derived from logic. 
This assumptions is false (Goldman 1986, p.81).

There is no way, then, in which J-rules are literally derivable from, meaning entailed by, 
truths of formal logic (Goldman 1986, p. 82).

Finally, and the most recently, Gilbert Harman has encapsulated the received view in the title 
of (Harman 2002), 

“A Logic is not a Theory of Reasoning and a Theory of Reasoning is not a Logic.”

However, it is a mistake to think that logic plays no role in modeling epistemic relations. 
It is standard methodological practice for analytic philosophers to offer theories of justification 
assembled from a conceptual analysis of both epistemic concepts and epistemic relations – is 
described rather than formally defined. But we should be well aware, from our intellectual history, 
how easy it is to be entirely wrong about the behavior of complicated relations and concepts that 
we describe rather than define. Thus, there is a need in epistemology to understand the structure 
of epistemic support relations – the mathematical structure of such relations – which is not a 
problem that traditional instrospectionism is best suited to tackle.7

6 Methodological naturalism in epistemology is traced back to Quine’s “Naturalized Epistemology”, appearing in 
(Quine 1969). See (Kim 1988) for a critical reply to Quine’s program and (Kornblith 1999) for a contemporary 
defense of the Quinean view.
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In (Wheeler and Pereira, forthcoming) we propose a positive approach for addressing this 
problem – namely the study of epistemic relations – that uses theoretical and experimental 
methods and results form logical artificial intelligence. We won’t review that proposal here, 
but wish to make the following remarks concerning the criticism mentioned above. First, one 
should note that some objections to using logic as an analytical tool hinge on a presupposi-
tion that logic serves as “a language of thought”, which is a widely discredited thesis that our 
proposal does not entail. A second kind of objection assumes that our proposal is to derive 
epistemic principles from logic (or logic and probability theory), usually along the lines of a 
classical or, perhaps, modal system of epistemic logic or Bayesian, personalist probabilities. But, 
again, this is not our proposal. We are advancing an epistemic logic along the lines of Hintikka’s 
approach (Hintikka 1962; Meyer van der Hoek 1995), nor are we claiming to derive principles 
as in (Eberle 1974), but, rather, are proposing to model epistemic support relations, which are 
a specific class or relations thought  to hold between a belief and either another belief or some 
other item. Bearing this last point in mind, we turn to the last kind of objection, which Harman 
spends most of his time commenting upon, namely the difference in the act of making a rational 
inference and that of applying an admissible rule from a formal system. We are not, to repeat, 
proposing to do this: rather, we’re proposing to have a better mathematical understanding of a 
class of relations that internalist epistemologists use in their theorizing. True enough, we think 
that success along these lines is necessary to progress toward achieving the kind of higher-level 
principles that these philosophers have thought impossible – but this long term project is ir-
relevant to the bearing of these objections to our current project.

In what remains we consider the question of which methodology evidentialism should adopt, 
the weaker version Feldman advances or our stronger version.

4. Naturalizing evidentialism
Consider now

(b’) With respect to internalist epistemic relations, internalism should reject the traditional 
method of common-sense introspection in favor of methodological naturalism.

Our plan is to discuss (b’) by focusing on evidentialist epistemic relations; we will not offer 
remarks about deontological conceptions of evidential relations. Since our proposal is new, we 
don’t pretend to offer a knock down defense but rather aim to consider of traditional, introspec-
tive “armchair” philosophy.

Feldman (2001b) frames the discussion of methodological naturalism in terms of a posi-
tion he calls Cooperative Naturalism, which holds that epistemology should examine evaluative 
questions, but that empirical results from the cognitive sciences concerning how we actually 
think and reason are essential for making progress in addressing evaluative questions.

Feldman holds that in epistemological theorizing there are at least three views of possible sources 
of information for epistemological theorizing: the pure a priorist; armchair epistemologists, who rely 
upon common-sense empirical knowledge; and scientific epistemologists, who “proclaim the value 
or (or need for) the results form empirical studies for epistemology” (2001b). Feldman writes

This three way classification complicates the discussion of Cooperative Naturalism. 
If Cooperative Naturalism is important for resolving epistemological issues, then arm-
chair epistemologists can accept it. However, if Cooperative Naturalism is the view that 
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7 Note that this point is recognized by Goldman, who concedes that knowing the semantic properties of such rules 
“is undoubtelly relevant to believe forming principles” (1986, p.82), but would nevertheless be resisted by Harman, 
Hempel, and Chisholm.
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detailed information from the empirical sciences is important for epistemology, then 
armchair epistemologists are likely not to agree. 

Before pressing on, there are two important points to keep in mind. First, we should be clear 
about the type of scientific input one is proposing before considering the question of whether 
scientific input is appropriate for studying epistemic support relations. It is worth remarking that 
‘cognitive science’, ‘empirical results’, ‘natural sciences’ and ‘cognitive psychology’ are sometimes 
used interchangeably in arguments about methodological naturalism. But clearly these are not 
synonymous. Hence, care should be taken when evaluating arguments purporting to show that 
cognitive psychology is not relevant to the study of epistemic relations as sufficient to demon-
strate that cognitive science is not relevant to the study of epistemic relations.

The other point to keep in mind, when evaluating methodological questions, is a distinction 
between evaluating whether there is value in seeking the help of ( some of ) the cognitive sciences 
for studying epistemic support relations and evaluating whether (some of) the cognitive sciences 
are necessary to carry out epistemology. There are a few cases where decision over methodology are 
settled by nomological necessity, but most interesting cases are settled over the more pedestrian 
issue of which method is likely to yield better results. It should be clear that we are addressing the 
first typic of question concerning the value of seeking input from applied logic. Our claim is that 
we are likely to yield better results if the study of epistemic relations includes results and methods 
form applied logic. Since this is an empirical claim, its verification will come from the results, if 
any, that arise from attempting to perform this research program.

Before closing, let’s consider a possible objection to our proposal. In defending the tradi-
tion of armchair philosophy against stronger methodologists such as us, Richard Feldman 
considers a suggestion of Hilary Kornblith, who is also a proponent of methodological natu-
ralism. Feldman writes:

Hilary Kornblith has suggested that philosophizing in the way epistemologists often 
do about knowledge is something like philosophizing about aluminum. The only seri-
ous questions about aluminum, he thinks, are scientific questions. (Kornblith, Blackwell 
guide to epistemology) It is difficult to see, however, exactly why we should think that 
knowledge is relevantly like aluminum. For one thing, what we seek in the case of alumi-
num is an understanding of its physical constitution. We want to know what it is made 
of, how it interacts with other materials and why, and what we can use it for. Our analysis 
of knowledge does not call for an account of its physical constitution. It’s doubtful that 
there is any such thing… But knowledge isn’t a substance like aluminum or a process 
like cell division. So, analogies such as thee don’t provide reasons to seek naturalistic 
analyses of knowledge (Feldman 2001a).

But perhaps Kornblith’s analogy isn’t so far off the mark, for we are interested in the structure 
of knowledge and this may not be an entirely conceptual matter. As we’ve remarked, there are 
constituent epistemic concepts that do involve processes. Indeed, the very idea of believe fixation 
on the basis of evidence involves several candidates: an agent’s access to the source of justification; 
revision of a set of beliefs in terms of one’s evidence; inference, and so on.

Feldman writes that “Some topics and questions are amenable to armchair methods and some 
are not. It would be foolish to extend Kornblith’s line of thinking to logical concepts such as 
validity or conjunction, to modal concepts such as necessity, or, I believe, to moral concepts such 
as obligation. Some concepts have a richer conceptual structure than others”

However, the claim that this would be “foolish” is clearly false. For instance, take the con-
tributions of applied logic to the notions Feldman lists. AI’s spur to the logic community has 
been the drive to apply various formal it sharp demand to know the algebraic and meta-logical 
properties of various logics as we search for tractable applications. We aren’t claiming that this 
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spur is metaphysically necessity, but, rather, ask our readers to consider the historical record: 
we gaining a very rich understanding of the various formalisms to emerge in the last 40 years 
and, by extension, deeper insight into the structure of problems that may have been originally 
studied using only specific techniques. Take, for instance, the study of modality. It is passé in 
the modal logic community to view modal logic as the “ logic of necessity” (Blackburn, Rijke 
and Venema 2001). Indeed, modal logic has matured precisely by expanding outside of the 
traditional boundaries of philosophy and mathematics to include AI and the specific problems 
of applying the formalism to various problems. This expanded research program has spurred 
renewed interest in structural properties and variations on modal logic, and has given us a 
deeper understanding of modeling intensional notions.

There are two points about this example we wish to stress. First, there is significant math-
ematical structure to the concepts ‘validity’, ‘conjunction’, and ‘necessity’ and studying the 
mathematical structure throws light on each. This is not to deny that one may apply what Clark 
Glymour has called the method of “using a little bit of formal logic informally” to come up with 
something interesting or entertaining. But the point under discussion is what methodology is 
likely to yield results – namely, an understanding of epistemic support relations. It appears to 
us that naturalist complaint is essentially that the yield of what has come to be called armchair 
philosophy cannot – in a practical, if not nomological sense of cannot – yield the same degree of 
insight to complex relations and processes as when those relations and processes are submitted 
to the battery of methods available in the full scientific domain.

The second point is that the  AI empirical project of trying to apply logics – to build theo-
rem provers for ever more expressive languages, to represent diverse inference operations for 
ever more complex data structures, and to do all of these things while worrying about compu-
tational issues – has contributed to our understanding of logical languages, their constitutive 
notions. The reason this is important is that it has greatly enhanced our understanding of the 
inter-relationships between various formalisms and, as a consequence, the structural features 
shared by classes of problems that may have only been studied by a community using a single 
formalism. Turning to epistemology, we conjecture, contra Chisholm, that there are other rela-
tions that bear structural similarity to epistemic support relations.
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Abstract
I present an analysis of two problems that share the background of Kripke’s theory of modali-
ties. First I analyze the problem of such descriptions as ‘First fifty years of John’s life’ (raised by 
Andrzej Zabłudowski). I argue that an account of their semantics compatible with Kripke’s 
views of modalities semantics requires treating integrity as an essential property of objects, 
for otherwise one would be forced to accept that descriptions such as above are rigid, which 
leads to very counterintuitive consequences. I attempt then to show that assuming Leibniz’s 
Law and Kripke’s thesis of necessity of identity leads to state that it is not possible that all of 
the properties be atomic, that what properties one object has does not make implications 
on the properties of other objects. 

Keywords
Modality, rigid designation, space, time, atomism

In this paper I’ll try to present an analysis of Kripke’s theory of modalities. I’ll be particularly 
interested in  such concepts as rigid designation, or necessary property. I shall discuss two distinct 
problems, but they are both concerned with the role of spatiotemporal properties and descrip-
tions. The first problem is couched in semantic terms, the second – in metaphysical ones. 

I)  Kripke’s theory: An overview
Quine stated that although 9 is necessarily equal to 9, it is contingently equal to the number 

of the planets. It is thus absurd, according to him, to speak of modal properties of objects: the 
whether the alleged property is realized is a function of the way the object in question is referred 
to. At most we may speak then of modal properties of statements. De re modalities are thus, ac-
cording to him, inadmissible. 

1 Kripke, Naming and Necessity, Harvard University Press, Cambridge MA 1980.
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Kripke1 replies that when one suggests a theory of de re properties, it is necessary to make 
difference between rigid and non-rigid designators. He states that actually both 

(1) 9 (∇=) NrP

and 

(2) 9(∇=) 92 
are true. The appearance of the contrary comes from the very tendency to confound sentential 

and referential modalities. For while both (1) and (2) are true
(3)∇ (9=NrP)

is not. On the other hand, we may truthfully assert:

(4)∇(9=9)
The difference between modality applied to sentences and the those applied to ‘=’ arises only 

in cases of statements in which the relata of the identity relation are not referred to by rigid 
designators. A term is a rigid designator iff it refers to the same object in whatever possible world 
it does refer. Kripke states that i.a. names and numerals are rigid designators. 

An identity statement, such as
(5) x=y

has 

(6) x(∇=)y

as its logical consequence, while does only imply

(7)∇ (x=y)
if both ‘x’ and ‘y’ are rigid. Thus nine is necessarily identical to the number of the planets, al-

though it is not necessary that the number of the planets be nine. Quine’s thesis that de re modalities 
are inconsistent are thus rejected. 

II) Zabłudowski’s problem 
a)The problem

Zabłudowski3 considers two descriptions:
(J)    ‘John’ (a proper name)

and

(J*)  ‘First 50 years of John’s life’
Let’s assume then actually John did live exactly 50 years4. In this case we shall state that 

(8) J=J*

Thus we obtain

(9) J(∇=)J*

2 ∇ is the necessity operator, ◊ is the possibility operator.
3 Zabłudowski, unpublished manuscript
4 Let’s further assume, for convenience of exposition, that he lives in every possible world and could not have lived 
shorter. 
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‘J’ is a name, so it is an prototypical example of a rigid designator. Zabłudowski  claims that J* 
is also rigid: nothing could be the very first fifty years of John’s life except  the first 50 years of his 
life. But if we accept such an analysis, we obtain, according to Kripke’s principles:

(10)  ∇ (J=J*)
(10) is blatantly false, or at least constitutes a strong counterexample to our intuitions. Actually 

it states that John could not have lived longer. Even if it were to be true, it should be a consequence 
of some biological theory, some historical plot of events historical, maybe even astrology - but 
surely not semantics. If one is to keep Kripke’s modal apparatus it is necessary to reject the thesis 
that ‘J*’ is rigid. I will try to show why I find such an analysis plausible. 

b) The solution
If J* were to be nonrigid, it would have to refer to different individuals in different possible 

worlds. What constitutes a proof that an individual i1 in the world w1 is not the same individual as 
i2 in the world w2? Stating that J* has different properties in every possible world is not enough, 
as in each world the happenings are different – i1 may well be yellow in w1, and green in w2. 
But difference in essential properties will surely do. Those are by definition properties that a given 
object has in every possible world it exists. 

(11)  ∀xy ∀P {(i1=i2) ⇔ [∇P(x) ⇔ ∇P(y)]}
In order to defend Kripke, one should thus point out a necessary property that J* has only in 

some of the worlds. 
I suggest thus to analyze the property of being an integral object (INT). It is evident that in 

most of the worlds J* does not have that property – namely in those, in which J lived longer 
then 50 years. In such a case, J* denotes only a fragment of a genuine object. The question is, 
whether INT is a necessary or a contingent property of persons.  In order to solve that problem 
let’s remark that the end of objects that are not integral happens for reasons which are not 
natural. Genuine objects end because of some features of their internal constitution and the 
environment they are in: cancer, car accident, etc. In the worlds in which J*≠J, J* comes to an 
end because of semantic properties of the description. 

In order to strengthen the intuitions of INT’s essentiality one can point out to the fact that 
the way objects disappear, transform into other forms etc. is often decisive to determine their 
substance: we can tell substances by verifying the temperature at which they burn, etc.

To summarize: my point is that INT is an essential property of persons, and thus J* is not 
a rigid designator. This is because in some worlds J*  refers to genuine objects (i.e. John), 
and in the others to fragments. The beings that J* refer to differ by essential properties, 
because they end for very different reasons. 

 
III) Leibniz’s Law, atomicity, and naturalistic metaphysics

As we have seen (formulas 5-6 above), Kripke emphasizes the necessity of identity: every identity 
claim is/implies a claim of a necessary identity5. No object is allowed to be two objects in any 
world. 

Another claim he strongly supports is the Leibniz’s Law. Let it be formulated as:
(12)  a=b ⇔ ∀P[ P(a)⇔P(b)]

 In this form, the formula means that two objects are one iff they share all the properties. 

Modality, rigid designation, and atomism • Marcin Gokieli

5 This is emphasized in Kripke, Identity and Necessity, in: Munitz, Identity and Individuation, New York University 
Press. 
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Assuming some other, plausible framework of prerequisites for properties, these two claims have 
interesting implications for the theory of properties. Namely, they suggest that it is necessary to 
abandon the assumption that all properties can be atomic. 

The intuition of atomicity is the idea that what properties an object has is independent on 
the properties of other objects. So the size of the desk I use now is independent on the color 
of my hair. One famous philosophical text that proclaims the thesis of atomicity is of course 
Wittgenstein’s Tractatus. He states:

 ‘From the existence or non-existence of one state of affairs it is impossible to infer the 
existence or non-existence of another’.6

In order to discuss the relevance of Kripke’s assumptions for the claims of atomicity it is neces-
sary to present some definition of the notion in question. I shall speak of what I shall call modal 
atomicity. First, I shall define modal independence:

MI(P, P’) ≡df  ∀xy {(x≠y)⇒[(◊Px ∧ ◊P’y) ⇒ ◊(Px ∧ Py)]}
So two properties are modally independent if from the facts that it is possible for two objects to 

have one of each, it is possible to infer that the realization of both in the same world is possible. 
Lets us define then the modal atomicity (MA) of properties:

MA(P) ≡df  ∀P’ MI (P,P’)
A property is modally atomic iff if its realization by some object does not preclude the realiza-

tion of any other property by any other object.
Claiming that all properties are MA may well seem implausible. The world seems to be a 

complex thing, with objects interrelated in various and unobvious ways. Whatever be one’s 
view on the truth of such a claim, however, it may be interesting to see if it is a coherent one; 
and what is required for it to be so. And there are philosophers who did believe that the world 
at its basic level is built that way. 

I shall assume some general thesis about properties that are required in naturalistic metaphys-
ics. First, I assume that individual essences are unacceptable. It is not the case that objects have 
necessary properties that belong just to them. The idea of there being atoms is just the idea that 
there are many objects that share important properties: all electrons (the same things applies to 
protons, neutrons as long as we assume that they are the basic entities7) share basic properties. 
It is tempting to equate those basic properties with the necessary ones. It is tempting to say that 
the charge of a given particle is necessary, while its speed, placement etc. are contingent. Actually, 
if one is to accept a naturalized version of the possible world ontology, such a move may seem 
necessary. According to such views, modal properties of objects can hardly be anything but its 
basic physical characteristics. Thus we have: 

(13)  ∀x∃y {(x≠y) ∧∀P [∇P(x) ⇔ ∇P(y)]}
Furthermore, we shall assume that the necessary properties of a given object determine what 

contingent ones it is possible for it to have: 
(14)  ∀xy [∀P (∇Px ⇔ ∇Py)⇔∀P’(◊P’x⇔◊P’y)]

It thus follows that every actual property of an object is a possible property of some other 
object. If the property in question is a necessary one, it happens on the basis of principle (13), if 
it is a contingent one – on the basis of principle (13). So every proton (electron, etc.) could have 

6 Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico – Philosophicus 2.062. 
7 For the sake of exposition, I shall assume that the basic structure of the universe is constituted by those three 
particles.
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any of the properties any other proton has or might have. Which again seems plausible. 
On such assumptions it is impossible that all properties be MA. Let’s imagine two objects 

that share necessary properties, and differ just in o1’s having, contrary to o2, the property 
P1. According to the principle (14), it is possible for o2 to have P1. Which in turn implies, 
according to (13), that there is a world in which the difference disappears, as both have P1. 
According to the Leibniz’s Law, they become the very same object. But this contradicts the 
principle of necessity of identity. 

It seems thus impossible that all properties be modally atomic. It is important to remark 
that this claim is based on some very general ideas concerning the nature of properties and their 
relations to objects, not on the observation of the properties that obtain. In our world, there is 
a class of properties that are actually both contingent and not atomic. Those are spatiotemporal 
properties. They are contingent: given a different set of happenings in the world, another particle 
could have taken the place of the particle p at some given moment t. But they are not modally 
atomic: it is impossible that objects share the same space. 

The reasoning does not preclude objects from occupying the same places (and, more gener-
ally, sharing the contingent properties), as long as they differ in necessary ones. Thus, if we accept 
the existence of souls, we do not violate this principle by stating that they are located exactly in 
the area occupied by the body, as long as we are prepared to accept that their basic structure 
are shared by many individual souls. The naturalist requirements I outlined seem necessary for a 
naturalist ontology, but they are far from being sufficient for it. However, this reasoning does not 
require the existence of space. It states that whatever be the structure of the world, the atomicity 
of properties is not allowed to be a general phenomenon. 

Modality, rigid designation, and atomism • Marcin Gokieli
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REALITY AND THE MEANING OF LIFE

Metafísica / Metaphysics

Desidério Murcho 
King’s College London

Abstract
I will argue that reality and truth play central roles in determining whether a person’s life is 
meaningful. The main thought is that a life of merely subjective happiness and pleasure - e.g. 
a life under Nozick’s celebrated Pleasure Machine — is not a meaningful life. It is not easy to 
argue for this view. I will explore some intuitions that seem to favour it. These intuitions come 
to the fore when we consider particular examples. 

Keywords
Meaning, objectivism, pessimism. 

The idea that life is meaningless unless all the happiness we can achieve proves not to be 
somewhat illusory plays a central role in many religious traditions. The thought, put forward most 
vividly by Tolstoy (1905), is that subjective happiness, comfort and well-being are meaningless if 
in the long run we will all be dead and all our achievements — either moral or literary or scientific 
— will be nothing. Although there is some plausibility to this thought, it has been most notably 
resisted by Thomas Nagel. He argued (Nagel, 1979: 11) that if what I do now does not matter in 
a million years, then it does not matter now that it does not matter in a million years. However, 
even if Tolstoy’s argument cannot resist Nagel’s objection, there is something to be learned from 
it. Namely, that although on a subjective level we can enjoy happy and pleasurable lives, from an 
objective point of view — sub specie aeternitatis — that may be meaningless. 

This is interesting because it suggests that those who believe life is meaningless are probably 
motivated by the thought that a truly meaningful life must be objectively valuable. It is plausible 
to believe life is meaningless if one believes life is objectively valueless. The religious thought 
— and Tolstoy’s own — in reaction to this is that only if God exists can life be meaningful because 
God will make sure our values and achievements will not come to nothing. 

Philosophers that believe life is meaningful can be objectivists or subjectivists. Subjectivist 
philosophers face the problems put forward by Tolstoy and some religious traditions. They will 
have to argue that all that matters is the subjective quality of life one enjoys; all else is irrelevant. I 
will argue against subjectivism in a moment. I want to bring in a further thought I believe clarifies 
the issue. Intuitively, if a philosopher is an objectivist regarding some values — e.g. ethical values 
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— and believes we can achieve some of those values, then that philosopher cannot believe life is 
meaningless. For even if achieving objective values is not a sufficient condition for a meaningful 
life, it is the most important condition that is beyond our reach, so to speak; the other central 
conditions are dependent upon our will — namely, our active engagement in valuable activities. 
However, Thomas Nagel (1979) presents a powerful challenge to this intuitive view, arguing that 
life is absurd, even if there are objective values, namely ethical values. Rejecting Nagel’s view is 
not only a central task for any philosopher that believes life is objectively meaningful; it will also 
clarify important features of the notion that life is objectively meaningful. 

Let me start with a few clarifications. To say that life is meaningful can be understood in two 
different ways:

1) Life is necessarily meaningful;
2) Life is possibly meaningful. 

When I use that phrase, I have the second meaning in mind. The obvious reason is that 
a particular life can be meaningless not because it cannot be meaningful but because it lacks 
meaning due to the choices of that particular person, or due to the circumstances that particular 
person finds herself in. 

I will also assume without further discussion that a meaningful life results from engaging in 
meaningful activities. This thought faces some problems, and one could argue that a meaningful 
life is not the sum of all meaningful activities the agent engages in minus the meaningless activi-
ties of that agent. I am not committed to this view, however, but rather to the more modest 
view that a meaningful life must result — although maybe not in such a simplistic way — from 
engagement in meaningful activities. 

Furthermore, I do not have a complete view of what makes a life meaningful. Any such view 
would perhaps have to list necessary and sufficient conditions for meaningfulness and would have 
to explain the connection between meaningfulness and value, and the nature of value itself. These 
are hard issues and I am not prepared to offer an adequate treatment of them here. However, I 
hope that the remainder of our discussion will throw some light on them. 

There are at least three necessary conditions for a given activity to be meaningful. It is not 
claimed that they are jointly sufficient for meaningfulness. The three conditions are the following: 

1) The activity must either be an appropriate means for an end or an end in itself.
2) That end must be valuable.
3) The agent must be actively engaged in that activity.

Due to lack of space I will not explain these conditions further1.
The connection between value and meaningfulness is not completely clear, but it is at least 

plausible that value is an important part of meaningfulness. Intuitive views and sometimes even 
elaborate religious views on the meaning of life miss this point. It is not plausible that a life is 
meaningful just because it fulfils a purpose or a set of purposes someone ascribed to that life, 
even if that someone is God. Sisyphus is a case in point. He was assigned a purpose by the gods. 
However, that purpose is valueless and that precludes his life from being meaningful. 

What if the gods had created Sisyphus in such a way that by his very nature he would feel 
happy to push heavy stones uphill only to let them go downhill again?2 Would that make his life 
any more meaningful? Subjectivists about meaning would say yes, because subjective happiness or 
subjective value is all they believe is necessary for a meaningful life. Similarly, a brain in a vat or an 

1 Wolf 1997 provides the necessary explanations.
2 This possibility is explored by Taylor 1967.
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agent connected to Nozick’s Pleasure Machine would have a meaningful life, as long as he had a 
happy life from his point of view. All else would be irrelevant.

It is hard to argue against such intuitions, except perhaps by considering different examples. 
Consider John and Mary. An important part of John’s happiness is his relationship with Mary 
— he loves her, and he believes she loves him. Actually, she does not love him at all; she puts up 
with him because she is after the money, abhorring his company and attention. Does that matter 
to John? Subjectivists have to say it does not; as long as he never finds out the truth, his life is 
meaningful — or at least this is not one reason why John’s life is not meaningful. Objectivists say 
it does matter that Mary does not love him at all, even if he does not know it — objectively, his 
life is farcical and therefore devoid of meaning, even if he does not know it. 

What we have here is a clash of intuitions, and it is not easy to solve the issue one way or the 
other. What I have to offer in the way of argument is two thoughts. 

The first is this. If all that matters is what matters subjectively, why is it that John would be very 
upset were he to find the truth? In these issues, it is hard to steer clear from mere psychological 
responses, many of which are just prejudices and failures of rationality. That is why I said nothing 
about Mary being unfaithful. I do not want to exploit feelings of jealousy. What I want is to ask 
whether it would matter to John to find out about the truth. Would it be reasonable to be upset 
about it, even if he knew that nothing would change? 

Compare this with drinking water. Our intuitive ideas about the nature of water are very dif-
ferent from the truth. The truth is that drinking water is a matter of drinking mainly empty space 
plus molecules of oxygen and hydrogen and some minerals. However, this does not matter a jot. 
We drink water because we need it and because we like it and the true nature of water is not very 
important in this context. Someone who declared to be in an existential crisis because he had just 
found out that water is very different from what it looks like would be a rather colourful character. 
Presumably, this is because we just care about the effect water has on us; how that effect comes 
about is irrelevant. We need water to survive; we enjoy drinking clean, fresh water; we can think 
of little else if we do not have it; but we do not connect meaningfulness with such a trivial thing 
as drinking water, even if it is necessary to our survival and well-being. 

There seems to be an important difference between the value we attach to drinking water and 
the value we attach to love or friendship. The value we attach to drinking water is not connected 
to whatever we believe the nature of water is; it is only connected to our survival and our pleasure. 
But the value we attach to love or friendship is connected to the truth about the people involved. 
Furthermore, it does not seem that this is an exception when it comes to love or friendship. On 
the contrary, it seems to be a feature of any value connected with meaning. 

The contrast is similar to that between belief and knowledge. One can have false beliefs, but 
false knowledge is no knowledge at all. Likewise, there are subjective values, but values attached 
to meaning cannot be subjective at all. John cannot know that the Earth is flat because the Earth 
is not flat, although he can believe it. Likewise, John’s life cannot be meaningful if he is massively 
deceived because there really is no meaning in his life even if he falsely believes that there is. 

It is of course possible to resist the argument as I presented it, but maybe my second thought 
will add some plausibility to objectivism regarding meaning. The second thought is more com-
plex, and it is here that we will face Nagel’s idea that life is absurd. The second thought is this. 
Rational beings must be able to look at themselves and the world from an objectivist standpoint 
— sub specie aeternitatis. And it is from this point of view that we want to evaluate our lives in 
respect of meaning. That was the thought Tolstoy vividly put forward: even if from my subjective 
point of view my life is happy, that can be quite meaningless if I cannot see any value in my hap-
piness from an objective point of view. 

This is why it looks ludicrous for Sisyphus to assert that all is well because he happens to 
enjoy pushing rocks uphill. We pity Sisyphus as we pity John if he declares he does not care about 
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Mary’s true feelings because they are both failing to look at themselves as they really are. In a 
word, they are engaging in self-deception. 

Contrary to what the subjectivist claims, the most meaningful things do not matter because 
they matter to us; it is rather that they matter to us because they matter. We do not find mean-
ingfulness in solipsistic happiness; we find meaningfulness when our happiness is connected with 
reality and truth. A meaningful life in a dream is not a meaningful life at all; a meaningful life 
based on illusion and false beliefs is not a meaningful life at all. Meaningfulness is connected with 
reality and truth and it is incompatible with illusion and false beliefs. Meaningfulness requires us 
to look at ourselves from an objective point of view. 

Once we accept that there are objective values — like ethical values, for instance — it would 
seem that meaningfulness comes for free. For then, as long as we are actively connected to those 
values, our lives would be meaningful from an objective point of view. 

Perhaps surprisingly, Thomas Nagel (1979 and 1986) argues that life is absurd — although he 
is an ethical objectivist. The remainder of this talk is an attempt to argue against Nagel’s view, and 
to draw some important thoughts from this discussion. 

We usually use the word ‘absurd’ as equivalent to ‘meaningless’ or ‘pointless’. Nagel, however, 
uses the word in a slightly different way. For him, the absurd arises from a clash between the 
importance we ascribe to our lives and projects from within (that is, subjectively) and the lack of 
importance our lives and projects have from without (that is, objectively). One of the examples 
he uses is that of a speaker who delivers a passionate speech in favour of a motion that has already 
been passed (without his knowledge, we presume). 

Nagel’s notion of the absurd only makes sense if we accept that meaningfulness is an objec-
tive feature. Take the example of the speaker; a subjectivist about meaning would just say that 
it did not matter that the motion had already been passed: as long as the speaker did not know 
about it, and as long has he valued his speech, it would be meaningful. Thus, Nagel’s view of 
meaningfulness requires reality and truth to play a central role, even if in the end he is a pes-
simist regarding the meaning of life. 

Nagel rejects two common arguments for the absurdity of life. I already mentioned the first: the 
thought that it does not matter what we do now because we will all be dead in a million years. He 
objects that if in a million years it does not matter what we do now, then it does not matter now 
that it does not matter in a million years. Another argument is that we are very small beings in a vast 
Universe. Nagel objects that if our lives are meaningless, then they would not become meaningful if 
we were much bigger. Nagel’s view of the absurd is not based on these popular thoughts. 

I do not have much of an argument to the thought that if there are objective values, namely 
ethical values, then our lives can be meaningful as long as we are actively engaged with them. I can 
only hope you may agree with me if I can show the kind of mistake I believe Nagel is making. 

His view is that the absurd arises from the contrast between the importance we give our 
lives and projects from within and the recognition that, from without, our lives and projects are 
at least not as important as they seem from within. To put it crudely, from my point of view, a 
slight headache is much more worrying than five million people dying of famine in some distant 
country. But, of course, from an objective point of view it is the reverse that is true. Nagel goes on 
to argue that we may try to bridge the gap by caring less about our lives and projects, and caring 
more about what matters from an objective point of view. But he rejects that this can ever close 
the gap. I would add further that completely closing that gap would indeed be a wrong move; 
there are reasons to believe that a saint who looked at everything from an objective point of view 
would be morally terrible, not to mention a party spoiler. 

The mistake, however, lies in assuming that just because there is a contrast between assigned 
importance our lives are meaningless. If Nagel uses the word ‘absurd’ just to express this contrast, 
he is right. But then a life can be meaningful although it is absurd in his sense. If we accept that a life 
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actively engaged with objective values is meaningful, then that life is not absurd just because from an 
objective point of view it may have less importance than it seems from the subjective point of view. 

I believe, however, that Nagel expresses an intuitive thought regarding the meaning of life. 
This thought seems to play a central role in at least some religious traditions. In some religious 
traditions, namely among some Christians, the angst and spiritual conflicts one goes through is of 
cosmic importance. It is a manifestation, so to speak, of our divine spark. For the whole universe 
and God himself our spiritual story is of utmost importance. I believe this is a reason why some 
people find it difficult to accept life can be meaningful without God. 

This intuitive thought, however, is dead wrong. It is just a form of egocentrism. It is actually a 
consequence of a failure to conceive objective value. The egocentric version of an objective value 
is a subjective value that ‘grows’ so much that it becomes important for the whole universe. But 
this is nonsense. My pet projects do not become objectively valuable just because God and the 
whole universe cherish them. It is rather that if my projects are objectively valuable, then God 
(and whoever else is capable of judging value) has to recognize it, if he reasons correctly. 

Thus, the clash of views Nagel talks about does not render our lives meaningless. It is only proper 
that what is seen from one perspective looks different from a different perspective. A house seen from 
the inside looks very different if seen from the outside. But that does not mean the house from the 
inside should look as it looks from the outside, or vice-versa. By definition, objective values are not 
valueless from an objective point of view. What lacks value from an objective point of view, or is at 
least much less valuable, are mere subjective values. However much one may value stamp collecting, 
that will not fare very well from an objective point of view. But saving a child from being murdered 
is valuable from an objective point of view — if you accept ethical objectivism, of course. 

Thus, by itself, the fact that what we value subjectively may not have much objective value does 
not render our lives meaningless. As long as we are actively engaged in objectively valuable activi-
ties, our lives are meaningful. However, Nagel captures one of the most common misconceptions 
regarding meaningfulness, a sort of conceptual confusion that demands that whatever we value 
subjectively must have precisely the same value objectively. This looks like the confusion in claim-
ing that if you believe hard enough in something, your belief will make it so. The objectivist’s 
point about the meaning of life is rather that we should educate ourselves into valuing subjectively 
what has objective value. The necessary residue of subjective values that have little objective value 
does not render our lives meaningless. It just puts us in our place. 
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Abstract
I propose to compare the intrinsic change of things with the temporal intrinsic change of 
events. Lewis pointed out that intrinsic change of things is paradoxical and proposed three 
solutions to the paradox. I think that the temporal intrinsic change of events is paradoxical 
in a similar way, but there are two and not three solutions to this second paradox. The differ-
ence between the solutions to the two paradoxes are investigated. In the end, I will advance 
some considerations on the possible attitudes towards temporal intrinsic change.

Keywords
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1. Intrinsic change and temporal intrinsic change
It was David Lewis1 who first introduced the problem of temporary intrinsics. He was con-

cerned with objects changing their intrinsic properties through time (for example, an apple chang-
ing from being sour to being ripe and from being ripe to being rotten2). I am instead concerned 
with events changing their temporal properties3(for example, the discovery of America changing 
from being future to being present and from being present to being past). 

* I benefited from the comments received during ENFA-2, in particular I wish to thank Philip Percival and Peter Simons 
for their observations. I am indebted to Paolo Casalegno for discussing  the paper with me while I was writing it.

1 Lewis (1986) pp. 202-204 and Lewis (2002)
2 The example proposed by Lewis concerns shape: “when I sit, I have a bent shape; when I stand, I have a straight-
ened shape” (Lewis (1986), p. 203).
3 A lexical consideration may be useful. I introduce “temporal intrinsic change”, where “temporal intrinsic” is to be 
distinguished from “temporary intrinsic”. A property is temporary intrinsic if it is intrinsic and it is temporary (it lasts 
for a finite length of time), a property is temporal intrinsic if it is intrinsic and it is temporal (it concerns the temporal 
characteristics, in particular I am interested in the temporal properties being past, being present and being future).  A 
change is intrinsic if it is a change of intrinsic properties, a change is temporal intrinsic if it is a change of properties 
which are both intrinsic and temporal.
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The parallel is easy to draw4. When we consider an object changing through time (for example, 
an apple passing from being sour to being ripe and from being ripe to being rotten), we tend to 
accept that that object (the apple) has different intrinsic properties (being sour, being ripe and being 
rotten) at different times. In the same manner, when we consider an event changing its temporal 
properties (for example, the discovery of America passing from being future to being present and 
from being present to being past), we tend to accept that that event (the discovery of America) has 
different intrinsic properties (being past, being present and being future) at different times.

In the case of an object changing, we assume that that object has different properties at dif-
ferent times. These properties are all monadic intrinsic (they apply to an object independently 
of any relation with other objects, temporal or spatial items, etc.) and are all temporary (they 
are possessed only for a certain amount of time, not always). In the case of an event changing 
temporally, we assume that that event has three temporal properties: being past, being present and 
being future; these three properties are all monadic intrinsic (they apply to an event independently 
of any relation with other events, temporal items, etc.) and are all temporary (they are possessed 
only for a certain amount of time, not always).

2. The paradox
The paradox emerges because to be monadic intrinsic and to be temporary are both conceptu-

ally contradictory and extensionally contradictory. It is conceptually contradictory for a property 
to be monadic intrinsic (i.e. non-relational) and temporary (which means that it is possessed only 
in relation to certain times): it means that the property is both relational and not-relational.

The two characterizations also give rise to two incompatible ways of applying the properties in 
consideration, i.e. to two contradictory extensions of the predicates corresponding to the properties. 

2.1 The paradox of intrinsic change of objects
Let us first consider the properties possessed by objects through time. If the properties are 

monadic intrinsic, then they are possessed simpliciter by an event, independently of any relation. For 
example, if an apple has three properties (being sour, being ripe and being rotten) intrinsically, they 
just apply to it; it follows that the apple is sour and ripe and rotten. If a denotes the apple in question 
and S, RP, RT stand for the properties being sour, being ripe and being rotten; then it follows: 

(1*) Sa∧RPa∧RTa.

4 The idea of drawing the parallel is not new, Lewis’ conceptual instruments were adopted by William L. Craig 
(1998) for analysing McTaggart’s argument. The main difference between his approach and mine is the following: 
Craig assumes that, as Lewis’ problem of intrinsic change is the problem of the identity of things through change, 
so the paradox of temporal intrinsic change is the problem of the identity of events through temporal change (Craig 
(1998) p. 122-123). I believe instead that if the problem of intrinsic change was introduced by Lewis in order to 
give an answer to the problem of the identity of things through change, the paradox of temporal intrinsic change 
cannot be interpreted as the problem of the identity of events through change. I believe that the paradox of temporal 
intrinsic change concerns the nature of temporal properties and not the nature of events. 
Craig argues that the presentist A-theorist’s solution to the paradox (see § 3) can be maintained if and only if what I 
have called variant (A) is assumed, while I believe that all variants (A), (B) and (C) are equally available. The differ-
ence is that while Craig assumes that the intrinsic property being present can be possessed by an event if and only if 
the event is existent (see footnote 7), I believe that it is possible to assume that there are existent events which do not 
have the intrinsic property being present. So, I do not believe that the paradox of temporal intrinsic change concerns 
the nature of events, because any assumption concerning the nature of events (for example their existence or their 
temporal duration) does not determine any solution to the paradox. 
This difference between Craig’s approach and my approach makes my presentation both of the paradoxes and of the 
solutions to the paradoxes quite different from his presentation.
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On the other hand, if the three properties are temporary, they are possessed only in rela-
tion to certain times; and, in relation to any given instant of time, an apple has only one of 
the three properties, i.e.:

(2*) Sa aut RPa aut RTa (aut is a symbol for the exclusive disjunction)
(1*) and (2*) are obviously contradictory.

2.2 The paradox of temporal intrinsic change
Let us now consider the three temporal properties possessed by events. If the three properties 

are monadic intrinsic, then they are possessed simpliciter by an event, independently of any relation. 
For example, if the discovery of America has all of them intrinsically, they just apply to it; it follows 
that the discovery of America is past and present and future. If d denotes the discovery of America 
and P, N and F stand for the properties being past, being present and being future, then it follows:

(1) Pd∧Nd∧Fd
On the other hand, if the three properties are temporary, they are possessed only in relation to 

certain times; and, in relation to any given instant of time, an event, like the discovery of America, 
has only one of the three properties, i.e.:

(2) Pd aut Nd aut Fd 
(1) and (2) are obviously contradictory.

Before considering the solutions to the two paradoxes, it is worth pointing out what I consider 
the main interest of the paradoxes so presented. First, intrinsic change is assumed; second, it is 
claimed that if intrinsic change occurs, then the properties in consideration have two incompatible 
characteristics (being monadic intrinsic and being temporary); third, it is argued that the incom-
patible characteristics of properties give rise to incompatible applications of the corresponding 
predicates. So, the order is from metaphysical assumptions to conceptual inconsistencies and 
from conceptual inconsistencies to extensional contradictions. This approach is very different 
from most philosophical literature on time and temporal change where the logical analysis of 
tensed sentences is first taken into account and, then, the appropriate semantics is advocated5. 
This difference will be particularly evident in the next section where I consider the A-theorists’ 
and the B-theorists’ solutions to the paradox of temporal intrinsic change: for each of them, I will 
always start from the metaphysical assumptions concerning the temporal properties and then I 
will consider the application of the predicates which describes those properties.

It may be useful if I anticipate how I am going to proceed. I first consider the two solutions to 
the paradox of the temporal intrinsic change of events and then the three solutions advanced by 
Lewis for the paradox of the intrinsic change of things. 

3. The two solutions to the paradox of temporal intrinsic change
There are two solutions to the paradox of temporal intrinsic change.
The first one, the most popular one, is to assume that being past, being present and being future 

are not monadic intrinsic properties, but just relations to times (and to other events). This is the 
B-theorist’s solution6. According to the B-theorist, there are no temporal intrinsic properties, 

5 I came to highlight this consideration after conversations with Philip Percival. I suppose that he favours the most 
widespread approach.
6 I do not distinguish between a B-theorist and a Tenseless Theorist. As is well known, there is the old tenseless theory 
and the new tenseless theory. What is relevant for my presentation is that, according to both theories, “reality […] con-
sists of events related to each other by relations of simultaneity, earlier than, or later than; that is, events are temporally 
characterized only by the characteristics attributed to them in tenseless sentences.” (Smith (1994), pp. 17-18). 
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there are only temporal relations. In particular, there are the following temporal relations: being 
earlier than, being simultaneous with and being later than. According to the B-theorist, whenever 
we attribute one of the properties being past, being present and being future to an event, we are 
attributing one of the previous relations to that event.

It is worth considering why the B-theorist position is a solution to the paradox. First of all, 
it solves the conceptual contradiction: as long as being past, being present and being future are all 
relational properties and not monadic intrinsic properties, there is no conceptual contradiction. 
Second, it solves the extensional contradiction: given an event e and an instant of time t, that 
event is past or present or future in relation to that instant of time. If Pt is equivalent to “is earlier 
than t”, Nt is equivalent to “is simultaneous with t” and Ft is equivalent to “is later than t”, we 
can say that for any event d in the history of the universe the following holds:

(2+) Ptd aut Ntd aut Ftd
On the other hand, (2+) is compatible with the fact that event e is earlier than an instant t’, 

simultaneous with instant t and later than instant t”, i.e.:
(1+) Pt’d�Ntd�Ft”d

(1+) is a way to interpret (1) of the extensional contradiction. It is easy to see that (1+) and 
(2+) are not contradictory. According to the B-theorist’s assumptions, the paradox disappears 
as long as we consider being past, being present and being future as relations. In the eyes of the 
B-theorist, the paradox appears confusing; mutatis mutandis, it is as if I were saying on the one 
hand that I am both a daughter and a niece, and on the other side that I am either a daughter 
or a niece. Of course, I am both the daughter of my mother and the niece of my uncle, but 
given any one of them I am one or the other in relation to her or him, I am never both.

The second solution to the paradox is to assume that at least one among the properties being 
past, being present and being future is intrinsic: at least being present is a monadic intrinsic property. 
This is what I consider the Presentist A-theorist’s solution. A reason, or the primary reason, for 
adopting presentism is the assumption that events have at least one monadic intrinsic property. An 
event is present not because it is simultaneous with a particular instant of time (or with the perspec-
tive of a particular observer), it is present because its way of existing makes it different from what has 
existed or will exist. The property being present characterizes the way events exist independently of 
any relation these events have with other events, with instants of time or with anything else.

This solution can be divided into three variants: (A) only present events are existing and they 
have the intrinsic property of being present, while being past and being future are not properties at 
all (they do not apply to anything)7; (B) all past, present and future events exist, but only some 
of them have the intrinsic property being present, while the others have the relational properties 
being past or being future8; (C) all past, present and future events exist and being past, being present 
and being future are all monadic intrinsic properties, even if incompatible ones (whatever event 
has one of them cannot have the others)9.

7 Consider for example: “On a pure A-theoretic ontology, the only temporal items which exist exist presently. In other 
words, the pure A-theory entails a metaphysics of presentism. On a presentist ontology, past and future events/things/
times are not real or existent and, hence, do not exemplify properties like pastness or futurity.” (Craig (2000), p. 179)
8 Consider for example: “to render reasonable our special concern with the present, Smith strips past and future 
events of all their interesting intrinsic properties. For example, yesterday’s headache, although it exists, is no longer 
painful. It has a past-oriented property, having been painful – a sort of backwards-looking relation to the property 
being painful.” (Zimmerman (1998), p. 212)
9 Consider for example: “If ‘exist’ is present tensed, it can also be equivalent to ‘presently possesses some property’. 
Something that is past or future exists in this present-tensed sense, since if something is now past, it presently pos-
sesses the property of pastness.” (Smith (2003), p. 377)
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Consider again the paradox of temporal intrinsic change and how the three variants of the 
A-theory solve the paradox. According to the A-theorist, being present is a monadic intrinsic 
property and not a relational one. Being past and being future are one of the three following 
alternatives: (A) not properties at all, (B) relational properties, (C) intrinsic properties. Each vari-
ant assumes one of the alternatives and rules out the others. So, no temporal property gives rise 
to conceptual contradiction.

The A-theorist does not come up against the extensional contradiction either. Each of the 
three alternatives rules out the possibility of one and the same event being past and present and 
future (i.e. there is no acceptable interpretation of (1) of the extensional contradiction). Accord-
ing to (A), only present events are existing, while past and future events are not existing. In order 
for an event to be past and present and future, it should be both existing and not existing, which 
is absurd. So, an event cannot be past and present and future. According to (B) and (C), being 
past, being present and being future, whatever they are, are incompatible properties. So no event 
can be past and present and future.

4. The three solutions to the paradox of intrinsic change of objects
Lewis proposes three solutions to the paradox of intrinsic change10. 
The first one parallels the B theorist’s solution to the problem of temporal intrinsic change11. 

The B-theorist proposes to consider temporal properties as relations and not as intrinsic proper-
ties. The first solution proposed by Lewis is to abandon the idea that there are intrinsic properties 
and to assume that the alleged properties possessed by objects are “disguised relations” between 
objects and times. This solution solves both the conceptual contradiction and the extensional 
contradiction. There is not any property which is both intrinsic and relational, they are all rela-
tional. And given any object (for example, an apple) and given any instant of time, that object 
never has incompatible relations with that instant of time.

The second solution is more difficult to understand. Lewis explains it with the following 
words: “the only intrinsic properties of a thing are those it has at the present moment.”12 It is not 
clear to me what it means for a thing to have something at a moment and it is not clear what it 
is for a moment to be present. “To have a property at a moment” and “to be present” are both 
properties: are they monadic intrinsic properties? are they relational properties? I suppose that if 
either of the two previous properties is a relational property, then the alleged intrinsic properties 
of a thing are in some way conditioned by the relational property through which they are defined 
and they become relational. It should be maintained that both the properties are intrinsic and 
not relational; but, even admitting that “to be present” is a monadic intrinsic and not a relational 
property, it is quite difficult to believe that “to have a property at a moment” is a monadic intrin-
sic property and not, at least, an intrinsic relation between an object, a property and a moment. 

It could be that I am misrepresenting Lewis’ words: he may be saying that there is a property, 
the property “being present”, which is the only temporal property, which is monadic intrinsic 
and which applies to events, i.e. to objects having properties, like “the ripening of the apple”. 
The monadic intrinsic nature of the property “being present” has an essential role in the events 
to which it applies, it determines the monadic intrinsic nature of the properties which apply  to 
objects. If this is the solution, then the second solution presented by Lewis is presupposing the 

10 He defines it “the problem of temporary intrinsics” (Lewis (1986), p. 203).
11 A curious question might be: “Who parallels who?”. Well, the B-theorist’s solution historically came first; so the 
first solution proposed by Lewis parallels the B-theorist’s solution to the paradox of temporal intrinsic change. 
12 Lewis (1987), p. 204.
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A-theorist’s solution to the paradox of temporal intrinsic change (i.e. it is presupposing that being 
present is a monadic intrinsic and not a temporary property).

This is a way out of the paradox: to assume that the properties of a thing are intrinsic and not 
temporary solves both the conceptual contradiction and the extensional contradiction of the paradox. 

The third solution to the paradox presented by Lewis is available for intrinsic change of ob-
jects, but not available for temporal intrinsic change of events. It is a different way to demonstrate 
that the properties of things are intrinsic and not relational. The idea is that “we are made up of 
temporal parts, and our temporary intrinsics are properties of these parts”13. If we suppose that 
temporal parts of objects do not have incompatible properties, then it is possible to assume that 
they have those properties intrinsically. 

It is quite useful to note that this third solution is not available for the paradox of temporal 
intrinsic change. If we assume that events have parts, even instantaneous parts, it is not possible to 
conclude that each of those parts has just one temporal property intrinsically. Let us suppose that 
there is an instantaneous event, say my typing the letter “e” on the computer, it has become from 
being future to being present and from being present to being past; so, the paradox arises again. 

5. Are the solutions to the paradoxes instruments for
highlighting the notion of intrinsic change?

The solutions to both paradoxes are very sophisticated and deep. The real problem with all 
these solutions is that they solve the paradoxes at the cost of getting rid of intrinsic change. I am 
not going to consider why the solutions to the paradox of intrinsic change of objects get rid of 
intrinsic change. I will take into account the two solutions to the paradox of temporal intrinsic 
change. I believe that they give two incompatible representations of a static reality; but this kind 
of observation is not something philosophers of time admit. 

The B-theorist usually asserts that temporal relations are everything there is concerning time 
and change. When we say that Jane was young and that she is not young any more, all the facts 
at issue are that the event “Jane’s youth” is in the simultaneity relation with an instant of time t 
and is in the earlier than relation with another instant of time t’, while the event “Jane’s not being 
young” is in the simultaneity relation with the instant of time t’ and is in the later than relation 
with the instant of time t. What is missing in this picture is that we expect the event “Jane’s youth” 
to have a particular existence when it was present and not to have it when it has become past.

The presentist A-theorist would probably say that her theory is intended precisely to provide a 
conceptual characterization of the difference between present events on the one side and past and 
future events on the other. In order to stress the salience of the present events, she has introduced 
an intrinsic property possessed only by them. 

The problem with this second interpretation is that, in order to express the idea of temporal 
intrinsic change, it is not enough to say that some event has the intrinsic property being present, it is 
also necessary to say that it has that property temporarily. And if we say that the intrinsic property be-
ing present is possessed temporarily, we come up against the paradox of temporal intrinsic change. 

In conclusion, the B-theory and the presentist A-theory solve the paradox of temporal intrin-
sic change in two incompatible ways and at the cost of getting rid of temporal intrinsic change.

6. Some considerations on the possible attitudes towards temporal intrinsic change
If the two previous solutions to the paradox reject temporal intrinsic change, it could be 

believed that the conclusion to draw is that temporal intrinsic change is impossible and that the 

13 Lewis (1987), p. 204.
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nature of time is to be sought in one of the two opposing solutions to the paradox14. Whichever 
the solution adopted, the conclusion to draw is that temporal intrinsic change does not exist.

I think that another possibility is open: it is possible that the paradox shows our concep-
tual inability to grasp change in  general and more specifically temporal intrinsic change. 
In order to figure out this second possibility, let us suppose that there are people who un-
derstand the paradox of temporal intrinsic change, who do not envisage any solution to the 
paradox which gives a conceptual model of temporal intrinsic change and who still believe 
that temporal intrinsic change is real. What do they believe? 

Before considering the object of their belief, I think that it is useful to consider the prem-
ises they accept. They believe that temporal intrinsic change is real and, as a consequence, 
they are forced to accept that at least being present is both an intrinsic and a temporary 
property; moreover, they are aware of the conceptual incoherence of those assumptions and 
still cannot reject either of them. According to them, being intrinsic and being temporary 
are both ways in which the property being present is realized, but they recognize that being 
intrinsic and being temporary are two incompatible ways for a property to be realized. 

Usually, when we are faced with a paradox, we tend to change one of the premises of our 
argument in order to establish coherence and to solve the paradox. There are cases, and I think 
that the paradox of temporal intrinsic change is one of them, in which some people consider all 
the premises at the same level and cannot abandon any of them.

Given those premises, what do they believe? 
The prima facie answer could be that they believe in an incoherent reality. I suppose 

that the argument behind this answer is the following implication: if they accept two or 
more inconsistent assumptions concerning the same reality, they accept that this reality is 
incoherent. I do not think the implication is valid: they can have reasons to adopt two or 
more assumptions concerning the same reality, but they can still be unable to combine them 
together in a unified and coherent image of the reality. If they do not have an image of how 
the assumptions combine together, there is nothing which is the object of their belief. So, 
I think that it is possible to accept incoherent assumptions concerning the same reality and, 
still, not to believe in an incoherent reality.

Now, if they do not believe in an incoherent reality, what do they believe? Do they believe 
that some philosopher will find a solution to the paradox and will give a coherent picture of 
temporal intrinsic change? This is of course a desirable eventuality for these philosophers, 
but it cannot be taken for granted. Nobody can take a desirable eventuality as a reason to 
believe something.

Their position can be summarized in the following way: (a) they accept two inconsistent 
assumptions concerning the same reality (in particular, they accept two inconsistent assump-
tions concerning the same property), (b) they don’t believe that reality is incoherent, there 
is nothing which can be the object of their belief, (c) the conclusion they draw is that we are 
conceptually unable to grasp temporal reality.

Having adopted this point of view concerning the nature of temporal intrinsic change, 
the two solutions to the paradox are not to be considered two competing descriptions of the 
ontological reality, they should instead be interpreted as two conceptual approximations to 
an unattainable reality. 

Temporal intrinsic change • Elisa Paganini

14 This position is parallel to the conclusion McTaggart (1908) drew from the paradox of temporal becoming: time, 
as we expect it to be, does not exist.
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Universidade de Lisboa

Abstract
Rule-consequentialism tells us that an act is wrong if, and only if, it is forbidden by the ideal 
code. With his new version of rule-consequentialism, Brad Hooker gave us a good reply to 
the central objection to this theory, according to which it either collapses into act-conse-
quentialism or is incoherent as a version of consequentialism. But one element of Hooker’s 
rule-consequentialism has to rejected, namely the following criterion to choose between 
optimal codes: whenever we have two or more optimal codes, the one closest to conven-
tional morality is the ideal code. I argue that this criterion generates incoherent prescriptions 
in some logically possible situations and commits the rule-consequentialist to moral relativ-
ism. I suggest that, to avoid this results,  a satisfactory version of rule-consequentialism must 
include the following claims: 1) All optimal codes are ideal codes; 2) An act is wrong if, and 
only if, it is forbidden by all the ideal codes.

Keywords
Rule-consequentialism, conventional morality, Brad Hooker

1. Por vezes parece-nos que uma boa maneira de avaliar o estatuto moral de uma forma de 
conduta é tomar como ponto de partida a seguinte pergunta: o que aconteceria se toda a gente 
se sentisse à vontade para fazer o mesmo? Se descobrirmos que as consequências de toda a gente 
se sentir à vontade para fazer o mesmo seriam terríveis, essa forma de conduta afigurar-se-nos-á 
moralmente indefensável. O consequencialismo das regras pode ser visto como um desenvolvi-
mento natural desta maneira de pensar. Quem subscreve alguma versão desta teoria, julga que a 
nossa obrigação ética fundamental é viver em conformidade com o sistema de regras cuja aceita-
ção ou observância geral produziria as melhores consequências: o estatuto moral de qualquer acto 
é determinado unicamente por esse código ideal.

* Preparei esta comunicação com o apoio financeiro da Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia e do Fundo So-
cial Europeu no âmbito do III Quadro Comunitário de Apoio. Agradeço a Bolsa de Doutoramento (SFRH/
BD/9016/2002).
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Há alguns anos, o consequencialismo das regras parecia ter deixado de ser uma hipótese fi-
losoficamente viva. Supunha-se que as objecções que lhe tinham sido dirigidas eram insuperáveis. 
Recentemente, Brad Hooker veio colocar em questão esta suposição propondo uma nova versão 
da teoria. O consequencialismo de Hooker deixa-se resumir nos seguintes termos:

Um acto é errado se é proibido pelo código de regras cuja interiorização pela esmagadora 
maioria das pessoas – em todos os lugares e em cada nova geração – tem o máximo valor 
esperado em termos de bem-estar (atribuída alguma prioridade aos mais desfavorecidos). O 
cálculo do valor esperado de um código inclui todos os custos da obtenção da sua interioriza-
ção. Se, no que diz respeito ao valor esperado, dois ou mais códigos forem melhores do que 
os restantes mas iguais entre si, aquele que estiver mais próximo da moralidade convencional 
determina que actos são errados. (2000: 32)

Não vou poder dar a atenção apropriada a todos os aspectos interessantes desta teoria. Começa-
rei por concentrar-me nas suas peculiaridades que lhe permitem responder à objecção mais conhe-
cida ao consequencialismo das regras. Depois, examinarei o «critério de desempate» que Hooker 
formula na última afirmação, tendo o objectivo de indicar duas dificuldades perturbantes que este 
suscita. Vou defender que este critério tem de ser abandonado e propor uma alternativa.

2. A objecção habitual ao consequencialismo das regras tem a forma de um dilema alegada-
mente fatal: o consequencialismo das regras colapsa no consequencialismo dos actos ou incorre 
numa incoerência. Por outras palavras, mesmo que o consequencialismo das regras constitua uma 
alternativa genuína ao consequencialismo dos actos, diferindo deste no estatuto moral que atribui 
a alguns actos, acabará por revelar-se incoerente enquanto teoria consequencialista.

Vejamos como Hooker afasta a ameaça de colapso. Os críticos do consequencialismo das regras 
introduzem esta ameaça de duas formas muito diferentes. Uma maneira de a introduzir consiste 
em alegar que, afinal, o código ideal é constituído por uma única regra muito simples: «Maximize 
o bem». O argumento que conduz a esta conclusão é o seguinte: 1) O código ideal é aquele cuja 
observância geral maximizaria o bem. 2) Se os agentes observassem sempre o código constituído 
apenas pela regra «Maximize o bem», então o bem seria maximizado. 3) Logo, não há um código 
cuja observância geral tenha melhores resultados do que este. Assim, o consequencialismo das re-
gras colapsa no consequencialismo dos actos, pois este segundo tipo de teoria afirma precisamente 
que cada agente deve maximizar o bem em todas as circunstâncias.

Hooker responde a este argumento rejeitando a premissa 1: o código ideal não deve ser enten-
dido em termos dos efeitos da sua observância (compliance), mas em termos dos efeitos, consider-
avelmente mais vastos, da sua aceitação ou interiorização. É verdade que a interiorização de uma 
regra implica uma forte disposição para a observar, mas, além de não garantir a sua observância, 
envolve outras disposições muito diversas: por exemplo, a disposição para encorajar os outros a 
observá-la, a disposição para formar atitudes favoráveis (como a de confiança) relativamente a 
quem a observa, a disposição para sentir culpa ou vergonha quando a desrespeitamos, bem como 
para condenar quem a desrespeita. Não é difícil compreender que a interiorização geral do código 
constituído pela regra «Maximize o bem», por oposição à sua observância, não produziria os mel-
hores resultados, já que, entre outras coisas, destruiria a confiança entre os agentes. (Por exemplo, 
cada pessoa saberia que seria assassinada pelos outros caso a sua morte maximizasse o bem.) E 
existe uma segunda razão para rejeitar este código: devido ao padrão de altruísmo extraordi-
nariamente elevado que impõe, ele tem custos de interiorização insustentáveis – imagine-se que 
recursos seriam necessários para levar todos (ou quase todos) os agentes a fazer da maximização 
do bem a sua única motivação fundamental. 

A segunda forma principal de sugerir que o consequencialismo das regras incorre no colapso 
em questão passa pela introdução de cláusulas de excepção. Considere-se uma regra que o conse-
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quencialista das regras pretenda defender – por exemplo, «Não roube». Suponha-se que o agente 
está num certo tipo de situação, A, em que roubar terá melhores resultados do que não roubar. 
Dado o critério que o consequencialista das regras usa para seleccionar regras, terá de admitir que 
a observância da regra «Não roube excepto em situações do tipo A» é melhor do que a observân-
cia da regra que nos diz apenas «Não roube». Generalizando, obtemos a seguinte conclusão: para 
todas as situações em que a observância de uma certa regra não maximize o bem, o consequen-
cialista das regras terá de subscrever antes a observância de uma regra qualificada que, no caso em 
questão, garanta a maximização do bem. Deste modo, acabará por prescrever os mesmos actos 
que o consequencialista dos actos.    

Hooker responde a este argumento utilizando os mesmos recursos da sua teoria. Por um lado, 
a interiorização geral deste género código – um código com cláusulas de excepção específicas 
ajustadas a cada tipo de situação em que seguir uma certa regra não produzisse as melhores 
consequências – teria efeitos desastrosos. Por outro lado,  devido à sua enorme complexidade, um 
código deste género teria custos de interiorização tão elevados que nunca poderíamos vê-lo como 
um candidato minimamente plausível a código ideal.

Admitindo, então, que o consequencialismo das regras não colapsa no consequencialismo 
dos actos, temos de concluir que, por vezes, esta perspectiva nos diz que devemos seguir uma 
certa regra ainda que infringi-la tivesse melhores resultados. Isto motiva a segunda parte do 
dilema: não será o consequencialismo das regras incoerente? Os críticos sustentam que sim, 
pressupondo que uma perspectiva consequencialista, sejam quais forem as suas peculiaridades, 
implica um compromisso absoluto com a maximização do bem. A acusação de incoerência 
desdobra-se em duas objecções mais precisas:

• Qualquer teoria consequencialista pressupõe que só a maximização do bem é moral-
mente importante. Dado que prescreve actos que não maximizam o bem, o consequencial-
ismo das regras é incoerente.

• Qualquer agente consequencialista está fundamentalmente motivado para maximizar o 
bem. Dado que por vezes cede a uma «adoração de regras», um agente que aceita o conse-
quencialismo das regras tem uma psicologia moral incoerente.

 Para refutar a acusação de incoerência, Hooker nega a afirmação inicial de cada um destes 
argumentos. No primeiro caso, limita-se a elucidar a estrutura do consequencialismo das regras. 
Esta teoria normativa inclui apenas dois elementos fundamentais: um princípio para determinar 
que regras são óptimas e um princípio para determinar que actos são permissíveis. As regras são 
seleccionadas em virtude de a sua interiorização geral maximizar o bem; os actos, por sua vez, 
são avaliados a partir das regras. Não decorre daqui qualquer compromisso com a perspectiva 
segundo a qual só a maximização do bem é moralmente importante. Aliás, o melhor argumento 
a favor do consequencialismo das regras, acrescenta Hooker, não reside na hipótese de este propi-
ciar melhores resultados do que o consequencialismo dos actos, mas na sua capacidade superior 
para acomodar as nossas intuições morais.

Para mostrar que um agente consequencialista das regras não tem de estar fundamen-
talmente motivado para maximizar o bem, Hooker sugere que a sua psicologia moral 
pode ser delineada em termos de uma motivação moral fundamental e de duas crenças: 
(1 De um ponto de vista moral, o que mais importa é fazer aquilo que é imparcialmente 
defensável; 2) Agir segundo regras imparcialmente justificadas é imparcialmente defen-
sável; 3) O consequencialismo das regras é a melhor maneira de entender o que é uma 
regra imparcialmente justificada.

 Deste modo, depois de ter afastado a ameaça de colapso no consequencialismo dos actos, 
Hooker mostra que as habituais acusações de incoerência são infundadas.
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3. Segundo Hooker, um acto é errado se, e somente se, é proibido pelo código ideal. Se um 
código é o ideal, então nenhum outro código produziria um maior valor esperado através da sua 
interiorização geral. Mas o que fazer se identificarmos mais do que um código óptimo? A sugestão 
de Hooker, como vimos, é a de tomar como referência a moralidade convencional: devemos 
escolher o código que mais dela se aproxima. Vou agora mostrar que este critério é indefensável.

Suponhamos que R1 e R2 são duas das regras que fazem parte do código moral convencional, 
e que R1’ e R2’ são regras alternativas.  Imaginemos agora que descobrimos dois códigos, A e B, 
cujo valor esperado é superior ao de todos os outros. Estes códigos diferem apenas no seguinte: 
o código A inclui as regras R1’ e R2; o código B inclui as regras R1 e R2’. Podemos também 
imaginar um terceiro código, C, que difere de A e de B apenas em virtude de incluir as regras R1’ 
e R2’. O valor esperado de C é inferior ao de A e B (e, podemos supô-lo, é também inferior ao do 
código convencional) porque a combinação das regras R1’ e R2’ produz resultados infelizes.

A seguinte tabela proporciona um exemplo deste tipo de situação:

Código Regras Valor
esperado

A R1’
R2

Idade adulta aos x-2 anos.
Restrições ao consumo de drogas. y + 10

B R1
R2’

Idade adulta aos x anos.
Ausência de restrições ao consumo de drogas.

Moralidade 
convencional

R1
R2

Idade adulta aos x anos.
Restrições ao consumo de drogas.

y

C R1’
R2’

Idade adulta aos x-2 anos.
Ausência de restrições ao consumo de drogas.

y - 1

Não é difícil perceber que uma situação deste género revela uma limitação potencialmente 
desastrosa do critério de escolha proposto por Hooker. Dado que A está mais próximo do código 
convencional num certo aspecto, mas mais afastado dele noutro aspecto, como poderemos uti-
lizá-lo para quebrar o impasse entre A e B? Enquanto não o quebrarmos, permaneceremos com 
dois códigos que sancionam prescrições manifestamente incompatíveis. Deste modo, a ameaça de 
incoerência volta a assombrar o consequencialismo das regras.

Podemos pensar que a dificuldade desapareceria com um esclarecimento adequado da noção 
de proximidade aqui utilizada. Não parece que seja esse o caso. Uma maior clareza diminuiria 
a probabilidade de situações de impasse, mas nunca excluiria completamente a possibilidade de 
estas se verificarem. E julgo que não podemos aceitar uma teoria que, em algumas circunstân-
cias possíveis (por muito remotas que sejam), resulte em avaliações contraditórias do estatuto 
moral de alguns actos.

Mas suponhamos agora que, depois de termos esclarecido melhor a noção de proximidade, 
acabámos por concluir que o código A está mais próximo da moralidade convencional do que o 
código rival. Podemos ter descoberto que, no código instituído na sociedade em questão,  R2 
tem um impacto social muito superior ao de R1, pelo que o abandono de R2 implicaria uma 
reforma moral mais profunda do que o abandono de R1.

Porém, importa não esquecer que a moralidade convencional é culturalmente relativa -- podem-
os perfeitamente conceber uma sociedade na qual o código instituído é diferente. Imaginemos 
então uma sociedade cuja moralidade convencional difere daquela que descrevemos unicamente 
a este respeito: à semelhança do código C,  inclui as regras R1’ e R2’. E, tal como na primeira 
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sociedade R2 é mais importante do que R1, nesta segunda sociedade R2’ é mais importante do 
que R1’. Como acabámos de ver, se estivermos na primeira sociedade, escolheremos o código A. 
No entanto, se estivermos na segunda sociedade, a aplicação do método proposto por Hooker 
levar-nos-á a escolher o código B, já que este é o que menos se afasta da moralidade convencional 
dessa sociedade. Chegamos assim a um resultado muito indesejável para os consequencialistas das 
regras: o critério de Hooker permite que o código ideal seja relativo à moralidade convencional 
de cada sociedade.

4. Dado que o critério de Hooker conduz à incoerência e ao relativismo, tem de ser rejeitado. 
Mas precisaremos de um critério de escolha alternativo para salvar o consequencialismo das re-
gras? Creio que não. A minha sugestão é que podemos dispensar a necessidade de um critério 
desse género se reformularmos apropriadamente o consequencialismo das regras. Perante vários 
códigos cuja interiorização produziria o máximo valor esperado, em vez de tentarmos determinar 
qual deles é o código ideal, admitamos simplesmente que todos são códigos ideais. Depois, como 
poderemos determinar se um acto é errado? Estas são duas hipóteses a considerar:

1) Um acto é errado se, e somente se, é proibido por todos os códigos ideais.

2) Um acto é errado se, e somente se, é proibido por pelo menos um dos códigos ideais.
À partida, 1 resulta numa ética mais permissiva do que 2. E entre 1 e 2 existem muitas hipó-

teses intermédias, como 3:  
3) Um acto é errado se, e somente se, é proibido pela maior parte dos códigos ideais.

Vou concluir apresentando duas razões a favor de 1 – uma delas lógica; a outra psicológica.
A hipótese 2 é inaceitável porque permite prescrições incompatíveis. Suponha-se que A e B 

são códigos ideais, e que as regras de A proíbem que o agente faça x, ao passo que as regras de 
B proíbem que o agente faça não x. Aplicando 2, chegamos a este resultado inaceitável: é errado 
fazer x e é errado fazer não x. A hipótese 1, pelo contrário, conduz a um resultado que nada tem 
de paradoxal: é permissível fazer x e é permissível fazer não x.  

Recordemos agora a psicologia moral do consequencialista das regras que Hooker esboçou em 
resposta à objecção da incoerência. Se o consequencialista das regras tem esse tipo de psicologia, 
então a sua motivação fundamental é agir de uma forma imparcialmente defensável. Logo, se 
há pelo menos um código ideal que permite (i.e., não proíbe) um certo curso de acção, isso 
basta para justificar esse curso de acção. Repare-se que este argumento, por oposição ao anterior, 
funciona não só contra 2, mas também contra 3. Assim, concluo que o consequencialismo de 
Hooker deve dar lugar à seguinte perspectiva: um acto é errado se, e apenas se, não é permitido 
por nenhum dos códigos cuja interiorização geral maximizaria o valor esperado.
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to examine the attitude we should adopt towards the historical 
processes that have shaped our ethical ideas by studying Bernard Williams’s relativism of 
distance. This relativism, applied to the history of ethics, can be understood as saying that, in 
confrontations with ethical outlooks of the past, the language of appraisal is inappropriate 
and no real judgments are made. I argue that this relativism of distance is inconsistent with 
some other of Williams’s  meta-ethical views, in particular with his views concerning the 
authority of our ethical ideas. I also try to explain the representation of the history of ethics 
implicit in our respect for that authority. 

Keywords
Internalism, relativism, objectivity, Bernard Williams, history, ethics.

How should we look back on the millennia-long history during which our ethical outlook and 
our way of life arose? We know that in the past strange and even appalling views have enjoyed 
widespread and sincere support. Nevertheless, we do not view our own ethical ideas as a simple 
matter of choice (as we choose a hobby or a career). Rather, we experience that certain demands 
are made upon us with unmistakable authority. If we do not object against the use in ethics of the 
predicate ‘true’, we may say that we are confronted with the (ethical) truth of an outlook. Or, to 
use a provocative expression by David Wiggins, however uncertain we may feel in ethical matters, 
at least on some issues (concerning equality and equal rights as against past ideas of hierarchy, for 
instance) we believe that “there is nothing else to think”. 

Given these aspects of our ethical lives, it seems only natural to view our own ethical outlook 
as the conclusion of a process of rational reflection, as the product of the growth of ethical knowl-
edge; if our ancestors had only thought long, thoroughly and sincerely enough, we tend to think, 
they would have arrived at an outlook very similar to ours. At the very least, we imagine that the 
consecutive generations contribute to a common search for truth.
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Against this flattering representation of the history of our ethical ideals Bernard Williams has 
strong objections; according to him, it betrays a radically misconceived conception of authority 
in ethics and, as a result, also of the kind of representation of the history of ethics that is in agree-
ment with the specific character of ethical authority. In fact, 

“[A] truthful historical account is likely to reveal a radical contingency in our current 
ethical conceptions. Not only might they have been different from what they are, but also the 
historical changes that brought them about are not obviously related to them in a way that 
vindicates them against possible rivals”1.

A very quick comparison with the history of the natural sciences will explain this objection. 
In natural science there appear to exist certain ‘external’ procedures or criteria. That is to say 
procedures or criteria accepted by supporters of rival theories on the basis of which it can be 
shown which theory is preferable. Often we can even make sense of an older theory by means of 
the new theory, explaining why the older theory, although wrong, seemed plausible at the time. 
(In Williams’s terms: the new theory entails a “theory of error”). Consequently, “both parties 
(the holders of the earlier outlook, and the holders of the later) have reason to recognize the 
transition as an improvement”2. In ethics, however, nothing comparable to what happens in the 
natural sciences exists. Even if agreement or convergence in ethical outlook does occur, it does 
not come about because alternative outlooks have been eliminated in accordance with such exter-
nal procedures. In this sense, no ethical conception can be said to be “vindicated against possible 
rivals”. The history of ethics is not vindicatory: we have no vindication for claiming that people 
in the past were mistaken and that by amending their views something like they would ultimately 
have arrived at something like our own conception. 

From this Williams concludes that with regard to ethical outlooks of the past only a relativistic 
attitude is appropriate. This ‘relativism of distance’, summarized and applied to the past, is the 
thesis that in confrontations with past outlooks “the language of appraisal – good, bad, right, 
wrong, and so on – [...] is seen as inappropriate, and no judgments are made”3. Such appraisals 
cannot be vindicated and therefore amount to nothing more than an empty compliment to our-
selves (as if we are rational and astute enough to have discovered the ethical truth searched for all 
through the ages)4. The past must not be judged; it must be studied and interpreted5. 

In this paper I will discuss this relativistic interpretation of the history of ethics. I shall adopt 
as a starting point Williams’s claims that in ethics external procedures or criteria on the scientific 
model are useless, if not unfeasible, and that the history of ethics is therefore not vindicatory. I 
will also accept the internalist interpretation of practical reason upon which, as I shall explain, 
these claims rest. My aim is to examine what interpretation of the history of ethics follows from 
these ideas. For instance, it is not obvious how we may reconcile Williams’s relativism of distance 
with a proper recognition of the authority of our own ethical ideas. Can we acknowledge this au-
thority without expressing disapproval of past outlooks? Doesn’t claiming truth for at least some 
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1 (Williams 2002), 20-2; see also (Williams 2000), 489-490 and (Williams 1995b), 179-180.
2 (Williams 2000), 486; see also (Williams 1972), 32-33; (Williams 1996), 28-30.
3 (Williams 1985), 161; (Williams 1981b), 142-143. Judgments concerning past conceptions of social justice is the 
one exception Williams is prepared to make. 
4 (Williams 1985), 159-160; (Williams 2000), 488.
5 Compare (Williams 1995e), 146. Although Williams suggest that relativism of distance only applies to “fairly large 
scale systems or bodies or beliefs”. (Williams 1985), 162, ethical judgments concerning individual people of the past 
and their actions appear to suffer in the final analysis from the same problem as more general judgments: it “involves 
taking the people in abstraction from the social practices in which they lived, and so, often, we do not see them 
realistically” (Williams 1985), 162; cf. (Williams 1981b), 141-142.
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of our ethical ideas entail that we condemn earlier outlooks as false? Or, conversely, what does the 
claim ‘there is nothing else to think’ precisely mean when applied to the past? 

Searching for an answer to these questions, I will explain the background of Williams’s relativ-
ism of distance (1.) and show that it rests on a number of premises that are implausible or in any 
case not argued for (2. and 3.). By way of conclusion I will present an alternative interpretation 
of the history of ethical ideas that is more in line with Williams’s other meta-ethical views, and, in 
particular, with his analysis of authority in ethics (4.). By offering an internal criticism of relativism 
of distance, I aim to understand what the reflection upon the history of our ethical outlook may 
reveal about the relationship in ethics between contingency and validity or authority. 

1. An internalist interpretation of practical reason and truth in ethics
Williams’s relativism of distance, as is generally the case with his meta-ethics, rests upon an 

internalist interpretation of practical reason6. According to such an internalist interpretation prac-
tical reasons are internal reasons. That is to say, if we can “truly say of A that A has a reason to 
, then [...] there must be a sound deliberative route to -ing which starts from A’s existing 
motivations”7. Williams’sfirst statement of this internalism in 1980 reopened the debate about 
the possibility of a pure practical reason that dates back at least to the days of Hume an Kant. 
Since I cannot retrace every twist and turn of that debate here, I will only point out what seems to 
Williams himself the essential insight. For it is highly pertinent to the issue of the proper attitude 
towards the ethical outlooks of earlier times. 

Of course, Williams does not deny that the concept of a practical reason has normative force; 
we can and must distinguish between the reasons an agent thinks he has and the reasons he really 
has. (If only because a person who is wrong about the world – who takes a glass of petrol for a 
glass of gin - may think he has a reason – to drink the glass – when he doesn’t – wanting gin is 
not a reason to drink a glass of petrol)8. The central insight of this internalism is the thesis is that 
notwithstanding the normative force of the concept of a practical reason and notwithstanding the 
fact that we may distinguish the reasons an agent thinks he has and the reasons he really has, true 
statements about the practical reasons a particular person A has, should not be too general. They 
should say something distinctively about A; they should at any rate say something more distinctive 
than that there are reasons that would be discovered by anyone deliberating correctly. 

“‘A has a reason to ’ [...] should say something special about A, and not merely invoke in 
connection with him some general normative judgments. An externalist account that simply 
bases ‘A has a reason to ’ on ‘A correct deliberator would be motivated in these circum-
stances to ’ cannot satisfy that condition”9.

Even if we want to say that someone really has a reason to  and not just that he thinks he has a 
reason, we must be careful that such statements are not too distanced from that particular person 
in his particular circumstances and with his particular motivations. 

The same constraints apply to reason-statements in ethics: moral considerations “make sense 
only if they are related to other reasons for actions, and generally to [...] desires, needs and 
projects”10. That is the reason why external procedures, by definition independent of the existing 
motivations of the parties involved, are useless in ethics: they do not lead to practical reasons. 

6 Compare (Hollis 1995), 173.
7 (Williams 1995d), 186.
8 (Williams 1995c), 38-39; (Williams 1981a), 101-102; (Williams 1995d), 191
9 (Williams 1995d), 191-192. Williams uses symbols; I have replaced them with the expression for which they stand.
10 (Williams 1993), XIII. 
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Moreover, internalism implies a certain attitude towards people who remain deaf to any moral 
considerations. Internalism does not mean that we cannot criticize such people: most probably 
we have every reason to say that they are ungrateful, inconsiderate, sexist, inattentive, etc. We 
can even say that they overlook the ethical requirements of the circumstances in which they 
find themselves. What we cannot meaningfully say, however is that they have a reason to behave 
differently. On an internalist interpretation of practical reason, that does not add anything 
significant to the ethical disapproval we have already expressed, to the “many other things we 
can say to people whose behaviour does not accord with what we think it should be [...]. As 
for instance, that it would be better if they acted otherwise”11. One of the merits of Williams’s 
internalism is that it makes us pause and think about what we can meaningfully say about the 
practical reasons of other people. 

From this internalism Williams derives two interesting conclusions with regard to the impor-
tance or ‘value’ of truth in ethics. Williams sees no objections against predicating ‘true’ of ethical 
judgments or statements, as we are used to do in every day language use. But his first conclusion 
is that truth and such things as “getting to know the truth, of continuing to look for the truth, 
asserting the truth because it’s true, of taking steps not to deceive oneself into thinking that p is 
false when it is in fact true” have only relative value in ethics: 

“People tend to say that, if it is important to have true beliefs, there can be nothing more im-
portant to have true beliefs about than questions of value. This simply assumes that the answers 
we need to questions about value must recommend themselves because they are truths.”12. 

In order to understand this, we ought to consider that ethical outlooks and in particular the 
ethical outlooks of traditional, pre-modern cultures consist mainly of descriptive so-called ‘thick’ 
concepts (such as coward, brutal, chaste, treason etc.) as against prescriptive ‘thin’ concepts, 
primarily found in the works of modern moral philosophers (such ach ‘morally obligatory’ or 
‘morally acceptable’ or ‘morally right’)13. When studying foreign outlooks, we may therefore be 
confronted with concepts that we do not normally use ourselves14, such as the virtue concept 
‘chastity’. In such a situation we may after a while be able to discover the extension of that con-
cept (which is not so difficult in the case of chastity); we may even discover what is, for the people 
using the concept, its point, its ethical significance. But at least in some cases we will find that we 
do not identify with this ethical point. After due reflection we decide that there are no reasons 
for us to use that concept ourselves, to structure our experience and to pursue or avoid certain 
courses of action by virtue of that concept’s application (‘Do not do this, for it is unchaste’). 

Even if we do not identify with the alien concept, however, we may still be able to determine 
what belongs to its extension and we may therefore be able to agree with people using that con-
cept whether or not a certain statement built with that concept is true. The divergence between 
ethical outlooks is not always due to the differing truth-values of ethical statements, but rather to 
the value we attach to the truth of these statements. In this sense, the crucial issue is not the truth 
of ethical statements, but the significance of these truths15. 

Secondly, it follows from Williams’s internalism that the range of possible alternatives to our 
current ethical outlook is restricted. For Williams distinguishes between ethical outlooks that are 
‘real’ or ‘conceivable’ alternatives to our own outlook and outlooks that are merely notional alter-
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11 (Williams 1995c), 39-40.
12 (Williams 1995f), 232-233.
13 (Williams 1985), 140; (Williams 1995f), 235-236.
14 Williams uses the expression ‘to use a concept’ as a rule in the sense of ‘to identify with the concept’. See for 
instance, (Williams 1995a), 21, n. 8.
15 (Williams 1995c), 37-38; cf. (Williams 1995f), 236, 237.  
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natives. An alternative is real or conceivable, if it attracts us now – as we are now, in our particular 
situation, with our current motivations. An alternative is real or conceivable if we could, after 
deliberation starting from our existing motivations and without being the victim of any delusions, 
go over to that alternative. In other words, “the life of a Bronze Age Chief or a medieval samurai 
are not real options for us: there is no way of living them”16. 

Although Williams does not explicitly associate this distinction between conceivable and no-
tional alternatives with truth, the distinction does illustrate an important point about the role of 
truth in ethics. As a matter of fact, the content of the idea of an alternative to our current outlook 
is different in the natural sciences from its content in ethics. In science we must never exclude the 
possibility, however remote, that one day even our most established theory may be replaced by an 
alternative about which we are not able at the moment to say anything specific. For the value of 
scientific theories does not rest upon our believing that they will help us to grasp the truth about the 
universe now; their value lies in their contribution to the steady progress towards the truth, in being 
a meritorious but provisional attempt that one day may be abandoned17. Since in ethics any alterna-
tive to our present outlook about which we are not able to say anything specific is purely notional, 
the prospect that our current outlook will be replaced one day by such an alternative is notional too. 
We cannot view our own ethical outlook as a provisional attempt that will some day be discarded. 
Our present ethical outlook is not a contribution to the future inquiry into ethical truth. 

2. Relativism of distance
The main insight of Williams’s internalism is that statements about practical reasons should not 

be too general; they should say something distinctive about the agent as well as his or her particular 
circumstances and motivations. As I have already said, I will assume that this principle is largely 
correct. For it is tantamount to a very sensible, even if rather obvious methodological guideline: in 
appraising past outlooks and in recording the reasons of people in earlier periods, we must guard 
against anachronistic representations of their situation, their motivations and their practical reasons. 
For instance, the realism of our picture of history increases considerably, as soon as we realize that 
a past ethical outlook cannot be but a notional alternative18. The fact of the matter is, of course, 
that a return to the past is prevented non only by all sorts of technical and social developments on 
which we have grown dependent, but also by the high level of reflectiveness and self-consciousness 
typical of contemporary society. We cannot consciously return to an older form of society with 
reduced reflectiveness, criticism and self-consciousness. Being aware that our ‘confrontations’ with 
past outlooks are merely notional, we fully appreciate that the past is really past.

What’s more, Williams’s internalism leads to an interesting analysis of how contingency and 
authority or validity are interlaced in ethics. On the one hand, external procedures on the scientific 
model haven proven to be useless in ethics, since the significance or value of ethical considerations, 
true though they may be, must not be too general; they must fit in with the existing motivations 
of the persons concerned. Moreover, when we reflect on our own ethical outlook or when we 
deliberate on a possible course of action, we do not have to consider every possible alternative; 
it is sufficient that we consider only the conceivable alternatives. For in ethical reflection and 
deliberation we are only required to consider the limited range of alternatives that appeal to us 
now in our present situation and with our present motivations. Consequently, the aim of ethical 

16 (Williams 1985), 161. Whether or not an alternative is merely notional is never just a matter of logistical problems; 
it is a matter of living the alternative being who we are, with our current motivations, cf. (Williams 1995e). For ease 
of exposition, I will sometimes call a confrontation with a notional/real alternative a notional/real confrontation.
17 See for instance, (Hookway 1995), 49.
18 (Williams 1995e), 139.
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reflection and deliberation is to arrive at the truth about what appeals to us, about what our true 
motivations are. 

Here we encounter the basic tenet of Williams’s meta-ethics. The most important ethical 
question is not whether a certain ethical idea or outlook is true, but whether it is a truth that is 
important to us. Ethical reflection is not in the first instance a search for truth, but a search for 
the truths with which we are willing to live. In short, it is a search for self-knowledge. As early 
as in his first book, Morality from 1972, Williams expresses this point unambiguously, quoting 
approvingly, in order to explain what morality is about, this sentence by D.H. Lawrence: “Find 
your deepest impulse and follow that”19.

On the other hand, internalism does not diminish the authority of our ethical outlook nor cause 
it to be less unconditional. Quite the reverse, it restricts the range of ethically significant alterna-
tives for our current outlook to conceivable alternatives. From an ethical point of view, merely our 
present ethical outlook and at the most those outlooks that are conceivable alternatives are real: 

“We know that most people in the past have not shared |our outlook|; We know that there 
are others in the world who do not share it now. But for us it is simply there. This does not 
mean that we have the thought ‘for us, it is simply there’. It means that we have the thought 
‘it is simply there’ (That is what it is for it to be, for us, simply there)”20

For that reason Williams rejects more current forms of normative relativism, since they defend 
the implausible claim that 

“that ethical conceptions of right and wrong have a logically inherent relativity to a given 
society”. [...] The fact that people can and must react when they are confronted with another 
culture and do so by applying their existing notions [...] seems to show that the ethical 
thought of a given culture [...] may still be making claims it intends to apply to the whole 
world, not just to that part of it which is its ‘own world’”21.

In short, Williams’s internalism leads to a conception of ethics that acknowledges the author-
ity of our ethical ideas while recognizing their contingency.

Williams rejects the possibility of an ‘external’ (or ‘objective’) justification on the scientific 
model and relativizes to some extent the value of truth in ethics, but he does not embrace a 
general normative relativism. His relativism of distance has only a limited validity: as the expres-
sion implies, it affects only notional confrontations, confrontations with outlooks that are too 
far removed from our own situation and motivations to be genuine contenders for adoption. In 
particular, it applies to confrontations with outlooks of the past. In other situations – when for 
instance a reaction is required or when we are confronted with a real or conceivable alternative 
– a relativistic suspension of judgment is rejected as inappropriate. The fact that an objective jus-
tification of our ethical judgments is impossible provokes different consequences in the case of a 
notional confrontation as against the case of situations demanding a reaction or a choice between 
real or conceivable alternatives. 

The difference between the two cases is obvious. In the latter case we face a practical problem: 
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19 (Williams 1972), 79; cf. Williams’s remark taken down by (Jeffries 2002): “If there’s one theme in all my work it’s 
about authenticity and self-expression. [...] It’s the idea that somethings are in some real sense really you, or express 
what you |are| and others aren’t”. 
20 (Williams 2000), 492. In his comment on the statement by D.H. Lawrence mentioned above, Williams leaves 
no room for doubt that ‘finding your deepest impulse’ is not a matter of mere choosing: “The notion that there is 
something that is one’s deepest impulse, that there is a discovery to be made here, rather than a decision; and the 
notion that one trusts what is so discovered, although unclear where it will lead – these are the point”, (Williams 
1972), 79. 
21 (Williams 1985), 158-159; cf. (Williams 1972), 20-25; (Williams 1981b), 14; (Williams 2000), 492. 
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we deal with a situation in which we must respond actively or with an alternative that we might 
adopt and the question therefore arises what to do. In the case of a notional confrontation such 
a practical question does not arise at all. When no practical problem arises therefore, appraisal 
and judgment is according to Williams inappropriate. In such a situation our ethical convictions 
have no authority. Accordingly, Williams’s relativism of distance rests upon an (implicit) premise 
according to which an ethical outlook only has authority if and when we deliberate about what to 
do22. History is beyond the competence of ethical judgment. With regard to historical develop-
ments only an externally or objectively justifiable judgment is appropriate. 

3 Ethics and interpretation
Williams’s relativism of distance rests upon the implicit premise that our ethical convictions 

have no authority when we are studying and interpreting history. Most likely, it is the influence 
of this idea that prevents Williams from arriving at a convincing analysis of the interpretation of 
alien ethical outlooks and concepts.  

 In a recent paper23, Williams considers the situation of an interpreter studying a language 
called L. As explained above, even an interpreter who ultimately comes to the conclusion that he 
cannot himself use a certain ethical concept of L, may nevertheless be able to understand its use. 

“Someone can come to understand this ethical language L without its being that person’s 
own language. That’s the ethnographic stance. A person who is exposed to the society can, 
for instance impersonate an L-speaker. The visitor to the society is let us say an Lo-speaker. 
He impersonates L-speakers, becoming indistinguishable from an L-speaker, even to himself. 
There are whole days perhaps in which his world is the world of the L-speaker. In this case 
he will in speaking follow the rule of truthfulness-in-L. Reverting to his role as external com-
mentator, he may remark that the utterances of a given L-speaker are true. 

What he can’t do is to generate a Tarski-equivalent right hand side in his own language 
Lo for the claim that (e.g.) ‘X is chaste’ is true in L. The reason he can’t do this is that, given 
the way in which we set up the case, the expressive powers of his own language are different 
from those of the native language precisely in the respect that the native language contains an 
ethical concept which his doesn’t. If we suppose that his ethical language is based largely on 
thin ethical concepts, you might say the expressive powers of his language are weaker [...] 

Granted he fact, which I find undeniable, that different societies thick concepts are not 
simply homogeneous, don’t simply map on to each other, we have a perfectly coherent account 
of what truthfulness in L is and what its relation can be to the language of an observer”24.

What attracts the attention in this quotation is the fact that Williams (misled by Tarski?) ap-
pears to have a remarkably static, a-historic conception of a language, as if a language is something 
like a fixed store of concepts. For why does Williams think that the interpreter cannot say what 
the speaker is saying? Why can’t he use the unfamiliar concept of the native speaker? Of course, it 
is possible that “the expressive powers of his own language are different from those of the native 
language precisely in the respect that the native language contains an ethical concept which his 

22 (Williams 1981b), 141; See also p. 142: “to stand in merely notional confrontation is to lack the relation to our 
concerns which alone gives any point or substance to appraisal”. Or (Williams 2000), 491: “there is no inherent 
conflict among three activities: first, the first-order activity of acting and arguing within the framework of our ideas; 
second, the philosophical activity of reflecting on those ideas |…|; and third, the historical activity of understanding 
where they came from”. This passage at least suggest that the historical study of ethics does not take place ‘within 
the framework of our ideas’.
23 (Williams 1995f), 238-240.
24 (Williams 1995f), 239. 
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doesn’t”. If, however, the interpreter learns a new concept, not only discovering its extension but 
also its ethical point, he may come to appreciate that point; he may discover that speakers of L 
point by means of that concept to something ethically important and significant – significant also 
for the interpreter. In short, the interpreter, learning something ethically significant, acquires a 
new concept25. 

The result is, however, that ‘his’ language is not exactly ‘our’ language any longer, the lan-
guage he and we who have stayed at home, shared. His language has become richer because of 
his contacts with the speakers of L. Something similar may also happen to an interpreter whose 
“ethical language is based largely on thin ethical concepts”; he may for example learn the dif-
ference between cruelty and cowardice and find out that it is possible to differentiate by means 
of these ‘thick’ concepts between actions that are in a different sense and for different reasons 
morally unacceptable. 

Keeping this more dynamic conception of language and interpretation in mind, let us review 
once more the situation of an interpreter who learns a new concept the ethical point of which he 
understands but cannot share. In this case the interpreter decides not to include the concept in 
his language. If he were convinced of the ethical relevance of the native concept, he would have 
included the word in his own language. Interpreting an ethical outlook (entering into its mean-
ing) and judging (appraising its meaning) are inextricably bound up with each other: we discover 
the ethical significance by defining our position towards it26. 

4. History and ethics
Williams’s relativism of distance rests upon the implicit premise that while studying history we 

should set aside our ethical convictions and take an external point of view. Furthermore, Williams 
appears to have a static conception of interpretation, language and the concepts ‘stored’ in a lan-
guage. That is why he does not realize that by trying to understand an unfamiliar ethical outlook 
inevitably raises the question whether some of its concepts are ethically relevant to us or the converse 
question whether the people we are trying to understand miss the concepts with which to express 
ethical truths that are important (in their circumstances). Tthe interpreter cannot avoid an appraisal 
of the ethical relevance of the ethical outlook by the very fact that he is trying to understand it. Since 
we cannot suspend our judgment, as Williams requires, that judgment cannot be disposed of as an 
inappropriate way of affirming our ethical self-confidence, as a vain act of self-glorification.

What applies to interpretation of individual ethical outlooks, applies to the study of the history 
of ethics: while studying an ethical outlook of the past we must also appraise it. Granted that a 
history of ethics studies the developments within and the succession of ethical outlooks, we will 
learn how people gradually come to appreciate the ethical relevance of the same things as we 
do, how values and norms were discovered with which we can identify and how in (philosophi-
cal) reflection the words or concepts are coined to express these concerns. From this evolves a 
particular interpretation of the history of ethics. Writing the history of ethics, we piece together 
a story in which a selection of past outlooks and ideas are narratively related to each other and to 
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25 As Williams knows of course, see (Williams 1995f), 237.
26 Deze argumentatie mag niet verward worden met een argumentatie die Williams overweegt in (Williams 1995e), 
141-142, 149-150. Daarbij wordt op grond van de filosofie van de interpretatie van Donald Davidson en de rol die 
het principe van welwillendheid (charity) daarin speelt geargumenteerd dat er een gemeenschappelijke natuur van 
de mens bestaat waarop we dan een universele ethiek zouden kunnen opbouwen. Williams voert daartegen terecht 
aan dat het inzicht in de gemeenschappelijke natuur van mensen, gesteld dat we dat kunnen verwerven, te weinig 
concreet zal zijn om als basis voor een bruikbare ethiek te dienen, zie bijv. (Williams 1995e), 142. Mijn argument 
doet geen beroep op de idee van een gemeenschappelijke natuur.*
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our present outlook in terms of what – according to us – is their ethical significance. From this 
they derive a certain historical meaning in virtue of the fact that together they display an ethical 
development in the direction of our own outlook. 

Moreover, we may assume that we have good (enough) reasons for our judgment about the 
ethical significance of past outlooks. In other words, in judging the past we claim that there 
is nothing else to think. Consequently, the history of ethics involves a complex relationship 
with the past: 1) past outlooks derive historical meaning from a historical account that depicts 
them as constituting a development in the direction of our present outlook, that 2) may itself 
by influenced by this study of the past, but 3) about which in the end we claim that there is 
nothing else to think. In short, we portray the outlooks of the past as consecutive contributions 
to a common search for (ethical) truth. 

What’s more, leaving aside the ethical issues about which we are undecided, we seem committed 
to viewing the history of ethics as a common search for truth that has come to an end. For another 
very valuable insight following from Williams’s internalism is the thought that in ethics nothing 
corresponds to the scientific ideal of detachment as a result of which we always take into account 
the possibility of having to replace even our best theories. Whatever may be the exact meaning of 
the expression ‘a search for truth’, in ethics it cannot imply that the merit of our current ethical 
outlook amounts to it being a contribution to the future search for truth, a mere attempt of which 
we hope that it will some day be replaced by a more correct view. That is the reason why we claim, 
concerning ethical ideas about which we are not in doubt, that there is nothing else to think. Since 
we cannot look upon our own outlook as a provisional contribution to the future search for truth, 
we must regard the history of ethics as a search for truth that ends with our outlook. In this sense, 
our ethical outlook presupposes a claim that transcends its location in history. 

What do these conclusions concerning our representation of the history of ethical ideas imply 
about the contingency and the authority of our own ethical outlook? In order to answer this 
question, we should be aware of the interconnection of and the peculiarities of the authority of 
our ethical ideas on the one hand, and that of historical interpretation on the other hand. 

1) In contrast to relativism of distance, I argued that our ethical ideas do have authority when 
we are studying history, that we cannot avoid appraising the past and that, furthermore, we 
claim regarding this appraisal of the past, as we do with other ethical judgments we feel certain 
about, that there is nothing else to think. But what is the content of that claim? If in studying 
history we cannot but take up an ethical point of view, we must at any rate abandon any ideas of 
objectively justifying our judgment of the past, for instance by means of external procedures or 
criteria. Moreover, Williams’s internalism and particularly his distinction between conceivable or 
real alternatives and notional alternatives has the virtue of helping us to maintain our distance 
from the past: in earlier times ethical concepts were used and ethical truths were thought to be 
significant that are so alien to us, that they could never be part of any ethical outlook with which 
we would consciously choose to live. Having accepted Williams’s internalism, we cannot claim 
that our judgment of the past was ‘at some level’ anticipated in the past, that our outlook answers 
questions already raised by our ancestors. 

The judgments that we cannot avoid while studying the history of ethics are tantamount to the 
following: we have come to the conclusion that the people of the past have overlooked something 
that was – at the time – ethically significant. Basing our judgment upon our own outlook, we believe 
that it would have been better if they had in their circumstances taken into account things that we 
think are ethically relevant (and find the concepts to express these things). To use an expression 
by Richard Rorty, our judgment about the past and the outlook upon which it is built, is “frankly 
ethnocentric”. Granted that we view past outlooks as contributions to a common search for truth 
which has ended with our own outlook, our frankly ethnocentric judgment (there is nothing else to 
think but the way we do) sums up ‘a frankly ethnocentric’ representation of the history of ethics. 
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2) When studying the past we seem committed to a frankly ethnocentric conception of his-
tory. This frankly ethnocentric representation of the past summarized in that judgment, however, 
is an historical representation, claiming historical truth. This in turn implies two things. On the 
one hand, we have assumed that our study of the history of ethics is carried out with all the skill, 
technique and accuracy that distinguishes great history. Our representation of the history of ethics 
as a common search for truth is therefore a true interpretation of the past enjoying the kind of 
objectivity that is typical of historical interpretations. As Williams himself puts it: “we should resist 
[...] the idea that we can choose the way we see the past”27. 

On the other hand, every sincere and perceptive historian knows that no such thing exists as the 
one true or correct account of the past. Knowing an account to be an historical account is to know 
that different accounts of the same subject are possible. We do not expect from historiography 
“the truth about the past”, but true accounts that “make sense of the past – to us”. 

“What makes sense of the past to us may not make sense of it to others. This applies to 
people in the past: we know, historically, that their interpretations of their past differed from 
our interpretations of both their past and ours. It applies to people of the future. If the “truth 
about the universe were discovered, future people would have no reason to change it [...] I 
do not see how anyone could reasonably think a large-scale interpretation of history might be 
in this position, or why they should want it to be”28. 

An historical interpretation is itself an historical, momentary occurrence
Realizing that our ethnocentric representation of the history of ethics is an historical represen-

tation, we become aware that it is only one historical interpretation among others, one effort at 
making sense of history at a particular moment in time. One way of clarifying the striking inter-
relation between the contingency and authority of our ethical ideas is to point out two things: on 
the one hand, our ethical ideas presuppose a claim that transcends history and an interpretation of 
the history of ethics as a search for truth that has come to an end with our own outlook. On the 
other hand, the very fact that this claim presupposed by our ethical outlook implies a historical 
representation undermines the absoluteness of these claims, since any historical representation is 
always part of a long history of historical representations.
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27 (Williams 2002), 261.
28 (Williams 2002), 258.
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Abstract
In this paper I argue that a version of consequentialism that is construed in terms of the 
maximization of expected value is preferable to a version construed in terms of the maxi-
mization of actual value. It is argued that only on the former account can we have a proper 
balance between the theoretical explanation of overall moral obligation and the idea that a 
normative theory should be practical.

Keywords
Objective consequentialism, decision-theoretic consequentialsm, moral obligation, criterion 
of rightness, Frank Jackson.  

1.
Contemporary act-consequentialism is divided on the question of how the criterion of right-

ness for an act or a course of action should be interpreted. According to objective consequentialism 
(OC), an act is right if and only if it would maximize actual value among those acts that are avail-
able to the agent. This version of the criterion has been defended by, among others, H. Sidgwick 
(1907), G. E. Moore (1903, 1912), P. Railton (1984), D. Parfit (1984) and D. Brink (1986). Ac-
cording to the decision-theoretic account of consequentialism (DTC), an act is right if and only 
if it maximizes expected value according to the agent’s probability function at the time of action. 
This version has been defended by, among others, R. Brandt (1959), J. J. C. Smart (1973), F. 
Jackson (1991, 1997) and M. Zimmerman (forthcoming). If we believe that act-consequential-
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Johan Brännmark, Caj Strandberg and Björn Petersson. Special thanks to Wlodek Rabinowicz.
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ism as a generic normative theory is correct, how do we decide whether we ought to embrace OC 
or DTC?1 I happen to believe that DTC is the best version of consequentialism. In my opinion it 
is the only version of the two that has the prospects of succeeding as a genuinely normative theory 
in ethics. It can do so, I will argue, because its account of overall moral obligation is properly bal-
anced by, on the one hand, a plausible theoretical explanation of the notions of ‘ought’ and ‘right’ 
and, on the other, a plausible picture of a normative theory’s practical aspects. 

OC and DTC cannot both be right since, as we will see, they (sometimes) give conflicting 
prescriptions as to what an agent ought to do. Prima facie, however, we have reasons to believe 
that ‘ought’ have senses that pull in opposite directions – one supporting OC and one support-
ing DTC.2 If that is true, one might think that the two criteria need not be in conflict with each 
other.3 Indeed, ‘ought’ is obviously ambiguous when we take into account all of its different 
senses but it is not so, I will argue, regarding the relevant sense under discussion here, namely, the 
sense that express overall moral obligation. 

I will also argue that using OC as a criterion of rightness and DTC as its complementary decision 
procedure is untenable (section 3.). If OC and DTC cannot coexist or be used in a complementary 
way, the only option left is to argue that one version is preferable to the other (which in effect means 
that only one version captures the relevant sense of ‘ought’). That is my aim in this paper.  

I will draw heavily on Frank Jackson’s version of DTC. I consider it to be the soundest and 
most fruitful version of consequentialism that we have at present. One of Jackson’s strategies is 
to argue against OC via examples. He shows, forcefully to my mind, that OC gives intuitively 
wrong answers in certain real-life cases. The upshot of that strategy is that if we take OC’s version 
of ought, oughtobjective as I will later call it, as the relevant sense of overall moral obligation, we 
will end up with highly undesirable results. In section 2 I state Jackson’s view of how we should 
regard DTC together with my own view of this matter. In section 4 I discuss and acknowledge an 
argument launched by Fred Feldman to the effect that DTC might not be so practical after all.

There are some things I will not discuss here. For instance, the question of how we should 
understand what it is that should be maximized according to OC and DTC, that is, questions of 
value. I will also simply assume the maximizing approach, though I think my findings can be gen-
eralized to satisficing approaches as well. Finally, I will not discuss objections traditionally brought 
against consequentialism, such as, for instance, whether it is an excessively demanding theory. 

2.
I suggested above that one of the reasons why it is hard to take a stand on the question 

whether we should embrace OC or DTC is that they appear to focus on different senses of ‘ought’ 
and ‘right’. Another reason is that, regardless of where our sympathies might lie at the outset, the 
aspects thought to be the greatest strengths of these theories are also their greatest weaknesses. I 
will start with OC and state its rightness criterion in a little more precise way:

(1) It is right for S to do A iff no total state of affairs that would be a consequence of S’s 
doing any alternative to A would be better than the (actual) total state of affairs that would 
be a consequence of S’s doing A.4

1 The conditional is meant to safeguard the present discussion from yet more general questions such as whether we 
have any reasons to believe that act-consequentialism is the correct normative theory in the first place. An implication 
of this is that I am not going to compare OC and DTC with other normative theories.
2 Cf. A. C. Ewing (1947), chapter 4
3 Cf. Jackson (1991: 472) and David Sosa (1993: 108f.).
4 Cf. Sosa (1993: 101). Is an action wrong if it is not right? Bentham and Mill seem to have acknowledged a sort of 
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Let us call a right act thus defined as rightobjective. If an agent ought to do the act that is 
rightobjective, let us call this oughtobjective. OC countenances the idea that whether an act is right 
or wrong is a question about that acts objective status. The (possible) gap between our beliefs 
about an act, say, that it is the right act to do in a particular situation and the fact that the act really is 
right can be explained in a quite straightforward way by OC: the act is right if it maximizes value and 
that is so regardless of what we believe about it. Adding qualifiers to the agent’s epistemic state does 
not, on the face of it, make X the right thing to do. Even if we say something like “She was justified 
in believing that X was the right thing to do” or “It was reasonable for her to believe…”, we still have 
to acknowledge, the argument goes, a gap here. Sometimes this proposed version of objectivity is 
supported by a metaphysical assumption to the effect that for every possible action it is always a fact 
of the matter what outcome that action would have if it were performed.5 I will, however, not let my 
evaluation of OC depend on whether we accept or reject this debatable assumption.

But the standard objection against OC is a sceptical one: the information required to know 
whether an act maximizes value is nowhere to be had. So even if the metaphysical assumption is 
true, we can simply never know or even be fairly certain that an act is right and thus ought to be 
done according to OC.6 

We can in contrast formulate DTC’s rightness criterion roughly like this:
(2) It is right for S to do A iff there is no other act, of all the available alternatives to A, 

with a higher expected value according to S’s probability function at the time of action.7

DTC is explicit in its supposition that a normative theory should be functional in practice and 
is thus taking seriously the idea that ought implies can, not just in the sense that the agent can do 
what she ought to do but also in the sense that she can know what she ought to do.8 In establish-
ing the rightness of an act via a subjective probability function, DTC is bringing the agent directly 
into the picture. In this way the information needed to ascertain whether an act is right and ought 
to be done is actually and not only ideally within the reach of the acting agent. Let us call a right 
act as defined by DTC, rightsubjective.9 If an agent ought to do the act that is rightsubjective,let us 
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continuum in which actions can be more or less ‘right’. Mill said “that actions are right in proportion as they tend 
to promote happiness, wrong as they tend to produce the reverse of happiness”. John Stuart Mill (1998: 55, section 
2:2). With Sidgwick, and more clearly so with Moore, this idea is abandoned. If an action is not right, according to 
Moore, then it is wrong. I will use the latter conception below.  
5 Cf. Erik Carlson (1995: 20). Carlson calls this assumption ‘counterfactual determinism’ and he concedes that it is 
debatable. If that assumption is false, he agrees, some form of (objective) probabilism would be more plausible. Let 
me also stress that there is a further distinction to be made between ’right’ on the one hand and ’ought’ to do and 
‘duty’ on the other, as emphasized by Moore in Ethics, chapter 1. If two or more actions produce equal amounts of 
value and that these actions produce more value than any other action open to the agent, then all these actions will be 
equally right. Actions that we ‘ought’ to do or that it is our ‘duty’ to do are actions that produce more value than any 
other action open to the agent. Hence, ‘right’ and ‘ought’ are not coextensive since an action can be right without 
being an action that the agent ought to. Every action that ought to be done is, however, also right. But it the cor-
responding relationship does not hold between ‘wrong’ and ought not to be done, since every action that is wrong is 
an action that the agent ought not to do. Moore’s discussion in Ethics is more extensive than I have conveyed here. 
My short presentation is just meant to serve as a reminder.
6  This was something Moore was very clear about. See chapter 5 in Principia Ethica
7  According to Jackson, “the rule of action is to maximize �iPr(Oi/Aj) × V(Oi), where Pr is the agent’s probability 
function at the time, V is consequentialism’s value function, Oi are the possible outcomes, and Aj are the possible 
actions” (1991: 463f.)  A short reminder: I am silent here, as is Jackson, on the question of what kind of value V 
represents. From now on all references to Jackson will be inserted continuously in the text. 
8  Cf. Lars Bergström (1996: 83).
9  The terminology can be a bit confusing. As Railton defines it, “Subjective consequentialism is the view that when-
ever one faces a choice of actions, one should attempt to determine which act of those available would most pro-
mote the good, and should then try to act accordingly” and furthermore that “one uses and follows a distinctively 
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call this oughtsubjective.10 Let me immediately stress that it is subjective probabilities that are at 
play here. This, however, does not preclude agents from making mistakes and thus that they can 
be wrong about the action that they ought to do. The possibility of wrongdoing on this account 
is therefore not precluded. So even if I speak of rightsubjective and oughtsubjective there is still a 
distinct possibility of error. I would therefore claim that DTC also is a version that accounts for 
the objectivity of actions being right or wrong. We must assume this since it would, of course, be 
wildly counterintuitive to let rightness and wrongness depend purely on what an agent believes 
about the situation without ensuring that these beliefs are reasonable or justified. DTC obviously 
does not imply the latter idea. I will briefly come back to this in section 3.

 But the standard objection against DTC is still that the gap between the rightness of an 
act and what the agent believes about the act is not wide enough. DTC, the argument goes, 
is simply making rightness of acts into an affair of individual agents’ beliefs, with an untenable 
relativity or subjectivity in its wake. 

Before we proceed to address this objection, let us see how Jackson argues for DTC with a by 
now famous example about Jill the physician. One of the merits of DTC is that it allegedly gives 
the intuitively right answer about what Jill should do: 

Jill is a physician who has to decide on the correct treatment for her patient, John, who has 
a minor but not trivial skin complaint. She has three drugs to choose from: drug A, drug B, and 
drug C. Careful consideration of the literature has led her to the following opinions. Drug A is 
very likely to relieve the condition but will not completely cure it. One of drugs B and C will 
completely cure the skin condition; the other though will kill the patient, and there is no way that 
she can tell which of the two is the perfect cure and which the killer drug. What should Jill do?

The possible outcomes we need to consider are: a complete cure for John, a partial cure, 
and death. It is clear how to rank them: a complete cure is best, followed by a partial cure, and 
worst is John’s death. That is how Jill does, and also how she ought to, rank them. But how 
do we move from that ranking to a resolution concerning what Jill ought to do? The obvious 
answer is to take a leaf out of decision theory’s book and take the results of multiplying the 
value of each possible outcome of each contemplated action by Jill’s subjective probability of 
that outcome given that the action is performed, summing these for each action, and then 
designating the action with the greatest sum as what ought to be done. In our example there 
will be three sums to consider, namely:

 Pr(partial cure/drug A taken)  × V(partial cure)
      +Pr(no change/drug A taken)
      × V(no change);
 Pr(complete cure/drug B taken)  × V(complete cure)
      + Pr(death/drug B taken)
      × V(death); and
 Pr(complete cure/drug C taken)  × V(complete cure)
      + Pr(death/drug C taken)
      × V(death)

consequentialist mode of decision making, consciously aiming at the overall good and conscientiously using the 
best available information with the greatest possible vigour.” (1984: 152). In that sense, DTC is not a version of 
subjective consequentialism since it is ordinarily not taken as a decision procedure nor does it say that we should try 
to maximize value (it is expected value that is to be maximized).
10 From now on I will use ‘should’ as neutral between ‘oughtobjective’ and ‘oughtsubjective’. When I say, for instance, 
that ‘and agent should do so and so’ I hope it will be clear from the context that we have, say, intuitions that pull in 
a certain direction and that we have them whether or not we have taken a stand for OC or DTC. 
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Obviously, in the situation as described, the first will take the highest value, and so we get the 
answer that Jill should prescribe drug A. The obvious answer all along. (p. 462f.)

So DTC gives us the obvious and correct answer about what Jill should do – she should 
prescribe drug A, the drug that is likely to relieve the skin condition but not completely cure it. 
So the ‘should’ here is to be understood as ‘oughtsubjective‘. ‘But a better ‘total state of affairs’ is 
presumably one where John is completely cured and so it seems that either OC would say that Jill 
should prescribe drug B or OC would say that Jill should prescribe drug C. We certainly baulk at 
that implication. The lesson is that we should not do the act that maximizes actual value.11

In a second version of the example Jill only has two drugs to prescribe. Drug X has a 90% 
chance of curing John but also a 10% chance of killing him; drug Y has a 50% chance of curing 
John but no bad side effects. “It is clear”, says Jackson, that Jill “should prescribe Y, and yet that 
course of action is not the course of action most likely to have the best results for it is not the 
course of action most likely to be objectively right” (p. 467.). The lesson is that we should not try 
to do the act that is most likely to maximize actual value.12

Hence the first part of the attack on OC is to claim that it gives the wrong answers in the drugs 
case. The next step is, according to Jackson, that “we have to see consequentialism as contain-
ing as a constitutive part prescriptions for action” (p. 466.) and “the fact that a course of action 
would have the best results is not in itself a guide to action, for a guide to action must in some 
appropriate sense be present to the agent’s mind” (p. 467.). Furthermore, “We need, if you like, 
a story from the inside of an agent to be part of any theory which is properly a theory in ethics, 
and having the best consequences is a story from the outside” (p. 467.). Let us pause a bit here 
and comment on something that might seem a bit odd in Jackson’s line of reasoning here. If he 
says that the best result, the act that is rightobjective, is not a guide to action, why does he bother 
to argue that OC gets the wrong results in the examples above? If something is not action-guid-
ing, how can it lead to the wrong result? If anything,  he should say that OC gets no result out of 
these examples. But that is perhaps too strong. Let us start by saying something very general (and 
simplified) about what it means for a normative theory to be action-guiding. Here is a question: 
Would we say that a principle is action-guiding if it is usable (I will explain this below) in practice 
for an agent, S, but every time S is guided by this principle it leads her, through no fault of her 
own, to the wrong result? There is something strange in saying that it is. If I write an instruction 
how to travel from place X to Y and everybody (including myself) who follows the instruction 
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11 We are now in a position to state why the following version (sometimes described as a version of subjectivism) 
should be rejected:
(3) It is right for S to do A iff there is no other act, of all the available alternatives to A, such as it is most reasonable 
for S to expect that A would maximize actual value.
Jill’s evidence points clearly to the fact that either the prescription of drug B or the prescription of drug C would lead 
to maximization of actual value. In short, that (3) implies that it will lead to the same (unfortunate) prescription as 
(1). “[I]t is prescribing drug A which is the intuitively correct course of action for Jill despite the fact that she knows 
that it will not have the best consequences.” (p. 466. Italics in original.) As is clear from what I have said above, 
Jackson is a subjectivist in the sense of (2). Cf. “It is the subjective notion [of ‘ought’] – spelt out in terms of expected 
value – which is fundamental…”. (1997: 53).   
12 Jackson claims that with OC ”the moral decision problem should be approached by setting oneself the goal of 
doing what is objectively right – the action that has in fact the best consequences – and then performing the action 
which the empirical evidence suggests is most likely to have this property” (p. 467.). What Jackson in effect is imply-
ing here is that any decision procedure compatible with OC’s criterion of rightness must have as a constitutive part 
that the agent sets herself a particular goal, namely, the goal of doing the objectively right thing. I think Jackson 
overreaches himself here. There are good (consequentialist) reasons for why an agent should not have that as a goal 
each time she acts. However, when an agent is trying to figure out what to do in a conscious and deliberate way (as in 
the example), and her evidence points in a direction that there actually is an act that maximizes value, then, it seems, 
the moral decision problem should be approached in the way Jackson says it should.    
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ends up in Z, then we could say either of two things about my instruction: (i) that it does not 
provide the agent with a definite instruction about what to do, given her information, or (ii) that 
it guides the agent to actions that are bad or inefficient in some sense. Consider the following 
condition, stated by Holly M. Smith:

(A) Agent S uses principle P as an internal guide for deciding to do act A if and only if S 
chooses to do A out of a desire to conform to P and a belief that A does conform (1988: 92).13

We can easily imagine an agent in the example above satisfying this condition. She wants to go 
to Y and she also has a desire to conform to my instruction and a belief that it does so conform. 
So my instruction is in this (internal) sense action-guiding. But my instruction fails to be action-
guiding in another (external) sense:

(B) Agent S uses principle P as an external guide for deciding to do act A if and only if A con-
forms to P, and S does A out of a desire to conform to P and a belief that A does conform (Ibid.). 

In the external sense, something went wrong when the agent ended up in Z and not, as 
intended, in Y. The reference to what S does in (B) implies that some results are supposed to issue 
from this external guide and if the results are not as stated, my instruction fails to be action-guid-
ing. An agent can therefore satisfy (A) but fail to satisfy (B). I think this is also the reason why we 
above could say that my instruction is action-guiding, but that it is bad or inefficient. 

A principle is ‘usable’, according to Smith, “just in case the agent is able…to use it in the sense 
of (A) and (B)” (Ibid.: 92). For the reminder of this discussion I will, however, ignore (B) and 
focus on (A).14 Jackson’s two ideas that a principle or a course of action ‘must in some appropriate 
sense be [able to be] present to the agent’s mind’ and that we need ‘a story from the inside of the 
agent’ suits the idea expressed in (A). This means that there must be some kind of appropriate fit 
between the principle and the agent. For the sake of simplicity I will here labour with an agent 
who is cognitively, psychologically and intellectually mature and normal. No further analysis of 
what this means will be carried out here. Suffice to say is that she is pretty much like you and me. 
The question we shall ask is whether an agent like this is able to use OC or DTC in a way that 
guides or could guide her actions.     

When R. E. Bales made the sharp distinction between utilitarianism (consequentialism) taken 
as a criterion of rightness and taken as a decision procedure, he argued against the conception 
that accepting an “account of right-making characteristics somehow commits one a priori to a 
particular decision-making procedure” (1971: 263). In line with this Railton has argued that “it 
becomes an empirical question (though not an easy one) which modes of decision making should 
be employed and when” (1984: 156). A defender of DTC would not object to these character-
izations. But hand in hand with the distinction between the rightness criterion and the decision 
procedure there is also a conception that the criterion can be a guide to action in on its own. Thus 
Sosa says that “The fact that a course of action would have the best results is indeed a guide to 
action, simply not one we are always in a position to use” (1993: 111). And Bales claimed that the 
act-utilitarian “has told us which alternative, under one description, to perform: the one which 
would maximize utility” (1971: 261). To say so is to say that something can be a guide to action 
despite the fact that the information needed to establish whether something in fact maximizes 
value cannot be had. Pace Sosa, I would say that this guide to action is one we are never in a posi-

13 Although I will not pursue the point here, it seems reasonable to demand that the belief that act A conforms to P 
must, in some sense, be justified. If an agent falsely believes that an act conforms to a principle, then it seems odd to 
say that she is guided by that principle in deciding to do a particular act. 
14 I do this because it simply would be too strong to claim that for a principle to be action-guiding it must be so in 
both the internal and the external sense. Cf. Smith (1988: 94).   
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tion to use. But the question we must ask is how Bales, Sosa and others can say that OC has told 
us anything at all about which alternative to perform or that there is anything at all that deserves 
the name of being a guide to action on their account. If I am a normal agent in the way indicated 
above, how can I (justifiably) believe that an act conforms to the criterion (in the way indicated by 
(A)) when I know beforehand that I do not have, and cannot acquire, the considered necessary 
information? They seem to claim that because there is a fact of the matter, there will also be a 
sense in which this will be a fact of the matter for me. But that entailment seems only to follow on 
the assumption that there is a way for me to find out that it is a fact of the matter for me. It is like 
giving someone a manual to build a machine in a language which we know she does not master 
and then say “I, of course, know that you do not master the language in which this manual is writ-
ten but if you want to build the machine it is only to follow the instructions”. The manual, we can 
imagine, is action-guiding for someone who masters its language, but it would be odd to say that 
it is action-guiding period. The difference between this example and OC’s account of rightobjective 
is that an agent can learn to master the language. But as in the movie Contact we can imagine that 
we get a message from some alien life form in our fax machine with a heading in English saying 
“Manual to build spaceship. Follow it if you want to build one.” with the rest of the text in an 
alien language that none of us know.  In line with Smith’s condition (A) above, we can say that I 
might surely have a desire to build the spaceship with some help from the instruction but I surely 
cannot have a belief that I will be thus helped. Try to imagine Sosa’s and Bales’ stories with regard 
to this “action-guiding manual”. I would not know what to make of their claims. (I will argue 
against a possible answer in the next section.)

It might however be that there are many other areas in which there are ‘facts of the matter’ 
that are relevant for me, even if it is in principle impossible for me to find out about them. If, 
unbeknownst to me and everybody else, my favorite brand of whiskey in fact is a cause of cancer it 
is certainly hard to deny that this fact in some sense is relevant for me. If I knew that the whiskey 
was a cause of cancer I should of course stop drinking it. As things are now, however, when no 
evidence whatsoever points in the direction that it actually is a cause of cancer, we can still say that 
it would be a good thing for me if I did not drink the whiskey. But if something is a good thing 
for me, we might wonder, how can it be that I should not do it? Jackson’s answer is to admit that 
we have “an annoying profusion of ‘oughts’”:

I think that we have no alternative but to recognize a whole range of oughts – what she 
[the agent] ought to do by the lights of her beliefs at the time of action, what she ought to do 
by the lights of what she later establishes (a retrospective ought, as it is sometimes put), what 
she ought to do by the lights of one or another onlooker who has different information on 
the subject, and, what is more, what she ought to do by God’s lights, that is, by the lights of 
one who knows what will and would happen for each and every course of action. (p. 471f.)

Consider the following oughts corresponding to this passage: oughtsubjective,t1, oughtsubjective,t2, 
ought2nd person, oughtGod. As I said above, the debate is currently structured around the fact that 
OC is trying to make oughtobjective the pertinent sense of overall moral obligation and DTC is 
trying to make oughtsubjective pertinent.15 Jackson says that for DTC “the ought most immedi-
ately relevant to action [is] the ought which [it is] the primary business of an ethical theory to 
deliver”. Oughtsubjective is the relevant ought since an agent must use the information that is avail-
able to her at the time of action. In a footnote to the quoted section above, Jackson says “There 
are also the various nonmoral oughts – prudential etc., but that is another, and here irrelevant, 
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15 Gilbert Harman provides the beginnings of an inventory of different types of moral and non-moral oughts (1977: 
chapter 7). See also Ewing (1947).
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dimension of variation.” This shows that Jackson takes all of the various oughts in the quoted 
section as moral oughts. But I believe that we must in fact re-center the debate a bit. If we agree 
that a normative theory, and a fortiori consequentialism, should contain as a constitutive part 
prescriptions for action, then it seems that the profusion of oughts is not so annoying after all. 
For we can agree that all the senses of ‘ought’ that Jackson mentions are legitimate, even that all 
of them are moral oughts, without agreeing that all of them are relevant to the normative domain 
associated with overall moral obligation. Prescriptions for actions are of no use (and perhaps the 
notion is even incoherent) if they are not capable to guide us, the acting agents. I would like to 
interpret Jackson’s claim that we need a story from the inside as the idea that action-guidingness 
is an agent-relative notion, that is, that it is relative to an agent’s beliefs and the evidence that 
is available to her at the time of action. Only an agent-relative notion of action-guidingness can 
answer the call for a normative theory to be practical. It is, to repeat, not to deny that there is a 
story from the outside, rather, it is to deny that that story is relevant to normative ethics.        

To recap this last argument. There are many senses of ‘ought’; there are even many senses of 
what we have called the moral ‘ought’. It may or may not be that all of them have a certain valu-
able use within a specified domain. I have argued that for a normative theory only the practical 
oughtsubjective is appropriate. The purpose of that sense of ought is clear, namely, to support and 
reinsure the practical part of the normative theory of which it is a part. OC, on the other hand, 
focuses on oughtobjective, that is, the ought that is most appropriate for someone who has all the 
relevant information – a God-like being. My argument is, however, not sufficient as an argument 
that DTC is the correct version of consequentialism, since other versions of consequentialism may 
tell a better story of how we should regard oughtsubjective, but it points in a direction that if we 
must decide between OC and DTC, then DTC is the better option. 

How do we acknowledge the fact that we believe that it would be a good thing for me not to 
drink my favorite whiskey? If I had God-like information I would presumably not drink it – In 
fact I oughtobjective not drink it. We have a conception of the oughtobjective, there is no need to 
deny that (although I believe it is not as clear as it is sometimes considered) and in having that 
conception we are led to the belief that I should not drink the whiskey. If the argument in this 
section is sound, however, that only goes to show that the purpose of the oughtobjective is not 
the purpose fit for a normative theory in ethics (unless, that is, we are discussing a normative 
theory for Gods). But what exactly is the use of oughtobjective then? I will take the easy way 
out here and say that it is not for the defender of DTC to specify a use or a purpose for it. One 
idea, however, is that it has a use in combination with DTC as a decision procedure. I will argue 
against that conception now. 

3.
In this section I am going to argue for two things. First, that we should not accept a ‘package 

deal’,16 which is the suggestion that OC sets the criterion of rightness and DTC is its comple-
mentary decision procedure. The second argument is a response to a (possible) worry that DTC 
connects the deontic and the evaluative dimensions (explained below) too tightly. Corresponding 
to that response I will launch an argument to the effect that OC drives them too far apart. Let us 
begin with the package deal. Our working assumption has been that OC and DTC cannot both be 
right as criteria of rightness. A defender of the package deal will agree with this but claim that they 
are compatible as criterion and decision procedure. In the first place, then, an agent oughtobjective 

16 I owe this label to Fred Feldman and the idea is discussed in his ‘Actual Utility, the Objection from Impracticabil-
ity, and the Move to Expected Utility’, (forthcoming).
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to do the act that is rightobjective. But if she cannot figure out which act that is, she should follow a 
decision procedure which is, by hypothesis, defined by DTC and do the act that is rightsubjective.17 

The upshot is, again, that it is rightobjective as defined by OC that really is the pertinent sense of 
overall moral obligation. An agent is successful in following the decision procedure in so far as she 
is doing the act that she oughtsubjective to do. This idea can be coupled with a further argument 
for the package deal, namely, that it is not a matter of maximizing the number of right actions but 
to maximize whatever it is that has (intrinsic) value. An objection to this is of course the example 
with Jill. All her evidence positively indicates that prescribing drug A will not maximize actual 
value but still, on our preferred reading, what she oughtsubjective to do. 

The real problem with the package deal, as I see it, is that it reveals yet another and more seri-
ous problem for the acting agent who wonders about what to do. We have another profusion of 
oughts, a profusion that applies to the agent, from her own perspective, at the time of action. Let 
us assume that act A is rightobjective. If she cannot identify A, she oughtsubjective to do the act that 
is rightsubjective. Let us assume that this is act B and that she has reached that conclusion by means 
of DTC. Let us also assume that she does not know that A is rightobjective but that she knows 
that B is rightsubjective. In that case she should do B – but B is not rightobjective so her favored 
theory tells her to do the act that is not right. That seems rather strange. What we have, in effect, 
is an argument against OC as being action-guiding in referred to above. Prima facie it is only an 
argument against using a principle as an external guide, that is, (B). Still, there is something very 
awkward if we, so to speak, in principle are incapable in connecting (A) with (B). I will however 
not pursue this point any further here. 

There is, however, a reply to the line of reasoning proposed above which turns on the distinc-
tion between what I will call the deontic dimension and the evaluative dimension.18 What the 
defender of the package deal can say is that the even if the agent in the previous example is not 
doing the act that is rightobjective she is nevertheless not to be blamed for it. She followed the 
best decision procedure available to her at the time of action and in so doing she did something 
that led (say) to a great deal of value.19 But I believe that, except in highly unusual cases where an 
agent knows that a particular act is rightobjective, the package deal is driving the evaluative dimen-
sion too far away from the deontic dimension. If doing the rightobjective thing is what maximizes 
value and we are hardly ever in a position to know what maximizes value we will rarely, if ever, 
do the rightobjective thing. We will therefore only be praiseworthy or blameworthy for succeed-
ing or failing to do what is rightsubjective, that is, what maximizes expected value. Assuming the 
package deal, there is no deontic ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ attached to that part. When I said above that 
the agent “oughtsubjective to do B” that cannot as a result be an ‘ought’ that hooks up with the 
deontic ‘right’ in the right way. Let us instead call that the oughtevaluative, in order to make a dif-
ference between the evaluation of acts and the evaluation of agents. An agent that does what she 
oughtevaluative to do is on this suggestion without blame. 
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17 I am simplifying here. Maybe there is another and better decision procedure available to the agent. In that case 
she should obviously follow that instead of DTC. “Better” can here be understood in (at least) two ways: It may be 
better in the sense that in following it, the agent comes closer to doing the rightobjective act or that it is better in that 
it has a preferable notion of rightsubjective.    
18 A word on the terminology here. I agree with Jonathan Dancy when he says that “Within the normative domain, 
considered as a whole, there are two potentially distinct parts. There is the evaluative, and there is the deontic. The 
evaluative is the realm of value, of good and bad, of evil and benign. The deontic is the realm of ‘oughts’ – of require-
ments, of demands, of right and wrong, and of reasons.” (2000: 29). I will nevertheless make use of a less nuanced 
terminology here, where I will treat the deontic as involving ‘right’ and ’wrong’ and the evaluative as involving 
questions of ‘praise’ and ’blame’. Nothing turns on this terminology here, however.   
19 Again I follow Feldman in referring to Timmons’ Moral Theory for a line of defense along these lines. 
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With the package deal we presumably get the same answer as DTC in the drugs examples. 
According to DTC, Jill oughtsubjective to prescribe drug A in the first and drug Y in the second 
example. In so doing she does the rightsubjective thing (which is a deontic sense). According to the 
package deal she should do the same things – but only in the oughtevaluative sense. The problem 
with this proposal, and the thing that ultimately should lead us to reject it, is that the package deal 
is left only with the oughtevaluative without being able to connect it with the deontic sense. As I see 
it, it combines two bad features into an unworkable whole: It adopts OC’s idea of a rightobjective 
act (with all the problems stated above) and downgrades DTC into a decision procedure, and in 
so doing the practical side of the theory is left only with the oughtevaluative. But how do we praise 
or blame an agent if we are barred from connecting praise and blame from what is right or wrong? 
Well, we could say that the agent has made everything that we reasonably can expect of her. If so, 
however, it is far from clear what the function of OC’s criterion of rightness is.   

But if it is true that the package deal drives the deontic and the evaluative too far away there is 
a corresponding worry that DTC connects them too tightly. The argument I will use to respond 
to this worry can also be used to respond to the worry I mentioned at the beginning, namely, that 
DTC implies an untenable relativity since it makes the rightness of an act into an affair of individual 
agents’ beliefs. I think Jackson has a perfectly good defense against culpable ignorance so that is not 
the main worry here. That defense turns on an old story often told by consequentialists, namely 
that we often have good consequentialist reasons to seek new information. When an agent faces a 
choice of, say, doing either A or B there will, at least in most cases, be a further act, C, which will be 
that of seeking more information about whether A or B will be rightsubjective, and based on the new 
information decide whether A or B is rightsubjective. The agent should first and foremost do C if that 
is rightsubjective.20 If C is rightsubjective and she does not consider it, she is doing something that is 
wrongsubjective and should, presumably, be blamed for it. The worry is rather if the agent’s beliefs 
are faulty from the beginning and so leads the agent to a distorted picture of the decision situation.21 
Based on her initial beliefs she may not consider C as being rightsubjective or perhaps even, if she does 
so, that she will acquire even more false beliefs if she seeks new information.

So an agent may consider act A to be rightsubjective but because her beliefs are false from the 
start, A is actually wrongsubjective. If she had good reasons to believe that A is rightsubjective, say, 
that she had done anything within her powers to check the evidence, made no mistakes in her 
calculations etc., then she is not blameworthy. In that sense there is a well-balanced distinction 
between the deontic and the evaluative dimension. The worry here is the implication that A 
actually turns out to be rightsubjective, since it is a function of her beliefs and probability function. 
It is no good idea to suggest that the agent oughtsubjective to do A, presumably because she is 
not blameworthy if she does it, but still hold that it is wrongsubjective. That will lead to the same 
conclusion as with OC (and the package deal) that we do not have the right connection between 
the evaluative and the deontic dimensions, because the oughtsubjective will in that case only turn 
into an oughtevaluative.22

20 It may of course be that the act of seeking new evidence will not be the act that is rightsubjective. In the example 
quoted above with Jill, the formulation that “Careful consideration of the literature has led Jill to the following 
opinions”, is presumably a case where Jill’s considerations have not led her to seek further information.  
21 This, I take it, is the force behind Sosa’s claim that “If it were constitutive of right action that its agent believed 
that act to be right, ignorance could not be the cause of a failure to act rightly.” (1993: 112).
22 One could of course argue that as moral agents we should act so as to reach a certain level beyond which we are not 
morally reproachable. Whether we do what is right (objectively or subjectively) is not the real deal. What matters is that 
we are not doing something for which we can be blamed. Rightness is only a regulative ideal, perhaps. I think that there 
is something plausible in this approach but I am not sure whether it is very strong. I believe that what we want to do as 
conscientious agents is to do what is right and not merely what takes us beyond the of reach blameworthiness. 
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What we want, and indeed what we can have with DTC, is an account of why acting on false 
beliefs does not constitute right action. Consider Jackson’s example with Jill once again. The 
formulation that “careful consideration of the literature” has led Jill to her opinions may be a 
possible solution to our problem. No one, I believe, would be convinced if Jackson had written 
something like “A quick and swift glance at the literature has led Jill…”. I think that the original 
formulation was meant to imply that Jill had availed herself of the available evidence. I also think 
that we should follow Zimmerman23 in saying that available evidence is evidence that an agent 
ought to avail herself. This is an epistemic ‘ought’. It is not a moral ought since there are many 
cases in which we do not claim that an agent is morally blameworthy for not having considered 
available evidence. I cannot adequately explore the question of how we are to understand this 
epistemic ought here. I can only hint at some ways in which we do not want to understand it. 
What we do not want – on either of the accounts – is a strong or highly idealized notion of the 
epistemic ought. It will, for instance, not do to claim that an agent must avail herself of all the 
available information since that would obviously make all accounts impractical. Maybe we must 
invoke something like a threshold limit in order to ensure that acting agents can be practically 
and not only ideally within the reach of doing what they ought to do, that is doing what is right 
(whether on DTC or with the package deal). This does not imply that it would be an easy thing 
to what one ought to do. It is just that it must be possible, through a conscious and deliberate 
examination of the evidence, to act as we should. Much, much more needs to be said of the 
epistemic ought. Something I do not have the space for here.       

4.
One serious objection against DTC is that it impractical! Feldman claims that the move to 

expected value is indefeasible on this ground. Except in rare cases, he argues, the identification 
of the act that is rightsubjective is impossible. Remember that on Jackson’s account the agent 
should assign a value to each possible outcome on each possible action and multiply that with her 
subjective probability of that outcome given that that action is performed. She should then sum 
these for all available actions and do the action with the greatest sum. How, Feldman asks, can 
she know how many alternative actions there are? How can she know what the outcomes are of 
those actions? How can she assign value to those outcomes? This is surely a troublesome objec-
tion. Although I think Feldman is wrong in thinking that it actually is harder to calculate expected 
value than it is to find out which act maximizes actual value, I believe that to be somewhat beside 
the point here.24 As a defender of DTC I think there is no other option than to acknowledge that 
there will be cases where we cannot do the requisite mathematics. Feldman, however, concedes 
that there are cases where we can do it. Cases, for instance, with doctors such as Jill where we have 
a lot of empirical material at our exposal. When we have established the likelihood that a certain 
drug will have so and so effects we can use that information to assign values etc. There are how-
ever a huge number of cases where this is not the case, for instance, because they range over new 
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23   ‘Is Moral Obligation Objective or Subjective’ (forthcoming). Cf. Gruzalski (1981: 167), Smart and Williams 
(1973: 86f.).
24   Here is Feldman’s idea: “The calculation of regular utility is problematic. To perform the calculation, one needs 
to know his alternatives, their total consequences until the end of time, and the values of those consequences. A 
daunting epistemic task! But the calculation of expected utility is even more problematic.  To perform this calcula-
tion, one needs to know his alternatives, and for each alternative, one also needs to know every one of its possible 
outcomes, the actual value of each of those outcomes, and the probability of each outcome, given the act, on one’s 
current evidence.  One also needs to know some mathematical facts: the product, for each outcome, of its value and 
its probability; and the sum of those products. If the epistemic task in the actual utility case was daunting, this task is 
double-daunting.” I simply cannot understand why the epistemic task is ‘double-daunting’. 
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and partly unexplored alternatives. Is this particularly troubling for DTC or is it a situation where 
DTC and OC fare equally badly? I would admit as much as this: Feldman’s objection somewhat 
takes the bite out of DTC. The initial attraction we had for the feature that we must focus on 
the ought most immediately relevant to action and the assumption that we must make use of the 
information available at the time of action, appears less attractive in the face of it. But if anything, 
Feldman’s objection is a problem about consequentialism and even though he considers it to be 
a sufficient reason to reject DTC, I believe it is a structural problem that will apply to all forms of 
consequentialism. Whether it is an objection that ultimately will lead us to reject consequentialism 
(in any form) goes beyond the questions raised in this paper. 

5.
I have argued that we should reject OC and embrace DTC. In doing this I have claimed that 

if we take seriously the idea that a normative theory should tell us what we should do and at the 
same time be action-guiding, we must adopt the idea that we should maximize expected value. 
An agent oughtsubjective to do the action that is rightsubjective, as I called it. The ‘ought’ that we 
found relevant for overall moral obligation was claimed not to be ambiguous. In fact that turned 
out to be the notion of oughtsubjective. DTC is still falling short of being a comprehensive norma-
tive theory since we have not given a plausible account of the ‘epistemic ought’. That is surely an 
interesting task for the defenders of DTC. But save for this one feature, I still think it is the best 
version of consequentialism that we have at the moment.        
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Abstract
In this paper I evaluate a particular argument by Raymond Frey that attempts to show that 
animals cannot possess moral status. Frey argues for a view that sees moral status as depen-
dent on the having of propositional attitudes such as beliefs. By showing that animals cannot 
possess beliefs, he attempts to show that they cannot thereby possess moral status in any 
genuine sense. My paper will address these issues by showing that such arguments fail in 
the end, because they neglect relevant alternatives of how we can attribute propositional at-
titudes such as beliefs to animals in the absence of a concept of belief or linguistic abilities.  
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Can animals possess moral status? Can they make claims upon us to treat them in a morally 
right way? This paper is going to address the sorts of conditions that have to be met to answer 
such questions. But it will not deliver definite answers to these questions. Rather, the purpose 
of this paper is to give a kind of evaluation of a particular argument that already exists in the 
literature, which argues against the possibility of ascribing moral status to animals. I will hence 
focus on a particular argument developed by Raymond Frey (1979), and I have two reasons for 
engaging with this argument: 

The first reason is that Frey’s argument succeeds in highlighting controversial issues in positions 
that wish to extend moral status to animals – issues that have to do with the attribution of propo-
sitional attitudes to animals. Enthusiasts of the view that animals have moral status all too often 
brush aside such controversial issues and claim that it is patently obvious that animals are capable 
of possessing moral status (and propositional attitudes). The second reason is that Frey’s argument 
helps to connect issues discussed in the larger field of philosophy of mind with recent developments 
in environmental ethics. How these two fields connect, will become clearer as the argument pro-
gresses. Let me turn first to a broad description of Frey’s argument before I move into the details.

Frey (1979) develops a three-step argument to show that animals cannot possibly possess 
moral status. In a first step, he argues for the view that moral status in general is dependent on the 
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having of interests. In a second step, he then argues that the having of interests is in turn dependent 
on the having of beliefs and other propositional attitudes. And, finally, in a third step, he attempts to 
show that the having of beliefs implies the mastery of linguistic abilities. Now since (almost) anyone 
will agree that animals do not possess linguistic abilities, this last “flaw” will project back to the other 
conditions of moral status – beliefs and interests - and thus finally show that animals cannot possess 
moral status; that is, of course, under the assumption that the premises are sound. The aim of my 
paper is precisely to show that the premises are not sound. I will particularly focus on one crucial 
premise of the argument: that the having of beliefs somehow implies the mastery of the concept of 
belief. Against this premise, I will try to motivate an alternative account that shows how you could 
have beliefs without thereby needing the mastery of the concept of belief. 

After these introductory remarks, let us move into the details of the argument.   
In his classic paper “Rights”, H.J. McCloskey (1965) sets out two requirements, which a 

being must satisfy in order to count as a possible possessor of moral rights. In order to possess 
moral rights, a being must firstly be able to possess things (a forteriori moral rights) and it 
must secondly be capable of having interests in a relevant sense. According to this view, noth-
ing and no one can count as a possessor of rights who does not satisfy these two requirements 
simultaneously. Thus things such as parks, buildings, paintings, etc. are excluded: neither are 
they capable of possessing things nor do they have interests in any relevant sense. Normal adult 
human beings, on the other hand, are clearly included: they can both possess things (a forteriori 
moral rights) and interests in the relevant sense. 

The search for the requirements of the possession of rights has important consequences for 
how we may treat beings. If, for instance, it could be argued that mentally defective human be-
ings and infants are not the kind of beings who may possess rights, this may lead us to treat them 
differently from beings that clearly possess them. For it is widely believed in ethics that beings 
with rights make claims upon others, which ought to be recognised. Not to consider these claims 
in our deliberations may lead to serious wrongdoings, which may jeopardize their moral status as 
persons. The same is not equally true for beings that do not possess rights.

 But are normal adult human beings the only possible possessors of moral rights? What about 
animals? Can animals possess moral status? The majority position seems to be reluctant to grant 
prima facie moral status to animals. For while it is commonly agreed that it is true that we should 
not mistreat animals by inflicting pain on them unnecessarily, they cannot be seen as possessing 
genuine moral status of their own. A classic Kantian thought, for instance, might claim that being 
cruel to animals might increase the possibility that we will be cruel to humans as a consequence; 
but it is only humans that we should recognise as genuine moral persons. Some environmental 
ethicists, however, have challenged this view as prejudiced and have tried to extend moral status 
to include non-human beings as well (Regan 1984, Singer, 1976; 1979). The moral status of 
animals has thus become an increasingly important issue among moral philosophers who are 
interested in finding an ethically right way of how humans ought to behave towards nature in 
general and towards animals in particular.

  
1. A difference of interests    

How should we thus go about arguing for or against moral status in animals? As always, the 
best way is to start with a consensus; and the consensus is something like the already mentioned 
interest-dependency of moral status: for it is widely believed among moral philosophers that hav-
ing moral status (or moral rights) is strongly related to having interests (Feinberg, 1974; Frey, 
1979; McClosky, 1965; Nelson, 1956). Thus any arguments for or against the moral status of 
animals will have to engage with the question of whether animals can possess interests – and if 
they can, what kind of interests they can possess. Now a being has interests roughly if and only if it 
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has a good that can be benefited or harmed for its own sake independently of whether it is of any 
use to others. I reckon that this understanding of interests captures our intuitive understanding of 
it, but I will say more about interests shortly. So, if a being does not have interests in this sense, 
it may not have moral status, and we do not have to take it into our moral consideration. If we 
could therefore show that animals can possess interests, we would have at least a tentative reason 
to believe that they have moral status. A simple argument for the moral status of animals might 
thus go along these lines:

(P1)  All and only beings who possess interests, possess moral status.

(P2)   Animals (like humans) possess interests.

(C)    Therefore, animals possess moral status. 
Peter Singer (1976, 1979), for example, has famously argued for the claim that all sentient 

beings have interests since interests are rooted in the capacity for suffering and enjoying things, 
which animals share with us. We should therefore treat all sentient animals as having moral status 
and we should include them as addressees under the basic moral principle of equality:

(M)  The interests of every being affected by an action are to be taken into account and 
given the same weight as the like interests of any other being.  

Frey (1979), on the contrary, introduces arguments intending to show that interests are not 
only grounded in sentience, as Singer has it, but are also strongly connected with beliefs and other 
propositional attitudes. We need to retrace his argument here a little bit to understand better his 
reasoning. 

Frey himself makes a crucial distinction between two different kinds of interests that is para-
mount to the debate.

(1)  X can be in the interest of some being.
This sense of interest is closely connected with the possession of a good by a being, which can 

be fostered or diminished by X. Paul, for example, needs water for his survival. So water is clearly 
in the interest of Paul since it is useful for the good of Paul. The relation between X and the being 
is completely objective; no appreciation on the part of the being is required; it is an objective 
relation that holds between X and the good of a species of being. But there exists another notion 
of interests that sharply contrasts with the one above.

(2)  A being can have an interest in X.
This sense of interest goes much further than the meaning above. Here a being must want X; 

it must be concerned about X; appreciate it. There is a definite subjective appreciation of X implied 
in this kind of interest that motivates the being to chase after X. If Paul has an interest in ice 
cream, he (subjectively) wants it and he is motivated in doing whatever it takes to get it. 

It is clear that these two kinds of interests are logically independent of each other. For while, 
for instance, it is clearly in the interest of Paul to be healthy, he can deliberately decide against it 
– as when he has an interest in taking hard drugs while knowing that he thereby probably dam-
ages his health irreparably. Thus something can be in Paul’s interest even though Paul does not 
have an interest in it – as with health in our example; and Paul can have an interest in something 
even though it is not in Paul’s interest – as with hard drugs in our example. 

The question then arises whether animals are capable of possessing interests in any of these 
senses. It should be obvious that they possess interests in the sense of (1) in so far as they have 
a good that can be fostered or harmed. Given their evolutionary history and their current envi-
ronments, there are many things that can benefit or harm particular species of animals and thus 
be of interest to them in the sense of (1). But interests in this sense are not limited to animals 
alone. Even artificial things possess interests in this sense: a car needs oil and water to run; in the 
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absence of this, the car will malfunction or even break down. So it is in the interest of the car 
to get enough oil and water. But, surely, the car cannot have interests in the sense of (2) since 
this implies having wants – and cars are not able to want oil and water – or anything else by 
that matter. The interesting question, therefore, is whether animals can possess interests in the 
sense of (2). 

It is here that Frey strongly disagrees: according to him, animals cannot have interests in the 
sense of (2). A crucial step in his argument consists in his assumption that interests are dependent 
upon beliefs. Let me explain briefly how Frey analyses the dependence of interests on beliefs. 
According to Frey, interests are counterfactually dependent on beliefs. An example might clarify 
what Frey has in mind. In one of Frey’s own examples, his interest in acquiring a rare edition of 
a bible is based on his belief that such an edition is currently missing in his book collection. The 
counterfactual dependence of the interest on the belief guarantees that he would not have the 
given interest if he did not have the belief. That is, if he would not believe that the rare edition of 
the bible was currently missing in his collection, he would not have formed the interest in acquir-
ing that bible. This dependence of interests on beliefs is obviously weaker than a conceptual con-
nection between the two. As counterfactual dependencies have been used extensively to analyse 
the causal relation between events, we can assume that Frey understands the connection between 
interests and beliefs in causal terms. I am not going to focus on Frey’s analysis of the connection 
between interests and beliefs in what follows, but whatever the logical analysis of this connection 
turns out, Frey wants to claim that a being can possess interests only if it can also possess beliefs 
that ground them. Once he is granted that link between interests and beliefs, he moves on to 
argue against the position that animals could have beliefs.

2. The concept of belief versus the function of believing
Frey’s central assumption concerning beliefs is that beliefs are mental states that have sentences 

as their proper object. So to say of someone, for example, that he believes that this wall is red is for 
him to believe that the sentence “this wall is red” is true. It is obvious that this analysis of belief 
would exclude animals from the class of believers. For to say of a cat that it believes that the door 
is locked would be to say of it that it believes the sentence “the door is locked” to be true – and 
there is no reason to think that a cat could do that. For Frey, therefore, it is clear that animals 
cannot have beliefs. 

The contentious thesis, needless to say, is the thesis that to believe something is to hold true 
a sentence – namely the sentence that follows the that-clause of the belief-sentence. Now Frey 
outlines three reasons to support his thesis as follows: 

(1)   It is not clear how a being can possess the concept of belief, if it cannot draw the 
distinction between true belief and false belief. 

But if a being can draw the distinction between true belief and false belief, there must be 
something that can be true or false about their beliefs. 

Since states of affairs, the things that correspond to beliefs, cannot be either true or false 
because states of affairs can only be either the case or not the case, we are forced to postulate 
a language to assure that there is at least something that can be assessed as true or false about 
beliefs, namely sentences. 

(2)  To draw the distinction between true and false beliefs, a being must therefore possess 
an awareness of how language relates to the world so as to make the sentences true or false. 

(3)   It is not clear, however, how a being can possess an awareness of the relation between 
a language and the world, if it does not possess a language.

(4)  Animals do not possess language. 
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(CON)  Therefore, animals cannot possess beliefs.  
In the following I will concentrate on reasoning (1) since the other claims depend in obvious 

ways on the success of it. 
Let us look at the first step of the reasoning in (1). Frey starts his argument with an analysis of 

the conditions a being must satisfy in order to possess the concept of belief. Now it seems reason-
able enough to claim that a being that possesses the concept of belief, and hence can conceptualise 
its beliefs as beliefs, must possess the ability to draw the distinction between true belief and false 
belief. For beliefs are the kind of mental states the having of which requires an understanding of 
the possibility of being mistaken, which requires, in turn, a grasp of the contrast between true 
belief and false belief. Beliefs, therefore, carry with them the potential of being frustrated, and a 
conceptualisation of belief as beliefs must mirror this fact about their nature. 

An opponent of Frey, however, might object to this argument as inappropriate. The question 
is not whether animals can possess the concept of belief, but whether they are capable of having 
beliefs tout court. And it is not at all obvious that in order to have beliefs one also has to have the 
concept of belief. In a similar vein, it is not at all obvious that in order to have pain a being must 
also have the concept of pain. What Frey has shown at most is that the possession of the concept 
of belief implies the possession of the ability to draw the distinction between true belief and false 
belief as a necessary condition for the possession of that concept. But so far he has not shown that 
animals cannot possess beliefs at all. In order to prove such a claim, Frey would have to present an 
argument showing how the having of beliefs alone requires the mastery of the concept of belief. 

Putting this in slightly different terms, we can say that Frey has shown that the ability to draw 
a distinction between true belief and false belief is a necessary condition for the possession of the 
concept of belief, but he has not shown that this ability to draw the required distinction is also a 
sufficient condition for the possession of the concept of belief. Frey himself does not provide such 
an argument in his paper since his argument already starts from an analysis of the concept of belief. 
Are there such arguments that can improve on Frey’s attempts? 

There exists a very prominent argument in the literature that attempts to move from the 
having of beliefs to the concept of belief, which goes back to a set of seminal papers by Donald 
Davidson (1982, 1984). In ‘Rational Animals’ (1982), for instance, Davidson argues that 
the having of a belief requires the possibility of being surprised, which involves, in turn, the 
belief that one’s previous belief was false. According to Davidson, beliefs are mental states that 
carry expectations about how the world is.  But expectations can go wrong sometimes in the 
case when the world does not turn out to be as we expected it. Thus, it is characteristic for 
expectations that they carry with them an awareness of possible frustration. This awareness is 
expressed in the agent’s surprise when the world is not what she thought it to be. For David-
son, surprise then shows an awareness of a contrast between what the agent once believed and 
what it now comes to believe on the basis of new facts. So what it comes down to, according 
to Davidson, is that showing surprise is correlated with commanding, however tacitly, the 
distinction between true belief and false belief. So far, Davidson’s argument reaches the same 
conclusion as Frey’s. 

But Davidson pushes the argument further than Frey in claiming that an agent who is 
surprised forms a belief that her original belief was false: the agent thereby forms second-
order beliefs about first order beliefs to the effect that they are wrong. Surprise, according to 
Davidson’s analysis, turns out to be a belief about a belief, and thus requires reflective thought. 
Put differently, we can say that the agent possesses a concept of belief in virtue of which it can 
conceptualise her beliefs as beliefs. Evidence of the important theoretical role surprise plays for 
Davidson is found in the following passage:    

‘Surprise requires that I be aware of a contrast between what I did believe and what I 
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come to believe. Such awareness, however, is a belief about a belief: if I am surprised, then 
among other things I come to believe that my original belief was false. I do not need to 
insist that every case of surprise involves a belief that a prior belief was false (though I am 
inclined to think so). What I do want to claim is that one cannot have a general stock of 
beliefs of the sort necessary for having any beliefs at all without being subject to surprises 
that involve beliefs about the correctness of one’s own beliefs.’ (Davidson 1985, p. 479)

Accordingly, Davidson believes that these considerations can help to motivate the move from 
the having of beliefs to the possession of the concept of belief. To master the concept of belief, 
and thus to know what beliefs as beliefs are, is to grasp the contrast between objective truth and 
mere subjective opinion: true belief and false belief. 

But as we have seen with Frey’s original argument, Davidson’s argument suffers from a similar 
kind of weakness: is it really so obvious that the ability to draw a distinction between true belief 
and false belief is a sufficient condition for the possession of the concept of belief? I do not think 
so, and it is interesting to see why this is not the case. 

To start, there is surely consensus about the fact that beliefs require sets of cognitive mecha-
nisms that can:

(1)   Monitor whether or not a particular belief is adequate in representing reality.

(2)  Initiate some sort of self-corrective behaviour that results in the revision of one’s 
beliefs if they are found to be inadequate.  

This much is implied by the very nature of beliefs: for beliefs are mental states with a mind-
to-world direction of fit (Searle, 1983), where the function of beliefs is to adequately represent 
the world. Beliefs are thus distinguished from other propositional attitudes such as desires, which 
have a world-to-mind direction of fit, where the agent attempts to change the world to fit its 
desires. Given this analysis of the function of beliefs, they need to use cognitive mechanisms such 
as the ones outlined above to fulfil their task. For if beliefs did not have these kinds of cognitive 
mechanisms, they might get out of tune with reality, and agents might thereby end up with 
“crazy” belief-systems that might lead them astray.   

Davidson clearly thinks that these cognitive mechanisms are conceptual or reflective activities, 
i.e. second-order thoughts that tell us what we ought to believe in the face of conflicting evidence. 
But is Davidson justified in assuming that the cognitive mechanisms are conceptual in this way? 

He apparently fails to notice an important alternative: namely the possibility that the animal 
grasps the contrast between true belief and false belief implicitly through its self-corrective behav-
iour (Carruthers, 1992, ch. 6; Searle, 1994). We may say that an animal is aware of the possibility 
of mistakes if it is somehow capable of revising its beliefs in the light of contradicting evidence. 
But this belief revision need not involve consciously reflecting upon the beliefs in question. Belief 
revision may be driven instead by implicit (first-order) procedures that are capable of assessing 
the success or failure of particular mental states. Animals understand when their occurrent desires 
are thwarted by circumstances, so they may also understand when some of their beliefs are not 
satisfied by how the world in fact is. 

Rats, for example, may be able to demonstrate the required abilities of self-correction. As 
has been shown in experiments over and over again (Dickinson, 1980), when rats are repeatedly 
exposed to the contingency of pressing a lever followed by food, they easily form an instrumental 
belief that pressing a lever brings about access to food. If the contingency changes so that the rats 
gain access to food independently of pressing the lever, rats adjust to the new contingency im-
mediately and stop pressing the lever. They have, therefore, revised their belief system to achieve 
a better fit in the mind-to-world direction of fit. Presumably they are able to do this because they 
have cognitive mechanisms that can detect when a mismatch between their mental states and 
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their environment occurs. But as I already noted, none of this requires that rats need to employ 
reflective activities that involve a conceptual understanding of beliefs. 

While rats and other mammals may use belief revision strategies that are below the conceptual 
level, this does not obviously preclude other creatures using conceptual abilities to revise their 
stock of beliefs. Their conceptual understanding of belief may emerge as a consequence of con-
sciously reflecting upon their self-corrective behaviour in belief revision, thereby making explicit 
what they only implicitly knew when revising their beliefs. Once the explicit or conceptual under-
standing of belief is reached, revising one’s beliefs may become more sophisticated and flexible. 
But with the introduction of non-conceptually based abilities that grasp the contrast between true 
belief and false belief, Davidson’s argument leading from the having of beliefs to the presupposed 
mastery of the concept of belief fails.

Incidentally, this outcome of the analysis of Davidson’s argument throws more light on 
a further contentious point in Frey’s original reasoning in (1). Remember that Frey tried to 
develop an argument with the intention of demonstrating that the having of beliefs is somehow 
dependent on the mastery of linguistic abilities. We have already dispensed with the view that 
the having of beliefs necessarily requires the mastery of the concept of belief. But there is a 
somewhat different argument in reasoning (1) that has not yet been addressed directly on the 
basis of the considerations above, but to which the outcomes of these considerations might 
prove relevant. 

This different argument claims that only in the presence of linguistic abilities are we able 
to make the constitutive distinction between true belief and false belief. As we have seen when 
presenting his argument, Frey sets up the argument in the following manner: 

If a being can draw the distinction between true belief and false belief, there must be some-
thing that can be true or false about their beliefs

Since states of affairs, the things that correspond to beliefs, cannot be either true or false 
because states of affairs can only be either the case or not the case, we are forced to postulate a 
language to assure that there is at least something that can be assessed as true or false about 
beliefs, namely sentences.

According to Frey, then, our ability to distinguish true belief from false belief would imply 
that we master linguistic abilities and that we understand what it means for sentences to be true 
or false. However, given our evaluation of Davidson’s argument above, we can easily see that 
this implication is not obvious at all. Frey’s argument rests on the assumption that the predicate 
‘true’ and ‘false’ can only be applied either to states of affairs or sentences – period. Obviously, 
his argument would lose its force if there existed other entities to which these two predicates 
could equally apply. Now a different entity comes readily to mind – the beliefs themselves. Why 
shouldn’t the predicates ‘true’ and ‘false’ apply to the propositional states of belief themselves? 
We already saw that the having of beliefs actually requires a set of cognitive mechanisms that are 
capable of monitoring and revising beliefs that are out of tune with reality. We might therefore 
argue that the predicates ‘true’ and ‘false’ could function as indicators of whether propositional 
states such as beliefs fulfil their mind-to-world direction of fit. John Searle has argued for such a 
position.  As Searle (1994, p. 212) remarks, ‘true’ and ‘false’ may function as meta-intentional 
markers that ‘are used to assess success and failure of representations to achieve fit in the mind-to-
world direction of fit…’ However, given these observations, one can clearly appreciate that Frey’s 
argument, as it stands, cannot prove what it set out to prove, namely that the having of beliefs 
requires the mastery of linguistic abilities. Such a conclusion could only follow if the predicates 
‘true’ and ‘false’ were given a meta-linguistic meaning, which, however, has not been shown by 
any of Frey’s arguments. 
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Conclusions
Where are we in the argument? Frey set out to introduce an argument demonstrating that 

animals cannot possess moral status. His argument tried to reach its conclusion in three steps. In 
a first step, he accepted the thesis that moral status is dependent on the having of interests. In 
a second step he motivated the view that the having of interests is on its turn dependent on the 
having of propositional attitudes such as beliefs. And in a final step, he argued for the view that the 
having of beliefs required the mastery of the concept of belief and linguistic abilities. Since animals 
clearly do not possess linguistic abilities, this flaw projects back: they will not be able to instantiate 
propositional attitudes such as beliefs; but without beliefs they cannot instantiate interests in any 
relevant sense; and, finally, without interests, they cannot have genuine moral status. 

The outcome of my evaluation of Frey’s argument showed that it systematically neglects rel-
evant alternatives that would allow animals to instantiate beliefs in the absence of the mastery 
of the concept of belief and linguistic abilities. Neither Frey’s original argument nor Davidson’s 
improved argument were able to seriously undermine such alternative accounts of the ability to 
distinguish between true belief and false belief – in fact these arguments do not even discern such 
alternatives since they are blind towards them. But given the soundness of these alternatives, the 
original arguments fail in showing that animals do not possess moral status. In the case of Frey’s 
argument it even follows, on its own accord, that once beliefs might be ascribed to animals, there 
is nothing to prevent us from ascribing moral status to animals. Obviously, my paper has not 
shown that animals really do possess moral status. But it has shown that influential arguments 
claiming to prove that animals cannot possess moral status fail in the end.    
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT AND 
AESTHETIC PERCEPTION
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Abstract
Considering the recent debate over nonconceptual content, this paper will examine whether 
the notion nonconceptual content as understood by Evans, Peacocke and DeBellis is an ad-
equate model for explaining aesthetic experience.  The problem is in deciding to what ex-
tent perceptual experience should be taken as justifying a subject’s aesthetic judgments, and 
whether the content of perceptual states that underwrite aesthetic experiences requires a 
notion of nonconceptual content.  I will argue that there is a tension between the view that 
aesthetic experience is accountable entirely within the domain of perception and the view 
that aesthetic experience is somehow contextually constrained. Adjudicating between these 
by applying Peacocke’s notion of a nonconceptual protopropositional level of content, I argue 
that as this level of content’s role is to offer a means of external individuation of representational 
states, then protopropositional content requires a form of ontological realism.  After examining 
musical cases presented by DeBellis, I then argue that this level of protopropositional content 
is unhelpful when applied to aesthetic cases as the required aesthetic realism that it accompa-
nies fails to provide a proper account of normativity or the possibility of disagreement.

Keywords
Aesthetics, nonconceptual content, perception, Peacocke.

1.  A problem that has received much recent attention in the philosophy of mind is the issue 
of whether the content of perceptual experience is best understood as being wholly conceptual 
or, at least in part, nonconceptual. In what way and to what extent are the mental representa-
tions of a subject’s perceptual experience constrained by that subject’s conceptual abilities? 
Though this debate has received wide attention from many, this paper will take the notion of 
nonconceptual content defended by Evans, Peacocke, and DeBellis as its focus.  This debate 
centres on whether perceptual states that are doxastic for a subject must be described using only 
concepts that the subject does possess, and if not, whether those nonconceptual doxastic states 
are consciously accessible to the subject. The problem becomes most acute when applied to 
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aesthetic perception.  The issue for aesthetics is to decide to what extent perceptual experience 
should be taken as justifying a subject’s aesthetic judgments, and whether the notion of non-
conceptual content offers any special insight in explaining aesthetic experience.  The purpose 
of this paper will be, first, to shed light on the complexity of the problem of aesthetics, and 
second to voice my doubt over the possibility of a Peacocke-style nonconceptualism regard-
ing aesthetic judgments.  I will first very quickly run through the notion of nonconceptual 
content, then a presentation of the ‘problem of aesthetic justification’, which results from 
a tension when deciding between either experience or theory as the justificatory grounds 
of aesthetic judgment.  Lastly, I will present a problem (that I believe is significant) for any 
nonconceptualist who takes the problem of aesthetics seriously. 

2.  The notion of nonconceptual content is intended to bridge a gap between two issues 
— the role that mental states of a particular kind are to play in a representational theory of 
mind, and the need for epistemic justification for ascribing beliefs on the content of those 
states.  To take the first of these, one part of a representational theory of mind is to posit that 
a complete explanation of a subject’s behaviour should make reference to the subject’s mental 
states, such that a subject’s mental representation of their perceptual experience becomes 
the basis upon which subjects make judgments of the external world.  Perceptual experience 
provides a reason for the subject’s behaving as they do.  For example, part of the explanation 
of my behaviour of swatting at a fly would require that my action is accompanied (or, more ac-
curately, preceded) by a mental representation on my part that there is a fly roughly in the area 
where I swat, and this can be represented by the propositional content that ‘there is a fly here’ 
(or some acceptable permutation thereof).  Perception experience forms the content of that 
proposition, and it is in light of this content that I act.  Thus the debate over representational 
content, as found in Evans, Peacocke and DeBellis, begins with the functionalist assumption 
that evidence for attributing some difference at the representational level can be found in 
behaviour, or to put it another way, differences in behaviour could be due to differences of 
representational content.  

The second issue is that of justifying my believing the content of this proposition; more specifi-
cally of how we might be justified in ascribing beliefs to a subject on the basis of their perceptual 
experiences.  Our beliefs might justifiably be about the world if some strong connection can be 
made between states of affairs and our perceptual experiences.  The problem here is to establish 
what epistemic principles must hold for a subject to make transitions from perceiving to believ-
ing, and then to acting.  This second issue I will largely pass over here, as my main concern is to 
establish what can be the content of a representational state.  

In what sense can a representational state be nonconceptual?  It seems reasonable enough 
to suppose that in order for some mental state to play a role in the description of a subject’s 
behaviour, that subject’s perceptual experiences must robustly represent the world in such a way 
that might accommodate the great variety of behavioural response.  What is not clear is whether 
it is necessary that the subject’s conceptual capacity should equal their ability to notice perceptual 
distinctions.  Rather there seems to be much evidence to the contrary.  It is a common start-
ing point for nonconceptualists to claim that a subject’s representational states might be more 
finely-grained than their conceptual abilities, and further that on the basis of this fine-grained-
ness, subjects might justifiably exhibit discriminative behaviours.  A subject might behaviourally 
demonstrate some discriminative capacities between different shades of colour, say, shades of 
colour more finely-grained than that subject’s conceptual capacities, and justify their behaviour by 
appealing to their experience as simply ‘looking that way’.  Or more interestingly, these discrimi-
native behaviours could be demonstrated by animals, or human infants, who (presumably) possess 
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no concepts at all.1 Therefore, a description of these discriminative abilities may require a notion 
of the content of a subject’s mental states that does not attribute the possession of those concepts 
to the subject; that is to say, a notion of nonconceptual content of perceptual experience.  

The motivation for Gareth Evans’ notion of nonconceptual content is represented in his now 
famous rhetorical question — ‘Do we really understand the proposal that we have as many colour 
concepts as there are shades of colour that we can sensibly discriminate?’ (229) — arguing that 
perceptual states must be more fine-grained than a subject’s conceptual abilities.  The question 
for Evans lies in deciding when these nonconceptual representational states can be said to suitably 
feed in to our informational systems in such a way that presents a reason for the subject to behave 
as she does.  It seems then that, for Evans, our perceptual systems are nonconceptual, but these 
states only become reason-giving experiences for a subject when they are conceptualised, presum-
ably in some propositional attitude.  Thus Evans claims that:

Such [perceptual] states are not ipso facto perceptual experiences — that is, states of a con-
scious subject.  However addicted we may be to thinking of the links between auditory input 
and behavioural output in information-processing terms … it seems abundantly clear that 
evolution could throw up an organism in which such advantageous links were established, 
long before it had provided us with a conscious subject of experience. (157-8)

Evans’ use of nonconceptual content can be stated in roughly Dretskean terms, where the 
content of information received through the senses is just raw, analogue experience, opposed 
on the other hand to thought that embodies this content and is expressible in language, which 
implicitly requires concepts.  Nonconceptual content plays into a subject’s informational systems, 
but only becomes an experience for the subject under conceptualisation.  

It is this constraint on experience that is rejected by Christopher Peacocke2, among others.3 

For Peacocke, an object can look square, for instance, without the subject’s possession of the 
concept square, yet this experience is consciously accessible to the subject, as an object appearing 
a certain way (in this case, square).  On this view, the fine-grained differences of shape or colour 
are represented to the perceiving subject as looking a certain way due to the subject’s sensitivity 
to a perceptual level of content that does not make heavy constraints on the subject’s conceptual 
capacities.  This perceptual level of content is what Peacocke calls the protopropositional.4  As a 
nonconceptual level of content, this provides the correctness conditions for representational states 
that do not require the subject’s possession of the relevant concepts.  For example, I don’t need 
the concept of the shape of England to represent an object as being England-shaped, all I need is 
a perceptually robust information-processing system that correctly represents the object as being 
England-shaped.  However, underwriting the commitment to this sort of epistemological exter-
nalism, it seems that Peacocke (or any nonconceptualist like him) is required to accept a form of 

1 Of course, this has so far been to avoid the question of what a concept is, which is the subject of some debate.  
Taking two stands of the debate, concepts could be identified as either Fregean senses, or, according to Evans, as  
abilities.  While it is clear that non-linguistic creatures could possess no Fregean concepts, it seems plausible that 
they could possess abilities that might count towards their concept possession.  For more, see Evans, The Varieties 
of Reference (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1982), chapters 1 - 3; and Jose Luis Bermudez, Thinking Without Words 
(Oxford: Oxford, 2003).
2 A Study of Concepts (London:  MIT, 1992).  
3 See for examples Jose Luis Bermudez, The Paradox of Self-Consciousness (Cambridge, MA: MIT, 1998), and his 
Thinking Without Words (Oxford: Oxford, 2003); and Michael Tye, Ten Problems of Consciousness (Cambridge, MA: 
MIT, 1995). 
4 See Peacocke, A Study of Concepts, Ch. 3, esp. 74 - 81.  Peacocke defends two levels of nonconceptual content, 
of which the protopropositional comes second.  Preceding this is his notion of ‘scenario content’, which, though 
interesting in its own right, does not concern me here.  
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realism regarding the properties that objects have.  Consider the following from Peacocke:
For something to be perceived as square, the symmetry about the bisectors of its sides 

must be perceived, and this is a restriction at the level of protopropositional content.  When 
something is perceived as shaped like a regular diamond, the protopropositional content 
of the experience includes the proposition that the object is symmetrical about a line that 
bisects the object’s corners.  The difference between perceiving something as a square and 
perceiving it as a regular diamond is a difference between the protopropositional contents 
of the two perceptions. (79)

Peacocke’s treatment of the difference between mental states that represent an object as be-
ing square and mental states that represent the same object as being regular-diamond shaped is 
constituted by a ‘restriction at the level of protopropositional content’, and it is this content that 
we are directly representing in perceptual experience.  Differences in the content of perceptual 
states correspond to differences in the protopropositional content represented.  For perceptual 
representational states to be veridical, objects must have those represented protopropositional 
contents.  This is a distinction reflected in the way the world really is, at the level of the physical 
nature of objects.  (By this, I take it that protopropositional contents can be understood as some-
thing like properties that are available at a subpersonal level, though they are not strictly speaking 
subpersonal as it is this content that underwrites the subject’s reasons for acting as they do.)  
Thus the representational states of a subject who represents an object as being square differs from 
the representational states of a subject who represents the same object as being regular-diamond 
shaped — these subjects differ in their mode of presentation.  Fortunately in this example both 
subjects are perceiving veridically as a equilateral and equiangular four-sided object possesses both 
protopropositional contents ‘being square’ and ‘being regular-diamond shaped’.  

My claim is that Peacocke is committed to an ontological realism about these protoproposi-
tional contents.  If the content of perceptual states are to be individuated externally, as Peacocke 
seems to suggest, then the external features that play an individuating role cannot be in any way 
mind-dependent (which goes along with saying they are nonconceptual), and being mind-inde-
pendent they must be real qualities of objects.  This is the claim so far, that one cannot be both a 
nonconceptualist of Peacocke’s sort and be an anti-realist about protopropositional contents, or 
the perceived qualities of objects.  We will then examine aesthetics cases to see whether this line of 
reasoning illuminates our understanding of that sort of perceptual experience as well.5

3. The nearest model for an aesthetic case that I will consider is Mark DeBellis’ Music and 
Conceptualization.6 DeBellis’ project is to explain what he calls hearing ascriptions, where these 
are statements like ‘The beginning of the second movement modulates to the dominant’, or more 
schematically, where a subject hears a certain passage of music as sounding a certain way: S hears x 
as F.  What interests DeBellis is that subjects who have had no musical training seem perfectly able 
to make judgments about their experience.  Suppose a subject who has had no musical training but 
is an opera enthusiast reads a piece of music analysis that describes some work that she is very well 
familiar with.  Reading that ‘the beginning of the second movement modulates to the dominant’, 
she could disagree believing that this analysis does not ‘fit’ with how she hears the music, or she 
could be pleased to find that this analysis does ‘fit’ with her experience such that it reveals an aspect 

5 Instead of taking the route of the ontological problem, another way of motivating this argument would be to 
draw out the debate between internalism and externalism.  I proceed here with the ontological argument because 
I feel it brings out the problem more clearly, though the reader would be right in assuming my inclination towards 
externalism generally.  
6 DeBellis, Music and Conceptualization (Cambridge: Cambridge, 1995).
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of the music that she had never before considered.  If both these scenarios are plausible, then in the 
first case it seems that the subject’s experience allows her to weigh the analysis for its correctness, 
and in the second case the analysis has revealed something to the subject, or the analysis has pro-
vided some information that was previously lacking from experience alone.  This way of presenting 
the case leads to an epistemological worry about how one’s musical experience can both be treated 
as a standard of correctness for a piece of analysis and can also be revised by that analysis, which is 
a problem that DeBellis takes up in a later essay.7 What is of immediate concern for us here is how 
all of this seems to be happening despite the subject’s having any musical training.  No doubt the 
subject would have to understand what the term ‘dominant’ refers to, and so would have to have 
a minimum knowledge of the reference of the terms used, but what the subject lacks is any formal 
training in the recognition of musical pitch, intervals or harmony, things one would expect a subject 
to understand in order for that subject to be justified in judging that ‘x sounds dominant’.  

To account for this, DeBellis argues that musical experience is in a weak sense nonconceptual 
— representational content of experience is weakly nonconceptual in DeBellis’ sense when a subject 
is capable of having a perceptual belief (hearing x as F) without their being able to assent to the 
corresponding belief-statement that ‘x is F’.  For this nonconceptual model to work, a subject must 
be able to grasp the information presented in the mental representation while failing to exhibit any 
ability to either assent to or deny the corresponding belief-statement.  His example is of a first-year 
ear-training student, this is a student being trained in the recognition of musical intervals but, be-
ing only a first-year, often gets it wrong and so does not trust their own judgment.  The student is 
presented with an interval, a perfect fourth say, and is asked to identify the interval.  The instructor 
playing the two notes in succession asks, ‘Is this a perfect fourth?’ to which the student is unable 
to reply.  Giving neither their assent nor denial to the question, DeBellis argues that the student’s 
hearing experience represents the interval as a perfect fourth, though they are incapable of forming 
this belief (or its negation).  But why should we accept this?  The most compelling reason DeBellis 
gives in support of this claim is what I call the argument for perceptual learning,8 which goes like 
this:  The ear training student is trying to learn to recognise intervals, thus we must assume that (a) 
the student already has a capacity to hear intervals, and (b) their learning is a genuine case of their 
acquiring some further ability they did not already have that is built upon a pre-theoretical capacity 
for hearing.  It is not that the student learns to hear intervals, but learns to recognise them.  If (b) 
were false, then the student would already have the ability to recognise intervals and learning should 
just be a simple matter of memorising, it would not be a difficult task where they often get things 
wrong.  So (b) cannot be false as this would misrepresent how one learns to recognise intervals.  On 
the other hand, if (a) were false, then the question would be from what information is the student 
expected to draw in order for their learning to be non-accidental.  If a student simply could not hear 
intervals, then why should we expect that the situation would improve through repetition?  Where 
both (a) and (b) are true, the subject lacks the ability to have a certain belief, but what they do not 
lack is the perceptual awareness of some information.  What is important for DeBellis’ argument is 
that the student does hear it as a perfect fourth, but that this hearing is epistemically insufficient for 
their forming the belief that ‘that is a perfect fourth’.  The student’s hearing, then, is weakly non-
conceptual in that their experience represents the sounds to them in some way though the student 
lacks the ability to describe that way of hearing.  

How does this fit in with aesthetic cases?  DeBellis’ model is meant to explain hearing ascrip-
tions, and not aesthetic ascriptions, which are not closely analogous cases, however by seeing how 

7 ‘Music Analysis as Articulation’, Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, 60 (2), 2002: 119-135.  
8 Cf. Music and Conceptualization, chapter 2.
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DeBellis’ use of nonconceptual content works we can get a better idea of what would be expected 
for a theory of nonconceptual aesthetic content.  The problem of aesthetic justification is motivated 
by a tension between two seemingly conflicting claims that are both central to contemporary aes-
thetics.  It is the tension between what Malcolm Budd calls the Association Principle — like Mary 
the colour scientist, no physical description can stand in the place of subjective experience — and 
the widely held contextualist views of art — such as the view associated with Arthur Danto, who 
claims that aesthetic judgment always requires some point of view — cultural, historical, political, 
religious.  The tension comes out when we attempt to explain some aesthetic attribution.  To put 
it bluntly, when a subject judges that ‘x is F’, where F is some aesthetic quality like ‘elegant’, is 
it enough for that subject to appeal to their own experience in justifying that judgment, or must 
they take into account some wider context, whether historical, cultural, or religious?  

Some background detail:  Aesthetic attribution is notoriously resistant to rule-governed rea-
sons, and yet many aestheticians still seek to lay claims to objectivity, or, at the very least, claim 
that aesthetic perception is more than some mere subjective liking.  If we have reasons (purport-
edly normative ones) for rightly ascribing to the world perceivable evaluative qualities, and yet 
these reasons are not overtly law-like or rule-guided, then these reasons must lie at some level 
below cognition, in the perceptible features of the world, or in Kant’s terms, the supersensible.  
Thus the Association Principle would say that, judging that the world is thus-and-so must be 
open to truth conditions if we expect others to agree with our findings, and yet no reasons can be 
given in advance of experience to support this expectation, therefore our reasons must be found 
in experience.  This might be fine as it is, but the claim could be taken further: it is that nothing 
more would be needed — the perceptual exhausts the grounds of justification.  

Take some more concrete examples, as when a subject judges that Dvorak’s Songs for the New 
World is elegant; or that Rothko’s painting Black on Maroon is unsettled; or that Hughes’ poem 
‘Juke Box Love Song’ is atmospheric:  any aesthetician after Frank Sibley would remind us that 
there can be no single physical property (or fixed set of properties) that is solely responsible for, 
or denoted by, or referred to using the predicates ‘elegant’, or ‘unsettled’, or ‘atmospheric’.  It 
doesn’t take long to notice that, if we were to compare other works that were judged to be 
elegant, no single physical feature might be recognisably identified in all elegant works.  

The justification for an aesthetic judgment seems intuitively to be exhausted by experience 
— that is to say, experience looks to us as being a certain way and it is on the basis of this per-
ceptual experience we have reason to apply some aesthetic predicate — and yet judgment is also 
essentially a contextual activity.  The judgment that some object is elegant only makes sense when 
elegance is regarded as a relevant aesthetic quality: contexts where a certain aesthetic quality is 
held as relevant will produce a different evaluative content than in those contexts where that 
same quality is irrelevant.  The claim of relevance is twofold: first, that aesthetic attributions only 
take their normative force where the aesthetic value appealed to is in that context an applicable 
criterion for success.  For instance, it would be irrelevant to criticise ancient Egyptian paintings 
for their failure at realism, or lack of the use of foreshortening: it is irrelevant because Egyptian 
painters were not concerned with accurate depiction, thus realism is an inapplicable criterion for 
success.  The second part of the claim is that even where a value is applicable, evaluative content is 
not reducible to any perceptible fact.  It is entirely plausible to imagine a case where two subjects 
undergo perceptual experiences with indistinguishable content but who differ in their evaluative 
judgments; cases both where the descriptive content remains and the evaluative changes, and 
where the descriptive and evaluative both diverge.  

For example imagine that I, a Western musician trained in the jazz tradition, accompany a Chi-
nese friend to a Chinese opera.  For this example, it is not necessary to imagine that my Chinese 
friend is a trained musician as well.  It might just be enough to assume that she has heard Chinese 
opera in the past — perhaps her parents were opera enthusiasts, but also had no musical training 
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— and so my Chinese friend is at least able to judge when something sounds ‘right’ and when 
something sounds ‘wrong’ though she may not understand the music-theoretic reasons for why this 
is so.  (Remember, on DeBellis’ account, she needn’t.)  On the other hand, I, being a trained musi-
cian, could have music-theoretic reasons for my believing that something’s sounds ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ 
to me.  When we attend the opera, I find the tone of the voices to be too shrill, and the harmony 
too discordant, though my friend finds the opera to be quite elegant and moving.  Yet we are both 
listening to the same sounds, presumably representing the sounds in much the same way (or at least 
I find no plausible reason to assume that my Chinese friend and I process the sounds in such radically 
different ways resulting in my finding something discordant that she finds harmonious).  One intui-
tive explanation for our divergent opinions on the opera might be that I am unfamiliar with Chinese 
harmony to appreciate it adequately; I am listening to the opera with distinctly ‘Western ears’.  The 
common explanation is that I don’t ‘understand’ the music.  Yet I am a trained musician, and can 
perfectly well make assertions like, ‘The voicing of the first chord in the second movement was a mi-
nor second and tritone (A-Bflat-E), which I heard as the source of the movement’s instability’.  If my 
perceptual experience is the sole ground for my judgment, then it seems I cannot be wrong as I hear 
the second movement as sounding that way.  To claim that there is some element for understanding 
the music that I am deficient in suggests that there is something over and above my perceptual experi-
ence that would make the music sound ‘right’ for me, and it is this extra bit that I am lacking.  But 
what would this extra bit be if it were not to be found in my perceptual experience?  

Attempting to resolve this problem by appealing to a perceptual level of nonconceptual con-
tent,9 one might argue that two experiences could differing in evaluative content while remaining 
the same in descriptive content could be explained by each subject’s representing a different 
protopropositional quality of the object.  The temptation would be to follow Peacocke10 in his 
handling of the differences in perceptual states that represent an object as being square from states 
that represent the same object as being regular-diamond shaped.  To explain the musical case 
described above, the temptation would be to explain the difference in evaluation similarly as being 
a difference of the subjects representing different protopropositional content.  Thus, my Chinese 
friend represents her experience as sounding harmonious, while I represent it as sounding dis-
cordant.  However, following this route invites a very serious problem, one that would face any 
theorist seeking to explain this sort of perceptual experience nonconceptually.  As I mentioned 
earlier on, Peacocke’s notion of nonconceptual content requires him to explain the correctness 
conditions for perceptual experience in term of its correctly or incorrectly possessing protop-
ropositional content.  Without this level of content perceptual states could not be grounded in a 
mind-independent world.  Protopropositional contents, then, must be ontologically external and 
mind-independent.  Thus, this view of nonconceptual content is committed to realism regard-
ing this level of content.  The problem is that realism about protopropositional content seems 
unlikely to solve our problems in the aesthetics case, but rather would make matters worse.  

Such a view would be committed to holding that aesthetic properties are mind-independently 
real — that perceptual differences in the content of an aesthetic experience would be explainable 
by differences that hold between objects independent of our perceptions of them.  Nor could the 
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9 It could be questioned here whether the experiences I have described are nonconceptual, to which I would remind 
the reader, that, in my example, my Chinese friend has had no musical training, and so has no music-theoretic reasons 
for believing that something sounds ‘right’, though she is perfectly capable of identifying ‘right’-sounding passages 
from ‘wrong’-sounding ones.  Following DeBellis on this point, her ability would be nonconceptual in that she lacks 
the music-theoretic concepts required to explain her judgments.   
10 By invoking Peacocke here, I am not suggesting that this would be his answer to the problem.  My point is 
merely to show that an aesthetician committed to explaining aesthetic experience in terms of its representing some 
nonconceptual content would be in trouble were they to follow this line of reasoning.  
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nonconceptualist deny commitment to aesthetic realism — on the one hand perceptual states are in-
dividuated by reference to their content, which requires that content to be mind-independent, and 
on the other hand to accept that aesthetic experience requires some cognitive component would be 
to admit some mental dependence, which seems to enter into the realm of the conceptual.  What’s 
worse, if these protopropositional contents are real, and accepting that two subjects can disagree 
about the evaluative content of their aesthetic experience, then we would be committed to the 
highly implausible view that, e.g., Chinese opera possesses both the protopropositional content ‘dis-
cordant’ and ‘harmonious’.  If protopropositional contents represent real properties of objects that 
subjects are nonconceptually sensitive to in their perceptual experience, then either some subjects 
just do systematically misrepresent their experience, or, in order to explain aesthetic disagreements, 
objects must simultaneously possess both positive aesthetic qualities and their negation.  

Lastly, it might be objected that the level of protopropositional content is just the wrong place 
to go looking for aesthetic qualities.  It could be argued that aesthetic qualities have more to do 
with the ‘feel’ of a perceptual state rather than its representational content, therefore aesthetic 
qualities are not grounded in protopropositional content, but rather in sensational properties of 
the objects.  However, this would not avoid the problem.  If sensational properties are really had 
by objects in the way that objects really have protopropositional contents, that is that perceptual 
states containing sensational contents are assessable as either correctly or incorrectly represent-
ing the object, then we still have the issue of an object’s potentially being represented as both 
p and not-p by different subjects.  Perhaps we could then just deny that sensational properties 
are assessable in this way, but to do this would be to reject any normativity or expectation that 
other subjects should agree with our aesthetic judgments.  Incidentally, I cannot see any reason 
to believe that aesthetic perception is not representational in the way that colour perception is, 
except to avoid the problem that I have described.  Experience is represented to subjects not only 
as ‘being red’ or as ‘being square’, but also as ‘being harmonious’ or as ‘being pleasing’, and this 
seems to say as much about the object represented as colour or shape perception does, so the 
distinction between representational and sensational seems unnecessary.  

In conclusion, my suggestion is that the difference between my Chinese friend and I is not 
what we are hearing, but how we are hearing — it is a difference in how we conceptualise our 
musical experience.  The way I imagine this happen is something like this:  during early childhood 
we become habituated to certain harmonic and tonal patterns by developing expectations about 
our musical experience.  The expectations form the groundwork for our musical concepts, which 
may be rather coarse-grained, like ‘sounding good’ or ‘sounding bad’.  Having developed our 
musical sensitivity in very different musical traditions, my Chinese friend and I have very different 
expectations, where the use of tritones and minor seconds is what she has come to expect, and I 
have come to find startling.  This is not to say that perceptual experience is conceptual, only that 
aesthetic experience is.  It may still be the case that hearing and recognising pitch is grounded at 
some nonconceptual level, but that higher-order hearing, hearing at the level of musical or aes-
thetic qualities, requires conceptualisation.  The idea that evaluative content changes across con-
textual boundaries suggests to me that the difference between these representational states is not 
perceptual, but cognitive.  While aesthetic concepts, like elegant, unsettled or atmospheric, are 
not rule-governed, the differences in cognitive import seem to demand a conceptual background.  
The enormity of this problem leads me to consider abandoning the nonconceptualist’s project 
in aesthetics in favour of a conceptualist view, which would hold that the evaluative content of 
perceptual experience must be described using the concepts possessed by the subject.  Following 
this project to the end, we may conclude that the best way of understanding aesthetic cases is to 
hold some mixed-view about perception: while the nonconceptual view of perception certainly 
does seem appealing in many regards, we may find that aesthetic perception is a bracketed-off area 
of the phenomenon of perception that is largely conceptual.  
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This paper addresses the problem of the identity of musical works and defends the view 
that these can rightly be understood as independent from performances of them against 
both Goodman’s nominalist view of musical works and several claims, fashionable among 
contemporary musicology, to the effect that such an independence is either a conceptual 
mistake, or legitimate only when applied to post-classical musical contexts.
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Until fairly recently, aesthetics has been regarded as a lesser area within the analytic tradition, 
surely as a consequence of the prevalence of the logical-positivistic, sceptic view, even outside its 
hard core representatives, that beauty, art or taste were not susceptible of serious philosophical 
analysis, or, more bluntly, that aesthetic statements were simply pseudo-propositions, devoid of 
cognitive meaning. People like me owe it to a very few people, and especially to Nelson Good-
man, who, with his impeccable analytic credentials in  other fields, published in 1968 his by now 
classic Languages of Art, a right, to put it in Peter Kivy’s humorous but very realistic formulation 
in an essay published  as a tribute to his memory, the right not to blush when we tell a philosophy 
colleague, “I do aesthetics”. Interestingly, we also owe it to people like Kivy the more recent right 
to the recognition of such a thing as the philosophy of music (actually, one of the most flowering 
areas of the philosophy of art at the present time).

As was the case with Kivy, although he was about to write on a subject outside the philosophy of 
music, I mention this as a foreword to the task that usually better expresses a philosopher’s respect 
and admiration for another, which is, as you all know, the task of criticising one of his views. 

In this paper I would like to show how the contemporary philosophical debate about the 
nature of musical works can help dissipate some notions that are sometimes taken for granted or 
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obvious in general discussion about music. These are Goodman’s view of what a musical work is, 
and what I will call, for lack of a better expression, the historico-musicological view, associated 
with Post-Modernism and the New Musicology movement, of music in general (not necessarily of 
musical works as such, since, as I will make clear, the questioning of the very concept of a musical 
work plays a major role in this bulk of views and theories). 

I shall start by stating Goodman’s definition of a work of music, pointing out its nominalist 
inspiration, and presenting a number of arguments showing its shortcomings and conflicts with 
the current understanding of what a musical work is, by specialists and non-specialists alike. 

In the second part, I will try to clarify the tenets of the culturally influential cluster of views 
I called historico-musicological, and to show an unexpected alliance with nominalism, mainly in 
sharing the belief that works are (roughly) their score and directly depend, for their existence, on 
actual or foreseeable performance, and can be said to have a kind of subsidiary existence outside 
the production of the required sounds, but can only have the status of an heuristic to help us talk 
about very general features of the music. I will criticise this view and try to show the inanity of 
the kind of historical-musicological examples given in support of the tenet that only performances 
“really” exist, mostly involving the indeterminacy of older musical notations.

My main conclusion will therefore be that musical works (by roughly the same reasons as other 
artworks such as plays and other human products such as game rules, blueprints and criminal 
procedure codes) can be shown to undermine any strict nominalist ontology. 

An important caveat must be introduced from the start. Throughout this paper, and in conso-
nance with the authors and views I will address, I shall circumscribe the kind of music under discus-
sion to the so-called western classic tradition, from the Middle-Ages (so far as some kind of musical 
notation has survived) until now. I hope this will be understood as the selecting of a type of music 
that more suitably raises the specific philosophical issues to be discussed, and not as a stylistic point 
about the higher value of such music (a view, however, I do not pretend to decline). 

I
In Languages of Art, Goodman, talking of course of music within a narrower tradition of 

relatively sophisticated notation (that would be, from Baroque on), proposes we identify a musi-
cal work with the class of  performances compliant with the score of that work. Thus, Wagner’s 
Tristan und Isolde would be, not any idea or set of ideas in the minds of Wagner or anybody else 
who knows or has heard the opera (the view put forward by idealists such as Croce and Colling-
wood), nor any platonic universal consisting in the sequence of elements selected by the composer 
from the eternal realm of musical (logical) possibilities and made public through the writing of 
a set of instructions for its performance – the score – (a view held by platonists of various kinds, 
like Jerrold Levinson and Peter Kivy) but, very simply, all correct performances of Tristan put 
together, and nothing else. So, we get a nominalist account of the nature of musical works, that 
states that these are, after all, groups of perfectly respectable spatial-temporal objects, namely, the 
various physical sound occurrences that happen according to the composer’s instructions for a 
performance of his work to take place.

It’s true that Goodman uses the expression “class of” in this definition, but, as is known, for 
him this is a concept that doesn’t involve any commitment with realism, since he believes the term 
“class” to be a roundabout way to talk about the empirical fact that some things, from cats to 
performances of Tristan, are similar to each other. Some doubts about the strategy of explaining 
away the concept of class by means of a reduction to the concept of similarity will emerge when I 
present Richard Wollheim’s criticism to the definition.

I shall ignore the most notorious consequence of Goodman’s definition, which is the demand 
it imposes on a performance in order for it to be compliant with the score, which is nothing less 
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than perfect note-by-note rendition of it by the performer. The counter-intuitive shock-effect of 
admitting that almost all performances of all works aren’t, strictly speaking, performances of them 
at all due to a few wrong notes or rhythms (or even a single one) has to face the strong theoretical 
defence Goodman puts up in the form of a sound slippery slope argument.

On the other hand, I would like to make a very brief  preliminary point regarding a hint of 
ambiguity about the formulation of Goodman’s definition as to whether or not it is meant to in-
clude all possible performances of the work. I will only point out that, while an affirmative answer 
would seem to be most convenient, since it would take out much of the sting from a group of 
counter-arguments to the definition that I will present right away, the fact is that neither the letter 
of it, that doesn’t mention any possibility clauses, nor, more importantly, the spirit of the whole of 
Goodman’s ontological stand seems to back up this admission of possibilia (performances to be, 
that would also count as part of an existing, actual musical work). This would generate, at least as 
far as I can see, an unwanted drift away from the strict nominalism that appears to be Goodman’s. 
Anyway, since I intend to discuss this kind of strong nominalist view of works, and also am no 
friend to an intentional fallacy in the interpretation of philosophers’ writings, I shall abide to the 
literal reading of the definition.

Moving on to the counter-arguments proper, we will notice they are mostly of the reductio 
kind. The first group concerns the impediments that Goodman’s definition would cause on con-
sensually true predications about works of music, such as “was first drafted in 1832 in Wiesbaden” 
or “remains one of the most performed works in the symphonic repertoire”, or “has never been 
performed”, which would imply, respectively, that a class of (at least some actual) performances of 
a work could be created at a certain time and place, contemporarily with the work itself, that the 
work (a class) would be getting bigger as time went by, and even, that all works that have never 
been performed simply don’t exist.

 But surely, the fact that Wagner finished Tristan und Isolde in 1859 cannot mean (fortunately) 
that the class of all its performances was finished by that time. And the preference of public and 
pianists for Chopin’s G minor Ballade does cause the work to be very frequently heard in concert 
halls and recordings, but it certainly doesn’t affect the size of his op. 23. Similarly, it would be 
extremely odd if the fact that I have just finished my latest part-song, and eagerly await its first 
performance should entail the non-existence of my composition.  Indeed, taken literally, the defi-
nition would cause the trivially true statement “many works of music never got to be performed” 
to be a contradiction, and the traditional complaints from composers of all times about this very 
truth in respect to their own efforts, to be regarded as nonsense. A somewhat amusing and related 
consequence, pointed out by several critics of the theory, is that all unperformed works from all 
times or places would turn out to be one and the same work, since they would all exemplify the 
very same class, namely, the null class.

An other objection affects even the rejected “possible performances” interpretation, and is 
based on actual cases: sometimes we know about the past existence of works, which, due to the 
definitive loss or destruction of their scores, will never be able to be performed. In this case, 
there are problems even about  possible performances of such works. Further, it may be, at least in 
principle, that a composer writes an extremely expressive work, but that it makes such superhu-
man demands on performers in terms of technique and orchestral coordination, p.ex., that it 
will happen that it never actually receives a single performance that bears the attribute of being 
expressive, but only, as the fruit of the hardest labour from the best musicians, a few, very rare, 
acceptably note-correct renditions. A contradiction is generated if we follow the definition, since 
it was our premise that the work is expressive, but, owing to practical contingencies, none of its 
performances is, and perhaps even can ever be. 

In general, I propose, we can say the principle of substitution salva veritate would not be ob-
served, in such simple cases as “Mozart is the author of Don Giovanni”, where substitution of the 
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name that denotes the work by the Goodmanian equivalent phrase (the class of…) would involve 
ignoring the efforts of the thousands of singers, players, directors and staff responsible for the 
multiple performances of the opera since the eighteenth century in favour of Wolfgang himself. 
Also, as far as I can see, a move to the claim that contexts like this are referentially opaque, and 
thus an exception to the principle of substitution, would be unfounded.

Another argument, presented by Nicholas Wolterstorff, draws on Leibniz’s Law to focus on 
the natural, sometimes huge dissimilarities between performances of the same work: two differ-
ent things (performances) cannot be identical with a third (the work); therefore, the work can-
not be identical to the class of its contrasting performances. This objection can seem somewhat 
unfair in ignoring the intuition that what is being asked of performances is not strict identity 
with the score (the exact nature of such an identity would even be probably hard to imagine), 
but compliance with it, which is compatible with various dissimilarities between performances 
in aspects where the score isn’t determinative. But, first, these differences can and usually do 
exceed the narrow limits of the composer’s expressed intentions, and, more importantly,  the 
fact is that the theory identifies the work with the class made up (“concretely”) of all those per-
formances, not as an universal or type that can be instantiated but not identified with particular 
divergent performances (that being the exactly opposite, platonic, view on the subject). As 
such, I would say that the gist of the objection stands. 

A final line of criticism, followed by Richard Wollheim, for example, focuses on problems of 
individuation, in particular, the criterion under which a given set of performances can be said 
to be of a particular work. If we ask what makes the several performances of Tristan und Isolde, 
performances of that work, the intuitive answer will surely be that there should be something 
which every one of them stands in a certain relation to. Well, this answer is made unavailable if 
you identify the opera (or should I say, musical drama) with its performances: nothing else exists, 
in fact, besides these (that’s the spirit of Goodman’s nominalist proposal). So, we will have to 
appeal to the resemblance between them as the criterion that fixes all of them as performances of 
Tristan. But this criterion has to be confronted with the empirical fact that those performances 
differ from each other. The only ways out seem to be the following two: 

1)  To say that the similarity called upon is restricted to a certain set of relevant parameters; 
this is clearly circular, since it presupposes we can identify from the start which parameters of 
the performances will be relevant, in which case resemblance isn’t the real criterion, and we are 
instead appealing to a previous, independent idea of what constitutes the work to be performed 
(common understanding would say, the score).

2)  To claim that the different performances of the opera have more features in common 
between them than when compared with any other musical performance. This apparent way 
out allows us to tell that those performances are not, p.ex., performances of Die Walküre. The 
problem is that, if the amount of similarities should really settle the matter, then, since there will 
surely be subsets of the set of all performances of Tristan that show a greater amount of similar-
ity between them, as opposed to other subsets, there is nothing to stop us from identifying each 
one of these numerous subsets with performances of actually different works, however con-
nected by a lesser amount of similarities (perhaps Tristan 1, Tristan 2, etc., or maybe Tristan as 
interpreted and performed in this way, etc.). 

So, this is where, as I said earlier, Goodman’s strategy of explaining away classes via the 
concept of resemblance proves either circular or inadequate, besides being counter-intuitive as 
regards the common explanation of the relation between performances and the works they are 
of, which seems to be possible only by reference to a previously, independently existent work, 
capable of being repeatedly performed at different times and places and in various ways. This is 
what Wollheim meant when writing at exactly the same time as Goodman in Art and its Objects 
(and moving on to Richard Strauss):
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“To say that […] certain performances […] are of Rosenkavalier because they resemble 
one another seems precisely to reverse the natural order of thought: the resemblance, we 
would think, follows from, or is to be understood in terms of, the fact that they are of the 
same[…]opera”.  (p.10)

II
This part of my paper tries to bring together a set of views on the ontology of musical works 

common among scholars working at the intersection of musicology, the psychology of music 
and philosophical aesthetics, and to focus on a general claim, which can be loosely associated, as 
far as the more specifically philosophical approach is concerned, with the work of Lydia Goehr 
(although I should not want to attribute to her the whole of the somewhat synthesized position 
I want to discuss), the claim being about the structural contingency of the very concept of a 
work of music, which would be a historical-sociological phenomenon that came into being at 
the start of the nineteenth century (mainly with the ideology connected with “Beethoven, the 
creative genius”). Along these lines, an attack is mounted on the allegedly ahistorical and formal-
ist point of view of analytic ontology, and on the whole discussion of the concept of musical 
work, which wouldn’t historically apply to the productions of composers working before the 
Romantic paradigm. These didn’t think of themselves, we are told, as composing musical works 
at all, in the sense of something whose integrity, instrumentation or even authorship should be 
eagerly observed. Rather, they composed on commission, under a patron, for specific occasions, 
didn’t expect the fruits of their labour to last very long in the repertoire (that is, didn’t work for 
posterity, like Beethoven), were quite comfortable with almost any change, cut and arrangement 
of all or part of their compositions to fit practical, financial or any sort of strictures to their being 
performed at all - although we could ask, if this was so, what on earth was really being performed. 
But that is exactly the point: there were no works, and that is what explains the flexibility of the 
artists and the performers attitude towards the pieces. 

Furthermore, this view seems to be strengthened by conclusions, on the part of musicologists 
sympathetic to Goehr, regarding early music, especially music from the Middle Ages and on the 
first steps of musical notation. Examples from this period are used to show that a work concept 
involving a text fixed for all times by the composer, as opposed to that of improvised music, simply 
didn’t make sense, and so, no piece of notated music could be said to be neither a musical work 
nor pure improvisation. Both these are just anachronistic conceptual impositions on such music.

At this point you will probably be wondering what all this, which is actually part the hard facts 
of musical life before the nineteenth century, and part theoretical conclusion of a musicological 
sort about those facts has to do with nominalism. Well, the truth is that this historical-musicologi-
cal position stretches the point far beyond the Beethoven frontier, and supporters of the New Mu-
sicology movement, often hostile to the analytic method in favour of historical, deconstructionist 
approaches, have for some time now questioned that talk of musical works as entities independent 
from performance, makes any sense. 

The grounds for this generalization of the critique of the work-concept have to do with 
views that question the legitimacy of judging performances faithfulness to the score, due to the 
insurmountable distance between it, necessarily incomplete in various parameters, and the real 
intentions of their composers, pointing out cases in which  sought, till their deaths, to change or 
improve certain works, often going to extreme  modifications, so that it isn’t possible to conclude 
that one of the steps ever got to be the work. Also, given the lack of solid criteria, besides interpre-
tation, to distinguish, in a score, what is essential to the work and was is contingent, they conclude 
that the text, even putting aside all cases where it comes to us in different, frequently contradic-
tory versions, does not define the work. Another claim is that the “work” is transformed, in its 
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own identity, by the historically changing performance practices and social attitudes towards 
them, its only mode of existence consisting in its present reconstructions (if any), either sonic 
or just ideological (usually, both).  

Thus, for them, as I said, talk of musical works is just a heuristic to be used for convenience, 
but that doesn’t correspond to anything existing in any strong sense. It is music that really ex-
ists, but musical works are not a part of that entity as to be put on a par with performances and 
improvisation, that is, real music-making. I expect it will now be clearer that such a view can be 
understood as a nominalist denial of the abstract existence of musical works.

I shall now try to show that the general claim need not lead us neither  into nominalism, 
nor to giving up philosophical inquiry about the nature of musical works as independent 
from its performance. That will be done by first addressing the medieval example intended 
to establish the claim for music before 1800, and then these last arguments supporting the 
generalization of the claim.

Let’s get some substance into the arguments from the dawn of notated music. The fact is that 
a piece from that period, for instance, a trope or an organum, would be notated by its author fol-
lowing a very incipient method that didn’t really fix the pitches of the music (sometimes, just their 
relative pitch), and would most often include cues about, p. ex. which item of plainsong should 
be inserted at a certain  place. Many times, these were supposed to be heavily ornamented, so that 
what we get, the proponent of the view says, is a mixture of several different ways of music making 
that produced what people sang, played and listened to for centuries, that couldn’t be conceptu-
ally more different from the typical note-by-note performance of a Brahms symphony today.

Now, to the reply. To my mind, this is a radical and unwarranted philosophical extrapolation 
from difficulties that are congenial to every historical inquiry about cultural practices that are 
different from our own. As Kivy says, in every musico-historical context, there have to be criteria, 
more or less flexible, but intelligible, that allow people to decide if a musician does or not succeed 
in trying to sing the same song,  at a time after its original occurrence. And this means we are in the 
presence of what he calls a work-performance proto-ontology, or “the repetition of the repeat-
able”, however small or arbitrary this repeatable minimum in a piece of music may seem to us (I 
shall pass by talk about necessary conditions stricto sensu). It seems only natural to recognize such 
minima in every musical culture, even more since the appearance of musical notation.

The natural objection would be that differences between performances of works in the full-
blown, Romantic sense, though real, are so small when compared to those between performances 
of notated medieval tropes or organa, heavily reliant on the performer’s  “reconstructive memory” 
of what isn’t notated, and on his habits of improvisation, embellishment, etc. allied to a notational 
system whose functioning is so foreign to the one we are accustomed to, that our concepts of the 
work and what counts as a performance of it become inadequate. The fact would be that, even 
backed-up the corresponding oral tradition, such notation under-determines performances to a 
point that compromises any possibility of a performance in our note-by-note sense. 

This objection fails through the same mistake it claims to detect in the view that our identifi-
cational minimum applies to all musical cultures: the imposition of modern categories to music 
from other times. It is false that early notations under-determine, in the strong, non trivial sense, 
performances of the compositions they notate. What we must understand is what those cultures 
considered as determinative, performable and able to be notated. In fact, a notation, jointly with 
the accepted conventions for the performance of what they notate fulfil the conditions for a work-
performance ontology. If the differences between possible ways to perform a trope sound to us 
so great that it seem unlikely, or arbitrary, to say they are of that very same trope, that is only due 
to our musical habits, nurtured in a different set of conventions. To medieval musicians, they 
would surely count as performances of the same piece, meaning by this what they meant, just like 
performances of the Liszt Sonata by Arrau and by Pollini  are to us of the very same sonata. 
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The mere distinction between correct and incorrect performances, or, what amounts to the 
same, performances that clearly are of the same organum and those that are not, means that the 
notation of a period, along with the conventions mentioned, are fulfilling the conditions for the 
determination of performance that pertain to that period, and therefore, the presence of the work 
concept. What is determined may be very little to us, but musical works are of many types, some 
of them very thin in properties, to use Stephen Davies’ phrase (just think of sparseness of the con-
ditions for something to count as some kind of performance of La Bamba, Silent Night or Happy 
Birthday). Even if we turn to music of purely oral transmission, such as folk music, or, more to 
the point, the music of the troubadour period, we can still talk about works in this manner: even 
the avant-garde minstrel knows when he is singing an extravagant version of song A, and when he 
comes up with something new by using features of songs B, C and D, while at the dinner table 
the troubadour that “originally” composed the song A bites his teeth as he compares in his mind 
A with what the minstrel is perpetrating before him.

The arguments for generalizing the claim to the thesis that neither were there musical works 
prior to 1800, nor were there ever is understandably easier to refute. In fact, it is surprising, from 
a philosophical point of view, that its many variants have gathered such a widespread support from 
musicological quarters. 

To the alleged incompleteness of the musical texts as laid down in the form of scores, the an-
swer is the same as the one just given to the alleged incompleteness of primitive notations. Davies 
points out that musicologists, of all people, should be weary of confusing the natural indefinite-
ness of scores, as regards tempo, articulation or figured bass, which nevertheless fully determine 
a specific work, and the incompleteness of a score, which can be said to happen in a proper sense 
only in such cases as those where it fails to determine at least one constitutive  feature of the work 
(such as a Mass by Josquin in which the alto part were missing).

 As to the impossibility of telling the essential/constitutive from the contingent, it seems 
rather that’s exactly the task of musicology, daily performed by taking editorial and interpretative 
decisions in the publishing of scores about which doubts exist, based on good scholarship and, 
inevitably, inductive reasoning. This shouldn’t be used to question the very concept of musical 
work, examples of which are able to be performed around the world thanks to those efforts. 

This leads us to the problem of different versions of the same work approved (or in doubt) 
by the composer, and to the idea of a musical work as never really being finished. To this last 
claim, we can only say that if the composer intended a work of his to be performed in a specific 
version, his previous hesitations or afterthoughts on what is publicly held to be the work are not 
very irrelevant. And, if there isn’t any kind of sanction on his behalf as to which version should be 
performed, then, depending on the level of differences between them, we could as easily defend, 
like the authors under discussion seem to prefer, that there is no musical work at all, as that there 
are several, or just that there are various versions of the same work. Of course the preferred first is 
the one which most obviously clashes with the reality of the theoretical and practical attitudes of 
the musical world, that always treats the case in the latter manner. In these cases where, despite all 
the best efforts of scholars, ambiguity prevails as to what features the composer (or the conven-
tions of his musical culture) would determine as constitutive, we always have the option, which is 
again the practice of the musical world in analysis, performance or recording, simply to index the 
performance to the relevant version of the work. 

Finally, the thesis of the transformation of the work by its future history, and thus, by its 
present performances or ideologies about it has a sensible side to it, and a not so sensible one. 
The first has to do with the consequences that beliefs, attitudes and practices about the work 
after its composition can have on its context-dependent features, like “being taken by the early 
romantics as a model of successful handling of symphonic form”, usually called artistic in contrast 
with other, aesthetic, features (such as expressing sadness or being unduly prolix). The truth of 
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this does not, however, endanger the identity of musical works across time, just like admitting 
that the passage of time can affect such properties of, and attitudes towards, works of painting or 
architecture represents no peril to the identity of oils and cathedrals.

The second side of the thesis is not correct, since it claims there is a causal interaction  from 
performance to work. In order for this to be possible, a criterion would have to be available for 
the identification of performances independent from the one used to distinguish works (namely, 
the ones to be supposedly affected by specific performances), on risk of circularity, since, ac-
cording to the view, performances change works in features that are not secondary. But this, as 
you may remember, brings us back to the problems of appealing to criteria independent from 
the work, in particular, to the most likely candidate, the resemblance between performances 
that would tell us of which work they are supposed to be ( and to the consequent “reversal of 
the natural order of thought” criticised by Wollheim in the quotation ending my critique of 
Goodman’s definition of musical work).

The historico-musicological view’s insistence on the reality of performances as opposed to the 
unreality (the heuristic function) of the abstract musical work, that sometimes leads its proponents 
to implicit nominalism and some counter-intuitive extremes as far as common musical thought and 
practice are concerned, seems to me to be motivated by a confusion between ‘work of music’ and 
‘music’ that may derive from the illusion of an incompatibility between an ontology of objects (to 
include possibly abstract ones - works) and an ontology of events (performances). That may be the 
problem lying behind the apparently harmless statement that only music ‘really’ exists, not works. I 
suggest, there are more things in the realm of music than are dreamt of in this philosophy.

Besides pointing out the inadequacy of Goodman’s proposal, I hope to have cast some doubts 
about concepts that often pass for common-sense in thinking about music, and also to call the 
listener’s attention to the philosophy of music, a flowering field in contemporary aesthetics, by 
showing it to have a perhaps unexpected but interesting bearing on a major metaphysical theme.

Music Lessons What the philosophy of music can teach us about nominalism • António Lopes
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INTERPRETAÇÃO LITERÁRIA 
E INTENÇÃO

Inês Morais
University of Lisbon

Abstract
Uma questão a que qualquer teoria da interpretação literária tem de responder é a da relevân-
cia das intenções do autor para a interpretação de obras literárias. Neste ensaio concentro-me 
num aspecto particular do problema: a relevância de informação inequivocamente privada 
sobre as intenções de um autor ao escrever uma obra literária, isto é, aquela contida em materi-
ais claramente privados, como diários ou cartas pessoais, ou só conhecida de confidentes. Pre-
tendo mostrar como só uma teoria intencionalista da interpretação (mas não necessariamente 
uma teoria intencionalista forte, como o intencionalismo efectivo) contempla estes casos. 
A primeira secção é sobretudo histórica. Começo por apresentar uma visão geral do debate a 
partir da discussão da tese da suposta “falácia intencional”. Na secção 2 discuto duas das versões 
intencionalistas principais: o intencionalismo efectivo e o hipotético. Começo por apresentar al-
gumas razões pelas quais hoje muitos filósofos preferem o intencionalismo efectivo. De seguida, 
argumento (com base na posição de Jerrold Levinson) que a chamada versão hipotética é a 
única que permite que o debate se mantenha no domínio da estética propriamente dita. Fi-
nalmente, menciono algumas dificuldades que também o intencionalismo hipotético tem de 
enfrentar, para mostrar que, ao contrário do que alguns defendem, este debate ainda não está 
terminado.

Keywords
Interpretação, intencionalismo, intencionalismo hipotético 

1. O DEBATE ANTI-INTENTIONALISMO - INTENTIONALISMO 
Nos anos quarenta, no célebre ensaio “The Intentional Fallacy”, Wimsatt e Beardsley avan-

çam alguns argumentos contra o uso, pelos críticos, de informação sobre as intenções dos 
poetas. Procurando combater uma tradição forte de crítica histórica (com figuras de proa 
como Sainte-Beuve e Lanson, entre outros), Wimsatt e Beardsley defendem que tudo o que 
há para interpretar num poema é o que está “manifesto”, e que apenas isso deve ser objecto 
da atenção dos críticos. A tese da “falácia da intenção” foi uma reacção muito compreensível 
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contra os excessos de biografismo na crítica literária e inspirou certamente teóricos como 
Roland Barthes (“A morte do autor”, 1968) e Michel Foucault (“Que é um Autor?”, 1969) e, 
através destes, muitos críticos e teóricos de literatura estruturalistas e pós-estruturalistas até ao 
presente. No entanto, o grande mérito dos argumentos de Wimsatt e Beardsley foi sobretudo 
o de iniciar um debate que procurou questionar e redefinir a finalidade e o objecto da inter-
pretação artística e, em particular, literária. 

Quanto à relevância ou legitimidade de se considerarem informações externas sobre as in-
tenções do autor, as tuas teses inicialmente em confronto são o “intencionalismo” e o “anti-
intencionalismo”. Para os anti-intencionalistas, como Wimsatt e Beardsley, os poemas são 
“pedaços de linguagem”, cujos significados são determinados pelo que está “manifesto”, não 
pelas intenções dos poetas.  Disto se segue que os críticos devem apenas preocupar-se com 
reconhecer as convenções linguísticas e artísticas que operam nas palavras e frases que compõem 
a obra, sem terem em conta as intenções do autor. As referidas intenções, uma vez que não estão 
manifestas, são tipicamente elusivas — e por isso, nas suas próprias palavras, “as questões críticas 
não se resolvem consultando o oráculo”. No entanto, o anti-intencionalismo enfrenta alguns 
problemas. Em primeiro lugar, afirmar que as intenções autorais não desempenham qualquer 
papel na interpretação das obras literárias é levar longe de mais a ideia razoável de que as obras 
de arte, enquanto tais, são até certo ponto autónomas em relação aos seus autores. Claro que a 
dificuldade está em definir os limites desse “certo ponto”, mas esta dificuldade não nos autoriza 
a recusar à partida qualquer ligação. Por outro lado, se defendermos que o que os críticos 
interpretam é o texto, no caso da literatura, não conseguimos explicar, por exemplo, fenómenos 
como a alusão ou a ironia, em que as evidências textuais são por si só, muitas vezes, insuficientes 
para assegurar uma interpretação correcta. O anti-intencionalismo é, portanto, indefensável, na 
medida em que reduz as obras literárias ao material linguístico ou textual que as compõe, sem 
dar conta do facto de que a informação sobre o autor e o contexto de produção de uma obra é, 
frequentemente, indispensável para evitar interpretações incorrectas. 

O intencionalismo, pelo contrário, é a tese segundo a qual a interpretação de obras literárias 
requer que se determinem pelo menos algumas intenções autorais. Nas suas versões mais ex-
tremas, esta tese está comprometida com a ideia de que as obras de arte significam o que o 
artista intencionou que significassem, e apenas isso (Hirsch 1967; Juhl 1980; Knapp e Mi-
chaels 1985). Não são estas versões fortes de intencionalismo que pretendo discutir aqui. 
É certo que estas propostas mais extremas têm o objectivo louvável de definir padrões de 
validade rigorosos para os juízos interpretativos, ao estabelecerem que a interpretação deve 
estar inteiramente ancorada no que o autor pretendeu que fosse relevante para a interpretação. 
Todavia, elas estão comprometidas com a posição de que os artistas intencionaram tudo o que 
na sua obra tem significado1, não podendo, portanto, dar conta de factos como o de Mozart 
ter composto sonatas antes de essa forma ter sido codificada e, assim, antes de ele poder pro-
priamente intencionar compor “sonatas”2. Para além disso, tais versões extremas  também não 
dão conta de, provavelmente, todas e quaisquer leituras modernas da Ilíada ou da Odisseia, 
por exemplo, uma vez que a sua autoria é, ela própria, muito pouco clara. E, para mencionar 
mais um exemplo famoso, tais variantes extremas de intencionalismo não poderiam explicar 
como interpretações psicológicas modernas da personalidade de Hamlet podem ser candidatas 
a interpretações correctas ainda que plausivelmente ninguém pense que alguma vez pudessem 
ter sido sonhadas por Shakespeare. 

  

Interpretação, intenção e os assuntos privados dos artistas • Inês Morais

1 A ideia de que o intencionalismo tem este compromisso é avançada por Berys Gaut 1993, pp. 599-00 e Paisley 
Livingston 2003, p. 278.
2 Este exemplo é dado por Stephen Davies 1996, p. 28.
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2. INTENCIONALISMO: EFECTIVO E HIPOTÉTICO
Em particular na última década, a discussão na tradição analítica centrou-se em aspectos muito 

específicos de duas posições intencionalistas, designadamente: o intencionalismo efectivo (IE)3, 
defendido por Gary Iseminger, Paisley Livingston e Noël Carroll, entre outros; e o intencio-
nalismo hipotético (IH), defendido mais famosamente por Jerrold Levinson (que desenvolve e 
refina propostas anteriores de Tolhurst e de Nehamas). É importante notar que ambas as posições 
defendem como tarefa legítima da interpretação a procura das hipóteses mais bem fundadas acerca 
das intenções autorais. As duas teorias discordam, no entanto, acerca dos critérios que legitimam 
essas hipóteses e, em particular, acerca da informação contextual que pode ser invocada: o IE 
permite que os críticos baseiem as suas hipóteses em qualquer tipo de evidência que possuam, com 
base na premissa de que a interpretação de obras literárias (como de outras obras de arte) não é 
diferente da interpretação de actos linguísticos ou de outras acções humanas comuns nos quais , 
à partida, nada deve ser ignorado; enquanto que o IH restringe o uso de elementos extratextuais 
àqueles que se espera que um “leitor adequadamente informado”4 conheça, como as convenções 
linguísticas e literárias em causa, a história de produção da obra que seja relevante, o conjunto 
da obra do artista e a sua biografia pública5. A principal diferença é, em suma, que o IE não 
estabelece um limite para a investigação do contexto de produção, enquanto que o IH defende 
que a interpretação de obras literárias está necessariamente restrita àquilo que a melhor audiência 
de uma obra “teria mais razões para aceitar ou adoptar tendo em conta a totalidade da evidência 
disponível e admissível, i.e., tendo em conta o que é derivável do texto e do seu contexto envol-
vente legitimamente invocado”6. Os problemas de cada uma destas propostas serão discutidos nas 
secções seguintes. O principal ponto em discussão é sobre se, por exemplo, declarações privadas 
de intenções – ou outras eventuais informações sobre intenções autorais, tais como documentos 
claramente privados (ou, pelo menos, não escritos para serem do conhecimento dos leitores), ou 
ainda dados biográficos descobertos por um investigador-detective ou com recurso a instrumen-
tos como câmaras escondidas, ou material encefalográfico — devem contar como evidência para 
o intérprete de obras literárias: dado que todos aceitam que o contexto de produção é, até certo 
ponto, relevante, onde devem os críticos parar (se de todo devem parar), e porquê?7

2.1. Intencionalismo efectivo
As versões moderadas de intencionalismo efectivo que discuto aqui defendem que o que pode 

os aprender sobre um poeta pode ajudar-nos a responder a pelo menos algumas questões interpre-
tativas relativas à sua poesia. Isto não significa que o IE propõe  que a vida do poeta seja a fonte de 
informação privilegiada para a interpretação dos seus poemas, como a crítica historicista proporia, 
mas apenas que uma das finalidades da interpretação literária (e artística) é compreender intenções 
autorais expressas numa obra — sem que isto implique que o significado de uma obra se resume às 
intenções autorais expressas, como acontece com as formas mais extremas de intencionalismo.

Uma defesa recente do IE é a de Noël Carroll, num ensaio em que apresenta um suposto 
contra-exemplo ao IH8. Carrol pretende mostrar que, contrariamente ao que defende o IH, in-
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3 Traduzo aqui “Actual Intentionalism” (AI) por “Intencionalismo efectivo” (IE) e “Hypothetical Intentionalism” 
(HI) por “Intencionalismo hipotético” (IH).       
4 Jerrold Levinson 1992.
5 Idem, Ibid.     
6 Jerrold Levinson 2002, p. 314
7 É importante notar que não pretendo descrever ou avaliar as práticas dos críticos. O âmbito da minha análise é 
estritamente teórico e normativo, e não descritivo. 
8 Noël Carroll 2002
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vestigar os documentos privados dos artistas, bem como dados biográficos que apenas pudessem 
estar na posse de detentores de um conhecimento privilegiado do autor não é, por si só, ilegítimo, 
dado que essa “informação privilegiada” sobre as intenções de uma artista é, em alguns casos, 
necessária para os intérpretes e críticos compreenderem, por exemplo, modos não convencionais 
de paródia. Carroll analisa  a este propósito o “wrestling project” de Andy Kaufman, um projecto 
cómico interrompido pela morte repentina de Kaufman. Claramente, a paródia  que Kaufman 
faz desta forma de luta profissional não foi adequadamente compreendida pelo público, até que 
dois amigos próximos falaram publicamente sobre as intenções reais do artista. (Até então, o 
comportamento de Kaufman foi sempre interpretado por todos (incluindo por Carroll) como 
“pura loucura”, pois ele actuava como qualquer lutador comum, sem mostrar qualquer sinal de 
estar a representar). Carroll interpreta esta obra de Kaufman do seguinte modo: “O “wrestling 
project” foi uma oportunidade que Kaufman criou para explorar, reflexivamente e por vezes 
parodicamente, as características da luta profissional que o fascinavam — tais como o facto de que, 
apesar de “todos saberem” que a luta profissional  é a fingir (ou teatral), no entanto consegue 
emocionar os adeptos a ponto de os fazer gritar genuinamente por sangue.”   

Dado que, pelo menos neste caso, sem a informação dos dois amigos todos fariam a interpre-
tação da loucura e ninguém interpretaria correctamente (i.e., como paródia) a sua obra sem esses 
dados, Carroll afirma que, nesta obra particular, apenas a determinação das intenções efectivas do 
artista permite uma interpretação adequada. Assim, conclui Carroll, o IE parece ser a única forma de 
dar conta de casos como este, pois o IH proíbe o recurso a documentos privados e a outros dados 
biográficos não (intencionados como) públicos, e neste caso estes parecem ser necessários para uma 
correcta interpretação. Segundo Carroll, este exemplo mostra, em particular, que uma teoria da 
interpretação que proíba por princípio o acesso dos intérpretes a informações privadas sobre as vidas 
dos artistas não contempla o facto de que os artistas frequentemente infringem os cânones artísticos 
e usam meios não convencionais de fornecer pistas para a interpretação das suas obras, sobretudo 
em situações em que a intenção do artista é também explorar numa obra de arte as convenções de 
um género (como a “luta profissional”, neste caso). 

Parece-me, no entanto, que uma teoria como o IH permite responder a este aparente con-
tra-exemplo. Em primeiro lugar, pode argumentar-se que era suposto que a audiência ideal da 
obra de Kaufman soubesse como interpretar correctamente o “wrestling project” (e isto apenas 
já permitiria, de acordo com o IH, o uso da informação dos amigos próximos). Pois, se uma 
das ideias que Kaufman pretendia explorar na sua obra era a de que as pessoas frequentemente 
tomam “a sério” algo que é tão obviamente a fingir, então podemos dizer que Kaufman pode 
ter pretendido que a sua audiência compreendesse o seu projecto como uma paródia, mas apenas 
depois de ter sido iludida durante um certo período de tempo. Pode argumentar-se, no entanto, 
que apenas podemos dizer isto depois de termos tido acesso à informação privilegiada a que o 
IH não permitiria recorrer. Mas a esta objecção pode responder-se que este é um caso em que a 
obra (o “wrestling project”) não estava terminada, porque Kaufman morreu antes da sua con-
clusão, e portanto o recurso a informação “externa” é simplesmente uma forma de reconstruir 
as partes perdidas, porque não tornadas públicas, de uma obra incompleta. É o equivalente do 
estabelecimento de um texto encontrado em fragmentos; não faz parte da interpretação (estética) 
da obra, mas da sua reconstrução histórica, necessária mas prévia à interpretação da obra de arte 
enquanto tal. A segunda interpretação que podemos fazer da obra de Kaufman, menos plausível, 
no entanto, é a de que a sua audiência era composta por estes dois amigos, a quem Kaufman 
forneceu (novamente de modo nada convencional) todas as informações de que precisavam para 
uma interpretação correcta da obra. Este exemplo parece, em qualquer caso, insuficiente para 
resolver definitivamente o problema a favor do IE. 

Uma razão possível para o êxito do IE nos últimos anos é que, aparentemente, ele permite uma 
“compreensão” mais completa das obras. Uma vez que o IE determina que os críticos devem pro-
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ceder como em qualquer outra forma de interpretação, em que tudo é potencialmente relevante, 
podemos pensar que as conclusões a que permite chegar são, em princípio, mais bem fundadas do 
que aquelas a que uma teoria mais restritiva pode chegar. No entanto, pode argumentar-se que 
a aparente abertura do IE não conduz necessariamente a juízos interpretativos mais informados 
esteticamente, mas apenas, possivelmente, a uma injustificada atenção a propriedades de uma obra 
que não podem ser descritas como as suas propriedades estéticas — uma desvantagem  que o IH 
consegue evitar com a sua restrição de princípio. De facto, não é porque temos mais informação 
acerca das intenções do autor de uma obra de arte que necessariamente chegamos a interpretações 
melhores. E afinal isto é o que acontece também noutros tipos de investigação: nem tudo o que 
envolve um objecto que estamos a estudar é relevante para o estudo desse objecto e podemos até 
dizer, à partida, que certos tipos de factos são sempre irrelevantes. Por isso, se o IH puder mostrar 
que existe uma boa razão para não se considerarem informações privadas sobre as vidas dos au-
tores, então a restrição que ele impõe à interpretação é correcta e o IE tem de ser abandonado. 

As objecções ao IE podem, então, ser resumidas do seguinte modo. O IE não mostra su-
ficientemente por que razão a interpretação de obras literárias é diferente da interpretação 
de actos linguísticos ou de outras acções humanas e, em particular, por que razão ignorar 
certos elementos claramente não literários é, à partida, uma má decisão. Podemos dizer, por 
exemplo, que devemos excluir, por princípio, do domínio da interpretação de obras literárias 
toda e qualquer informação sobre as doenças do cão dos vizinhos dos artistas, sempre que não 
existam motivos para pensar que existe uma relação clara entre esses factos e o artista e a sua obra. 
E, provavelmente, um defensor do IE poderia concordar que esta restrição não deixaria de fora 
nada que valesse a pena preservar. A disputa entre o IE e o IH é, portanto, muito mais acerca da 
extensão do contexto que se poderá restringir do que acerca da legitimidade de uma restrição de 
princípio, uma vez que o IE também aceitaria que se fizessem algumas restrições de princípio, 
ainda que menos restritivas do que aquelas que o IH propõe.     

No máximo, a intenção do IE de permitir uma investigação histórica e biográfica ilimitada 
acerca dos autores de obras literárias, à semelhança do que fazem os historiadores e os biógrafos 
com tantos outros produtos de acções humanas, poderia ser vista como uma metodologia para 
recuperar informação histórica ou psicológica sobre os agentes de criações artísticas que preza-
mos. Isso pode ser muito interessante e útil para a história ou para a psicologia, mas não faz parte 
da interpretação literária propriamente dita. Argumentavelmente, investigações desse género nem 
são inconsistentes com o IH; de facto, trata-se de dois tipos diferentes de investigação, dos quais 
apenas o último contempla as propriedades literárias das obras. Assim, sob uma tal hipótese, o IE 
pode até ser admitido como inspirando um conjunto de directivas para a recolha de informação 
acerca das circunstâncias de produção de uma obra literária, mas não deve ser considerado uma 
teoria (intencionalista) da interpretação literária (ou artística).

 2.2. Intencionalismo hipotético
Os defensores do intencionalismo hipotético argumentam que, para que uma obra seja inter-

pretada enquanto obra literária, nem todos os modos de a compreender e avaliar podem ser literaria-
mente relevantes. Defenderiam, por exemplo, que ainda que possuíssemos instrumentos adequados 
para monitorizar os pensamentos de um artista enquanto cria a sua obra, ou os movimentos físicos 
que conduziram à produção de uma determinada obra, a análise desses pensamentos e dessas acções 
não poderia ser usada como base para uma interpretação literária, uma vez que as obras literárias 
não são para ser avaliadas como se fossem um meio para obter informações sobre a vida de um autor 
e do seu contexto. Imaginemos, por exemplo, que poderíamos monitorizar a execução de uma sin-
fonia com um instrumento ultra-sensível que registaria qualquer tipo de som. É óbvio que nenhum 
crítico seria capaz de ouvir com tal acuidade e portanto as conclusões a que essa pessoa chegasse 
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seriam provavelmente diferentes daquelas a que poderia chegar o crítico que não recorresse a um tal 
auxílio artificial. Provavelmente, essa pessoa faria afirmações muito mais precisas do que aquelas que 
ele mesmo faria se estivesse confinado a escutar a execução. No entanto, as peças musicais não foram 
feitas para serem registadas por máquinas ultra-sofisticadas, mas para serem escutadas e apreciadas 
por ouvidos humanos. Por essa razão o IH recusaria como irrelevantes dados extra deste género, 
mesmo se os resultados a que se pudesse chegar com o recurso a esses dados fossem mais precisos do 
que aqueles que se podem conseguir pelos meios normais. Levinson justifica esta restrição com a es-
pecificidade do “jogo literário”, governado por convenções e “limitado por regras para a produção 
e a recepção de produções literárias que são mutuamente compreendidas”:

Estas regras podem muito naturalmente especificar que factos relacionados com o contexto 
de origem, para além daqueles que se espera que um leitor idealmente preparado e informado 
conheça, são irrelevantes para fxar ou constituir o significado de uma obra como ela foi produ-
zida nesse contexto.9  

No entanto, este ponto de vista também não é isento de problemas. É um facto que de-
terminados dados claramente não estéticos podem afectar decisivamente a posição dos críticos 
relativamente à atribuição de autoria, por exemplo — como dados quantitativos de estilometria 
estatística10, que permitem passar, por exemplo, de uma especulação plausível para uma atribuição 
mais confiante ou até mesmo segura. Deveríamos abster-nos de recorrer a essa informação apenas 
porque a obra claramente não foi feita para ser recebida e apreciada com base nessa informação? 
Parece-me que a resposta a esta pergunta é negativa. No entanto, isso não deve obrigar-nos a 
regressar ao IE. De facto, a razão pela qual o IE recusa a restrição de princípio do IH é porque 
relativamente aos discursos e acções de todos os dias não aceitamos uma tal restrição. Isto significa 
que o IE, mas não o IH, considera que a compreensão de obras literárias é da mesma natureza 
que a compreensão de discursos e acções não literárias. Trata-se provavelmente de tipos de com-
preensão diferentes, que seria interessante analisar. Por agora é suficiente dizer que o facto de as 
obras literárias serem apreciadas quando são compreendidas, de um modo que os discursos não 
literários talvez não sejam, é suficiente para dizer que pelo menos não é óbvio que os métodos de 
descoberta e o tipo de informação que faz sentido usar num tipo de actividade sejam, à partida, 
igualmente adequados para o outro.

Quanto à razão que Levinson invoca para a restrição — manter a interpretação literária no 
domínio da estética —, ninguém pode discordar do propósito. No entanto, que fazer com a infor-
mação disponível que argumentavelmente permite uma melhor apreciação estética de uma obra? 
E, se ignorar informação é possível em teoria, por vezes na prática isso não é. E não podemos 
querer uma teoria que a prática contradiz.  

Penso que a solução que o IH apresenta, mesmo se preferível ao IE, não pode ainda ser 
uma solução final. Para além disso, hipotético não será talvez a melhor maneira de descrever as 
características que distinguem do IE a teoria de Tolhurst, Levinson, Currie e outros, pois de 
facto ambas as variantes do intencionalismo concordam que a interpretação consiste, pelo menos 
em parte, em colocar hipóteses sobre o significado intencionado para uma obra pelo seu autor; a 
atribuição de intenções por meio de hipóteses interpretativas é, por isso, comum a ambas. O que 
as separa realmente é o peso dado ao âmbito da investigação acerca  das intenções autorais. Esta 
diferença, por sua vez, tem algumas consequências metodológicas — por exemplo, o IE, ao con-
trário do IH, não restringe o tipo de informação que pode contar como relevante para determinar 
essas intenções. Talvez por isto alguém uma vez se referiu ao IH como uma forma de “não in-
tencionalismo”, mas esta descrição parece-me incorrecta, porque o IH tem como objectivo, pelo 

9 Levinson 2002, p. 313.
10 Ver capítulo 12 de Harold Love 2002.
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menos em parte, projectar as intenções autorais — ainda que procure fazer isso não ignorando a 
distinção entre a apreciação propriamente estética da obra e a obtenção de informações acerca das 
circunstâncias da sua produção, em particular relativas às intenções do autor. Parece-me por isso 
que o que definitivamente distingue os chamados intencionalistas hipotéticos dos intencionalistas 
efectivos é exactamente a tentativa mais consistente por parte daqueles de preservar a ideia de 
recepção estética das obras de arte. Falta, claro, explicar mais claramente o que isso possa ser. Em 
todo o caso é razoável dizer que, ao contrário do que alguns afirmam, há ainda trabalho a fazer 
quanto ao que deve ser uma teoria intencionalista da interpretação literária.11 

Interpretação, intenção e os assuntos privados dos artistas • Inês Morais

11 Este primeiro ensaio foi escrito já durante a bolsa de doutoramento concendida pela Fundação para a Ciência e 
Tecnologia, instituição a que agradeço. Devo ainda à Fundação Luso-Americana para o Desenvolvimento a pos-
sibilidade de deslocação à Universidade de Maryland, durante o mês de Setembro de 2004. Agradeço sobretudo as 
sugestões bibliográficas de Jerrold Levinson, bem como os comentários dos meus profs. Maria de Lourdes Ferraz e 
Miguel Tamen a uma versão anterior deste ensaio.
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THE CINEMATIC MUTHOS
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Abstract
The Greek word muthos names the role of the viewer or the reader in the process of recogniz-
ing a given narrative form or structure. It constitutes an active work of composition, integra-
tion and synthesis of heterogeneous elements and the establishment of a dynamic identity 
to the story being presented. The objective of this paper is to propose a panoramic view of 
the devices that support the muthos in the case of film and to present and assess their com-
mon rationale. It also proposes other ways through which movies exert a controlled appeal 
to the spectators’ cognitive capabilities and to their collaboration in filling in the gaps.

Keywords
Philosophy of film, muthos, cognitivism.

1.INTRODUCTION
The Greek word muthos names the role of the viewer or the reader in the process of recogniz-

ing a given narrative form or structure.  It constitutes an active work of composition, integration 
and synthesis of heterogeneous elements and the establishment of a dynamic identity to the 
story being presented1. It consists also of a sort of “negotiation” between the expected and the 
unexpected elements of a narrative, the foreseeable and the unforeseen. Through it, the spectator 
is able to sustain and calibrate a level of expectation that explains for much of the narrative tension 
and the fruition provided by it. Not everything is predictable and not everything is unpredict-
able. The narrative structure provides the viewer or reader with a number of macro and micro 
ranges of possibilities and, therefore, with the chance to discriminate between the congruity and 
the incongruity of any diegetic sequence (i.e., the occurrence of events or reactions within those 
ranges and those which fall outside them). 

Estética / Aesthetics

1 Cf. P. Ricoeur, “Life in Quest of Narrative”, in David Wood (ed.), On Paul Ricoeur: Narrative and Interpretation, 
London: Routledge, 1991, p.20; cf. D. Knight, “Aristotelians on Speed”, in Richard Allen and Murray Smith (eds.), 
Film Theory and Philosophy, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997, p.349.
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The activity of making sense out of a manifold of very diverse units of meaning (characters, 
emotions, episodes, causal, spatial and temporal relationships between scenes, etc.) proceeds 
through the articulation of all the events and incidents within the overarching story, “which is 
unified and complete”2.

 Throughout his philosophy of film, Noël Carroll has introduced and developed several 
surveying devices that help us to better realize how this muthos takes place in the case of film view-
ing as well as to realize the different levels, both diegetic and perceptual, where this activity takes 
place. These devices are the relation between point-glance and point-object focal perspectives, the 
relation between music and emotion, erotetic narrative, the narrative enthymeme and the relation 
between reading-for-the-story and reading-within-the system.  

 The objective of this paper is to propose a panoramic and comparative view of these 
explanatory devices and to present and assess their common rationale. All of them describe the 
way films are basically constructed through complex and juxtaposed sequences consisting on the 
instauration of a given range of possibilities and the cropping out or selection of one of those 
possibilities. Another common feature lies on the way these devices attribute the viewer an active 
role in the extraction, elaboration and development of cinematic meaning. Film viewing appeals 
constantly to the memory and to the activation of different cognitive abilities in the spectator. 

 This interaction and the spectator’s active intervention are not, of course, an exclusive of 
film. Ernst Gombrich, for instance, insisted on the way art viewers are constantly led to project 
their stored vocabulary of familiar graphic forms onto fuzzy or accidental shapes. We enumerate 
the images we “read into” clouds or into the inkblots of a Rorschach test3, submitting them to 
our need for perceptual classification and our sense of intelligibility. Art has always relied on this 
interaction between suggestion and projection, of “making” and “matching”4. Giorgio Vasari 
praised the “rough and unfinished” bas-reliefs sculpted by Donatello in one of the Singing 
Galleries for the Florentine cathedral because “all things which are far removed (…) have more 
beauty and greater force when they are a beautiful sketch than when they are finished”5. Their 
incompleteness “heightens the imagination” and invites the viewer, so to speak, to finish the 
work by following the artist’s suggestion and by projecting his visual schemata onto the rough 
sketch. Our enjoyment of such pieces is deeply connected to the awareness of our own cognitive 
collaboration, namely, by “watching our imagination come into play, transforming the medley 
of color into a finished image”. Leonardo da Vinci’s traditional reluctance to finish his works 
was also linked to his awareness of the power of “matching” in the apprehension of visual forms. 
According to this painter, the best method for “quickening the spirit of invention” would be to 
“look at certain walls stained with damp, or at stones of uneven color”6 and learn how to “see 
in them” “the likeness of divine landscapes” or “battles and strange figures in violent actions” 
and “expressions of faces and clothes”. The skilful artist is then able to inspire the spectator the 
same projection of visual schemata. Leaving her work with a sufficient level of incompleteness 
and indeterminacy she allows the beholder “to experience something of the thrill of ‘making’ 
which had once been the privilege of the artist”7.

 In narrative arts, and specifically, in literature or film, more than visual schemata, the reader 
or spectator is mostly asked to fill in time gaps. If we see our heroin rushing out her office door and 

2 Ricoeur, 199: 20.
3 E. Gombrich, Art and Illusion, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1960.
4 Cf. Gombrich, 1960: 186.
5 Quoted by Gombrich, 1960: 193
6 Quoted by Gombrich, 1960: 188.
7 Gombrich, 1960: 202.
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then suddenly we see her quietly on the phone on her couch at home, we don’t worry about the 
lack of information regarding that ellipse. A virtuous writer such as Agatha Christie could perfectly 
well play with her reader’s usual skill to fill in elliptical gaps in thriller novels and trick her to assume 
much more or much less than what turns out to be the case. A classic example of this deceived 
“matching” is presented in The Murder of Roger Ackroyd where the narrator consistently avoids sup-
plying the reader with information8. The relevancy of that information or even the awareness that 
there is a narrative gap escapes the experienced reader: she knows very well how to fill in the gaps.

Watching a movie, we are perfectly able to fulfil the elements that permit a smooth transi-
tion from one shot to the other9, not only assuming the means by which that spatial transition 
occurred but also justifying the character’s change of disposition, the different light or the new 
outfit.  This paper shall consider other ways through which movies exert a controlled appeal to the 
spectators’ cognitive capabilities and to their collaboration in filling in the gaps. I shall assume the 
hypothesis that the spectator’s more or less conscious awareness of her active role in film viewing 
could lead her – as Gombrich suggested -“to experience something of the ‘thrill of making’” and 
thus contribute to the explanation of the power of contemporary movies.

2. THE HERMENEUTIC DEVICES
2.1. Visual 

“Point/glance” and “point/object” are terms introduced by Edward Branigan10 in order to de-
scribe one of the simplest conjunctions of perspectives in film’s editing: point-of-view-editing. The 
point/glance is of a person looking, generally to an object situated off-screen, and the point/object 
shot is of whatever that person is looking at11. In his cognitivistic approach to film theory, Noël 
Carroll uses this binomy within the wider project of explaining the universal mass-appeal of movies. 
His thesis is that this kind of editing constitutes a “cinematic elaboration of ordinary perceptual 
practices”12 and a perfect vehicle for communicating emotion. First of all, it is a biologically selected 
device: an adaptive behaviour of animals upon encountering other animals consists in the way they 
tend to follow the other animal’s glance until they reach its target object13. Children too character-
istically follow their mother’s glance to its object, and looking where an interlocutor is looking is a 

The cinematic Muthos • Vítor Moura

8 A filmic example of the way spectators may be deceived exactly through the way they fill in the elliptical gaps 
or even fail to notice the oddness of the characters interaction in some scenes, is M. Night Shyamalan’s The Sixth 
Sense (1999).
9 Cinema is a distinct art form since it portraits time by means of time, i.e., “the temporal properties of elements of 
the representation serve to represent temporal properties of the things represented” (G. Currie, Image and Mind, 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995, p.96) and furthermore because it is “concerned with the temporality of 
things represented rather than with the temporality of that which represents”. Movies have developed numerous ways of 
representing the relation occurring some time after and spectators throughout the world have learned this vocabulary. 
10 E. Branigan, Point of View in the Cinema, New York: Mouton, 1984, p.103.
11 The relation between the two kinds of shots was first studied by the Russian filmmaker Lev Kuleshov. In 1919, he 
juxtaposed shots of various objects (a bowl of soup, a smiling child, and a dead body) against identical archive clips 
of a famous actor (Ivan Mozhukhin). Although the shot of the actor remained exactly the same, viewers felt that the 
shots of the actor conveyed different emotions suggested by the other stimulus. He discovered what was later labelled 
as the Kuleshov Effect: the mental tendency of viewers to attempt to figure out how filmed shots fit together, even 
if the shots are totally unrelated. In his famous interview with François Truffaut, Alfred Hitchcock mentioned the 
importance the Kuleshov Experiment had in his own work: “Hitchcock: “You see a close-up of the Russian actor 
Ivan Mousjoukine. This is immediately followed by a shot of a dead baby. Back to Mousjoukine again and you read 
compassion on his face. Then you take away the dead baby and you show a plate of soup, and now, when you go back 
to Mousjoukine, he looks hungry.” Quoted by Gombrich, 1960: 188.
12 N. Carroll, Theorizing the Moving Image, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996, p.127.
13 Cf. R. Gordon, The Structure of Emotions, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987. Cf. Carroll, 1996: 
127-128.
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fundamental condition of verbal communication. It is thus one of the most basic and disseminated 
ways through which we acquire information about other persons and the environment.

Point-of-view editing mimetizes this perceptual behaviour and therefore constitutes itself as a 
representation of perception. It deletes the movement between glancing at the “viewer” and at the 
viewed object but the spectator quickly disregards that “leap” since normally “it is the endpoints 
of the activity, and not the space between, that command our attention” (Carroll, 1996: 128). 
Its functionality derives from the rather economic way with which it manages to (a) represent 
both a glance and its target-object, thus (b) supplying us with relevant information regarding the 
observed observer, while (c) at the same time it serves the purpose of keeping active the film’s 
diegetic network of expectation / relaxation. In fact this expectation is twofold: it is both “the ex-
pectation that a glance will be followed by its target” (Carroll, 1996: 129), and the establishment 
of a more or less basic range of possible emotional expressions triggered by the character’s facial 
expression, the expectation activated by the need to read out the correct emotion contained within 
that range and, finally, the presentation of the object that shall assist the spectator in making that 
filtering. And since while involved in this explicative activity, the spectator is constantly reporting 
a point/object shot back to a preceding point/glance shot, she is in fact knitting the narrative in 
a succession of saccades ranging backwards and forwards across the film. (This knitting, as we shall 
see, occurs in many more dimensions and the spectator is often called to fulfil this role.)

History of Art is filled with examples of the way particular objects serve the purpose of in-
dividuating or determining the emotional expression of those affected by them. Without them 
there is “likely to be in the spectator’s mind uncertainty, vagueness, or ambiguity, about the 
corresponding emotion”14. The movies’ particular characteristics allow that the fulfilment of this 
specification be done in a way much closer to our “perceptual prototype”, i.e., in a consecutive 
or diachronic way, first glancing at the “facial range” – the point/glance shot acting as a “range 
finder” (cf. Carroll, 1996: 132) and then considering the “filtering object” – the point/object 
acting as “focuser”. And while point-of-view editing deletes the perceptual pathway between 
both, it allows for the possibility of playing with the proper timing of that “revelation”. A proper 
detention of the spectator on a point/glance shot is important in order to allow her to quickly 
survey the range of the character’s possible emotional states, oscillating between interest and 
excitement, enjoyment and joy, surprise and startle, distress and anguish, fear and terror, etc (cf. 
Carroll, 1996: 130). A shot too short won’t activate the oscillation that derives from the need to 
anticipate the character’s exact feeling. Too long a shot disperses that concentration.

If, on the one hand, point/object shots serve point/glance shots by acting as focusers of emo-
tions, point/glance shots, on the other hand, provide “a rough guide to what is salient, emotionally 
speaking, in the point/object shot” (Carroll, 1996: 132). If the point/glance shot “initiates our 
recognition that the character is disgusted by what he sees” (Carroll, 1996: 132) we’ll find ourselves 
inevitably looking for the bloody knife in her opponent’s hand, and not the perfect ironing of his 
shirt. Object shots tell us what we had been looking at; glance shots tell us what we should look for 
next. Both have the ability to elect with precision relevant elements from within a range of heteroge-
neous candidates (emotions or states of affairs). The evident character of the tension between those 
salient elements and the discarded ones provides a kind of sense of intelligibility – we attain a distinct 
conception of what is going on - and the unification of the spectators’ common experience.

2.2. Audio-visual
There are, of course, other ways of triggering in the spectator this kind of cognitive tension 

and relaxation. When a sudden cry is heard from outside the scene and the characters rush out 

14 R. Wollheim, Painting as Art, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987, p.88.
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to see what is going on, a number of possibilities prompt into mind. The scream becomes a 
“range finder”. The following scenes are driven by the need to specify that range and elect one 
of its possible explanations. This cropping out within a fan of choices is also patent in the case 
of “modifying music” (Carroll, 1996: 139-145). Non-vocal and non-programmatic music – in 
a way similar to the human face15- are expressive of “inexplicit, ambiguous and broad” (Carroll, 
1996: 141) emotive qualities. “Filling in” the movie, music adds significantly to the movie’s 
emotional density. It is able to ignite and sustain a certain emotional mode in a very economic 
way: joy, sadness, melancholy, etc. Akin to point/glance shots, it situates the viewer inside a kind 
of emotional paradigm. However, and also like point/glance shots, music is not per se sufficient 
to reach the sort of “emotive explicitness”16 that shall satisfy the spectator’s need for diegetic 
intelligibility. It awaits then a reference or an object that can supply this focusing within the range. 
Similarly to the function attributed to point/object shots, the movie’s representational contents 
act as “indicators” that narrow down the score’s “emotive resonance” to a diegetically efficient 
level. Joy delivers the blissful get-together of two lovers, sadness is articulated into loss, and 
melancholy is matched by drifting clouds on a September sky. Thus, the expression “modifying 
music” should be read in a twofold way: music modifies film and film modifies music. It also means 
that this modification constitutes a reciprocal modulation. The juxtaposition of the two different 
symbolic systems is sometimes even taken to serve ironic purposes or to enhance the pathos of a 
scene, such as when an emotionally over-saturated melody is sharply contrasted by a scene repre-
senting something that lies completely outside that melody’s emotional range. Take, for instance, 
the scene in True Romance (Tony Scott, 1993) where the character played by Dennis Hopper is 
questioned and then killed. The soothing music from Delibes’ Lakmé appears prima facie quite 
inadequate. But its vivid contrast with the imminent violence enhances the feeling of disruption 
and excess that characterizes the expectation of a sudden burst. The mismatch between range and 
indicator adds to the spectator’s unrest as a kind of cognitive supplement or emulation of the brutal 
disarrangement that is being represented. On the other hand, the ability to articulate unexpected 
complexes of musical modifiers and strictly cinematic indicators has constituted an important way 
through which movie makers have enriched and increased the ancient artistic flirt with the ques-
tion of what the proper grammar of emotions may consist in.

There is yet another important function shared both by point-of-view editing and by modify-
ing music and that is to lead the audience in the most economic and straightforward way across 
the movie and “to guarantee that the audience will follow the action in the way  the filmmaker 
deems appropriate” (Carroll, 1996: 144). That is most efficiently done when the spectator is 
given strategic elements that enable her to activate common cognitive capabilities. Moreover she 
is given the impression of being able to construct, so to speak, her own version of the cinematic 
narrative, by anticipating, connecting a point/object scene with preceding point/glance shots, 
or choosing indicators from the scene as the most relevant focusers of its music’s expressiveness 
(to her, maybe it’s not the cowboy that extracts bravado from the musical score’s energetic and 
dynamic qualities; maybe it’s the horse, or the opening up of the landscape, or the whip that 
flashes under the sun). And although this is done under a more or less relentless control assuring 
that the untutored spectator will indeed follow the intended path and recognize each scene under 
the aegis of the overall desired expressive quality, I would argue that for at least some movies the 
relationship between modal elements (point/glance or music) and their focusers (point/object 

15 The parallel between musical and facial expressions is a recurrent one. Cf., for instance, Wittgenstein’s Lectures 
on Aesthetics: “If I say, regarding a piece by Schubert, that it is melancholic it is as if I was giving it a face (I don’t 
express approval or disapproval). I could instead be using gestures. In fact, if we want to be precise, we use gestures 
or facial expressions.” 
16 Peter Kivy, quoted in Carroll, 1996: 141.
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or visual elements) is an inexhaustible one. And that too would be helpful to understand why some 
movies retain their power even after numerous consecutive viewings. Arguably, it would also help 
to understand why, in spite of that tight control, “almost every summary statement of a movie (…) 
contains one or more descriptive inaccuracies”17 and that it shall always subsist a “lack of fit between 
technical description [of movies] and a phenomenological account of them” (Cavell, 1971: 12). 

Depending on the spectator’s previous experience as a viewer, the emotional range proposed 
by a given point/glance shot can be more or less wide or encompass a different segment of the 
emotional expressions’ spectrum from spectator to spectator. The use of a well known symphonic 
movement may bring with it different memories or feelings connected to previous experiences of 
that music and thus “fill in” the film with an array of very diverse possible emotional connotations. 
To most viewers, Visconti’s use of Mahler’s Adagietto in Death in Venice conveys a mixed feeling 
of loss, melancholy, nostalgia and suffocated desire. To spectators more familiar with Mahler’s 
Fifth Symphony, however, it is impossible to dissociate it from the idea that, in the context of this 
work, the movement conveys serenity and a state of calm apatheia. 

All these devices activate cognitive capabilities in the spectator that are common to her ordinary 
experience. On the one hand, the fact that movies emulate or represent “fairly generic features of 
human organisms” (Carroll, 1996: 92) explain their power and the fact that it is sometimes hard 
to attain a critical distance towards them. Also, the “focusing” function of part of these devices 
eliminates, to some considerable extent, any diegetic uncertainty by providing a satisfactory dis-
crimination from among the emotional range inaugurated by the more diffuse element. It does 
so in a much more precise way than what we can ever expect to attain in everyday life, which 
makes movies “so much more legible than life” (Carroll, 1996: 144). Thus, the narrative control 
over the spectator’s attention is much greater than the one present in other art forms.

But on the other hand, and since a significant part of this control derives from the presen-
tation of an inexplicit component one expects the viewer to manipulate with the help of the 
indicators or focusers, film attributes the viewer the chance to complexify the diegetic path (take 
the case of Mahler’s Adagietto, for instance) and therefore to share the “thrill of making”, as 
suggested by Gombrich. 

3. NARRATIVE
Together with these visual and audio-visual diegetic cues, there is also a more strictly narrative 

device where we can find the same kind of cognitive interaction between a more or less diffuse 
modal range and its focuser(s). This is what Noël Carroll calls “erotetic narrative”18. 

As was already exemplified, movies, in general, “exploit generic, recognitional abilities”. “Rec-
ognition” is the key term here. The proficiency with which the spectator recognizes the moving 
pictures as representations of real objects is extended to the way she is able to recognize the 
narrative unravelling of the plot. This is so not only because movies use narrative as “the most 
familiar means of explaining human action” but specially because movies employ the erotetic 
model of narrative: “later scenes in the films are answering questions raised earlier, or at least 
providing information that will contribute to such answers” (Carroll, 1996: 89). This facilitates 
the assimilation of the work – and hence its power - mainly for four reasons. First, the spectator 
follows the character’s actions as constituting consequences of the same sort of practical reasoning 
she herself employs, namely  “practical inference” (Carroll, 1996: 87). This is comparable to the 
way successive point/glance and point/object shots represent ordinary visual perception in such 
a way that the spectator tends to lose the awareness that she is witnessing the performance of a 

17 S. Cavell, The World Viewed, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1971: XX.
18 Cf. Carroll, 1996: 87-93.
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conventionalized  narrative tool. Second, by saliently posing questions and being able to sustain 
that interrogative mode throughout the film, erotetic sequences create expectation. This is also 
comparable to the way point/glance shots generate micro-expectations concerning the exact 
emotion being portrayed, which is then satisfied by the introduction of its object. Third, mov-
ies create a captivating layering of micro and macro questions by which not only each scene is 
justified by its antecedent or consequent (either by being its complete or partial “answer” or its 
“question” or by “sustaining” the question raised earlier, etc (cf. Carroll, 1996: 98)) but also 
because the spectator is given an overarching set of questions that are to organize her overall 
fruition. The way this network of questions permeates the movie is comparable to the way 
modifying music “fills in” the movie. The spectator’s cognitive work is similar: a controlled 
shuttle between a non-explicit or interrogative framework and those elements that are meant to 
illustrate or answer. Fourth, the universal appeal of erotetic narratives is based upon cognitive 
data and the implied premise of cognitive theory is that the spectator is motivated by a desire for 
discovery and orientation, and namely that she is motivated by a desire to objectify and stabilize 
emotive inexplicitness.

Using erotetic narrative, the flow of narration – just like the flow of visual information19- is 
kept “under strict control” (Carroll, 1996: 91). Allied to the easy reception of pictorial represen-
tation, these four factors provide a sort of “what you see is what you get” kind of experience and 
movies appear to show themselves completely to their audience. The way the question / answer 
model is shown by Carroll as the most “natural” way to present information regarding action20 

makes it a suitable parallel to the equally “natural” way pictorial representation depicts its object: 
to recognize an object entails sine qua non the capacity to recognize its depictions; to engage in 
practical inference entails sine qua non the capacity to recognize narrative depictions of practical 
inferences. Therefore erotetic narrative is proposed as a model for “the basic film narrative”. 

Important here is the fact that, resembling the preceding cases, the spectator is led to feel the 
need for a complement. Answering scenes, point/object shots and visual cues serve the purpose 
of this complement vis-à-vis questioning scenes, point/glance shots or musical tracks. But like 
names outside a propositional framework, when they stand alone they also lack the proper mean-
ing that derives from their mapping onto their respective counterparts.

4. GENRE
If we take erotetic narrative at its face value and perceive movies as vectorised networks of an-

swers following questions, one is left with some puzzles. Namely, why do most movies retain their 
appeal even after all the questions have been answered? Why do spectators go back over and over 
again to movies they’ve already seen before? And why do spectators insist on turning into block-
busters movies that were constructed according to the strict – and universally known – rules of 
highly standardized and conventionalized genres where the thread connecting diegetic questions 
and answers is quite trivial and predictable? It seems that a significant paradox persists in the way 
audiences continue to be interested in consuming movies they already know, either by literally 
knowing them already or by recognizing the recurrent diegetic recipe of the genre to which they 
belong. If we maintain that the shuttle between indicative and unspecific segments of the movie 
and their respective focusers lies at the core of the spectator’s cognitive activity, what sustains 
the energy of this transaction once all ranges have been narrowed down to univocal meanings? 

19 This is achieved through the cinematic employment of naturally generative pictorial representation and variable 
framing.
20 Micro-narratives are indeed present throughout the entire literature on philosophy action as a way to justify each 
author’s arguments.
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If we already know that Lieutenant Ripley is looking at the Alien, we know for sure that the 
physiognomy of her close-up exclusively portrays terror21. If we already know whodunit, scenes 
where detectives gather clues could easily have become redundant and the tension they elicit 
deprived of erotetic tension. Music is more difficult to perceive as exhausted, since its relation to 
the visual track is already a synchronic one but in most Hollywood movies the musical score was 
so conditioned by the production system’s narrative formulas that themes were often served as 
leit-motive strictly connected to characters or emotions in the way programmatic or vocal music is 
connected to its denotative content (e.g., the use of music in cartoons or in B-movies). Repetition 
only adds to this explicitness. 

Answering these questions one should, of course, be aware of the importance of elements 
such as the movie’s photography, the intelligence of its editing or a particular actor’s perfor-
mance, as important factors that may sustain the aesthetic relevance of a work over successive 
viewings. But Noël Carroll proposes yet another way of elucidating some of these matters 
without abandoning the cognitive analysis of the spectator’s muthos and her active engagement 
in film-viewing. And although his object of analysis is the paradox of our insistence in reading 
tokens of over-standardized literary genres, I’ll try to amplify the scope of his thesis in order to 
encompass the problem of second-viewings as well.

Analysing the compelling attraction of junk fiction22 – be that literary or cinematic – Carroll 
proposes that “our interest in a story may not be exhausted by knowledge of how it turns out” 
(Carroll, 1994: 232). Instead, the reader or viewer seeks in them the chance to get involved in 
specific kinds of “activities” and namely the chance to enable her interpretive or inferential pow-
ers. And for this to happen she may very well dispense with the pre-requisite of having to be in 
albis regarding the plot’s specific outcomes. Baseball games may be repetitive, but this doesn’t 
preclude their affording “the opportunity to activate and sometimes even to expand our powers” 
(Carroll, 1994: 237). It is not the case, however – as was suggested by Thomas J, Roberts23 - that 
by watching a movie-token of a kind of movie-type or genre the viewer is simply exploring yet 
another modulation of the overarching paradigm, slowly becoming aware of the elasticity of the 
genre’s possibilities, and acquiring the possibility to recognize deviations from the norm24 or the 
way those deviations become accepted and incorporated in the narrative canon. According to this 
theory, the plot becomes a mere pretext to read the genre. Carroll’s opposing thesis is that instead 
of simply reading or viewing within-the-system in a kind of comparative reading, one reads or 
primarily with a keen and irreducible focus on the plot. It is after all the specific plot that “affords 
the reader the opportunity to exercise her interpretive powers” (Carroll, 1996: 234). 

Now, I would like to insist on an argument posited by Carroll as merely hypothetical: 
“Perhaps it is even the case that the repetitiveness of the story-types aids us in entering the 

game, since experience with very similar stories may make certain elements in the relevant stories 
salient for interpretive and inferential processing.” (Carroll, 1996: 233)

Although this doesn’t preclude the priority given to the plot’s traction, reading the plot must 
also entail a constant reference to the story-type. In fact, as I have tried to show with the Roger 
Ackroyd example, the reader’s familiarity with the genre’s rules and the consequent ability to 

21 Of course we cannot reduce the function of point/glance and point/object shots to that of generating micro-
expectations in the spectator. Even more important, perhaps, is the way their succession knits the film together and 
inhibits the awareness of the syncopated, staccato rhythm of editing, making us adhere completely to the visual flow. 
By emulating ordinary perceptive behaviour, it makes us follow naturally the story and its visual cues.
22 N. Carroll, “The Paradox of Junk Fiction”, in Philosophy and Literature, vol.18, n. 2, October, 1994, pp. 
225-241.
23 T.J. Roberts, An Aesthetics of Junk Fiction, Athens: University of Georgia Press,, 1990.
24 Cf. Carroll, 1994: 230.
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project narrative schemata to fill in the diegetic gaps left open by the narrator may even become a 
tool in the author’s hands. In the “continual process of constructing a sense of where the story is 
headed” (Carroll, 1996: 235) the reader is, to some important extent, conditioned by the genre’s 
paradigmatic rules in her making conjectures about what’s going to happen, and in the way 
she anticipates events and experiences expectations regarding the fulfilment of those predictions. 
Carroll´s examples show us how this is done intra-diegetically and how each story, no matter 
how stereotypical, provides its own traction. Nonetheless, as his quoted hypothesis suggests, we 
cannot eliminate the fact that the pleasure contained in this “self-rewarding cognitive activity” 
(Carroll, 1996: 235) also involves the awareness of the recurrent formulas of the genre. It is 
not that we are reading or viewing “comparatively”, as suggested by Roberts, but that we are 
constantly accompanied by a “sense of familiarity with the story-type” (Carroll, 1996: 232). But 
what exactly is the nature of this familiarity?

Stressing his disagreement with Roberts, Carroll opposes the “simply learning or knowing the 
details of the story” (Carroll, 1996: 234) and the transactional value we derive from the activity 
of actually reading or viewing a story, deriving satisfaction from successful predictions ignited by 
the plot’s intrinsic twists and turns, for instance. If comparative “reading-within-the-system” is 
accepted as the basic level of engagement it seems to preclude the chance of this transactional value 
ever to be produced: to see one is to have seen them all. Carroll argues that, although reading in 
a system is not infrequent, it does not constitute the basic mode of reading or viewing generic 
fiction. And this for two main reasons: a) most viewers are “neither fans nor connoisseurs nor 
critics” (Carroll, 1996: 231); b) and even these “sometimes become absorbed in a mystery story 
(…) without that experience bringing to mind particular stories of the same sort that [they] have 
already encountered” (Carroll, 1996: 231). Significantly, though, he adds that the recognition 
“that this is a sort of set-up with which we have been confronted before” (Carroll, 1996: 232) 
also accompanies the reader’s or viewer’s experience. We are to assume then that the presence of 
the genre has to be a component of the “core phenomenon” or basic mode of formulaic viewing. 
Of course, we can engage on the basic activity of “reading or viewing for the plot” without any 
reference to a genre just like we can follow a foreign film without any kind of familiarity with the 
country’s cultural specificities. But that would remain an extremely truncated experience particu-
larly in cases of genres so disseminate that they become part of the set of “cultural commonplaces” 
that sustain the rhetorical character of narrative films25 and aid the spectator throughout the opera-
tion of “narrative enthymeme” (Carroll, 1996: 281) through which she makes sense of the action. 
We don’t need to ask for the reasons of the Private Investigator’s misogyny at the beginning of a 
film noir. It is certainly due to a complicated love history, one that the current case is set to solve 
or aggravate. If “reading-for-the-story” means the suspension of the reference to the genre as a sig-
nificant component of the narrative enthymeme then it seems that there is a contradiction between 
both activities. In any case, to defend that “reading for the plot” can be done without reference 
to the genre would commit us to elucidate the exact components of that set of common cultural 
commonplaces as to separate them from any formulaic feature. Is this feasible?  

Take the case of a viewer who had never been exposed to genre fiction so as to be able to 
recognize any of its recurring elements. Still she knows she is going to watch a movie. Based on 
that she presupposes a number of characteristics – namely, narrative features – and she’s capable 
of recalling those characteristics whenever required in the process of narrative enthymeme. Film 
becomes the genre as opposed to other narrative genres such as written fiction. The constitution 

25 Cf. Carroll, 1996: 281: “Narrative films may be thought of as rhetorical, then, in so far, as they are structured 
to lead the audience to fill in certain ideas about human conduct in the process of rendering the story intelligible 
to themselves.”
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of this “structure of anticipation”26 is inevitable and enables the activity of reading for the 
plot. Carroll´s solution to the paradox of junk fiction seems to be looking for the behaviour 
of that virgin viewer as the basic core of fiction following, getting to it in a kind of reductio 
by the suspension of all references to the genre. But on the other hand he acknowledges the 
importance of the recognition of previous set-ups analogous to the one we’re considering 
now. To him this recognition is secondary to “reading for the plot”. To me it is one of its 
essential components.

  It seems therefore that the system is given the role of a narrative side-kick assisting the 
viewer’s experience and invoked, whenever necessary, in order to supply for key narrative, the-
matic and iconographical elements that the present token-fiction either complicates, assumes or 
subverts – as is the case with The Murder of Roger Ackroyd. But does this constant assistance pro-
vided by the genre’s rules necessarily entail that to “see one is to see them all”? Deborah Knight27 

remarked that to think in this way that spectators already know the story if they know the genre 
charges the concept of knowing with an excessive metaphysical burden, as if all possible narratives 
were already contained within the genre and knowing the story-type would ipso facto entail the 
knowledge of its tokens. This would require that “for any genre, the story-type is in a neat way 
self-identical, fixed, prescribed, invariant, and singular” (Knight, 1997: 348). But genres are not 
like that. And specially, genres are not like that when they are used in the spectators’ muthos. We 
need then a weaker version of “genre”. Far from the image of story-types as immense warehouses 
of eventual plots or a canonized background of norms, Knight prefers to describe them as “hori-
zons of expectations” (Knight, 1997: 348). 

 The story-type opens up a “range of possibilities from which the particular text [or film] 
makes a selection” (Knight, 1997: 348). Knight’s choice of words in this passage suggests a way in 
which we could link the relationship between genre and work with the cognitive devices analysed 
above. The shuttle between the genre’s key features and the work’s specific plot is also a way 
through which spectators are called to construct the narrative. 

 Ordinary viewers, however, employ an even weaker notion of genre. To them the genre is 
not about a specific set of narrative rules, recurrent motifs or character types but, first of all, about 
the promise of a certain emotional state. Similarly to music or point/glance shots, the genre sets 
the emotive modal dominant against which the particular work is to be understood. Spectators 
going to see a teen-slasher horror movie already anticipate an emotional range that the movie is set 
to focus. Readers of Harlequin novels pick up their next copy in the airport gift shop with the ex-
citement of a first date. Indeed a significant factor that leads audiences to movies that derive from 
a repetitive formula has to do with the search for that particular emotional state, one which only 
that kind of genre is able to transmit. Again, this doesn’t diminish the basic character of “viewing 
for the plot”. But this too takes place in parallel with the activation of an emotional atmosphere. 

26 Social psychologists have always been interested in the analysis of the function of “structures of anticipation” in 
social interaction. Prejudices, misconceptions and clichés form an essential component of the way human beings deal 
with uncertainty by enabling us to anticipate other people’s social behaviour in particular circumstances. Whenever 
we travel to a foreign country it’s inevitable that we activate a web of prejudices that will assist us in dealing with the 
flow of new information. They constitute filtration’s devices, cognitive tools that support our social orientation and 
a much needy reference basis. The new information is then organized according to the way it confirms or negates 
those prejudices. Accordingly, genre should be read as an important “structure of anticipation” that allows the 
reader to acknowledge what is new and what is predictable when she reads the plot. The shuttle between genre and 
work, then, emulates an important aspect of our cognitive and social behaviour, just like the interaction between 
point/glance and point/object shots emulates ordinary perception. Their power lies on the way they activate our 
generic recognition capabilities. 
27 Knight, 1997: 348.
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The strictly cognitive pleasure or transactional value of anticipating puzzles and solutions and 
watch them confirmed cannot be separated from the feeling with which those interpretations and 
inferences are made. Since Carroll is arguing in favour of story-focus as the “more basic mode of 
reading [or viewing] junk fiction” one should then try to investigate what constitutes a more basic 
motivation for the reader: the following of the plot tout court or the entry into a particular emo-
tional environment. To my view, however, both are inextricable.

Also, if we deviate a bit from an exclusive attention to the cognitive activity of co-construct-
ing a plot to acknowledge the importance of the particular emotional state that derives from 
following a plot under each specific genre (to follow a thriller is not the same thing as to follow 
a love story) one is in a better position to understand in part why certain works retain their 
seductive power even after numerous viewings. The spectator goes back to them in order to 
repeat a particular emotional mood, one that is inseparable from the way that particular plot 
is constructed. So much so that certain movies are not interchangeable in order to produce a 
certain emotional effect. (They become, so to speak, a genre in and of themselves (they become 
what we call “cult movies”).)

Particular works constitute ways of responding to the genre’s agenda and it’s virtually impos-
sible to perceive them without that holistic reference. But just like the way point/object shots, 
or visual track, or answering scenes, act retroactively upon their counterparts, so too the genre is 
affected and indeed re-constructed in each reader or viewer’s muthos by the focus provided by the 
current work. If genres are not fixed and immutable paradigms defined exclusively by repetitions 
but are “also marked fundamentally by difference, variation and change”28 then there is some 
room to support the hypothesis that genres too are being constructed by the spectator throughout 
her increasing familiarity with certain groups of works. Watching or reading fiction, she is not 
only co-constructing the diegetic thread - flashing back and forth, self-rewarding herself, etc. 
– but co-constructing the genre as well. Arguably, that’s one of the attractions of junk fiction. The 
reader or the viewer is constantly collecting items that will allow her to compose a sense of genre 
that will later participate in the narrative enthymeme. 

Having a more or less articulated sense of genre is particularly noticeable when we listen to 
conversations between aficionados. But it is also extremely relevant in aiding any viewer to envi-
sion or anticipate the range of things that are apt to happen next. This way, the shuttle between 
genre and work is neatly linked to the very structure of erotetic narrative. The genre becomes a 
sort of “horizon of expectations of expectations” meaning that to possess a sense of genre is an 
efficient way to recognize expectations arising within the movie itself. The genre becomes a neces-
sary condition for the identification of questioning scenes (it tells us what questions to consider) 
and the proper ignition of diegetic expectation. Knowing beforehand that vampires cannot face 
daylight one wonders if (or when) the house’s automatic blinds could be activated from outside 
the modern vampire’s beach house.

Unless we are committed to a Platonic view of the relationship between genres and works, 
genres don’t exist apart from their formulations. The common features between two examples of 
film noir don’t subsist outside those two examples. Moreover, they don’t subsist outside the fact 
that the spectator is engaged in anticipating sense within a specific plot and that that activity of 
anticipation resembles other engagements. Notice that I’m suggesting that we are led to compare 
similar activities, not similar stories; Carroll’s assumption that “reading-for-the-plot” constitutes 
the basic activity in fiction reading or viewing remains relatively true, albeit with the proper 
consideration of the importance of the memory of previous set-ups.

28 S. Neale, “Questions of Genre”, in Screen, 31: 1 (Spring 1990), 45-66, p.56.
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Thus, in a similar way to the case of the cinematic devices presented before, spectators 
are engaged in a reconstructive shuttle between the awareness of the “family resemblances”29 
between the kind of things they are doing in the particular film they’re presently watching and 
what they’ve done in other films. But noticing family resemblances however does not commit us 
to the kind of basic comparative reading or viewing that Carroll criticizes in Roberts’ argument. 
Experiencing the feeling that we’ve dealt with some similar kind of narrative sequence before 
doesn’t oblige us to, so to speak, depart from this specific plot. 

6. Conclusion: reflective equilibrium

In his A Theory of Justice, John Rawls describes the notion of “reflective equilibrium” as a 
kind of shuttle between the rationally chosen principles of justice and the range of our most 
common and disseminated moral and social intuitions. This constitutes a movement of inter-ac-
commodation between the transcendental artificiality of the principles and the more natural or 
spontaneous character of those intuitions. Through reflective equilibrium intuitions are focused 
since the principles of justice allow us “to see our objective at the distance” and the principles 
of justice acquire substantial and real weight by incorporating themselves and shaping up the 
realm of intuitions30.

Similarly to the procedures we’ve been analysing, there is a range - the domain of our intuitions 
– and a focus – the principles of freedom, liberal equality of opportunities and difference. Apart 
from other considerations, Rawls considers that the possibility to engage on such an inter-action 
is a way through which his model of justice as fairness is capable of “generating its own support” 
(Rawls, 1971: 138). When we map the a priori31 principles to the intuitional range, we tend to 
incorporate those principles into the social basic structure and focus our intuitions accordingly 
“acquiring the correspondent sense of justice” (Rawls, 1971: 122). The fact that the principles of 
justice comply with our diffused moral intuitions shows that the former were anticipated by the 
latter although in a raw and non-reflective manner.

I’d like to insist on the way Rawls shows how the very activity of this shuttle constitutes a 
way by which justice as fairness generates its own support. By granting the citizen the possibil-
ity to establish by herself this reflective activity, focusing a range and materializing a rational 
focus, his social and political model pretends to constitute a more powerful way to attain 
political commitment, consensus and consent since the citizen is more prone to accept the 
disposition of the social basic structure as if it is a product of her own “choice” (another way 
of sharing the “thrill of making”…).

Rawls’ example enables us to isolate the relevance of the cognitive shuttle as a common feature 
throughout all these dimensions. What if that commitment is generated, in part at least, by the 
very engaging on a shuttle, a constant comparison and re-calibration of a diffuse array of unclear 
moral and political notions by means of a focusing point that allows us to “see our objective in 

29 I’m using here Wittgenstein’s concept of family resemblance as substitute for simple identity. When we recognize 
the physiognomic resemblance between relatives it is not so much the observation of identical facial features but the 
mixture of identity and non-identity that sustains that feeling. A mixture of known and unknown, a thread of lose 
fibres, some of them uniting and some separating: “The strength of the rope lies not in the fact that there is a single 
fibre throughout its entire length, but that there are many fibres on top of each others” (Wittgenstein, Philosophical 
Investigations, §67). 
30 Cf. J. Rawls, A Theory of Justice, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1971, p.20.
31 The exact extension of this a priori clause is determined by what Rawls calls the “veil of ignorance” that falls over 
the citizen making her enter the Original Position where she remains without knowing her actual economic, social, 
sexual or political statute. Unaware of her specific circumstance, she’s obliged to attend to all possibilities.
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the distance”? What is it about cognitive shuttles of this kind that generate commitment (e.g., the 
political commitment, or our allegiance to movies)? 

Films too are capable of “generating their own support” and a final hypothesis is that some 
kind of reflective equilibrium also takes place whenever we are led to balance point/glance and 
point/object shots, music and visual track, genre and plot, or questioning and answering scenes. 
Whenever the subject is summoned to engage on the extraction of particular elements from a 
proposed set, or to focus that set, or to anticipate events based on a set, or to acknowledge the 
connection between other elements of the set and the particular elements she is now consider-
ing, she becomes, so to speak, author of her own experience and participates in the “thrill of 
making” that constitutes one of the avatars of aesthetic experience. The pleasure and aesthetic 
commitment she experiences is, to some significant extent, derived from the recognition of the 
power of her own cognitive capabilities.
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THE GOOD SENSE OF NONSENSE:
A NONSELF-REPUDIATING READING 

OF WITTGENSTEIN’S TRACTATUS

Danièle Moyal-Sharrock
University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK

Abstract
In this paper, I attempt to clarify Wittgenstein’s view of nonsense, and show that it allows for a 
consistent and nonself-repudiating reading of the Tractatus. This new reading rejects the two 
ma  d Therapeutic (or resolute) and the Metaphysical (or ineffabilist) readings. I suggest that 
Tractarian propositions are precursors of grammatical propositions; they do not transgress 
the bounds of sense; they demarcate it. Their being characterised as nonsense by Wittgen-
stein, far from precludin g their regulatory function, confirms it. I conclude by suggesting that 
inasmuch as sayability is internally linked to sense in the Tractatus, it is the grammatical, and 
therefore nonsensical, nature of Tractarian sentences that makes them technically unsayable. 
That Tractarian sentences cannot technically be said, however, does not mean they cannot 
be spoken. Once we distinguish between saying and speaking, the author of the Tractatus 
can no longer be taxed with inconsistency in articulating the ineffable.

Keywords
Wittgenstein, Tractatus, nonsense, ineffable, grammar

In this paper, I attempt to clarify Wittgenstein’s view of nonsense, and show that it allows for 
a consistent and nonself-repudiating reading of the Tractatus. I begin by suggesting that neither 
Cora Diamond nor Peter Hacker manages a cogent interpretation of the Tractatus view of non-
sense, and therefore of the Tractatus. I contend that this is due to their making a value-judgment 
on nonsense, to their not taking nonsense to be the neutral term Wittgenstein meant it to be. 
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I am not interested in constructing a building, so much as having a
perspicuous view of the foundations of possible buildings. (CV 7)
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Nonsense is neither uniformly gibberish, as Diamond thinks, nor uniformly a violation of sense, as 
Hacker thinks. Nonsense can be what violates, or what straightforwardly lacks sense; but it can 
also be what demarcates sense. 

1.  The two main interpretations of nonsense
If, as Wittgenstein unequivocally says, Tractarian sentences are nonsense (6.54), it remains 

for us either to throw out the book, or attempt to understand what Wittgenstein really means by 
‘nonsense’. Attempts have been made to do the latter, generally resulting, in one way or another, 
in urging us to do the former. On the so-called Therapeutic or resolute reading of the Tractatus, 
by ‘nonsense’, Wittgenstein means nothing but plain nonsense, but plain nonsense that can pass 
for sense and in so doing, have a therapeutic effect: it cures us from engaging in the kind of 
Tractarian babble which, though it looks like sense, has none. On the Metaphysical or ineffabilist 
reading, by ‘nonsense’, Wittgenstein means: that which violates the bounds of sense. But there 
is a difference between plain nonsense and illuminating nonsense; the latter at least helps us see 
what cannot be said. The remarks of the Tractatus are said to be illuminating nonsense in that, 
although ill-formed, they are rungs on the ladder leading to the apprehension of what cannot 
be said: ineffable necessary truths. Hacker’s negotiating, as it were, the value of nonsense to 
an illuminating nonsense is what the Therapeutic Circle have dubbed an “irresolute” reading 
(Goldfarb 1997, 64), or “chickening out” (Diamond, 1984-5, 194). It does, however, redeem 
the Tractatus in a manner similar to the Therapeutic redemption, for Hacker also believes the 
Tractatus is therapeutic in that its failure cures us from metaphysical temptation (1989, 27). The 
essential difference, then, between the Therapeutic and the Metaphysical readings of the Trac-
tatus is that the first makes it a contrived masquerade and the latter an unsuspected trap for its 
author. Both readings see Wittgenstein as repudiating the Tractatus, or (most of) its remarks, at 
the time he wrote it. I don’t believe he did. That Wittgenstein was later to repudiate the Tractatus 
as altogether expounding a view he no longer espoused is, I believe, unquestionable1. But this 
means that, at the time he wrote it, Wittgenstein fully endorsed the Tractatus – Preface, frame, and 
contents. The Wittgenstein of the Tractatus was neither deceiver nor deceived. The key to the 
melodious orchestration of the Tractatus is to think of nonsense in a non-derogatory way. If we 
can make good sense of nonsense, we will no longer be faced with the desperate alternative that 
“[i]f the Tractatus is important, it cannot be nonsensical. If it is nonsensical it cannot be impor-
tant” (Worthington 1988, 64). That its remarks are pronounced nonsensical by their author is 
precisely what gives them their (genuine) importance.

2. Nonsense for Wittgenstein
In reaction to metaphysical interpretations of Tractarian nonsense, Cora Diamond stresses that 

Wittgenstein held what she calls an “austere view of nonsense”, whereby: “… the Tractatus does 
not recognize any category of nonsense, good nonsense and bad, illuminating nonsense and dark 
murky muddle”; “Nonsense is nonsense; there is no division of nonsense” (1991, 160; 153). I agree 
with this attribution to Wittgenstein of an austere view of nonsense in its insistence that “[t]here 
are no nonsense-sentences that are as it were closer to being true than others” (1991, 158), but not 
in its implication that nonsense is used uniformly by Wittgenstein. According to Diamond: “For 
Wittgenstein, a sentence is nonsensical if it contains a word or words to which no meaning has 
been given” (1991, 163). This is as narrow an appreciation of Wittgenstein’s view of nonsense as 

1 For substantially documented arguments, see Hacker (2000), 360-382 and Proops (2001).
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Peter Hacker’s, for whom, as we shall see, nonsense always amounts to a violation of sense. As Witt-
genstein says in the Ambrose lectures (and later in the Investigations: cf. PI 499-500): “the word 
‘nonsense’ is used to exclude certain things … for different reasons” (AWL 64; my emphasis). 

Although in the Tractatus, what is said to be nonsense is differentiated from what is said to be 
senseless, these come down to the single idea of: lacking sense. I consider Wittgenstein’s approach 
to nonsense as austere in that he levels nonsense, all nonsense – and indeed, all expressions which 
he refers to as lacking sense in one way or another  – to the level of non-use – that is: either non-
currency or idleness – in ordinary language2. Indeed, the distinction between unsinnig and sinnlos 
gradually loses its importance and is completely dissolved by the time of the Investigations3, where 
Wittgenstein uses the terms ‘nonsense’, ‘senseless’, ‘has no sense’ indiscriminately to refer to 
combinations of words that are excluded from the language, “withdrawn from circulation” (PI 
500), but he insists that this exclusion may be for different reasons:

To say “This combination of words makes no sense (hat keinen Sinn)” excludes it from 
the sphere of language and thereby bounds the domain of language. But when one draws a 
boundary it may be for various kinds of reason. (PI 499; my emphasis)

So that one can hold a view of nonsense as (austerely or unilaterally) something that lacks 
sense or use within ordinary language, without thereby giving up the idea that there are different 
reasons for something to lack sense, or indeed be nonsensical. The Tractatus explicitly describes 
these different ways of lacking sense.

3. The different ways of ‘lacking sense’ in the Tractatus
In the Tractatus, tautologies and contradictions are said to ‘lack sense’; they are not nonsensi-

cal [unsinnig] (4.4611), but senseless [sinnlos] (4.461). They say nothing about the world, but 
“show the logic of the world”; they are “part of the symbolism” (4.4611). The propositions of 
logic are all tautologies (6.1); they display the logical form inherent in ordinary language, and so 
“represent” the “scaffolding of the world” (6.124). 

 Nonsense, however, is said to occur when, for example, sense is transgressed; when 
categorial boundaries are misread and allowed to overlap, as in evident grammatical infelicities 
such as appear in the question: “Is the good more or less identical than the beautiful?” Nonsense 
also results from the philosophical error par excellence – the most misleading categorial confusion 
of all – the confusion of rules with empirical propositions. This confusion is what Wittgenstein 
describes in 4.1272: whenever formal concept words or properties are used as material concept-
words or properties, the result is a nonsensical pseudo-proposition, such as when one says: ‘There 
are objects’ as one might say ‘There are books’ (4.1272). But not all nonsensical propositions are 
said to violate sense; some expressions are nonsensical in that their constituents have simply never 
been given sense (5.473). This is the case of some metaphysical statements (6.53) and therefore, 
(presumably), of most propositions and questions in philosophical works (4.003).

 To which class of nonsense, then, do Tractarian sentences – as I will henceforth call them, 
for they cannot, strictly speaking, be ‘propositions’4 – belong? Are they nonsensical because they 
are violations of sense, because they straightforwardly lack sense, or for some other reason? In-

2 As opposed to what we might call heuristic language: e.g. the expression of grammatical rules or the expression of 
some sentences for philosophical or conceptual analysis. More on this in section 6 (‘saying versus speaking’).
3 See, for example, PI 247 & pp. 175, 221 for cases where sinnlos is used for reasons which would have, according to 
the Tractatus, required the use of unsinnig. But this indiscriminate use of the terms is already present in Philosophical 
Grammar (1931-1934), e.g. PG 129.  
4 On Wittgenstein’s bipolar view of the proposition, only statements that are susceptible of truth and falsity; that is, 
the Sätze of natural science (6.53) are strictly speaking ‘propositions’.
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deed, Wittgenstein’s attribution of nonsense to Tractarian sentences has been the main hurdle 
in understanding the Tractatus, for, how can propositions that are nonsensical serve as eluci-
dations? And how can a book which is said to consist of nonsensical propositions succeed in 
drawing a limit to the expression of thought?

The answer to both these questions is that nonsense can be what violates, or what straightfor-
wardly lacks sense; but it can also be what demarcates sense – that is, what marks or delineates the 
limits of sense; what expresses the conditions or method of sense. These two terms: “conditions” 
and “method” will later be used by Wittgenstein to define what belongs to grammar5. I suggest, 
then, that Tractarian sentences are precursors of grammatical rules, and that Wittgenstein viewed 
them as such – though not by name – at the time he wrote the Tractatus. That is, he did not 
consider Tractarian sentences to be ill-formed sentences or violations of the bounds of sense or 
metaphysical propositions, but full-fledged, legitimate, philosophical or conceptual elucidations 
– and his calling them ‘nonsensical’, far from precluding this, only confirms it. 

In order to make this clear, it will help to go forward in time – to a time when Wittgenstein is 
slightly more explicit about this than he is in the Tractatus. In what follows, I will concentrate on 
repudiating the Metaphysical, not the Therapeutic, reading of the Tractatus in that I think it the 
more serious adversary. But insofar as the Therapeutic reading, like the Metaphysical one, gets its 
impetus from a restricted view of nonsense, unsettling that view will unsettle that reading as well.

4. The good sense of nonsense: nonsense as grammatical

“This body has extension.” To this we might reply: “Nonsense!” 
[Unsinn!]– but are inclined to reply “Of course!” – Why is this? (PI 252)

The unilateral conception of nonsense as uniquely something that violates sense, or that is 
ill-formed, pervades Peter Hacker’s reading of Wittgenstein. And I shall take Hacker here as 
representative of the Metaphysical or ineffabilist reading. According to Hacker, sentences such as  
‘A is red all over and also green all over’ “are nonsense, for they violate grammatical rules” (1989, 
197). But for Hacker, only the violation or negation of a grammatical rule is nonsense, not the 
expression of the rule itself. I quote from Insight and Illusion:

‘White is darker than black’ is not a false empirical proposition, but it is not a grammatical 
truth either. ... it is best dismissed as nonsense. And its apparent negation ‘White is lighter than 
black’ is best viewed not as a truth, but as a rule. (1989, 197-8)

So that for Hacker, a rule is a rule, and the violation of a rule is nonsense; but not for Wittgenstein. 
For Wittgenstein, nonsense often comes in innocuous guises6. ‘Red is a colour’ is, on Wittgenstein’s 
view, as nonsensical as: ‘Red is not a colour’. The latter is nonsense in that it contravenes a rule of 
grammar, the other in that it is a rule of grammar. Philosophical Grammar 129:

… when we hear the two propositions, “This rod has a length” and its negation “This rod 
has no length”, we take sides and favour the first sentence, instead of declaring them both 

The Good Sense of Nonsense: A nonself-repudiating reading of Wittgenstein’s Tractatus • Danièle Moyal-Sharrock

5 “What belongs to grammar are all the conditions (the method) necessary for comparing the proposition with real-
ity. That is, all the conditions necessary for the understanding (of the sense)” (PG, p. 88)
6 I am not suggesting that Hacker did not see that grammatical rules are devoid of sense, and indeed Hacker goes as 
far as to recognize that “Wittgenstein had argued that arithmetic propositions are, technically speaking, nonsense” 
(1996, 48; my emphasis), but he is loathe to envisage that Wittgenstein would call them nonsense, and believes, 
rather, that Wittgenstein would “deny” that a grammatical proposition, a rule, is nonsense (2000, 364). As for 
Hacker himself, he consistently associates nonsense unilaterally with violations of grammar; often using the epithet 
‘violations of the bounds of sense’ to define ‘nonsense’: e.g. “These sentences are nonsense, for they violate gram-
matical rules” (1989, 197); “nonsense, violations of the bounds of sense” (1996a, 100). 
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nonsense [Unsinn]. But this partiality is based on a confusion: we regard the first proposition as 
verified (and the second as falsified) by the fact “that the rod has a length of 4 meters”. (PG 129; 
my emphasis)

Hacker is guilty of partiality when, “instead of declaring them both nonsense”, he takes sides 
and favours ‘White is lighter than black’ as a true grammatical proposition, while relegating its 
negation to nonsense. Twice in a letter to Ramsey, Wittgenstein writes: “the negation of nonsense 
is nonsense” (CL 2.7.1927). Here, Wittgenstein explicitly corrects the erroneous unilateral view of 
nonsense typified by Hacker, which holds that ‘White is darker than black’ is nonsense, but not its 
negation. And so, Hacker’s assertion that Wittgenstein would not call a rule ‘nonsense’ (“To be 
sure, the later Wittgenstein would deny that ‘A is an object’ is nonsense at all – it is a grammatical 
proposition, a rule” (2000, 364)) is unwarranted.

On Wittgenstein’s bipolar view of the proposition, sense is internally linked to bipolarity. 
For a proposition to have sense, it must be open to verification and falsification. So that only 
genuine propositions – that is, the propositions of natural science – have sense. The later 
Wittgenstein will extend the scope of what has sense, but not to the point of including rules. 
As Jacques Bouveresse notes:

[Wittgenstein] never went back on his idea that propositions which express grammatical 
or conceptual necessities really have no sense, because they have no meaningful negation. 
(1981, 93; my translation)

Indeed, according to G.E. Moore:
[Wittgenstein] certainly held that “blue is primary” is a “necessary proposition” –  that we 

can’t imagine its not being true – and that therefore, as he said, it “has no sense”. (MWL 109)
And Moore also notes, to his own puzzlement, that Wittgenstein referred to sentences which 

express necessary propositions as both ‘nonsensical’ and as ‘rules of grammar’: 
… about sentences, which would commonly be said to express necessary propositions … 

[Wittgenstein’s] view was, if I am right, one which he expressed by the use of the expressions, 
‘without sense’, as equivalent to which he often used the expressions ‘nonsense’, ‘meaning-
less’, and even ‘useless’ and ‘rules of grammar’. (MWL 65).

For Wittgenstein, nonsense is then not only what violates sense, but also what defines it, 
demarcates it, elucidates it. This begins to shed light on his attribution of nonsense to Tractarian 
sentences. He calls them nonsensical because they function like what he will later call conceptual 
or grammatical rules. Hacker rejects Max Black’s suggestion that Tractarian sentences are formal 
(1964, 381), on the grounds that Wittgenstein calls propositions of logic senseless not nonsensi-
cal7. But Hacker does not do justice to the spirit of Black’s suggestion here. Black is not saying 
that some Tractarian sentences are to be identified with what the Tractatus calls “propositions of 
logic”, but that those remarks that draw attention “to an important feature of the grammar (or 
the ‘logic’)” of a word are formal. Moreover, propositions of logic do not have a monopoly on 
formality in the Tractatus; nonsense, too, can be a sign of formality. I suggest that just as senseless 
expressions reflect the logical scaffolding that supports or enables the construction of proposi-
tions (4.023), some nonsensical expressions are also considered by Wittgenstein to play a formal 
role in the Tractatus – and these include all Tractarian sentences. However – and this is crucial 
– the formal role nonsensical Tractarian sentences play is not the same as the formal role played 

7 Hacker: “Wittgenstein’s propositions about the essences of things consist, Black suggested, in a priori sentences 
belonging to logical syntax. These are formal statements which show things that can be shown, and they are no worse 
than logical propositions, which do not transgress the rules of logical syntax. But this is mistaken. The propositions 
of logic are senseless, not nonsense” (2000, 356).
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by senseless expressions. Tractarian sentences are not like “propositions of logic” in that they are 
not “part of the symbolism”; they are not features of conceptual notation, but rather elucidations; 
logical clarifications of thoughts (4.112). I am not suggesting, then, that Tractarian sentences 
are what the Tractatus calls and takes to be “propositions of logic” (or even “rules of logical 
syntax”), but that they are instances of what the post-Tractatus Wittgenstein will call logical (or 
grammatical) rules – and these range from straight-forward instructions for our use of words (e.g. 
“This is what we call ‘a hand’”, “A rod has a length”) to broader conceptual elucidations, such as 
reminders of the kind of statement we are making (cf. PI 90)8. 

The formality of Tractarian sentences resides in their producing what Wittgenstein will later 
call a perspicuous presentation: the kind of conceptual clarification or elucidation that gives us a 
clear view of the use of our words (PI 122). Indeed, the link between “elucidations” and “rules 
of grammar” is made in a passage from the Waismann notes: “You cannot discover anything in 
grammar, you can only elucidate” (WVC, 78). Tractarian sentences are formal in that they express 
and elucidate the conditions of sense9: they “signify what cannot be said, by presenting clearly 
what can be said” (4.115). They are genuine elucidations – they do not violate sense.

Now, let us examine the Tractatus for textual evidence of the grammatical nature of Tractarian 
sentences. This is not to say, of course, that Wittgenstein speaks of them as grammatical, but that 
he speaks of them in terms that he will later identify as ‘grammatical’.

5. Tractarian ‘propositions’ as bounds of sense
Both the Metaphysical and Therapeutic readings of the Tractatus assume that Wittgenstein 

considered Tractarian sentences to be metaphysical. On the Metaphysical reading, he saw them 
as the unfortunate result of his failure to adhere to the “only strictly correct” method of doing 
philosophy (6.53); on the Therapeutic reading, he contrived Tractarian sentences as a deliberate 
rendition of metaphysical philosophizing. But in fact Wittgenstein did not consider Tractarian 
sentences to be metaphysical, and nowhere does he suggest they are. Indeed, he suggests rather 
the opposite: in a 1919 letter to von Ficker, Wittgenstein writes about the Tractatus that it “is 
strictly philosophical and at the same time literary: but there is no gassing [or babbling] in it”10. 

8 It is important to note, then, that the function Wittgenstein will accord to a rule of grammar is not only the narrow 
one of  instructing us in the use of individual words (e.g. ‘A rod has (what we call) a length’ or ‘This  is a hand’); 
but more generally that of being a condition for making sense: “What belongs to grammar are all the conditions (the 
method) necessary for comparing the proposition with reality. That is, all the conditions necessary for the under-
standing (of the sense)” (PG, p. 88). These ‘conditions’ include not only straight-forward definitions, or expressions 
of rules ‘used to explain the use of certain symbols’ (LFM 282); precise prescriptions and proscriptions (e.g. ‘The truth 
is: it makes sense to say about other people that they doubt whether I am in pain; but not to say it about myself’ 
(PI 246); ‘Certainly it makes no sense to say that the colour red is torn up or pounded to bits’ (PI 57)); conceptual 
elucidations – that is, reminders of the kinds of statement we are making (e.g. ‘We remind ourselves, that is to say, of 
the kind of statement that we make about phenomena. ... Our investigation is therefore a grammatical one’. (PI 90)); 
and anything that is ‘a preparation for a description’ (MWL 72): this includes samples, tables, and any other ‘object’ 
or ‘instrument of the language’ (cf. PI 16). In On Certainty (e.g. OC 53, 57-9, 136, 151), Wittgenstein considers 
our basic beliefs – because they underpin our making sense – to be rules of grammar. 
9 Which is not to say that Tractarian sentences are normative. They elucidate, point out, clarify these conditions 
for those who haven’t already grasped them; they provide a more perspicuous presentation of something that lies 
there, already open to view, but not very conspicuously. Tractarian sentences clarify the logical form of meaningful 
discourse, and in so doing, point out the mistakes made by earlier attempts to do this. I am grateful to Eric Loomis 
for prompting me to underline this point.
10 PT 14; cf. also 16. The word rendered as gassing, and sometimes as babbling (cf. Luckhardt 1979, 94) is Schwefeln. 
Both Norman Malcolm (1986, 32-3) and Rush Rhees (1966, 41) are of the opinion that Wittgenstein did not think 
Tractarian propositions were metaphysical. As they both remark, this does not imply that Wittgenstein did not later 
recognize features of the Tractatus to be metaphysical; and as Malcolm remarks, this does not imply that they are not 
metaphysical, and indeed Malcolm believes they are. 
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The reason both readings take Wittgenstein to imply his Tractarian sentences are metaphysical is 
that these readings make the same unwarranted leap from Wittgenstein’s pronouncing them to 
be nonsensical to his believing they are metaphysical. And that leap is made because the idea that 
nonsense can also refer to (something akin to) the grammatical is not envisaged.

 Let us now briefly see how the grammaticality of Tractarian sentences transpires in the 
Tractatus itself. First, the task of philosophy is described in terms of conceptual clarification, or 
what we can anachronistically call, grammatical terms:

Philosophy aims at the logical clarification of thoughts. […]
A philosophical work consists essentially of elucidations. 
Philosophy does not result in ‘philosophical propositions’, but in the clarification of propositions.
Without philosophy thoughts are, as it were, cloudy and indistinct: its task is to make them 

clear and to give them sharp boundaries.  (4.112) 
When Wittgenstein contrasts “philosophical propositions” with “the clarification of proposi-

tions”, he is contrasting philosophy as practised by the metaphysician with philosophy as prac-
tised by himself in the Tractatus; that is, as essentially an activity of conceptual clarification or 
elucidation. And indeed, to say that “[a] philosophical work consists essentially of elucidations” 
(4.112), and then go on to refer to his own Tractarian sentences as “elucidations” (6.54), implies 
that Wittgenstein thinks the Tractatus is a successful philosophical work, one that has followed 
the correct method in philosophy – in other words, it has said nothing. It has not said what can 
be said: i.e. empirical propositions, for that is not its business; nor has it attempted to say what 
cannot be said: something metaphysical, for that would be to follow the incorrect method in 
philosophy; it has only formulated elucidations, which does not amount to saying anything, for 
elucidations are not empirical propositions: 

The correct method in philosophy would really be the following: to say nothing except 
what can be said, i.e. propositions of natural science – i.e. something that has nothing to 
do with philosophy – and then, whenever someone else wanted to say something meta-
physical, to demonstrate to him that he had failed to give a meaning to certain signs in his 
propositions. Although it would not be satisfying to the other person – he would not have 
the feeling that we were teaching him philosophy – this method would be the only strictly 
correct one. (6.53)

Both Tractarian sentences and the sentences of the metaphysical philosopher are nonsense in 
that they are not propositions of natural science, but we must distinguish between Wittgenstein’s 
nonsense and that of the metaphysical philosopher. Philosophical nonsense can be elucidatory as 
opposed to the confused pronouncements of that ‘other person’, the metaphysical philosopher, 
who needs to be set straight; be shown he has failed to give a meaning to some of his signs (6.53) 
–whereas giving meaning to his signs is precisely what Wittgenstein had been doing all along in 
the Tractatus. And although conceptual elucidation would not seem “satisfying” to the meta-
physical philosopher, that is, he would not have the feeling that he was being taught philosophy 
– so accustomed is he to the traditional, metaphysical mode of philosophizing, with its grandiose 
pronouncements – it is, nevertheless, the only correct method. Wittgenstein’s awareness of how 
non-philosophical and unimpressive the conceptual elucidation method of doing philosophy 
might seem to traditional philosophers, is also what prompts him to write, in the Preface, that 
one of the things “which the value of this work consists in is that it shows how little is achieved 
when these problems are solved” (Preface 4).

Unlike “philosophical propositions”, then, Tractarian sentences, do precisely what it is the task of 
philosophy to do: they give a perspicuous presentation of – they elucidate or signify [bedeuten] – what 
cannot be said, by presenting clearly [klar darstellen], or showing, what can be said (cf. 4.115)11. 
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These elucidations of the conditions of sense are often expressed in the form of definitions of words 
or concepts – e.g. “A picture is a model of reality” (2.12); or prescriptions as to the proper use of 
the concepts defined – e.g. “Objects can only be named” (3.221); as well as proscriptions – e.g. “one 
cannot say … ‘There are objects’ as one might say, ‘There are books’” (4.1272). But all Tractarian 
sentences are meant, in one way or another, to elucidate the conditions of sensical discourse12. They 
are elucidations in that they do not provide any new information, but enable the perspicuous view of 
what is already there: like rungs of a ladder which once ascended enable us to see – not a new world 
– but the world aright. But why, then, does Wittgenstein insist that we throw away the ladder?

My propositions serve as elucidations in the following way: anyone who understands 
me eventually recognizes them as nonsensical [unsinnig], when he has used them – as 
steps – to climb up beyond them. (He must, so to speak, throw away the ladder after he 
has climbed up it.) (6.54)

The ladder must be thrown away in the same way that all grammatical rules including the 
so-called ‘hinge propositions’ of On Certainty must be “shunted onto an unused siding”. They 
do not belong to the main stream; they are “fixed and … removed from the traffic” (OC 210). 
For, to leave them in the traffic – that is, to attempt to use them in language – would be an 
attempt to say them. But only propositions of natural science, can be said (OC 6.53), so that 
attempting to say Tractarian sentences would be attempting to turn them into the wrong kind 
of nonsense – that “produced by trying to express by the use of language what ought to be 
embodied in the grammar” (MWL 103). It would be to use the incorrect method of doing phi-
losophy. Tractarian sentences are nonsense; that is, they are useless in language; their only use 
is to delineate and elucidate the correct use of language. Outside this heuristic use, Tractarian 
sentences are to be cast out for, like all rules of grammar, using them within ordinary discourse 
would only arrest its meaningful flow. If, for instance, in the middle of a conversation with the 
shopkeeper who is giving me advice about which colour to paint my room, I were to utter the 
words: ‘Red is darker than pink’, she would be stopped in her tracks and look at me perplexed. 
What exactly is the information that my words are supposed to be offering her? In fact, though 
words were pronounced, nothing was said, for what I intimated went without saying. Our mas-
tery of a grammatical rule can only show itself in our language-games involving colours and in 
our dealings with colours, it does not meaningfully bear saying. Yet if Tractarian sentences, like 
all rules, cannot be said, how is it that we are hearing them? Indeed, there is no silence here, 
but a very articulate and precise series of elucidations.

6. Saying vs. Speaking
When Wittgenstein writes that all that can be said are the propositions of natural science 

(6.53), this forges a logical link between sayability and bipolarity. We can only say what is bipolar; 
whatever is essential or necessary – such as rules of grammar – does not bear saying: 

What belongs to the essence of the world cannot be expressed by language. For this 
reason, it cannot say [Wittgenstein’s emphasis] that everything flows. Language can only say 
those things that we can also imagine otherwise. (PR I, 54, p. 84 (1929-30)) 

11 Note that Wittgenstein does not write that philosophy says what cannot be said – and this is not because this would 
be contradictory or nonsensical, for it needn’t be (e.g. “… one cannot say … ‘There are objects’” (4.1272), but 
because he is reserving the term ‘saying’ for what we do with propositions of natural science (6.53).
12 Whether they in fact do or not is not the point here, but that Wittgenstein believed they did. I am grateful to Dan 
Hutto for suggesting that the difference needs pointing out. It might also be worth pointing out that Wittgenstein 
believed they did at the time; that he was later, in Philosophical Investigations and elsewhere, to be critical of many of 
these ‘elucidations’ does not make the Tractatus less of an elucidatory project at the time.
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To be sure, I can say that this suit is darker than the other one. But I cannot say that one 
colour is darker than the other one. For this is of the essence of a colour; without it, after all, 
a colour cannot be thought. (WVC 55; my emphasis)

Our point is: the liar knows that he is telling an untruth. But we are not going to say it. It 
means nothing at all. The statement is grammatical. (LPE 196; my emphasis)

In Wittgenstein’s technical vocabulary, to say means to make sense, and so rules of grammar, 
or rules that demarcate or underpin or elucidate sense, cannot be said, but they can, however, 
be articulated or voiced – which is what Wittgenstein does when he writes or pronounces the 
words: “I cannot say that one colour is darker than the other one”. So that when he writes in the 
Tractatus: “one cannot say … ‘There are objects’” (4.1272), Wittgenstein does not mean that 
the sentence cannot be voiced, but that it cannot be negated, and so that it goes without saying (in 
a way similar, but not identical, to a tautology). 

If we acknowledge, then, that Wittgenstein often uses saying in a specialized, technical sense, and 
if we make a distinction between Wittgenstein’s technical use of saying, and his nontechnical use 
– for which we might substitute the verbs: speaking, or articulating, we can then read the Tractatus 
consistently without having to mystify or reject its contents. To say then that something is unsayable 
or ineffable (in Wittgenstein’s technical sense) is not to say that it cannot be spoken. We can use 
words; indeed, sentences; indeed, perfectly well-formed sentences, and yet not be saying anything, 
not be making sense. Once we distinguish these two ways of pronouncing sentences: saying versus 
articulating or speaking13, Wittgenstein can no longer be taxed with inconsistency in articulating 
Tractarian sentences whilst claiming that they cannot be said; that they are ineffable. 

That words are used does not mean something is said. According to the Tractatus, nothing 
is said when the words used do not describe the world in some factual way. Tautologies and 
contradictions certainly provide no information about the world; they have no sense (4.461) 
and say nothing (6.11). Mathematical sentences also say nothing about the world; they are 
only equations which can themselves not be said (6.2341). Neither do propositions of ethics, 
aesthetics, religion and metaphysics describe the world, and so they too cannot be said (6.421, 
6.522, 6.53). And nor do Tractarian sentences; they only elucidate our making sense. Only the 
propositions of natural science can be said (6.53). Wittgenstein, as announced in the Preface, 
aimed to demarcate the sayable from the ineffable. He did just that. What cannot be said cannot 
be said for one reason: it has no sense. But there are many different ways of not having sense14, 
and the grammatical (or formal) is one of them. We can now read the Tractatus without elimi-
nating the possibility that Tractarian sentences, in spite of their being nonsensical and ineffable, 
have successfully completed the task of demarcating sense from nonsense. This grammatical 
reading of the Tractatus allows us to rehabilitate it, to restore to it the integrity with which it 
was conceived, and to understand that when Wittgenstein refers to its thoughts as “unassailable 
and definitive” (Preface 4), he is not referring to thoughts that repudiate it. Wittgenstein did 
not succumb to the metaphysical style of thought in the Tractatus, nor did he caricature it; he 
took it head on and showed it – firmly and, he thought, definitively – the way out. 

13 For a more elaborate discussion of the saying/speaking distinction, cf. Moyal-Sharrock (2004). 
14 Wittgenstein’s at times reverential attitude towards the ineffable – as Paul Engelmann writes: “Wittgenstein pas-
sionately believes that all that really matters in human life is precisely what, in his view, we must be silent about” (EL 
97) – is certainly not belittled or neglected in this reading. What one cannot say is heterogeneous. It includes the 
ethical, the aesthetic, the religious, the mystical, the Existential (cf. Wittgenstein’s ‘Lecture on Ethics’), as well as the 
metaphysical and the grammatical.
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Abstract
Based on a controversial issue between Alain de Libera, Claude Panaccio and Pascal Engel 
I will examine some of the core theses discussed within the context of the historical-philo-
sophical (historical-theoretical reconstitution) and analytical (theoretical reconstruction) ap-
proaches to the History of Philosophy. I discuss the philosophical pressupositions of both 
positions. I conclude (i) that, by principle, theses two positions do not necessarily contradict 
each other (their tasks and goals, are not competitional between themselves); and (ii) more-
over, that these two approaches correspond to two distinct levels of analysis, that is, they 
constitute two moments of a gradual process of abstraction in the analysis of the same 
object: the history of philosophy.

Keywords
history of philosophy, levels of analysis, reconstitution, reconstruction. 

Uma análise das relações entre a Filosofia Analítica e a História da Filosofia (HF) pressupõe 
naturalmente uma série de questões prévias – como as relativas à própria concepção de Filosofia, 
de filosofia analítica e da própria racionalidade humana – que não podem ser, aqui, examinadas. 
Ao invés, considero o tema das relações entre a filosofia analítica e a HF a partir de uma contro-
vérsia particular que envolveu Alain de Libera (historiador da filosofia medieval), Pascal Engel 
(filósofo analítico) e Claude Panaccio (historiador da filosofia medieval e filósofo analítico). 
Esse debate teve a sua origem na introdução da «abordagem analítica» na historiografia da fi-
losofia medieval – consensualmente identificada com a publicação, em 1982, do The Cambridge 
History of Later Medieval Philosophy – e, mais especificamente, no contexto da recepção da obra 
de Cl. Panaccio, Les Mots, les Concepts et les Choses – La Sémantique de Guillaume d’Occam et le 
Nominalisme d’aujourd’hui, publicada em 1991. 
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Filosofia Analítica e História da Filosofia Um debate a partir da historiografia da filosofia medieval  • Gil Santos

1. Posição do Problema
Panaccio explicita o princípio nuclear que orienta a sua investigação neste livro: ‘pôr certos 

aspectos do pensamento de Ockham em discussão com certos aspectos da filosofia analítica em fi-
losofia da linguagem, da mente e em ontologia, contribuindo assim para a discussão de problemas 
filosóficos actuais’ (Panaccio, 1994: 173-183). Ora esta simples intenção teórica marca, desde 
logo, uma das diferenças mais básicas entre dois modos de lidar com a HF: a abordagem histórico-
filosófica e a abordagem analítica. As objecções fundamentais de Libera a Panaccio resumem os 
termos do desacordo geral entre estes dois tipos de abordagem. 

Em primeiro lugar: será possível extrair de um sistema filosófico do passado apenas certos 
aspectos (tal como Pannacio o fez, omitindo todo o conteúdo teológico da obra de Ockham), 
sem, assim, os descaracterizar? Em segundo lugar: será possível discutir, num mesmo registo, 
um filósofo de uma época já extinta e os nossos contemporâneos, sem ao mesmo tempo se cair 
num intolerável anacronismo? (Libera, 1992: 155-69). Este é o ponto de partida a partir do 
qual o se desenvolverá o presente debate1.

De acordo com Libera, a história da filosofia é uma disciplina científica que, pelo seu tipo de 
actividade, releva da história e que, pela natureza do seu objecto, releva da filosofia. Enquanto 
historiador da filosofia medieval, Libera define a sua posição como relativista, holista e descon-
tinuista, redefinindo a clássica perspectiva historiográfica da  História dos Problemas (Problemge-
schichte), em termos de uma História das redes temáticas, conceptuais e enunciativas nas quais o 
pensamento filosófico encontra os seus objectos: problemas, teses e argumentos. A análise directa 
de problemas previamente isolados, dá lugar a um exame das estruturas teóricas que sustentam 
esses problemas e nos quais estes se encontram articulados. 

De Roger G. Collingwood, Libera retira um conceito historiograficamente operatório – o 
conceito de «complexo constituído de questões e de respostas» (CQR). Cada CQR apresenta 
uma rede própria de conceitos, de esquemas, de argumentações que formam o horizonte teórico 
de uma discussão filosófica, constituindo-se como um «universo de discurso» e um «universo 
epistémico», em estreita relação com um conjunto de factores, como os decorrentes do contexto 
histórico-cultural, em geral, bem como das práticas pedagógicas, argumentativas e literárias vigen-
tes, em particular (no caso da história da filosofia na Idade Média: as disputationes, as quaestiones, 
as glosas, os comentários, os tratados e as súmulas, por exemplo) (Libera, 1999b: 479-484). 

A consequência mais forte que se retira deste relativismo histórico é a tese do holismo semân-
tico dos conceitos, alargado às teses e aos problemas filosóficos. Essa perspectiva pode ser assim 
fixada: uma tese só nos é epistemicamente acessível quando, tomada como resposta, ela é remetida 
à sua própria questão ou ao conjunto de questões (CQR) no qual, e face ao qual, essa tese foi 
criada. Do ponto de vista semântico, isto significa que o sentido de uma tese depende da questão 
face à qual ela procura ser, precisamente, uma resposta (Collingwood, 1944: 27; tb. 31 e 41; 
Libera, 1999a: 624)2. O historiador deve, assim, centrar a sua atenção, não em problemas previa-

1 O problema não se situa, pois, relativamente à importância (ou não) da história da filosofia para a actividade filosó-
fica ou para a inteligibilidade da própria concepção da racionalidade «filosófica», mas radica, antes, na questão da 
fundação, do valor e das relações (de dependência e de autonomia) entre os diferentes modos de acesso à HF. O próprio 
Panaccio observa que a ideia corrente de que todos os analíticos ignoram a (relevância da) HF é uma descrição 
caricatural que parece esquecer autores como B. Russell, J. Austin, J.L. Ackrill, J. Barnes, J. Bennett, P. Strawson, W. 
Sellars, J. Hintikka (Panaccio, 1999b: 5-6). Segundo Kevin Mulligan, foi sobretudo “a atitude melodramática adop-
tada pelo Círculo de Viena, a propósito da história da filosofia”, que teria introduzido uma ruptura entre filosofia e 
história da filosofia na tradição analítica (Mulligan, 1997: 62).  
2 Cf. Collingwood, 1944: 24-33. No IV capítulo, o autor apresenta a sua «lógica de questões e respostas» como um 
modelo mais apropriado que a «lógica proposicional» para o trabalho em HF. Uma proposição (uma tese, p.ex.) não 
é, em si mesma, porvida ou desporvida de sentido, nem verdadeira ou falsa. Isso só pode ser determinado tendo em 
conta a questão (ou o conjunto de questões) face à qual essa proposição procura ser, precisamente, uma resposta.   
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mente isolados como puras idealidades, mas sobre esses CQR nos quais se formam os problemas, 
as teses, os conceitos e os argumentos. 

Esta primeira divergência de posições permite antecipar, desde já, uma apresentação esquemáti-
ca dos diferentes fins que procuram cumprir, respectivamente, as abordagens histórico-filosófica e 
analítica da HF3. 

Por um lado, temos a reconstituição histórico-teórica de problemas, teorias e teses. Neste tipo 
de abordagem, importa sobretudo perceber a génese histórica e teórica das teses e dos problemas, 
de modo a apreender o seu significado para os próprios autores e para o desenvolvimento teórico 
e conceptual da filosofia. Para tal, o investigador deve atender ao contexto de produção das obras, 
aos debates no seio dos quais elas tiveram lugar, aos factores teóricos (internos e externos) que 
concorreram para a emergência de uma dada teoria, argumento ou problema, às condicionantes 
socio-culturais, e ao estado de evolução das ciências, e do saber em geral, no período histórico em 
causa. Segundo Libera, este método de reconstituição consiste, essencialmente, numa investiga-
ção de tipo «arqueológico»4. Esse método situa-se, assim, ao nível da historiografia filosófica, que 
corresponde, grosso modo, à conhecida máxima de Quentin Skinner: 

“No agent can eventually be said to have meant or done something which he could never be brought 
to accept as a correct description of what he had meant or done” (Skinner, 1969: 28)5.

Por outro lado, o método da reconstrução teórica (tal como ele é acolhido pela tradição an-
lítica) encara e promove  o acesso à HF, não tanto no sentido de a interpretar ou descrever de 
um modo diverso e próprio, mas no sentido de reformular, traduzir, num idioma filosófico con-
temporâneo, teses e doutrinas do passado, sendo, assim, possível integrá-las de pleno direito na 
actividade filosófica contemporânea, procedendo à sua discussão, crítica e avaliação. O método de 
reconstrução trabalha, deste modo, com base na autonomização do significado filosófico das teses, 
dos argumentos e dos problemas face contextos teórico e histórico em que estes foram criados. 

2. Argumentos e Pressupostos Filosóficos
2.1. É o aparente radicalismo das teses holística, relativista e descontinuista de Libera que 

Engel e Panaccio irão, sobretudo, criticar. De acordo com Libera, o pressuposto que está real-
mente na base da discordância entre as duas abordagens parece ser a ilusão de uma “continuidade 
fenoménica do mundo”, que nos leva “a acreditar que os Antigos viam o mundo como nós o 
vemos” (Libera, 1992: 161). Engel denuncia neste modo de argumentar uma falsa pressuposição. 
Não é pelo facto de os homens não darem o mesmo sentido a certas noções que eles têm de lhes 
atribuir necessariamente uma referência distinta. De outro modo, seria impossível todo o diálogo 
científico e filosófico (Engel, 1997a: 190-91). 

Ora o mundo físico parece ser relativamente estável desde a Antiguidade, existindo uma con-
tinuidade espacio-temporal efectiva entre o meio físico dos medievais e o nosso. Por isso a questão 
não se deverá pôr tanto em termos de uma continuidade fenoménica do mundo – i.e., no modo 

Filosofia Analítica e História da Filosofia Um debate a partir da historiografia da filosofia medieval  • Gil Santos

3 Esta classificação retoma, com algumas diferenças significativas, a análise dos «quatro tipos de historiografia da 
filosofia» desenvolvida por Rorty (1984: 49- 75). Esta classificação viria a ser retomada por Panaccio, com ligeiras 
precisões (1994: 174-75; e 1999b: 7-9). Não discuto, aqui, as versões «doxográfica» e «teleológica» da historiografia 
filosófica – também caracterizadas por Rorty.
4 Exemplos notáveis deste tipo de trabalho de reconstituição histórico-teórica de um dado tema ou problemática são as 
mais recentes obras de Alain de Libera, La Querelle des Universaux – de Platon à la fin du Moyen Âge (1996), L’Art 
des Généralités – Théories de l’Abstraction (1999a) e La Référence Vide – Théories de la Proposition (2002).
5 Na interpretação insuspeita de Panaccio, esta «máxima» não significa que o trabalho do historiador da filosofia se 
limite (ou que deva limitar-se) à natureza de uma longa paráfrase, mas antes que a nossa consideração das palavras 
de um filósofo do passado não deve depender do uso de critérios de descrição e de classificação que não fossem, em 
princípio, acessíveis ao autor em questão (Panaccio, 1999b: 8).
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como os antigos e nós vemos o mundo –, mas na sua continuidade real. Essa estabilidade relativa 
do mundo, parece também estender-se às próprias dimensões biológica e cognitiva humanas mais 
básicas. Há, de facto, segundo Panaccio, uma certa estabilidade da nossa fisiologia geral, das nos-
sas disposições cognitivas, e até da estrutura sintáctico-semântica das nossas línguas – no caso, a 
do indo-europeu (Panaccio, 1994: 188; Engel, 1997a: 191). 

2.2. Acresce que uma das teses mais fortes que é chamada a justificar o método da reconstrução 
teórica (e que vem responder, aliás, às versões mais radicais da teoria da incomensurabilidade) é a 
existência de normas cognitivas mínimas, ou de “certos princípios mínimos de racionalidade” que 
os homens partilham entre si ao longo de toda a sua história (Engel, 1997b: 146-7). A própria 
compreensão de um outro agente – i.e., a possibilidade de lhe atribuir correctamente atitudes 
proposicionais (como crenças, desejos, intenções) – implica que o concebamos como um ser 
minimamente racional. 

O mesmo se passa na abordagem de uma obra ou de uma tese – para as interpretar é necessário 
«levá-las a sério», i.e, reconhecer que o seu autor terá querido dizer algo verdadeiro num discurso 
minimamente racional. Em suma: é necessário aplicar-lhe um ‘princípio de caridade’ que na sua 
acepção mais ampla nos leva a priveligiar, entre as mais diversas interpretações possíveis do dis-
curso, aquelas que lhe maximizam a verdade e a coerência. E isto requer do intérprete que recorra 
a normas de racionalidade que ele próprio aceita. Ora dentre estas ‘normas cognitivas mínimas’ 
(ou princípios mínimos de racionalidade) está, precisamente, a ideia de que a generalidade dos 
filósofos, em todos os tempos, procuraram dizer o verdadeiro. Para isto, basta admitir certas 
convenções mínimas como as explicitadas por Tarski: afirmar que p obriga a aceitar que p é 
verdadeiro, e vice-versa (Panaccio, 1999b: 12-13)6. 

Nesta ordem de ideias, torna-se lícito admitir que as teses filosóficas, mesmo de um passado 
distante, foram defendidas num pensamento e em discursos racional e cognitivamente próximos dos 
nossos. E assim sendo, parece razoável admitir que as teses e os problemas filosóficos, na história, 
“versam, na grande maioria dos casos, sobre certos aspectos estáveis do mundo, da linguagem e do 
pensamento” (Panaccio, 1991: 17). Por essa mesma ordem de razões, podemos, assim, confrontar 
problemas e teses, apesar dos séculos que, por vezes, os separam (Panaccio, 1994: 186).

2.3. Sucede, porém, que uma das teses que decorre desta estabilidade – ainda que relativa – do 
mundo (físico) e do sujeito (cognitivo) é a tese que defende a permanência dos problemas filosófi-
cos. Esta é, porém, uma tese liminarmente rejeitada por Libera. O seu trabalho de historiador leva-o 
a afirmar que as mesmas palavras não designam sempre as mesmas coisas ou, ainda, que a recorrência 
de nomes de «problemas» não faz a permanência das mesmas problemáticas (Libera, 1996: 454). 

A concepção oposta radica – segundo Collingwood e Libera – num modelo realista fun-
dado numa teoria dos universais – a teoria da «semelhança» (ressemblance-theory). No caso, a 
«semelhança» do universal «o problema P», face à qual a «diferença» é a diferença entre duas 
ou mais exemplificações desse universal. A própria teoria filosófica dos universais pode servir 
de exemplo. Para o relativista histórico, não existe nada como «o Problema dos Universais» P, 
que teria sido diversamente exemplificado em «o problema dos universais em Aristóteles (P1)», 
«o problema dos universais em Abelardo (P3)»; «o problema dos universais em Ockham (P7)», 
«o problema dos universais em Russell (P46)», etc. Como afirma Collingwood, “o que se crê 
ser um problema permanente P, é na realidade um certo número de problemas transitórios p1, 
p2, p3..., cujas particularidades históricas são confundidas pela miopía histórica daquele que os 
assimila sob o nome P” (Collingwood, 1944: 50). 

6 Ou, seguindo Engel, é necessário reconhecer certos ‘compromissos cognitivos’ no uso de conceitos cognitivos 
como os de crença ou de conhecimento. Por exemplo, o conceito de crença pressupõe, pelo menos, dois compromis-
sos desse tipo: o compromisso de verdade (é impossível asserir que p e não crer que p é verdadeiro); assim como crer 
em algo pressupõe que estamos prontos a admitir a existência de alguma justificação (Engel, 1999: 9-11).
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Isto quer dizer que quando saímos do quadro conceptual de cada um dos problemas tran-
sitórios, passamos a falar efectivamente de outra coisa, “e que os esforços para ressuscitar o eterno 
problema P, dando-lhe esse nome, são efectivamente esforços para um outro problema – muito 
simplesmente, porque nem p1, nem p2, nem p3 foram, no passado, exemplificações de P. Eles são 
produtos de CQR transitórios, que ao longo de um certo processo histórico-teórico se transfor-
maram em outra coisa – em outros problemas (Libera, 1999b: 487-8). Quer isto, porém, dizer 
que o «problema dos universais» apenas existiu, como tal, na filosofia medieval? 

Libera responde a essa crítica de Engel: “Eu não quis dizer que depois da Idade Média não existiu 
mais o problema dos universais, tese que Engel me atribuiu. Ao invés, o que eu quis efectivamente 
dizer foi que os esforços contemporâneos para ressuscitar o problema, dando-lhe esse nome, não 
ressuscitaram esse problema medieval, que eles «falavam», na maior parte do tempo, de outra coisa, e 
que estavam «orientados, na sua grande maioria, para outros problemas” (Libera, 1999a: 634). 

Engel concorda, de uma forma geral, com o holismo das teses e dos problemas decorrente 
do holismo semântico-conceptual. Como Engel observa, seria absurdo sustentar, por exemplo, 
que o problema do espírito e do corpo é independente de outras questões em Descartes, ou que 
esse problema tem exactamente o mesmo sentido em Descartes e em Aristóteles. Porém, daqui 
não se segue – contrariamente ao que sustenta Collingwood e Libera – que não se possa falar 
de um problema mais ou menos semelhante nos dois filósofos, nem que se possa legitimamente 
isolá-lo para comparar as teses dos dois autores. Em suma: a concordância com o holismo em 
geral não implica a ilegitimidade de todo e qualquer esforço posterior do ponto de vista atom-
ista. Esse holismo radical conduziria, designadamente, à negação da própria ideia de progresso 
em filosofia (Engel, 1997a: 189-90).

3. Implicações e Consequências – Níveis de análise
Seja como for, esta controvérsia acerca das abordagens histórico-teórica e «puramente» filosó-

fica da HF cai, frequentemente, no problema da própria formulação e equacionação dos termos 
em disputa. Algo que acaba por condenar esse tipo de debate a um autêntico dialógo aporético. 
Em meu entender, o problema da relação entre estes diferentes tipos de abordagem radica, sobre-
tudo, numa demarcação de competências disciplinares, a qual se funda, por sua vez, na existência 
de dois níveis distintos de análise sobre esse «objecto» que é a história da filosofia. 

Uma das virtudes desta controvérsia entre Libera, Panaccio e Engel é, precisamente, a de 
ajudar a esclarecer esse ponto. Só assim se pode compreender que Libera acuse de ser realista 
a tese que afirma uma semelhança entre dois problemas de épocas distintas, ao mesmo tempo 
que Libera admite a legitimidade do filósofo (e não do historiador) em trabalhar com base nessa 
mesma «semelhança». Com efeito, Libera não nega que seja lícito discutir separadamente uma 
tese ou um argumento – “os filósofos não fizeram outra coisa ao longo da história”. Mais: Libera 
admite a existência de um suficiente grau de «semelhança» entre certos problemas acolhidos por 
autores de períodos históricos diferentes que permite «isolá-los» e «compará-los» – os historiad-
ores da filosofia também não fizeram outra coisa. 

A dificuldade desta questão prende-se, desde logo, com a própria indefinição das noções de 
«questão» e «problema» (e as de «problemática» ou «problematização», etc.). Podem elas (em 
que contexto, e quais) ser usadas sinonimicamente? Existe entre elas uma relação semântica hi-
erárquica? Qual? Seja como for, não parece razoável admitir a existência de problemas permanen-
tes se pensarmos na noção de problema como algo estático – como algo (um significado) que se 
limite, exclusivamente, ao seu próprio contexto de enunciação. 

Mas um problema transforma-se no tempo, tem (digamos assim) a sua própria história interna, 
podendo assumir diferentes formulações, enquadramentos, contextualizações. E parece possível 
identificar a permanência de certos problemas na história da filosofia, zonas de intersecção mútua 
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de diferentes problematizações, que, justamente por serem utilizados e retomados ao longo da 
história, são susceptíveis de polarizar continuamente novos elementos teóricos e problematizantes 
de diferentes contextos e épocas (como, p. ex., os que derivam da evolução interactiva da história 
das ciências e da filosofia). Ora isto não implica sustentar que os problemas filosóficos são neces-
sariamente eternos ou em número limitado; mas apenas que certos problemas – através da história 
da filosofia – vêm perdurando, reincidindo, sendo ciclicamente retomados. Não bastará, assim, 
alertar para «o perigo do realismo», como o faz Libera7 – muito embora seja real o problema de 
confundir, precipitadamente, traduzindo e reduzindo, sem mediações, todo o passado à luz do 
presente, homogeneizando, desse modo, o que pode ser realmente heterogéneo.

3.1. Segundo Libera, é sempre possível discutir os conceitos, teses e problemas isoladamente 
– p. ex.: é possível analisar, em si mesma, uma tese semântica de Ockham, abstraindo-se as relações 
intra-doutrinais que ela mantém com certos aspectos da sua teoria teológica. O problema é que tal 
procedimento não nos conduz à compreensão do sentido dessa tese para o seu autor (Libera, 1999a: 
630 n. 24): “Antes de extrair uma tese de um corpus, de a subtrair, de a traduzir ou retraduzir, em 
suma, de a isolar e de a discutir nos termos de uma qualquer teoria moderna, é necessário assegura-
rmo-nos de que compreendemos do que é que fala exactamente essa teoria” (Libera, 1999a: 624). O 
sentido constitui-se, assim, como condição de possibilidade e como um plano prévio ao da verdade. 

Posto isto, nada interdita a prática atomista. Essa “possibilidade funda a própria possibilidade 
da história e da ciência que a toma como objecto” (Libera, 1999a: 634). O problema coloca-se, 
então, nos critérios a seguir no processo de abstrair uma dada tese, argumento ou problema do 
contexto histórico-teórico em que eles emergiram. Panaccio propõe explicitamente um princípio 
regulador dessa atomização: ‘uma dada tese (argumento, problema, etc.) é separável de tudo 
aquilo que ela mesma não implica logicamente’. 

A relação de implicação lógica contrapõe-se, aqui, às conexões de motivação psicológica ou 
teórica. Por exemplo: a solução ockhamiana do paradoxo do Mentiroso explora uma parte da 
teoria semântica da suppositio. 

Por outro lado, as principais teses da teoria ockhamiana da significação e da referência não 
implicam logicamente nenhuma das suas teses teológicas, e elas são assim susceptíveis de ser iso-
ladas. Não obstante, sabemos que a teoria da omnipotência divina serve a Ockham de motivação 
para a elaboração da sua teoria semântica – mais concretamente, uma das grandes motivações do 
nominalismo ockhamiano encontra-se na decisão, propriamente teológica, de deixar à omnip-
otência divina a margem de manobra mais ampla possível e, assim, de a não limitar pela imposição 
de entidades abstractas e intemporais que seriam os universais. Ora é um facto irrecusável que 
podemos aderir a certas teses semânticas de Ockham sem que nos sintamos comprometidos com 
a sua teologia (Panaccio, 1994: 182-85). 

3.2. Ao historiador não cumpre, porém, avaliar  uma tese de um CQR – i.e., julgar a sua ver-
dade ou falsidade – por referência a um outro CQR (Libera, 1999b: 492)8. Ou melhor: isso pode-o 
fazer o filósofo, não o historiador – “ao historiador cabe-lhe isolar e descrever os CQR. Ao filósofo 
cabe-lhe enunciar e validar, enquanto tais, as questões que julgar pertinentes – e resolvê-las” (Libera, 
1999a: 634, n.27). O historiador deve aderir ao holismo dos problemas, das teses e dos conceitos, 
porque o seu objectivo não é o de avaliar teses filosóficas fora do seu contexto, mas sim o de deter-
minar, em primeiro lugar, o que faz delas teses – i.e., proposições com sentido, estabelecidas como 
hipóteses de resposta a um dado conjunto de problemas e de questões (Libera, 1999a: 621-22). 

7 A este respeito, cf. Passmore, 1972: 228.
8 Curiosamente, Libera afasta-se, aqui, de Collingwood, segundo o qual a distinção radical entre filosofia e história 
da filosofia (ou entre «questões históricas» e «questões filosóficas») teria sido, precisamente, um dos erros do «real-
ismo». Essa distinção pressuporia a permanência dos problemas filosóficos... Cf. Collingwood, 1944: 44 e 49-50. 
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Ora esta tese não implica a não existência de «verdades filosóficas». Ela  apenas significa que, 
para declarar «verdadeira» a proposição p de um filósofo medieval (Avicena, p. ex.), o leitor 
deve saber, em primeiro lugar, em que medida essa proposição p é porvida ou desporvida de 
sentido. Algo que só pode ser verdadeiramente decidido se soubermos a que questão Avicena 
entendia efectivamente responder quando enunciou p (Libera, 1999b: 486-7). Nesta ordem de 
ideias, o método da ‘reconstituição histórico-teórica’ apresenta-se como uma etapa anterior, e 
preliminar, ao método da ‘reconstrução teórica’. 

3.3. A HF não bloqueia, por conseguinte, abordagens ulteriores de diferentes propósitos (se-
jam estas inspiradas pela abordagem analítica, ou por qualquer outra): “os filósofos devem fazer 
filosofia; os historiadores da filosofia devem fazer história da filosofia. Eles podem encontrar-se, se 
o quiserem, e colaborar, se o julgarem útil”. Como afirma Libera, o seu relativismo metodológico 
“não tem como objectivo reduzir a filosofia à história da filosofia. Ele não tem também como con-
sequência enclausurar a actividade filosófica em esquemas conceptuais incomensuráveis de uma 
época para outra. A sua única ambição é fornecer uma base e um método particulares e próprios 
para o trabalho do historiador da filosofia” (Libera, 1999b: 493). 

Libera tem, ainda, oportunidade de estabelecer uma interessante (e particularmente revela-
dora) analogia entre os pontos de vista do «puro filósofo» e do «filósofo historiador da filosofia», 
por um lado, e os pontos de vista do lógico «fregeano» e do epistemólogo, por outro. Aos primei-
ros interessa-lhes sobretudo os «pensamentos», em si mesmos, a sua definição, a forma pela qual 
podemos inferir uns a partir de outros, a sua justificação, a sua validade, etc.; ao passo que para os 
segundos, importa essencialmente compreender o próprio acto de pensar: como é que o pensam-
ento, o acto de apreender os pensamentos, encontra os seus objectos? Qual a origem dos nossos 
pensamentos? Como os encontramos para os tornar questões nossas? (Libera, 2002: 19-21).

Mas aqui nada parece opôr Libera a Panaccio. Este último prontamente o concede relativa-
mente à sua investigação em torno de Ockham e do nominalismo contemporâneo. À questão le-
vantada por Libera – como será legítimo isolar de um conjunto doutrinal, historicamente situado, 
apenas certos fragmentos? – responde Panaccio: tudo depende dos objectivos a que nos propo-
mos, e o “meu não era o de fazer a história da filosofia medieval, nem de uma das suas partes. Se 
tal tivesse sido a minha intenção, teria sido bastante absurdo” – nos termos do próprio Panaccio, 
a investigação que tentou levar a cabo foi “puramente filosófica” (Panaccio, 1994: 182-183). 

4. Reconstituição vs. Reconstrução – fidelidade e pertinência
Estes métodos são, por conseguinte, distintos, mas – e este é o ponto – não totalmente di-

vorciados. Por uma razão muito simples. Assim como é possível reconstruir e traduzir, também 
é possível reconhecer os limites de tais operações. Como afirma Engel, a abstração e o isola-
mento de teses face aos seus diversos contextos é possível, mas “devemos fazê-lo com uma grande 
prudência, e uma informação histórica variada” (Engel, 1997a: 193). 

O método da reconstrução teórica implica, assim, certos riscos inerentes à persecução dos 
seus próprios objectivos trans ou an-históricos – riscos de anacronismo, ou de um (ab)uso 
de semelhanças superficiais susceptíveis de edificar, a sua própria análise, na ficção de uma 
«história fantasma» (a expressão é de Panaccio). Perigos esses, justamente assinalados por Pan-
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accio e Engel9. Será porventura inevitável sucumbir a tais riscos? Panaccio recusa-o. Mas para 
que tal possa ser sustentado, é necessário saber legitimar esse trabalho de reconstrução teórica, 
investindo-o de condições epistemológicas mínimas que garantam uma fidelidade mínima ao 
reconstruído, ao analisado. 

Afastada a sustentabilidade das teses da incomensurabilidade radical, Panaccio afirma que o 
método da reconstrução teórica deve “submeter-se” sempre a um constrangimento de fidelidade 
– i.e., de «não traição» (a expressão é, ainda, de Panaccio) – ao analisado. 

Cumpre, assim, determinar certas «condições gerais de sucesso ou adequação». Dois enun-
ciados – por mais afastados que estejam no tempo – podem, na prática, ser encarados como 
semanticamente equivalentes se os seus sujeitos são co-extensivos e se os seus predicados têm, 
aproximadamente, as mesmas condições de verdade. Porém, em HF, a semântica das condições de 
verdade não é, manifestamente, suficiente. É necessário identificar equivalências semânticas mais 
finas, como as que se referem às extensões e aos sentidos dos termos empregues, às estruturas 
internas das frases, e às relações lógicas que ligam as teses consideradas em cada um dos dois textos 
(Panaccio, 1994: 179-80). Esta equivalência semântica permite igualmente garantir o valor epis-
témico da oratio obliqua, discurso prototípico em HF: «A disse que p», «O que disse A implica p, 
q, r», etc. (Panaccio, 1994: 188-89)10. 

Ora é difícil não ver que esta análise semântica da linguagem nos obriga a levar em linha de 
conta o contexto histórico e teórico em que um dado discurso filosófico emergiu (mesmo tendo 
em conta, exclusivamente, a terminologia filosófica disponível e acolhida, os múltiplos significa-
dos ou acepções que os diferentes termos detinham no período em causa, e o uso particular que 
deles foi feito por um dado filósofo, num dado texto). 

Contudo, segundo Panaccio, a forma precisa de equivalência semântica em nome da qual se 
avalia uma dada reconstrução teórica deve depender, em última análise, dos objectivos fixados 
pelo reconstructor. É neste ponto que intervém o princípio da pertinência. Os critérios de 
adequação variam de acordo com os objectivos fixados por cada investigação. Mais concre-
tamente, a reconstrução deve saber mostrar como as teses antigas escolhidas são, segundo os 
nossos critérios, respostas racionais a problemas filosoficamente interessantes. Encontramos aqui 
o famoso princípio de caridade, e ele implica a subordinação relativa dos contrangimentos de 
fidelidade aos constrangimentos de pertinência. Subordinação, sim, mas não a supressão – “por 
mais pluralistas que sejamos” (Panaccio, 1994: 180).

Deste modo, o trabalho filosófico de reconstrução teórica pressupõe o nível de análise histórico-
teórica reconstitutiva. E Panaccio observa, aliás, neste sentido, que as abordagens histórico-fi-
losófico e reconstrutiva são, não apenas abordagens igualmente legítimas da HF, mas, na prática, 
quase sempre complementares. A questão coloca-se, portanto, em saber «como doseá-las» – o 
mesmo é dizer, como equilibrar os princípios de fidelidade e de pertinência. Mas isso é algo que só 
pode ser determinado em função do tipo de tarefa e de objectivos assumidos por cada investigação 
(Panaccio, 1999: 9-10). A reconstrução e a análise «puramente» filosófica em HF encontram-se, 
deste modo, legitimadas. E faz, pois, sentido em falar-se de uma abordagem de tipo analítico 
em HF – não, porém, no sentido em que ela procura um modo diferente de refazer a história 
da filosofia, de descrever e interpretar, de uma forma diversa, os processos de desenvolvimento da 

10 Libera admite também esta continuidade semântica (cf. Libera, 1999a: 622-23). A tese de Quine sobre sobre 
a inescrutabilidade da referência não constitui um problema específico à tarefa do historiador. Com efeito, «the 
inscrutability of reference can be brought even closer to home than the neighbor’s case; we can apply it to ourselves» 
(Quine, “Ontological relativity”, in Ontological Relativity and Other Essays, N.Y., Colombia Univ. Press, 1969, p. 
47; tb. pp. 26-28 cit. in Panaccio, 1994: 191-92). Seja como for, para Panaccio, o valor aproximativo será sempre 
suficiente para tornar lícito o tipo de confrontos que a abordagem «analítica» propõe.
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filosofia ao longo da sua história, mas no sentido em que ela constitui um modo diferente de aceder 
ao passado filosófico, para dialogar com esse passado, no processo de fazer filosofia. 

À reconstituição histórico-teórica caberá o papel de reconstituir os diversos CQR da filosofia 
do passado, tornando, assim, inteligíveis (para os CQR do presente) as teses, argumentos e 
problemas da história da filosofia. O problema essencial, na óptica desta abordagem, é o da 
inteligibilidade da própria história da filosofia – i.e., da(s) filosofia(s) do passado, bem como 
dos problemas e das teses formuladas.

A abordagem que promove a reconstrução teórica procura, ao invés, certas teses, argumentos 
ou problemas, na estrita medida em que estes sejam susceptíveis de ser directamente utilizados para 
o próprio desenvolvimento da actividade filosófica actual. Daí o carácter altamente selectivo que 
os trabalhos históricos deste tipo de abordagem geralmente assumem – uma vez que a perspectiva 
historiográfica assumida é explicitamente controlada pelos interesses da filosofia contemporânea, 
ou, mais propriamente, pelos interesses particulares de uma certa corrente filosófica contem-
porânea. O The Cambridge History of Later Medieval Philosophy é disso um bom exemplo:

“the contributors have devoted relatively little attention to theological issues, even to the philo-
sophically outstanding medieval achievement in rational (or natural) theology, for that side of 
medieval thought has not been neglected. And because the areas of concentration in contemporary 
philosophical scholarship on medieval thought naturally reflect the emphases in contemporary 
philosophy, our editorial strategy has led to a concentration on thoses parts of later medieval 
philosophy that are most readily recognisable as philosophical to a student of twentieth-century 
philosophy”. Mais concretamente, este trabalho procura combinar “the highest standards of medi-
eval scholarship with a respect for insights and interests of contemporary philosophers, particularly 
those working in the analytical tradition” [Kretzmann et al. (ed.), 1982: 3]. 
4.1. Nesta ordem de ideias, cada caso deve ser avaliado em si mesmo, em função dos objectivos 

que cada investigação assume para si, e, face a essa escolha, em função da relação de equilíbrio 
mantida entre os critérios de fidelidade e de pertinência, mas também (e este é um importante 
aspecto não explorado na presente controvérsia) em função do próprio objecto filosófico es-
pecificamente visado – que tema, tese ou problema? Não se reconhecerá, certamente, o mesmo 
grau de (in)dependência contextual a um tema ou a uma questão do domínio da antropologia, 
da lógica, da ontologia, ou da filosofia política. Em todo o caso, como procurei mostrar, os 
dois métodos de abordagem aqui tratados são diferentes modos de acesso à HF, correspondendo 
a diferentes níveis de análise. Constituem-se, com os seus métodos próprios, como duas formas 
distintas de lidar com a HF, em diferentes graus de abstracção da Filosofia face à sua história. Daí 
que eles não sejam abordagens concorrentes ou em oposição – justamente porque, incidindo 
sobre o mesmo objecto, elas não respondem às mesmas ordens de motivação e de objectivos. 
Por essa mesma razão, elas não são também reduzíveis entre si, podendo, ao invés, coexistir e 
complementar-se, em graus diversos, partindo da convicção que a HF pode contribuir para a 
actividade filosofia contemporânea. 

Esses dois tipos de abordagem encontram-se – em maior, ou menor grau – interligados como 
elos num processo de continuidade e de descontinuidade. E como a natureza do analisado para 
o  qual essa fidelidade (ou adequação) em última análise remete, não é um dado imediato, mas 
algo permanentemente conquistado pelo trabalho de «arqueologia» da historiografia filosófica de 
textos e dos seus contextos, a tarefa da disciplina da HF é, ela mesma, irrecusável, na medida em 
que se encontra já implicada e pressuposta nas próprias condições de legitimidade da reconstrução 
teórica. A autonomia da filosofia em relação à HF é, por essa via, sempre relativa a um determi-
nado grau de abstracção dos conteúdos filosóficos (teses, problemas, teorias, argumentos) face à 
natureza dos contextos histórico-teóricos concretos, no seio dos quais esses conteúdos emergi-
ram, se estruturaram e desenvolveram, até se constituirem naquilo que eles são hoje e para nós. 
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Por um movimento gradual de abstracção, o holismo pode dar, assim, lugar ao atomismo; 
o nível semântico da compreensão pode conduzir ao exame de uma tese ou de uma doutrina 
numa perspectiva crítica e alética; e a abordagem histórico-filosófica pode dar lugar a uma 
abordagem «puramente» filosófica.

O significado teórico de uma tese ou de um problema não é algo imediatamente aces-
sível e independente do seu contexto de formulação – factores intra-sistemáticos ao corpo 
doutrinal no qual uma dada tese ou problema emergiu, ou factores extra-sistemáticos, como 
os decorrentes de respostas a posições ou problemas contemporâneos e passados, por exem-
plo. Nesta ordem de ideias, a reconstrução teórica (a tradução de uma dada tese em termos 
contemporâneos; a sua transferência para o quadro referencial de uma nova filosofia ou de 
um novo tipo de abordagem), pressupõe sempre a compreensão dessa mesma tese ou prob-
lema à luz mais ampla das condições históricas e teóricas da sua própria formulação – i.e., 
implica necessariamente uma certa reconstituição histórico-teórica (mesmo que esta não seja 
explicitamente abordada). 

Reconstituição e reconstrução são, assim, níveis hierarquicamente interligados no mesmo 
processo de acesso filosófico à história da filosofia. Termos, não obstante, relativos, uma vez 
que não há qualquer reconstituição que não comporte uma certa reconstrução, tal como não 
existe reconstrução que não implique já (mesmo que a título de pressuposto não explicitado) 
uma certa compreensão do objecto de reconstrução. A reconstituição histórico-teórica apre-
senta-se como um meio de garantir um maior esforço de compreeensão e de inteligibilidade 
da Filosofia na sua própria história. 

5. Um Exemplo: do logos endiathetos à oratio mentalis e à language of thought
Vale a pena insistir. Por diferentes que sejam os seus objectivos, estas duas abordagens não se 

contradizem. Aliás, estes dois tipos de abordagem da HF podem, inclusivamente, solidarizar-se 
numa mesma investigação. Um dos melhores exemplos desse tipo de trabalho é a análise do 
tema do «discurso mental» na filosofia medieval, em Le Discours Intérieur, do filósofo analítico 
e historiador da filosofia medieval, Claude Panaccio. Essa análise mostra como reconstituição e 
reconstrução são dialecticamente produtivas.

O propósito desta obra é o de reconstituir («retracer») a história do tema do discurso mental, 
nas investigações e nas discussões medievais, que conduziram à sistematização, por Ockham, da 
noção de discurso mental, como uma discursividade análoga à da estrutura discursiva da lingua-
gem verbal. Duas motivações guiaram a pesquisa de Panaccio. Por um lado, procura-se averiguar 
se esses debates medievais – frequentemente instalados num contexto teológico – têm alguma 
relação com a problemática da «linguagem do pensamento» e, simultaneamente, se será possível 
revelar novas vias de pesquisa para a reequacionação da teoria da language of thought de Jerry 
Fodor, bem como, para a problemática (agitada, nos nossos dias, no seio da reflexão das ciências 
cognitivas) relativa à concepção do «conceito» ou do «objecto intencional». Por outro lado, 
contribuir para uma reavaliação do lugar de Ockham na própria história da filosofia medieval tardia 
e do impacto da sua obra nos seus contemporâneos e sucessores. 

Panaccio identifica duas tradições na filosofia medieval do logos que se reflectirão na tematiza-
ção do discurso interior: uma de natureza teológica, a outra, propriamente filosófica, que remonta 
a Platão e a Aristóteles (Panaccio, 1999a: 13-15 e 145-149).

O desenvolvimento desta tradição filosófica na análise do discurso mental associou-se às inves-
tigações dos domínios da lógica, da semiologia e da psicologia, vindo a encontrar o seu apogeu na 
obra de Ockham. Neste autor podemos encontrar as interpretações mais sistemáticas e mais bem 
elaboradas da intentio como entidade semântica, bem como da teoria proposicional da linguagem 
mental. Da sua análise, Panaccio lança uma hipótese de trabalho para a actual filosofia contem-
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porânea. Para Duns Scot e seus sucessores, tal como para Ockham, o conceito é um acto mental, 
mais do que um objecto «contemplado» pelo intelecto. Ora existe aí uma sugestão preciosa que 
terá sido esquecida na época de Descartes, Hobbes ou Locke; e se as aporias do objecto inten-
cional perseguem ainda nos nosso dias a filosofia contemporânea, isso deve-se, em boa medida, 
a esse esquecimento. Razão pela qual Panaccio acredita ser prometedora, hoje, “uma meditação 
renovada da teoria do acto mental como signo natural” (Panaccio, 1999a: 305-19).

Conclusão
Assistimos aqui a esforços no sentido de justificar dois diferentes tipos diferentes de investi-

gação filosófica em HF. Nos termos em que se processa este debate é-se levado a concluir que 
a alegada disputa entre estes dois tipos de abordagem em HF não tem, pura e simplesmente, 
fundamento. Não, pelo menos, ao nível das suas práticas e dos seus objectivos de investiga-
ção. Ao nível de um confronto entre os seus diferentes pressupostos filosóficos (estabilidade 
real/fenoménica do mundo, estabilidade do sujeito cognitivo, permanência dos problemas, 
etc.) o caso é já diferente. Contudo, não decorre necessariamente da assunção de uma aborda-
gem histórico-filosófica (tal como aqui a definimos: i.e., como reconstituição histórico-teórica 
de problemas, teorias e teses) a defesa austera dos pressupostos filosóficos acima descritos. As 
posições de Libera, Panaccio e Engel demonstram-no, em parte. E o Discours Intérieur, de 
Panaccio, é disso um bom exemplo. 

Em todo o caso, esta controvérsia não esgota, obviamente, todo o debate entre as mais di-
versas posições possíveis face à HF (ela circunscreve-se a uma controvérsia acerca de uma abor-
dagem específica, a da tradição analítica), assim como os seus protagonistas não representarão 
todas as perspectivas que, mesmo no quadro das suas próprias posições (vulgo, «continental» e 
«analítica»), são sustentadas ou sustentáveis.

A minha conclusão não é necessaria e integralmente coincidente com as perspectivas de Engel, 
Libera ou Panaccio. Nem se propõe, aqui, uma relação de compromisso, ou uma espécie de 
«conciliação de opostos» ad hoc. São os próprios termos em que esta controvérsia se processa que 
permitem inferir (a razoabilidade de) tal conclusão.

A investigação de tipo reconstitutiva não se opõe, por princípio, à abordagem de tipo 
reconstrutiva. Aquela apresenta-se, antes, como condição de possibilidade de uma real le-
gitimação do trabalho de reconstrução, na medida em que atenta para os constrangimentos 
de fidelidade, ao determinar o significado de cada tese, argumento ou problema filosófico 
nos seus contextos histórico-teórico concretos de formulação. Acresce que, neste sentido, a 
abordagem reconstitutiva permite ainda identificar o alcance e os limites de cada tradução, 
contribuindo para uma determinação dos modos mais naturais (e dos mais artificiais, i.e.: dos 
mais descaracterizantes) pelos quais uma dada tese, problema ou argumento do passado é 
susceptível de ser reconstruído e traduzido. Na condição de se admitir, é claro, que il n’est pas 
vrai que anything goes (Panaccio, 1994: 179). 

Por mais difícil que seja determinar, caso a caso, o cumprimento desses constrangimentos de 
fidelidade, bem como os diferentes graus de equilíbrio que eles deverão entreter com os con-
trangimentos de pertinência filosófica, não se vê outra forma de assegurar a diferença relativa 
entre a filosofia e a sua história sem, ao mesmo tempo, se cair em tentações reducionistas (de 
qualquer um dos termos dessa dicotomia ao outro) ou no puro relativismo. 

Se a filosofia medieval tem as suas particularidades, o seu historiador pode encontrar também 
nela problemas suficientemente gerais para dialogar com os historiadores de outros períodos e, 
mais amplamente, com todos os filósofos interessados pelo estatuto da história da filosofia – não 
apenas em história, mas em filosofia tout court (Libera, 1999b: 482). 
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SEMÂNTICA E PRAGMÁTICA
CONSIDERAÇÕES SOBRE A 

SPRACHKRITIK DE BRENTANO
Maria Luísa Couto Soares

Universidade Nova de Lisboa

Abstract
This paper proposes a reading of Brentano’s Sprachkritik as a pioneer of contemporary prag-
matics and speech act theory. Two fundamental pragmatic principles are already present in 
Brentano’s philosophy of language: the contextual and the intentional principles. Neverthe-
less use theories are insufficient to account for the meaning process. Semantic pragmatics 
approaches meaning through the determination of propositional content by context, and in 
this sense semantics is a typical social science. But rules and conventions are unable to give 
the meaning of words: both features of linguistic practice – semantic and pragmatic – are 
complementary, not exclusive and necessary to understand language and its use.

Keywords
Meaning. Use theories. Speech acts. Context. Intention. Judgment. Propositions. Proposi-
tional Content. Assertive force.

1. Esta exposição poderia ser considerada como uma réplica ao ensaio de Putnam – “Is Se-
mantics Possible?”1. À guisa de conclusão, Putnam afirma que a semântica é tipicamente uma 
ciência social e os seus problemas só encontrarão respostas quando tivermos um modelo geral e 
preciso do uso da linguagem. O que me proponho questionar é a possibilidade da Pragmática 
– “Is Pragmatics Possible?”, poderia ser o título – e mostrar que as questões do uso e prática 
linguística só encontrarão resposta satisfatória se dispusermos de uma teoria semântica apropriada. 
Tratarei do problema, partindo de algumas considerações sobre a Sprachkritik e a teoria do juízo 
de Brentano apresentando-o como um antecessor de algumas das teses filosóficas da pragmática 
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2 Mind, Language and Reality, Philosophical Papers, vol 2, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1965, pp. 
139-152.
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contemporânea, assinalando sobretudo as nítidas afinidades com Austin. Pretendo também apon-
tar os impasses de uma pragmática pura, que prescinda, por assim dizer, de uma teoria semântica, 
ou que se apresente em oposição à semântica. As objecções que se formulam ás teorias «sociais» e 
convencionais do significado, ou genericamente falando às teorias do sentido como «uso» apon-
tam para o facto da especificidade do significado linguístico, que não se deixa captar totalmente 
pelo papel que uma expressão desempenha no respectivo jogo de linguagem, nem se pode remeter 
apenas para o conjunto das regras que determinam o seu uso. A capacidade que tem um locutor 
de compreender o sentido de expressões novas das quais desconhece o significado e as convenções 
que as regem, é prova da impossibilidade de traduzir uma teoria do significado pelo conjunto de 
regras e convenções que determinam o emprego da linguagem. Há sempre algum factor residual 
que faz a distinção entre um jogo de linguagem e qualquer outra actividade social regida por 
regras, seja esta o xadrez, o ténis ou qualquer outro tipo de jogo. A diferença remete para uma ou 
outra noção de sentido e de significado, pressuposta em qualquer sistema ou conjunto de regras. 
As condições explicitadas pelas teorias do significado como uso não parecem ser suficientes para 
definir e caracterizar uma linguagem: enfrentam-se com os dois obstáculos, o de dar conta da 
peculiaridade do uso linguístico em relação a outras actividade regidas por regras, e explicar como 
é que uma expressão tem um determinado significado2.

2.Como é sabido, Charles Morris distingue no estudo dos signos três aspectos – semântico, 
sintáctico e pragmático – que são três dimensões de um mesmo processo de significação, dificil-
mente isoláveis, pelas suas interacções mútuas. Uma visão retrospectiva da filosofia da linguagem 
mostra-nos, no entanto, como a analítica inflectiu nitidamente para uma abordagem pragmática, 
- com raízes no pensamento de Peirce, e sobretudo a partir da teoria do significado como uso 
de Wittgenstein. Pode falar-se realmente de uma transformação pragmática da filosofia analítica 
contemporânea. Esta transformação, acentuada nos filósofos da linguagem que procedem do 
último Wittgenstein – Austin, Searle – está prefigurada e anunciada, nomeadamente, na Crítica 
linguística de Brentano. É isso que passo a mostrar.

Consideremos duas idéias mestras da concepção pragmática do significado:
a) O significado não reside apenas na relação dos signos com os seus referentes (dimensão 

semântica), mas há que ter em conta o contexto linguístico e extra-linguístico: situacional e 
sócio-cultural. Designá-lo-emos por Princípio do Contexto (PC).

b) O significado depende fundamentalmente da intenção e do acto do locutor, portanto 
a própria linguagem deve ser considerada como uma actividade humana, segundo regras. 
Designá-lo-emos por Princípio da Intencionalidade (PI).

O PC é formulado por Frege nos Fundamentos da Aritmética, como um dos princípios orien-
tadores da sua investigação: estabelece que o significado das palavras não se deve procurar quando 
estas ocorrem isoladamente, mas sim no contexto da frase. Se não se observar este princípio, cor-
rer-se-á o risco de infringir a distinção entre o psicológico e o lógico, o subjectivo e o objectivo, 
o outro princípio formulado por Frege na Introdução dos Fundamentos da Aritmética. A razão 
apontada por Frege para a estreita correlação entre os dois princípios, é a de que, se não se respeita 
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2 Cfr Lycan, W. G. – Philosophy of Language, London and New York, Routledge, 2000, pp. 93-98.
Note-se que o argumento da Terra Gêmea não se dirige só contra as teorias tradicionais do significado e os pressup-
ostos de que termos com diferentes extensões têm significados diferentes, e o de que o significado dos pensamentos é 
determinado em função de certos estados psicológicos. Os exemplos de Putnam mostram também que os significados 
das expressões não são determináveis pela totalidade dos estados mentais e corporais dos locutores nem mesmo pelos 
modelos de uso de toda a comunidade. “O significado não está apenas na cabeça”, o dictum de Putnam, poderia 
completar-se “Não reside tão-pouco apenas no comportamento e nas regras de uso”.
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o PC, então tomaremos como significado das palavras as imagens mentais ou actos da mente indi-
vidual. Depreende-se assim que a formulação deste princípio semântico assume, em Frege, a função 
de garantir que as expressões têm um significado objectivo, fora da mente. Nos Fundamentos da 
Aritmética, Frege não introduzira ainda a distinção entre sentido e referência, com a qual pretende 
garantir a objectividade da teoria do significado, mas propõe já os princípios de uma semântica 
realista e rejeita uma versão psicologista da teoria do significado em termos de relações de uma pa-
lavra com a imagem interna, representação, ideia, etc., a que se associa. Esta pretensão de assegurar 
o carácter objectivo do significado, não implica, no entanto, a adopção do PC. De facto, poderia 
atribuir-se a cada palavra isolada um significado objectivo. Fica assim por justificar a formulação do 
princípio na economia do pensamento fregeano e pode-se pensar que, embora desempenhe uma 
função importante nos Fundamentos da Aritmética, para a defesa da célebre tese de que o número 
é um objecto, não terá mais relevância no desenvolvimento posterior da obra de Frege.

Seja qual for a interpretação que se der do sentido do PC no contexto da filosofia da lingua-
gem de Frege, o que importa aqui destacar é a relação deste princípio com a rejeição de uma 
teoria semântica assente numa concepção «mentalista» do significado, segundo a qual a cada 
palavra ou expressão corresponderia um estado mental, uma ideia ou representação subjectiva, 
mediante os quais o signo se remete ao objecto referido. O dictum de Putnam é já uma das 
ideias orientadoras de toda a semântica fregeana: o sentido não pode estar confinado ao domínio 
das representações mentais nem residir na nossa cabeça como um certo estado psíquico interno, 
acessível apenas a cada locutor. O solipsismo metodológico que Putnam combate é também um 
cavalo de batalha da semântica de Frege, que propugna por uma dimensão pública, intersubjectiva 
do sentido, garantia da objectividade e comunicabilidade do pensamento. O PC garante esta 
dimensão da linguagem, afastando-se da tradicional semântica formalista e atribuindo à noção de 
significado um carácter estrutural e holista.

Não é difícil ver como a ideia de contexto linguístico se ampliará para abarcar a situação de 
fala e as condições ambientais e sociais de toda a actividade significativa. A versão lata de contexto 
inclui, portanto, as convenções, as intenções, as regras, a relação comunicativa, os efeitos das 
palavras no interlocutor, etc. Os problemas do sentido são remetidos para o amplo contexto da 
acção e comportamento humanos em geral. Em lugar de procurar o significado nas relações entre 
as palavras e o mundo como se existissem in vacuo, procura-se considerar que o emprego dos 
signos envolve acções intencionais dos locutores (PI).

A viragem pragmática – promovida por Wittgenstein, Austin, Grice, Searle – vem precisamente 
reconduzir a linguagem ao seu habitat natural, enfatizando mais o papel do sujeito linguístico e as 
suas intenções do que o da estrutura das frases, tão explorada e analisada pelas teorias formais do 
significado. Poderia cair-se aqui num dilema irresolúvel entre estrutura e intenção, transformando 
o problema num «combate homérico» entre formalistas e defensores das teorias do uso. Não há 
necessidade, no entanto, de permanecer nesta encruzilhada, esgrimindo em vão contra argumentos 
a favor e contra um ou outro factor: é evidente que os locutores realizam actos intencionais ao sig-
nificar e que o conteúdo destes actos tem uma estrutura bem representada pelas teorias formais do 
significado. É difícil isolar o factor uso e a dimensão intencional do significado do factor estrutural.

As teorias pragmáticas, ao considerar a linguagem como acção racional, acentuam a necessidade 
de ter em conta a intencionalidade de qualquer acto linguístico. Como escreve Strawson, “não 
há qualquer esperança de elucidar a noção de conteúdo desses actos de fala sem prestar atenção 
às noções destes próprios actos de fala... E só é possível (...) elucidar a noção de afirmar ou asserir 
recorrendo à idéia de intenção dirigida a uma audiência. Afirmar ou asserir é fundamentalmente 
um exemplo de usar uma expressão com uma certa intenção”3.

3 Logico-Linguistic Papers, London, Methuen, 1971, p.181.
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3. Estes dois princípios encontram-se já pressupostos na Sprachkritik de Brentano.
a) A confirmar a presença do PC, veja-se a distinção entre dois tipos de nomes – categ-

oremáticos e sincategoremáticos – que Brentano recolhe da semântica tradicional. Os termos 
sincategoremáticos não têm qualquer significado por si próprios, mas apenas quando em 
relação com outros nomes: “são em si e para si sem sentido, mas despertam a pressuposição de 
um contexto de fala (mitbedeutend)4. É o caso dos artigos, proposições, conjunções, etc.; de ex-
pressões como “é” e “não é”, que não exprimem a presença de nenhum predicado real; e também 
de outros termos, os universais e abstractos que, em si mesmos, tão-pouco significam nenhuma 
realidade, mas remetem sempre para seres singulares e concretos. O caso destes termos universais 
e abstractos constitui um exemplo interessante de termos   cosignificativos: “nomes abstractos 
como «cor», psicologicamente não os considero como verdadeiros nomes, mas diferentes partes 
do discurso (Redeteile)”5. São nomes fictícios que substituem expressões mais extensas para fa-
cilitar a comunicação e evitar que tenhamos de referir sempre realidades singulares: uma «forma 
linguística abreviada» (abgekürzte Sprachform), que não é um nome propriamente dito, e para ter 
significado, necessita de um contexto de fala completo6. A linguagem que emprega estes termos 
como nomes que designem algo, lida com objectivações impróprias e opera com ficções.

A dimensão pragmática do juízo segue-se desta distinção entre termos categoremáticos e 
sincategoremáticos (ou cosignificativos), na expressão linguística dos mesmos: as partículas 
«ist», e «ist nicht» não têm qualquer significado, mas exprimem a força ou acto de posição 
em relação ao conteúdo representativo que nos é dado. Dependem – e por isso mesmo são 
cosignificativos – dos termos aos quais se unem no enunciado e podem adquirir tantos sentidos 
diferentes quantas as palavras que os acompanham.

É claro que esta distinção dos termos é clássica e poder-se-ia perguntar – qual é a novi-
dade de Brentano?

Em primeiro lugar, o facto de a divisão que este estabelece ter passado para o grupo dos 
termos sincategoremáticos ou cosignificativos uma grande parte de elementos da linguagem, que 
na semântica tradicional não eram considerados como tais, nomeadamente, todos os nomes ab-
stractos e universais. O seu significado depende do contexto de uso, como o afirma expressamente 
Brentano, e isso requer a formulação de regras para o seu emprego. 

Pensemos por exemplo em termos que exprimem propriedades – cor. Estes termos não desig-
nam, não são referenciais, são nomes fictícios. Como determinar então o seu significado? Segundo 
Brentano é necessário saber o que se passa na mente humana quando se empregam estes termos, 
através de uma análise psicológica precisa. Como os nomes comuns, universais ou abstractos têm 
uma certa indeterminação, necessitam do contexto de fala completo. Esta indeterminação dos 
conceitos, que possibilita a sua universalidade tem o seu lugar próprio ao nível do que Brentano 
designa por «modos oblíquos», uma vez que estes conceitos indeterminados são irrealidades e 
por isso nunca podem ser visados objectivamente. Só o «real», isto é o singular, pode ser objecto 
directo da consciência e, portanto, designado em directo por um nome. Sendo assim, será ne-
cessário estabelecer as regras para o emprego destes termos e propor alguma explicação para o seu 
funcionamento na comunicação linguística. Se à palavra «cor» não corresponde nada de real, mas 
é usada em situações de fala e estabelece uma comunicação compreensível, como é que se dá esta 
compreensão? Não sabemos a que é que corresponde o termo «cor», mas podemos empregá-la 
com êxito (felicity  diria Austin) na práctica linguística.
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4Die Lehre vom richtigen Urteil, Francke Verlag, Berna, 1956, p. 37.
5Wahrheit und Evidenz,  Hamburgo, Felix Meiner, 1930, p. 91.
6 Die Lehre vom richtigen Urteil, p. 44.
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O outro caso é o dos enunciados que exprimem juízos. Enquanto os nomes próprios signifi-
cam algo, uma proposição, por ser o lugar da verdade (e falsidade), vai muito mais longe, ela 
determina o real. Ou, em palavras de Brentano: “a frase assinala, indica (zeigt); o nome, não”7. 
Que quer isto dizer? Quando digo, por exemplo, «chove», esclarece Brentano, não quero infor-
mar de modo primário que eu afirmo que chove, mas simplesmente que chove (...) A primeira 
intenção desta frase não é dar a informação que estou a afirmar, mas sim visar directamente uma 
determinada situação real. Ou seja, quando afirmo «chove», estou a realizar uma asserção, que é 
um acto diferente de uma mera expressão; só fazemos uma asserção quando falamos no contexto 
de uma prática linguística. Isto significa que o sentido de uma asserção não pode ser dado apenas 
em termos de condições de verdade, tanto mais que a sua função não é propriamente semântica, 
mas prática; releva, portanto de um sistema de regras do uso, que seria necessário formular.

O próprio Brentano não apresentou nunca essas regras nem sequer desenvolveu esta nova 
dimensão contextual e práctica do emprego dos nomes abstractos, nem das proposições como 
«actos de fala». Mas diagnosticou a principal causa dos problemas da semântica: a convicção de 
que a linguagem seria uma imagem perfeita do pensamento, e que entre as palavras e os concei-
tos existiria um ordenamento simétrico exacto e rigoroso. Esta convicção fomenta a procura do 
significado de cada palavra em «algo» que está aí, como um objecto por ela designado. Assim, a 
cada signo linguístico deveria corresponder alguma coisa real ou mental, e entre pensamento e 
linguagem dar-se-ia uma relação especular, isomórfica. Brentano denuncia reiteradamente o erro 
de pensar que a linguagem é uma cópia exacta do pensamento. E nisto está em perfeita sintonia 
com as críticas que, nos últimos anos, autores muito diversos, têm dirigido contra as teses tradi-
cionais da semântica, chamando a atenção para o carácter comunicacional da linguagem, para a 
inviabilidade de deduzir as formas de pensamento a partir das suas expressões linguísticas.

Note-se que no citado ensaio de Putnam, são precisamente as dificuldades geradas pelas 
utópicas teorias do significado, e concretamente a semântica dos nomes comuns8, que levaram 
ao pessimismo quanto à possibilidade de uma teoria semântica. Tudo o que neste capítulo tem 
sido produzido pelos lógicos e filósofos da linguagem não passa de uma «descrição mítica» (a 
myth-eaten description, expressão de Austin). O problema da teoria semântica, segundo Putnam, 
é precisamente o de se libertar da imagem do significado de uma palavra como algo semelhante 
a uma lista de conceitos9. O pessimismo extremo de Quine quanto à possibilidade de uma «teoria 
semântica», e a sua «caça ao sentido», arrancam precisamente desta imagem deturpadora.

7 Cfr  Die Abkehr von Nichtrealen,  Berna, Munique, 1966, p. 101.
8 Cfr ibidem, p. 150: “(...) I have said that in the case of a ‘natural kind’ word one conveys the associated stereotype: 
the associated idea of the characteristics of a normal member of the kind. But this is not, in general, enough; one must 
also convey the extension, one must indicate which kind the stereotype is supposed to ‘fit’.
“From the point of view of any traditional meaning theory (…) this is just nonsense. How can I ‘convey’ the exten-
sion of, say ‘tiger’? Am I supposed to give you all the tigers in the world (heaven forfend!). I can convey the extension 
of a term only by giving a description of that extension; and then that description must be ‘a part of the meaning’, or 
else my definition will not be a meaning-statement at all. To say: ‘I gave him certain conditions associated with the 
word, and I gave him the extension’ (as if that weren’t just giving further conditions) can only be nonsense.
“The mistake of the traditional theorist lies in his attachment to the word ‘meaning’. If giving the meaning is giving 
the meaning, then it is giving a definite thing; but giving the meaning isn’t, as we shall see in a moment, giving some 
one definite thing. To drop the word ‘meaning’ which is here extremely misleading: there is no one set of facts which 
has to be conveyed to convey the normal use of a word; and taking account of this requires a complication in our 
notion of ‘core facts’ “.
9 Cfr ibidem, p. 146: “We have seen, I believe, one reason for the recent lack of progress in semantic theory: you may 
dress up traditional mistakes in modern dress by talking of ‘recursive rules’ and ‘linguistic universals’, but they remain 
the traditional mistakes. The problem in semantic theory is to get away from the picture of the meaning of a word as 
something like a list of concepts; not to formalize that misguided picture”.
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A inovação de Brentano, por assim dizer, está no facto de ter contribuído para a crítica de con-
cepções semânticas tradicionais que fomentam a crença em «ficções da linguagem» e alimentam a 
proliferação de entidades irreais que seriam os significados para os quais apontam todos os signos. 
Neste sentido, Brentano antecipa-se às correcções de muitos dos filósofos contemporâneos como 
Wittgenstein, Austin... o próprio Putnam (no ensaio citado, dos anos 70; na sua última obra 
Words & Life defende uma posição totalmente diferente). No entanto, a crítica da linguagem de 
Brentano não teve seguimento na transformação pragmatista da concepção do significado, nem 
deu azo à elaboração de uma teoria do uso da linguagem.

b) Quanto ao 2º princípio – PI 
Penso que não é necessário recordar que sempre que se fala de Brentano, se pensa nas suas 

teses sobre a intencionalidade. Ele foi, de facto, o grande impulsionador do relançamento da 
noção de intentio como traço característico de todos os fenómenos psíquicos. Sendo a linguagem 
fundamentalmente comunicação, e dada a prioridade da competência comunicativa sobre a com-
petência semântica, a viragem pragmática pressupõe que o modo de chegar aos significados terá 
de passar por aquilo que exprimem os enunciados enquanto nessa expressão fica «corporeizada» 
a intenção comunicativa do locutor.

Uma das convicções fundamentais da teoria do juízo de Brentano é a necessidade de fazer 
comparecer o sujeito-que-julga (der Urteilende) para compreender o acto judicativo, que se de-
fine como posição, portanto como um modo peculiar da relação intencional da consciência com os 
seus objectos. Dizer juízo, em Brentano significa dizer afirmação (posição de existência) e negação 
(rejeição de existência). Afirmar ou negar são actos intencionais do sujeito que julga, portanto 
a sua compreensão não implica apenas apreender o sentido do que é afirmado ou negado, mas 
captar a intenção do locutor que afirma ou nega. 

Para Brentano, o juízo consiste “numa segunda relação radicalmente diferente, segundo a 
qual a consciência se refere a um objecto”10, um novo modo da intencionalidade, com notas que 
a separam e distinguem claramente da representação e que a caracterizam como posição: aceitação 
ou rejeição, afirmação ou negação11. O carácter de posição mostra-se particularmente no juízo 
existencial, que Brentano define deste modo em Wahrheit und Evidenz: “trata-se de uma coisa 
simples e da sua posição, não de uma reunião de duas determinações na realidade e tão-pouco, 
portanto, de uma composição que efectuamos ao pensar” (Metafísica Θ,10)12.

Qual o significado de posição na teoria brentaniana? A nota de posição remete-nos para a 
conhecida afirmação de Kant, na Crítica: “O ser (…) é simplesmente a posição de uma coisa ou 
de certas determinações em si mesmas”13. Em Brentano, o termo não denota exactamente um 
princípio de autoposição da realidade concreta a partir do sujeito, mas trata-se do modo, a in-
tencionalidade peculiar do acto judicativo. Em meu entender, em todo o juízo há uma posição 
do próprio sujeito em relação ao objecto do seu juízo, posição que não diz respeito ao objecto 
julgado, mas ao próprio sujeito-que-julga. É este que se auto-posiciona frente ao objecto do 
juízo. Ao afirmar, auto-afirma-se a si mesmo como si mesmo, numa tomada de posição do su-
jeito, não numa posição de existência do objecto. Neste sentido todo o juízo retorna ao sujeito, 
determinando-o de certo modo; trata-se de uma autodeterminação do sujeito a si mesmo, na 
forma de assentimento, asserção. Nesta autodeterminação não deve ver-se a interferência de 

10 Cfr Psychologie II, Dunker &Humblot, Leipzig, 1874 e 1911, p. 39.
11 Cfr Die Lehre vom richtigen Urteil, § 15, p. 33.
12 Wahrheit und Evidenz, p. 136
13 Note-se a semelhança de terminologia na expressão de Tomás de Aquino: “omnis enim positio absoluta aliquid in 
rerum natura existens significat” De Veritate, q. 22, a. 1.
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uma dimensão puramente anímica; Heidegger ao referir-se a Brentano assinala precisamente 
que o juízo só pode ser entendido correctamente, como livre de qualquer influência “anímica” 
(seelischen Tätigkeit frei)14. O significado de “posição” como o modo intencional próprio do 
juízo poderá entender-se melhor reportando-a à noção de força assertiva em Frege, ou mes-
mo força ilocucionária em Austin: a estrutura da enunciação é constituída por um conteúdo 
proposicional sobre o qual recai uma força assertiva, que pode ser associada ao assentimento, à 
asserção. Posição significa acção e remete para o uso linguístico que a exprime. Poderia ver-se na 
concepção de Brentano uma antecipação de toda a semântica e pragmática actual dos speechacts, 
da noção austiniana de performativo. 

Esta distinção, no acto judicativo, entre conteúdo proposicional e força assertiva, que 
foi feita já explicitamente por Frege, retoma um velho problema relativo aos sentidos da 
cópula do juízo: o “é” e “não é”, exprime tanto a síntese, ligação entre sujeito e predicado 
(ou argumento e função), como a posição a asserção propriamente dita. Brentano faz incidir 
a característica definitória do juízo sobre a posição, criticando todas as teorias tradicionais 
que viram no juízo uma certa forma de composição, predicação ou síntese. O que define o 
juízo, como fenômeno psíquico, é uma certa relação intencional da consciência pela qual esta 
se posiciona, assume um compromisso existencial. O carácter essencialmente espontâneo do 
acto judicativo sobrepõe-se ao típico problema do vínculo proposicional, à possibilidade da 
síntese entre representações. A dimensão pragmática predomina sobre a relação semântica. A 
proposição não designa nenhum «estado de coisas» (Sachverhalt), mas exprime simplesmente 
o acto espontâneo do sujeito-que-julga. Isto faz inflectir a noção de significado sobre a intenção 
do locutor, e pensar toda a linguagem como actividade comunicacional de um sujeito vivo, 
em interacção dialógica com os outros.

Ora bem, é este mesmo recuo da procura do significado em algo de formalmente estruturado 
em si mesmo, para a realidade viva da práctica linguística que propõe Austin, ao incluir a própria 
asserção, descrição, informação, na categoria dos actos de fala:

“O que nos falta no caso da asserção, e do mesmo modo, no caso da descrição e informação, 
é descer um pouco do seu pedestal para estes actos, e dar-nos conta que são actos de fala (...) 
Veremos então que ao afirmar algo estamos a executar um acto tal como quando estamos a dar 
uma ordem ou a fazer uma advertência; e vemos, por outro lado, que quando damos uma ordem 
ou um conselho, ou fazemos uma advertência, a questão que surge é explicar como se relacionam 
com os factos. O que talvez não seja tão diferente do tipo de pergunta que surge quando discuti-
mos como se relaciona uma asserção com os factos”15.

O que entende Austin por «descer do pedestal»? Julgo que pretende fazer incidir o processo 
de significação, não sobre uma relação acontextual entre signo e significado, mas sobre a di-
mensão intencional do locutor, intrínseca ao uso de uma expressão. Isto significa restringir o 
significado ao sentido e referência de uma locução, e localizar a força de um acto ilocucionário 
no uso convencional de uma expressão que deste modo determina o tipo de acto que o locutor 
realiza. Todo o problema a partir daqui será o de estabelecer a distinção ou inter-relações entre 
o locucionário e o ilocucionário, ou em termos mais genéricos entre o significado da expressão 
e o significado do locutor. Ou seja: o significado emerge directamente das palavras e das frases 
que em si mesmas referem ou podem referir algo, ou dá-se unicamente, quando incorporados 
num acto de fala, e determinado pela intenção do locutor?

14 Cfr “Die Lehre vom Urteil im Psychologismus”, Gesamtausgabe t I, Frankfurt am Main, Klostemann, 1978, 
p. 124, § 66.
15 Austin, “Performative-Utterances”, Philsophical Papers, Oxford, 1966, p. 238.
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Em síntese, o problema que me ocupa poderia formular-se nas seguintes questões:
Poderá fazer-se uma teoria semântica sem recorrer ao uso? As dificuldades parecem indicar que 

não. Voltando ao título de Putnam: “Is semantics possible?” Será difícil conceber uma semântica 
se não se tiver em conta a sua dimensão social.

E a pragmática, é possível?
Para responder à pergunta trago à colacção uma objecção forte e, em meu entender perti-

nente, que Husserl levanta à teoria brentaniana do juízo como posição, que o reconduz basi-
camente à sua dimensão pragmática: o acto posicional não só não suprime, como exige o acto 
prévio ou subentendido da unidade da síntese. A dimensão pragmática – a força assertiva da 
posição – pressupõe a dimensão semântica: o juízo é essencialmente uma articulação assertiva na 
qual se revela um estado de coisas, não se trata apenas da aceitação de uma representação pre-
viamente dada. Ao caracterizar o juízo como posição – relevando exclusivamente a sua dimensão 
pragmática – Brentano parece esquecer que ela está condicionada pelo sentido da unidade que 
se me apresenta. Se esta não constituir uma unidade de sentido, não se pode dar qualquer acto 
de afirmação ou de negação.

Qual o alcance desta crítica de Husserl para a viabilidade de uma pragmática pura? Parece-me 
ser este: se fizermos recair todo o significado das palavras na intenção do locutor e no contexto 
linguístico, teremos que reduzi-lo às regras do uso e elaborar uma sistematização das convenções 
que o possam determinar. Esta é uma tarefa votada ao fracasso. A pretensão de delimitar rigorosa-
mente os domínios do significado e do uso, que seria um pressuposto básico para a elaboração de 
uma pragmática em oposição ou isolada da semântica, revela-se infrutífera. O que se designa fre-
quentemente como «o lixo de Frege» não tem consistência suficiente para constituir-se num pro-
grama sólido da pragmática. Tanto mais, que nesse «lixo» se misturam também muitos elementos 
que pertencem ao domínio da filosofia da mente, da psicolinguística, da sociolinguística.

Os limites da semântica formal provocaram uma nova «viragem» para a contextualização do 
fenómeno linguístico no enquadramento psicológico e antropológico, como práxis e poiesis in-
trinsecamente humanas; essa é a principal vantagem da abordagem pragmática da linguagem. Mas 
daqui não se deduz que o significado possa ser totalmente explicado a partir de regras meramente 
convencionais e estipulado exclusivamente a partir do uso das palavras. Quando se expulsam pela 
porta as concepções «platonizantes» e objectivantes de sentido e significado, estes regressam pela 
janela sob alguma forma de «universais» ou «competência linguística», com a correspondente 
convicção de um inatismo ou de uma faculdade específica para compreender e comunicar através 
de signos. O recurso a esta competência inata deve-se ao facto de ser difícil, de outro modo 
explicar toda a práctica linguística, como expressamente reconhece Chomsky.

Uma teoria semântica dos fenómenos linguísticos não dá conta do processo de significação, e 
requer a perspectiva pragmática: o sentido literal em si mesmo considerado, desencarnado do uso 
e do contexto, parece ser uma objectivação pouco pertinente para a compreensão do funciona-
mento da linguagem; o significado do locutor, a intenção de fala, no entanto, por si só, exigiriam 
uma sistematização das regras e convenções que justificasse cabalmente o processo da significação. 
As regras do uso pressupõem uma elucidação do uso das regras. Não se trata aqui de um círculo 
vicioso, mas de uma circunvolução genuína entre o natural e o convencional que não é possível 
eludir na análise do significado linguístico.
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RUSSEL VERSUS QUINE:
SOBRE AS ORIGENS FILOSÓFICAS DO 

CONCEITO DE EPISTEMOLOGIA                                 
NATURALIZADA

Henrique Jales Ribeiro
Universidade de Coimbra

Abstract
Quine has been traditionally conceived as the first philosopher to introduce semantic holism 
and the concept of naturalized epistemology in contemporary analytical philosophy, against 
Russell, Carnap and others. The author, following his own research on the subject, shows 
provocatively the Russellian roots of Quine’s views.
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História da Filosofia / History of Philosophy

I 6. Empiricism without the Dogmas
The totality of our so-called knowledge or beliefs, from 

the most casual matters of geography and history to the pro-
foundest laws of atomic physics or even of pure mathematics 
and logic, is a man-made fabric which impinges on experience 
along the edges. Or, to change the figure, total science is like a 
field of force whose boundary conditions are experience.

W. V. O. Quine, “Two Dogmas of Empiricism”.

(...) I will observe, however, that empiricism, as a theory of 
knowledge, is self-refuting. For, however it may be formulated, 
it must envolve some general proposition about the dependen-
ce of knowledge upon experience; and any such proposition, if 
true, must have as a consequence that itself cannot be known. 
While, therefore, empiricism my be true, it cannot, if true, be 
known to be so. This is, however, a large problem.

B. Russell, An Inquiry into Meaning and Truth.
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Uma palavra para esclarecer o título e os propósitos da minha comunicação. A pressuposição 
de que a filosofia Russell estará na origem, directa ou indirectamente, do conceito quineano 
de epistemologia naturalizada é, à partida, paradoxal ou, pelo menos, altamente questionável 
segundo a historiografia na matéria. Pois não foi em grande parte, justamente, contra uma 
epistemologia de tipo fundacionalista, como a de Russell, que esse conceito terá sido conce-
bido? Dizer que uma tal epistemologia estará de algum modo na rota, filosoficamente falando, 
do conceito de Quine parece ser, assim, uma contradictio in adjectum, quando não mesmo 
uma provocação. Vou sugerir, contudo, que, sendo certo que Russell não é um autor da ideia 
de epistemologia naturalizada, a sua própria concepção de epistemologia numa série de tra-
balhos dos anos trinta e quarenta do século passado abriu o caminho, positivamente falando, 
para a de Quine, mesmo se, em última análise, os seus respectivos resultados só de forma mais 
ou menos remota foram incorporados por esta última. A minha teoria passa, desde logo, por 
não devermos aceitar uma parte substancial do que Quine ele mesmo nos diz, genericamente, 
quanto às origens da sua concepção1 e, de forma mais geral, por recusarmos subscrever o 
que a historiografia conhecida, ou aquilo a que podemos chamar a “versão oficial das origens 
do conceito de epistemologia naturalizada”, diz sobre a matéria.2 Fornecerei um importante 
conjunto de sugestões que apontam para as enormes vantagens, do ponto de vista do estudo 
da história da filosofia analítica em toda a sua complexidade, tanto de uma como de outra 
atitude. Passa, em segundo lugar, por procurar contextualizar nos trabalhos da filosofia de 
Russell a que aludi a problemática da epistemologia naturalizada, sobretudo a que diz respeito 
à teoria da significação e à filosofia da linguagem de modo geral. E, também quanto a este 
assunto, argumentarei, retomando a minha própria investigação nestes últimos anos, que não 
devemos compartilhar as interpretações da historiografia conhecida, que estão estreitamente 
relacionadas com a teoria da história da filosofia analítica que informa a visão oficial das origens 
do conceito de epistemologia naturalizada.3 Finalmente, procurarei estabelecer um paralelo 
entre a epistemologia de Russell e a de Quine, que, longe de as opôr ou contrastar entre si, 
como acontece habitualmente, salienta as suas afinidades e cumplicidades.4

*
Que exista uma visão “standard” ou oficial dessas origens é algo evidente na literatura 

analítica corrente. Entendo por “visão oficial” uma teoria da história que constitui a grelha 
dominante da leitura e interpretação, por parte do aparelho universitário anglófono, do lugar 

1 Veja-se, por exemplo, W. V. QUINE, “Autobiography of W. V. Quine”, in L. E. HAHN e P. A. SCHILPP (Ed.s), 
The Philosophy of W. V. Quine, Open Court: La Salle-Illinois, 1988, 3 e ss..
2 Essa versão é recorrente na historiografia conhecida e, por isso, dispensamo-nos de muitas exemplificações. Veja-se o 
conjunto de trabalhos reunidos em H. Kornblith (Ed.), Naturalizing Epistemology, The Mit Press: Cambridge-Mas-
sachusetts/London, 1994 (ex.: IDEM, “What is Naturalistic Epistemology ?”, in ibidem, 1-14). Em trabalhos mais 
amplos e especializados, essa versão é igual e persistentemente desenvolvida. Veja-se R. F. GIBSON, “Translation, 
Physics, and Facts of the Matter”, in W. V. QUINE, op. cit., 139 e ss.; e C. HOOKWAY, Quine: Language, Experi-
ence and Reality, Stanford University Press: Stanford/California, 1988. A tendência da historiografia mais recente, 
contudo, tem sido para salientar os compromissos e cumplicidades entre as teses quineanas e a filosofia tradicional.
3 Veja-se, nomeadamente, H. RIBEIRO, “The Present Relevance of Bertrand Russell’s Criticism of Logical Positiv-
ism”, in Revista Portuguesa de Filosofia, LV, 4, 1999, 427-458; IDEM, Para compreender a história da filosofia 
analítica, MinervaCoimbra: Coimbra, 2001; e IDEM, “O Tractatus de Wittgenstein, Russell e o problema do ho-
lismo em filosofia”, in Revista Portuguesa de Filosofia, 58, 2002, 465-497.
4 Na mesma linha de pensamento, destaque-se D. LACKEY, “Russell’s Anticipation of Quine’s Criterion”, in Rus-
sell: The Journal of the Bertrand Russell Archives, 16, Winter 1975, 27-30; P. O’GRADY, “The Russellian Roots of 
Naturalized Epistemology”, in ibidem, N.S., 15, 1995, 53-63.
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da filosofia de Quine no movimento analítico, sobretudo no que ao positivismo lógico concerne, 
particularmente a partir do final dos anos sessenta.5 Falando de “grelha” estou falar de um con-
junto de pressupostos históricos e filosóficos fundamentais que orientam mais ou menos como-
damente as interpretações e que estão longe de ser evidentes por si mesmos, não porque sejam 
falsos isoladamente, ou considerados de per se, mas porque são redutores e simplistas, apontando, 
de facto, para um enredo muito mais complexo e profundo da trama da história do conceito de 
epistemologia naturalizada. Poderiamos consubstanciá-los na tese seguinte:

Tese:  Essa epistemologia surge, de forma revolucionária, contra a epistemologia tradicional 
de Russell, Carnap e do positivismo lógico em geral, demarcando-se do reducionismo e veri-
ficacionismo da mesma, ao qual opõe, pela primeira vez na história da filosofia analítica, uma 
visão holista e naturalista consequente, alheia ao fundacionalismo, em matéria de epistemologia 
e de  filosofia da linguagem.6 

Terei ocasião, espero eu, de procurar desmistificar esta tese em alguns dos seus vários compo-
nentes doutrinais, ao encontro, aliás, de alguma historiografia recente quer quanto ao positivismo 
lógico, e ao vienese em particular, quer quanto a Russell. O ponto decisivo não é tanto que Russell 
ou Carnap terão adoptado um programa reducionista e verificacionista em epistemologia mas, 
repito-o mais uma vez, que Quine teria introduzido pela primeira vez na história da filosofia, sem 
precedentes ou antecedentes na matéria, a problemática do naturalismo e do holismo, e a questão da 
epistemologia fundacionalista ‘versus’ epistemologia naturalizada. Uma tal visão instaura, pois, 
uma ruptura clara entre a problemática da epistemologia naturalizada de Quine e as problemáticas 
filosóficas tradicionais, como se não existisse entre elas qualquer tipo de relação, de continuidade 
ou de compromissos. E é justamente esse signo da ruptura ou da descontinuidade que, acrescento 
eu, caracteriza o que chamei de “visão oficial”, e que, no que a Russell diz respeito em particular, 
não devemos subscrever hoje em dia. Não é de estranhar que, demarcando de forma precisa mas 
enganadora limites ou fronteiras histórico-filosóficas aparentemente claras, ao abrigo da nova 
problemática da epistemologia naturalizada, essa visão se tivesse tornado um verdadeiro programa 
de interpretação, fácil e cómodo, da historiografia analítica praticada nas universidades anglófonas 
no último quartel do século XX. Nem mesmo o facto de Quine ter sido um frequentador do 
chamado “segundo Círculo” de Viena,7 de nunca ter escondido a sua enorme dívida para com 
Russell e Carnap, por exemplo,8 não parece sugerir a suspeita de que, afinal de contas, talvez 

5 Quine começou a percorrer a rota da “epistemologia naturalizada”, como se sabe, a partir dos anos cinquenta, com 
“Two Dogmas of Empiricism”, e a mesma teria uma etapa decisiva nos finais dos anos sessenta com a publicação 
de uma série de ensaios reunidos em Ontological Relativity and Other Essays (o ensaio principal, que deu o título à 
obra, data de 1968). O intervalo entre o relativo desconhecimento de Quine, por parte do mundo filosófico, e o 
seu apogeu neste, depois dos anos setenta, pode explicar-se através da derradeira dominação da agenda filosófica, 
nessa época, pela filosofia britânica ou pela chamada “ordinary language philosophy” (Ayer, Strawson, Ryle, Austin e 
outros). Veja-se, sobre este ponto, M. DUMMETT, “Can Philosophy Be Systematic And Ought It To Be?”, in Truth 
and Other Enigmas, Duckworth: Woscester/London, 1978.
6 Um dos defensores da tese dirá, em síntese: “It has become customary for epistemologists who profess allegiance 
to a ‘naturalistic’ conception of knowledge to pay homage to Quine as the chief contemporary provenance of their 
inspiration - especially to his influential paper ‘”Epistemology Naturalized”. Quine’s principal argument in this paper 
against traditional epistemology is based on the claim that the Cartesian foundationalist program has failed (...). 
While this claim about the hopelessness of the Cartesian ‘quest for certainty’ is nothing new, using it to discredit the 
very conception of normative epistemology is new, something that any serious student of epistemology must contend with.” 
(J. KIM, “What Is Naturalized Epistemology ?”, in H. KORNBLITH (Ed.), op. cit., 36-37, ss. nn.)
7 Veja-se W. V. QUINE, “Autobiography of W. V. Quine”, in op. cit., 12 e ss..
8 Veja-se IDEM, ibidem, 12 e ss.. Sobre a dívida de Quine para com Russell, veja-se IDEM, “Logical Correspondence 
with Russell”, in Russell: The Journal of the Bertrand Russell Archives, N. S., vol. 8, 1-2, Summer/Winter, 225-231.
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não seja bem assim, e que, em última análise, não há inovação sem tradição e crise, ruptura sem 
alguma continuidade ou compromissos. Mas, por agora, e tendo em vista introduzir o tema da 
minha comunicação, deixem-me comentar a aceitação ou não por parte do próprio Quine da tese 
que referi mais acima. Um tal objectivo objectivo passa por fazer algumas observações sobre a 
visão quineana da história da filosofia analítica.

*
É sabido que Quine escreveu muito pouco sobre a história da filosofia e da analítica em 

particular quando consideradas em si mesmas. As teorias de Russell, Carnap, Tarski e outros 
aparecem nos seus trabalhos no contexto da sua própria filosofia, fornecendo um excelente 
exemplo do modelo de reconstrução histórica e racional com o qual Rorty, anos mais tarde, virá 
a identificar um dos géneros fundamentais da historiografia analítica.9 Seja como for, o facto é 
que parece não haver muitas dúvidas de que ele, com algumas hesitações que mais adiante expli-
carei, foi o primeiro subscritor da tese acima mencionada, sugerindo aqui e ali que Russell não 
só ignorava o holismo e o naturalismo a respeito da teoria da significação mas estava na origem 
do reducionismo e verificacionismo do positivismo lógico e de Carnap em particular.10  Não 
porque Carnap, é claro, segundo Quine, tivesse simplesmente desenvolvido as teorias de Rus-
sell; mas porque, histórica e filosoficamente falando e posto de parte o contributo inestimável 
da filosofia da lógica e da matemática de homens como Gödel ou como Tarski, a de Carnap 
terá procurado seguir os mesmos pressupostos epistemológicos essenciais de um modelo de 
“filosofia primeira” como a de Russell, e, em especial, a do Russell posterior à primeira edição 
de Os Princípios da Matemática (1903).11 Putnam, que sempre foi mais prolixo do que Quine 
sobre a história da filosofia, desenvolveu atentamente esta perspectiva.12 Uma vez dito isto, não 
é menos verdade que Quine nunca deixou de prestar a devida homenagem a Russell,13 tanto 
do ponto de vista filosófico como do pessoal, distanciando-se estrategicamente, tanto quanto 
era possível fazê-lo na altura, dos seus críticos, como certos seguidores da chamada “filosofia 
da linguagem corrente” (Strawson).14

Incidentalmente, a conexão com esta última filosofia é assaz relevante para caracterizar a visão 
de Quine da história do movimento analítico. Feitas as contas ou o balanço deste assunto, Quine 
nunca teve uma visão própria e autónoma da história da filosofia analítica e, muito especialmente, 
do lugar de Russell na mesma. Na verdade, como sugeri na minha dissertação de doutoramento 
e em alguns trabalhos mais recentes, ele, como aliás os restantes membros do que Dummett 
chamará a “escola americana”,15 limitaram-se, grosso modo falando, a adoptar e desenvolver a visão 

Russel versus Quine: sobre as origens filosóficas do conceito de epistemologia naturalizada • Henrique Jales Ribeiro

9 Veja-se R. RORTY, “The Historiography of Philosophy: Four Genres”, in R. RORTY, J. B. SCHNEWIND e Q. 
SKINNER (Ed.s), Philosophy in History, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1984, 49-75.
10 Veja-se “Two Dogmas of Empiricism”, in W. V. QUINE, From a Logical Point of View: Logico-Philosophical 
Essays, Harvard University Press, Cambridge-Massachusetts, 1994, 20 e ss..
11  Veja-se IDEM, “Epistemology Naturalized”, in H. KORNBLITH (Ed.), op. cit., 15 e ss.. Também em W. V. 
QUINE, Relativité de l’ontologie et quelques autres essais, trad. J. Largeault, Aubier: Paris, 1977, 83 e ss..
12 Veja-se “Language and Philosophy” (1975), in H. PUTNAM, Mind, Language and Reality: Philosophical Papers, 
Cambridge University Press: Cambridge/London/New York, 1986, vol. 2, 1 e ss.; e “Brains and Behaviour” (1963), 
in IDEM, ibidem, 325 e ss..
13 Nos anos cinquenta, por exemplo, Quine era um dos raros filósofos a elogiar a teoria das descrições de Russell e as 
respectivas aplicações. Veja-se “On What There Is”, in W. V. QUINE, From a Logical Point of View, 1-20.
14 Veja-se, neste sentido, “Mr. Strawson on Logical Theory” (1953), in W. V. QUINE, The Ways of Paradox and Other 
Essays, Harvard University Press: Harvard, 1966, 137 e ss..
15 Veja-se M. DUMMETT, op. cit., 441.
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característica da filosofia britânica durante os anos cinquenta e sessenta.16 Isto explicará, muito 
provavelmente, certas ambiguidades da parte de Quine, quanto a Russell, a que acabei de aludir, 
e, mais decisivamente, o seu silêncio e as suas omissões quanto a Wittgenstein, que, uma década 
antes do filósofo americano ter lançado a agenda de toda uma nova problemática da teoria da 
significação centrada na epistemologia naturalizada, tinha chegado a conclusões muito similares 
quanto a essa teoria.17 A filosofia britânica via em Russell e no positivismo lógico tanto na sua 
versão vienense como na americana os seus principais inimigos históricos, porque ambos seriam 
essencialmente uma expressão da “tradição clássica” em filosofia, que, em contraste com uma 
nova que ela própria representaria, fazia da teoria do conhecimento e da epistemologia em geral a 
sua principal preocupação filosófica.18 Wittgenstein, por outro lado, era acusado de, pelo menos 
inicialmente, ter colaborado (por altura da publicação do Tractatus) com uma tal subversão da 
filosofia da análise, que tinha o nome russelliano conhecido de “filosofia do atomismo lógico”.19  
A crítica anti-positivista do final dos anos cinquenta por parte da filosofia britânica, a que Quine 
parece ter aderido, interpretava a história da análise geralmente desse ponto de vista a que acabei 
de aludir: sempre mantendo aquele pressuposto histórico dos filósofos ingleses segundo o qual 
será a filosofia de Russell, e particularmente a sua doutrina do atomismo lógico, que está na 
origem dos males positivistas, continuava a subscrever geralmente a responsabilidade histórica da 
primeira filosofia de Wittgenstein em relação ao positivismo lógico, apesar de a obra conhecida de 
Wittgenstein depois do Tractatus, na perspectiva dessa mesma crítica anti-positivista, parecer tê-lo 
completamente redimido de uma tal responsabilidade.20 Vamos ter que esperar pelo último quar-
tel do século XX para que a crítica anti-positivista reabilite a primeira filosofia de Wittgenstein, 
divorciando-a da suposta influência russelliana, de acordo com a teoria segundo a qual apresen-
tará uma visão pura da lógica, não contaminada pelos pressupostos epistemológicos espúrios do 
atomismo lógico de Russell e dos seus continuadores positivistas.21

A moderna crítica anti-positivista que se segue ao impacto da problemática do holismo e do 
naturalismo na filosofia contemporânea, e na qual devemos incluir, para além de Quine, Feyera-
bend, Hanson, Toulmin, Popper e Putnam, adoptou geralmente quanto ao positivismo lógico 
e respectivas origens a representação característica da filosofia britânica nos anos cinquenta e 
sessenta, com excepção, no que ao primeiro Wittgenstein diz respeito, da reserva a que acabei 
de aludir. Mas como R. Haller, o pioneiro da renovação dos estudos sobre o positivismo lógico 
vienense, mostrou numa série de trabalhos memoráveis, a imagem de um positivismo reduzido ao 

16 Veja-se H. RIBEIRO, Para compreender a história da filosofia analítica, MinervaCoimbra: Coimbra, 2001, cap. 
5, 115 e ss.. 
17 Veja-se L. WITTGENSTEIN, Philosophical Investigations, trad. G. E. Ascombe e R. Rhees, Basil Blackwell: Ox-
ford, 1953. Sobre o paralelo entre Wittgenstein e Quine na matéria, ver, por exemplo, J. HEAL, Fact and Meaning: 
Quine and Wittgenstein on Philosophy of Language, Basil Blackwell: Oxford, 1989.
18 Cf. J. O. URMSON, Philosophical Analysis: Its Development Between the Two World Wars, Clarendon Press: 
Oxford, 1956; e IDEM, “Histoire de l’analyse”, in La philosophie analytique, Cahiers de Royaumont, Minuit: Paris, 
1962, 11-22.
19 Veja-se D. PEARS, “Logical Atomism: Russell and Wittgenstein”, in A. J. AYER (Ed.), The Revolution in Philoso-
phy, MacMillan and Co.: London, 1956, 41-55.
20 Veja-se K. POPPER, “The Demarcation Between Science and Metaphysics”, in Conjectures and Refutations: The 
Growth of Scientific Knowledge, Routledge and Kegan Paul: London, 1972, 254; I. LAKATOS, “Cambios en el 
problema de la logica inductiva”, in Matemáticas, Ciencia y Epistemologia, trad. Diego R. Nicolás, Alianza Editorial: 
Madrid, 1981, 179 e ss.; e S. TOULMIN e A. JANIK, La Viena de Wittgenstein, trad. Ignacio de Liaño, Taurus: 
Madrid, 1983, 279.
21 Veja-se, neste sentido, P. M. S. HACKER, Wittgenstein’s Place in Twentieth-century Analytic Philosophy, Blackwell: 
London, 1996.
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fundacionalismo clássico, fenomenalista e verificacionista, não tem uma verdadeira correspondên-
cia histórica e filosófica entre a generalidade dos positivistas vieneses.22 Pelo contrário, o holismo e 
naturalismo de Quine teve como seu principal antecedente ou precedente, entre aqueles, a filoso-
fia de Neurath desde os dois primeiros decénios do século XX.23 Este resultado das investigações 
do historiador austríaco foi, em parte na sua sequência e como é conhecido, estendido depois 
a certas teorias da ciência características de filósofos franceses no dealbar do século XX, como 
P. Duhem, dando lugar a toda uma nova historiografia sobre a matéria.24 Mas, por outro lado, 
também os estudos quer sobre a conexão entre Russell e o positivismo lógico vienense quer sobre 
a questão de saber quais serão as origens mais remotas deste na filosofia alemã da segunda metade 
do século XIX, sofreram um desenvolvimento considerável nos últimos vinte anos. A imagem 
de um positivismo essencialmente herdeiro do legado histórico da filosofia de Russell, e do 
atomismo lógico em especial, foi francamente abalada com as investigações de A. Richardson, 
M. Friedman e outros, que mostraram ser ele resultante de um vasto enredo histórico-filosófico 
do pensamento alemão da última metade do século XIX (ainda basicamente por estudar), cen-
trado sobre a justificação da possibilidade não apenas da matemática e da física (como em Kant) 
mas também das novas “ciências da vida” (a energética e a biologia) e do “espírito” (as chamadas 
“ciências humanas”), e onde o neo-kantismo é uma característica filosófica dominante.25 Mais do 
que isso, e pior do que isso, para essas investigações que mencionámos: a crítica anti-positivista 
contemporânea, de que é exemplo privilegiado a crítica de Quine numa série de trabalhos desde 
os anos cinquenta, ao acusar de reducionismo e verificacionismo o positivismo lógico vienense 
não só ignora aparentemente que ele foi, como dissemos, essencialmente holista em matéria de 
filosofia da ciência (um holismo que não é só naturalista, como em Neurath, mas também pro-
priamente lógico ou lógico-sintáctico, como em Carnap, Hempel e outros), e que um tal holismo 
antecipa claramente o seu próprio holismo, como ignorará ainda que a epistemologia positivista, 
particularmente a de Carnap, não só não é fundacionalista no sentido clássico em que se oporia 
ao relativismo como também, muito antes de Kuhn, parece antecipar o relativismo filosófico anti-
fundacionalista da nova filosofia da ciência em voga actualmente.26 Em consequência, o retrato 
histórico da génese do positivismo lógico por parte da crítica anti-positivista contemporânea não 
só é geralmente erróneo e enganador como será mesmo falso.

22 Veja-se R. HALLER, Studien zur Österreichischen Philosophie, Rodopi: Amsterdam, 1979; IDEM, Fragen zu 
Wittgenstein und Aufsätze zur Österreichischen Philosophie, Rodopi: Amsterdam, 1986; e IDEM; “New Light on 
the Vienna Circle””, in The Monist, 65, 1982, 25-38.
23 IDEM, ibidem, 35.
24 Uma das referências principais nos anos setenta é S. HARDING (Ed.), Can Theories be Refuted? Essays on the 
Duhem-Quine Thesis, Reidel Publishing Co.: Dordrecht/Boston, 1976; mais recentemente, M. CLAVELIN e R. 
BOUDON (Ed.s), Le rélativisme est-il résistible? Regards sur la sociologie des sciences, Actes du Colloque Interna-
tional ‘La sociologie de la connaissance scientifique: Bilan et perspectives’, P.U.F.: Paris, 1993.
25 A. RICHARDSON, Carnap’s Construction of the World: The ‘Aufbau’ and the Emergence of Logical Empiri-
cism, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1998; IDEM, “From Epistemology to the Logic of Science: Carnap’s 
Philosophy of Empirical Knowledge in the 1930s”, in R. GIERE e A. RICHARDSON (Ed.s), Origins of Logical 
Empiricism, University of Minnesota Press: Minneapolis/London, 1996, 309-334; M. FRIEDMAN, Reconsidering 
Logical Positivism, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1999. Sobre a nossa própria perspectiva quanto ao 
assunto, cf. H. RIBEIRO, “From Russell’s Logical Atomism to Carnap’s Aufbau: Reinterpreting the Classic and 
Modern Theories on the Subject”, in M. RÉDEI and M. STÖLTZNER (Ed.s), John von Neumann and the Founda-
tions of Quantum Physics, Kluwer Academic Publishers: Dordrecht/Boston/London, 2001, 305-318.
26 O paralelo entre Carnap e Kuhn foi feito inicialmente por G. REISH, “Did Kuhn Kill Logical Empiricism?”,  in 
Philosophy of Science, 58, 1991, 264-277. Ele foi retomado, entre outros, por J. EARMAN, “Carnap, Kuhn, and 
the Philosophy of Scientific Methodology”, in P. HORWICH (Ed.), World Changes: Tomas Kuhn and the Nature 
of Science, The Mit Press: Cambridge-Massachusetts/London, 1992, 37-54.
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Alguns estudiosos da filosofia dos críticos anti-positivistas, e nomeadamente da de Quine, 
têm vindo a confirmar esta revisão da história da análise desses críticos. É que Quine, cuja for-
mação filosófica foi feita em grande parte com os positivistas lógicos vienenses e com Carnap 
em particular, deu geralmente por adquirido que o seu próprio holismo naturalista em matéria 
de filosofia da ciência seria oposto à epistemologia positivista de modo geral, ignorando o 
holismo que a caracteriza e, sobretudo, menosprezando o facto de que a sua “epistemologia 
naturalizada” é basicamente uma reformulação em novos termos, como sugeri anteriormente, 
do naturalismo de Neurath, isto é, nada mais nada menos do que o grande promotor do 
holismo positivista desde o começo dos anos vinte até praticamente à dissolução institucional 
do Círculo.27 Entretanto, que Quine o tenha feito, quero dizer, que tenha omitido que estava 
ainda, de certa maneira, nos anos cinquenta e sessenta a tomar partido na famosa disputa posi-
tivista sobre a teoria da significação implicada no célebre problema do estatuto dos “enunciados 
protocolares” a favor daquele que, em certa medida, já a tinha ganho logo em meados dos anos 
trinta, não é filosoficamente indiferente ou secundário. D. Koppelberg observa que Quine, 
atacando o positivismo lógico como atacou, estava a prestar um favor à “filosofia britânica”, 
que há muito (nas palavras de M. Dummett) tinha elegido Carnap (não Heidegger!) como 
o seu “principal inimigo”!28 Isso é, dos pontos de vista da psicologia e da história, uma boa 
interpretação mas, filosoficamente falando, parece insuficiente. Uma explicação alternativa, 
que aqui se sugere, seria que o interesse dominante de Quine não consiste na crítica do suposto 
reducionismo positivista em si mesma nem apenas em intervir nos diferendos entre a “filosofia 
britânica” e o positivismo lógico, apesar de tanto essa crítica como esta intervenção parecerem 
factos indiscutíveis, mas, em vez disso, em relançar o debate mais geral entre fundacionalismo e 
naturalismo em parte (e sublinho “em parte”) na esteira, como vou sugerir a seguir, de teorias 
como a que Russell nos apresenta em trabalhos fundamentais como uma Investigação Sobre 
a Significação e a Verdade e O Conhecimento Humano. Contudo, parece ser perfeitamente 
evidente que os pressupostos histórico-filosóficos que Quine apresenta para esse debate são, 
em geral, historicamente enganadores quando não mesmo falsos. Que o filósofo tenha neces-
sidade de recriar desta ou daquela maneira a história da filosofia de acordo não apenas com as 
exigências da sua própria filosofia mas também com as do contexo histórico onde se insere, é 
um facto bem elucidativo, como diria Rorty, do carácter meta-histórico e meta-filosófico de 
uma grande parte dos problemas correntes na filosofia analítica desde o seu começo.

*
Russell, justamente, foi vítima ao longo da história da filosofia analítica de um tal tipo 

de representação meta-histórica do que deveria ser a verdadeira análise filosófica, a começar, 
desde logo, pela sua relação com Wittgenstein, por altura do Tractatus, e continuando, depois, 

27 Veja-se R. HALLER, “Das Neurath-prinzip--Grundlagen und Folgerungen” (1982), in Fragen zu Wittgenstein 
und Aufsätze zur Österreichischen Philosophie, 108-124. Quine, na verdade, não deixa de salientar a importância 
da filosofia de Neurath, em contraste com o positivismo lógico no seu conjunto. Ele não o faz em “Two Dogmas of 
Empiricism” (1951), mas, embora de passagem, designadamente em “On Mental Entities” (1952) (W. V. QUINE, 
The Ways of Paradox and Other Essays, 223, 225); em “Le combat positiviste de Carnap”, in J. SEBESTIK e A. 
SOULEZ (Ed.s), Le Cercle de Vienne: Doctrines et controverses, Meridiens Klincksieck: Paris, 1986, 174; e em 
“Epistemology Naturalized”, in H. KORNBLITH (Ed.), op. cit., 26, 27.
28 D. KOPPELBERG, “Why and How to Naturalize Epistemology”, in R. BARRETT e R. GIBSON (Ed.s), Perspec-
tives on Quine, Blackwell: Oxford/Cambridge-Massachusetts/London, 1993, 200-211. Sobre as dissidências entre 
a filosofia inglesa da “ordinary language” e o positivismo lógico, veja-se J. O. URMSON, “Histoire de l’analyse”, in 
La philosophie analytique, 11-22.
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com a sua influência no positivismo lógico vienense.29 O pressuposto erróneo e enganador da 
historiografia analítica sobre o assunto é que a sua filosofia seria essencialmente fundacionalista, 
no sentido clássico ou tradicional, para além de atomista e reducionista, e, portanto, alheia à 
problemática do holismo e naturalismo em filosofia. Tenho procurado persistentemente defender 
a teoria, contra aquilo a que chamei a “leitura wittgensteiniana”, de que um tal pressuposto não 
tem qualquer sustentabilidade histórica na filosofia de Russell a partir dos anos vinte do século 
passado, e que o que de facto aí encontramos, a exemplo do que aliás acontece com alguns 
positivistas lógicos na época, como Reichenbach e Schlick, é uma antecipação do problema, e 
das respectivas implicações filosóficas, a que Quine virá a chamar dos anos sessenta em diante 
“indeterminação da tradução”.30 Um tal problema aparece em Russell sob a forma da relatividade 
semântica entre a teoria e o observador, e condu-lo a uma versão da problemática do holismo 
a que podemos chamar um “holismo semântico parcial”.31 De facto, logo no começo dos anos 
vinte, em trabalhos como A Análise da Mente e alguns anos antes do próprio Wittgenstein, en-
contramos nele a defesa da concepção fundamental segundo a qual a significação resulta do uso 
da própria linguagem,32 no quadro mais geral de uma abordagem que, reconhecendo os limites e 
dificuldades do fundacionalismo tradicional, procura um meio termo entre este e o naturalismo.33 
Tudo isto, claro está, está longe de ser evidente para as leituras tradicionais da filosofia de Russell, 
e particularmente quer para a wittgensteiniana quer para a feita à luz da visão oficial das origens 
da problemática da epistemologia naturalizada.

Um aspecto fundamental do que acabo de dizer, no que concerne à atitude de Russell 
perante o positivismo lógico vienese a partir dos anos trinta, é que ele temia as implicações 
nefastas de um holismo radical em filosofia tanto na versão lógica ou lógico-sintáctica como 
na versão sociológica e naturalista.34 Para ele, em trabalhos como Uma Investigação Sobre a 

29 Veja-se H. RIBEIRO, Para compreender a história da filosofia analítica, 97 e ss..
30 Isso é bem claro na filosofia de Reichenbach. Em 1926 ele afirma a propósito da relatividade semântica teoria/dado-
observação: “There are no facts, proclaims the idealist, who views the whole conception of the world as a construc-
tion of reason. In a certain sense, this is true (...) even the simplest facts of daily life are to some extend theory-laden. 
(...) But how can facts decide between theories if they themselves presuppose theories? Instead of overthrowing the 
theory ‘refuted’ by experiment, may we not alter the theories that first made the ‘thing’ observed into ‘this’ particular 
fact? Could we not arbitrarily establish ‘any’ theory in just this way, by interpreting every fact accordingly? Are there 
any facts at all that claim to characterize something objective?” (H. REICHENBACH, “The Metaphysics of Natural 
Science”, in M. REICHENBACH e R. COHEN [Ed.s], Hans Reichenbach. Selected Writings: 1900-1953, Reidel 
Publishing Co.: Dordrecht/Boston/London, vol. 1, 289, s. n.) Sobre os holismos de Schlick e de Reichenbach, e a 
sua relação com Russell, veja-se W. DEMOPOULOS e M. FRIEDMAN, “The Concept of Structure in The Analysis 
of Matter”, in C. W. SAVAGE e A. ANDERSON (Ed.s), Rereading Russell: Essays in Bertrand Russell’s Metaphysics 
and Epistemology, University of Minnesota Press: Minneapolis, 1989, 183-199.
31 Veja-se H. RIBEIRO, “Da ‘imagem oficial’ de Russell à reabilitação da sua filosofia: ‘O vago’ como caso em 
estudo”, in Da natureza ao sagrado: Homenagem a Francisco Vieira Jordão, Fundação Eng. António de Almeida: 
Porto, 2000, vol. 1, 199-257.
32 A tese de que a significação resulta essencialmente do uso da linguagem é o tema fundamental da “Lecture X” de 
The Analysis of Mind. Russell afirma aí, por exemplo: “Understanding language is more like understanding cricket: 
it is a matter of habits, acquired in oneself and rightly presumed in others. To say that a word has a meaning is not to 
say that those who use the word correctly have ever thought out what the meaning is : the use of the word comes first, 
and the meaning is to be distilled out of it by observation and analysis.” (B. Russell, The Analysis of Mind, George 
Allen and Unwin: London, 1978, 197-198, s. n.) Esta tese conduz Russell, em 1921, a apresentar, muito antes de 
Popper, um argumento anti-verificacionista em matéria de teoria da significação. Veja-se IDEM, ibidem, 268-269.
33 Veja-se H. RIBEIRO, “The Present Relevance of Bertrand Russell’s Criticism of Logical Positivism”, 456-458.
34 Veja-se B. RUSSELL, An Inquiry Into Meaning and Truth, Penguin Books: Middlesex-England/Victoria-Austra-
lia, 1973 (1ª edição 1940), 132-133. Russell, em 1940, confunde por vezes, aparentemente, as duas versões, porque 
não era para ele claro o que é que, em rigor, distinguiria a versão semântica e naturalista, de Neurath, da versão 
propriamente lógico-sintáctica de Carnap e de Hempel.
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Significação e a Verdade, era justamente esse o caso das propostas de solução positivistas para a 
crise da justificação dos chamados “enunciados protocolares”, como sejam as de Neurath, Car-
nap e Schlick.35 Russell pensava que essas propostas conduziam a uma redução lógico-linguística 
dos problemas filosóficos, como acontecia com Carnap, ou a uma redução sociológica e natu-
ralista, como acontecia com Neurath, e que ambas poderiam conduzir ao fim da epistemologia 
e da própria filosofia de maneira geral. Como se argumenta no livro referido, o holismo seria a 
mais perniciosa consequência da negação por parte dos positivistas lógicos da existência de um 
dado puro e virgem de interpretação, ou de algo independente da própria linguagem, como os 
chamados “factos” ou “percepções”.36 Russell estava convencido que um tal tipo de negação 
tinha conduzido os positivistas ao hegelianismo e, em particular, a uma espécie de panlogismo 
neo-hegeliano, e identificou atitudes holistas radicais similares quer por parte do pragmatismo 
de Dewey quer por parte dos filósofos ingleses da linguagem corrente.37 Como ele dirá:

There are some schools of philosophy-notable the Hegelians and the instrumentalists-which deny 
the distinction between data and inferences altogether. They mantain that in all our knowledge there 
is an inferential element, that knowledge is an organic whole, and that the test of truth is coherence 
rather than conformity with ‘fact’. I do not deny an element of truth in this view, but I think that, if 
taken as the whole truth, it renders the part played by perception in knowledge inexplicable.38

É evidente em várias passagens de Uma Investigação que, segundo o seu autor, era essencial 
manter a distinção entre a linguagem e os factos, ou, como Quine dirá dez anos mais tarde 
de uma perspectiva oposta, entre os elementos empíricos e os elementos lógicos da teoria da 
significação, em ordem a evitar uma redução lógico-linguística da filosofia. Não que Russell 
tivesse, na altura, a percepção que já se requeria de uma problemática como a da analiticidade, 
que só virá a fazer parte da agenda filosófica com Quine uma década depois. O cerne da sua 
argumentação tem como pano de fundo, em vez disso, aquele mesmo conjunto de problemas 
levantados pela justificação dos enunciados protocolares que tinha ocupado os positivistas 
vienenses. E não é menos claro que os argumentos críticos de Russell nesses textos não assen-
tam em premissas de tipo fundacionalista, como os seus críticos e adversários pretendem, mas 
precisamente na tentativa de encontrar uma via alternativa entre o fundacionalismo tradicional 
e o naturalismo.39 O ponto essencial, contra a interpretação de Quine do positivismo lógico 

35 Sobre esta crise, veja-se R. CARNAP, “On Protocol Sentences” (1932), trad. R. Creath e R. Nollan, in NOÛS, 21, 
1987, 457-470; O. NEURATH, “Protocol Sentences” (1932-1933), in A. J. AYER (Ed.), Logical Positivism, The Free 
Press: London, 1959, 199-208; C. HEMPEL, “On the Logical Positivist’s Theory of Truth” (1934), in Analysis, 2, 4, 
1935; F. BARONE, “La polémique sur les énoncés protocolaires dans l’épistémologie du Cercle de Vienne”, in J. SEBE-
STIK et A. SOULEZ (Ed.s), op. cit., 181-196; P. JACOB, “La controverse entre Neurath et Schlick”, in ibidem, 197-218; 
e R. CICERA, Carnap and the Vienna Circle: Empiricism and Logical Syntax, Rodopi: Atlanta, 1994.
36 IB. RUSSELL, op. cit., 117-118.
37 IDEM, ibidem, cap. 21, 272 e ss..
38 IDEM, ibidem, 117.
39 A ideia de Russell, em matéria de linguagem por exemplo, é que a aprendizagem desta nos estádios iniciais da 
infância é feita através do que chama “acquaintance”, isto é, de um processo que consiste basicamente na designação 
ostensiva dos objectos ou situações a que se referem os nomes em geral. Mas, aplicado à experiência humana no seu 
conjunto, esse processo é interpretado por ele em termos naturalistas e beavioristas, através, nomeadamente, da noção 
de que a significação advém do uso da linguagem (IDEM, ibidem, cap. 4, 59 e ss.). Posto perante a questão de saber 
como é que se pode conciliar a tese de que referência e significação assentam ultimamente na acquaintance com a tese 
de que resultam do uso da linguagem ele mesmo, Russell certamente argumentaria que a sua acquaintance linguística 
é um estádio primitivo e mais ou menos ideal, onto-geneticamente falando, da possibilidade da referência e da sig-
nificação em geral (veja-se IDEM, ibidem, 70 e ss.). Deste ponto de vista, ele próprio poderia subscrever uma grande 
parte da teoria desenvolvida por Quine nos seus primeiros trabalhos sobre filosofia da linguagem (por exemplo, “The 
Scope and Language of Science” [1954], in W. V. QUINE, The Ways of Paradox and Other Essays, 228-245).
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mas ao encontro da reabilitação contemporânea deste a que mais acima aludimos, é que para 
Russell a teoria da ciência positivista será, sem o saber, essencialmente holista, não reducionista. 
E, complementarmente, que o reducionismo em filosofia subscrito por alguns positivistas, 
como Carnap e sobretudo Schlick, é um escape positivista das implicações ou consequências 
perniciosas desse holismo em filosofia, em particular das que pareciam seguir-se de uma teoria 
como a de Neurath.40 Por outras palavras, para Russell os positivistas vienenses não teriam tido 
a consciência filosófica que se requeria das suas assumpções holistas em matéria de filosofia da 
ciência, e, por isso, teriam adoptado por vezes, inconsequentemente, o reducionismo.41

Decorre claramente do que Russell nos diz em Uma Investigação sobre Neurath, que o que 
Quine virá a chamar “epistemologia naturalizada” equivale, no fundo, à negação da filosofia no 
sentido primeiro e essencial em que, uma vez reconhecidos os limites e dificuldades incontornáveis 
do fundacionalismo tradicional, ela deverá de algum modo continuar a poder fundar o conhe-
cimento científico sob pena de desaparecer completamente. É uma teoria em que ele insistirá 
posteriormente em O Conhecimento Humano e, por fim, O Meu Desenvolvimento Filosófico.42 Neste 
sentido, Russell observa pertinentemente no primeiro trabalho que a derradeira justificação para o 
empirismo semântico radical de Neurath não é filosófica mas sociológica. Outra coisa, presumivel-
mente, ele não diria sobre o papel que Quine virá a confiar aos filósofos em matéria de ciência no 
quadro da epistemologia naturalizada.43 Era essencial para Russell conservar e manter a autonomia 
e independência do domínio teorético da filosofia em relação à ciência, aceitando, se assim se 
quiser, a concepção cartesiana da árvore do conhecimento mas, simultaneamente, reinterpretando 
num tal contexto no sentido do naturalismo tudo o que era possível reinterpretar. E foi justamente 
o que ele procurou fazer, à sua maneira, particularmente a partir dos anos trinta, quando se dá o 
impacto do positivismo lógico na cena internacional.44  Na base de um tal empreendimento, alguns 
anos antes de Quine e da crítica anti-positivista contemporânea, está já aquela mesma problemática 
do holismo em filosofia que norteou tanto esta como aquele filósofo americano.

Por outro lado, decorre ainda da crítica anti-positivista de Russell que, sendo certo que 
devemos aceitar a indeterminação da tradução de Quine e grande parte das suas implicações, 
não nos devemos de modo algum sentir obrigados a aceitar a sua indeterminação da refer-
ência, que é propriamente a indeterminação que está na base, filosoficamente falando, do 
conceito de epistemologia naturalizada.45 Na verdade, desde os seus primeiros trabalhos sobre 

40 M. Friedman defendeu esta interpretação. Veja-se M. FRIEDMAN, “Philosophy and the Exact Sciences: Logical 
Positivism as a Case Study”, in J. EARMAN (Ed.), Inference, Explanation, and Other Frustations: Essays in the 
Philosophy of Science, University of California Press: Cambridge-Massachusetts/London, 37-54.
41 Deste ponto de vista, a ideia de que o verificacionismo positivista longe de eliminar a metafísica a reintroduz por 
uma outra via, assentando ultimamente nela , é recorrente ao longo dessa obra: “A great deal of metaphysics, afirma 
Russell, is involved (...). I cannot imagine any way of discovering whether the metaphysics in question is true or false, 
but I think it is worthwhile to state the assumptions involved.” (B. RUSSELL, op. cit., 220).
42  Veja-se B. RUSSELL, My Philosophical Development, George Allen and Unwin: London, 1959, 229-230.
43 Veja-se W. V. QUINE, “Epistemology Naturalized”, in H. KORNBLITH (Ed.), op. cit., 28-30.
44 Veja-se B. RUSSELL, “The Limits of Empiricism” (1935), in J. SLATER (Ed.), Bertrand Russell: A Fresh Look at 
Empiricism: 1927-1942, The Collected Papers of Bertrand Russell, Routledge: London/New York, vol. 10, 1996, 
313-328. Antes de An Inquiry into Meaning and Truth, onde essa crítica é prosseguida e desenvolvida, Russell 
dedicará ainda um trabalho à análise do positivismo lógico: “On Verification” (1937), in ibidem, 334-357. Em 1950, 
num trabalho retirado parcialmente de Human Knowledge: Its Scope and Limits (1948), ele continua a defender o 
essencial das críticas anteriormente apresentadas (veja-se B. RUSSELL, “Logical Positivism”, in Revue Internationale 
de Philosophie, janvier de 1950, 11).
45 A primeira indeterminação, ou “sub-indeterminação” como por vezes se diz, não deveria conduzir necessariamente 
à segunda mas, no argumento quineano, é indissociável ou inseparável dela. Veja-se W. V. QUINE, art. cit., 23 e ss.; 
e IDEM, Relativité de l’ontologie et quelques autres essays, cap. 2, 47 e ss..
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o conceito de vago no princípio dos anos vinte, ele manterá que a inevitável indeterminação 
da significação que resulta do uso da linguagem tem a ver não apenas ou exclusivamente com 
a ocorrência indeterminada mas, outrossim, com a nossa relação cognitiva com a mesma.46 O 
que significa, em termos quineanos, que se fosse a ocorrência ou referência ela mesma que 
fosse indeterminada, não chegariamos sequer a poder compreender a possibilidade da indetermi-
nação da tradução, e que esta, portanto, perderia toda a pertinência filosófica.47 Consciente das 
origens kantianas do holismo semântico de maneira geral, em contraste com o que acontecia 
geralmente na sua época, Russell insistiu com persistência neste ponto a que acabo de aludir.48 

Aceitaria, pois, a indeterminação quineana da tradução mas rejeitaria que esta pudesse con-
duzir com necessidade, como pensou Quine, a qualquer indeterminação da referência. E, deste 
modo, era mais uma vez na necessidade de uma via alternativa entre o fundacionalismo clássico 
ou tradicional, -que não aceita a legitimidade da primeira indeterminação-, e um naturalismo 
de feição mais ou menos radical, -que, de uma forma ou de outra, milita essencialmente pela 
segunda-, que Russell apostava nos seus últimos trabalhos filosóficos.

46 Russell dirá: “When knowledge is vague, this does not apply to the knowing as an occurrence; as an occurrence it 
is incapable of being either vague or precise, just as all other occurrences are. Vagueness in a cognitive occurrence is 
a characteristic of its relation to that which is known, not a characteristic of the occurrence in itself.” (B. RUSSELL, 
“Vagueness” [1923], in J. SLATER [Ed.], Bertrand Russell: Essays on Language, Mind and Matter: 1919-1926, The 
Collected Papers of Bertrand Russell, Unwin Hyman: London/Boston, 1988, 147-148, s. n.)
47 Não há nesta indeterminação que Russell tem em mente qualquer vestígio da ideia de generalidade, no sentido 
em que alguns críticos acusam enganadoramente a sua concepção da linguagem. A indeterminação da tradução (o 
vago em geral das ocorrências cognitivas) em si própria é um facto que, por sua vez, não pode ser indeterminado, 
sob pena do conceito de indeterminação ele mesmo tornar-se completamente vazio e auto-contraditório. O referente 
(ou o “conhecido” como lhe chama Russell), por outro lado, também não é indeterminado em si mesmo e só é pro-
priamente indeterminado no contexto da tradução (ou da relação entre a “ocorrência cognitiva” e o “conhecido”). 
Veja-se, sobre o assunto, H. RIBEIRO, “Da ‘imagem oficial’ de Russell à reabilitação da sua filosofia: ‘O vago’ como 
caso em estudo”, 199-257.
48 Essas origens foram postas em evidência pelos autores a que aludimos na nota 25 e são mencionadas por Russell 
no seu trabalho sobre “O Vago”. Cf. J. SLATER (Ed.), op. cit., 145.
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